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Nontrivial examples of Krichever-Novikov algebras are constructed. The construction 
involves parameters that satisfy eigenvalue conditions. In the linear case. for an r-term algebra. 
the eigenvalues are O.I ..... r - 3. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently. Krichever and Novikov l
•
2 have proposed as 

an algebraic extension of conformal invariance on an arbi
trary genus Riemann surface the study of algebras of the 
type 

r-I 

[Nm,Nnl = L Ck(m,n)Nm+n_r+I+2k' (1.1) 
k=O 

where the genus of the surface is (r - 1 )/3, for r = 1 mod 3. 
These will be referred to as Krichever-Novikov (KN) alge
bras. The work of Krichever and Novikov has been contin
ued by Bonora et aU and Mezincescu et al.4 The simplest 
and best-known case of a KN algebra is the Virasoro algebra 

[Lm,Ln 1 = (m - n)Lm + n + (m 3 
- m)c8m + n.O' (1.2) 

which describes conformal invariance on a sphere (genus 0). 
This algebra is said to be Z graded and the KN algebras 
( 1.1) are said to be generalized graded. In this article we take 
a purely algebraic point of view and raise the question ofthe 
classification of the possible structure constants and their 
functional dependence on m, n as permitted by the Jacobi 
identities. This is a problem similar to the classification of 
finite Lie algebras and we must take care that any solutions 
are not simply isomorphic to the Virasoro algebra. 

The case r = 1 ofa KN algebra (without central exten
sion) is in general 

[Lm,Lnl =C(m,n)Lm+ n (1.3 ) 

and one solution for the structure constant is 

C(m,n) = (m - n)[a(m)a(n)/a(m + n)], (1.4) 

where the arbitrary function a(m) can be renormalized 
away by dividing Lm by a(m). We believe that this is the 
only solution, having made the assumption of an ansatz for 
C( m,n) as the ratio of multinomials in m, n-but we know 
of no general proof of ( 1.4). However, it turns out that there 
are many different possible sets of structure constants 
Ck (m,n) for a KN algebra with r> 1. 

Let us call such an algebra a three-, four-, etc. term alge
bra according to the number of terms on the rhs of (1.1). 
The determination of allowable structure constants that sat
isfy the Jacobi identities is an extremdy difficult nonlinear 
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problem: The number of such identities that arise in the r
term case is 2r - 1. 

Fortunately, there is a class of allowable algebras for 
which the problem may be transmuted to a simpler, al
though still difficult form, i.e., those for which the operators 
N m may be reexpressed as a finite sum of contiguous even or 
odd Virasoro generators Lm: 

r-I 

N m = L ak(m)Lm_r+I+2k' 
k=O 

( 1.5) 

The conditions for N m to generate a KN algebra are still 
2r - 1 equations, but the r unknown functions a k (m) de
pend on one variable rather than two. One may conjecture 
that all KN algebras may be expressed as ( 1.5): Evidence for 
this viewpoint will be given in Sec. V. If the relationship 
(1.5) can be inverted to express the L 's in terms of a sum 
(possibly semi-infinite) of the N's. then the algebra is equiv
alent to the full Virasoro algebra; otherwise, and we shall 
exhibit examples. it is an infinite subalgebra. 

These algebras may be categorized according to the de
gree of m in the ak (m): The constraints for a closed algebra 
become more complicated as this increases. We shall use a 
convenient representation of the Virasoro generators: 

L I-m d 
m=Z -. 

dz 
( 1.6) 

Within the representation (1.6), Eq. (1.5) becomes a power 
series in z: 

r-I d 
N ~ k( ) r-I-2k I-m m=£.-a mz z -. 

k=O dz 
( 1.7) 

We shall demonstrate that there are no constraints for 
the case of constant a k (m), obtain eigenvalue conditions for 
the parameters in a k (m) for the cases that are linear and 
quadratic in m, and present solutions of these that exhibit 
remarkable regular integral sequences. 

II. CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS 

The KN algebras for which the a k (m) are independent 
of m are straightforward and correspond to the well-known 
Virasoro case-the structure constants Ck (m.n) are just 
(m - n) up to multiplicative constants. Indeed. it is clear 
from the following theorem that all KN algebras ofthis form 
may be expressed as a sum of L 's. 

Theorem 1: If the coefficientsak(m) in (1.5) do not 
depend on m, then the N m form a KN algebra satisfying 
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(1.1) with Ck (m,n) = (m - n)ak . 
Proof If the ak (m) are constants, (1.7) becomes 

,-I d 
N = L akz,-1-2kz l-m_ 

m k=O dz 

=g(Z)ZI-m~, (2.1) 
dz 

definingg(z) as a power series. When forming, the commu
tator [N m ,Nn ] terms symmetric in m, n cancel, leaving only 
the part where Zl - n is differentiated, 

[Nm,Nn] = (m':"-n)(g(z»)2z l-m-n! 

,-I . . d 
=(m-n) L akg(z)zl-(m+n-'+1+2kJ_ 

k=O ~ 
,- I 

= (m - n) L akN m + n _ ,+ I + 2k . (2.2) 
k=O 

Comparing (2.2) with ( 1.1) gives the result. 
Alternatively, if p(z) is an elliptic or hyperelliptic func

tionofzsatisfying(p'(z»)2 = g(p(z»), whereg(p) isapolyno
mial of finite degree in p, then 

N m =P'(Z)(P(z»)I-m-'+I! (2.3) 

=g(p)pl-m-,+ I ~. 
dp 

(2.4 ) 

Commuting (2.3) gives a sum ofN 's. Ifg(p) is a polyno
mial in p2, the N m form a KN algebra, with constant coeffi
cients. Putting Lm = pI - m (d /dp) makes (2.4) equivalent 
to (1.5). 

III. LINEAR COEFFICIENTS 

Ifthe ak (m) depend on m the problem is much harder. 
When forming the commutator, g(z) is a function of m, so 
there are more antisymmetric terms and the proof in Sec. II 
for the constant case no longer works. We need to find the 
constraints on theak (m) toobtainaKN algebra. The Jacobi 
identities are satisfied automatically since we are making the 
assumption that N m is a sum of L 'so The condition for a KN 
algebra is that the N's satisfy (1.1) for some structure con
stants Ck (m,n). The way to check this is to express N m and 
N n as sums of L 's, commute them, and ensure that the re
sulting sum of L 's may be expressed as a sum of N's: 

[N,N] ~N 

~ t 

[~L,~L] ~L 

We shall start by considering the following ansatz for 
KN algebras linear in m: 

N m =(m+f)z+ (m-f) ~)(z+ ~r-2z1-m! 
(3.1) 

and we shall find the possible values of the parameter f for a 
closed algebra. The ansatz (3.1) was Chosen on the basis of 
experiments using the computer algebra package REDUCE, 

which indicate that all such algebras may be expressed as 
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(3.1) or our later generalization. Note that (3.1) is invariant 
up to sign under z ~ - 1/ Z, m ~ - m: We shall refer to this 
as the parity automorphism. This is the remnant of the auto
morphisms of the Virasoro algebra generated by 
Lm ~ ± (1/ Ii )L}.m' The original KN algebra has a different 
normalization for the N's. In Ref. 1 the normalization is 
chosen so that the end structure constants are given by 

C'- l(m,n) = (m - n) , 

CO(m,n) = (m - n) [a(m)a(n)la(m + n - r + 1)] . 
(3.2) 

The conditions of parity invariance are then 

N_ m = +a( -m)Nm, a(m)a( -m) = -1. 
(3.3 ) 

Equations (3.3) imply that the generalstructure of a(m) is 
given by 

m -/3-
a(m)=AmII " (3.4) 

; m+{3; 

where the{3; andA are constants. Our ansatz corresponds to 
the case where there is only one factor in the product. The 
merit of this ansatz is that the 2r - 1 conditions for closure 
reduce to r + 1 linear equations for r unknowns, giving a 
single consistency requirement. The commutator may be 
calculated as 

[Nm,Nn] = (m - n) {( (m + f)(n + f)z 

+ (m-f)(n-f)-;)(z+ ~) (3.5) 

X 4f ( f - 1) } (z + ~) 2r - 4Z1 - m - n ! 
or, as a power series in z, as 

(
r- 1) 

k (m + f)(n + f) 

r 

XL 
k=O 

(
r- 1) 

+ k-1 (m-f)(n-f) 

(
r-2) 

- k-1 4f(f-1) 

X zr- 2k(Z + ~)r- 2Z1 - m - n ~. (3.6) 
z dz 

Equation (1.1) may also be expressed as a power series 
in z by using the ansatz (3.1) for N m and rearranging the 
summation: 

[Nm,Nn] 

= ± (C
k
(m,n)(m+n-r+2k+l+ f ) ) 

k=O +C k
-

1(m,n)(m+n-r+2k-1-f) 

X Z-2k z+- zl-m-n_, ( 1)'-2 d 
Z dz 

(3.7) 

whereC-'(m,n) =C'(m,n) =0. 
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The set of r + 1 equations obtained by equating the coef
ficients in (3.6) and (3.7) may be written as a determinant 
which must be zero for all m, n for a closed algebra. We shall 
illustrate this for the case r = 5, from which the general case 
is evident. We remove the factor of (m - n) and define 

A=(m+J)(n+J), 

m+n-4+J o o 

m+n-4-J m+n-2+J o 

o m+n-2-J m+n+J 

""= (m-J)(n-J) , (3.8) 

v= -4f(J-l). 

We will treat A, "", and v as arbitrary parameters in the first 
stage of the analysis. Then for r = 5 the determinant is 

o o (~)A 
o o 

o o 

o o m+n-J m+n+2+J o 

(~)A + (~)"" + (~)v 
(~)A + (~)"" + e)v 
(~)A + (~)"" + (~)v 
(:)A + (~)"" + G)v o o o m+n+2-J m+n+4+J 

o o o o m+n+4-J (:)"" 
This may be reduced by row and column operations. Put R I' = R 1 - R 2 + R 3 - R 4 + .... Then it is evident that the 
combinatorial factors in the last column cancel and that J = 0 is an eigenvalue. Then perform C 5' = C 5 + C 4, 
C 4' = C 4 + C 3, etc., giving 

2J 0 0 

m+n-4-J 2m +2n-6 m+n-2+J 

0 m+n-2-J 2m + 2n - 2 

0 0 m+n-J 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

Finally, R 5' = R 5 - R 6, R 4' = R 4 - R 5', ... , yielding 

2J 0 0 

m+n-4-J m+n-4+J 0 

0 m+n-2-J m+n-2+J 

0 0 m+n-J 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

This is then 2J times a 5 X 5 subdeterminant which is equiva
lentilo the determinant in the four-term case withJshifted to 
j -h 1. Thus the five-term matrix has a zero atJ = 0 and also 

, , 
at zeros of the four-term case shifted by 1. It is clear that the 
same row and column operations will work for the r-term 
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0 0 0 

0 0 G)A + (~)"" + (~)v 
m+n+J 0 G)A + (~)"" + G)v 

2m +2n+2 m+n+2+J (~)A + G)"" + G)v 
m+n+2-J 2m + 2n +6 (:)A + (~)"" + G)v 

0 m+n+4-J (:)"" 
0 0 0 

0 0 (~)A 
0 0 G)A + (~)"" + (~)v 

m+n+J 0 (~)A + (~)"" + G)v 
m+n+2-J m+n+2+J (~)A + G)"" + G)v 

0 m+n+4-J G)"" 

case, which has zeros atJ= 0,/' + 1, where the!, are the 
zeros of the {r - 1 )-term case. The three-term determinant 
has a single z~ro atJ = 0, completing the inductive proof that 
the r-term case has zeros atJ = 0, 1, ... ,r - 3, regardless of A, 
"", and v. It should be noted that theJ = 0 case is not interest-
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ing since the factor m may be normalized away. Explicit 
calculation of the three-term determinant with A, p, and vas 
in (3.8) shows that the case with r = 3 has extra zeros at 
f = 1,2: These zeros do not carryover in the above induction 
since they are removed by the shift in! 

This simple family may be extended by noting that the 

only properties of the binomial coefficients (~) used in the 

above proof are that I;' ~ 0 ( - 1) {~) = ° and 

(~ ~ n + (n ~ 1) = (~). There are other sets of coeffi

cients that satisfy these conditions-those in the expansion 
of (z + l/z)n - q (z - l/z)q, which we shall refer to as 

erq) . When q = ° these reduce to the ordinary binomial 

coefficients. Note that C ~ Jq) = ( - 1 )q(~rq) , i.e., the 

parity automorphism still holds, and also that 

(~~ n(q-I) - (n ~ 1rq-I) = erq) 
There is very similar inductive proof for the family 

1)( l)r - 2 - q 
N m =(m+f)z+ (-l)P(m-f); z+; 

( l)q 1 _ m d 
X z-- z -, 

z dz 
(3.9) 

which has the three parameters r, q (q<,r - 2), and p 
(p = 0,1). The algebra is closed for the following values off 

{

a, if p = 0, q = r - 2, 

f= 0,1,2, if p=o, q.=r-3, 

0,1, ... ,r=-3-~, I~P=O, q>r-3, 
O,I, ... ,q 1, If P - 1. 

The solution (3.9) has positive parity if r - 1 - q + p is 
even. Ifwe abandon the parity requirement, then we can find 
more general solutions with two free parameters, e.g., in the 
four-term case, 

N m = (m + f)Lm + 3 + c(m + f + VLm + 1 

+ (c2/3)(m + f + VL m - 1 

+ (c3/27)(m + f + 2)Lm _ 3 • (3.10) 

This is simply a transformation of the previous solution of 
the form 

Lmf-+3c
m12

Lm+J+2 . (3.11 ) 

The parity requirement is tantamount to the imposition of 
unitarity or antiunitarity. Thus the eigenvalue condition 
plays a similar role in the restrictions on the c number for 
unitary representations of the Virasoro algebra found by Be
lavin et al.5 and Friedan et al.f:> 
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IV. QUADRATIC COEFFICIENTS 

The form of construction for linear coefficients general
izes to second order in m. We shall choose a basic ansatz 
which respects the parity operation: 

+ (m 2 _ am + b)- z + _ Zl- In -. 1]( 1)'-3 d 
Z2 Z dz 

(4.1 ) 

In the case (4.1) there are two eigenvalue equations since 
there are r + 2 linear equations for the r structure constants. 
For the simplest example, c = b; the ansatz (4.1) reduces to 

N m = [(m 2 + am + b)z 

+ (m 2 -am+b)- z+- zl-m_ 1]( 1)r-2 d 
Z Z dz 

(4.2) 

and there is only one eigenvalue equation remaining since 
c = b is a solution to the other one. Note that if a is zero the 
ansatz (4.2) is trivial since the Ck (m,n) are constant; this is 
because the Nm can be renormalized by dividing by the fac
tor (m 2 + b). Also, if b is zero it reduces to the linear case by 
dividing N m by m with a replaced by f, so it is no surprise 
that a satisfies the same conditions as! For the general case, 
the linear equations that must be solved for the structure 
constants take the form 

(

F(m + n - r+ 1 + 2j)C J(m,n) ) 
+H(m + n - r- I + 2j)C J -

1(m,n) 

+ G( m + n - r - 3 + 2j) C J - 2 (m,n) 

4 (r 3) =(m-n) I .. R;, (4.3 ) 
,~O J-/ 

where 

F(m) = m 2 + am + b, H(m) = 2(m2 + c), 

G(m) =m2 -am+b=F( -m), 

Ro = F(m)F(n) , 

RI = F(m)H(n) + F(n)H(m) 

+ [2/(m - n) ](H(m)F(n) - H(n)F(m»), 

R2 = H(m)H(n) + F(m)G(n) + F(n)G(m) 

+ [4/(m - n) ](F(n)G(m) - F(m)G(n»), 

R3 = H(m)G(n) + H(n)G(m) 

+ [2!(m - n) ](H(n)G(m) - H(m)G(n»), 

R4 = G(m)G(n) , 

and where j=0, ... ,r+1 and C- 2 (m,n)=C- I (m,n) 
= Cr(m,n) = Cr+ 1 (m,n) = 0. 

The conditions for these equations to admit a nontrivial 
solution are that the following (r + 2) X (r + 1) matrix is of 
rank r for all m, n: 
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F(s - r+ 1) 0 0 0 (r- 3) 
1:1=00_i Ri 

H(s- r+ 1) F(s - r+ 3) 0 0 (r- 3) 1:1=01_i R ; 

G(s - r + 1) H(s - r+ 3) F(s - r+ 5) 0 (r- 3) 
1:1=0 2-i R; 

0 G(s- r+ 3) H(s- r+ 5) 0 (r- 3) 
1:1=0 3-i Ri 

0 0 G(s - r+ 5) 0 (r- 3) 1:1=0 4 _ i R; 

. . . 
0 0 0 G(s + r- 1) ( r- 3 ) 

1:1=0 l' R; r+ -I 

where s = m + n. The way we approach this problem is by using row and column operations to introduce two rows of zeroes, 
which puts constraints on a, b, and c. 

It proves convenient to define the following functions: 

!l.(k,x) = kG(x - 2) + H(x) - kG(x) , <I>(k) = F(x) - !l.(k,x + 2k) + G(x + 2k), 0(k,x) = !l.(k,x) - 2G(x) . 
(4.4) 

Note that <I> is independent of x and may be written as 

<I> (k) = 4k 2 - 4k - 4ak + 2b - 2c; 

also, note that !l.(0,x) = H(x). 
We now subtract each row from the one preceding it, starting at the bottom ofthe matrix and working upward. 

<1>(0) - <1>(0) ± <1>(0) 0 

H(s - r + 1) - G(s - r + 1) <1>(0) =+= <1>(0) (r-4) 
1:1=00_i R ; 

G(s - r + 1) H(s - r + 3) - G(s - r + 3) ± <1>(0) e- 4
) 1:1=01_i R ; 

o G(s - r+ 3) + <1>(0) (r-4) 
1:1=0 2-i R; 

. . . 
o 0 G(s + r - 1) (r-4) 1:1=0 . R; 

r-I 

(4.5) 

Next we add columns, starting with the penultimate one and adding the one before, working from right to left. We then repeat 
the previous operation of subtracting rows, this time stopping at the second row. 

<1>(0) 0 0 

0(0,s - r+ 1) <1>(1 ) - <1>(1) 

G(s - r + 1) 
!l.(1,s-r+3) 

<1>(1 ) 
- G(s - r + 3) 

0 G(s- r+ 3) 
!l.(1,s-r+5) 

- G(s - r + 5) 

0 0 G(s-r+5) 

o o o 

o 
± <1>(1) 

+ <1>(1) 

± <1>(1) 

+ <1>(1) 

o 
o 

(
r- 5) 

1:;=0 O-i R; 

( 
r- 5 ) 

G(s+r-l) 1:;=0' 1 . R; r- -I 

We then repeat the previous operations r times, each time operating on one fewer row and column. The top part of the 
resulting matrix is then 
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<1>(0) 0 0 

0(0, s - r + 1) <I> (1 ) 0 

G(s - r + 1) 0(1,s-r+3) <1>(2) 

0 G(s-r+3) 0(2, s - r + 5) 

0 0 G(s - r + 5) 

0 0 0 

and the bottom part is 
. . . 

0 <I>(r - 3) 0 

0 0(r-3,s+r-5) <I>(r-2) 

0 G(s + r - 5) o (r - 2, s + r - 3) 

0 0 G(s + r - 3) 

0 0 0 

All the solutions (i.e., values of c, a, and b that give this 
matrix rank r, corresponding to closed algebras) that we 
have found are such that two of the <I>'s are zero, which we 
shall label <I>(k) and <I>(k + I). Ifnone of the <I>'s are zero it 
is easy to prove that r = 4. For r> 4 the possible algebras 
(4.1) all fit into a parametrization of c, a, and b in terms of k, 
I, andj, given by 

c = b - 2k(k + I), 
a = 2k + 1- 1, 

b= {(k+ j )(k+l-j-1), 
arbitrary, 1 odd, 

h {
k = O, ... ,r - 5, 

were 
1= 1, ... ,r-4-k, 

/ even,} 

. {k=0:/=r-3
b

, r-2\ 
or k = 1:1 = r - 4b, 

k = 2:1 = r - 4d, 

0(k,x) <I>(k + 1) 0 

G(x) 0(k+ l,x+2) <I>(k + 2) 

0 G(x + 2) 0(k + 2, x + 4) 

0 0 G(x + 4) 

0 0 0 

( 4.6) 

. . . 

0 

0 0 

0 0 
<1>(3) 0 

0(3,s-r+7) 0 

G(s-r+7) 0 
. . . 

0 Ro - R I + R2 - R3 + R4 
0 R I -2R2 +3R]-4R4 

<I>(r-l) R2 - 3R3 + 6R4 
0(r-l,s+r-l) R3 - 4R4 

G(s + r - 1) R4 

and wherej=O, ... ,~/-l(l even). The marks b,", and d 

indicate special cases which will be explained later. 
If<l>(k) = 0 for some k<,.r - 5, then row k + 1 is a lin

ear combination of the previous rows, assuming that k is the 
smallest zero of <1>. Row k + 1 + 1 is also a linear combina
tion of previous rows, provided that <I>(k + I) = 0 (where 
k + I<,.r - 4) and that the determinant made from rows 
(k + 2), ... ,(k + I + 1) and columns (k + 1 ), ... ,(k + I) is 
zero. For example, the top two rows are all zero if<l>(O) = 0, 
<1>( 1) = 0, and 0(0,s - r + 1) = 0, where the determinant 
in this case is just one element. 

Now, if<l>(k) = <I>(k + I) = 0, then a, c, and the other 
<I>'s are fixed: 

a=2k+l-l, c=b-2kCk+/), 

<I>(k + j) = 4j(j -I). 
( 4.7) 

The size of the determinant is 1 X 1 and is of the form 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

G(x+2/-4) o (k + 1 - 1, x + 21 - 2) 

If 1 is odd then the above determinant is automatically zero (independent of b). By elementary row and column operations the 
determinant may be rewritten as an antisymmetric determinant of odd dimension and hence vanishes. Otherwise, for even I, 
the determinant vanishes if 

b= (k+j)(k+l-j-1), for j=O,I, ... ,!/-l. (4.8) 

We shall illustrate this for I = 6, from which the general case is evident. We shall make two further substitutions to simplify 
the expressions: 

b' = b - k(k + /- 1), u = 2(k - x) - 3. 

The determinant then becomes 
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5(u - 3) -20 0 0 0 0 

!(u - 13)(u - 3) + b' 3u + 17 - 32 0 0 0 

0 !(u-9)(u+ I) +b' u + 33 - 36 0 0 

0 0 Hu - 5)(u+ 5) +b' -(u-33) - 32 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

All the lower diagonal elements may be made proportional 
to b ' by column operations. When this is done the top left 
element turns out to be zero, so that if b ' = 0, the determi
nant is zero. One may then restore the determinant to a simi
lar continuant form to the above by row operations. We re
peat the column operations on the last four columns, so that 

I 

0 -20 

b' -(u-13) 

0 !(u - 13)(u + 3) + b' 

0 

-32 

0 

o 

° - 36 

!(u-l)(u+9)+b' - (3u - 17) -20 

0 !(u+3)(u+13)+b' -5(u+3) 

'the lower diagonal entries have a factor (b' - 4); again a 
zero appears on the diagonal [in the (3,3) position]. We 
restore the continuant form again by row operations on the 
last three rows. Finally, we repeat the column and row oper
ations on the last two rows and columns, giving 

o 
o 

° 

o 
o 

° 0 0 b' -4 - ~(u - 7) - 32 0 

0 0 0 !(u-9)(u+1)+b' 0 -20 

o 0 0 0 b' - 6 -lieU - 1) 

Manifestly, the value ofthe determinant is 14400b' (b ' - 4)( b ' - 6), with the zeros as given by (4.8). 
There are two identities relating the R;: 

Ro - R j + R2 - R3 + R4 = ct>(0)ct>( 1) , 

R j - 2R2 + 3R3 - 4R4 = 2ct>(0)(a - 2)(m + n) - ct>(l») , 

(4.9) 

( 4.10) 

which introduce extra solutions for closed algebras. If ct> (0) = ° or <I> ( I) = 0, (4.9) implies that there is another zero in the 
last column, giving an additional value of! for k = 0,1, marked h . If <I> (0) = ° [or <I> (1) = ° and a = 2] then (4.10) implies 
that there are two extra zeros in the last column, so there is yet another value of I permitted if k = 0, marked C • If <I> (2) = 0, 
<I>(r - 2) = 0, and r> 5 there is also a solution. In this case, the <1>(2) serves a dual purpose: It allows the third row to be made 
zero and allows us to make two extra zeros in the last column in the (r - 2) and (r - I) rows. These rows are 

(
00 4>(r - 3) ° 0 Ro - R j + R2 - R) + R4) 

8(r-3,s+r-5) 4>(r-2) ° R,-2R2 +3R3-4R4 . 

However, if <1>(2) = 0, then R1 - 2R2 + 3R) - 4R4 = ~<I>(O)<I>(1)(s - 4) and the values of <I> and e may be calculated to 
give 

(~ 
-4(r-5) 

- 2(r- 5)(s-4) 
o ° 
° ° 

ct>(0)ct>( 1) ) 
~ct>(0)4>(1)(s-4) , 

showing that adding the required multiple of column r - 2 
to the last column makes the two entries shown zero. Thus 
the determinant of the same form as above with k = 2 and 
1= r - 2 is the only other condition. These solutions are 
marked d. 

In the same way as for the linear case, the matrices for 
r = 3 and r = 4 are special and their eigenvalues must be 
calculated explicitly. We classify the results in Table I. 

It is possible to make a similar generalization to (3.9) by 
replacing some of the factors of (z + liz) in (4.1) by 
(z - liz). 

V. DISCUSSION 

In this paper we have raised the question of the classifi
cation of allowable KN algebras with a parity constraint and 
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have found a pleasing integral regularity in the solutions for 
the parameters in our ansatze. The simplicity of the results 
belies the tortuous route to their discovery and makes us 
wonder whether there may be a deeper understanding be
hind them. Indeed, it is surprising that there are any zeros of 
our determinants independent of m, n. 

A pertinent question arises as to whether these algebras 
are in fact merely transformations of the original Virasoro 
algebra. In those cases where (1.5) can be inverted to solve 
for Lm in terms ofa sum, albeit infinite, of N's, then this just 
creates a representation for Lm in terms of pseudodifferen
tial operators. 7 For the linear solutions the ak (m) have ze
ros which prevent this inversion for all L 's; thus they are 
genuinely different. [The matrix of the set of linear equa
tions ( 1.5) from m = - 00 to a given m is lower triangular: 
If the diagonal contains any zeros, it is singular.] Similar 
results hold for the quadratic case, when b is such that the 
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TABLE I. Allowable quadratic KN algebras up to r = 7. 

c 

r=3 b 

r=4 b 

b-2a 

b-4a+4 

r= 5 b 

b-2a 

r=6 b 

b-2a 

b-4a+4 

r=7 b 

b-2a 

b-4a+4 

"The r = 3,4 cases are special. 
bUsing (4.9). 
<Using (4.9) and (4.10). 
dSee text. 

a 

0 , 
2 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
4 

0 
1 
2 
2 

0 
1 
2 
3 
2 
3 
5 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
2 
3 
4 
4 
6 

b k 

free 0 
0 
free 

free 0 
0 
free 
2 
5 
3 2 

free 0 
0 
free 
free 

free 0 
0 
free 
0,2 
free 
2 
6 2 

free 0 
0 
free 
0,2 
free 
free 
2 
free 
free 2 
free 

,8 
2" 
38 

,8 
28 

I" 
2' 
3" 

'" 

, 
2 
3b 

4< , 
2b 
2d 

, 
2 
3 
4b 

5< 
1 
2 
3b , 
3d 

quadratic F(m) factorizes. Note that this always happens 
when b is not arbitrary. 

Returning to the general problem of whether the KN 
generators can be expressed in terms of a finite sum of Vira
soro generators, we adduce some evidence for this hypothe
sis from an examination of the structure constants for the 
second highest term. In the KN normalization the leading 
constant, as we have remarked, is simply (m - n). At the 
next stage the Jacobi identity is linear in the structure con
stant C- 2 (m,n) and is, explicitly, 
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[(m-n)C r - 2(m+n+r-l,p) 

+ (m+n+r-3-p)C r- 1 (m,n)] + cyclic =0. 
(5.1) 

Putting p = I - r we can solve for C - 2 (m,n) in terms of 
C- 2 (m,1 - r) through 

cr-2(m,n) = ~{(m - n)C r - 2(m + n + r- 1,1 - r) 

- (m - n - 2)cr-2(m,1 - r) 

- (m - n + 2)cr-2(n,1 - r)}. (5.2) 

The remarkable property of (5.2) is that it is also a solution 
of (5.1) for all m, n, and p. Furthermore, if one looks for a 
representation for N m of the form of (1. 5) the coefficients 
are given by 

ar-I(m) = 1 , 

ar - 2(m) = cr-l(m,I - r) + (m + r)ar - 2(1 - r) . 
(5.3 ) 

Of course, this is only a first-order identification, but it holds 
promise that similar connections may be deduced for further 
terms in the expansion. This conjecture is supported by com
puter experiments using REDUCE. 

We have not discussed the possible central terms in the 
algebra. Such terms will be automatically induced by what
ever representation is employed for the Virasoro generators. 
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Simple methods of construction of indecomposable representations of inhomogeneous Lie 
groups are considered and applied to the Poincare group. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the last two decades there has been an increasing in
terest in the study of indecomposable representations of Lie 
groups and algebras. From the point of view of mathematical 
physics the attention is naturally focused on groups that 
present themselves as symmetries of physical models, and in 
this respect prominent roles are played by the homogeneous 
and the inhomogeneous Lorentz groups. 1 In particular, in
decomposable representations of these groups have been 
considered in connection with unstable particles,2.3 and it 
has been conjectured that they might prove significant, per
haps even "essential" (Dirac4

) as a basis for new rigorous 
theories of interactions. 

The purpose of this paper is not to discuss such conjec
tures, but rather to provide, for a class of Lie groups that 
includes the inhomogeneous Lorentz group (Poincare 
group), and for their Lie algebras, simple methods of con
struction of indecomposable representations of a kind that 
might turn out to be suitable for applications. 

The first part of the paper describes a method of con
struction that applies to any "inhomogeneous" Lie group 
and its Lie algebra. Although in the case of the Poincare 
group the indecomposable representations so obtained es
sentially coincide with the ones determined by Barut,2 

Ra~zca,3 and Guichardet5 via Mackey's induction tech
nique, we believe that the method presented here deserves to 
be brought to attention for its simplicity, and because it can 
be regarded as a particular application of the more general 
construction considered in Sec. III. 

While each of the representations directly obtainable by 
the method described in Sec. II has irreducible subquotients 
that are mutually equivalent, the more general method de
scribed in Sec. III can also be used to construct indecompos
able representations possessing preassigned inequivalent 
subquotients. In contrast with the simpler situation of Sec. 
II, the actual possibility of such an "assemblage" of two rep
resentations now depends, in general, on the structure of the 
latter. 

In Sec. IV the method is adapted to the particular case of 
the Poincare group g;, where certain simplifications arise. 
By way of illustration, it is shown how to recover the "natu
ral representation" of g; by 5 X 5 matrices, and the special 
representations obtainable by the simpler construction of 
Sec. II. Finally, examples ofindecomposable representations 

a) Temporary member of MSRI, Berkeley, CA. 

of g; with inequivalent unitary subquotients are exhibited; 
but a full classification of such representations has not been 
attempted yet. 

II. INDECOMPOSABLE REPRESENTATIONS WITH 
EQUIVALENT SUBQUOTIENTS 

By inhomogeneous Lie group we mean a Lie group 
G = NH with a semidirect product structure with respect to 
a commutative normal closed subgroup N and to a closed 
subgroup H. (In particular, G could be any inhomogeneous 
orthogonal or pseudoorthogonal group, e.g., the inhomo
geneous Lorentz group.) 

Given an inhomogeneous Lie group G with Lie algebra 
g, we shall show that to each irreducible faithful representa
tion P of 9 on a complex (possibly infinite-dimensional) lin
ear space V there corresponds a series of indecomposable 
representations RJJ." of g, parametrized by an arbitrary com
plex number f.L and an arbitrary integer n. Ifp is finite dimen
sional, each RJJ." generates an indecomposable representa
tion of Go, the connected component of the identity of the 
group G. If P (not necessarily finite dimensional) generates a 
unitary representation of Go, the representations RJJ." gener
ate indecomposable representations of Go at least for real 
values of the parameter f.L. 

A. Indecomposable representations of the Lie algebra 

The assumptions on the structure of G imply that its Lie 
algebra 9 is a semidirect sum of the Lie algebras nand 9 of N 
and H, respectively, n being a commutative ideal of g, so that 

[g,g] e g, 

[n,g] en, 

[n,n] = O. 

For a given representation 

p: y-p(y) (YEg) 

of the Lie algebra g, denote by 

PI): X .... p(X) (XEg) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

the restriction of p to g. For a given integer n, consider the 
direct sum " R of n copies of PI)' so that the representation 
space It V is constituted by the ordered n-tuples of vectors of 
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the representation space V of p. Each n-tuple will be regard
ed as a column matrix 

and briefly denoted by {U'}. [Similarly, any square matrix 
with entries aj will be denoted by {aJ}, or simply a, the upper 
index referring to the rows and the lower index to the co
lumns (iJ = 1,2, ... ,n).] 

The representation n R is characterized by the action 

(4) 

There are many ways to extend the representation "R of 
g to a representation of g. Of course, one could take the direct 
sum R of n copies of p, characterized by the action 

R(y){v'} = {p(y)v'} (yEg). 

But one can also define, more generally, a representation Ra 
such that 

(5) 

with nR(X) defined as in (4), and 

Ra (v){v'} = {aJp(v)v'}, for VEn, (6) 

where a == {aJ} is an arbitrarily fixed complex n X n matrix. 
[The summation convention on repeated indices is adopted. 
Therefore the right-hand side of (6) represents a column 
matrix. All indices run from 1 to n.] 

It is easy to check that (4)-( 6) actually define a repre
sentation of g. In fact, by construction nR is a representation 
of g, so that 

Ra (X\)Ra (X2) - Ra (X2)Ra (X\) 

= Ra ([X\,X2])' for XI>X2Eg. 

Moreover, since the operatorsp( y) are linear and for VEn the 
map v---p( v) is a representation ofthe commutative Lie al
gebra n, from (6) and for VI' V2En one has 

(Ra (v\)Ra (v2) - Ra (v2)Ra (v\») {Vi} 

= {aJaidp(v\)p(v2) - p(v2)p(V\»)vk
} 

= {aJ~p( [v\,v2] )vk
} = 0, 

so that 

Ra (v\)Ra (v2) -Ra (v2)Ra (v\) =Ra([v\,v2]), 

for V\,V2En. Finally, for XEg and VEn one gets, from (5) and 
(6), 

(Ra (v)Ra (X) - Ra (X)R a (v) ){v'} 

= {aJ(p( v)p(X) - p(X)p( v) )ui} 

= {aJp( [v,X] )v'} = Ra ([ v,X] ) {v'} , 

where Ra ( [ v,X] ) has the form (6), correctly on account of 
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(2). Hence one gets the desired commutation relations for 
the representatives of any basis of 9 with elements belonging 
either to n or to g. 

Consider now two representations Ra and Rp of 9 con
structed as above, from the same representation p but by 
means of different complex matrices a and fJ. Here Ra and 
Rp are equivalent representations whenever a and fJ are 
equivalent matrices. 

In fact, let m=={mJ} be an invertible matrix such that 
a = mfJm - \. On account of the linearity of the operators 
p( y), for the linear map M ofnv onto itself defined by 

M: {v'} ___ M{v'}=={m;ui}, 

one has {p(x)mJv'} = {mjp(x)v'} so that, on account of 
(4) and (5), 

Ra (X)M = nR(X)M = MnR(X) = MRp(X), for XEg. 

On the other hand, one has 

so that, on account of (6), 

Ra(v)M=fLRp(V), forVEn. 

(7) 

(8) 

The relations (7) and (8) exhibit the equivalence of the rep
resentations Ra and Rp. 

Therefore, without loss of generality, in our construc
tion it can be assumed that the matrix {aJ} has Jordan ca
nonical form. To each Jordan block 

1· o. ... 0 

fl. 
. •.. ·0 

o '.'1 

fL 

there corresponds a representation of g, which will be de
noted by R,.ln' parametrized by a complex number fL (the 
common value of the diagonal elements) and an integer n 
(the dimension of the block). Notice that Rll is just the 
representation p itself. 

It is evident that if p is irreducible, and faithful, each 
representation R",n is indecomposable, with irreducible sub
quotients all equivalent to R",l . 

We shall now consider two types of sufficient conditions 
in order that the representations R",n of the Lie algebra 9 
generate representations of the connected component of the 
identity of the group G. 

B. Indecomposable representations of the group 

If the representation p: y---p(y) of 9 is finite dimen
sional, it generates a representation p: g ---p (g) of Go. In this 
case the representation R",n: y-.R",n (y) of 9 generates a 
representation R",n: g---R",n (g) of Go whose restriction to 
Ho==HnGo coincides with the direct sum of n copies of the 
restriction of p to Ho, while for any element of N of the form 
exp v (VEn), one has 
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p(v) 0 
IlP( v) p( v) 0 

Rl'n (exp V) = ex 

o 

o 
o 

p(v) 

IlP( v) 
p(v) 

1 

(1I2!)( p( V»)2 ... [lI(n - 1)!]( p( v»n - I 

p(v)··· [lI(n - 2)!](p(vW - 2 

= exp(IlP(v») . 

o 
(to be interpreted as acting on {v'} by matrix multiplication 
on the left). 

If the representation p: r ..... P ( r) of 9 (now not neces
sarily finite dimensional) generates a unitary representation 
p: g ..... p(g) of Go, again the restriction to f) of the representa
tion R,.n of 9 generates the direct sum of n copies of the 
restriction of P to Ho· In the representation P of Go the ele
ments of N of the form exp v (VEn) are represented by uni
tary operators of the form exp P ( v), where P ( v) is skew 
adjoint. If Il is real, IlP( v) is also skew adjoint, and 
Rl'n (exp v) is well defined and given by (9). 

Thus for any choice of Il and n in the finite-dimensional 
case, and at least for real values of Il and arbitrary n when P 
gives rise to a unitary representation of Go, the representa
tions Rl'n give rise to indecomposable representations of Go. 

III. A MORE GENERAL CONSTRUCTION 

Given two representations P and 0-, we shall say that 
they can be assembled (in the given order) ifthere exists an 
indecomposable representation R with a subrepresentation 
equivalent to P and quotient equivalent to 0-. 

With the same assumptions on G as in Sec. II, we now 
consider the problem of assembling two of its representa
tions, P and 0-, without assuming that they be mutually 
equivalent. We shall also allow P and 0- to be reducible, so 
that indecomposable representations of increasing length 
might be obtained by repeated use of the assembling process. 

A. The assemblage of two representations 

First, in analogy with the construction of Sec. II A, and 
with similar notations, we construct the direct sum R of the 
restrictions p') and 0-9 of P and 0- to the Lie algebra f), acting 

on the linear space V = Vp Ell V u of vectors v = ( :::). In this 
representation the representative R (X) of an element X of f) 
acts on Vaccording to the scheme 

(10) 

The representation R could be extended to a representation 
of 9 by representing the generic element of n by 

R(v): (Vp) ..... (P(V) O)(Vp) , 
Vo- 0 0-( v) Vo-

(11 ) 

and this would simply give the direct sum of P and 0-. But if 
we wish the extended representation R to be indecompos-
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I 

p(v) 

1 

(9) 

able, with a subrepresentation P and quotient 0-, we can try to 
replace the operators R (v) given by (11) by new operators 
of the form 

T(V»)(Vp ) 

o-(v) va 
(VEn), (12) 

where, for each VEn, 1'( v) is a linear map from V" into Vp 
[i.e., 1'( v)eL( Va' Vp ) ], and v ..... 1'( v) is a linear map from n 
intoL(Vo-'Vp )' 

The choice of l' must be compatible with the commuta
tion relations (2) and (3) of the elements of n with the ele
ments off), and of the elements ofn with each other. In terms 
of the basis elements in the finite-dimensional spaces f) and n, 
such commutation relations give two finite sets of "assem
bling conditions" involving T. The problem is to see whether 
for given P and 0- there exist nonzero choices of l' satisfying 
such conditions, and, if so, to determine the possible choices 
of T explicitly. 

B. Elementary examples 

Before proceeding to the application of the method to 
the Poincare group, let us consider two simple examples pro
vided by the Euclidian group of the plane. In this case the 
generic element of G will be denoted by (t,q?), where 
t = au + bv is the translation vector with components a and 
b with respect to axes x and y oriented as the unit vectors u 
and v, q? is the angle of rotation, and the action on the plane 
xy is given by 

(t,q?): (x,y) ..... (x cos q? 

- y sin q? + a,x sin q? + y cos q? + b). (13) 

The generators eo, e1, and e2 of the one-parameter sub
groups of rotations and translations along the axes satisfy the 
relations 

[eo,e l 1 = ez, 

[eo,ezl = - el, 

[el,ezl = o. 
(14) 

(15) 

(a) Let p and 0- be the representations of G given by 

p( (t,q?») = e'II', a-( (t,q?») = 1. 

The representation spaces Vp and Va are one dimensional 
and one has 

p(eo) = i, p(el) = 0, p(e2 ) = 0, 

o-(eo) = 0, 0-(e 1 ) = 0, o-(ez) = O. 
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In R one has 

R(eo) = (~ ~) 
and we want to represent e l and e2 by 

(0 1"1) (0 1"2) R(e l ) = 0 0 ' R(e2) = 0 0 . 

The commutation relations (14) give i1"1 = 1"2' i1"2 = - 1"1' 

while ( 15) is automatically satisfied. So we can take 1"1 = 1, 
1"2 = i. Exponentiating 

1) and b (0 i) 
0' 0 0 

we get 

R (O,ip») 

= (
eoi'f' 10), (0 a) R (au,O») = 0 l' R (bv,O») 

=(~ in 
so that 

(
ei'f' a +1 ib) . 

R (t,ip») = 0 

The action on vectors of Vp $ Vu ofthe form (~ ) is given by 

and, setting z = x + iy, from this indecomposable represen
tation we recover the full action (13) of the group on the 
plane. 

Thus, in this example, the assemblage of two representa
tions of G in each of which the translations were represented 
trivially gives rise to a faithful representation of G. 

(b) Now choosep and O'such that 

p( (t,ip») = e,m,'f', oi (t,ip») = eim,q>. 

Again Vp and Vu are one dimensional. We have 

(
iml 0) 

R(eo) = 0 im2' 

and we want to represent e l and e2 by 

(0 1"1) (0 1"2) 
R(e l ) = 0 0 ' R(e2 ) = 0 0 . 

The relations (13) and (14) now give i(m l - m2 )1"1 = 1"2' 

i(m l - m 2 ) 1"2 = - 1"1' from which it is easily inferred that 
if 1" does not vanish, one must have m2 = m I ± 1. No further 
restriction is imposed by the remaining condition (15). 

This example shows that the assemblage is possible, in 
general, only if the given representations p and 0' satisfy cer
tain compatibility conditions. 

IV. APPLICATION TO THE POINCARE GROUP 

Henceforth we shall assume that G is the Poincare 
group 9, N is the four-dimensional subgroup of space-time 
translations, and H the covering group Sl (2, C) of the homo
geneous Lorentz group. In a suitable basis {mOb,pJ (where 
the indices take the values 0,1,2,3 and a < b) the structure of 
the complexified Lie algebra is given by 
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[mob,m cd ] = - i(gocmbd + gbdmac - gadmbc - gbcmad), 

(wheregoo = -gIl = -g22= -g33= 1). 

(16) 

(17) 

(8) 

Let p and 0' be representations of g. We shall denote by 
{PMab/Pc} and {uMab,upc} the corresponding representa
tives of the basis elements {mab,pc}' They satisfy commuta
tion relations analogous to (16)-(18). 

We consider the problem of constructing a representa
tion R by assembling p and 0'. 

A. Reduction of the assembling conditions 

In the representation R (whenever it exists) the repre
sentatives of the basis elements of 9 will be denoted simply by 
{Mob,PJ, so that the commutation relations corresponding 
to (17) and (18) are 

[Mab'Pc] = i(gbcPa - gacPb)' 

[Pb,Pc] =0. 

(19) 

(20) 

According to the construction of Sec. III A, the opera
tors Mab and Pc acting on the direct sum of the representa
tion spaces Vp and Vu should be schematically represented 
by matrices of the form 

(21) 

where the entries with a label p or 0' are operators acting on 
Vp and Vu ' respectively, while the entries 1"c are linear maps 
from Vu to Vp' 

Setting M03 = N 3, the set of assembling conditions ( 19) 
can now be replaced by the single equation 

[N3,[N3,PO]] + Po = 0, (22) 

which is a consequence of the commutation relations (19) 
themselves: in fact, it can be shown6 that whenever it is possi
ble to determine an operator Po satisfying (22), there exists a 
unique set of operators PI' P2 , and P3 (determined by Po and 
by the commutation relations) such that the four Pa 's satisfy 
all the conditions (19). 

Similarly, it can be shown 7 that the operators Pa com
mute with each other, as required by the set of assembling 
conditions (20), if and only if the single equation 

[Po, [PO,N3 JJ =0 (23) 

holds. 
Thus our problem is reduced to the solution of the two 

equations (22) and (23), where Po has the form 

Po= C:o u;:) 
and the unknown in 1"0' 

Since p and 0' are representations of g, so that the pair of 
operators (PPO,PN3) and (UPO,UN3) already satisfy equations 
analogous to (22) and (23), it is easily seen from the matrix 
representations of Po and N3 that (22) and (23) themselves 
are equivalent to the two equations 

(PN3)21"O + 1"o(UN3) 2 
- 2PN 31"o O'N3 + 1"0 = 0, (24) 
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and 

PPoTo uN3 + PN3r';PO + To "Po "N3 + PN3 PPoTo 

- 2( To °N~Po + PPo PN3TO) = O. 

B. Simple examples 

(25) 

(a) Let p be the representation of the homogeneous Lor
entz group on four-vectors of Minkowskian space-time, ex
tended trivially to & (i.e., the translations are represented 
by the identity transformation). Let a be the trivial one
dimensional representation of & (Le., every element of & is 
represented by the identity). Then, with respect to an ortho
normal basis {~0'~1'~2'~3} in space-time, P N3 has the form 

(~ 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 

" N 3, P Po, and U Po are zero, and it is easy to check that in this 
case no actual restriction is imposed on the choice of To by 
conditions (24) and (25). Thus p and a can be assembled by 
means of any nonzero linear map from V" to Vp ' represented 
on the direct sum Vp (j) Va by a 5 X 5 matrix of the form 

0 0 0 0 Tg 
0 0 0 0 T~ 

0 0 0 0 ro 
0 0 0 0 ~ 
0 0 0 0 0 

If, in particular, we make the choice Tg = 1, 
T~ = -ri = r6 = 0, we get a representation of the Lie algebra 
which generates, by exponentiation, the representation of & 
by 5 X 5 matrices describing the natural action of the group 
on space-time, 

A 

o 0 0 

A?xi+a 

Alxi +a l 

= A~Xi + a2 

Atxi + a3 

where A is the 4 X 4 matrix representing the homogeneous 
part of the transformation, and the ai's are the components 
of the translation vector. 

(b) Letp be any faithful representation of g;, and let a 
be equivalent to p. Now the representation spaces Vp and V" 
can be identified, and V = Vp (j) V". Here N3 and Po have the 
forms 

N - (PN3 0) P. _ (PPo TO) 
3 - 0 PN

3
' 0 - 0 PPo ' 

and since p is a representation of & , it must satisfy Eqs. (22) 
and (23), i.e., 

969 

(PN3 )2 PPo + PPO(PN3 )2 - 2PN{PoPN3 + PPo = 0, (26) 

(PPO)2 PN3 + PN3 (PPO)2 - 2PPrf'N{Po = o. (27) 
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It is immediately seen that in this case Eqs. (24) and (25) 
coincide with (26) and (27) if one chooses 

TO = PPo· 

This is a special case of the construction of Sec. II, which 
could be entirely recovered by a slight generalization of this 
example and iteration. 

c. Examples of representations with Irreducible unitary 
subquotients 

Consider the representation of the principal series of 
SI(2,C) associated with the integer or half-odd integer)o and 
with the real number A such that the operators 

F= -~ L (Mab )2 

2 a<b 

and 

G=~ ~ E"bcdM M 4 ~ ab cd 

have eigenvalues 1 + A 2 - j~ andJo A, respectively. Denote 
by H (j",).) its representation space. 

It has been shown in Ref. 7 that for eachJo (positive, 
negative, or zero) the direct integral representation TJ" of 
SI(2,C) acting on the direct integral of Hilbert spaces 

HJ" = f: 00 H(j,,·).) dA 

can be extended, by means of suitably defined operators Pa , 

to a representation UJ" of the Poincare group & which is a 
realization of the irreducible unitary representation with 
zero mass and helicity Jo' 

On the other hand, an equation identical to our present 
condition (24) was considered in Ref. 9, where the unknown 

was a map P oj"., from H J" to H Jo (corresponding to our pres-
10 

ent map To from Va to Vp )' It was shown that the equation 
admits nonzero solutions provided that )b =)0 ± 1 or 
Jb = Jo, and that the solutions depend on arbitrary functions. 
It can be shown that if our representations p and a are identi-

fied with UJa and U j", respectively, such functions can be 
chosen in such a way that the assembling condition (25) is 

also satisfied. Therefore U j" and UX) can be assembled pro
vided thatJb =)0 ± 1 or jb = jo. 
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In this paper the reports on collectivity and geometry are concluded, where the microscopic 
description of many-body collective motions and their relation with the symplectic geometry of 
the n-particle system are reexamined. In the present paper it is shown that, modulo linear 
canonical transformations, the symplectic algebra sp( 6,R) admits only three maximal 
subalgebras sp (2,R) Ell 0 (3), u (3), and cm (3), which contain the rotation algebra 0 (3). The 
objective is to discuss the spectra and shapes of "pure" many-body systems for which the 
Hamiltonian is associated with a Casimir operator up to the second degree in the generators of 
a given maximal subalgebra, as well as those of "transitional" systems, where the Hamiltonian 
is a function of the generators and Casimir operators of several of the maximal subalgebras. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

In this paper we intend to conclude our reports on "Col
lective and Geometry" 1-5 by discussing in a systematic fash
ion the group theory behind a symplectic model of collective 
motions of an nobody system in a d-dimensional space, 
where d is an arbitrary integer. After determining all the 
maximal subalgebras of sp(2d,R) that contain the genera
tors of the orthogonal subalgebra oed), we shall particular
ize our discussion to the physical case when d = 3. Our ob
jective will be to determine the spectra and shapes of "pure" 
many-body systems whose states are characterized by irre
ducible representations (irreps) of the maximal subalgebras, 
as well as those where the Hamiltonians involve a mixture of 
Casimir operators of the different maximal subalgebras, i.e., 
"transitional" systems. 

Our analysis will proceed along the following lines. In 
Sec. II we derive the maximal subalgebras of sp(2d,R) that 
contain the generators of the orthogonal subalgebra oed), 
modulo linear canonical transformations in the phase space 
of the nobody system. The discussion leads only to three 
maximal subalgebras u (d), sp (2,R) Ell 0 (d), and cm (d) for 
d;;.3, but allows for three more when d = 2. 

In Sec. III we discuss the spectra of the Hamiltonians 
for the "pure" many-body systems associated with the three 
maximal subalgebras mentioned above. We also introduce 
those operators whose expectation values can give us the 
shapes of the eigenstates of these Hamiltonians. 

In Sec. IV we introduce the monomial basis state for 
irreps of sp( 6,R) in the positive discrete series6

: With its help 
we discuss the spectra and shapes of "transitional" systems. 

Finally, in Sec. V we discuss the conclusions that can be 
derived from the present paper, as well as from the entire 
whole series of this work. 

a) Fellow of the "Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst" (DAAD). 
b) Member of El Colegio Nacional. 

II. MAXIMAL SUBALGEBRAS OF sp(2d,R) 

We start by considering an A-body system of particles in 
d-dimensional space. If we eliminate the center of mass mo
tion and designate by Xis> PiS' i = 1,2, ... d, s = 1,2, ... , 
n =A - 1 the Jacobi relative coordinates and momenta, the 
generators of sp(2d,R) can be written as 

Mij = !(PisPjS - xiSxjs ), 

N ij = !CxisPjs + PisXjs ), 

Rij = !(PisPjs + xisxjs ), 

Lij = (xisPjs - XjsPis), 

(2.la) 

(2.1b) 

(2.1c) 

(2.1d) 

where the repeated indices s are summed from 1 to n and all 
generators are obviously Hermitian. 

The Mij' Nij' Rij are symmetric in the indices i, 
j = 1,2, ... ,d, while Lij is antisymmetric; thus the total num
ber of generators is 

3(d /2)(d + 1) + (d /2)(d - 1) = d(2d + 1). (2.2) 

The commutation relations are as follows: 

[Mij,Mr/ ] = [Nij,Nr/ ] 

[Mij,Nri] 

= - [Rij,Rr/] 

= (i/16) (L1/jlj + L,./ji/ 

+ L/jDir + Lr/jj/), (2.3a) 

= ( - i/4)(Rij-8jt + Rjt8ij- + Rit8j/ + Rj/8ji')' 
(2.3b) 

[Rij,Mr/ ] 

= (i/4) (Nij-8ji' + ~i'8ij' + Nii'8j/ + Nj/8it ), (2.3c) 

[Nij,R i ·f ] 

= (i/4)(Mij.8ji' + Mjt8ij' + M ir 8j/ + Mj/8ir ), 
(2.3d) 
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(2.3e) 

[Lij,L,? ] 

= - i(LifOtj + Lji"Di/ + L/jDif + Lnoj/). (2.3f) 

The Lij are the generators of the orthogonal subalgebra 
oed) ofsp(2d,R). As noted by van der Jeugt and Meyer,? an 
important step in ob!aining the maximal subalgebras of 
sp(2d,R) is to decompose its generators into their irreduci
ble parts with respect to the oed) subalgebra. 

Justasxis'p;s correspondsSto theirrep [1] ofo(d), the 
Mij' Nij, Rij' which are symmetric in the indices, i,j, must 

I 

a1so correspondS to the irrep [2] or [0] of 0 (d), while L ij' 
which is antisymmetric in i, j, corresponds to irrep [12] of 
oed). ObviouslyS the irrep [0] is associated with the scalars 

R=R;;, 

M=Mii , 

N=N;i> 

(2.4a) 

(2.4b) 

(2.4c) 

where repeated indices are summed from i = 1 to d, while 
the irrep [2] is associated with the traceless tensors 

Rij =.Rij - (R Id)Dij' 

Mij =.Mij - (M Id)oij' 

(2.5a) 

(2.5b) 

Nij=Nij - (N Id)Dij' (2.5c) 

The set of d (2d + 1) generators (2.1) can be written 
inside angular brackets as 

(Lij,Mij,Nij,Rij), i,j = 1,2, ... ,d, (2.6) 

but, as suggested by van der Jeugt and Meyer,? they could 
also be expressed in terms of independent linear combina
tions of the scalars M, N, Rand of the traceless tensors Mij, 
Nij,Rijas 

( 
aMij + fJNij + yRij a'Mij + fJ'Nij + y'Rij a"Mij + fJ"Nij + y"Rij) L . . . 

ij'aM+bN+cR 'a'M+b'N+c'R 'a"M+b"N+c"R . 
(2.7) 

This form of writing the generators of sp (2d,R) has the 
following advantages. 

(i) Once we have one of the terms of the upper row of 
(2.7) such as aMij + fJ Nij + yRij for a given i,jwe can, by 
commuting the term with Lij as in (2.3e) obtain this linear 
combination for all other i, j indices. Thus from the begin
ning we write the linear combination for all possible i,j in the 
traceless tensors of the upper row. 

(ii) The lower row of (2.7) is formed by linearcombina
tions of the scalars R, M, Nwith respect to oed) Lie algebra 
and thus they commute with Lij. Furthermore, these linear 
combinations close under commutation since from (2.3b)
(2.3d), we obtain 

[M,NJ = - iR, [R,M] = iN, [N,R] = iM. (2.8) 

Thus the linear combinations are the generators of an 
sp(2,R) algebra.9 

(iii)The commutators of the terms in the lower row of 
(2.7) with those in the upper row correspond to the irrep [2] 
of 0 (d) and thus necessarily give combinations of the trace
less tensors Mij' Nij' Rij' i.e., linear combinations of terms in 
the upper row. 

(iv) The commutators of two terms in the upper row of 
(2.7) now give linear combinations of the traceless tensors 
Mij' Nij' Rij and the scalarsM, N, R since from (2.3) we 
obtain, for example, 

[Rij,Mr/ ] 

971 

= i{~(NifDjt + N;rDil + Nooo;t + NjtDif) 

-d-1DijNt/-d-IDt/Nij} 

- i(d -2DijDi'1 - (2d) -ID;/Djt 

- (2d) -ID;rDil )N. 
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(2.9) 

I 
It is important to notice that the term in the curly brackets in 
(2.9) is different from zero when d>3, but vanishes for 
d = 2 since then 

Nll = !(Nll - N22 ) = - N22· (2.10) 

We shall show in the Appendix that this difference in the 
behavior of (2.9) for d>3 and d = 2 is responsible for the 
fact that there are only three maximal subalgebras in the 
former case, while there are six for the latter. 

We now apply expression (2.7) for the set of generators 
ofsp(2d,R) having properties (i)-Ov) to the derivation of 
the maximal subalgebras ofsp(2d,R). 

We start by suppressing the upper row of generators of 
sp(2d,R) in (2.7) and asking whether the remaining ones 
form a maximal subalgebra. We note from property (i) that 
if we add one of the traceless tensors, say Mij with fixed i,j, 
we obtain all the other components by commutation with 
L ij. Furthermore, from (iii) and (2.3) we note that the com
mutation ofMij with R, Nwould give Nij, Rij; thus we can
not add any generator of the upper row of (2.7) without 
recovering the full set of generators of sp (2d,R). Thus we 
conclude that 

(Lij,R,M,N) (2.11 ) 

is already a maximal subalgebra; from (2.30 and (2.8) it 
actually corresponds to the subalgebra 

sp(2,R) ~ oed). (2.12) 

From the discussion of the previous paragraph we see 
that we do not obtain a maximal subalgebra if we suppress 
only one ofthe terms of the upper row of (2.7), so the next 
possibility is to suppress one term from the upper and one 
from the lower row. Without loss of generality we can then 
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suppress the last c~lumn in (2.7) and ask ourselves whether 
the remaining terms, i.e., 

\
L,.;aMij +PNij + rRij,.a'Mij +P'Nij + r'Rij) 
~aM+bN+cR a'M+b'N+c'R (2.13) 

can give us a maximal subalgebra. For this to be the case the 
generators in (2.13) must close under commutation and, 
since we have 12 real parameters in a, b, c, etc. this is likely to 
occur in an infinite number of ways. We must then distin
guish between different types of maximal subalgebras rather 
than the maximal subalgebras themselves. 

Note that the type of maximal subalgebra will not 
change if we carry out a linear canonical transformation of 
the Xis' P,S to X;" P;s, which implies a transformation of the 
bilinear expressions Lij' Mij' Nij' Rij in Xis' Pis given in (2.1) 
to L ij, M ij, N ij, R ij in x;s' P;s' Since the commutation rules 
(2.3) follow from 

[x;S'Pjt] = iDijf>st (2.14) 

we have the same rules for the primed generators since a 
canonical transformation maintains the commutation rela
tion (2.14) for x;s' PJt. Thus the structure constants in the 
subalgebras remain the same in the primed and unprimed 
picture and the statement at the beginning of this paragraph 
is justified. 

From the analysis of the previous paragraph we con
clude that we must only discuss maximal subalgebras "mod
ulo" linear canonical transformations: Since the ones related 
with rotations in d-dimensional space are irrelevant for our 
analysis we shall concentrate on the simplelO 

(2.15 ) 

where ...t, It, v, T are real numbers independent of i, s. 
We can write the most general real matrix of determi

nant 1 in the form 

It) = (C~s cp 
T smcp 

(

eIJ 

X 0 

- sin cp) 
cos cp 

o )(CoS X - sin X). 
e - IJ sin X cos X 

(2.16) 

Now, taking into account the definitions (2.1) of Mij' Nij' 
Rij in terms of Xis' Pis and the corresponding definition for 
Mij, Nij, Rij in terms ofx;s'p;s' we see that when the phase 
space variables are related by a rotation in cp we have 

(;D~( ~~~~ :o~ ~X;:) (2.[7a) 

we have a similar result when the rotation is in X. On the 
other hand, for the dilation in e we obtain 

(
M:') _ ( cosh 2e 0 
N ,] - 0 1 

R ij - sinh 2e 0 

- sinh 2eXMij) 
o Nij . 

cosh 2e Rij 
(2.17b) 

We now return to the set of generators in (2.7) to try to 
see whether they close under commutation "modulo" a con-
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venient canonical transformation. For this purpose we first 
will express the linear combination 

aMij +PNij + rRij (2.18) 

in a canonical form. 
If the real coefficients a, p, r satisfy 

(r-p 2 -a2»0 (2.19a) 

we can carry a canonical transformation by rotation of an 
angle cp to make the new (3 = 0 and replace r, a by 
l' = D cosh e, a = f> sinh e, which clearly satisfy (2.19a) as 
D2> O. We then see that the transformation (2.17b) leads to 
the canonical form Rij for (2.18) when (2.19a) holds. 

If the coefficients satisfy 

(r-p 2 -a2 )<0 (2.19b) 

we can, as before, carry a canonical transformation by rota
tion of an angle cp to make the new (3 = 0 and now replace r, 
a by 'Y = f> sinh e, a = D cosh e, which clearly satisfy 
(2.19b) as - D2 < O. We then see that the transformation 
(2.17b) leads to the form Mij' Now, using a rotation by an 
angle 1T /4 in X space we see, from an expression similar to 
(2.17a), thatMij can be transformed to Nij. Thus in this case 
we have the canonical form Nij for (2.18) when (2.19b) 
holds. 

Finally, if 

(r-p 2 _a2
) =0 (2.19c) 

we again use the rotation in cp to make (3 = 0 and 

1'2 - a 2 = 0 or l' = ± n, (2.20) 

which leads to the two canonical forms 

R.. +M .. = {HP;sPjs -d-1(PksPks)f>ij] (2.21) 
1]- I]![ d-1( ,,' 

2 X;sXjs - XksXks )uij] 

The forms (2.21) are equivalent since the canonical trans
formationx;s =P;s,p;s = -XiS takes one into the other. We 
then retain Rij - Mij as the canonical form of (2.18) when 
(2.19c) holds. 

In studying the types of maximal subalgebras we can 
then restrict the first linear combination of the generators 
appearing in the upper row of (2.7) to one of three canonical 
forms depending on whether (r - p 2 

- a 2
) ~O, i.e., 

(r - p 2 
- a 2

) >0, 
(r - P 2 - a 2

) < 0, 

(r - P 2 - a 2
) = O. 
(2.22) 

For example, if in (2.22) we selectthe firstterm, i.e., Rij' 
then the coefficients a, b, c; a',p', y'; a', b', c' in the remain
ing terms in (2.7) must be chosen in such a way that the 
commutator of any pair of generators is a linear combination 
of them. This gives a number of relations between the coeffi
cients mentioned and, as shown in the Appendix, we arrive, 
up to multiplicative constants, at a maximal subalgebra 
whose generators are 

(Lij,Rij,R), u(d). (2.23) 

We shall later identify this subalgebra with the d-dimension
al unitary one, i.e., u(d), as indicated in (2.23) . 
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If we begin with the second term in (2.22), i.e., Nij' we 
arrive, via the same analysis (also given in the Appendix), at 
a maximal subalgebra whose generators are 

(Lij,Nij,Rij - Mij,N,R - M); cm(d). (2.24) 

We shall later identify this subalgebra with the d-dimension
al collective motion one, i.e., cm(d), as indicated in (2.24). 

If we begin with the last term in (2.22), i.e., Rij - Mij' 
the analysis in the Appendix leads us again to (2.24); there
fore, we do not obtain a new maximal subalgebra. 

All of the above results hold when d>3. If d = 2, the 
considerations mentioned in (iv) following Eq. (2.9) allow 
other maximal subalgebras besides (2.11), (2.23), and 
(2.24). Again, using the results of the Appendix, besides 
(2.12), (2.23), and (2.24) when d = 2, we obtain the fol
lowing maximal subalgebras: 

(L 12,Nij,Mij,R ), sp' (2,R) Gl sp" (2,R), (2.25a) 

(L 12,Rij,Mij,N), 0(3,1), (2.25b) 

(LI2,Rij - Mij,(Rij + Mij) + ENij,(R - M) + (2IE)N). 
(2.25c) 

Again, we shall later identify the subalgebras (2.25a) and 
(2.25b) with sp'(2,R) Gl sp" (2,R) and 0(3,1), respectively. 
The maximal subalgebra (2.25c) is a new one, in which we 
have the arbitrary real parameter E. 

Now, having obtained the generators of the maximal 
subalgebras, we proceed to justify their names. 

We have shown that from (2.3f) and (2.8) the maximal 
subalgebra whose generators are given by (2.11) corre
sponds to sp(2,R) Gl oed). 

The generators (2.23) can be written as 

(Lij,Rij)' (2.26) 

where the Lij' Rij are given by (2.1c) and (2.1d); in the case 
d = 3 these are precisely the generators that Elliott 11 asso
ciates with u( 3). For arbitrary d these generators will be the 
generators of u (d), as can also be checked from some of the 
commutation relations in (2.3a), (2.3e), and (2.3f). 

It is equally easy to see that the generators of (2.24), 
which we can write as 

(Lij,Nij,Rij - Mij)' (2.27) 

correspond to the cm(d) Lie algebra since the Lij' Nij de
fined by (2.1b) and (2.1d) are the generators of the general 
linearalgebraind dimensions, while from (2.Ia) and (2.Ic) 
we have 

(2.28) 

which is an Abelian subalgebra associated with the mass 
quadrupole of the many-body system. Together, (2.27) and 
(2.28) correspond to the definition of collective motion Lie 
algebra as given by Rosensteel and Rowe l2 and Weaver et 
al. 12 for the case d = 3. 

To identify the additional maximal subalgebras (2.25a) 
and (2.25b) that appear in the case d = 2, we first introduce 
the creation and annihilation operators 

'fJis = (l/!2)(x iS - iPis)' Sis = (l/!2)(x iS + iPis)' 

(2.29) 

Inverting relations (2.29), we can express the generators 
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appearing in (2.25a) and (2.25b) in terms of'fJis and Sis' We 
then compare the generators with those ofEq. (4.7) of Ref. 5 
and conclude that, as already indicated in (2.25a) and 
(2.25b), they correspond to the maximal subalgebras 

sp'(2,R) Glsp"(2,R), 0(3,1). (2.30) 

We now proceed to discuss the spectra of the Hamilto
nians associated with the maximal subalgebras for d = 3 and 
the shape of the corresponding eigenstates. 

III. SPECTRA AND SHAPES OF "PURE" SYSTEMS 

We could say that the analysis of Sec. II indicates the 
existence of only three "pure" cases in the symplectic mod
el-sp(2,R) GlO(3), u(3), cm(3)-asshown by the vertices 
in the triangle in Fig. 1, and of "transitional" cases corre
sponding to any point in the perimeter of or inside the trian
gle (except for the vertices). 

In this section we discuss the spectra of Hamiltonians 
associated with the three pure cases and indicate how the 
shapes of the corresponding eigenstates can be determined. 
In Sec. IV we sketch a similar analysis for the transitional 
cases. 

A. The case of sp(2,R)eo(3) 

In our discussions we deal with a definite irrep of 
sp{6,R) in the positive discrete series given by a partition 
involving three non-negative integers. Following the nota
tion of Ref. 6 we denote this irrep by 

(3.1) 

where the index 3 is convenient when discussing the mono
mial basis6 used in Sec. IV. 

The generators of the maximal subalgebra 
sp(2,R) Gl 0(3) are the Lij of (2.1d) and M, N, R of (2.4); 
from (2.3f) and (2.8) the Casimir operators are 

L2 = !LijLij' (3.2a) 

T2 = R2 _M2 _N2 =R(R -1) 

- (M + iN)(M - iN). (3.2b) 

Cm(3) 

sp (2 ,R)eO(3) U(3) 

FIG. 1. Diagrammatic representations of the pure cases in the symplectic 
model represented by the closed circles in the vertices of a triangle indicat
ing the maximal subalgebras sp(2,R) e 0(3). u(3), and cm(3). The transi
tional cases correspond to all other points in the perimeter or inside the 
triangle. 
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Of course, L 2 is the total angular momentum with the 
eigenvalues 1(1 + 1) with the integer!, while L 12 is its projec
tion along direction 3 with the eigenvalue 
m = 1,1- 1, ... , - I. 

We denote by r the eigenvalue of the operator 

R = j (PisPis + xiSx,s)' (3.3) 

2R is the Hamiltonian of the harmonic oscillator, and 4r is a 
non-negative integer that gives the irrep of the subalgebra 
0(2) ofsp(2,R). Finally, we note from (3.2b) that M - iN 
is the lowering operatorS of sp (2,R); thus a state oflowest 
weight in this algebra vanishes when we apply M - iN on it. 
Ifin this case we denote the eigenvalue of R by tinsteadofby 
r, we see from (3.2b) that the eigenvalue of T2 becomes 
lCt - 1), while the possible values of r in that irrep of 
sp(2,R) are 

r=t, t+l, t+2,.... (3.4) 

We can now express the basis for the irrep in the positive 
discrete series of the chain sp (6,R) ~ sp (2,R) $ 0 (3) as the 
ket 

(3.5) 

where [hl3h23h331. t, r, I, m are, respectively, the irreps of 
sp( 6,R), sp(2,R), 0(2), o( 3),0(2) and a is the multiplicity 
index which distinguishes between repeated irreps of 
sp(2,R) $0(3) contained in a given irrep [hl3h23h33J of 
sp (6,R). An explicit procedure for constructing states of 
type (3.5) is given in Eq. (7.2) of Ref. 3, with which one can 
also determine the values of I compatible with [hl3h23h33J 
and t. 

Since 2r is the eigenvalue of the oscillator Hamiltonian 
2R, the discussion of Ref. 6, sketched also in Sec. IV, indi
cates thatthe minimum value of2r is h 13 + h23 + h33. In this 
case we could write 

t=A+u, u=~(hl3+h23+h33)' A =0,1,2, ... (3.6) 

and the eigenvalue EA of T2 takes the form 

EA =t(t-l) =u(u-l) + (2u-l)A+A2
• (3.7) 

For a harmonic oscillator shell model 13 for particles sat
isfying Fermi statistics the u is large even for a small number 
of particles, e.g., for A = 16, u = 12 and for A = 20, u = 20. 
Thus the variation of energy with A is given mainly by the 
linear term (2u - 1 )A, i.e., we have a vibrational spectrum. 

B. The case u(3) ~ 0(3) 

The generators in the case u(3) ~0(3) are the R y ' L y ' 

of (2.1c) and (2.1d), where the latter are those of 0(3). As 
indicated in (3.2a), the Casimir operator of 0(3) is 
L 2 = ~LijLy' while from (2.1) and (2.29) the linear and 
quadratic Casimir operators of u( 3) are given byl4 

H o = Cii = 2R, r = CijCjiO (3.8) 

where 

Cij = ~(1JisSjS + Sjs1Ji!J. (3.9) 

The quadrupole-quadrupole interaction is defined by 
the operator l4 

(3.10) 
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where the rhs is obtained with the help of (2.29), (3.8), and 
(3.9). 

To determine the eigenvalues of Q 2 we first note that the 
basis for the irreps in the positive discrete series of the chain 
sp(6,R) ~u(3) ~0(3) can be expressed by the ket 

I [hl3 h23 h33 J{3(k l k2 k 3)Olm), (3.11) 

where [hl3 h23 h331. (k l , k2' k 3), I, m are, respectively, the 
irreps ofsp(6,R), u(3), 0(3),0(2). Here{3and 0 are multi
plicity indices which distinguish between repeated irreps of 
u (3) in a given irrep of sp (6,R) and between repeated irreps 
of 0(3) in a given irrep ofu(3). These states have been dis
cussed by Rowe and Rosensteel. 12 

The operators Ho, r, L 2 are then clearly diagonal in the 
basis of states (3.11) and thus their eigenvalues are well 
known.II,14 The spectrum of energy levels associated with 
the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction (3.10), first ob
tained by Elliott, II then takes the form 11,14 

Ek,k,k,,1 = - [ki +q +q +2(k l -k3)] 

(3.12) 

giving rise to rotational bands, each of which is characterized 
by the irrep (k l k2 k3) ofu(3). 

The angular momentum content in each rotational band 
is related with the irreps I of 0 (3) in a given irrep (k I k2 k3) 
ofu(3) and is well known. 15 The irreps (k l k2 k3) ofu(3), 
present in a given irrep [hl3 h23 h33 J of sp (6,R) has also been 
fully investigatedy,I6,17 Thus when [h 13 h23 h33 J is specified, 
all possible rotational bands (k l k2 k3) and corresponding 
angular momenta I are known. 

C. The case cm(3) 

There remains only the case cm (3) to complete our dis
cussion of the maximal subalgebras of sp ( 6,R ), i. e., the cases 
of "pure" Hamiltonians. 

The Casimir operators of cm ( 3) are of the third and 
fourth degree in the generators IS and we could try to discuss 
their spectra in an analytic fashion, as we have done for 
sp(2,R) $0(3). Unfortunately, cm(3) does not contain 
among its operators the 2R of (3.17), i.e., the harmonic os
cillator Hamiltonian, nor 

2(R + M) = !PisPis' (3.13) 

the kinetic energy of the many-particle system in three di
mensions. 

Any realistic Hamiltonian involving the Casimir opera
torsofcm(3) must also include either 2R or2(R + M); thus 
it will automatically fall in the category of a "transitional" 
Hamiltonian, for which only a numerical analysis is feasible. 
We shall discuss this type of computation in Sec. IV. 

D. Shape operators 

We turn now our attention to the problem of shape. The 
eigenvalues of the shape operators are the principal values l9 

of the quadrupole matrix 

(3.14 ) 

i.e., its diagonal components in the frame of reference fixed 
in the body, given by the secular equation 
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detIlAoij-qijll=O, i,j=1,2,3. (3.15) 

Equation (3.15) leads to a cubic equation in A, which gives 
rise to three real and positive eigenvalues designated 
Ak = pL k = 1,2,3. The rootsPk are then related to the three 
principal axes of an ellipsoid 19 and thus give a measure of the 
shape. 

Since rather than shape we are concerned with the de
formation of the many-body system away from sphericity, it 
is convenient to express pL k = 1,2,3 in terms ofthree new 
parameters p, b, c through the relation 

pi = (p2/3) {1 + 2b cos[c - (21Tk /3)]), k = 1,2,3, 
(3.16 ) 

where now b 2, b 3 cos 3c provide a measure of deviation from 
the spherical shape, as for b = 0, pi = (p2/3), k = 1,2,3. 

Through the standard method of solving cubic equa
tions with the help of trigonometric functions,20 we immedi
ately find that 

p2 = tr q, 

b 2 = H (tr q2)/(tr q)2], 

b 3 cos 3c = ¥[det q/(tr q)3], 

where q is the traceless part of the matrix q, i.e., 

q = IIqij - ~ tr qOijll· 

(3.17a) 

(3.17b) 

(3.17c) 

( 3.18) 

A measure of the deformation of an eigenstate of a Ham
iltonian is given by the expectation values of the operators b 2, 
b 3 cos 3c with respect to these eigenstates. Since powers of 
p2 = tr q appears in the denominator, they are cumbersome 
to evaluate; thus we prefer to define deformation as the fol
lowing ratio of expectation values: 

(b 2) = H (tr q2)/( (tr q)2)], (3.19a) 

(3.19b) 

where the angular brackets represent expectation values of 
the operators indicated with respect to the eigenstates of the 
Hamiltonians under study. 

In Sec. IV we shall evaluate the deformation parameters 
(3.19) for some specific many-body systems. 

IV. SPECTRA AND SHAPES OF "TRANSITIONAL" 
SYSTEMS 

In Sec. III we discussed the spectra of Hamiltonians 
associated with the three maximal subalgebras and the oper
ator whose expectation value with respect to the correspond
ing eigenstates gives their shape. We now want to see how the 
spectra and shapes change when we go in a continuous fash
ion from one to another of the maximal subalgebras, i.e., the 
case of "transitional" systems. 

We will be concerned with a set of A particles, but, as 
mentioned at the beginning of Sec. II, we eliminate the cen
ter of mass motion. Thus our Xis' Pis' i = 1,2,3; 
s= 1,2, ... ,n =A -lareJacobirelativecoordinatesandmo
menta. Our many-body systems will be characterized by 
(A, [h\3 h23 h33 ]), where the square brackets correspond to 
the irrep ofsp(6,R). 

By definition, a "transitional" Hamiltonian cannot be 
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diagonal in any of the bases associated with a maximal subal
gebra: Thus we would have to determine its matrix represen
tation with respect to one definite basis and diagonalize this 
matrix numerically. Unfortunately, neither (3.5) nor 
(3.11), associated with sp(2,R) $ 0(3) or u(3), provides an 
orthonormal basis since they still have multiplicity indices. 
Furthermore, the matrix representation of the generators 
with respect to these bases is rather complex and in fact has 
to be determined through computer programs. Thus in the 
following analysis we decided to use what we call the "mono
mial basis" of Ref. 6 and whose main characteristics we 
briefly review. 

A. Monomial basis states for irreps of sp(6,R) in the 
positive discrete series and matrix representation with 
respect to them of generators, Hamiltonians, and shape 
operators 

In terms of the creation and annihilation operators 
(2.29) the realization of the generators ofsp(6,R) is l9 

B ij = 'YJis'l]jS' 

Cij = !('YJiS5jS + 5js'YJis)' 

( 4.la) 

( 4.1b) 

Bij = SiS5jS' (4.lc) 

where, as before, the repeated indices s are summed from 1-n 
and i,j over the values I, 2, 3. The Cij are the generators of 
the u (3) subalgebra of sp ( 6,R). 

The full monomial basis associated with the irrep [h 13 
h23 h33 ] in the positive discrete ofsp(6,R) has the form 

3 

Inij,hij) = II (Bij)nijlhij)' (4.2) 
i<j= 1 

where the nij are non-negative integers and 

h\3 h23 
(4.3) 

hll 
is a Gelfand state,14.21 with the labels satisfying the inequal
ities hij;;.h iJ _ 1 ;;.h i + IJ' 

While the basis (4.2) has a very simple analytic form, it 
is clearly nonorthonormal; besides, it does not correspond to 
an eigenstate of the total angular momentum L 2 = !LijLij' 
whereLij = Cij - Cp . However, the basis (4.2) can be made 
to have a definite projection in direction 3 of the angular 
momentum, i.e., to be an eigenstate of L!2' Furthermore, 
Inij,hij) is also an eigenstate of the operator 2R = Cjj , with 
the eigenvalue 

3 

2 L nij + (h\3 + h23 + h33) =:2(% + 0'), (4.4) 
i<j= 1 

where 0' is given by (3.6) and, for brevity, we will refer to 
% = };;<j= 1 nij as the number of quanta. 

An arbitrary generator X of the sp(6,R) Lie algebra, 
when acting on the state (4.2), gives a linear combination of 
these states, i.e., 

The last term in (4.5) is not a matrix element, but a numeri
cal coefficient, a fact we emphasize by using a round instead 
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of an angular bracket on its lhs. Note that we stay within one 
representation ofsp(6,R), i.e., h;3 = hi3 , i = 1,2,3. 

All the coefficients (nij,h ij IX Inij,hij) that correspond 
to the set of generators {X} ofsp( 6,R) in (4.1) were given in 
explicit and closed form in Ref. 6. 

We now turn to Hamiltonians H in the enveloping alge
bra of sp( 6,R), i.e., polynomial functions of the generators 
(2.1) or (4.1) which are Hermitian and invariant under ro
tations and time reflections.5

,6 If we apply H to the states 
( 4.2) we again obtain a linear combination of these states, 
i.e., 

Hlnij,hij) = Ilnij,hij)(nij,hijIHlnij,hij)' (4.6) 
nij.hij 

The coefficients on the rhs of (4.6) can be obtained im
mediately since we know the corresponding coefficients for 
B L, C kl> B kl, k,l = 1, 2, 3 given in Ref. 6. Although the basis 
In ij,h ij ) is not orthonormal, it was shown in Ref. 6 that eigen
values of H, i.e., the energy levels E, are given by the secular 
equation 

The matrix appearing in (4.7) is in general of infinite 
dimension, in which case we must, for calculation purposes, 
introduce a cutoff procedure for the nij' nij. One possibility is 
to require that ~i<Jnij <,ff, where ff is a convenient upper 
bound for the sum indicated. 

There are some cases in which the matrix (4.7) breaks 
into finite blocks, as happens, for example, for the Hamilto
nians associated with the maximal subalgebras 
sp(2,R) ~0(3) and u(3), both of which commute with 
2R = Cii' From (4.4) we then see that we have finite blocks 
associated with each value of ff. 

Finally, we consider the shape operators (3.17) asso
ciated with the matrix q'j = xiSxjs which, from (2.29), can be 
written as 

(4.8) 

The application of the operators in (3.17), i.e., (trq)\ 
(tr q) 3, tr q2, det q, designated generically by tJ, to the 
states Inij,hij) again gives linear combinations of these states, 
with the coefficients 

(nij,h ijltJlnij,hij)' (4.9) 

which can be determined with the help of the coefficients in 
( 4. 5) for the generators of sp (6,R). 

With the help of ( 4.9) it is straightforward to determine 
the expectation value of the operators tJ with respect to the 
eigenstates of the Hamiltonian H: The latter are linear com
binations of the Inij,hij), with the coefficients determined by 
the secular equation (4.7). 

We have thus outlined the procedure we follow to obtain 
the spectra and shape for "transitional" cases. We proceed to 
illustrate the analysis in specific examples. A more complete 
discussion of this program will be presented elsewhere. 
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B. Transitional Hamiltonians involving the subalgebras 
sp(2R) $0(3) and u(3) 

We shall consider the Hamiltonian 

(4.10) 

where x is a real parameter in the interval O<,x<, 1 and T2, 
defined in (3.2b), is the Casimir operator of the sp(2,R) 
algebra, while Q 2 of (3.10) is the quadrupole-quadrupole 
interaction associated with su (3). 

For x = ° or 1 the spectrum of H for a system 
(A,[h 13 h23 h33 ]) is given by (3.7) or (3.12), while for x in 
the open interval 0 < x < 1 it has to be evaluated numerically 
through procedures such as the one outlined in Sec. IV A. 
These procedures also provide the eigenstates, whose angu
lar momenta can be determined by applying to them the 
operator L 2. 

We note thatHof (4. 10) commuteswithHo=Cii = 2R 
and thus the ff of ( 4.4) is a good quantum number for any 
x. For x = ° the energy levels are characterized by the A of 
(3.7); thus we require the values of this quantum number 
which are compatible with ff. As discussed in Refs. 1 and 3 
the total number of quanta of the state (4.2) that, as indicat
ed in (4.4), is given by 2 (ff + <T), characterizes the one
row irrep of the Lie algebra u (3n). On the other hand, the 
one-row irrep of the subalgebra 0(3n), related to thae·3 of 
sp(2,R), is given by the 2(A + u) of (3.6). Because of the 
well-known8 relations between the single-row irreps of 
u(3n) and 0(3n) we conclude that A =ff, ff - 1, 
ff - 2, ... ,0. If ff <u we have from EA of (3.7) that the 
levelsofH forx = 0, when A = O,I, ... ,..ff,arealmostequally 
spaced. 

We shall discuss only the example (20, [12,4,4]) with 
ff = 1, although the conclusions we derive hold, also, for 
other cases (A, [h13 h23 h33 ]) we have analyzed. In Fig. 2 we 
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FIG. 2. Spectra of the open shell system (20, [12,4,4] ) for the Hamiltonian 
(4.10) and one quantum of excitation..#' = 1. The A, (A.,IL), and I denote, 
respectively, the irreps ofsp(2,R), su(3), and 0(3). The energy is given in 
dimensionless units. The values at x = 0 and x = 1 correspond to the vibra
tional or rotational limits. 
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show the spectra as a function of x, where we renormalized 
the ground state energy to zero, i.e., a straight line along the 
abscissa. At x = 0 (the vibrational limit ) the values A = 0,1 
characterize the irrep of sp (2,R). At x = 1 (the rotational 
limit), (A.,u) in vertical parentheses give the irrep ofsu(3), 
where A. = k I - k2,,u = k2 - k3 for the (k I k2 k3) appearing 
in (3.12). In the column below each (A.,u) we give the angu
lar momentum of the state. 

Note that the low lying collective states correspond to 
ff = 0, as our example is related more to the giant isoscalar 
resonances in 2°Ne. However, our main point in Fig. 2 is to 
illustrate the change of spectra when going from the 
sp (2,R) E!) 0 (3) to the u (3) maximal subalgebra. 

From the procedure outlined at the end of Sec. IV A we 
can also calculate the shape of the eigenstates associated 
with definite eigenvalues of H. For example, for the lowest 
1= 0 state, the expectation value (b 2) of (3.19a) is 0.105 at 
x = 0 and 0.120 at x = 1, a change of only about 10%; this 
holds for all the examples (A, [h 13 h23 h33 ]) we have dis
cussed when H has the form (4.10). 

We thus conclude that while there is a considerable 
change in the spectra when we go from the vibrational 
(x = 0) to the rotational (x = 1) limit, the deformation of 
the eigenstates of H does not change very much. In this re
spect the conclusions are similar to those obtained in Ref. 5, 
where the case of two space dimensions was considered. 

C. Hamiltonian involving the subalgebras cm(3) and u(1) 

The cm (3) algebra provides us with the interacting 
term 

tr q2, (4.11 ) 

with q given by (3.18), which corresponds to the full phys
ical quadrupole interaction. The term (4.11) cannot be con
sidered as a Hamiltonian by itself since we must add to it the 
kinetic energy contained in 2R. The operator R, defined in 
(2.1 c) and (2.4a), is the generator of a u (1) subalgebra. 
Together with the powers and products of the generators of 
cm (3), R indicates that our Hamiltonian is of the transition
al type and could be written as22 

H=w(2R) + Vcoll ' (4.12a) 

Vcoll =CIp4b2+C2p6b3cos3c+C3p8b4. (4.l2b) 

The variables b 2, b 3 cos 3c, and p2 are related to tr q, tr q2, 
and det q through Eqs. (3.17). The coefficient w is intro
duced to specify the frequency of the oscillator and CI, C2, C3 

are model parameters. 
The Vcoll of ( 4.12b) is of the type used by Rowe23 and is 

related to the potential used in the geometrical model intro
duced by Hess et al.22 In Ref. 23 and the references given 
therein many calculations were performed. Therefore, we do 
not need to repeat these calculations, but rather summarize 
some of the results that are in structure similar to those ob
tained in Ref. 5. 

The H of (4.12) can be interpreted as a vibrational or 
rotational Hamiltonian depending on the parameters C I, C2, 

C3. If, for example, C2 = C3 = 0, Vcoll as a function of b 2 is a 
parabola with a minimum at b = O. The spectra of H will 
then be vibrational, with small deformations for the eigen-
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states.5,23 On the other hand, if C2' c3 =1=O, we can have a situa
tion in which Vcoll as a function of b 2 has a minimum quite 
far away from b = 0, in which case the H of (4.12) has a 
rotational spectrum with very strong deformations for the 
eigenstates.5,23 

The statements of the previous paragraph are corrobo
rated by calculations using the techniques of Sec. IV A or 
other methods. 12 Furthermore, the statements also agree 
with our results for the corresponding problem in two-di
mensional space.5 

In Sec. V we present the conclusions that follow from 
the present series of papers. 

v. CONCLUSION 

As mentioned in the Introduction to this series Of pa
pers, I we wished to discuss the relation between collective 
behavior in many-body systems and geometrical concepts. 
Specifically, we intended to reexamine the microscopic de
scription of nuclear collective motions and their relation 
with the symplectic geometry of the A -nucleon system. 

We were certainly not the only ones interested in this 
type of program, so we shall briefly review the work of other 
groups in this field and then indicate the nature of our specif
ic contributions and the conclusions that follow. 

As is well known, collective coordinates were first intro
duced in nuclei in the 1930's through the liquid drop model 
of Bohr24; in the early 1950's Bohr and Mottelson25 had al
ready correlated them with the many-body mass quadrupole 
matrix q = IIqijll of (3.8). 

Since the qij = xisxjs - (j)(x/csx/cs )l5ij is summed over 
the particle indices or, more correctly, over the 
s = 1,2, ... ,n = A-I Jacobi coordinates, as from the begin
ning we eliminate the center of mass motion, the quadrupole 
matrix is an invariant of 0 (n). This fact made it possible, in 
the early 1970's, for groups led by Filippov26 and Vanagas27 

to express the 3n coordinates Xis' i = 1,2,3; s = 1,2, ... ,n in 
terms ofthree deformation parameters (thepk of Sec. IV), 
three Euler angles tlk' k = 1,2,3 that take us from the frame 
of reference fixed in space to the one fixed in the body, and 
3n - 6 remaining variables. 

Only the first six parameters, i.e., Pb tlb k = 1,2,3 
played a role in collective excitations since the states were 
associated with a definite irrep of 0 (n) fixed by shell model 
considerations. 

By the mid-1970's Rosensteel and Rowe l2 and Bieden
harn et al. 18 initiated an approach to the problem by first 
identifying the desired collective motions and then deter
mining the operators that generate these motions, as well as 
the Lie algebra they satisfy, which turned out to be sp( 6,R). 

At first glance it seemed that work on a microscopic 
description of collective motions in the Soviet Union26,27 and 
North America 12,18 were not related since the first was based 
on the o(n) Lie algebra, while the second used sp(6,R). 
However, both dealt with a problem of3n degrees offreedom 
associated with the metaplectic representation of the Lie al
gebra sp(6n,R), which contains among its subalgebras 
sp(6,R) E!) o(n). In this case the irreps ofsp(6,R) and o(n) 
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are related, i.e., "complementary," as was shown by Mo
shinsky and Quesne28 in the early 1970's. Thus the two ap
proaches were equivalent, as was soon realized by all con
cerned. 

Thus one arrived at what is now known as the symplec
tic model ofthe nucleus based on sp( 6,R), which besides the 
groups mentioned was also analyzed by Deenen and 
Quesne,29 Kramer et al., 30 and the present authors and their 
collaborators. 19 

The work of all these groups mainly stressed the chain 
sp(6,R) :Ju(3) :Jo(3), which leads to spectra with rota
tional bands and where one expects to have strongly de
formed nuclei. However, the Bohr and Mottelson model and 
the interacting boson approximation also give the possibility 
of vibrational bands; thus the question arose as to whether in 
the symplectic model there was another chain of subalgebras 
which could bring out this type of spectra. 

It was shown by Moshinskyl that such a chain could be 
sp( 6,R) :Jsp(2,R) E9 0(3) and thus it merited as careful an 
analysis as had been lavished on sp(6,R) :Ju(3) :Jo(3). 

The present series of papers then began with the purpose 
of obtaining the basis states for irreps in the positive discrete 
series of the chain sp ( 6,R) :J sp ( 2,R) E9 0 ( 3 ), as well as the 
matrix elements of the generators with respect to them. We 
quickly realized that the problem was difficult and thus we 
first looked at the case when the dimensionality ofthe space 
was d = 2 rather than d = 3, i.e., at the chain 
sp ( 4,R) :J sp (2,R) E9 0 (2) .2 We then considered the case 
d = 3 for closed shells,3 i.e., the irrep [h h h] of sp (6,R ), as 
well as the general case, to obtain the branching rules and the 
basis states in terms of elementary permissible diagrams.4 

At this stage we realized that the problem had to be 
looked at in a more general context if we were going to un
derstand its structure. The following questions arose for 
sp (2d,R) in general, although our interest was centered only 
ond = 3 or 2. 

(i) What are the maximal subalgebras of sp(2d,R) 
which contain O(d)? 

(ii) What are the chains of maximal subalgebras of 
sp(2d,R) which are more convenient for labeling the states 
and determining the matrix elements of the generators with 
respect to them? 

(iii) What type of Hamiltonians (particularly those of 
second degree in the generators) can be associated with the 
Casimir operators of the maximal subalgebras and what is 
the nature of their spectra? 

(iv) Can one introduce operators whose expectation 
values characterize the shape of an n-body system in a d
dimensional space and are these operators in the enveloping 
algebra ofsp(2d,R)? 

(v) If a given chain of subalgebras gives, through its 
Casimir operators, a Hamiltonian whose spectrum is rota
tional, does this imply a large deformation? Conversely, if 
the spectrum is vibrational, does this imply small deforma
tions? 

In Ref. 5 we answered questions (i)-(v) for d = 2; we 
refer the reader to this paper for the detailed response. In the 
present paper we answer the questions for the case d = 3 and 
proceed to summarize our responses using the correspond-
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ing labels (i)-(v). 
(i) The maximal subalgebras of sp (6,R) "modulo" lin

ear canonical transformations are sp (2,R) E9 0 (3), u (3), 
and cm ( 3 ), as discussed in Sec. II. 

(ii) None of the maximal subalgebras gives a convenient 
basis for determining the matrix representation of the gener
ators of sp ( 6,R ), so we preferred the nonorthonormal mon-
0mial basis (4.2), for which explicit analytic expressions for 
the matrix representations were derived in Ref. 6. 

( iii) Hamiltonians of second degree in the generators of 
sp ( 6,R) can be associated with the Casimir operators of the 
maximal subalgebras sp(2,R) E90(3) and u(3), giving, re
spectively, vibrational and rotational spectra, as discussed in 
Sec. III. 

(iv) One can introduce operators whose expectation 
values characterize the shape, i.e., the deformation away 
from sphericity, of eigenstates associated with definite Ham
iltonians. These shape operators are in the enveloping alge
bra of the maximal subalgebra cm (3), as shown in Sec. III; 
their expectation values can be obtained with the help of the 
techniques outlined in Sec. II. 

(v) The u (3) maximal subalgebra gives rise to rota
tional spectra through a Casimir operator which commutes 
with 2R of (3.3), i.e., the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian. 
Thus as we go to higher excitations of quanta, i.e., 
ff = 0,1,2,3, ... , we will not be obtaining the low lying spec
tra, but the spectrum associated with giant quadrupole and 
monopole resonances. This also occurs for the 
sp(2,R) E90(3) maximal subalgebra whose Casimir opera
tor also commutes with 2R, but gives rise to vibrational spec
tra. The interesting point is that at least for the levels in the 
high excitation region of monopole and quadrupole giant 
resonances, the deformation in the sp (2,R) E9 0 (3) and u (3 ) 
limits have almost the same values. Thus the type of spectra 
(vibrational or rotational) is not necessarily correlated with 
the type of deformation (small or large). 

On the other hand, if we add to 2R terms of higher than 
second degree in the generators of cm( 3) that are Hermitian 
and invariant under rotations and time reflections, we obtain 
a Hamiltonian which mixes strongly the energy levels with 
different numbers of quanta ff and modifies the low lying 
energy levels of nuclei, giving rotational bands for open shell 
nuclei accompanied by strong deformations. Thus we come 
to the conclusion that while rotational bands can be genera
ted both by the u (3) and cm (3) maximal subalgebras, only 
the latter, at least in the symplectic nuclear model, seem to be 
accompanied by an arbitrary strong deformation. 
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APPENDIX: MAXIMAL SUBALGEBRAS OF sp(2d,R) 

In Sec. II we proved that the set of generators 

(Lij,R,M,N) (Al) 

is a maximal subalgebra of the sp (2d,R) Lie algebra. In this 
Appendix we present a derivation of the two other distinct 
sets of generators that are also, for any d, maximal subalge
bras of sp(2d,R) containing the oed) generators; we also 
discuss the additional possibilities that occur in the excep
tional case d = 2. As shown in Sec. II, these subalgebras can 
be obtained by consideration of commutators among the 
various operators in the scheme 

fL.' aMij +{3Nij + yRij. a'Mij + (3'Nij + y'Rij) 
\ I)' aM+bN+eR' a'M+b'N+e'R . 

(A2) 

To begin, we have 

[aMij + {3Nij + yRij' aMt/ + {3N,./ + yRq ] 

= (i/16)(y - (32 - a 2)(Lif8tj + Ljt8;/ 

+ Lg 8u +L;,.8g ), (A3) 

so that depending on (y - (3 2 - a 2
) being larger, equal, or 

smaller than zero we have different types of subalgebras. As 
seen in (2.22), there are three canonical forms for the opera
tor aMij + {3Nij + yRij determined by the value of 
(y - (32 - a 2

). We proceed to discuss each of the cases sep
arately, replacing in (A2) theoperatoraMij + {3 Nij + yRij 
by its corresponding canonical form. 

Case (ij (y2_{3 2_a2» O. In case (i) the scheme (A2) 
becomes, without loss of generality, 

fL' Rij . a'Mij+{3'Nij) (A4) 
\ 'J' aM+bN+eR' a'M+b'N+e'R' 

However, by means of a canonical transformation of the type 
(2.l7a), which leaves Rij invariant, we can replace 
a'Mij + (3'Nij byeitherMij orNij alone; sincethetwopossi
bilities lead to equivalent subalgebras we choose Mij and 
assert that still, without losing generality, the scheme (A2) 
becomes 

Consider now, for i=/=j, the commutator 

[Rij,Mii] = i(! - lId)Nij' (A6) 

Let us suppose for the present that d>3. If (A5) is going to 
close under commutation, then from (A6) we conclude that 
it must be independent ofMij' Next, the commutators 

[Rij,aM + bN + eR ] = i(aNij - bMij),(A7a) 

[Rij,a'M+b'N+e'R] =i(a'Nij -b'Mij) (A7b) 

imply that a = b = a' = b ' = 0 if (A5) is going to close un
der commutation. In this way we have demonstrated that 
when d>3, (A5) is a maximal subalgebra ofsp(2d,R) if it 
consists only of the elements 

(A8) 

When d = 2, the set (A8) is still a maximal subalgebra. 
However, ifd = 2, then (A6) does not preclude the presence 
ofMij; keeping Mij' then (A 7a) and (A 7b) tell us only that 
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a = a' = 0 if we want to have an algebra, while from 

[Mij,bN + eR ] = - i(b Rij + eNij), 

[Mij,b 'N + e'R ] = - i(b 'Rij + e'Nij) 

(A9a) 

(A9b) 

we deduce that (A5) can close under commutation if 
e = e' = O. Finally, from (2.9) with d = 2, we have 

[Rij,Mq] = (i/4)(8;t8g + 8 iJ,8jt - 8ij8t/)N. (AlO) 

Thus we conclude that sp ( 4,R) has the maximal subalgebra 

(L 12,Rij,Mij,N). (Alla) 

Of course, it also has the maximal subalgebra' 

(L I2 ,Rij,Nij,M) (Allb) 

related to (AlIa) by a canonical transformation of the type 
(2.l7a). Both (Alla) and (Allb) are realizations of the 
o ( 3, 1) Lie algebra. 

Case(ii) (y2_{3 2_a2j <0. In case (ii) the scheme (A2) 
becomes 

fL.' Nij . a'Mij + y'Rij-) (A12) 
\ I)' aM+bN+eR' a'M+b'N+e'R' 

By means of a canonical transformation of the type (2.l7b) 
that leaves Nij invariant, it is possible to replace the operator 
a'Mij + y'Rij in (A12) by a standard form whose expres
sion is determined by the relative values of a' and y', as we 
proceed to discuss. 

If y'2 > a,2 the standard form is Rij; then by a rotation of 
type (2.l7a) we can replace Nij in (A12) by Mij' thereby 
leaving (AI2) exactly as in (A5) and thus giving no new 
results. 

If y'2 < a'2 the standard form is Mij and therefore (A 12) 
becomes 

(Lij; aM+:~+eR; a'M+~~+e'R)' (A13) 

Now, 

[Nij,Mij] 

= i{ ! (Ri'j8/; + R/;8,'j + R; •. 8g + Rg 8;t) 

- ~ Rij8t/ - ~ Rt/ 8ij } 

+ i{ 2~ 8;,,8g + 2~ 8if8j,. - }2 8ij8,./}R (A14) 

and the first curly bracket vanishes identically for d = 2, but 
not for d>3. We thus conclude that the set (A13) lead to no 
subalgebra when d>3, while (A14) supplemented with 
(A9a), (A9b), and 

[Nij,aM + bN + eR] = i(aRij + eMij), 

[Nij,a'M + b'N + e'R ] = i(a'Rij + e'Mij) 

(A15a) 

(A15b) 

permit usto deduce that, whend = 2, (A13) gives a subalge
bra if a = b = a' = b' = 0, i.e., sp( 4,R) has the maximal 
subalgebra 

(L)21Nij,Mij,R ), (A16) 

which is a realization of the Lie algebra 
sp' (2,R) Ell sp" (2,R). 

Finally, if y' = ± a' the standard forms of 
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a'Mij + r'Rij are Rij + Mij and Rij - Mij' which are given 
in (2.21) in terms of coordinates and momenta and were 
shown, in the text following (2.21), to be related to each 
other by a linear canonical transformation which only 
changes the sign ofNij. Consequently, without losing gener
ality, we can now replace (A12) by 

(
L . Nij . Rij -Mij ) (AI7) 

ij' aM+bN+cR' a'M+b'N+c'R' 
Then the commutators (AI5a) and (AI5b) allow us to de
duce that c = - a, c' = - a' if (AI7) is going to give an 
algebra, so effectively we can replace the two linear combina
tions of the scalar operators in (AI7) by Nand (R - M). It 
is then found that all other commutators between the opera
tors in (A 17) give linear combinations of the operators al
ready appearing. Hence the third maximal subalgebra of 
sp(2d,R) that we obtain is 

(Lij,Nij,N,Rij - Mij,R - M). (AI8) 

Case (iii) (r2-/3 2_a
2)=O. The scheme (A2) now be

comes, according to (2.22), 

Rij-Mij . 

aM+bN+cR' 
c5(Mij + Rij) + ENij) 

a'M + b' N + c'R . 

Consider first, for i=/=j, the commutator 

[Rij - Mij,c5(Rjj + M jj ) + ENjj ] 

= ~ c5L + 2ic5(~ - ~)N. 4 IJ 2 d IJ 

+ iE(~ - ~)(R .. - M.). 2 d IJ IJ 

(AI9) 

(A20) 

If (A19) is going to close under commutation, then the fact 
that no term (Rij + Mij) appears on the rhs of (A20) im
plies that necessarily c5 = O. However, then we see that by 
setting c5 = 0 in (A19) this scheme becomes identical to 
(AI7); thus we eventually obtain in case (iii) the same max
imal subalgebra (A 18) which was obtained for case (ii). Of 
course, this conclusion remains valid as long as d>3, since 
ford = 2 (A20) does not preclude the presenceofRij + Mij' 

Restricting ourselves now to d = 2 and setting c5 = 1 in 
(A19), the commutator 

[Rij -Mij,aM +bN +cR] 

= ib(Rij - Mij) + i(a + c)Nij (A2l) 

imposes c = - a if (A 19) is going to close under commuta
tion, while 

[Rij + Mij + ENij,aM + bN - aR ] 

= i2aNij - ib(Rij + Mij) + iEa(Rij - Mij) (A22) 

requires, for the same purpose, b = - 2al E. The scheme 
(A19) thus becomes 

980 

(L12>(Rij -Mij),(Rij +Mij +ENij)' 

[R - M + (2/E)N]). 
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(A23) 

Equation (A23) is another maximal subalgebra of sp ( 4,R) 
since we have, when d = 2, 

[Rij - Mij,Rtl + Mtl + ENq ] 

= !iKL J2 + !iE(c5;t c5jl + c5tj c5if 

- c5ijc5q )[R - M + (2IE)N], (A24) 

with K = 1, 0, or - 1 depending on the values of the four 
indices. 
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A supersymmetric integral theorem that extends results of Parisi, Sourlas, Efetov, Wegner, and 
others is rigorously proved. In particular, arbitrary generators are allowed in the integrand 
(instead of canonical ones) and the invariance condition is very much relaxed. The connection 
with Cauchy's integral formula is made transparent. In passing, the unitary Lie supergroup is 
studied by using elementary methods. Applications in the theory of disordered systems are 
discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Supersymmetry provides a useful computational frame
work in several areas of physics. Besides field theory and 
gravitation, applications in condensed matter and nuclear 
physics, as well as in stochastic differential equations, are 
well known. One of the particularities of superanalysis is the 
existence of integral theorems first applied by Parisi and 
Sourlas to dimensional reduction. I Roughly speaking, this 
says that 

f F( V)dV = F(O), (1.1 ) 

where V = (x,0 1,02 ) and F is supersymmetric with zero 
boundary condition at infinity. Here xEIRd, d> 1, and 0 1, O2 

are canonical generators of a Grassmann algebra. The inte
gration in ( 1.1) is taken in Berezin's sense. The function F is 
invariant with respect to "superrotations," i.e., transforma
tions that preserve the sum X2 + 0102' Several extensions of 
( 1.1) exist. The result ( 1. 1) has no counterparts in classical 
analysis or invariant theory. 

Another result, which goes back to Efetov2 and 
Wegner3 (see also Ref. 4), says that 

J F(Q)dQ=F(O), ( 1.2) 

where Q = (f; ~), a,bEIR, is a 2 X 2 supermatrix and Fis an 
invariant function, [i.e., F( Q) = F(S -IQS), S superuni
tary] with zero boundary conditions at infinity. Again, the 
integration in (1.2) is taken in the sense of Berezin (for pre
cise definitions see Sec. II). Recently Wegner has proved a 
more general result that contains (1.1 ) and ( 1.2) as particu
lar cases.3 

In this paper, we extend the results above in several di
rections. In particular we allow as integration variables arbi
trary generators instead of canonical ones, and make conse
quent use of Berezin's integration theory.s 

On the other hand, we weaken the invariance condition 
on F from a classical Lie supergroup to a discrete group 
isomorphic to zn. Our proofs are rigorous. We use a nice idea 
of Wegner and the complex z,z formalism introduced in Ref. 
4 in order to perform induction and to deal with the matrix 
case. The main result is given in Theorem 4.1. The ideas of 
the proof develop gradually from Sec. III to Sec. IV. Section 
II contains preparatory material that was adapted to our 

needs. In Sec. V we study by elementary methods the unitary 
supergroups. No use of the corresponding Lie-superalgebras 
is necessary. Section VI contains interesting additional ma
terial. 

We want to stress that our proof reveals, in particular, 
the intimate connection of the supersymmetric integral for
mulas with Cauchy's integral formula of complex analysis. 
The matrix case of the present supersymmetric integral 
theorem should play an important role in the rigorous study 
of the extended state region of the Anderson problem in the 
n-orbital model.2

,3 For details see the discussion in Ref. 4. 
We also expect applications to other areas of condensed mat
ter physics. 

II. FUNCTIONS ON SUPERSPACE AND SUPERSPACE 
INTEGRATION 

In this section we follow Ref. 5 and specialize to our 
needs. Let Aq be a complex Grassmann algebra with canoni
cal generators SI, ... ,Sq' Let Ap.q be the algebra with elements 

I =/(x,s) = I I /;''''i, (x)t;, .. 'Si" (2.1) 
k>O i. < ... < iJ... 

where XEIRP and /; .. "i, are complex-valued infinitely differ
entiable functions of x. Let XI""'Xp be the usual coordinate 
functions on IRP. Thenxl, ... ,xp , SI"",Sq are canonical genera
tors of Ap,q' 

Let us denote by /0 the zero order (k = 0) term in (2.1 ). 
The body m(/) of lis defined by 

m(/)(x) =/(x,O) =/o(x). (2.2) 

If 11""'/' are real or complex-valued functions then the 
range of(m( II ), ... ,m( /,.») is denoted by Spec ( 11""'/")' 

Now we recall the general concept off unctions depend
ing on commutative and noncom mutative variables.s Let 
qJ = (qJl, .. ·,qJm)' I/l = (I/ll,· .. ,I/ln), where qJl, ... ,qJm and 
I/l1, ... ,I/ln are even and odd elements in Ap.q respectively. If 
g = g(xl, ... ,xm ) is a complex-valued function on IRm, the su
perposition g(qJl, ... ,qJm ) is defined as follows: separate in qJi 
the term of zero degree 

qJi(X,S) =ai(x) +h i (x,s),degh i >2 

and defineg(qJl, ... ,qJm) by a formal Taylor series expansion: 
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akl+- "+km 

X k g(a., ... ,am ) (2.3) 
aa~'" ·aa,:," 

(notice that the h;'s are nilpotent, so the sum on the right
hand side is finite). Now if F= F( y,'/])EAm.n 

F( y,,/]) = I I Fi .. 'i, (Y)'/]i, .. ''/]i" (2.4) 
k>O i l < "" < i/.. 

we can define F(cp,t/J)EAp,q by 

F(cp,t/J)=I I Fi ... i,(CP., .. ·,CPm)t/Ji, .. ·t/Ji,. (2.5) 
k>O i , < "" <i/.. 

Here, F(cp,t/J) = F(cp., ... ,({Jm,t/J), ... ,t/Jn) is a function of even 
and odd elements in Ap,q with values in Ap,q. Formally it has 
to be understood as a function in the usual sense depending 
on commutative and noncommutative variables. 

LetYi(x,S),i= 1, ... ,p, be even and '/]j ,j= 1, ... ,q, be odd 
elements of Ap,q' The set {Y., ... , Yp' '/]."",'/]q} is called a sys
tem of generators for Ap,q if (i) Spec ( Y., ... , Yp) = RP, (ii) 
every element/EAp,q can be written by means of Yi''/]j in the 
form 

I=I I h .... i,(Y.' ... 'Yp)'/]i,· .. '/]i,· (2.6) 
k i l < "" <i/.. 

Now we define Berezin's integral and formulate the main 
theorem concerning the change of (superspace) variables. 

LetxoSj be a system of generators in Ap.q (not necessar
ily the canonical ones!). Then we can write Xi = Xi (S,S), 
where SERP. Let ti = Xi (s,O)ERP. 

Definition 2.1: Let/EAp,q' We set 

f l(x,S)dx •s = f l(t,s)dt ds· (2.7) 

The integral W.r.t. dt (dt = TIf ~. dt,) is understood in the 
usual sense whereas ds = TIJ~. dSi indicates integration 
w.r.t. the anticommuting Sj defined by 

(2.8) 

and 

(2.9) 

if 

a 
-a=O. 
aSj 

From this definition it follows that for IEAp,q we have 

f l(x,S)dx.s = f f. ... q (t., ... ,tp )dt., ... ,dtp' (2.10) 

In classical analysis it is convenient to assume that the 
differentia~s anticommute among themselves but commute 
with the vdriables. In s$peranalysiJ we extend this property 
by assuming that the d,Xi are anticommuting but commute 
with xoSj,dSj, which commute among themselves, i.e., be
sides known relations we have 
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[dSi,Sj] = [dSi,dSj ] = [dXi,dSj ] 

= [dSi'Xj] = {dxi,Sj} = 0 

({ ... } denotes the anticommutator). 

(2.11 ) 

Now we prepare the change of variable formula for the 
Berezin integration. Let Xj = Xj ( y,,/]), Sj = Sj ( y,,/]) be a 
transformation from one system of generators in Ap,q to an
other. Let 

(2.12) 

where a la'/]k means left derivative. 

Let 

R = R(x,S;Y,'/]) = (~ ~) (2.13 ) 

be the supermatrix with matrix elements (2.12). The super
determinant (Berezinean) of the supermatrix is 

6 = 6(x,S;Y,'/]) = S det R 

=det(A -BD-·C)detD-·. (2.14) 

Note that D is invertible as a consequence of the fact that 
(y,,/]) and (x,S) are generator systems.s 

Now let 1= I(x,s) be an infinitely differentiable func
tion in Ap,q with compact support. This means that the coef
ficients of lin its expansion as elements of Ap.q are Coo func
tions of X having compact support. Then we have 

f I(x( y,,/]),s( y,'/]»)6(x,S;y,'/])dy.r1 = f l(x,S)dx•s· 

(2.15 ) 

In (2.15) I(x ( y,,/]) ,s( y,,/]») has to be understood in the sense 
of (2.6) with m = p and n = q. The nontrivial proof of 
(2.15) is contained in Ref. 5. Examples are given in Ref. 5 
that show that (2.15) can be wrong if I does not have com
pact support because in this case boundary terms may ap
pear. We will use (2.15) for functions without compact sup
port but assume zero boundary conditions at infinity. 

Definition 2.2: A function IEAp.q satisfies the zero 
boundary condition at infinity if/(x,O) = O( Ixl- (p H» for 
some E>O. 

For functions with zero boundary condition at infinity 
(2. 15) can be applied (see Sec. III). 

We close this section by considering the more general 
case in which the change of variables in an integral involves 
commutative and noncommutative parameters. We will 
need this in Sec. IV. Let x., ... ,xP,u., ... ,uP,S.,,,.,Sq'O'.'''',O'q 
and Y.'''''YP,v), ... ,vp,,/]., ... ,'/]q';)''''';q be two systems of gen
erators in Ap+p',q+ q' (U), UCRP+P'. The change from the 
first to the second system of generators is given by 

Xi = Xi (y,v,,/],;), Sj = Sj ( y,v, y,;), 
(2.16 ) 

In this case (2.15) reads 
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f fIxe y,U,1],u)s( y,u,1],u) )!::l(x,s; y,1])dy .'T/ 

= f f(x,s)dx•s · (2.17) 

On the left-hand side of (2.17) bothfand the Berezinean!::l 
depend generally on the parameters u;.uj . In Sec. IV we will 
need (2.17) in a particular case in which although (2.15) 
depend on parameters, both f and !::l are independent of 
them. 

III. SUPERSYMMETRIC INTEGRAL THEOREM FOR 
SOME PARTICULAR CASES 

In this section we will be concerned with two particular 
cases of the integral theorem; one for two-component super
vectors and the other for 2 X 2 supermatrices. In these partic
ular cases the connection between the supersymmetric inte
gral theorem and the Cauchy formula of complex analysis is 
explicitly worked out. The vector case (in the particular case 
of canonical generators-see below) is a well-known result 
of Parisi land Sourlas, I which was used to prove the dimen
sional reduction of RFIM (random field Ising model). The 
matrix variant of the Parisi-Sourlas result (again in the case 
of canonical generators) was used by Efetov,2 Wegner,3 
Constantinescu,4 and Verbaarschot, Weidenmiiller, and 
Zirnbauer6

•
7 in the study of localization problems of disor

dered electronic systems and the study of random matrices 
and compound-nucleus scattering, respectively. Following 
an idea in Ref. 4 we use the complex z,z formalism which 
makes the connection to the Cauchy theorem transparent. 

Let A2 = A2(0,/3) be a Grassmann algebra with ca
nonical generators 0,/3. We consider first the vector case in 
which the vector components are the canonical generators of 
A 2•2 : 

U= (z,0), v=~), (3.1 ) 

where z = x + iy, Z = x - iy, x, ,YER. Let F = F( u, V) be a 
function of the pair ( U, V) of supervectors in the sense of Sec. 
II. Let us comment a little on F. We write first 

F( u, V) = F(x, y,0,/3) , (3.2) 

where Fis an element of A2 2 . As such it defines as in Sec. II a 
function F(qJl,qJ2,tPl,tP2) of two commutative and two non
commutative "variables" in an algebra Ap,q which we denote 
by qJl,qJ2 (even) and tPl,tP2 (odd). In factp = 2 will be suffi
cient for our needs whereas q > 2 will depend on the problem 
circumstances. Two of these q canonical generators are sup
posed to be 0 and /3. Certainly we can write 

F( U, V) = Fo(x, y) + F, (x, y)0 

+ F2(x, y)/3 + F3(x, y)0/3, 
(3.3 ) 

where F;, i = 0,1,2,3 depend only on x, ,YER. Without risking 
too much confusion (we hope!) we write (3.3) in the form 

F( U, V) = Fo(z,z) + F, (4,Z) 0 

(3.4 ) 

As an example we give 
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F( u, V) = e - Str( VU) = e - zz + e - zZ0/3 (3.5 ) 

i.e., in this case Fo(z,z) = F3 (z,z) = e - zZ. We say that F is 
regular if F; are infinitely differentiable in R2 (this condition 
can be relaxed to en for some finite n). 

Suppose that S is a canonical generator in Aq (the 
Grassmann algebra which serves in the construction of 
Ap,q-see Sec. II). 

In the following we need the supermatrix 

S= (~ {). (3.6) 

The inverse S -, of S is given by 

(3.7) 

Now let U' = US-I, V' =SVbe the transformed super
vectors U and V. Using the definition ofFas function of even 
and odd variables qJ"qJ2 and tP"tP2' respectively, we can 
write, by using (3.2)-(3.4), 

F( U',v') = F( US -',SV) = F(qJl,qJ2,tP"tP2) , (3.8) 

where qJ"qJ2,tP"tP2 are to be computed with the help of U, V, 
and S. This can be done as follows (the result obviously 
coincides with the formal computation). We write 
U' = (z',0'), V' = (d')' 

Then we have 

z'=z, ZI=Z+S/3, 0'= -zs+0, /3'=/3. (3.9) 

We remark in passing thatz, #z' (for S #/3). This point will 
be discussed below. The result follows from 

F(U',v') = Fo(z',z,) +F,(z',z,)0' 

+ F2(z',z,)/3' + F3(z',z,)0'/3' 

by just expanding F; (z',z,) = F; (z,z + /3s) in Taylor series 
and using (3.9) for 0' and/3'. The result is 

F( U', V') = F( u, V) - zF, (z,z)s - zF3(z,z)s/3 

+ aFo s/3 + aF, s/30. (3.10) 
az az 

Now we define invariant functions of supervectors. 
Definition 3.1: We say that the regular function 

F = F( u, V) of the pair of supervectors (U, V) is S invariant 
if 

(3.11 ) 

for S given by (3.6) with s #/3. 
Remark: In Definition 3.1 the function F has to be con

sidered in the sense defined above (see Sec. II). 
Then we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1: Let F = F( u, V) be a regular S invariant 

function of the pair of supervectors (U, V). Then we have 

F ( - 1 aFo 
3 z,z) =--. 

z az (3.12 ) 

Proof: Follows immediately from (3.10) by identifying 
the coefficients of s/3. A further result i(which we do not 
need) is F, (z,z) = 0. i 

Remark: The same result follows if we use instead of S 
given by (3.6) the supermatrix 
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(3.13 ) 

and its inverse 

S-I( 1 0) -s l' 
(3.14) 

In Definition 3.1 we have to assume S # 0. The reader can 
work out the relations (3.9) in this case. From Lemma 3.1 
follows a first integral theorem. 

Lemma 3.2: Let Fbe as in Lemma 3.1 with zero bound
ary conditions at infinity in the sense of Sec. II. Then 

f F( U, V)dV = Fo(O,O) = F(O,O), (3.15 ) 

where dU dV = 21Ti dz d0 dZ d{3 = 21Ti dz dZ d0 d{3. 
Remark: Whereas d0 and d{3 are supposed to commute 

(among themselves and with the 0 and {3), dz and dZ have to 
be interpreted as (complex) differential forms: dz dZ 
=- dz 1\ dZ = 2i dy 1\ dx =- 2i dy dx and we omit 1\ in the exte
rior product. Then dU dV = 41T dx dy d0 d{3. In the proof 
of Lemma 3.2 we need the following well-known result of 
complex analysis. 

Lemma 3.3 (Cauchy): Let f(z,z) , where z = x + iy, 
z = x - iy; x, ,YElR, be a continuously differentiable function 
with zero boundary conditions at infinity. Then 

~ - dz dZ = - - dz dZ = 21Tij(0,0). f 1 Jf f 1 Jf . 
z Jz z oz 

(3.16 ) 

Proof of Lemma 3.2: F = F( U, V) being S invariant, we 
use (3.12) and (3.16) to get (3.15). 

Remark: Assuming the S invariance of F = F( U, V) 
with respect to S given by (3.6) and (3.12) we get 
FI (z,z) = 0 as well as F2 (z,z) = 0 such that 

F( U,V) = Fo(z,z) + J..~Fo(z,z)0{3 
zoz 

= Fo(z,z) + ~ ~Fo(z,z)0{3. (3.17) 
z Jz 

The equality (l/z)(J loz)F = (l/z)(J IJz)F implies that 
F(z,z) depends only on zz = x 2 + y2 and therefore 

F(U,V) =fo(lzI2) +f~(lzI2)0{3 

(3.18 ) 

wherefo( Iz12) = Fo(z,z). 
Now let us generalize the result (3.15) to functions 

F = F( U, V), where the components of U and V are genera
tors but no longer canonical. In order to avoid inflationary 
notation we will continue to write U = (z,0), V = (1)' 
z = x + iy, z = x - iy, where now x,y,0,{3 are generators in 
A2,2' We denote Xo = m(x), Yo = m(y), where Xo,YoElR, 
Then x =xo + XI' y =Yo + YI' Let Zo = Xo + iyo, Zo 
= Xo - iyo' Then z = Zo + XI + iYI' Z = Zo + Xo - iy), The 

function F = F( U, V) is again considered in the sense of Sec. 
II, i.e., as a function of two commutative and two anticom
mutative variables in A2,q' q> 2. It is easy to see that taking 
an odd S in S given by (3.6) from the Grassmann algebra Aq 
(which is used to construct A 2,q) such thats{3 #0 [ors0#0 
if S has the form (3.13) 1 then the arguments of Lemmas 3,1 
and 3.2 go through. Indeed, the transformations U' = US - I, 
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V' = SV preserve the complex conjugacy of the zeroth order 
components (bodies) of z,z (i.e., of U and V) being in this 
sense formpreserving. This and the definition of Berezin's 
integral reduce the proof of the general case to the proof of 
the Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. 

We state the final result as a generalization of Lemma 
3.2. 

Lemma 3.4: Let F = F( U, V) be a regular function of 
the pair of supervectors 

U = (z,0), V = G), z = x + iy, z = x - iy, 

where x, y,0,{3 are generators of A2,2' Suppose that F has 
zero boundary conditions at infinity and is invariant W.r.t. S 
given by (3.6) withS #OinAq , q > 2, which contains the two 
odd canonical generators of A2,2' In formulating the S invar
iance F has to be considered in the sense of Sec. II as a func
tion of commutative and nOllcommutative variables with 
values in A2,q' Then 

f F( U,V)dU dV = Fo(O,O) = F(O,O), (3.19) 

where the integral in (3.19) is considered in the Berezin's 
sense and the meaning of dU dV is obvious. 

We pass now to the more interesting case of matrix in
variants. We start again with the simple case of a 2 X 2 super
matrix 

Q=~ 0) 
ib ' 

(3.20) 

where a,b,0,{3 are canonical generators of the algebra A2 2 ' 
The imaginary unit i in front of bin Q will play an importa~t 
role in what follows. As above we need also the algebra A2 , ,q 

q> 2 such that A 2,2 C A 2,q' Let F = F( Q) be a function of Q 
which we interpret as 

F= FCQ) = F(a,b,0,{3) , (3.21 ) 

where the arguments in F can be replaced by commutative 
and anticommutative elements in A2 ,q (see discussion above 
concerning the vector case). 

We introduce complex variables z = a + ib, z = a - ib 
and write as in (3.4) 

F(Q) = Fo(z,z) + FI (z,z)0 + F2(z,z){3 + F3(z,z)0{3. 
(3.22) 

As an example we mention 

F(Q) = e- StrQ ' = e- zz _ 2e- zz0{3, 

where Fo = e - ZZ, FI = F2 = 0, F3 = - 2e - z". 
Now let Q' =S-IQSwith 

(a' 0'). 
Q = \.rJ' ib' 

(3.23 ) 

Then a'=a+{3s, ib'=ib+{3s, 0'=0+s(a-ib), {3' 
= {3 which in the z,z notation reads: z I = a' + ib ' 
'= z + 2{3s, z' = a - ib = Z, 0' = 0 + ZS, {3' = {3. 

We can write as in the vector case 

F(Q') = F(S-IQS) = Fo(zl'z') + F I(zl,z')0' 

and get 

+ F2 (z),z'){3' + F3(Z),z')0'{3' 
(3.24 ) 
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F(Q') =F(Q) + zF1(z,z)S+zF3 (z,z)s{3 

- 2 JFo s{3 - 2 JF1 S'T/0. (3.25) 
Jz 8z 

We introduce the following. 
Definition 3.2: We say that the regular function 

F = F( Q) of the supermatrix Q is S invariant if 

F(S-IQS)=F(Q) (3.26) 

for S given by (3.6) with S =I={3. Then we have the following 
lemma. 

Lemma 3.5: Let F= F(Q) be a regular, S invariant 
function of the supermatrix Q. Then 

F
3
(z,z) = : JFo. (3.27) 

z 8z 

Proof- Follows from (3.25) and (3.26) by identifying 
the coefficients of s{3. 

Remark: The S invariance implies also FI = O. The inte
gral theorem in the z,z formalism follows. 

Lemma 3. 6: Let F = F( Q) be as in Lemma 3.4 and hav
ing zero boundary condition at infinity. Then 

f F(Q)dQ = Fo(O) = F(O), 

where 
dQ = tTi dz d0 di d{3 = tTi dz di d0 d{3. 

(3.28) 

(3.28') 

Proof- Follows from (3.16) and (3.27). A second proof 
of this Lemma appears in Sec. IV. 

Remark: In dQ = tTi dz d0 eli d{3 we can replace 
dz eli = - 21 dx dy to get dQ = 2tT dx dy d0 d{3. This is to 
be compared with dUd V = 4tT dx dy d0 d{3 in the vector 
case. As in the vector case, Lemma 3.6 can be generalized for 
functions F= F(Q), where the matrix elements of Q are 
generators but no longer canonical (i.e., for the case of ma
trices Q where a,b are commutative and 0,{3 noncommuta
tive "variables"). We do not repeat the arguments which in 
this case do not differ from the vector case studied above but 
only give the final result in form of the following. 

Lemma 3. 7: Let F = F( Q) be a regular function of the 
2 X 2 supermatrix Q = (~ %), where a,b,0,{3 are generators 
of A2 2' Suppose that F has zero boundary conditions at in
finity' and is invariant w.r.t. S given by (3.6) with s{3 =1=0 in 
Aq , q> 2, which contains the two canonical generators of 
AZ•2 ' In formulating the S invariance F has to be considered 
in the sense of Sec. II as a function of commutative and non
commutative variables with values in A z.q • Then 

f F( Q)dQ = Fo(O) = F(O), (3.29) 

where the integral in (3.29) is considered in the sense of 
Berezin and the meaning of dQ is obvious from the discus
sion above. 

Remarks: (i) Again the transformation Q' = S -IQS 
preserves the reality of the zeroth-order terms in a and b 
(i.e., the bodies of transformed a' ,b ' stay real). This reduces 
the proof of Lemma 3.7 to the proof of Lemma 3.6. 

(ii) The matrix S used to formulate the S invariance can 
be taken of the form (3.12) with S0:=j:.0. It is interesting to 
remark that in this case the S invariance of F( Q) gives the 
same relation (3.27) in contradistinction to the vector case in 
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which invariance w.r.t. S given by (3.6) and (3.12) induced 
the special form (3.18). As an example we mention the su
perdeterminant F( Q) = S det Q which is S invariant w.r.t. 
all invertible 2 X 2 supermatrices S but cannot be written as a 
function of 14 Indeed we have for b :=j:.0 

z+z( 4 ) S det Q = z _ z 1 - ~ _ r 0{3 . (3.30) 

Generally all we can say is that a function F = F( Q) of 
Q, which is invariant w.r.t. S is given by (3.6) and (3.12) 
with S =I={3, 0, has the form 

F(Q) = Fo(z,z) + : JFo(z,z) (}{3, (3.31) 
z az 

For the example (3,30) this equality is obviously satisfied. 
(iii) Let us consider a supermatrix S of the form 

(3.32) 

where the inverse is 

(3.32') 

and S,l1 are canonical generators of A q • Then S invariance of 
F( Q) with S given by (3.32) implies (3.31) too, as it can be 
easily verified. We will use this result which is also valid for 
two-component supervectors in Sec. V. 

Before closing this section we comment on the results 
obtained so far. The reader may have questioned the necessi
ty of introducing the imaginary unit in front of b in the super
matrix Q. This is quite essential for the validity of the formu
las (3.28,29). Leaving out i in front of hER the integral in 
(3.28,29) can diverge because the singular set in F3 (the line 
a = b) is not integrable! The imaginary unit in front of b 
reduces the singularity to the single point a = b. It is amus
ing that (3.28,29) follows directly from the Cauchy integ(JlI 
formula in the z,z formalism, This provides some hints of the 
intimate connections between complex and noncommuta
tive extensions of real analysis. 

IV. THE MAIN RESULT (PARISI-SOURLAS-WEGNER 
SUPERSYMMETRIC INTEGRAL FORMULA) 

In this section we formulate and prove a general version 
of the supersymmetric integral formula. It was proposed by 
Wegner as a generalization of the Parisi-Sourlas result for 
the case in which the integrand depends both of supervectors 
and supermatrices. Our version is more general than that 
proposed by Wegner (for a discussion of this point see Sec. 
V). We call it the Parisi-Soudas-Wegner supersymmetric 
integral formula. Let us remark that a particular case of it 
was used already some time ago by Efetov in his study ofthe 
localization problem.2 We study this formula in two steps: 
we start with the case of canonical generators (the case used 
so far in physics) and then extend it to arbitrary ones. The 
nice point in our proof is that the connection to the Cauchy 
integral theorem of complex analysis becomes transparent. 
Before starting we remark that in contrast to the cases stud
ied by Parisi, Sourlas, Efetov, and Wegner we very much 
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relax the invariance condition: instead of some super Lie 
groups (orthogonal, unitary, etc.) as in the physical work 
mentioned above we only need invariance w.r.t. a discrete 
group isomorphic to the group zn of integers. 

Let UI,VI,U2,V2"",Um,Vm be m pairs of r+ r= 2r 
component supervectors of the form 

(4.1 ) 

where zJi) ~ xJi) - iyY)- is the complex conjugate of zJi) 
- (i) + . (i) (i) (i) R . - 1 .' - 1 d - Xj IYj 1 Xj , Yj E , I - , .... ,m, J - , ... ,r an 

pj;), ... ,p;i), O";i) , ... ,O";i) are canonical generators of the Grass
mann algebra A2r . In Sec. III we studied the case r = 1 = m. 
Let U = (U;), V = ( V; ), and F = F( u, V) be a function of 
(U, V) in the sense of Sec. II. For a discussion of this point 
the reader is referred to Sec. III where the case r = 1 was 
considered in detail. No new aspects appear for r> 1. Here, 
F = F( u, V) is an element of A2r.2r that defines a function 
with values in A 2r,q' q> 2r (A2r,2r C A2r,2q ). 

Let 51, ... ,5r be new canonical generators, different from 
O"I""'O"r' For i = 1,.",r let 

X; = 5;E,.r_;+ I' 

i.e., (X;)jk = oijor_;+ l,k5;, 

and 

It is immediate that for all i,J<r, 

(
I r 

SS = 
, J ° 

and 

(4,2) 

(4,3 ) 

Hence the group G generated by Sl>"",Sr is isomorphic to '//. 
We are going to generalize first the results of Sec. III to 

the case r> 1. We say that the regular function F = F( u, V), 
U = (U;), V = (V;), i = 1, ... ,m is G invariant if 

F( US -I,SV) = F( U,V) (4.4) 

for all SEG (for a more general case see Def. 4,1 ). 
HereUS- 1 = (U;S-I),SV= (SV;). Thenwehavethe 

following. 
Lemma 4.1: Let F = F( u, V) be a regular G invariant 

function of supervectors U = (U;), V = (V;), i = 1,,,,,m. 
Suppose that F satisfies the zero boundary condition at infin
ity. Then 

f F( U, V)dU dV = Fo(O,O) = F(O,O), ( 4.5) 
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where dU dV = n;: 1 dU; dV; and dU; dV; are as in 
Lemma 3,2. 

Proof: In the first step we consider the case m = 1 and r 
arbitrary. We write 

f F(U,V)dUdV = f [f F(U,V) jD2 (2rridzj dZ) 

X ~fI: (dpj dO"j) ] 2rri dZ I dZl dPr dO"r· 

(4.6) 

We have 

f F( u, V) jD2 (2rri dZj dZj ) ~fI: (dpj dO"j) 

= f F( US 2- t,S2V) jD2 (2rri dZj dZ) ~fI: (dpj dO"), 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

The proof of ( 4. 7) is omitted because a similar proof appears 
below. 

This shows that 

f F( u, V) jD2 (2rri dZj dZ) ~fI: (dpj dO") 

as a function of (ZI,Pr), (~ ) is SI invariant and has zero 
boundary condition at infinity, Application of Lemma 3.2 
reduces the number of components in the vectors U and Vby 
one, Repeated application of the same argument proves the 
result for m = 1 and r arbitrary, 

The next step in the proof of (4.5) is to consider the 
general case 

f F(UV)dUdV= f F(U1,V1, .. "Um,vm) iiil dUi dVi 

(4,9) 

where F is regular and G invariant: 

F( UIS-I,SVI,U2S-I,SV2"",UmS -1,SVm) 

= F( U1, VI 'U2' V2,,,·,Um, Vm) (4,10) 

for all SEG with zero boundary condition at infinity. The 
proof of (4.9) goes by induction in m. Let us denote 

H(UI,vI) = f F(UI,Vt,U2,V2"",Um,Vm) iii2 dU;dVi , 

(4.11 ) 

We prove that the function H ( U I , VI) is G invariant. The 
idea is to take a change of variables on the right-hand side of 
(4.11) as 

U; = UiS- I
, V; =SVi , i= 2,,,.,m, (4,12 ) 

and to apply the Berezin's change of variables formula in the 
integral (4,9), This is not entirely trivial because the genera
tors in Senter the change of variable formula as (noncom
mutative) parameters. But this situation was discussed in 
Sec. II [see (2.15) and (2,16)]. 
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We only have to compute the superdeterminant (Bere
zinean) of the transformation (4.12). This can be done by 
elementary arguments but there is a very simple way seeing 
that the Berezinean b" equals unity. Indeed, let 

be two supervectors. Then we have 

I e-StTVUdUdV= 1. (4.12') 

The Berezinean b" of the linear transformation U' = us - I, 
V' = SV -I does not depend on Z;,Z;,Pi'U j , i = i, ... ,r. On the 
other hand, the integrand is obviously S invariant such that 
b" = 1. This shows that 

H(UIS-I,SVI) 

m 

X IT dUidVi 
;=2 

m 

XIT dU; dVi =H(UI,VI), (4.13 ) 
i=; 

i.e., H( UI, VI) is Ginvariant (and obviously has zero bound
ary condition at infinity). Now the previous result and in
duction in m proves the result. 

We will study now the case of super matrices of the form 

Q= (~ i~) (4.14 ) 

where A and D are usual Hermitian rX r matrices and 
B = 0, C = f3 have odd canonical generators 0ij,f3ij' 
i,j = 1, ... ,r as matrix elements. The total number of canoni
cal generators in (4.14) is 4r 2, where 2r 2 of them are even 
and 2r 2 odd. 

Let F = F( Q) be a function of the supermatrix in the 
sense of Sec. II, FEA2r '.2r" with values in A 2r '.q where 
q> 2r 2, A 2r ',2r' C A 2r ',q' We say that the regular function 
F = F( Q) is G invariant if 

(4.15 ) 

for all SEGwith Si =l=f3il' i = 1,2, ... ,r. We will prove the inte
gral theorem for matrices (see below) by using a nice induc
tive way suggested by Wegner.3 To understand this idea let 
us write the supermatrix Q explicitly: 
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I all a l2 " 'a lr 0 11 " ·0I,r_ I 0 1r 1\ 
a21 a22 • . . . . 0 2,r-1 0 2r 

. 
Q= 

arl 0 rr 

f3ll idrr 

f3r- 1,1 f3r- 1,2" 'idr_ I,r- I idr_i,r 

\ f3rl f3r2 ' . 'f3rr idrl .. 'idr,r_1 0 1r I 
( 4.16) 

This suggests for Q the decomposition 

G
il 

Q= Qr,r = V 

r1 

U 
0

ir
) V , 

idrr 

Q,.- 2,r- 2 (4.17 ) 

where 

f311 

f3r- 11 

(4.18 ) 

and 

idr _ l,r 

are supervectors and 

t 
a22 " 'a2r .......... 
a r2 .. 'a rr 

Qr- 2,r- 2 = f3 ... f3 
12 1r .. . .. ...... 

r- 1,2 •• -Pr- 1.r 

is a supermatrix. We remark that the supervectors U,V in 
( 4.19) have the even and odd elements interchanged. 

Now for the function F = F( Q) in (4.15) we can write 

F=F(Q) =F(U,V,U,V,Q1,Q2)' (4.21) 

where 

Q2 = Qr-2,r-2 and QI = (all \Pr, 
In this way a function of a supermatrix Q appears as a func
tion of supervectors and supermatrices of lower order. This 
decomposition will be used in the inductive procedure for 
proving the integral theorem for matrices. Let SI be given by 
(4.8). Then 
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F(S ~ tQS) = F( us 2~ t,S2V,US 2~ t,S2V, 

S t~ tQtSt,S 2~ tQ2S2)' 

where S = StS2' 

(4.22 ) 

Now we are in the position of proving the following. 
Lemma 4.2: Let F = F( Q) be a regular, G-invariant 

function of the supermatrix Q given by (4.14). Suppose that 
Fsatisfies the zero boundary condition at infinity. Then 

f F(Q)dQ = Fo(O) = F(O), (4.23 ) 

where dQ is inductively defined by (3.28'), (4.5), and 
dQ = dQ2 dQt dU dV dU dV. 

Proal The idea of the proof is at hand. Like in the proof 
of Lemma 4.1 we integrate out first the vectors U, V, U, V, 
then the matrix Qt. This is the inductive step we need. Be
sides the result on Berezinean of the change of variables for 
vectors which was used in Lemma 4.1 we need also a second 
result concerning the Berezinean 6. of the transformation 
Q t = S ~ tQS with S given by (4.2). An easy way to see that 
6. = 1 is to use the relation 

f e~StrQ' dQ= 1, (4.24) 

which can be proved directly and proceed like in the proof of 
Lemma 4.1. 

Putting together Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 we get an integral 
theorem concerning invariant, regular functions of super
vectors and supermatrices with canonical generators as ele
ments. We skip it here because we are going to formulate 
now a more general case in which the generators are no long
er canonical. The next theorem will be the main result of this 
paper. 

Let 

i= I, ... ,m, 

( 4.25) 

be m pairs of supervectors where zJi) = xJi) + iyJi), z(i) 

= x;o - iyj') and let 

(
A (i) 

Q= C(i) 

B (i») 
• i= I, ...• n iD (i) 

(4.26) 

be n supermatrices with matrix elements A (i) = (aJ~», B (i) 

= (0J2), C (i) = (13 X», D (i) = (d X». },k = I, ...• r where 
ai~) = xi~) + iYi~)' for} < k and ai? = xi? - MY for k >} and 
similar relations for D (i): d J~) = u J2 + i0X>' d i? 
= uk? - iVk? for}<,k. Assume that the components of Ui , 

Vi and the matrix elements of Qi are generators of an algebra 
A2mr + 2nr 2,2mr+ 2nr:1.-

Let F= F( Ut,Vt, ... ,Um,Vm,Ql> ... ,Qn) be a function of 
the m pairs of supervectors Ui and Vi' and of n superma
trices Q/. Now suppose that there is an algebra A2mr + 2nr'.q 
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with q> 2mr + 2nr 2 (odd generators) large enough and 
such that A 2mr + 2nr'.2mr+ 2nr' C A2mr + 2nr',q' Suppose that F 
belongs to A2mr + 2nr '.2mr + 2nr" According to arguments in 
Sec. II we can interpret F as a function of commutative and 
noncommutative "variables" in A 2mr + 2nr '.q' We will need 
this interpretation in order to define the G invariance of F. 

Definition 4.1: We say that the regular function 
F=F(Ui,Vi,Q/),i= I, ... ,m, 1 = I, ... ,n is Ginvariantif 

( 4.27) 

for all SEG, where S is given by (4.2) with matrix elements 
Si'} = I, ... ,r being odd elements in A 2mr + 2nr'.q such that 
SPi #0 and Si f3jj '1O,} = I, ... ,r. 

Following the representation (4.16) we decompose the 
supermatrices Q/ inductively as in (4.17). This allows us to 
define dQ" 1= I, ... ,n as in Lemma 4.2 but now for the gen
eral case of arbitrary generators. The same remark concerns 
dUidVi, i = I, ... ,m. Now we have the following. 

Theorem 4.1: LetF= F( Ut,v, ... ,Um,vm,Qt, ... ,Qn) bea 
function of m pairs of supervectors V, Vi and n superma
trices Q/ with zero boundary condition at infinity. The func
tion F has to be considered as a function of commutative 
and noncommutative variables in A2mr + 2nr' + r '.q 

~ A2mr + 2nr'.2mr+ 2nr' where q;;.2mr + 2nr 2 + rin the sense 
of Sec II. If F is G invariant we have the supersymmetric 
integral formula 

f F(Ut,Vt,· .. ,Um,Vm,Qt,· .. ,Q/) 

xdQt, .. ·,dQ, dUt dVt,· .. ,dUm dVm 

= F(O,O, ... ,O,O,O, ... ,O) :=F(O). ( 4.28) 

Proal The proof follows from the chain of lemmas pre
sented in Secs. III and IV by integrating out first the super
vectors and then inductively the supermatrices. In the last 
step the decomposition (4.18) of supermatrices, proposed 
by Wegner, is essential. 

Remarks: (i) In the transformations U t = US ~ t, 
V t = SV, Q t = S ~ t QS the zero-order terms (bodies) ofthe 
even generators preserves the complex conjugation. 

(ii) By induction, the proof of Theorem 4.1 was in fact 
reduced to the corresponding result for a pair of two-com po
nent supervectors and a 2 X 2 supermatrix, respectively. In 
this particular case we have shown in Sec. II that the integral 
theorem follows via the z,z formalism from the Cauchy for
mula. 

(iii) The G in variance used in Theorem 4.1 is a minimal 
invariance condition involving only the discrete group zr. 

(iv) Certainly we can replace S given by (4.2) in 
Theorem 4.1 by 

. . . 
1 

St= Sr (4.29 ) 
. . . . . . 

or by other variants 
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s=G ~), s=G 0) _(51 
1 ' 5-

(4.30) 

Theform (4.30) will be needed in Sec. V. 
In the next section we study special cases involving in

variance under a Lie supergroup (orthogonal, unitary, etc. ) 
which were used inphysics (see for instance Ref. 6). 

v. SPECIAL CASES 

The new result proved in Sec. IV shows that the invar
iance condition under which the supersymmetric integral 
formula applies is very weak. Indeed invariance under the 
discrete groups 1: or zn is sufficient. Certainly some strong 
invariance, as for instance invariance under a Lie super
group, can also imply integral formulas. The simplest case of 
this type appears in the remark (iii) after Lemma 3.7 of Sec. 
III. We will study here only the case of the unitary super
groups. For defining these supergroups we have to introduce 
first an involution in our Grassmann algebras. We follow 
Ref. 8. 

Let A = Aq be a Grassmann algebra with the usual de
composition into even and odd parts: 

A=oAEl1 I A. (5.1) 

As is well known, it is possible to introduce in A two 
kinds of adjoint operations which extend the complex conju
gation in C. The adjoint of the first kind is an involution 
a -- a* on A defined by 

a l ) eA)*CiA, i = 0,1, 

b l ) (a/3) * =/3*a* for all a,/lEA, 

c I ) a** = a for all aEA. 

The adjoint of the second kind is an antiinvolution 
a -- a* on A defined by 

a2 ) eA)*CiA, i = 0,1, 

b2 ) (a/3)* = a*/3* for all a,/3EA, 

c2 ) a** = ( - 1) ra for all aeA, ydo,l}. 

An involution of second kind can exist only if q in 
A = Aq is an even integer. We will use in this section only the 
involution of the second kind although all results will be 
valid also for the involution of the first kind. We remark that 
in a pair of supervectors U, Vor in a supermatrix the number 
of generators is even so that there is no problem in working 
with the second kind involution. 

Let us define the unitary supergroup UPL2 (n,m) of su
permatrices of the second kind (i.e., second kind involution 
is used denoted as index 2 on UPL). 

Let 

(5.2) 

be a supermatrix over A q , and let by definition 

(5.3 ) 

where af--./a is the usual transposition of matrices. Then we 
define 

UPL2 (n,m) = {UEPL(n,m)lU# = U- I
}. (5.4) 

In (5.4) PL(n,m) is the general linear graded Lie group 
of invertible supermatrices. Note that a supermatrix A as in 
(5.2) is invertible if a and b are invertible matrices. 

In this section we will consider functions F of r super
vectors and rX rsupermatrices which are invariant w.r.t. the 
unitary supergroup UPL2 (r,r). 

We will show that the supersymmetric integral theorem 
is valid for functions F that satisfy a zero boundary condition 
at infinity and are invariant w.r.t. the supergroup UPL2• 

Certainly a result of this type is weaker than the result of 
Theorem 4.1 in which the invariance condition is imposed by 
means of a discrete group. Nevertheless we study this case 
because it appears in physical applications Ref. 6. A similar 
result is valid for the case of invariance with respect to other 
classical Lie supergroups (e.g., orthogonal). Before proving 
this result we need a general formula for the elements of 
UPL2• This will be done in the following. 

Lemma 5.1: For all n,m> 1 we have 

(~ ~) -superunitary and b-(n,m) matrix with odd elements} , (5.5) 

where a+ = 'a*, b + = 'b*, etc. 
Proof We give an elementary proof based only on the 

definition of UPL2• Indeed from (5.4) we get 

(5.6) 
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Equation (5.6) is equivalent to the following set of equa
tions: 

a+a - TJ+TJ = In' 

a+5 - TJ+b = 0, 

5 + a + b + TJ = 0, 

5+5+ b +b =Im • 

We get from (5.8a) 
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( 5.10) 

We use a+ + = a (for a even) an 1]+ + = - 1] (for 1] odd) in 
order to write 

(5.11 ) 

Introducing (5.10) and (5.11) in (5.7) gives 

I" =a+a-1]+1]=a+a+a+Sb- ' (b- ' )+S+a 

= a+(I" + Sb -'(Sb -I)+)a. 

Let us use the shorthand notation 

;=Sb- ' . (5.12 ) 

Then 

In = a+ (In + ;; + )a. (5.13 ) 

Now observe that; has odd entries, hence in case m' n > 1 we 
have 

(;;+)+ = -;++;+ =;;+, 
and similarly 

(;+;)+=;+;. 
[In case m = n = 1 we simply have 

(;;*)*=;*;**= -;*;=;;* 
and (;*;)* = (;*;).] 

(5.14 ) 

(5.15 ) 

Moreover we can write the square root of In + ;; + as the 
(finite!) sum 

. (In +;;+)'/2=In ++;;+ - 2\ (;;+)2+ .... 

Due to (5.14) we obtain 

((In +;;+)1/2)+ = (In +;;+)1/2. 

This enables us to rewrite (5.13) as 

In = a+ (In + ;; +)a 

This shows that the even matrix 

as = (In +;; +) 1/2a (5.16 ) 

is unitary with respect to the adjoint operation Xl---+x+. The 
very same reasoning shows that also 

bs = (Im +; +;j 1/2b (5.17) 

is unitary with respect to Xf--+x+. By (5.11) and the defini
tion of; we have 

1]a- I =-;+. (5.18) 

Equations (5.16)-(5.18) show that we have the following 
product decomposition of the unitary supermatrix (~ f): 

(~ f) 
(

(In +;; + ) - 1/2 
- -; + (In + ;; + ) - 1/2 

~) . 
Application of # gives 

;(Im +; +;) -1/2) 
(Im +;+;)-1/2 

(5.19 ) 

- (In +;; +)-1/2;) 
(Im+;+;)-1/2 . 

It is a simple calculation to show that conversely every su
permatrix of the form 

(~ 
- (In + ;; +) -1/2;) 

(Im+;+;)-1/2 ' 

where (~ ~) superunitary and; an (n,m) matrix with odd 
entries belongs to UPL2 (n,m). This proves the lemma. 

Remarks: (i) Let Aq be the Grassmann algebra of a q 
dimensional complex vector space: A = A( V). One can 
show that conjugations of the first kind are in one-to-one 
correspondence with semilinear mappings if;: V ..... V (i.e., if; is 
additive and if;(AV) = .:iif;(v) for all AEC, VEV) such that 
~ = id v' Similarly conjugations of the second kind are in 
one-to-one correspondence with semilinear mappings q;: 
V ..... V such that q; 2 = - id v' i.e., with quaternionic struc
tures on V. Therefore conjugations of the first kind exist for 
all qEN, conjugations of the second kind exist for all even 
qEN. 

(ii) Obviously one can prove in the same way the very 
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(5.20) 

analogue of Lemma 5.1 also for conjugations of the first 
kind. For unitary supergroups of the first kind a formula 
similar to (5.5) was obtained by Berezin using the Lie super
algebra of the corresponding supergroups (see Ref. 5, p. 
276-277). The precise relation between the two kinds of un i
tary supergroups will be discussed in a forthcoming paper, 
answering a question in Ref. 8. 

(iii) Now we will spell out a subgroup ofUPL2 needed 
in the rest of this section. Indeed let u = v = Ir and 

The matrix Sin (5.5) constructed with these u,v,;,; + gener
ates a subgroup ofUPL2 (r,r). For r = 1 we have 

(5.21 ) 

But this is exactly the supermatrix (3.32) where 1] =; 1+, 
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5 = tl which was used to prove one of the variants of the 
integral theorem. With these preparations we can state the 
following result which is a weak form of Theorem 4.1 

Theorem 5.1: Let F = F( UI, VI"'" U m' V m ,QI, ... ,Qn ) be 
a function of m pairs of supervectors U;. Vi and n superma
trices Q, with zero boundary condition at infinity. The func
tion F has to be considered as depending of commutative and 
noncommutative variables in the sense of Theorem 4.1. If F 
is invariant w.r.t. the unitary supergroup UPL(r,r) (of the 
first or second kind), then the integral formula (4.28) is 
valid. 

Proof The invariance with respect to the unitary super
group implies invariance with respect to S in (5.21). The 
remark (iii) after Lemma 3.7 in Sec. III and the inductive 
arguments in Sec. IV complete the proof. 

Remark: In applications to disordered systems and nu
clear physics, the unitary supergroup appears as a group of 
transformations which preserves the super scalar product. 

VI. REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS 

We have extended results by Parisi, Soudas, Efetov, 
Wegner, and others concerning integral formulas for super
symmetric invariant functions. In particular we worked 
with arbitrary generators as variables in the integrand func
tion using throughout Berezin's integration theory.5 The su
persymmetric invariance condition was relaxed from a clas
sical Lie supergroup to a discrete group. In Sec. V we needed 
the general form of elements of unitary supergroups for 
which we gave proof without using Lie superalgebras. 

In proving the integral formula for supermatrices we 
used an idea of Wegner. Before finishing we want to remark 
that a second proof of the integral theorem could be possible 
by using an ideal of Efetov. We give some details for the case 
F( Q), where Q is a 2 X 2 supermatrix. 

Notice that Berezin's integration is a delicate matter. 
This is shown in the following example which we learned 
from Ref. 7. 

Consider the function 

F(Q)=e- StrQ ', (6.1) 

where Q is given by (3.20). We already know that 

fF(Q)dQ = 1 (6.2) 

(using our norming conventions for dQ, otherwise the result 
is 21T). On the other hand, the supermatrix Q is diagonaliza
ble with eigenvalues 

0P . 0P AI =a+--, A2=lb+--. (6.3) 
a - ib a - ib 

We could try to make a change of variables in (6.2) to 
AI' ,,1.2 keeping the odd variables unchanged; Because 
F(Q) = exp( - A i-A ~) does not depend on 0 or p and 
because the Berezinean of this transformation equals unity, 
the formal result we obtain zero instead of one! The contra
diction is explained by the singularity at a = b in (6.3). This 
phenomen is typical for supermatrices and seems to invali
date the idea of changing the variables to the eigenvalues. 
Nevertheless we can apply a slightly modified change of 
variables which removes the singularity at a = b. ' 

We introduce new variables XI' X2, 5,11 by 
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a = XI + 511(X I - ix2), 

ib = iX2 + 511(x l - ix2), 

0= - 5(X I - ix2 ), 

P = 1I( XI - ix2 )· 

(6.4 ) 

The Berezinean of this transformation can be explicitly com
puted as 

( 6.5) 

The change of variables formula (see Sec. II) gives 

f
F(Q)dQ=fdXldX2dlld5 1. 2e-(xi+"~) 

(XI - IX2 ) 

(6.6) 

which again equals zero! The contradiction is explained by 
the fact that the Berezinean (x I - ix2) - 2 is not integrable 
with respect to dX I dx2 • 

However, the formal computation above provides us 
with an idea to rigorously prove the integral theorem for 
2 X 2 supermatrices. Indeed, let us consider 

1J1. = f F(Q)e-J1.Str Q'dQ, 11>0. (6.7) 

We want to compute 10 , Differentiating with respect to 11 
gives 

d1J1. = f (- Str Q2)F(Q)e-J1.Str Q'dQ. (6.8) 
dJ1. 

Performing the change of variables (6.4) we get 

d1J1. 
-=0 (6.9) 
dJ1. 

and this result is now correct because 

Str Q2 = xi + x~ = (XI + ix2)(x l - ix2 ) 

cancels the nonintegrable singularity of the Berezinean. It 
follows that 

1J1. =const. =10 , (6.10) 

This constant can be found easily by applying the usual 
Laplace method for 11-- 00 • The expected result 
fF(Q) dQ = F(O) follows. 

It is very appealing to use this idea for a proof of the 
general case of the integral theorem but this does not seem to 
be easy. In any case we prefer the proof in Sec. IV giving a 
more general result (for the diagonalization of superma
trices the discrete group used in Sec. IV is not sufficient). 
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A useful parametrization of the groups SO (0,3) and SO 1 (2,1) is presented that has simple, 
rational composition laws, albeit that it has a (quasigraded) structure. This "tangential" 
parametrization is also advantageous in providing a rather simple 1-1 "picture" of the elements 
of the groups in question. As well, the parametrization allows an explicitly finite result for the 
composition law needed for the (abstract) Baker-Campbell-Hausdorffformula for 
exponentials of objects formed from the corresponding Lie algebras. This approach, in turn, 
allows a useful beginning to the problem of the determination of flows on the group manifold, 
i.e., the determination of analytic curves given the initial direction of the curve. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Motivated by a return, after more than 30 years, 1,2 to a 
study of linear unitary transformations, we would like to 
present some subtleties in the description of the three-dimen
sional, real Lie groups SO(n+,3 - n+) that still deserve 
some interest and have previously escaped much attention, 

Restricting consideration to the connected component 
containing the identity, these groups can be conceived as the 
set of all 3 X 3, real matrices L such that 

( l.1a) 

( l.1b) 

where g,,{3' with a, f3 = 1, 2, 3, are the components of the 
metric on the underlying space. There are, however, in three 
dimensions, only two essentially different signatures for such 
a metric: 

II II = {lldiag(l,I, - 1)11, 
ga{3 Iidiag( - 1, - 1, - 1 )11, 

hyperbolic, 

11
" (1.2) 

e IptlC, 

where the (unusual) choice of the signature for the elliptic 
case will arrange in both cases that 

det(ga{3 ) = - 1. (1,3 ) 

This is then equivalent to saying that we study, simulta
neously, the two groups,} SO(0,3) and SOl (2,1) where, for 
the latter case, we must also make the restriction 

L \> 1, for SOl (2, 1), (1.4) 

so as to maintain our discussion with the component con
taining the identity, It is well known that the generators ya 
for the Lie algebras for these two groups may be chosen so as 
to satisfy the commutation relations (CR)4 

[y",y/3] = _ C'/37' Y71' (1.5) 

where the metric is used to lower the indices 

( 1.6) 

It is the intent of this article to present a parametrization ' 
for these two groups that allows a simple formula for the 
group composition in terms of rational functions, involving 

al On leave of absence from University of Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland. 

numerator and denominator no worse than products of the 
original parameters, The simplicity of this representation of 
the composition law will also allow the explicit, finite deter
mination of the composition law for the Baker-Campbell
Hausdorff (BCH) formula, i.e., to find z where eXe Y = eZ

, 

where x and yare linear and homogenous in the generators 
y", taken only as abstract quantities obeying (1.5) and 
(1.6), A complete systematization ofthe results of both the 
group composition law and the (associated) Baker-Camp
bell-Hausdorff composition law is laid out in Table I, in Sec. 
IV. 

An additional benefit will be a beginning of an analysis 
of analytic curves on these group manifolds, the starting 
point for the attack again being the simplicity of the compo
sition law. All benefits, of course, come at some price. In this 
case, the price comes because the range of the particular 
parameter space is infinite; therefore, a boundary set must be 
added with a slightly different form of parametrization, ob
tained by taking limits, Nonetheless, as will be seen, quite 
complete characterizations of all the elements of both groups 
may be given succinctly and simply, 

II- THE CANONICAL PARAMETRIZATION OF 50 1(2,1) 
AND 50(0,3) 

We first give a particularly useful way of realizing the 
canonical parametrization. Let 

x: = x" y'\ {x" }E.':~)3 (2,1) 

and consider for real A. the curve in the Lie algebra defined by 

y" (A.): = e,\xy'"e - Ax, A.E.'?l,!, (2.2) 

Using the commutation relations, one then calculates 
that 

d 
dA y"(A.) = eAX[x,y"]e-'\x 

= X r,E"P{Jy/3(A.): = MU{3y/3(A.), (2.3) 

where, as in the spinor notation of van der Waerden and 
Infeld, the dot denotes the original position of the index ma
nipulated by ga/3' By defining 
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TABLE 1. Parametrization of group products, viewed from ,'I ua f. 

Condition Composition Effective parametrization BCH composition 

1 + s"I"#O L(s")L(I") = L(r") 

l+s"I"=O L(s")L(I ") = L(r") 

r" = (1 + SI" i!)- I (S" + 1 "£''''''5" /" ) 

,." = S" + t {' + c f"!<'S"I,) 

e'[ "'[e" ,"~I = e'l ,'I 

e'[' "[1"[ ,"I = 1',1;'1 

S"I",£O L(s")L(( ") = L(r") 

S"I"=O L(,:5")L(I") = L(r") 

r" = (Sift If) - I (s" + ","'" s" I,,) 

I'" = s' + E'''''' s" I" 

1',[, "!e'["[ = e'[ ,"I 

cd "'[edo"j = e,[,I'j 

S"I"#O L(s")L(I") = L(r") 

S"I" = 0 L(s")L(I") = L(r") 

r" = (s)I') I (I" + E''''''S"I,,) 

r" = [I' + £"U')S,,!,) 

ed;"!e'["'! = ed,' [ 

e'[;"[e'!"'! = ",f,'[ 

s)",£O L(S")L(I ") = L(r") 

S"I"=O L(s")L(1 ") = L(r") 

r" = (SI;! 11) ,. I E''''''S)" 

r" = enu') Sa t,) 
e,'!"II'le:d,"J = ed /1'] 

exlll'le.'I:\I'1 = e,d 7/ '1 

one easily shows that the matrix 

M= \\Ma/3\\ = \\XpE"PIJ \\ 

satisfies the Hamilton-Cayley equation 

M3 - 6?M=0, 

and consequently has the eigenvalues (0,6" - 6,). 

(2.4 ) 

(2.5a) 

(2.5b) 

Taking as boundary condition for (2.3) the obvious 
y"(0) = y", we easily see that the solution to (2.3) has the 
form 

y"(A) = L "IJ(A)-;J3, (2.6) 

where 

L(A): = \IL "IJ (A)II = 1+ [sinh(6,A)/6,]M 

+ [(cosh(6,A) - 1)/6,2]M2, (2.7) 

while it is also worthwhile to write down explicitly that 

(M 2
)"{3 = 6,20a IJ - x"x(J' 

By setting 

L: = L (1) = I + (sinh 6,/6.) M 

(2.8 ) 

+ [(cosh 6, - 1)/6,2]M2, (2.9) 

or 

L = ilL a/311 = 110"/3 + (sinh 6,/6)Xp E"P[3 

+ [(cosh6,-1)/6,2](6,2{j"{3 -x"x(3)II, 

and noting that L shares eigenvectors with M, one easily sees 
that the eigenvalues of L are (1, el:>., e - 1:>.), from which we 
have that 

det(L) = + 1, 

Tr(L) = 1 + 2 cosh(6,). 

(2. lOa) 

(2.lOb) 

Notice also that when 6,~0, the limit exists and then 

L II:>. = 0 = lIo"{3 + XpE"P/l -! x"x[311, (L It. ~O - 1)3 = 0. 
(2.11 ) 

As well, insertion of the components of (2.9) into (1.1) tells 
us that our L satisfies that equation. 

We also have from (2.9) that 

L\ = 1 + [(cosh 6, -l)/62
J(X1X

I +X2X2). (2.12) 

So far, all formulas apply parallelly for either the case of the 
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hyperbolic or the elliptic signature, from (1.2). At this 
point, however, their interpretation bifurcates. To explicate 
this, we must examine the quantity 6, more closely. First, 
note that (2.9) defining L is insensitive to the choice of sign 
of 6,. We therefore choose the sign of the square root so that 
when 

X"X" = 6,2;;;,0_6,;;;,0 

and when 

xax" = 6,2,;;0_6, = + ie, e;;;,o. 
Therefore for ga{3 = diag ( 1,1, - I), 

(2.13a) 

(2.13b) 

L\= 1 + [(cosh6,-1)/6,2][(xl)2+ (X2)2];;;,I, 

(2.14 ) 

so that we have verified the following theorem. 
Theorem 1: For x: = x" y", {xu }E~3, and y" are arbi

trary quantities satisfying 

[y",y/3] = _ (E"{3TlgT1lJ )YS, the matrices L= IILaoll, 
determined by 

(2.15 ) 

form the elements of the defining (three-dimensional, ma
trix) representations of the group SO 1 (2,1) or SO (0,3), de
pending on whether gylJ has hyperbolic or elliptic signature, 
respectively, as outlined in (1.2). 

Now, the standard interpretation of sa' (2,1) transfor
mations, as parametrized by xa, is this: if XU is "timelike," 
xUxD' < ° ~ 6, = ie, the transformation consists of the usual 
trigonometric rotation through e in the plane perpendicular 
to x". If x" is "null," xaxD' = 0, (2.11) applies and we have 
the odd case of L - I being nilpotent, (L - 1)3 = 0. Of 
course, if (2.11) holds with XU ~O, then L = 1. Finally, if x a 

is "spacelike," xUx" > 0, the transformation consists of a hy
perbolic rotation through 6, in the plane perpendicualr to XU. 

This standard parametrization has, however, a peculiar 
property, the manifestation of which is somewhat different 
for the two groups. For SO 1 (2,1), if the xu's are such that 

X"X" = x~ + x~ - x~ = - (21Tnf, 

n = 1,2, ... =i>6, = 21Tin, 
(2.16 ) 

then L = ilL "oil = I. Thus, for this parametrization, all 
points of the infinite sequence of hyperboloids 
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XaXa = - (21Tn)2 induce the identity of the group. An al
ternative manner of stating this is that 

x:=x"y", x"xa = -(21Tn)2=>[ex,y"] =0, (2.17) 

and thus, eX with x of the nature described above, must be a 
function of the Casimir operator 

c: = y" y". (2.18 ) 

The elliptic case of the signature (-,-,-) is much simpler. 

There with a = ~x"xa = ~ - x~ - x~ - x~ , a = iO, for 
0>0 as noted in (2.13b). This time, however, 
o = O++xa = 0. Notice that presently (2.12) takes the form 

L 33 = 1 - [(1 - cos 0)10 2](X~ + x~), (2.19) 

which implies L 33';;; 1. With the timelike and null cases pres
ently absent, the transformation consists simply in the trigo
nometric rotations through 0 in the planes perpendicular to 
x". However, these transformations have the peculiar prop
erty that 

- x"x" = xi + x~ + x~ = (21Tn)2, 

n = 0,1,2, ... =>a = 21Tin, (2.20) 

which reduces L, from (2.9), to 1. Thus, with the x" parame
trization of SO (0,3) matrices, all points of the infinite se
quence of spheres - xaxa = (21Tn) 2 induce the identity of 
the group, and also in the elliptic case the implication (2.17) 
is valid, so that eX must be a function of the Casimir operator 
of the group SO(0,3). 

III. THE "TANGENTIAL" PARAMETRIZATION OF 
50'(2,1) AND 50(0,3) MATRICES 

The canonical Lie parametrization of the SO' (2,1) and 
SO(0,3) matrices suffers two disadvantages: (1) the points 
- xaxa = (21Tn)2 all induce the identity of the group; and 

(2) the explicit group composition law is rather involved. 
We will propose now an alternative parametrization-si
multaneously for both the groups under discussion-which 
eliminates the difficulties mentioned above, providing a ra
tional parametrization of the matrices of the defining repre
sentations of both groups. 

There is a price to be paid for this: the new parametriza
tion does not cover uniformly all L matrices from (2.9) as 
parametrized by the real x" 'so 

We define new parameters {t a}E,W3 determined by 

t a: = [tanh(a/2)/a]xa, a: = ~x"xa. (3.1) 

Problems can arise with the,W3 --->,W3 mapping when either 
tanh (a/2) I a = 0, or tanh (a/2) I a = 00. The case a = 0, 
if we consider the coefficient as lim",_o (tanh a/2/ a) = ~, 

causes no problems in the case of either signature, given by 
(1.2). For hyperbolic signature a---->o reduces (3.1) to 
ta = ~ Xa, while for the elliptic signature, where 
a=OqXa =0, a--->O implies ta =0. When a#o but 
tanh(a/2)/a = ° obviously a must have the form 
a = 21Tin, n = 1,2, ... => - xax" = (21Tnf, and this can oc
cur for both signatures. This is a rather nice property of the 
parameters t ": all the points that induce the identity of 
SO' (2, 1) or SO(0,3) (apart from the point x a = 0) are 
mapped by (3.1) into a single point t a = 0. 
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More troublesome 
[tanh( a/2)1 a] = 00, 

is the 
where 

case of a#o, 
a---->21Ti(n + 1/2), 

n = 0,1,2, .... In this casefinite t a that correspond tofinitex" 
do not exist. Observe that this situation-which can occur 
for both signatures-corresponds, according to (2.9), to 

a---->21Ti(n + 1/2), n = 0,1,2, ... : 

- x"x" = (21T)2(n + 1/2)2, 

L--->P: = " - fj"{3 + 2 (x"x{3lx PXp) II =>p2 = I. (3.2) 

Thus the case of L tending to the involution P cannot be 
covered by finite t a. 

We will soon demonstrate a solution to this problem. 
We prefer first, however, to consider in some detail those 
elements of these groups that are covered by these param
eters. We exclude the singular points by insisting that 
a#21Tin, n = 1,2, ... , and a#21Ti(n + 112), n = 0,1,2, .... 
Under these circumstances (3.1) may be inverted to give 

x" = a coth(a/2)t", tanh2 (a/2) = tat a, 

(3.3 ) 

where we see that the set of such {ta} fills up all of ,W3. We 
refer to this as the normal domain of the tangential param
eters, t a. This expression for XU may now be inserted into 
(2.9) to realize our desired parametrization 

(1 + t t P){ju + 2t E"P - 2t at 
La (tP) = P f3 "f3 f3 (3.4) 

f3 I-tt a 

" 

We note that if such an L a f3 is given, then t" may be deter
mined by 

4/(1 - tf3tf3) = Tr(L) + 1, 

4t a 1(1 - tf3t f3) = E"f3." L fi." . 

( 3.Sa) 

(3.Sb) 

We will define the set:£' as the set of all such matrices 

:£'={L(tP)IL"{3 given by (3.4), {t P}E,W3}. (3.6) 

Next, we consider the set J:£', oflimits of the matrices 
in the set:£', obtained via the limiting process 

t a = : ;1.7 a, 7a7"#0, AeJP, (ta}E,W3, (3.7) 

J:£'3L(1") = IILaf3 (7 p )11 

= 11- {jaf3 + 2(7"7f3 17p 7p )ll, -1"7p >0, 
(3.8) 

where we note that the parameters {7 p}E,W3 are meaningful 
only modulo proportionality 

7"=,.1,7", AE'JP. (3.9) 

Note also that 

Tr[L(7 p
)] = - 1, (3.10) 

whereas one sees from (3.Sa) that Tr[L(tP)] # - 1. The 
eigenvalues of L(7") are (1, - 1, - 1), while 7 P is deter
mined modulo proportionality by letting it correspond to the 
eigenvector for the eigevalue + 1. 

The matrices in J:£' are important in the context of this 
discussion, especially because they correspond to those ma
trices L which have xl' such that a = 21Ti(n + 1/2), i.e., 
exactly those matrices that cannot be covered by the form 
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L(tP). Comparing (3.8) and (3.2) we see that we can make 
the identification 

7 a =xa, -xa X
a =[21T(n+1!2)]2, n=0,1,2, ... , 

(3.11 ) 

noting, of course, that 

L 2(7 P ) = I, analogously to (3.2). 

The complete situation is then summed up by the following 
which notes that: 

(3.12) 

does indeed cover all the matrices L a(J from (2.9). We can 
refer to the space ]l as a quasigraded structure since the 
value of Tr(L) for LE]l distinguishes whether LEY or of 
JY. As will be shown below, the product of two such L 's 
may lie in either Y or Jy in each of the possible cases 
where the two members of the product are (1) both from Y, 
(2) one from Y and one from Jy, or (3) both from JY. 

Theorem 2: If the 3 X 3, real matrix L = IlL a(i II is an 
element of either SO' (2,1) or SO (0,3), depending on the 
signature of ga(3' then there are only two possible cases: (i) if 
Tr(L) =1-1, then L = L(t P)EY may be considered as para
metrized in the form given in (3.4), where {t p}ell' is deter
mined by (3.5) and the relation to the canonical parametri
zation is given by (3.3); (ii) if Tr(L) = - 1, then 
L = L(7 P )EJY, parametrized as in (3.8), with 7 P being the 
eigenvector for eigenvalue + 1, with the relation to the ca
nonical parametrization given by (3.11). 

A worthwhile picture of the (twofold) parameter space, 
described by the t a 's and the 7" 's, is obtained by envision
ing the {fa} as gp, and the {7"}, which are only defined 
modulo a proportionality (of either sign) as a "closure" of 
yt3 by the real projective sphere RP2. 

IV. COMPOSITION LAWS VIA L(i P) AND THE BCH 
PRODUCT 

Consider now a product L(sa)L(t(i) of two matrices 
from L. If this product results also in a matrix from L, say 
L(,.a), then we can work out from (3.6) that 

(1+s"t")C 
( 4.1 a) 

(1 - s(if3) (1 - t,/ ") , 
(1 +sptP) 

---- = ------'----- (sa + t (i + E'(J" S(3 t" ). 
1-r(3r(3 (l-S(3f3)(1-t"t") 

( 4.1b) 

Therefore 

sa + t a + E"r3l,S t 
1 + sata=l-O=?r" = (i 1, (4.2) 

1 + sptP 

This formula provides us with a very simple rational 
composition law of the parameters from yt3, which, at least 
for sufficiently small sa's and t a 's-such that 
1 + Sa t a > O--describes the composition laws of the two 
groups SO' (2, 1) and SO(0,3) for finite transformations. 

This result was mentioned in Ref. 5, in the case of the 
orthogonal group SO (3) == SO (0,3), in vectorial notation, 
and with the signature ( + , + , + ) in the form of 
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r = _S_+,--t---.:+,--S x~t 
1 - s·t ' 

(4.3) 

which, in the neighborhood of the identity (s and t small), 
would seem to be a preferable alternative to the usual SOC 3) 
composition law spelled out in terms of Euler angles.6 

When this formula was first established (see Ref. 6), 
one of the authors was satisfied with its validity in a neigh
borhood of the identity, only. However, in the context of this 
present article, one is able to do much better, establishing 
rational composition laws covering all elements of the 
groups in question. 

To see this, we rewrite (4.2) in a form suitable for taking 
an appropriate limit: 

,.a =: cr- Ira, cr: = 1 + Sa t a, r": = sa + t a + E'(31, S(3 t" 

(4.4 ) 

Inserting this form of ra into (3.5) we find that L a(3 (r P ) 

admits a limit as cr->O, amounting to 

limL"(3(cr-'r P) = -lr(3 +2(r"r(3/r Prp )EJY, (4.5a) 
u-o 

while 

l+s t" ..... O ra=Sa+t"+Ea(3lI S t a , /3 1]' (4.Sb) 

and 

If one prefers, the same result can be obtained more directly, 
with greater effort, by computing the product L (s P)L (t P) 

under the assumption that 1 + sa f a = 0. 
Via a similar technique to that which just led to (4.5), 

some work allows for the calculation of the composition 
rules for any choices of matrices from the entire quasigraded 
structure]l = .:L'UJY. 

Theorem 3: For the parametrization of the groups 
SO'(2,!) and SO(0,3) given by {f"}, {7(3}E~" with {7f3} 
only meaningful modulo proportionality, via L (t" )EX and 
L (7 (i )EJ:/ as described in Theorem 2, there exists a simple 
rational composition law with numerator and denominator 
having nothing worse than products of the parameters for 
any product of choices of matrices from l? = :/-'UJ,Y, 
which is given completely in Table I. 

Also in the table are listed the results of the next in
quiry-into a Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff composition 
law-since this composition, in the abstract Lie group rather 
than with the 3 X 3, real matrices, also involves these same 
(eight) cases. 

Various "interpretative" comments concerning the ta
ble are in order. The first is simply that it is clear that all 
possible products of matrices from ]l are included. If we 
specify as a "condition" the four quantities in the first col
umn, namely 1 + Sa t a when both L 's lie in Y, Sa t a or sc,7 a 

when one is from Y and one from JY, and s" 1" when both 
are from J::t', we can see-very reasonably-that when the 
condition does not vanish the product is in Y, while vanish
ing of the condition ensures that the product is in JY. [One 
easily verifies that each of the ,.a's satisfies 1 - r a r' > 0, 
{r"}Eyt3, as needed for L(r')EY, while each of the 7"s 
satisfies - 1',,7'>0, {ra}Eyt3, as needed for L(ra)EJY. As 
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well, one notes that the t"s given are independent of propor
tionality transformations of any sa's or 1a>s they may con
tain.] 

As well, comments concerning the Baker-Campbell
Rausdorffresults listed in Table I are now in order. By x[t P ] 

or x [1 P], we mean the elements of the abstract Lie algebra 
referred to in (2.1), but with the Xa taken as functions of 
either t P or1P: 

x[t P ]: = [a/tanh(a/2) ]ta y", {ta}E~3, 

(4.6) 

x[1 P]: = lim x[t P] = [(1T1a/~ -1ar) ]y", 
A ..... ± 00 

{r}E~3, -1ar>0. (4.7) 

Since these two sorts of quantities x specify all the ele
ments of the respective Lie algebras of the (abstractly de
fined) groups SO' (2,1) or SO(0,3), their exponentials con
stitute the very elements of the (abstract) group, again 
parametrized by our "tangential" parametrization. There
fore it is not surprising that we are able to completely express 
the products of these exponentials in terms of the parame
trized form of the group composition law. The representa
tion should be contrasted with the matrix representation ob
tained via Theorem 1, (2.15). The two representations are 
adjoint one to another, explaining the inversion of order in 
the BCR composition rule relative to the other one. This 
property is seen by rewriting (2.15) in the current notation, 
giving 

exIIP]y"e-xlll'] =La{3CtP)y{3, (4.8) 

with similar expressions where one or both of the x [t P] are 
exchanged for x [1 P]. Assuming that 1 + sa t a # 0, we may 
now write 

exl/"]ex[sP]y"e - xlsP]e - xlt p
] = L a /3 (s P)exltP]y{3e - xIIP] 

= L a{3 (sP)L (3{j CtP)yO, 
(4.9) 

demonstrating, for this case, the desired statement. The oth
er cases follow in the same fashion. 

As well, now, we may use the composition rule from 
Table I to obtain 

Ay"A -I = y", 

where 

A = ACtP,sP): = e - xlrP]ex[tP]exlsP) #0. 

(4. lOa) 

( 4. lOb) 

Since A therefore commutes with all y" it must be a function 
of the Casimir operator Yay" . 

In fact, we will now give a simple argument to show that 
A is identically equal to 1, which will verify the BCR entry in 
the first line of Table I. Because all the various lines of Table 
I were obtained by a sequence of limiting transitions from 
the first line, it is clear that a similar sequence of limiting 
transitions may be repeated with respect to the above argu
ment, leading in turn to each of the other BCR entries in 
Table I. In order, now, to verify that A is equal to 1, we first 
recall some essential facts from combinatorial group theo
ry.7 
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Let x and y be generators of a free associative algebra. 
Then, the Magnus bracket {".} is defined as follows: 
{XO,y} = {l,y}: = y and for n = 0,1,2, ... , 
{x" + I,y}: = [x,{xn ,y}]. If/(x) is a formal series with coef
ficients from some field of numbers of characteristic zero (in 
practice ~ or c,{!),/(x) = l::=oanxn then {(x),y} is an 
abbreviation for l:: = oan {x",y}. For example, we have 

00 A" 
{€"x,y} = I -, [X[X'" [x,y]"'] = €"xye-,(x, 

"=0 n. 
(4.11 ) 

AE~ (the Schwinger formula). This definition allows us to 
state Magnus' formula: 

~ ~(t) = XCt)ex(t), 
dt 

XCt): = { eX ~ 1 ,x} = f dA{€"X,x} 

= f dA €"xxe - ,lx, A, tE~. (4.12) 

Then, in the case in question where the xCt) are linear and 
homogeneous in the generators y" the xU) are also linear, 
homogeneous, and therefore so will be the corresponding 
XU), having the form 

XCt) = Xa Ct)y", (4.13 ) 

where for each t, {Xa U)}E~3. 
Similarly, defining YU) by 

~eX(t) =eX (I)Y(/), 

dt 
(4.14) 

the completely analogous argument tells us that when the 
xU) are linear and homogeneous in the generators y" then 
so will be Yct), taking the form 

Yct) = Ya (t)y", ( 4.15) 

where for each t, {Ya Ct)}E~3. 

We now rewrite the expression (4.1 Ob) for A so that 

(4.16) 

and suppose that the t U.s are arbitrary analytic functions of t. 
Then also the t"s are analytic functions of t, all exponents 
being linear in y"'s; the ~'s we treat as constants. 

By differentiating (4.14) with respect to t and using 
( 4.13), it follows that 

d . 
AXa y" = - A + AXa y", (4.17) 

dt 

and consequently 0 = d Idt, A = ta(aAlat a). This can be 
true for every t (a) ct) iff aAlat a = O. Similarly, consider 
( 4.16) with t a independent of t, and with ~'s arbitrary ana
lytic functions of t. Differentiating (4.16), it follows that 
with Ya and Ya being scalars 

d . 
AYa y" = - A + AYa y". 

dt 
C 4.18) 

and consequently, 0 = dAldt, A = saCaAlasa) ¢:> 0 
= aAla~. Therefore A in (4.16) cannot depend on either 

t a or ~. Since this is true, by specializing (4.16) for 
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t a = ° = sa, we find A = 1, which completes our proof of 
the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff composition law,S which 
we restate in the form of the following theorem. 

Theorem 4: In the parametrization of SO T (2, 1) and 
SO(0,3) {ta}E~3 and {ta}E~3 modulo proportionality, 
the realization of the group elements via ex[t"] and ex[t P

] ad
mits the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff-type group composi
tion law for all possible products as given explicitly in Table 
I. 

An interesting corollary, analogous to the situation ori
ginally stated in (3.2), i.e., L 2(tP) = I, is now given. 

Corollary: 

( 4.19) 

The corollary follows from the seventh line ofT able I, choos
ing sa the same as ta, we have?' = (tf3tf3 ) -I Eaf3otf3t8 = 0, 
independently of the precise magnitude oft a

, verifying that 
these elements are involutions in the abstract Lie group as 
well. 

V. SOME PROPERTIES OF ANALYTIC CURVES ON THE 
GROUP MANIFOLDS 

Generalizing a comment at the beginning of Sec. II, if 
we choose x" = x" (t) to be arbitrary (real) analytic func
tions of t, then the realization via (2.15) of elements L "13 (t) 
of the appropriate group, SOT (2,1) or SO(0,3), describes an 
analytic curve on the manifold of the defining, three-dimen
sional representation of the group, while ex(t) similarly gen
erates the "same" curve on the abstract group manifold. 

Using the Magnus formulas (4.12) and writing X(t), as 
was done there, for the quantity that gives the rate of change 
along the curve, we have 

X(t): = {:t eX(t)} e--x(t) =x" fdA eAX1"e- AX 

= x" {f dA L a 13 (A) } yi3=xa Na f3yi3, (5.1) 

where the matrix N = liN" 13 Ii is easily computed from the 
explicit form of L "13 given in (2.9): 

N = I + [(cosh I::.. - 1)/1::..2 ]M + [(sinh I::.. - 1::..)/1::..3 ]M2 

= 118a
f3 + [(coshl::..-l)/1::.. 2 jxp€"Pj3 

+ [(sinhl::..-I::..)/1::..3 J (1::..282
13 -x

ax(3 )ll, (5.2) 

remembering that I::.. = ~x"x". 
Because N shares eigenvectors with M, one easily sees 

that N has the eigenvalues (1, (ell - 1) /1::.., 
(e - Ll - 1)/ - 1::..), from which we see that 

det(N) = (2 sinh(f:../2)/1::..)2, 

Tr(N) = 1 + 2(sinh 1::../1::..). 

( 5.3a) 

(5.3b) 

Also we notice that in the limiting case 1::..->0, we have 

N = 118"13 +! X pE"Pj3 - A x"xf3 ll, 

(N - 1)3 = 0, det(N) = 1, Tr(N) = 3, (5.4) 

which is only interesting for SOr (2,1) since for SO(0,3), 
I::.. = O=>xa = 0. We also notice that det(N) is positive, and 
therefore N - I exists, except for the singular cases of 
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I::.. = 21Tin, n = 1,2,00' . In these singular cases, we have 

N = II - x ax f3 /(21Tn)211, I::.. = 21Tin, n = 1,2,00' . 
(5.5) 

Outside ofthese singular cases N - I exists, and is readily seen 
to amount to 

N-1 =I_~M __ I_(I_ sinh 1::../1::.. )M2 
2 f:..2 2(cosh I::.. - 1}/f:..2 

= 118"13 -+xP€"Pf3 - ~2 (1- ~ coth(~)) 
X (1::.. 28a f3 - xap ) II. (5.6a) 

Notice that then in particular 

limN-I = 118"13 -!xp€"Pp -nxaxf3ll. (5.6b) 
Ll-O 

All of the results above concerned with X(t) will assume 
much simpler form if we represent XU) in terms of the tan
gential parametrization; i.e., Xl?>] from (4.7), with corre
spondingly the parameters t" or fa interpreted as arbitrary 
analytic functions of tE~. By substituting from (4.6) into 
(5.2), a straightforward computation leads to the rather 
simple result stated in the following theorem, along with the 
results obtained by also setting in these formulas 
t"(t) = Ata(t), A=const, 00> -tata>O,asbeforeand 
executing the limit A -> 00 of tpKPa. 

Theorem 5: For the parametrization of the groups 
SOr (2,1) and SO(0,3) given by {ta}E~3 and (ta}E~3 
modulo proportionality, the analytic curves on the group 
manifold generated by taking ta = ta (t), or fa (t), tE~, as 
arbitrary, (real) analytic functions of t, and using 
exp{x [tP(t) ]} or exp{x[ii' (t)]} to generate analytic curves 
on the group manifold, we may explicitly write the rate of 
change along the curve-the generating vector field, X (t)
in the linear, homogeneous form 

or 

X [tP(t)]: = {:t ex[tP(t)]} e - x[tP(t)] = tp U)Kf3" 1" 

(5.7a) 

X [fPC t) ]: = {:t ex[tP(t)]} e - x[,p(tll = tf3K PaY', 

(5. 7b) 

where 

K: = IIK a p II = II [2/(1 - tc'! a) ]( 8"13 + tp€"Pj3) II 
( 5.8a) 

and 

(5.8b) 

A few observations about the algebraic structure of the 
matrices K and K are now needed. Similarly to M from 
(2.5), the matrix M /: = II t P €"P' 1311, fulfills the Hamilton
CayleyequationM,3 

- tata M' = O,havingthuseigenvalues 

(o,~t"ta, - ~tat"). Because K shares eigenvectors with 
M /, it follows that the eigenvalues of K are 

( 
2 , 2 (1 + .Ji'::fa) , 2 (1 - .Ji'::fa) ) 

1 - ta t" 1 - ta tal - ta t" 
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and therefore det(K) = 8/0 - tatu)2; thus, in the normal 
domain of {t a}, det(K) is positive, and the matrix K -I ex
ists. [On the other hand, the matrix K, admitting an eigen
value of zero, corresponding to (a serving as the eigenvector, 
has det(K) = 0.] One easily sees that the explicit form of 
K- 1 is 

K- I -\\!(8Cl -lcap -t"t )\1 - 2 f3 p /3 f3' (5.9) 

this quantity being simply quadratic in the functions 
ta = ta (t). Consequently, the equations Xa (t) = tf]K(3 a 

can be inverted with respect to fa in the simple form of 

fa =Xf](t)K -If]a =!Xa(t)(8{3a -tp£'3P
a -t(3t,,). 

(5.10) 

These relations are of interest for many reasons. 
Among other things, Eq. (5.10) is crucial for attempts 

to solve the problem: given arbitrary analytic functions 
{Xa (t) k3f\ can we determine x(t) = Xa (t)y'" such that 

!!....eX(t)=X (t)y"'eX(t), eX(O)=I? (5.11) 
dt a 

This entire problem we will save for later reports. In the 
present paper we will only investigate the case of Xa and Xa 

being colinear, i.e., there is some ,u(t) #0 such that 

Xa(t) = (jl/,u)XaU) <=>Xa =,u(t)Ya , (5.12) 

{Ya }Egp3, independent of t. 
Under the conditions of (5.12) the solution to the prob

lem stated in (5.11) simply amounts to 

xU) =v{t)Yay"', with v(t):= Ldt',u(t')' (5.13) 

On the other hand, using the presentations in Theorem 
5, we can easily establish the conditions for the colinearity 
expressed in (5.12). Using the expressions for K - I, we find 
that linear independence of Xu and X{3 is expressed by 

y a: = ea/3TJX(3XTJ = [8/0- tKtK)2]K -layC'p<Tt)a' 
. (5.14) 

It follows that X a , X", are colinear iff ta, fa are colinear. 
In addition, setting (5.14) ta (t) = ,i(a (t), - fa fa> 0, 
A. = const, and executing the limiting transition ,i - 00, we 
obtain 

yu: =~{3TJX{3X7'f = (2/iJK)2w(a, 

W· c -tat' (3t Y (5.15) . = 'C u(3y , 

which could also have been directly derived from (5.8b). 
Therefore, (Xa , Xa) are colin ear iff the Wronskian W 

vanishes, implying that the curve [a = (a (t) in gp3 must be 
contained in a plane through the origin of &93. 
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The main results of our paper can be summarized as 
follows. Elements of the defining representation ofthe group 
SO(0,3) or SOl (2,1) constitute the set :y = .'f'UJ.'f', 
where the elements of.'f' can be parametrized by {r}E&93, 
fulfilling the condition (3.3), i.e., 1 - r ta. > 0 ("the tangen
tial parametrization"), while the members of J.'f', which 
can be obtained from .'f' by a limiting process, are parame
trized by all directions of straight lines in &9 3 in the case of 
SO(0,3), or by the directions A.? such that (a ta < 0 in the 
case of SO , (2,1). The group composition law of our param
eters is rational and very simple (Table I). By using this 
parametrization we are also able to express the Baker
Campbell-Hausdorff formula in a concise form. Finally, 
note that some ideas of the present paper have found general
izations in work on quaternionlike algebras.9 

'L. lnfeld and J. Plebanski, Acta Phys. Pol. 14,41 (1955). I. Bialynicki
'Birula has generalized the ideas of this paper in his M.S. thesis (University 
of Warsaw, 1956) to the case of an arbitrary number of2n canonical vari
ables, including n~ 00, denumerable or nondenumerable. 

'J. Plebanski, Acta. Phys. PoJ.14, 275 (1955), where results of Ref. 1 found 
some applications. 

'Of course the group SO(0,3) is equivalent to the more usual notation 
SO(3); however, our choice of the sign of the elliptic metric is more con
venient for our purposes and we therefore maintain this notation. 

4The earlier work, in Refs. 1 and 2, began with the usual canonical commu
tation rule for the Hermitean operators q and p: [q,p 1 = ifJ. A basis for 
objects quadratic in qandpis given by the operators f", a = 1,2,3, defined 
by r': = Hpq + qp), r': = ((p' - q'), r': = ~(p' + q'). A realization of 
the commutation relations iIi" ( 1.5) is then given by y' = (1I2il1) r". Oth
er work on linear unitary transformations, particularly in the aspect of pro
ceeding equivalently with Poisson brackets and commutators is given in M. 
Moshinsky and C. Quesne, in ProceedingsofXVSollJay Conference in Phys
ics, Brussels, 1971 (Gordon and Breach, New York, 1974); and in K. B. 
Wolf, J. Math. Phys. 15,1295,2102 (1974). 

'B. Mielnik and J. Plebanski, Ann. lnst. H. Poincare A-XII, 215 (1970). 
"The rule (4.2), valid for both SO' (2.1) and SO(O,3), was first established, 
via a technique different from the present text, involving spino rial realiza-
tions of the Lie algebras in question, in a monograph "On the generators of 
the n-dimensional pseudo-unitary and pseudo-orthogonal groups" by J. 
Plebaiiski, Centro de lnvestigacion y de Estudios Avanzados, 1966, p. 322, 
distributed in 100 copies, but for reasons of its size and the cost involved, 
this text was never properly published. Nevertheless, Pursey. Phys. Rev. D 
29, 1848 ( 1984) has inquired concerning the origins of the formula written 
there. 

7W. Magnus, A. Karrass, and D. Solitar, Combinatorial Group Theory (Do
ver, New York, 1976). 

"It should be mentioned that B. Mielnik, when studying quantum-mechani
cal realizations of SO' (2, I)' has employed BCH compositions of this type: 
B. Mielnik, J. Math. Phys. 27. 2290 (1986). 

"J. F. Plebanski and M. Przanawski, J. Math. Phys. 29, 529 (1988). 
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Hamilton's theory of turns, which gives a geometrical description of the elements and structure 
ofthe compact group SU(2), is generalized to a t~eory. ofs~rews for th~ non~ompact.group . 
SU ( 1,1 ). Group elements are pictured as geometnc obJ.ects 10 a .three-dImensIonal M1OkowskI 
space, and the composition law is reduced to a geo~etnc o~eratlOn on them. A new 
classification of elements of SU ( 1,1 ), leading to an 1Oterest1Og structural result about the group 
manifold, is introduced. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The unitary unimodular group SU (2) is the simplest 
example of a non-Abelian compact Lie group with a simple 
Lie algebra. It is of fundamental significance in quantum 
mechanical problems, being basic to the quantum theory of 
angular momentum as the covering group of the rotation 
group SO (3). I It also plays an important role i~ theorie~ ~f 
internal symmetry for nuclear and particle phYSICS; and It IS 
of significance in polarization optics as well. 2 In the context 
of angular momentum theory, it is often convenient to para
metrize the elements ofSU (2) by Euler angles, which makes 
the irreducible representation matrices in a suitable basis 
easy to deal with. The group composition law, however, is 
rather cumbersome with this parametrization. On the other 
hand, the use of homogeneous Euler parameters simplifies 
the expressions for group multiplication to some extent, but 
involves the use of non independent parameters. 

All these are of course algebraic ways of describing the 
elements and the composition law ofSU(2). It is remark
able, but unfortunately not too well known, that as long ago 
as 1853 Hamilton had invented a geometrical or pictorial 
way of representing SU(2) elements and their multiplica
tion, which is extremely elegant and gives one a direct and 
vivid grasp of the structure of SU (2). This is the so-called 
method ofturns. 3 To appreciate Hamilton's method, let us 
first recall the much simpler case of the Abelian group of 
translations in Euclidean three-dimensional space. Each 
translation is representable as a vector in space, only the 
direction and magnitude being significant, and the location 
irrelevant. The composition of two translations is given by 
the head-to-tail parallelogram rule of vector addition; and 
taking the inverse amounts to reversing direction. In Hamil
ton's theory of turns, we have a generalization of such a 
picture from the Abelian translation group to th~ no?-Abe
lian SU (2). Instead of vectors in space, we deal wIth dIrected 
great circle arcs, oflength <, 1T, on a unit sphere S 2 in a Eu
clidean three-dimensional space. Two such arcs are deemed 
equivalent if by sliding one along its great circle it can be 
made to coincide with the other. Equivalence classes of such 

a' Present address: The Institute of Mathematical Sciences, C.I.T. Campus, 
Madras 600 113, India. 

b, Jawaharlal Nehru Fellow. 

arcs are called turns, and elements of SU (2) can be repre
sented by them. Perhaps the most remarkable feature is that 
the noncommutative multiplication law of SU(2) can be 
translated into the language of turns thus: given two ele
ments of SU(2), slide the corresponding representative 
great circle arcs on their respective great circles till the head 
of the first coincides with the tail of the second. Then the 
product element is represented by the tum determined by 
the great circle arc from the tail of the first to the head of the 
second arc. Inverses of elements go into reversed turns. A 
detailed account of Hamilton's work can be found in the 
monograph of Biedenharn and Louck.4 

The purpose of this paper is to show that Hamilton's 
method can be generalized from the compact SU (2) to the 
noncompact group SU ( 1,1) in a very interesting way. 5 This 
group is the simplest non-Abelian noncompact Lie group 
with a simple Lie algebra, and shares with SU (2) a common 
complex extension. Like SU (2), SU ( 1,1) too is of great im
portance in many physical problems. Thus one may mention 
the theory of axially symmetric optical systems in first-order 
Fourier optics6

; the group SI(2,R) ofreallinear canonical 
transformations in one pair of canonical variables, which is 
isomorphic to SU ( 1,1 ); and the group of Bogoliubov trans
formations on one creation-annihilation operator pair, rel
evant for squeezed states.7 

We shall use the term "screws" for SU ( 1,1) in place of 
the turns of SU (2). In analyzing the geometrical properties 
of screws and the description of the SU ( 1,1 ) group structure 
using them, some important differences as compared to the 
SU(2) case will be evident. While the carrying over of Ham
ilton's ideas from SU (2) to SU ( 1,1) is thus not trivial, it is 
gratifying that it can in fact be done. 

The material of this paper is arranged as follows. In Sec. 
II we give a brief review of the method of turns for SU(2). 
Section III develops the method of screws for SU ( 1,1) in 
detail, paying special attention to those features that distin
guish it from SU(2) but at the same time guided by the 
SU (2) case. The concluding section (Sec. IV) collects some 
pertinent remarks and points out some possible applications 
of our new method. 

II. REVIEW OF TURNS FOR SU(2) 

In this section we review very briefly the theory of turns 
for SU(2), in a form suitable for the intended extension to 
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SU ( 1,1). While the content is essentially the same as in the 
account given in Ref. 4, it is expressed in a form convenient 
for our purposes. 

As is well known, any matrix u in the defining represen
tation of SU (2) [any UESU (2)] can be written in terms of 
homogeneous Euler parameters and Pauli matrices as 

U = ao - ia-O' (2.1 ) 

(the unit matrix accompanying ao is omitted), where ao and 
a are a real scalar and real Euclidean three-vector con
strained by 

(2.2) 

In this way, elements of SU(2) correspond one-to-one to 
points on S3. The constraint (2.2) suggests that we choose 
any two unit vectors 0, 0'ES 2 and set 

ao = 0-0', a = 01\0'; (2.3 ) 

for then, if () /2 is the angle between 0 and 0', and a is the unit 
vector along 01\0', 

ao = cos () /2, a = a sin () /2, (2.4) 

and condition (2.2) is obviously satisfied. 
Weare thus led to define, for any 0, 0' ES 2, the following 

SU(2) element A(o,o'): 

A(o,o') = 0-0' - iol\o'-O'. (2.5) 

One can easily convince oneself that for any ao, a obeying Eq. 
(2.2), choices ofo, 0' can certainly be made so that Eq. (2.3) 
will be valid. Thus every uESU(2) is obtained by making all 
possible choices of 0 and 0' in A (0,0'). 

The geometrical meaning ofthe element A (0,0') is clari
fied by computiog the element R (A (0,0') )E SO (3) that cor
responds to it under the SU (2) -+ SO (3) homomorphism. 
Wefiod: 

A(o,o')o-O'A(o,n')-t = 0"-0', 

0" = 20-0'0' - 0, (2.6) 

0-0' = 0'-0", 01\0' = 0' 1\0". 

Thus R (A (0,0'») is a right-handed rotation about 0 1\ 0' 

as the axis with twice the angle (.;;; 1T) enclosed between 0 and 
0'. In particular, R (A(o,o'») does not rotate 0 into 0' but 
overshoots it in the plane ofo and n' to 0". On 0' the effect is 
given by 

A(o,o')o'-O'A(o,o,)-t = (20'-0"0" - 0')-0', (2.7) 

n" being as in Eq. (2.6). 
The construction of A (0,0') enjoys the following prop

erties: 

A(O,O')-I =A(o',o), 

A (o',o")A (0,0') = A (0,0"). 

(2.8a) 

(2.8b) 

(Here 0,0', and 0" are independently chosen points on S2.) 
In addition, A(o,o') is unchanged if both 0 and 0' are sub
jected to a common rotation about 0 1\ 0'. This SO(2) invar
iance property motivates the following equivalence relation: 
joining 0 and 0' by a great circle arc oflength .;;; 1T, this arc is 
equivalent to all other arcs obtained by sliding the given arc 
on its great circle. An equivalence class of arcs is called a 
turn. 

Based on Eqs. (2.8), the SU(2) group operations can 
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immediately be given a geometrical description. Each 
UESU (2) (other than U = ± 1) corresponds to a unique 
tum. Foru = 1 we take the null turn, i.e., any 0 = 0'ES 2

• For 
U = - 1, any great semicircle will do, and they are all 
deemed equivalent. The inverse of u = A (o,n') corresponds, 
by Eq. (2.8a), to reversing the sense of the tum but retaining 
the same great circle. To compute the product u'u for arbi
trary u' and u, we remark that since any two great circles on 
S2 definitely intersect, we can choose 0, 0', n"ES 2 such that 
u =A(o,o'), u' =A(o',o"); then by Eq. (2.8b), 

u'u =A(o',o")A(o,o') =A(o,o"). (2.9) 

Thus the tum for the product is indeed obtained by the geo
metrical operation described in the Introduction. 

We remark that while the geometrical construction is in 
a three-dimensional Euclidean space (more precisely, on an 
S2 therein), we are able to represent SU(2) elements, not 
merely those ofSO(3), faithfully by turns. 

To conclude this section, we return to the geometrical 
meaning of A (0,0') revealed in Eqs. (2.6) and ask: is there a 
simple expression for an element B(0,n')ESU(2) such that, 
unlike with A(o,o'), R (B(o,o'») will be a rotation about 
01\ 0' which takes 0 precisely to 0' through an angle.;;; 1T? The 
properties of A (0,0') tell us that we must take 

B(o,o') = A (0,(0 + 0')/10 + 0'1) 

= [2(1 + 0-0')] -112(1 + A (o,n'»), 

A (0,0') = (sgn o-n')B(o,n"), 

where 0" is as in Eq. (2.6). Then we find 

B(o,o')o-O'B(o,o') -I = 0'-0', 
B(o,o')ol\o'-O'B(o,o')-1 = 01\0'-0'. 

(2.10) 

(2.11 ) 

As is to be expected, B is not unambiguously defined when 
0' = - o. We may remark that this construction of 
B(0,0')ESU(2) is useful in computations of the Pancharat
nam-Aharonov-Anandan phase8 for two-level quantum 
systems, as shown in Ref. 2. 

III_ GENERALIZATION OF TURNS TO SU(1,1): THEORY 
OF SCREWS 

We now show how a geometrical method can be devel
oped for the noncom pact group SU ( 1,1), similar in spirit to 
turns for SU (2). For convenience of exposition, this section 
is divided into subsections. 

A_ Notational preliminaries and definitions 

The defining representation of SU ( 1,1) consists of two
dimensional complex pseudounitary unimodular matrices of 
the form 

A = (;* :.), 
det A = I a 12 - I 131 2 = 1, (3.1 ) 

A to'3A = 0'3' 

The geometrical constructions to follow will be in a three
dimensional Minkowski space J/ with vector indices 
a,b, ... = 0,1,2 and diagonal metric 17ab with signature 
( - , + , + ). By adjoining factors of i to two of the Pauli 
matrices, we define the matrices Pa by 
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Po = 173, PI = i171, P2 = i172· 

Then 

(3.2) 

PaPb = - 17ab + iEab cPc> (3.3) 

where Eabc is the Levi-Civita symbol with EOl 2 = 1. For vec
tors x, yin JI with inner product X'y = 17abxayb, define the 
cross product z = x Ay through 

(3.4 ) 

It is useful to introduce three unit vectors ea along the coor
dinate directions in JI. For them we have 

ea 'eb = 17ab' 

ea Aeb = Eabcec' 
( 3.5) 

The following identities are immediate consequences of 
these definitions: 

x'yAz = x Ay'z =y'zAx; 

x A ( y A z) = X· Y z - X' Z y; 

xpyp = - X'y + i x Ayp; 

(X'y)2 _ (x Ay)2 = x 2y2; 

(3.6a) 

(3.6b) 

(3.6c) 

(3.6d) 

w·x yAz+w'y zAx+w'z xAy= (x'yAz) w. 
(3.6e) 

The last identity arises by expanding x A (w A ( y A z) ) in two 
different ways. 

For a real scalar A and a real vector fl in JI, consider the 
matrix 

(
A + iflo - fll + ifl2) 

A =A+iWp= l' - fl - lfl2 A - iflo . 
(3.7) 

It is clear upon comparing with Eq. (3.1) that AESU(1, 1) if 

detA=A 2-Wfl= I, (3.8) 
and, conversely, any AESU(1,I) can be expressed in the 
form (3.7) for unique real A, fl satisfying (3.8). This is the 
analog of the use of homogeneous Euler parameters for 
SU(2). 

The SU (1,1) to SO (2,1) homomorphism is easily set 
up. If B, B'E SU(1,I), from Eqs. (3.3) and (3.6), it follows 
that 

Bx pB - 1 = x' 'p, 

x'a = A(B)\xb, 

A (B)ESO(2, I), 

A(B')A(E) = A(B'B). 

Therefore 

(3.9) 

B(A + iWp)B -I = A. + ifl"P, 

fl' = A(B)fl· 
(3.10) 

Thus under conjugation of A = A + ifl'P by B, the scalar A is 
invariant while the vector fl undergoes the SO (2,1) transfor
mation determined by B. The explicit expression for A (B) in 
terms of B can be easily worked out, but we do not need it in 
our analysis. 

B. Classification of finite elements of SU(1,1}: The 
exponential map 

The representation (3.7) can be used to classify 
SU(1,I) elements in a convenient form. A vector flEJi is 
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timelike (f), lightlike (/), or spacelike (s) according to 
whether flafla is negative, zero, or positive. We will say 
A = A + ifl' pESU ( 1,1) is of type t, I, or s according to the 
nature of fl. This accounts for all elements except A = ± 1 
when fl vanishes. In the t and 1 cases, a further split into 
positive and negative types depending on the sign of flO is 
possible. This classification results in five non intersecting 
subsetsofSU(1,l) whose union along with ± 1 isSU(1,I). 

Since flafla = A 2 - 1, the type of an element is fixed by 
A. = ~ tr A. Assumingfl does not vanish identically, 

- l < A < 1 q A oftype t; 
A. = ± 1 q A of type I; (3.11 ) 

A < - 1 or A > 1 q A of type s. 
From Eq. (3.10) it follows that the type of an element is 
invariant under conjugation by any SU (1,1) element. For 
the t and 1 cases, the positive or negative nature is also pre
served. 

This classification of finite SU (1,1) elements is to be 
contrasted with a similar classification of elements in the Lie 
algebra of SU(1,I). The distinction is important because 
there are finite elements in the group that do not lie on any 
one-parameter subgroup at all. This is the meaning of the 
statement that SU ( 1,1) is not of exponential type. The expo
nential map takes the Lie algebra ofSU ( 1,1) into a subset of 
the SU ( 1,1) group manifold. The complement of the range 
of this map can be easily characterized. The one-parameter 
subgroups of the types t, I, and s (with parameter 1') are 

A, (u;1') = cos l' + iu'p sin 1', 0<1'<217', u2 = - 1; 

A/(u,1')=I+iup1', TER, u2=0; (3.12) 

As (u;1') = cosh l' + iu'p sinh 1', TER, u2 = 1. 

Upon comparison with the classification of SU (1,1) ele
ments, we see that the range of the exponential map consists 
of all elements of type t, elements of type lwithA = 1, of type 
s with A> 1, and the two elements ± 1. The complement of 
this range is therefore 

ct> = {! type with A = - n 
U{s type with A < - n. (3.13 ) 

In short, A = ~ tr A < - 1 and fl =f. 0 implies that A does not 
lie on anyone-parameter subgroup; nevertheless A itself can 
be classified. We may also note that if AEct>, then A -IEct> as 
well. 

In the sequel we will see the importance of this classifi
cation of SU ( 1,1) elements for the theory of screws. 

C. Definition of the screw 

Guided by the definition of turns for SU (2), for any two 
real three-vectors x,yEJf we define a complex two-dimen
sional matrix 

A(x,y) =x'y+i xAy·p. 

From the identity (3.6d) we see that 

det A (x,y) = x 2y2. 

(3.14 ) 

(3.15 ) 

Since A (x,y) is of the general form (3.7), we see that it is an 
element of SU (1,1) if and only if x 2y2 = 1. That is, both x 
andy must be spacelike or both timelike, and have reciprocal 
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norms. Henceforth we restrict our attention to space like vec
tors; the reason for this will be clear when we study the com
position of screws. We next use the freedom of reciprocal 
scalings of x and y to arrange them both to be unit spacelike 
vectors. 

In J{ define the single-sheeted spacelike unit hyperbo
loid 

~ = {x\x'X=(X I )2 + (X2)2 - (XO)2 = n. (3.16) 

The role of S2 on which turns were defined for SU(2) will 
now be played by ~. We know from Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) 
that 

X,YE!. =>A (X,y)ESU(1, 1). (3.17) 

We wish to prove the converse: any AESU( 1,1) is of the form 
A (x,y) for suitable x,y on ~: 

A=1t + iWp = A(x,y) =X'y + ix Ayp. (3.18) 

If this is to be so, evidently, both x and y must be Lorentz 
orthogonal to fL, and also lie on ~. Therefore for each fL we 
define 

'If (fL) = {x\x'x = 1, WX = O}. (3.19) 

Clearly 'If ( fL) is the intersection of !. with the plane 
through the origin orthogonal to fL. For fL of type t, I, or s, 
'If ( fL) consists, respectively, of a closed ellipse, a pair of 
parallel disjoint infinite straight lines (generators of ~), or a 
pair of disjoint infinite hyperbolas. 

Theorem: Given any A = It + ifL pESU (1,1 ), we can 
choose x, yE'If ( fL) such that A (x, y) = It + ifL' p. More
over, either x or y can be chosen arbitrarily on 'If ( fL), the 
other being then uniquely fixed. 

Proof Since our entire treatment is manifestly SO (2,1 ) 
covariant, and under conjugation we have the behavior given 
in Eq. (3.10), we can with no loss of generality putfL of each 
type into a convenient standard configuration, and then car
ry out the construction. 

A oftype t: We can take 

fL = sen, s = sin e, It = cos e, 0 < e < 21T, e # 1T. 
(3.20) 

Then 

'If (fL) = {x\XO = 0, (Xl f + (X2 )2 = n 

= {(O,coscp, sin cp) \O.;;cp < 21T}. (3.21 ) 

If x, yE'If ( fL) correspond to parameter values cp,cp " respec
tively, 

It + iWp = A(x,y)q 

It = X'y, fL = x Ayq 

cp - cp' = e. 
(3.22) 

Clearly, if (J is known, either x or y can be freely chosen on 
'If ( fL), the other is then uniquely fixed. 

A oftype I: We can set 

fL = E'(en + e2 ), A = E, E,E' = ± 1. 

Then 'If ( fL) is a pair of generators of ~: 

'If(fL) = {x\XO=x2, (xl)2=n 

= {(a,o,a) \aER, 0 = ± n. 
By taking x = (a,o,a) and y = (a' ,0' ,a'), 
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(3.23 ) 

(3.24 ) 

It + iWp = A (x,y)q, 

00' = E, ao' - a'o = E'. (3.25 ) 

If E and E' are known, any choice of (a,o) leads to unique 
(a',o') and the converse. If E = 1, x and yare on the same 
branch of 'If ( fL); if E = - 1, they are not. 

A of type s: We can take 

fL = se2, S = E sinh S, A = E cosh S, 

E= ± 1, SER, S#O. 
(3.26) 

Then 'If (fL) consists of two branches ofa hyperbola on!.: 
'If(fL) = {x\x 2 =0, (X 1)2_ (XO)2= n 

= {(o sinh 7], 0 cosh 7],0) I7]ER, 

0= ± n. (3.27) 

By choosing parameters 0, 7] for x and 0', 7]' for y, 

It + iWp = A (x,y)qOO' = E, 7] - 7]' = s· (3.28 ) 

Once again, either x or y can be freely chosen on 'If ( fL), the 
other being then completely determined. If E = + 1, x and y 
lie on the same branch of 'If ( fL), otherwise not. 

This completes the proof, except for the remark that for 
A = ± 1, we can set x = ± y on ~ and then choose x freely, 
I.e., 

xE~:A (x, ± x) = ± 1. (3.29) 

We are now able to define a screw precisely. Notice that 
with A =It + ifLpESU(1,l), theSO(2,1) "rotation" A(A) 
leaves fLEJi invariant, and alters only vectors in the plane 
orthogonal to fL. By borrowing the familiar SO (3) language, 
we can say that A (A) is a Lorentz rotation about fL as axis. A 
screw is then an equivalence class of ordered pairs of points 
(x,y) on ~, the equivalence being with respect to common 
SO (2,1 ) transformations of both x and y about x A y as axis 
and, in case x A y is not of type t, the transformation x -+ - x, 
y -> - y as well. Since A (x,y) is clearly invariant under such 
transformations, it follows from the above theorem that 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between screws and 
SU(1,I) elements, determined by Eq. (3.14). Given x,yE~ 
with x # ± y, there is a unique 'If ( fL) on which x and y lie, 
and then the equivalence is with respect to motions along 
'If ( fL) induced by SO (2,1) rotations about fL = x Ay, along 
with the "reflection" x -+ - x, y -+ - y in case fL is not of type 
t. For A = 1, we have the "null screw" given by (x,x) for any 
XE~; and for A = - 1, any pair (x, - x) can be used. 

D. Screws as directed arcs on l: 

We have just defined a screw as an equivalence class of 
ordered pairs of points (x,y) on ~. One may wish, analogous 
to turns for SU (2), to define a screw as (the equivalence 
class of) the directed arc from x to y along Cf5 ( fL = x A y). 
However, in the proof of the theorem of the previous subsec
tion, we found that among /- ands-type elements ofSU( 1,1), 
there are situations when x and y have to be chosen on dis
tinct branches of 'If ( fL). Now we see that these elements are 
precisely the ones in <l>CSU(1,I), the complement of the 
range of the exponential map. So at first sight it appears that 
for elements in <1>, screws cannot be visualized as connected 
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arcs on ~. There is, however, a way of overcoming this prob
lem, which does not exist for turns for SU (2). The clue is 
that A and - A in SU ( 1,1) share the same '(f ( p), and if 
AE~, then - AE£~. Hence, if AE~, the ordered pair of points 
corresponding to - A can definitely be connected by a di
rected arc along '(f ( p). This leads to an alternative defini
tion of a screw. 

A screw is a pair consisting of an equivalence class of 
connected directed arcs along a '(f ( p), the equivalence be
ing with respect to SO (2,1) transformations that map 
'(f ( p) onto itself and with respect to reflection if p is not of 
type t; and a flag that can take the values ± 1. Given 
A = A(x,y)E£~, its screw is (the equivalence class of) the 
directed arc from x to y along y; (x 1\ y ), with the flag + 1; if 
however A = A (X,Y)E~, then the screw is represented by 
(the class of) the directed arcfor - A = A(x, - y)E£~, with 
the flag - 1. 

We shall return to this use of the flag after discussing the 
geometrical composition procedure for screws. 

E. Composition of screws 

From the representation (3.7) for a general AESU ( 1, I), 
and the properties of the matrices p, we can see that passage 
to the inverse corresponds to reversing the sign of p but leav
ing A unchanged: 

A = A + iWp~A -I = A - ipp. (3.30) 

It is then clear that, given the screw for A, the screw for A-I 
is obtained by interchanging the entries in the ordered pair of 
vectors (x,y), x and yE'(f ( p), or equivalently by reversing 
the directed arc without altering the flag. 

To develop a geometrical rule for the composition of 
screws, we first give an algebraic result following from the 
construction (3.14), the form of which is suggested by the 
result (2.8b) in the SU(2) case: 

x,y,zEJ(: A(z,y)A(x,z) = rA(x,y). (3.31) 

The proof is quite straightforward, and involves judicious 
use of the various identities (3.6). In fact, the precise con
struction of A (x,y) in Eq. (3.14) was motivated by the desire 
to have the result (3.31). The idea now is to see if (3.31) can 
be exploited to convert the rule for composition of any two 
SU (1,1) elements into a geometrical operation on ~. 

If two elements A,A 'ESU ( 1,1 ) are expressed in the form 
(3.7), their product can be put into the same form: 

A" = A 'A = (A' + ip'p) (A + ipp) = A" + ip" 'p, 

A"=A'A+P"P, (3.32) 

p" = A 'p + AP' - p' I\p. 

On the other hand, ifin Eq. (3.31) all three vectors x,y,z are 
chosen on ~, then both A (x,z) and A (z,y) will belong to 
SU(l,1) and 

x,y,zE~: A (z,y)A(x,z) = A(x,y). (3.33) 

We can conclude that if, given the two general elements A, 
A 'ESU (l, 1), we determine '(f ( p) and '(f ( p') and find that 
they intersect, we can then choose zEY; ( p) n Y; ( p'); from 
Sec. III C we are then assured that xE'(f ( p) and yEY; ( p') 
exist uniquely such that A = (x,z) and A' = A(z,y). Then 
A 'A is determined by Eq. (3.33): the ordered pair for A 'A 
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consists of the first member of the A pair and the second 
member of the A ' pair, in that order. However, unlike the 
SU(2) case where we know that any two great circles on S2 
definitely intersect, in the Lorentzian geometry of JI it does 
sometimes happen that Y; ( p) n Y; ( p') = <p! We are thus 
led to the question: when is Y; ( p) n'(f ( p') =1= ifJ? 

In general, if two vectors p,p' EJ( are given, assumed to 
be linearly independent, then the planes through the origin 
orthogonal, respectively, to p and to p' will intersect along a 
straight line: 

WX =p"x = O~x = apl\p'. (3.34) 

Here a is a parameter along the line. This line will cut ~ if 
there is a real value of a for which 

a 2( pl\p')2=a2( Wp')2 - p2p'2) = 1, 

which will happen if and only if 

(Wp')2 - pZp'z > O. 

(3.35 ) 

(3.36 ) 

We can now systematically analyze the six possible kinema
tical situations, listing the nature ofthe pair p,p' at ft, tI, ts, II, 
Is, and ss, and check in each whether the inequality (3.36) 
can be obeyed. (Naturally, in the "off-diagonal" cases, such 
as tl, it does not matter which of p and p' is of type t and 
which of type I.) Keeping in mind the nature of Lorentzian 
geometry, we find that in four situations, the inequality is 
uniformly obeyed: 

ft,tI,ts, II: ( p"p)2 - p'2p2 > O. (3.37) 

However, in the two remaining cases Is and ss, no uniform 
statement can be made; depending on the specific choices of 
p andp', (p"pf - p'2p2 could have either sign. 

The result is that if for the two elements A, A' in 
SU (1,1), at least one of the vectors p,p' is of type t, or ifboth 
are of type I, Y; ( p') and '(f ( p) definitely intersect on ~; 
then Eq. (3.33) is adequate to give us a geometrical "addi
tion" or composition law for screws, in a way similar to the 
use ofEq. (2.8b) for SU (2). But in the Is and ss cases, there is 
no guarantee that '(f ( p') and '(f ( p) will intersect; and if 
they do not, a choice of one common vector z as in Eq. (3.33) 
is not possible. 

Fortunately the following decomposition theorem, 
which exhibits an interesting structural property ofSU ( 1, I) 
comes to our aid, so that Eq. (3.33) can be used for compos
ing screws in all situations: 

Theorem: Any A "ESU(1,1) can be expressed (in infi
nitely many ways) as a product A " = A 'A where both factors 
A ' and A are of type t. 

Proof We naturally construct the argument in the spirit 
of the theory of screws, and use the geometrical machinery in 
JI already developed. Assuming A "=1= ± I, we identify 
p" =1=0, construct C(j ( p") C~, and pick X,YE'(f ( p") such 
that 

A"=A"+ip"·p=A(x,y). (3.38) 

Here x and y will be linearly independent, x =f. ± y. Since 
each of them is spacelike, there are infinitely many timelike 
vectors n orthogonal to x, and similarly n' orthogonal to y. 
There are then infinitely many choices of nand n' obeying 

n2,n'2 <0; n'x = n"y = 0; 
(3.39) 
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These conditions are designed to ensure that nand n' are 
linearly independent and neither is proportional to x I\y. 
Since both nand n' are timelike, n 1\ n' is spacelike and so 
when normalized will cut !.: 

Z = an 1\ n'E!., 

a = (n'n,)2 _ n2n'2)-'/2. 
(3.40) 

Now we construct the SU (1,1) elements A = A (x,z), 
A' = A(z,y). Both of them are of type t since by Eq. (3.39) 

x I\z = ax 1\ (n 1\ n') = - aX'n'n, 

zl\y=a(nl\n')l\y= -aY'nn', 

are both nonvanishing timelike vectors. Finally, 

AI/ = A (x,y) = A (z,y)A(x,z) =A 'A, 

(3.41 ) 

(3.42) 

which proves the result for A 1/ # ± 1. If A 1/ = ± 1, we can 
take A to be any element of type t, and A I = ± A-I. 

To see by way of illustration how the choices of A and A I 

may be made, we can consider in tum A /I to be of type t,f, s. If 
A /I is already of type t, it lies on a t-type, one-parameter 
subgroup, so for instance A and A I could be chosen equal and 
essentially the square root of A 1/. If A 1/ is of type f or s, the 
situation is nontrivial. In these cases we can use the manifest 
covariance under SO (2,1), i.e., the conjugation relation 
(3.10), and assume without loss of generality that A 1/ and f-l /I 
are in some standard configuration. This makes possible 
choices of x,y,n,n' ,z easy to visualize. We record below the 
standard forms of A 1/ and f-ll/ , possibilities for nand n', and 
the resultingz, leaving it to the reader to check that all condi
tions (3.32), (3.38)-(3.40), and (3.42) are obeyed. 

AI/ of type I: 

AI/ = E, f-ll/ = E'(eo + e2 ), E,E' = ± 1; 

x = elJ y = Ee, - E'(eo + e2 ); 

n = eo, n' = E'(2eo + e2 ) - Ee,; 

z = (E'e, + Ee2 )1,fi; 

A = E' l,fi, f-l = - Eeol,fi; 

A 1= 0, f-l' = (2eo - E€e, + e2 )1,fi. 

AI/ of type s: 

AI/=Ecosh;, f-l1/=Esinh;e2, E= ±1, 

x = e" y = E( - sinh ;eo + cosh ;e,); 

A =0, 

A' = 0, f-l' = E(cosh ;eo - sinh ;e,). 

(3.43) 

(3.44) 

With the help of our theorem, then, the product AB of 
any two elements A,BESU ( 1,1) can be handled geometrical
ly as an operation on screws, requiring at most two applica
tions ofEq. (3.33). If A, B belong to one of the four cases tt, 
II, Is, or II, we "slide" the representative pairs of points 

to write AB = A II A 'B, with both A II and A ' being of type t. 
The screws for A' and B can then be composed using (3.33) 
to give the screw for A 'B; this can then be composed with the 
screw for A 1/, using (3.33) again, to give the final result. 

We now go back to the device of the flag, introduced in 
Sec. III D so as to allow us to visualize every AESU ( 1,1) as a 
connected arc on !. plus a flag, and show how it can be repre
sented graphically. As noted in Eq. (3.29), the element - I 
in SU (1,1) corresponds to the (degenerate) screw deter
mined by any pair (x, - x): 

XE!.: A(x, - x) = - 1. (3.45) 

This is just like the great semicircle tum in the SU (2) case. 
Since x is spacelike, there are infinitely many timelike vec
tors f-l orthogonal to it, which means there are infinitely 
many connected ~ ( J.l)'s of type t containing both x and 
- x. [In addition, there are infinitely many s-type ~ ( f-l ),s, 
and two I-type c:c: ( f-l) 's, each made up of two branches, and 
each containing x and - x, but on separate branches; these 
however are not useful for the present purpose.] This degen
erate screw, representable by a connected arc on anyone of 
these Hype ~ ( f-l) 's, and in fact running halfway across it, is 
indeed the flag we have used above. 

As an example, consider the element 

(
-cosh 0 

A= 
- sinh 0 

for which 

- sinh 0) 
h 0 

E<I> C SU ( 1, 1 ) , 
-cos 

(3.46) 

A = - cosh 0, f-l = e, sinh O. (3.47) 

Then ~ ( f-l) consists of two branches of the hyperbola 

(X2)2 _ (XO)2 = 1 (3.48) 

in the 0-2 plane, as in Fig. 1. A choice of x,y so that 
A = A (x,y) is 

x=(sinh(O-Oo), 0, cosh(O-Oo»), 

y = (sinh 0o, 0, 
(3.49) 

where 0o may be chosen freely. Naturally they are on sepa-

o 

2 

on ~ ( f-l A ), ~ ( f-l B ) till the "head" (second element) of the Flag-.," 
B pair and the "tail" (first element) of the A pair become 
ZE~ ( f-l A ) n ~ ( J.l B)' Then a single use of Eq. (3.33) gives 
the screw for AB as determined by the pair (tail of B, head of 
A). If A,B belong to either the Is or ss cases, and 
~ ( f-l A ) n ~ ( f-l B ) = ¢, we use the decomposition theorem FIG. 1. Use of the flag - "I." 
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o 

--+------2 

FIG. 2. Rotation boost decomposition of general element. 

rate branches of C(j{J.l). Now, -A=A(x,-y) 
= A ( - x,y) is in the range of the exponential map, and can 
be represented by the connected arc x -. - y or - x -. y as 
we wish, along one branch of C(j ( f-t). Coupled, respectively, 
with the flag screws A ( - y,y) or A (x, - x) standing for 
-1, we get back A (x,y) via Eq. (3.33): 

A =A(x,y) =A( - y,y)A(x, - y) 

=A( -x,y)A(x,-x). ( 3.50) 

This is graphically seen in Fig. 1. 

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper we have presented a generalization of 
Hamilton's method of turns for SU (2) to a theory of screws 
for SUe 1,1), thus leading to a new and useful way ofpictur
ing the elements and structure of this noncompact group. 
The two distinguishing features of SU (1,1), as contrasted 
with SU(2), are that the range of the exponential map is a 
subset of SU (1,1); and that two planes passing through the 
origin in1 may in some cases have a line of intersection that 
does not cut ~. These features, which at first sight seem to 
pose problems for the development of a complete geometri
cal picture, can be taken care of by the use of the flag - 1 
when appropriate, and the use of the theorem of Sec. III E, 
so that all group elements and their products can be satisfac
torily handled. 

As an example of the usefulness of our geometrical pic
ture for SU ( 1,1 ). we recall the result that any element of 
SU ( 1,1 ) is a "boost" in an appropriate direction followed by 
a rotation [element of the maximal compact subgroup 
U ( 1 ) ], or a rotation followed by a boost. This fact is imme
diately and visually obvious in the screw representation, re
quiring no calculation at all! Elements of the U (1) subgroup 
have f-t parallel to eo, so for them C(j ( f-t) is the unit circle in 
the 1-2 plane, or the "waist" rr of~: 

rr: xo=O, (X I)2+(X2)2=1. 
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This is like the equator on S 2 in the turns case. On the other 
hand, pure boosts are elements for which f-t is a linear combi
nation of e I and e2. For such a f-t, C(j ( f-t) is the intersection of 
~ with a "vertical" plane containing the eo axis; the two 
branches of the hyperbola making up C(j ( f-t) are like "lines 
oflongitude" on S2. Now given a screw determined by the 
pair (x,y), we can assume without loss of generality that 
either x or y, whichever we wish, lies on rr. This is because 
every C(j ( f-t) is guaranteed to intersect rr. Assuming for 
definiteness then that XErr, we can draw a hyperbola on ~ 
in the vertical plane containing y and the eo axis. If this cuts 
rr at a point z, we can recover the pair (x,y) by composing 
the screws (x,z) and (z,y) in that order. [Note incidentally 
that both these are connected arcs, whereas no assumption 
was made about x and y being on a connected branch of 
C(j (x,y).] This is the proof by the present method that any 
SU ( 1,1) element is a pure rotation followed by some pure 
boost, as depicted in Fig. 2. If we had yE rr instead, the 
decomposition would have been in the opposite order. 

We may note that the t,l,s classification of finite 
SU (1,1) elements is relevant to periodically focusing optical 
systems.9 An example is a laser resonator. One sees that the 
system is stable if and only if the ray-transfer matrix for one 
period is a t-type element ofSL(2,R). An interesting appli
cation of the theorem of subsection 3.5 is to squeezing that is 
an s-type element of SU(1,!). The theorem shows that 
squeezing can be realized by switching periodically between 
two t-type nonsqueezing transformations. A detailed analy
sis of these questions, as well as the development of a new 
representation for first-order Fourier optical systems, will be 
presented elsewhere. 
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The local existence of the Borel transform of a two-dimensional field theoretical model 
characterized by the rational interaction gZx6

/ (1 + gx2
) is proven. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a recent paper, I we proved the Borel summability of 
the perturbative series for the energies of the quantum me
chanical system characterized by the non polynomial inter
action 

(1) 

The proof of Borel summability was done by establishing 
that the perturbative spectrum is strongly asymptotic and 
then applying a modified version of Nevanlinna's theorem.2 

Here we want to extend these studies considering ( 1) as the 
self-interaction of a quantum field. To achieve renormaliza
bility, due to the nonpolynomial character of the interaction 
( I ), we shall restrict our analysis to two dimensions. We are 
then able to prove the local existence of the Borel transform 
of the Schwinger functions of the Euclidean theory. This is a 
first step towards a complete proof of Borel summability. 

II. THEORY 

The physical motivation for considering the interaction 
( 1) comes from laser theory models where the reduction of 
the Fokker-Planck to the Schrodinger equation produces 
interactions similar to the above one (see, for example, Ref. 
3 and the references mentioned therein). Besides that, the 
study of ( 1 ) has its own merits for, as it is a rational function, 
the perturbative series is singular both due to the bad behav
ior at x large and to the poles occurring in the denominator 
of the potential. 

Basically, there are two reasons why, in general, the per
turbative series in divergent. First, the number of diagrams 
can grow too fast (typically with n!) with the order n of 
perturbation and, second, some individual diagrams domi
nate giving too large contributions. The second reason is 
peculiar to renormalizable theories whereas the first phe
nomena occurs also in superrenormalizable models like 
ours. We will have to find therefore bounds in the number of 
diagrams that contribute at a given order. An important re
sult concerning this is the following lemma. 

Lemma 1: The number, yen), of connected diagrams 
with V vertices contributing to order n to the E point 
Schwinger function of the two-dimensional model with La
grangian 

1 1 gZ 6 
L = - a <p a I'<p + _ m 2<p 2 + <p 

2 I' 2 1 + g<p 2 
(2) 

satisfies the inequality 

yen) < 27n (n!)( V!)(E!)n E 
• (3) 

To prove (3), it is convenient to collect some combina
toric relations valid for a generic connected graph G of our 
model. 

Lemma 2: In a graph G contributing to the Schwinger 
functions of the model (2), the following relations are valid: 

I)L=I-V+l, 

1 
2) n = 2" L k Vk - V, 

3) n = 1+ E /2 - V, 

4) V<.n/2, 

5) n = L - 1 + E /2. (Thus n = L if E = 2.) 

6) I < ~n - E /2 + 1 < ~n + 1 , 

7) L < ~n - E /2 + 2 , 

8) I < ~n, if E = 2 , 

9) LkVk =E+2I, 

10) 6V<'L kVk <.3n, 

where L = number of loops; E = number of external lines; 
I = number of internal lines; V = number of vertices. 

Relation (1) is just Euler's relation expressing the num
ber of loops of a diagram in terms of the number of internal 
lines and vertices. To verify the other relations, we use 

(4) 

A k vertex is a vertex in which k lines are met. From (4) 
a k vertex has a factor g'< /2 - I • Thus if the graph has Vk k 
vertices then the diagram will be of order n = l:k (k / 
2 - 1) Vk = ! l: k k Vk - V, which proves relation 2). Rela
tion 3) is proven using relation 2) and the relation 
! l:k Vk = 1+ E /2 obtained by counting the number of line 
endings in G. Now, since at a given vertex there are at least 
six lines, n = l:k (k /2 - 1) Vk <.2l:k Vk = 2 V, giving rela
tion 4). The other relations are proven similarly. 

The counting of the number of diagrams is greatly facili-
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tated by a method developed in Ref. 4. Let G be a proper 
diagram. We can always draw it so that all its vertices are on 
a circumference. Therefore two lines of any given vertex of G 
are used to link it to two other vertices. There are (~ ) ways of 
choosing two fields from the fields associated to a k vertex. 
Once these fields are chosen there is an additional factor, 
2 V-I, coming from the different ways of contracting them. 
As (~) <.2k, the number of ways of choosing two lines from 
each vertex is less than or equal to 2v- 12l: kVk < 24n. 

To some vertices there will be also attached external 
lines. The number of ways of selecting the fields associated to 
a given k vertex so that j fields will be contacted with the 
external fields is (k j 2) < 2 k - 2. Hence, considering all the 
vertices of the diagram we get a number of contributions less 
or equal to 2l (k - 2) vk <.22n, using Lemma 2. The number of 
external lines j at a given k vertex can vary from zero to 
k - 2. The consideration of these possibilities gives a factor 
less or equal to VE

• Moreover, having fixed the number of 
external lines at each vertex, there are E! ways of attaching 
the external lines to them. 

After having distributed the external lines there will be 
still a number I of fields to be contracted. These contractions 
will produce (I - I)!! graphs. The number of diagrams with 
Vvertices has also factor V! coming from the permutations 
of the vertices. Putting all this together we arrive to the con
clusion that the number of diagrams with V vertices is 
bounded by 

/3 = 26nV!EwE(l- I)!! (5) 

The number! can be written in terms of nand E, 1= 2n - E. 
Indeed, from its definition I = 21 - 2 V = 2n - E, where 
(3) in the Lemma 2 has been used. Then 

/3= V!EwE27n-E12(n_E/2)!<.V!EwE27nn!. (6) 

This number bounds the number of graphs having a fixed, 
{Vk ;k>6}, configuration of vertices. The result (3) follows 
from relation (4) of Lemma 2. 

The perturbative expansion for the Schwinger functions 
are obtained from (1) by expanding it in powers of g. The 
only divergences that are found in this process are associated 
to tadpole diagrams (graphs having just one loop and one 
internal line ) that are removed by Wick ordering the interac
tion Lagrangian with respect to the mass m. In this situation 
it can be proven5 that in order n individual amplitudes are 
bounded, i.e., 

(7) 

where K' is a constant independent of the topology of the 
associated diagram. Now, the order n total amplitude, G ~ E), 

is defined as 

(8) 

where the sum l:' is over all possible assignments {Vk };k>6 
to the vertices such that l: (k /2 - 1) Vk = n. Here, A n.{ V

k
} is 
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the sum of all possible graphs corresponding to a given as
signment. It can be easily seen that, in a given order n, there 
are not more than 2n configurations satisfying l:(k / 
2 -1) Vk = n. 

From (7), (8), and (3) we have therefore that the order 
n total amplitude is bounded by 

28nnEn!E! sup (~) K,n, 
nkVk! 

(9) 

where the supremum is to be taken over all configurations 
satisfying l: (k /2 - 1) Vk = n. This supremum is bounded 
by a positive constant to the power n. Indeed, we have 

(10) 

We have therefore 

IG ~E)I>29n(n!)(E!)nEK n. (11 ) 

This equation implies that the perturbative series has a 
Borel transform free of singularities within a ball of radius 
11K with the center at the origin of the Borel plane. 

III. CONCLUSION 

We can now enunciate our main result. 
Theorem: The expansion 

G(E) 

~Bnbn, Bn=-n-
£.. n! 

(12) 

for the Borel transform ofthe E point Schwinger functions of 
the theory (2) converges within a circle of radius 1IKwhere 
it defines an analytic function of b. 

To go further, having proved the local existence of the 
Borel transform, we now need to extend its domain of anali
ticity to a neighborhood of the positive real axis in the com
plex Borel plane. Work in this direction is in progress. 
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A new derivation of the farfield quadrupole formula for radiated angular momentum is 
presented, based on the gravitational Noether operator. Those metrics for which the angular 
momentum flux is well defined are characterized, and it is shown that this is free of the 
supertranslation ambiguity in the Newtonian approximation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

According to the theory of general relativity (as well as 
other theories of gravity), systems of moving masses and/or 
varying electromagnetic fields emit gravitational waves (just 
as a system of moving charges emits electromagnetic 
waves). These waves will, in general, carry away energy and 
angular momentum, so that the study of the fluxes of these 
quantities is a direct study of the evolution of the system. 

Due to the complexity of working with exact solutions 
of the (nonlinear) field equations, in general, and perhaps 
also due to the fact that all such solutions available are neces
sarily oversimplified and thus correspond to unphysical si
tuations, calculations of the energy and angular momentum 
fluxes of a system have been done employing certain approx
imation procedures like expanding in powers of the gravita
tional coupling constant (due to the weakness of the gravita
tional interaction), or in powers of the ratio ofthe velocities 
of the masses of the system to the velocity of light, or in 
inverse powers of the distance from the system, or even com
binations of these. (See Refs. 1-4.) Working at large dis
tances and for small velocities, in what is essentially the 
Newtonian approximation (see below) although not always 
explicitly saying so, these authors have derived the usual 
quadrupole formula 

f dL. 2· f ..... 
--' dt = - Eljk [ dmjdmk ] dt, 

dt 5 
(1) 

where L denotes here the angular momentum of the system, 
dij its quadrupole moment: dij = S To(;X;xj dx, and the inte
gral is taken over the sources. The time averaging is intro
duced in ( 1) in order to make the integrals that define d L/ dt 
converge. (A similar formula for energy has also been de
rived. ) 

We shall show in this paper that one can derive the qua
drupole formula for all solutions of Einstein's field equations 
in the Newtonian approximation, without the need for aver
aging (cf. also Ref. 5). Our formalism will also allow us to 
characterize those metrics (no field equations assumed) for 
which the angular momentum flux is not divergent and well 
defined. 

As a measure of energy and angular momentum density 
we use the Schutz and Sorkin6 gravitational Noether opera
tor (a pseudotensorial operator on vector fields that reduces 
to the familiar pseudo tensors for particular choices of the 

a) Present address. 

fields), which is defined, for any vector field sl-', by 

81Tt I\SV: = - (_g) I12G I-'vs v 

+! aa [h I-'avp.psv ( - g) -112], (2) 

where 

h I-'avp = ( _ g) (gI-'v~p _ gu<'gI-'p) (3) 

and G is the Einstein tensor. This operator has the advan
tages that it does not depend on second derivatives of the 
metric, it contains the Einstein7 and the Landau-Lifshitz) 
complexes as particular cases, and when the field and matter 
equations are satisfied, the Schutz and Sorkin s-momentum, 
defined by 

P [s,H]: = L (1I-',.s1' + t 1".S'')dul-' (4a) 

is conserved, and may be written as 

P[s,H] = (161T)-1 L aa(hl-'al'P.ps,.( _g)I/2)dul-' 

= (161T) -I j h l-'a1'(3.ps,. ( - g) -1/2 d }:.I-'a' 
JaH 

(4b) 

Here, I I-' v is the Noether operator for matter (a covar
iant generalization of the so-called canonical stress-energy 
tensor, see Schutz and Sorkin6

), His a spacelike or null hy
persurface with boundary BH, and dul-' and d }:.I-'a are the 
coordinate volume and surface elements. The quantity above 
is equivalent to other definitions when evaluated on solu
tions of Einstein's equations (Nahmad-Achar8

). This, to
gether with the fact that ( 4a) is a generalization of a quantity 
that would be the usual four-momentum or angular momen
tum for a classical field theory (according, respectively, to 
whether the vector field is chosen so as to be asymptotically 
equal to a timelike or a rotational Killing field in flat space), 
entitles us to call it by the same name. Furthermore, it has 
the added virtue of being rather insensitive to the asymptotic 
behavior of the metric, which allows one to develop very 
strong variational principles for solutions of Einstein's equa
tions in a vacuum or in the presence of matter fields (cf. 
Nahmad-Achar and Schutz9 and Nahmad-Achar 'o for de
tails). 

The reader should note that Eq. (4a) does not define the 
full four-momentum or the fun angular momentum, but 
only one component of them. Different components may be 
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chosen by an appropriate choice of the vector field. Note also 
that this definition is an integral over a hypersurface, and not 
the (perhaps more usual) tensorial map of a Poincare sub
group of the BMS group. There is no relation between these 
two definitions unless Einstein's field equations are assumed 
to hold. This is important because it allows us to evaluate the 
angular momentum (or the four-momentum) in metrics 
that are not necessarily solutions of Einstein's equations, a 
requirement for dealing with the variational principles al
luded to above. It also means that we can define and evaluate 
quantities like "angular momentum flux" in a generic space
time (Nahmad-Achar lo ). 

II. ANGULAR MOMENTUM FLUX 

Let us assume that the description of our physical sys
tem under consideration (matter + gravitational fields) is 
given completely by a set of field variables QA (x), where x 
stands for the local coordinates, and that the field equations 
can be derived from the principle of stationary action 

DS=O, (Sa) 

where 

(Sb) 

and L [x,Q(x)] is the Lagrangian density, which is a func
tional of the field variables Q and their derivatives. 

Let H be a hypersurface of constant time t (or constant 
retarded time u if it is null). Let H' be another hypersurface 
of constant time t + At. (Again, and in what follows, replace 
t by u if null surfaces are considered.) Let C be the "cylin
der" at (spatial or null) infinity joining Hand H'; note that 
C is of the form C = aH X !::.t. Call E the region enclosed by 
H, H', and C. Under a pure dragging by a vector field S, i.e., 
DX" = 5 ", we have 

£ S -1 DL " Q d 4 f "" I' . [; v d " Vi; - - Vi; X + -\5 v ~ a, 
=: DQ a=: 

(6) 

where 0 '',. . 5 " = I ''', . 5 " + t "" . 5 l' (cf. Schutz and Sorkin6 

and Nahmad-Achar8
), so that if the action is invariant un

der the vector field S, and the equations for the variational 
principle are satisfied, we obtain 

1 "" I' • [; " d 1 """ . [; " d - 1 "" I' • [; l' d -\5 l' ~ a,l - -\5 l' ~ a,l - - -\5" ~ a,l' 
II' II C 

(7) 

Using this expression we can write 

~P[s,H] = lim ~{P[s(t+At),H'] -P[s(t),H]} 
at t.1-O !::.t 

- lim _1_ ( 0'''''s''da", 
t.1-O !::.t Jc 

= - 2 f "< I' • [; l'n .Di d 2 S 
'\.J l' ~ I Jt , 

all 
(8) 

where the factor 2 comes from the two boundaries of C, and 
n is the unit radial vector field. Equation (8) makes sense 
regardless of whether or not the field equations are satisfied, 
and so we may take it, in general, as a measure of the angular 
momentum flux. Since we are interested in angular momen
tum (the case for energy is totally analogous, and the calcu
lations even simpler), we set 5 I' = XD~ - yD~' asymptoti
cally, in an asymptotically Lorentzian coordinate system 
[l,x, y,z] (by following the formalism introduced in Nah
mad-Achar and Schutz, I lone may choose to work with the 
Noether operator in any coordinate system, obtaining exact
ly the same result). Furthermore, we write the metric as 

gill' = 17 '''' - h /''', gill' = 17/ll' + hill' + h'IAh A,. + O( l/r') 

(9) 

with, as usual, hill' = O( 1/r). Then, after some algebra we 
have 

""/' .[;l' £i _ [( )1/2/16] Jjk[ h h°l' h h°l' hh h/3 h h AO h O h h h ,. -\5 " ~ niv,l - - g 1T niE - Xj h,O .i - Xj h.O .0 - Xj ." i ,/3 + Xj U .0 i,O + ji.k - Xj ",.0 i .0 

h h A h" h h A h ,. + h j h Ok + h h" h 00 + " h k/3 + h h a/3 - Xj U ".0 i .0 - Xj U,O l' i ,0 i ,0 Xj k,',O i ,0 V U ,/3 Xj Ai,a ,/3 

- Xjhuh/,oh" ",0 + Dijh pp,k - xjh/.oh 1'1',0 + xjhkO,oh pp,i + xjhkO,oh/)h 1'1',0 

+ Dijh kOh 1'1',0 + Xjhki,oh oOh 1'1',0 - Xjhki,oh aPhap,o] + O( 1/?), ( 10) 

where the index 0 refers to the coordinate t, and latin indices 
run in [1,3], 

The angular momentum flux is calculated by substitut
ing this last expression into Eq. (8) and performing the inte
gral. However, some terms in Eq. (10) are O( 1/r) and will 
in principle diverge when integrated over aH and taken the 
limit to infinity. These are 

[Eq. (10)] Ilr = (1/161T)n iE
3jk [Xjhki,ohuu.o - XjhkO,ohiO,O 

h h i" " h kO ] - Xj h,O ,0 + V ij .0' (11) 

In order to have a well-defined flux we would have to 
restrict ourselves to the class of metrics for which the rhs of 
Eq. (11) adds up to something which is O( 1/ r) or vanishes 
under angular integration, If we choose our origin of coordi-
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Inates to be at the center-of-mass of the source, as is often 
done in linearized theory, the linear momentum of the 
source vanishes and one has h Ok = O( 1/r), so that (11) 
reduces to 

[Eg. (10)] Ilr = (1I161T)niE3jkxj [h ki,oh aa.o - hka.oh ai.o ] 

[hO k =O(1/r)]. (12) 

Ill. NEWTONIAN APPROXIMATION 

When dealing with a system whose gravitational field is 
weak, so that terms nonlinear in h "" and its derivatives can 
be neglected, and such that its characteristic velocity is 
small, v~c, we can relate the metric coefficients to the source 
in a simple way: 
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hij = + (quadrupole moment)" + + 0 ( ~) + 0 ( ~) . 
(13) 

One usually neglects the second term on the rhs under the 
assumption v~c; but strictly speaking, one can only do so 
when evaluating the coefficients at a fixed value of r. At fixed 
velocity, however small, and in the limit as r- ex:> (which is 
the case we are interested in here), this term, while formally 
small compared to the first one, will cause the angular mo
mentum integral to diverge. 

In the so-called Newtonian limit, as treated by Futamase 
and Schutz4

, the velocity v is assumed to be of the order of a 
small parameter E that labels a sequence of relativistic solu
tions that approaches a Newtonian limit. The characteristic 
time scales of the system go as E- 1 since v - E, so that events 
at similar stages of evolution in the different space-times of 
the sequence are related by a map (xi,t) _ (xi,1" = Et). Since 
gravitational radiation emitted by the system will have a 
characteristic period given by a dynamical time interval 6.1", 
and this scales as 1/ E in t, any point at fixed Xi will find itself 
within one wavelength from the source for sufficiently small 
E. Therefore, Futamase and Schutz define another coordi
nate r/ = EXi and study the radiation at fixed (r/,1"), which 
essentially means at a fixed number of wavelengths away 
from the relativistic source. In this formalism, v - E and 
r-1/E, so that the second term in Eq. (13) is O(c) just as 
the third one, while the first is O(E). The second term 
(which can be seen to consist of a combination of the third 
time derivative of the mass octupole and the second time 
derivative of the current quadrupole of the source) can thus 
be neglected and the integral of Eq. (12) becomes 

f [Eq. (12) ]d 2S = - ~ r'E3ikhko,ohia,0 = o. (14) 

That is, the O( 1/r) terms in Eq. (10) do not contribute to 
the flux integral in this approximation. This result is impor
tant since Futamase and Schutz have shown that the Newto
nian-limiting sequence described above is an asymptotic ap
proximation to a well-defined sequence of solutions of 
Einstein's field equations, and that both the near- and far
zone quadrupole formulae for the outgoing energy flux are 
asymptotic approximations to general relativity. 

The usual argument found in the literature (Landau 
and Lifshitz, I Morgan and Peres,2 Peters,3 and Lightman et 
a/. 12

) is that, by imposing an outgoing-radiation boundary 
condition, one gets 

a-I a-
- hi'" + -- hfl" = 0, ar c at 

(15) 

so that 

h,,,,.i = - nihfl",o, (16) 

and this allows us to convert all spatial derivatives into time 
derivatives multiplied by the appropriate direction vectors. 
Performing a time average, all the terms that are pure time 
derivatives are transformed into secular changes, and these 
are neglected under the assumption of periodic motion. This 
procedure gets rid of the leading-order terms that would oth
erwise lead to divergences. Equation (16), however, as-
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sumes that the O(v/c) term remains negligible in the limit 
r- ex:> , so that the argument holds, again, only in the Newto
nian approximation. 

We shall now evaluate the integral (8) for the flux, us
ing the expression given in (10) for the integrand, and relat
ing the metric coefficients to the sources (in the limit of weak 
fields and small velocities). Using the zero linear momen
tum frame (ZLMF) mentioned above, hOk = O( 1/r) and 
we are left with 

0 " , .. 5 "n i D;, 

= (1/161T)n iE
3jk 

[hij.k + xjhksh"H,oh ni.o 

h h h W h OOh h ni + 5: h k{3 + Xj b.O sn .0 + Xj kn,O ,0 Uij ,(3 

+ Dijh Pp,k - xjhksh si,oh oa,o + xjh OOhki,oh PP.o 

- Xjhki,oh aPhap.o + Xjhki.ohaa,o - xjhka,oh ai,o] 

+ O(1/?). (17) 

Furthermore, using Eq. (16) for the last two terms in 
( 17), we have finally 

angular momentum flux 

2 'jk f { [ h 5: h k{3 s: h P ] ---E' n "k+u, {3+u" k 
161T 8H' '1, '1 • '1 P, 

+ Xj [ - hki,ihoo.o - ! h PP.khoo,O + hUi.ihka,O 
I-P - } 2 + 2 h p,ahka.O] d S. (18) 

Carrying out an expansion of the components T fl" we 
obtain 

hij = - (2!r)dij + O( 1/r), 

_ 2~xj dij + 0 ( ~ ) , 

which we use to evaluate each term in (18): 

(a) first term vanishes; 

(b + c) second and third terms vanish together; 

(19) 

I ,C - - 2 2 ~k" ... 
(d) 161T ~jk 'j [ - Xjhki,ihoo,o]d S = 15 ~ dies d sj ; 

1 3jk'c [ 1 h- P h- ]d 2S 
(e) 161T E j - TXj p,k 00,0 

2 Jjk" "', -15 E db d'j' 

( f) 1 3jk f -hh - d 2S - 3jk d"d '''. 
-- E xJ' ai i ka 0 - E ks \.;, 
161T " • 

(g) _1_ E3jk ,c J-. xh Phd 2S 
161T j 2 J p,a ka,O 

_ 3jk [ .. ... 3.....] 
- E - db d Sj + S d ks d Sj . 

Adding up all the terms, the angular momentum flux in the 
Newtonian approximation, evaluated in the ZLMF, is 

a 2 3jk" ". at p [s,H] = - SE dksd'j (20) 

as expected. 
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IV. DEPENDENCE ON VECTOR FIELDS 

We have noted that the integral defining the angular 
momentum is in general an OCr) quantity; therefore, 
changes to order 1/r in the vector field may produce finite 
changes in the angular momentum itself (this seems to be the 
way in which supertranslations are reflected in this formal
ism). Thus, considering two null hypersurfaces H(u) and 
H(u + ~u), and changing the vector field S to order 1/r on 
H(u + ~u) without altering it on H(u), we can arbitrarily 
change the value of the angular momentum measured at a 
later retarded time while maintaining that at the present re
tarded time unaltered. This must of course be reflected in the 
measurement of the flux, and we shall here calculate this 
change. 

The leading terms, and the only ones that would con
tribute to a change in the flux, are those given in Eq. (11): 

[~P v'S Vn;8~] IIr = (1/161T)n;~jk [Xjhki.ohaa.o 

- XjhkO.ohiO.O - xjhkv.oh iv.O 

(21 ) 

Suppose now that we change S to first order in 1/r, i.e., 
consider 

(22) 

The lhs of (21) will pick up new 0 ( 1/ r) terms under this 
transformation, which will contribute to the flux when inte
grated. Denoting these by Z, they can be shown to be 

Z= (1/161T) [;i.on;haa.o -;k.Onihik.O]' (23) 

whose surface integral need not vanish. When Einstein's 
equations hold, we can use them to relate the metric coeffi
cients to the source. Then, 

change in flux = f Z d 2S 

(24) 

where d 20 = sin 0 dO dt/J. 
Note that the change in angular momentum flux de

pends only on the time derivative of the spatial components 
of ;v. In other words, if the spatial components of;v are 
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constant in time, there will be no change in the flux. This is 
not surprising, for it is precisely those transformations with 
;k.O #0 that take us away from a ZLMF, by leaving our 
origin of coordinates not at rest with respect to the center of 
mass of the source. What is interesting, is that even for these 
transformations with ;k.O #0 there will be no change in the 
flux when we work in the Newtonian limit, since they intro
duce an extra factor of v thereby increasing the order in 1/r 
(cf. see Sec. III). Thus, by relating the radiation terms to the 
sources we are fixing the null cones, in such a way that the 
angular momentum flux is free of the supertranslation ambi
guity in the Newtonian approximation. 

V.COMMENTS 

We have shown that the Noether operator formalism 
reproduces the well-known results found in the literature for 
the angular momentum flux carried away by gravitational 
radiation, in linearized Einstein's theory. Furthermore, it 
allows us to calculate the flux for a wide class of metrics, for 
which it is shown to be well defined. We have calculated the 
dependence of the flux on the vector field, and shown that it 
is free of the supertranslation ambiguity in the Newtonian 
limit. 
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Painleve property, auto-BAcklund transformation, Lax pairs, and reduction to 
the standard form for the Korteweg-De Vries equation with nonuniformities 
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It is demonstrated that the KdV equation with non uniformities, tit + a(t)u + (b(x,t)u)x 
+ e(t)uux + d(t)uxxx + e(x,t) = 0, has the Painleve property if the compatibility condition 

among the coefficients of it holds: bt + (a - Le)b + bbx + dbxxx = 2ah + hL(d le2
) + (dh I 

dt) + ee + x[2a2 + aL(d 3/e4
) + (daldt) + L(d le)L(d le2

) + (d Idt)L(d Ie)], where 
L = (d Idt)lg and h(t) is an arbitrary function of t. The auto-Backlund transformation and 
Lax pairs for this equation are obtained by truncating the Laurent expansion. Furthermore, 
assuming the compatibility condition, then the KdV equation with non uniformities is 
transformable, via suitable variable transformations, to the standard KdV. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the last decade there has been intense activity regard
ing the study of the complete integrability of nonlinear par
tial differential equations (PDE) and, moreover, their study 
has revealed unexpected connections between geometry, 
analysis, and physics. But the main domain of activity was 
generally restricted to equations without explicit (x,t) de
pendency. 

Recently, it has been observed that, when all the ordi
nary differential equations obtained by exact similarity 
transformed from a given PDE have the Painleve property 
(PP), then, perhaps after a change of variables, PDE is com
pletely integrable. I The complete integrability is also defined 
in terms of the existence of the inverse scattering transform 
(1ST) or the Backlund transformation (BT). The existence 
of an 1ST solution is assured by that of the Lax pairs.2 

More recently, Weiss et aU have proposed a generalized 
PP which is directly applicable to PDE. In the latter ap
proach, a PDE has the PP ifits solution can be expressed as a 
single-valued expansion about noncharacteristic singular 
manifold/(x,t) = O. This approach has been applied to var
ious field equations.4

-6 

II. PAINLEVE PROPERTY FOR THE KDV EQUATION 
WITH NONUNIFORMITIES 

Here, we report the results of PP analysis of a KdV 
equation with non uniformity terms: 

Ut + a(t)u + (b(t,x)u)x + e(t)uux 

+ d(t)uxxx + e(x,t) = o. (1) 

Equation (1), for particular values of the coefficients, ap
pears in many physical systems. 7

-
1O 

We have found that Eq. (1) admits the PP if the follow
ing compatibility condition for the coefficients of the equa
tion is satisfied: 

bt + (a - Le)b + bbx + dbxxx 

d dh 
= 2ah +hL"2+-+ee 

e dt 

( 
d3 da 

+x 2a2 +aL-4 +-
e dt 

+ L~L~ + ~ L~), 
e e2 dt e 

(2) 

where L is the logarithmic differentiation operator, i.e., 
L = (d Idt) 19, and h(t) is an arbitrary and sufficiently 
smooth function of t. 

Condition (2) is found using a property of Lax pairs 
obtained from the PP. The possible ABT is also developed, 
when the equation (1) is integrable. 

We are now looking for a solution of ( 1) in the Laurent 
series expansion 

oc 

u (x,t) = r(x,t) L uj (x,t)lj(x,t) , (3) 
o 

where uj (x,t) are analytic functions in a neighborhood ofthe 
singular manifold/(x,t) = 0 and a is an integer to be deter
mined. 

Inserting the ansatz 

u (x,t) '!:~Iauo 

in (1) and comparing the exponents, we find that the lead
ing-order analysis gives the value a = - 2. Inserting the 
ansatz (3) together with a = - 2 in (1), then we find the 
recursion relations for uj (x,t), 

uj _ 3,t + (j-4)uj _ 2!, + (a+b X )uj _ 3 +b{uj_J,x + (j-4)uj_Jx} 

+C{~jmUj_m[Um_l,x + (m-2)umlx1} 

+ d {uj _ 3.xxx + 3 (j - 4) uj _ 2,xx Ix + 3 (j - 3) (j - 4) uj _ l,x I~ 

+3(j-4)uj _ 2,xlxx + (j-2)(j-3)(j-4)uj'! 

+ 3(j - 3) (j - 4)uj _ Jxlxx + (j - 4)uj __ 2 Ixxx} + eo] = O. 
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In collecting terms involving up it is found that 

d!/(j+ 1)(j-4)(j-6)uj 

= F(x,t,uj _ 1 , ••• ,uoJ;Jx,"') forj= 0,1,2,.... (5) 

Equation (5) determines the coefficients uj of the series 
expansion (3), provided thatj# - 1,4,6. These values ofj 
are called the "resonance" of the recursion relations and 
allow the introduction of arbitrary functions U4 and U6• For 
j = - 1, the series (3) is nondefined and therefore the reso
nance atj = - 1 corresponds to "arbitrary" function! de
fining the singular manifold. 

For KdV with non uniformities ( 1 ), we find from (5), 

j=O, uo= -12(dle)!;, (6) 

j = 1, u 1 = 12(d le)ixx, (7) 

j=2, ix /, + b!; + eu2!; + 4d!x !xxx - 3d!;x = 0, (8) 

j=3, W =.L(d le)ix - eu3!; + d!xxxx 

+ eudxx + a!x + blxx + lx, = 0, (9) 

and 

j=4, Wx =0. ( 10) 

By (9) the compatibility condition (10) is satisfied identi
cally. The compatibility condition atj = 6 involves extensive 
calculations. (All the straightforward but long and tedious 
computations are performed in a P.e. by using the mu
MATH package.) 

If we specialize U4 = U6 = 0 and, furthermore, U3 = 0, 
then it is easily demonstrated that 

uj = 0 for j? 3 (11 ) 

if 

u2" + aU2 + (buz)x + eu2u2,x + du 2,xxx + e = 0, (12) 

From Eq, (3) and Eqs. (6)-(12) we get 

Uo = - 12 (d Ie )/; , (13 ) 

U1 = 12(d le)ixx, (14) 

Ix /, + bl/ + euz I; + 4dlx Ixxx - 3dl;x = 0, (15) 

L(d le)lx + dlxxxx + eu2 1xx + lx, 

+ alx + blxx = 0, 

u2" + auz + (bu 2 )x + eu2uZ,x + du 2,xxxx + e = 0, 

U = 12(d/c)(Lx!)x + u2, 

and uj = 0 forj? 3, 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

In transformation (18) u and U2 satisfy the same equa
tion (1) if Eqs. (15) and (16) are consistent. In this case 
( 18) defines an ABT of the KdV equation with nonuniform
ities, 

To prove this, we obtain 

ix = VZ, (19) 

and find by straightforward calculation that 

- V, = !bx V + bVx + euzVx + !eu2,x V + 4dVxxx , (20) 

- V, = Ha + L(d Ie)] V + 3dVx VxJV 

+ dVxxx + euzVx + bVx' (21) 

Eliminating V" we find 
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H a - b" + L(d Ie» V - !eu2,x V 

+ 3dVx VxxlV - 3dVxxx = O. 

This equation can be written as 

H a - bx + L(d Ie)] - !eu2,x 

- 3d( VxxlV)x = O. 

Integrating Eq. (23) with respect to x, we have 

(22) 

(23) 

H(a + L(d le»)x - b + h(t)] - ~eu2 - 3dVxx iV = q(t), 
(24) 

where h(t) and q(t) are two arbitrary functions of the vari
able t. 

Equation (24) can be rewritten as 

s(t){Hla + L(d /c»)x - b + h(t)] V 

- !euzV - 3dVxx } = AV, (25) 

with A = q(t)s(t) constant. 
We thus have found a candidate for a Lax formulation of 

u2., + aU 2 + (buz)x + euZu2,x + du 2•xxx + e = 0 

by defining the operators 

A(uz,t,x) = s(t){H/a + L(d le»)x - b + h] 

- !euz - 3dD 2}, (26) 

B = !bx + bD + eUzD + !eu2,x + 4dD 3. (27) 

Equations (25) and (20) then read 

AV=AV, (28) 

V, = - BV. (29) 

The eigenvalue problem (28), and (29) is compatible with 
the time evolution of eigenfunction V given by (29), if we 
have the operator identity 

A, = [A,B], (30) 

From (28) and (29), then, (30) holds if 

!!:.. (es) = eS(2a + L !!:..), 
dt e 

(31) 

!!:.. (ds) = 2ds(a + L !!:..), 
dt e 

(32) 

+ bs(a + L ~ - bx) - sdbxxx + see = O. (33) 

The equations (31) and (32) are simultaneously ful
filled by 

s(t) = ~(t) exp(2f a(t)dt). 
e (t) 

(34) 

Substituting for s(t) from Eq. (34) into Eq. (33), we obtain 
the constraint (2). 

III. REDUCTION TO THE KDV STANDARD, EXAMPLES, 
AND FINAL REMARKS 

The transformation 

1 
U(X,f) = -- (V(X,f) - b(x,f») 

e(t) 

red uces Eq. (1), by using the condition (2), I to 
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v, + (a - Lc)v + vVx + dvxxx - X(2a2 + aL ~ 
C4 

+~+L~L~+~L~) 
dt c C2 dt c 

_ 2ah - hL ~ - dh = 0. 
C

2 dt 

Equation (35) can be transformed under 

{

V = w(t,t) + g(t) 

t=x - f g(t)dt' 

where 

dg +(a-LC)g-{2a2-aL~+L~L~ 
dt c4 c c2 

+ ~ L ~} f g dt - 2ah - hL ~ - dh = 0, 
dt C c2 dt 

to yield the following equation, 

( 
d3 

W, + (a-Lc)w+wws +dwm -t 2a2+aL 7 
+-+L-L-+-L- =0. da d d d d) 

dt c c2 dt c 

In turn, Eq. (36), via the transformation 

w = (a + L(d !e»)t + 0(t,t), 

becomes 

0, + (2a + L(d !e2»)0 + t(a + L(d /c»)0s 
+ 005 + d0m = 0. 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

Now Eq. (37) satisfies the condition l2 that guarantees its 
own reduction to the Korteweg-deVries equation with con
stant coefficients. 

Several equations of physical interest satisfy the com
patibility condition (2). These equations are: 

The equation of KdV type for nonuniform media with 
relaxation effects, 10 

1015 

u, + yu + [(co + yx)u]x + 6uux + uxxx = 0, 

with h = Co, 
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the cylindrical KdV equation,7 

u, + (t /2t)u + 6uux + Uxxx = 0, with h = 0, 

the equation with nonuniform terms, II 

u, + u + 6uux + Uxxx = Tx13, with h = 0, and 

the KdV equation for unidirectional waves in a channel of 
gradually varying width b(t) and depth d(t),9 

3 I d 2 

2u, + -uux + - -3 Uxxx + uL(bc) = 0, 
cd 3 c 

where c2 = gd, and if bd 9/2 is a constant, then it satisfies the 
compatibility condition (2) with h = 0. 

Concluding this final section, we remark that all the 
cases considered in the literature I 1-15 are covered by condi
tion (2) and that the slightly different equation 

u, + a(x,t)u + b(x,t)ux 

+ c(x,t)uux + d(x,t)uxxx + e(x,t) = ° 
has the PP ifit is of the form (I) with (2) satisfied. Assum
ing this, then Eq. (I) is essentially the KdV standard. 
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It is shown that the triple sum series of Jucys and Bandzaitis [Angular Momentum Theory in 
Quantum Physics (Vilnius, Mokslas, 1977)] for the 9j coefficient can be identified with a 
formal triple hypergeometric series due to Lauricella-Saran-Srivastava [G. Lauricella, Rend. 
eire. Mat. Palermo 7, 111 (1893); L. Saran, Ganita 5, 77 (1954); H. M. Srivastava, Ganita 5, 
97 (1964)]. 

I. THEORY where a,b, ... ,i can take integral or half-integral values and 
the summation index k takes the values: The conventional single sum expansion for the 9j coeffi

cient, I derivable from the fundamental theorem of recou
pling theory, is given by max ( la - il,ld - h 1,lb - fl)<h;;min(a + i,d + h,b + j). 

(2) 

{

a b 

d e 

g h 
{}~ + (- )"(2k+ 1) 

{a d g} {b e
k 

fh} {c
k 

fa 
X h i k d ~} , 

(1) 
I 

In ( 1), the coefficients on the rhs are the 6j coefficients that 
have been defined2 as sets of generalized hypergeometric 
functions of unit argument, 4F3 ( 1 )s. The simplest known 
algebraic form, after a change of notation, for the 9j coeffi
cient, due to Jucys and Bandzaitis3 is the triple sum series: 

{~g ! ;} = ( _ l)x5 (d a g)(b e h) (i g h) 
h i (def)(bac)(icf) 

r(1 +x1,1 +x2,1 +x3,1 +y1,1 +y2,1 +zl,l +z2,1 +p1) 

r(1 +x4,1 +x5,1 +y3,1 +y4,1 +y5,1 +z3,1 +z4,1 +z5,1 +p2,1 +p3) 

XL _1_ . (1 + x2,x) (1 + x3,x)( - x4,x)( - x5,x) . (1 + y1,y) (1 + y2,y)( - y4,y)( - y5,y) 

X,Y,z x!y!z! ( - x1,x) (1 + y3,y) 

. (1 + z2,z)( - z3,z)( - z4,z)( - z5,z) . ________ 1 ______ _ 

( - zl,z) ( - p1,y + z) (1 + p2,x + y) (1 + p3,x + z) , 
(3) 

where r(x,y, ... ) = r(x)r(y)"', (7) 

and 

O<x<min( - d + e + J,c + f- i) =XF, 

O<y<min(g - h + i,b + e - h) = YF, 

O<z<min(a - b + c,a + d - g) = ZF, 

(4) 

xl = 2J, x2 = d + e - J, x3 = c + i - J, 

x4=e+f-d, x5 =c+f-i, y1 = -b+e+h, 

y2 = g + h - i, y3 = 2h + 1, y4 = b + e - h, 

y5=g-h+i, zl=2a, z2= -a+b+c, (5) 

z3 = a + d +g+ 1, z4=a +d -g, z5 =a - b + c, 

pI =a+d-h+i, p2= -b+d-f+h, 

p3 = - a + b - f + i, 

(abc) = [(a - b + c)!(a + b - c)! 

(a + b + c + 1 )!/( - a + b + c)!] 112, (6) 

and the symbol (A,k) is defined as 

(A,k) = rCA + k)/r(A) 

=A(A+ 1)(A+2)"'(A+k-1), k>O, 

(A,-k)=(-l)kl(1-A,k), k<O. (8) 

To identify the triple sum series in (3) with a triple hy
pergeometric series, consider the product of the following 

4F3(1 ),s: 

4F3 [1 + x2 1 + x3 - x4 - x5; 1 ] 
-xl 1 +p2 1 +p3 

'4F3[1+ Y 1 1+y2 -y4-y5; 1] 
1 +y3 -pI 1 +p2 

. F [1 + z2 - z3 - z4 - z5; 1] 
4 3 _ zl -pi 1 + p3 
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= 2: _1_ (1 + x2,x)( 1 + x3,x)( - x4,x)( - x5,x) 

x,y.z x!y!z! ( - xl,x) 0 + p2,x) (1 + p3,x) 

(I + yl,y) (1 + y2,y) ( - y4,y) ( - y5,y) 

(1 + y3,y)( - pl,y) (1 + p2,y) 

(1 + z2,z) ( - z3,z) ( - z4,z) ( - z5,z) 

( - zl,z) ( - pl,z) (I + p3,z) 

In (8), replace the pairs of products 

(9) 

(l + p2,x) (1 + p2,y) by (1 + p2,x + y), 

(1 + p3,x) (1 + p3,z) by (1 + p3,x + z), 

( - pl,y) ( - pl,z) by (- pl,y + z), 

(0) 

to make the identification with the triple sum series that 
occurs in (3) possible. The product of three 4F 3 ( I ) 's given 
by (9) with the replacements given in (10) leads us now to 
the new function: 

F(3)[(O)::(O);(O);(O):1 + x2,l + x3, - x4, - x5;l + yl,1 + y2, - y4, - y5;l + z2, - z3, - z4, - Z5;1,I,l] (11) 
(0)::1 + p2; - pl;l + p3: - xl;l + y3; - zl ' 

which is a particular case of the function defined in three variables by Srivastava4 and an elegant unification5 of the triple 
hypergeometric functions of Lauricella,6 Saran/ and Srivastava.sIt is to be noted that the new generalized hyper geometric 
function in three variables «I>3(akl;/3"y m; wk ) defined by WU,9 is the same asF(3) given in (11), which is a particular case of an 
extremely general hypergeometric series defined in three variables by Srivastava4 as 

F(3)[(a)::(b); (b'); (b"):(c); (c'); (e"); X,y,z} 
(e)::(f); (f'); (f"):(g); (g'); (g") 

(a),m + n + p)(b),m + n)(b '),n + p)(b "),p + m) (e),m)(c'),n)(c"),p).xmynzP (12) 

= m~p (e),m + n + p)(f).m + n)(f'),n + p)(f"),p + m) , (g),ml(g'),n}(g" ),p)m!n!p!' 

where (a) denotes a sequence of parameters and we have 
used the notation ofSrivastava,4 

II. CONCLUSIONS 

Finally, the identification of the triple sum series of 
Jucys and Bandzaitis3 for the 9j coefficient as a special case 
of the triple hypergeometric series of LauriceIIa-Saran-Sri
vastava supersedes the claim of Wu9 to his discovery of a 
"new" generalized hypergeometric function in three vari
ables. Furthermore, this identification has two immediate 
consequences. They are (i) the possibility of studying, 10 for 
the first time, the polynomial zeros of 9j coefficients-a fea
ture not revealed by the conventional single sum series (l); 
and (ii) the numerical computation 11 of the 9j coefficient 
adapting the Horner schemel2 for the triple sum series, 
which has been found to be faster by a factor of2 to 4 over the 
conventional method. 

These aspects are beyond the scope of this note and are 
dealt with in detail elsewhere,IO·11 
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Hamilton-Jacobi formalism for geodesics and geodesic deviations 
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A formalism of integrating the equations of geodesics and of geodesic deviation is examined 
based upon the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for geodesics. The latter equation has been extended 
to the case of geodesic deviation and theorems analogous to Jacobi's theorem on the complete 
integral has been proved. As a result, a straightforward algorithm of integrating the geodesic 
deviation equations on Riemannian (or pseudo-Riemannian) manifolds is obtained. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In analytical dynamics, the method based upon the par

tial differential equation due to Hamilton and Jacobi turns 
out to be the most powerful way of explicitly solving the 
equations of motion. I Also in both the special and general 
theory of relativity, in a number of physically interesting 
cases, an analogous method employing the relativistic Ham
ilton-Jacobi equation permits reducing the process of solv
ing the equations of motion to quadratures. In particular, 
this method is a very effective one when integrating the geo
desic equations on manifolds being the space-times of the 
general theory of relativity. 2,3 

The objective of this paper is to show that the method of 
finding geodesics by solving the Hamilton-Jacobi equation 
can be generalized in such a way that it also allows one to 
obtain simultaneously with a solution of the geodesic equa
tions the general solution of the equations of the geodesic 
deviation on a given manifold. The physical significance of 
the notion of geodesic deviation follows from the interpreta
tion ofthe general theory of relativity. There, in the sense of a 
thought experiment at least, it is the measurement of a geo
desic deviation field defined along a geodesic world line that 
enables one to detect some of the components of the curva
ture of space-time, which are considered to be a measure of 
strength of the gravitational field. The sole knowledge of a 
single geodesic line, without any deviation field along it, can
not on the other hand supply us with information of such a 
type.4 

In lectures on classical mechanics the Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation is usually derived as a result of searching for such 
canonical transformations that make the motion look sim
ple. It is the generating function of these transformations 
that satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. There is known, 
however, also another approach to this equation. Its starting 
point is the action functional in Hamilton's variational prin
ciple. After one substitutes for the functional argument a 
true motion being a solution to the Lagrange equations, the 
action functional turns over into a function of coordinates 
and time, called the principal function of Hamilton, which 
must satisfy the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. A description of 
this approach to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation of classical 
dynamics is presented in Sec. II of the paper. The reason for 
including this reviewing section was not only that an analo
gous method would serve in the following sections to intro
duce the Hamilton-Jacobi formalism dealing with the rela
tivistic problems considered here, but also that it would help 

emphasize certain differences between the Hamilton-Jacobi 
equations in the classical and in the relativistic mechanics, 
respectively. 

Section III contains the derivation of the Hamilton-Ja
cobi equation for geodesics on manifolds, with the exclusion 
of the case of null geodesics, and a discussion of the differ
ences just mentioned. The Hamilton-Jacobi equations ob
tained in Secs. II and III are only formal relations that must 
be satisfied by the two Hamilton's principal functions, re
spectively, and the meaning they have for the process ofinte
gration of the equations of motion does not at all follow from 
their derivation. The same could also be said about the ca
nonical transformation method of deriving this equation. 
The significance of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for dy
namics results first from a theorem due to Jacobi on its com
plete integral. 5 In the case of classical Newtonian dynamics 
the proof of this theorem is given in nearly every textbook 
and it would be superfluous to repeat it here. It must also be 
noted that since the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for geodesics 
can always be solved with respect to the time derivative as / 
at, the classical Jacobi theorem on the complete integral is 
applicable to the relativistic case as well. Such a justification 
is, however, not manifestly relativistically covariant, and 
may leave one with a feeling of dissatisfaction when com
parison is made with the beautiful geometric form of the 
equation itself; especially that there is no difficulty in formu
lating a theorem of this kind in a manifestly covariant way. 
The formulation and proof of such a theorem are presented 
in Sec. IV of the paper. The theorem, besides its obvious 
methodological advantage for the problem of geodesics con
sidered for its own sake, is a starting point to a generalization 
enhancing both geodesics and geodesic deviations, which is 
the main goal of the paper. 

The approach to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation present
ed in Secs. II and III is in Sec. V applied to a variational 
principle that was already formulated a few years ag06 and 
which leads to both the geodesic and the geodesic deviation 
equations simultaneously. It turns out that in this case the 
principal function must fulfill not one but two relations that 
by analogy with the cases in former sections may be called 
the Hamilton-Jacobi equations of the dynamical system 
consisting of geodesic lines and deviation vector fields deter
mined along these lines. Section VI contains the formulation 
and proofs of theorems that can be considered as an exten
sion of the classical Jacobi theorem on the complete integral 
to the case of the equations of geodesic deviation. 
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The main result of the paper is an algorithm solving the 
geodesic deviation equations in cases when one knows a 
complete integral of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the 
problem of geodesics. A characteristic feature of this algo
rithm, of some practical importance, is that solving the geo
desic deviation equations with the help of this method does 
not require any new integration nor any knowledge of the 
connection nor curvature coefficients on the given manifold. 
All that is needed for this procedure is computing derivatives 
and solving an algebraic system of linear equations. 

The whole work makes use of the standard variational 
principle in which the action is the proper time measured 
along the world line, this being the functional argument. 
This variational principle determines a geodesic in an arbi
trary parametrization. In the literature7

•
8 one can also en

counter another action principle, sometimes called the dy
namic action principle, the variation of which leads directly 
to the geodesic equations in an affine parametrization. Since 
this action principle has some supporters, in Appendix A the 
formalism considered in the paper has been discussed from 
the point of view of this second principle as well. For the sake 
of sole computations the two variational principles are of 
course completely equivalent to each other. From an ortho
dox geometric or relativistic point of view, however, the ac
tion principle appearing in the main body of the paper must 
be considered as the only physically correct one, for the oth
er principle requires introducing into the formalism an addi
tional element that is completely superfluous at a rigorously 
relativistic formulation of the problem. A fuller presentation 
of such a standpoint is given in Appendix A. 

The paper neglects completely the case of deviations 
between null geodesics, as it calls for an entirely different 
approach that is going to be a subject of another paper by the 
author. 

II. HAMILTON-JACOBI EQUATION VERSUS THE 
ACTION PRINCIPLE 

The subject of this section is a Newtonian dynamical 
theory ba~ '.1 upon an action of the form 

S[q] = L'L(q(t),q(t),t)dt, (2.1 ) 

whereq(t) = (ql(t), ... , qn(t») is a set offunctions of timet 
that describes in a configuration space Qn the motion of a 
mechanical system characterized by a Lagrange function L, 
and where q = dqldt. 

As is customary, the notion of the variation of the mo
tion q(t) is introduced as a one-parametric family offunc
tions q(t, €), where tE (to, t l ) and €E (€o, €I)' that satisfy (i) 
certain regularity requirements,9 (ii) the conditions q(t, 0) 

= q (t), q (ti' €) = q (ti ) for i = 0, 1. The variation vector ;5 
(also called an infinitesimal variation, or just a variation of 
q) is then defined to be a vector whose components are 

;5qk = aqk (t, 0)&, (2.2) 
a€ 

where o€ is an arbitrary increment of the value of €. Similar
ly, a variation of the time t is a one-parametric family of 
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functions t(€) satisfying conditions analogous to (i) and 
(ii), and the variation vector associated with this family is 

&=dt(O)O€. (2.3) 
d€ 

A complete infinitesimal variation oq(t), a variation of the 
motion with the variation of time, is in tum constructed in 
terms of ;5qk and & as 

oqk = ;5qk + qk Of. (2.4) 

These definitions enable one to compute the complete vari
ation oS of the action (2.1): 

oS = L & I::, + i" ;5 L dt 
In 

= [;~ oqk _ (;~qk _ L )& [ 
+ i"( a~ - !!.. a~) ;5qk dt. 

In aq dt aq 
(2.5) 

The expression above may serve various purposes. 
First of all, as is well known, it can be applied, in the 

special case of & = 0 and oq = 0 at the boundary, to the 
derivation of the equations of motion from the stationary 
action principle or, in the more general case, to the proof of 
the Noether identities. 

Another, perhaps less known application of Eq. (2.5) is 
an old method, going back to Hamilton, of deriving the form 
of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation, which in the majority of 
lectures on mechanics is nowadays being derived by a differ
ent approach, based upon the canonical formalism. The old 
method, however, has turned out to be a very useful one in 
relativistic mechanics and some examples of such applica
tions will be presented in the paper. That is why a general 
outline of deriving the Hamilton-Jacobi equation from an 
action functional of the form (2.1) is being reviewed in the 
present section. The purpose is not only to set up a general 
framework, but also to enable one to make a comparison 
between the classical and the relativistic cases that are dis
cussed in the following sections. 

The starting point of the Hamilton approach is con
structing from the action functional (2.1 ) the so-called prin
cipal function Seq, t) (cf. Ref. 5). If (qo, to) is a point in the 
space of events (i.e., in the product of the configuration 
space and the time axis) and (q, t) is another point, belong
ing to a sufficiently close neighborhood of (qo, to), then from 
the uniqueness theorem of solutions of differential equations 
it follows that through the two points (qo,to) and (q, t) there 
is exactly one solution of the Lagrange equations, provided 
the Lagrangian L is sufficiently regular. Assuming that (qo, 
to) is given, the values ofthe principal function at any point 
(q, t) from a sufficiently close neighborhood of (qo, to) can 
thus be computed from (2.1) as a result of both substituting 
for q(t) in the integrand the unique motion that passes 
through the points (qo, to) and (q, t) and replacing at the 
same time the value tl in the upper limit of the integral in 
(2.1) by the value t. Owing to this procedure, the differential 
dS(q, t) ofthe principal function is given by Eq. (2.5), in 
which one must take into account that q (t) satisfies the 
Lagrange equations. Additionally, making in Eq. (2.5) use 
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ofthe definitions of the conjugated momenta, h = aL / ail, 
and of the Hamiltonian H(q,p, t), one obtains 

dS = Pk dqk - H(q\ PI' t)dt. (2.6) 

On comparing now the coefficients in this expression to the 
appropriate derivatives of S, one derives the equations 

as as 
-k(q,t)=Pk(q,t), -(q,t) = -H(q,p(q,t),t), 
aq at 

(2.7) 

which result in the single relationship 

_as_(-=:q_, t-'-.) __ H( as(q, t) ) - q, ,t 
at aq 

(2.8) 

being the Hamilton-Jacobi equation that must be satisfied 
by the principal function S( q, t). Of course, the method of 
deriving Eq. (2.8) presented here results in a formal rela
tionship for a very special function only and from a more 
general point of view is inferior to the method based on ca
nonical transformations that reveal the beautiful dynamical 
meaning of every solution ofEq. (2.8). Nevertheless, in ap
plications into which the canonical formalism would carry 
in complexities of its own, the principal function method can 
be used as a short cut when deriving the form of the Hamil
ton-Jacobi equation. The value of the so derived equation as 
a method of finding solutions to the equations of motion is, 
however, first established after one proves a theorem of the 
type of the Jacobi theorem about a complete integral of Eq. 
(2.8). In the case of a dynamical system defined by an action 
principle of the form (2.1), this well-known theorem is 
quoted here just for completeness and future reference. 

Theorem 2.1 (Jacobi): If a function S: Qn X R n + I 

-+R, defined in the form S = S(qk, ak, t), where ak (for 
k = 1, ... , n) are independent parameters, is a complete in
tegral ofEq. (2.8), then the system of equations 

as (k m ) aal q ,a ,t = ai' (2.9) 

where ai' 1= 1, ... , n, are some new parameters, defines in 
an implicit way n functions g k : R2n + I -+ R such that (i) the 
relations 

qk=gk(t, ai, am) (2.10) 

satisfy identically Eqs. (2.9); (ii) they enable one to deter
mine n new functions 'T/ k : R2n + I -+ R, given as 

Pk = 'T/k (t' ai, am): 

as(f;-1 i I) = - ~ (I, a, a j ), a , t , 
aqk 

(2.11 ) 

and for any values of ak
, am the dynamical variables of qk , 

PI defined by Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11), respectively, are solu
tions to the Hamilton equations of motion of the dynamical 
problem defined by the action (2.1). 

III. THE CASE OF GEODESICS 

Let (M, gaf3) be a four-dimensional pseudo-Rieman
nian space-time manifold of signature - 2 in which y is a 
timelike curve described in a coordinate map by four func
tions sa of an arbitrary real parameter rE [ r 0' r I 1 in the form 
x a =sa(r). 
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The action functional is 

U[yl = L>gaf3tatf3) 1/2 dr, (3.1 ) 

where tu = dsa Idr. The variations of sa and r are defined 
in analogy to Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) as 

- aga ar 
8g a =_(r, 0)&, 8r=-(0)&. (3.2) 

a~ a~ 

Similarly as in Sec. II, one defines the complete variation 8sa 
of sa with the variation of the parameter r by means of the 
relation 

8g a = "8g a + t a 8r. (3.3) 

The corresponding complete variation of the action 
(3.1) can then be brought to the form 

8U = .ga~tf3 8g a IT, 
(g"g ") 1/2 To 

_ rT

, dr~( gaf3t/3 ) "8g a (3.4) 
Jro dr (tiP) 1/2 . 

Now, in a similar way as in Sec. II, the principal func
tion U(xa

, r) can be constructed, and because of Eq. (3.4) 
its differential is 

(3.5 ) 

Hence 

au gaf3t u au = o. 
axa = (tiP) 1/2' ar 

(3.6) 

These relations correspond to Eqs. (2.7). Now, however, 
instead of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (2.8) we have a 
trivial relation au jar = 0, which is, strictly speaking, the 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation for geodesics. Additionally, the 
derivatives au /ax a are, in accordance with Eqs. (3.6), com
ponents of a unit vector and thus the following constraint 
condition is satisfied: 

(3.7) 

supplying us with an additional, but now nontrivial restric
tion on the derivatives of U. 

The derivation ofEq. (3.7) presented here reveals only 
that this equation must be satisfied by the principal function 
obtained from the action (3.1), but gives one no hint about 
its dynamical significance. It can, however, always be solved 
with respect to au /axo and written in a form analogous to 
Eq. (2.8), i.e., in a form to which Theorem 2.1 is applicable. 
And this supplies one with an argument that justifies the 
widely known dynamical application ofEq. (3.7) as of the 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation in relativity. Solving (3.7) with 
respect to au /axo and making use of the nonrelativistic 
Theorem 2.1 spoil, unfortunately, the manifest relativistic 
covariance of Eq. (3.7). It is, however, possible to prove a 
theorem of a kind of Theorem 2.1 that is manifestly relativis
tic and geometric in its form. Such an theorem is presented in 
the next section. Its application to relativistic dynamics is in 
general simpler than that of Theorem 2.1. The new theorem 
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also forms a basis of a method of the Hamilton-Jacobi type 
of solving the equations of geodesic deviation that is present
ed in this paper. 

IV_ THE JACOBI THEOREM FOR GEODESICS 

Let Eq. (3.7) be considered now as a partial differential 
equation on a scalar function U: M -+ R, which is defined in a 
coordinate map of the space-time Mby a relation of the form 
U= U(XU). 

Definition 4.1: A function U: M X R3 -;> R, defined in a 
coordinate map of the manifold M by an equation of the 
form 

U=U(xu,a k
), (4.1) 

where ak (k = 1, 2, 3) are three parameters taken from some 
open intervals I(k) ER, is called a complete integral of the 
partial differential equation (3.7) iff (i) the function U(XU

, 

ak
) satisfies Eq. (3.7) identically for all admissible values of 

the parameters ak , (ii) the 4 X 3 matrix (a 2 U / ax'-' aak) is of 
rank 3. 

Remarks: ( 1 ) The knowledge of a complete integral of a 
partial differential equation permits one to reconstruct the 
equation. This can easily be seen by noting that as a result of 
differentiating Eq. (4.1) with respect to XU one obtains four 
relations that involve the coordinates XU , parameters ak 

, and 
derivatives au /ax v

• Then, due to the property (ii) of De fin i
tion 4.1, one can eliminate from these relations all three pa
rameters ak and one is left with a single relationship of the 
form 'I'(x'-', au /axV) = o. This relationship, in virtue of the 
property (i), must be equivalent to the differential equation 
(3.7). 

(2) The parameters ak are independent of the coordi
nates XU . In the sequel it is thus assumed that under transfor
mations of the coordinates XU the parameters a k are scalars. 
This property is, however, independent of the fact that one 
can always replace the parameters a k in Eq. (4.1) by some 
new parameters being a result of a nonsingular transforma
tion applied to the old set of a k 's 

Theorem 4.1: Let the function (4.1) be a complete inte
gral of the partial differential equation (3.7), then the sys
tem of algebraic equations 

(4.2) 

where ak are some new parameters taken from certain real 
intervals, determines four functions 5': R7 -+R which are a 
coordinate description of a family of world lines r, 

x U =5'U(((1'),a k,a/) (4.3) 

where/is an arbitrary monotonous function of a parameter 
1', and the functions 5' are such that 10 

(i) au(5' U( 1', am, an») =a k , 

aak 

(ii) there exists a function A = A ( 1') such that 

A( 1') au(5'U( 1', a\ al), am) 
ax'-' 

1021 

=g"v(5'U(1', a\ a/») ..!!.....5'V(1', a\ a/)' 
d1' 
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(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(iii) every world line from the family (4.3) is a geodesic 
parametrized by an arbitrary parameter l' 

!!.-[gaP(5'''( 1', a\ a/») ..!!.....(5' U( 1', a\ a l »)] 
d1' d1' 

= A(1') gu,,(5'U(1',a\al»)~5'a(1",am,an»' (4.6) 
A( 1') d1" 

(iv) the functions/in Eq. (4.3) and A in Eq' (4.5) satisfy the 
relation 

d/( 1') 
--= ±A(1") (4.7) 

d1' 

iff the new parameters s = /( 1") is the proper time along the 
geodesic (4.3). 

Proof: The set of equations (4.4) can be supplemented 
by an equation of the form 

(j/(X
U

, ak
) = 1', (4.8) 

where l' is an additional parameter independent of XU and of 
all the other parameters introduced so far, and the function 
(j/ is chosen in such a way that the extended, 4 X 4 matrix 

is nonsingular. Due to Definition 4.1 (ii), such a function (j/ 
always exists. Moreover, the extended matrix will be nonsin
gular for any function ct> = f 0 (j/, where f R -+ R is an arbi
trary function 11 such that/' :;60. Thus there are four algebra
ic equations, i.e., Eqs. (4.2) and the equation 

ct>(XU
, ak) =/(1"), (4.9) 

which can locally be solved with respect to xu, giving as a 
result Eqs. (4.3). The values of the so derived functions 5' 
must, of course, satisfy the identities 

(4.10) 

Since the function (4.1) is a complete integral of Eq. 
(3.7), it fulfills identically the equation 

up aU(x", a
k

) aU(x
V

, al) -1 (4.11) 
g axu axfl ' 

which means that the covariant vector au /axU is timelike. 
Differentiating Eq. (4.11) with respect to ak

, one obtains 

~f3 au a
2
u = O. (4.12) 

axu ax f3 aak 

The three (k = 1, 2, 3) vectors a 2 u / ax f3 aak are, because of 
Definition 4.1 (ii), linearly independent, and therefore, due 
to Eq. (4.12), all three of them are spacelike. Thus also the 
four vectors 

(4.13 ) 

are linearly independent. 
On the other hand, after differentiating Eq. (4.10) with 

respect to 1', one obtains 

a 2u d5'u 
-----=0. (4.14) 
axu aak d1' 

Due to Eqs. (4.12), the linear independence of the vectors 
( 4.13), and to the fact that the number of space-time dimen-
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sions is limited by four, the vectorsga/3gtJ and au laxa must 
be parallel to each other, although the corresponding pro
portionality factor A. may vary from one point to another. 
And this is just the statement which forms the contents of 
Eq. (4.5). 

Substituting Eq. (4.5) into (4.11), one obtains the rela-
tion 

(4.15 ) 

which results in Eq. (4.7). 
Now, in accordance with Eq. (4.5), one can compute 

the left-hand side of Eq. (4.6) as follows: 

D ( ds/3) --- ga/3(S(··· »)----
dr dr 

= A. ---(s(. .. ), a) + A. ---(S(. .. ») ----. au (au) dsl-' 
axa axa;1-' dr 

= A au(s( . .. ), a) + A. 2 ~(..!.gI'V au au) 
axa axa 2 axl-' axv 

x = s(. .) 

A ds/3 
=T

g
a/3 dr ' 

where also Eq. (4.11) has been taken into account. This 
proves the validity of Eq. (4.5) and ends the proof of 
Theorem 4.1. 

Remarks: (1) Equation (4.4) can of course also be re
garded as the statement that the functions au laak are con
stants of the motion of the geodesic equations (4.6). 

(2) From the fact that the four vectors ( 4.13) are linear
ly independent one can conclude that the complete integral 
U(xa

, a k 
) itself can be used instead of an arbitrary function 

ct> in Eq. (4.9). In such a case, due to Eq. (4.5) one obtains 

df = dU = au ds
a 

= A. (r)ga/3 au au =A.(r), (4.16) 
dr d7 axa d7 axa ax/3 

which in accordance with (4.7) means that the family of 
geodesics 

xa = Sa(s - so, a\ all, (4.17) 

derived as the unique solution of the set of equations 

au(x
a
, a

k
) U( a k) -.....:...........:.........:... = a k' x, a = s - so, 

aak 
(4.18 ) 

is the general solution of the geodesic equations parame
trized by the natural parameter s. This solution depends, as it 
should, on seven arbitrary constants so, ak 

, and ai' which is 
in agreement with the fact that a non-null geodesic is unique
ly given by specifying four independent coordinates of its 
initial point and, due to the condition ga/3 ua u/3 = 1, three 
independent components ua of its initial tangent vector. 

Thus, if one is interested in formulating a theorem anal
ogous to Theorem 4.1, but for the case of natural parametri
zation, it can be easily done by replacing Eqs. (4.2) with Eqs. 
( 4.18), and by substituting all over in Theorem 4.1 both 
s - So for the functionf( 7) and unity for A. (r). 

It should be noted that Theorem 4.1 as well as the last 
remark apply only to non-null geodesics. The null case re
quires a separate discussion that will be presented in another 
paper. 
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V. THE GEODESIC DEVIATION 

As was already noted in Ref. 6, the equations that deter
mine the law of evolution of geodesic deviation vector r( r) 
along a geodesic r: x a = 5 ( 7) parametrized by an arbitrary 
parameter 7 can be derived together with the geodesic equa
tions from a unified variational principle based upon the ac
tion functional 

(5.1) 

In this functional, the four functions 5 (r) determine, in a 
coordinate system {xa

}, a curve which joins two fixed points 
Po and PI with the coordinates 5 (70 ) and 5 (rl ), respec
tively; and the functions ~ (r) are components of a vector 
r( 7) from the tangent space at the point 5 (7). The vari
ation of (5.1) with respect to the variables ~(7 (r) leads to 
the equations of geodesics on 5 ( r), whereas with respect to 
5 ( 7), it leads to the equations of the geodesic deviation on 
~ (r), both, respectively, in an arbitrary parametrization. 

In this section, equations will be derived that are satis
fied by the principal function determined by the action 
(5.1). Similarly as previously stated, one starts with the defi
nitions of the ordinary variations ~5 , ~~ , and {j7, 

- a aSa - a~ ar 
{jS =----(r, 0), {j~=---(7,0), 87=---(7,0). ac ac ac 

(5.2) 

The complete variations 85 and {j~ are then determined by 
the equations 

8S a = ~Sa + ga 87, 8~ = ~a + Y' 87. (5.3) 

As a result of a computation, which can be facilitated by 
using the concept of covariant variation described, e.g., in 
Ref. 6, one obtains 

where 

(5.5 ) 

is the projection tensor on the hyperplane orthogonal to ga . 
In the special case, when the variation of the parameter 

vanishes, 87 = 0, and when the variations 85 and 8~ are 
independent and are vanishing for 7 being equal to both ro 
and 7 1, the requirement 8S = 0 is equivalent to the system of 
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equations that simultaneously describe geodesics and geo
desic deviation in an arbitrary parametrization (cf. Ref. 6), 
that is to the equations 

(5.6) 

and 

~( haP D~ + .. 1 1/2 RaPYl-iP,Ygb = 0, 
d7 (gpt P) 1/2 d-;) (SpSP) 

(5.7) 

where the field quantities entering the coefficients in Eq. 
(5.7) are to be evaluated along the solutions ofEq. (5.6). 

To start with determining the principal function corre
sponding to the action functional (5.1), consider a family of 
geodesics x a = 5 (7) all of which for 7 = 70 pass through 
the same point 5 ( 7 0 ), Along every one of these geodesics 
consider further a family of geodesic deviation vector fields 
with the components rz = rz (7) such that everyone of its 
members assumes the same value rz ( 7 0 ) at the point 5 ( 7 0 ), 

a value that is also the same for all the other geodesics pass
ing through 5 ( 7 0 ), Everyone of these geodesics together 
with a fixed geodesic deviation field along it defines a curve 
Ty in the tangent bundle TM over M, i.e., a curve that passes 
through a point in TM with the local coordinates (5 (70 ), 

rz ( 70»)' This family serves the construction of the principal 
function S. Its value S(xa, ,J3, 7) is given by the integral 
(5.1) in that the upper limit is replaced by the value 7 taken 
from the argument of S, and the integral is, furthermore, 
calculated along the curve Ty in TM which joins the point 
(5 (70 ), ,J3 (70 ») with the point (xa, rz) whose coordinates 
enter the argument of S. (It is tacitly assumed that the two 
points are close enough to each other to ensure the unique
ness of the construction, which is therefore in such a sense a 
local one.) Then, due to the assumption that Ty satisfies 
Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7), the integrand in Eq. (5.4) vanishes 
and the differential of the principal function S is equal to 

This implies that 

as _ ° as _ gP a; - , arz - gaP (tpg P) 1/2 ' 

as 1 (DrzP . v ) 

aXa = (tPtp) 1/2 haP d7 + g"vS"r uar" . 

(5.9) 

Since the right-hand sides of Eqs. (5.9), as is easily seen, are 
not independent, the left-hand sides must satisfy certain rela
tions. As a result, besides the trivial equation as I a7 = 0, one 
obtains two other equations, 

(5.10) 

(5.11 ) 

that must be fulfilled by the principal function S(xa , ,J3). By 
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analogy with the derivation demonstrated in Secs. II and III, 
one can expect that Eqs. (5.10) and (5.11) will play the role 
of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the simultaneous prob
lem of geodesics and geodesic deviations in space-time. This 
expectation, however, will be first confirmed by theorems 
formulated in the following section. The behavior of Eq. 
(5.11) under transformations of coordinates is briefly dis
cussed in Appendix B. 

VI. THEOREMS ON INTEGRATING THE GEODESIC 
DEVIATION EQUATIONS 

Equations (5.10) and (5.11) will now be treated as a 
simultaneous set of partial differential equations of the first 
order on a single unknown function S defined in a region of 
the tangent bundle TM over the space-time ma~i(old M. In a 
coordinate system {xu} the values of the function S are equal 
to S (xa , ,J3 ) and depend on eight variables xa , ,J3 , where ,J3 
are natural components of an arbitrary vector r from the 
tangent space Tp M at a point p with the coordinates x a 

• 

Definition 6.1: A function S: M X R6 -+ R, defined in a 
coordinate map of the manifold Mby an equation of the form 

S=S(xa,,J3,a\b l
), (6.1) 

where a k and bl (k, I = 1, 2, 3) are six parameters taken 
from some open real intervals, is called a complete integral of 
the simultaneous set of differential equations (5.10) and 
(5.11) iff (i) the function S(xa 

, ,P, ak 
, b l 

) is a simultaneous 
solution of Eqs. (5.10) and (5.11) for all admissible values 
of the parameters ak 

, bl
; (ii) the 8 X 6 matrix 

_(a;,2!ak a;2!b l
) 

MSX6 - a2s a 2s 
--- ---
ar" aak arv ab I 

(6.2) 

is of rank 6. 
From this definition it does not, of course, follow that 

such a first integral really exists. Its existence results, how
ever, from the subsequent theorem. 

Theorem 6.1: Every complete integral U(XU
, ak 

) ofEq. 
(3.7) generates a complete integral S(xa , ,J3 , ak, bl 

) of the 
simultaneous set of differential equations (5.10) and (5.11), 
which is of the form 

S(xa , ,J3, a\ b I) = aau (xa , ak)rU +a a~ (xa , ak)b s. 
xO' a 

(6.3) 

Proof From Eq. (6.3) it follows at once that 

as au 

arz axa (6.4 ) 

which implies that Eq. (5.10) can simply be reduced to Eq. 
(3.7) and is thereby satisfied by the function (6.3). 

Similarly, Eq. (6.3) gives 

as a
2

u r"+~bs. (6.5) 
axa axa axu axa aas 

After substituting Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5) into Eq. (5.11), one 
has to take into account that the second covariant deriva
tives of a scalar function commute, U;up = U;[3u' Moreover, 
one must make use ofEq. (4.11) and of equations that are its 
consequence, that is, of Eq. (4.12) and the equation 
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gzP au (au) = o. 
axa axP ;u 

(6.6) 

As a result of all that, one obtains 

ap as( as _ P' r" as) 
g al"'" axP pu ar" 

=gzp au( a
2
u r"+ a

2
u bS-P'p ruau) 

axa axf3 ax" axf3 aas 
" axil-

=gaf3 au(au) ,u +gaf3 au a
2
u bS=O, 

axa axf3 ;" axa axf3 aas 

which shows that the function (6.3) solves Eq. (5.11) as 
well. 

To verify that the function (6.3) is a complete integral 
of Eqs. (5.10) and (5.11), one must additionally evaluate 
the elements of the matrix (6.2) for S given by Eq. (6.3). An 
obvious computation leads to 

_ (a!2:a k a~~I) 
MgX6 - a2 u ' 

o axvaak 

(6.7) 

where 0 stands for the zero 4 X 3 matrix. Since a 2 U I axa aa k 

are three linearly independent four-dimensional vectors, the 
columns of the matrix (6.7) form six linearly independent 
eight-dimensional vectors and hence in the case considered 
the matrix (6.2) is of rank 6. This concludes the proof of 
Theorem 6.1. 

Theorem 6.2: If the function S(xa 
, rP, ak 

, b l 
) is given by 

Eq. (6.3), where the function U(xa
, a k 

) is a complete inte
gral ofEq. (3.7), then the following conclusions are valid. 

(i) The equations 

as _au a I k 1 3 --=-(x ,a) =ak , = ,2, , 
ab k aak 

( 6.8) 

determine in accordance with Theorem 4.1 a family of geo
desics parametrized by ak and ai' k, 1= 1, 2, 3 which is 
described by the equations 

x a = t U (f(7), aT, al)' (6.9) 

(ii) The equations 

as (f:Il-( k ) v m bn)-(J - !> 7, a , a I ,r, a, - k' 

aa k 
k = 1,2,3, 

as _rv = /-l( 7), 
arv 

( 6.10) 

where (J k are some additional parameters taken from certain 
real intervals, and/-l (7) is an arbitrary (but considered as an 
a priori fixed) function, can locally be solved with respect to 
rV. As a result, they determine uniquely four functions pa 
such that the equations 

(6.11 ) 

define, for constant values of the parameters ak ,ai' bm ,(In' 
a vector field r along the geodesic that is chosen from the 
family (6.9) by specifying the same as in (6.1), and in 
( 6.11 ), values of the parameters ak and a I . 

(iii) The vector fields pU determined by Eq. (6.11) sat
isfy the following three conditions. 
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(a) as DrY' = it( 7), 
ar" d7 

( 6.12) 

where the derivatives as lar" are evaluated for XU and I"'" 
satisfying Eqs. (6.9) and (6.11) , respectively. Moreover, in 
virture of (4.5) and (6.4), Eq. (6.12) is equivalent to 

dt a Dpf3 . 
g ---All. (6.13) af3 d7 d7 - r' 

(b) Dpu =A(7)gzP(as _ rll-f3ur" as)1 
d7 axP ar" x = S 

r=p 

(6.14 ) 

where all the functions of XU and r'" are evaluated in accor
dance with Eqs. (6.9) and (6.11), respectively, 

D2pu a dt f3 dt[; 
(c) d~ + R f3y[; d7 Py d7 

= l Dpa + ~ (it) dt a , (6.15) 
A d7 d7 /-l d7 

where the curvature tensor is taken at points whose coordi
nates satisfy Eqs. (6.9). 

Proof" From Eq. (6.3) it follows that Eq. (6.8) is equiva
lent to (4.2) and conclusion (i) of the theorem is therefore a 
consequence of Theorem 4.1. 

Due to Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4),Eqs. (6.10) canberewrit
ten in the form 

(6.16 ) 

in which none of the coefficients depends on r. Thus Eqs. 
( 6.16) form a set of four algebraic linear equations on four 
unknowns r". In virtue of the assumption of the theorem, the 
vectors ( 4.13 ) are linearly independent and the determinant 
of the set (6.16) is different from zero, which proves the 
existence and uniqueness of the solution (6.11). 

To prove Eq. (6.13), take the absolute derivative with 
respect to 7 of the relation 

A au a A axaP = /-l, 

which is a consequence of the second of Eqs. (6.16) and of 
(6.11). Making use of Eqs. (4.5), (4.6), and again of (4.5), 
one obtains 

.A. au a + A au DpU =.A. A . 
axa p axa d7 /-l + /-l, 

and from here, with the help of the second of Eqs. (6.16), 
one derives the equation 

( 6.17) 

that is equivalent to Eq. (6.13). 
AsaresultofEqs. (6.10), theD Id7derivativeofaS laa k 
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vanishes when evaluated for the solution (6.11 ). On the oth
er hand, with the aid of (6.3 ), this derivative can be repre
sented in the form 

D (as) a 2 u DpO- D ( a 2 u ) 0-

dr aak = axCT aa k dr + dr axo- aa k p 

+ b
l a3u ds a 

axa aa' aak dr 
(6.18) 

Due to Eqs. (4.5) and a relation that follows from covariant
ly differentiating Eq. (4.12), the second term in the expres
sion (6.18) is equal to 

D ( a2u) (a 2u) ds
u 

dr axCT aa k = axo- aa k ;a dr 

__ ).g"fJ a 2U (au) (6.19) 
- axa aak aXfJ.CT' 

while a replacement for the third term in Eq. (6.18) can be 
found in accordance with the identity 

O-~(g"fJ a
2
u au) 

- aak axa aal axfJ 

=g"fJ a3 u au + g"fJ a2u a2u , 
axa aak aa' axP axa aa l axP aak 

which again is a simple consequence of Eq. (4.12). On sum
ming up all that was just stated, one can bring Eq. (6.18) to 
the form 

Comparing now the equation above with Eq. (4.12) and 
taking into account that the vectors (4.13) are linearly inde
pendent, one infers that the expression in the curly brackets 
is proportional to the vector g"fJ au /axfJ or, in other words, 
there exists a function ji( r) such that 

Dpa = A.( r)gafJ [(au) pCT + a 2u b I] 
dr aXfJ ;CT aXfJ aa l 

+ ji( r)gafJaU . 
axfJ 

Contracting this expression with au / axa and making use of 
Eqs. (4.11), (4.12), (6.6), and (6.17), one easily obtains 
that ji ( r) = jJ, ( r), thus proving the validity of Eq. (6.14). 

To verify Eq. (6.15), one must compute the absolute 
derivative with respect to r of both sides ofEq. (6.14). Tak
ing into account Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6), one can obtain the 
relation 

(6.20) 

The first term in the curly bracket here can be expressed in 
the form (after U;fJCT = If,CTfl is taken into account) 
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.E.-[g"fJ (au) pCT] = g"fJ(au) po- ds Y 

dr axP ;CT axCT ;fJy dr 

+ g"/J(au) Dpa, 
axCT ;/J dr 

(6.21 ) 

while the second term can be computed with the aid of a 
simple consequence ofEq. (6.6), rendering 

.E.-(g"/J a
2
u bl) = _).ga/JgCTfl a

2
u (au) bl. 

dr ax/J aa l axfl aa' axCT ;/3 
(6.22) 

Now, after substituting for Dpo-/dr in the last term of Eq. 
(6.21) the right-hand side ofEq. (6.14), and after making 
use of Eq. (6.6), the right-hand sides of Eqs. (6.21) and 
(6.22) can in turn be substituted into Eq. (6.20). The out
come is 

D2pa =~ Dpa +~(jJ,) ds u 

d? ). dr dr). dr 

+ ).g"/3(aU) pCT ds Y 

ax" ;fly dr 

+). 2g"flgy,,(a~) (a~) (f. 
ax ;/3 ax ;p 

(6.23) 

The last term here can be expressed in the form 

(6.24) 

The first term in Eq. (6.24) vanishes due to Eq. (6.6) and in 
the second term use can be made of Eq. (4.5). As a result, 
from Eqs. (6.23) and (6.24) one obtains 

D2pa =~ Dpa +~(fi) dS a 
d? ). dr dr). dr 

+ ).g"/J [(au) _ (au) ]pa ds y . 
axCT ;/Jy ax" ;y/3 dr 

(6.25) 

Applying now the Ricci identity to the expression in the 
square bracket and using once again Eq. (4.5) permit one to 
bring Eq. (6.25) to the final form given by Eq. (6.15), thus 
completing the proof of Theorem 6.2. 

Remark: In virtue of conclusion (iii c) of Theorem 2, 
the first three equations (6.10) mean of course that the func
tions as / aak are first integrals of the equations of the geodes
ic deviation between geodesics belonging to the family deter
mined by the complete integral U, which enters the 
definition (6.3) of S. 

VII. AN ALGORITHM OF SOLVING THE GEODESIC 
DEVIATION EQUATIONS 

As was shown in Ref. 6, Eq. (6.15) is a geodesic devi
ation equation in the situation when the parameters along 
the two geodesics, the basic and neighboring ones, are arbi
trary and independent of each other. The function). in Eq. 
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(6.15) determines in accordance with Eq. (4.7) the param
eter 7' along the basic geodesic r in terms of its proper time s 
(if A = const, 7' is an affine parameter). Due to the second of 
Eqs. (6.10), the function .u in (6.15) on the other hand de
termines the evolution along r of the scalar product of the 
unit vector tangent to r and the deviation vector r. Since the 
deviation vector is defined as "joining" the points with the 
same numeric values of the parameters at the two neighbor
ing geodesics, respectively, the function .u could indirectly 
determine the second, independent parameter along the 
neighboring geodesic in terms of the proper time evaluated 
there. (In Ref. 6 it is shown that A = const, it = const corre
spond to a situation in which the two geodesics are parame
trized by two different affine parameters, while in the case of 
A = const, .u = const the two affine parameters are exactly 
the same; i.e., along each of the two geodesics the corre
sponding A7' is proportional to the respective As with exactly 
the same proportionality factor. Of course, 7' = s iff 
A =,u = 0.) 

Assume now that one is given a single geodesic world 
line described by the equation 

(7.1) 

and also that one knows a complete integral U(xa
, ak) ofEq. 

(3.7). From Eq. (7.1) one can find the corresponding func
tion A in the form 

(7.2) 

where t = dS /d7'. Suppose further that one is interested in 
finding along the geodesic (7.1) a vector field r satisfying 
Eqs. (6.15) in which.u (7') is a given function. [In practice, 
the most frequent case is that ofit =0 in which ris a deviation 
vector between two geodesics parametrized by the same pa
rameter 7'. By the last statement one understands simply that 
the norms (7.2) of the tangent vectors along the two geode
sics are given by the same function A( 7').] The procedure of 
finding the solution of Eqs. (6.15) consists then of the fol
lowing steps. 

(i) Determining such a set of values of the parameters 
7'0' ak 

, and a I for which the general solution (4.3) defined by 
the known complete integral U(xa

, ak 
) will turn over into 

the world line (7.1). 
(ii) Evaluating the coefficients in the system of equa

tions (6.16) along the basic geodesic (7.1). 
(iii) Solving the so derived algebraic linear equations 

for four unknowns ~ . 
To perform step (i), one must compare the right-hand 

sides of Eqs. (7.1) and (4.3), and also the corresponding 
expressions for their first d /d7' derivatives. As a result, one 
can uniquely determine the values of the seven constants 7'0' 

ak
, and a, for which Eqs. (4.3) turn over into (7.1). In step 

(ii) one computes the derivatives of U that enter Eqs. (6.16) 
and evaluates them along the world line (7.1) for the values 
of ak found in step (i). Equations (6.16) then turn into 

(7.3 ) 
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In these equations,.a are four unknowns, bS andPk are arbi
trary constants, and all the other quantities are known func
tions of 7'. In virtue of Theorem 6.2, Eqs. (7.3) admit a solu
tion of the form 

~ = pU( 7', b \ PI)' 

which satisfies Eqs. (6.15). The six arbitrary constants bk
, 

PI can always be expressed in terms of the initial values of ~ 
and D,.a / d7' for 7' = 7'0' Doing this, one must, however, take 
into account that the second of Eqs. (7.3) and its D /d7' de
rivative provide us with two constraint conditions on ~ and 
D~/d7'. 

Thus the algorithm of solving Eqs. (6.15) formulated 
now requires only computing derivatives and solving a sys
tem of linear algebraic equations, and does not assume any 
knowledge of the explicit form of the connection and curva
ture, in opposition to when one was solving Eqs. (6.15) di
rectly. 

In the special case when the two neighboring geodesics 
are parametrized by the proper time s, the basic geodesic 
(7.1 ) must be selected from the family (4.17) which is deter
mined by solving the system of equations (4.18). The equa
tions of geodesic deviation can then be obtained from Eqs. 
(6.15) by assuming that A and.u in these equations accept 
constant values (cf. Ref. 6). The respective modification of 
the algorithm of finding the geodesic deviation reduces then 
in this special case to solving Eqs. (7.3) with.u being a con
stant (or being even zero if the geodesic deviation vector is to 
be orthogonal to the vector d~ / ds). Details of the algo
rithm for the proper time parametrization, although without 
proofs, were already reported by the author I 2 some time ago. 

An application of the procedure derived here will be 
published in a subsequent paper. 13 
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APPENDIX A: AN ALTERNATE VERSION OF THE 
FORMALISM 

As is known, the equations of geodesics can be derived 
not only from a variational principle based upon the func
tional (3.1), but also from that starting with the action 7 

(AI) 

There is, however, an important difference between the two 
actions, (3.1) and (AI). The first is invariant under repara
metrizations defined by arbitrary monotonous and differen
tiablefunctions: 7" = f( 7'),[' #0, whereas the second admits 
only adding a constant E to the parameter 7" = 7' + E. In 
other words, the group of in variance of (3.1) is formed by all 
the diffeomorphisms of the one-dimensional manifold repre
sented by the geodesic line treated as a set of points, while 
that of (AI) is a one-parametric Abelian Lie group acting 
along a geodesic endowed with an affine parameter. Since in 
accordance with the theory of relativity it is the world line 
understood as a locus of points that is physically significant, 
and not a world line as a parametrized curve with a selected 
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special parametrization along it, the action (3.1) is in my 
opinion physically preferable to that given by (A 1 ). True 
enough, the action (AI) leads to both null and non-null 
geodesics, while the homogeneous action (3.1) leads to the 
non-null ones only. I do not, however, consider this as a 
significant property, for first, it is not too difficult to formu
late a homogeneous action enhancing all geodesics,14 and 
second, even with the action (AI) the null case still shows 
some singular features. 

Nevertheless the action (AI), perhaps due to its simi
larity to the Newtonian action, is used quite commonly (cf. 
Ref. 8). It seems therefore to be useful to demonstrate how 
the algorithm formulated in the paper can be applied for this 
other case as well. 

In the notation of Sec. III, the complete variation of the 
action (AI) is 

c5W = (gJLvt JLc55 v - !gJLvtJLt v c57) I;~ 

and the differential of the principal function W(x", 7) deter
mined by (A l) reads as 

dW = gJLvt v dxJL - !gJLvt JLt v d7. 

Thus 

aw _ . (3 aw _ 1 . JL' v 

axil' - ga(35, a; - - 2gJLv5 5 , 

and the Hamilton-Jacobi equation has the form 

aw = _~~(3aW aw. (A2) 
a7 2 axil' axf3 

This is an equation of exactly the same form as Eq. (2.8) 
(with 7 now playing the role of the absolute time) and can 
with the help of Theorem 1.1 determine a solution of the 
geodesic equations, provided it admits a complete integral 
W(xa, a(3, 7) that depends on four parameters a(3 and satis
fies the condition 

(A3) 

Since the functions ~fJ do not depend explicitly on 7, one can 
expect the complete integral of (A2) to be of the form 

W(xa, a(3, 7) = - h7 + Wo(xa, a\ h), (A4) 

where aO = h is a constant. The function Wo must then satis
fy the equation 

~(3 awo awo = h (AS) 
axil' axf3 ' 

which for h #0 and Wo = Ih 11/2U(xa
, ak

) reduces itself to 
Eq. (3.7). Thus in the non-null case the complete integrals 
W(xa, a(3, 7) and U(xa, ak) of Eqs. (A2) and (3.7), re
spectively, are mutually related, 

W(Xa,aP,7) = -a07+ laOII/2U(xa,ak). (A6) 

As a result, every complete integral ofEqs. (3.7) determines 
a complete integral of Eqs. (A2), and also the other way 
around. (In particular, for aO = 1, 7 = s.) Moreover, the 
equations 
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(A7) 

which due to Theorem 1.1 determine the motion, reduce 
themselves to Eqs. (4.18) after the parameters ak, s, and So 

are set to be 

ak =ak laOI- I
/2, s=2Iaol- I

/
2
7, so= -2aolaol l / 2, 

(A8) 

and this in principle shows the equivalence of the two ap
proaches of finding solutions to the equations of geodesics. 

The separation of the "absolute time" 7 done in (A6) 
produces a decomposition of the space M X R, being the do
main of the function W, into the real line R (the space of the 
parameter 7) and the space-time Mbeing the domain of U. 
In other words, in the present formalism a relativistic world 
line plays an analogous role to a Newtonian trajectory, with 
the only difference that now the "space of trajectories" is the 
four-dimensional space-time M. 

The null case, excluded from the consideration, requires 
a separate discussion that will not be pursued here. 

The action leading simultaneously to the geodesic and 
the geodesic deviation equations in the formalism consid
ered in this Appendix can be derived, in accordance with the 
general rule, 15 from the action (A 1 ). It is equal to 

i
r , . D'p 

Y'[r,r]= ga(35a-d7, 
To d-r 

(A9) 

and replaces in the present approach the action (5.1) with 
the important difference that (5.1) was invariant both under 
arbitrary reparametrizations, 7' = I( 7), f' # 0, and under 
changes of gauge of the form, 16 r'a = ~ + JY( 7)ga, where 
land JY were arbitrary functions, while (A9) is invariant 
only under translations of the parameter 7' = 7 + E, 

E = const, and under transformations of the form 

r'a = ~ + A.uO' , A. = const. 
In the notation of Sec. Y, the complete variation of the 

action (A9) is 

(AID) 

Since due to (AW) the differential of the principal function 
Y'(xa,,P, 7) determined by (A9) is of the form 

dY' = (gap ~ + r(3a)ftp )d5
a 

. p . 
+ gap5 d~ - ga(35 a 

XD,P d7 
d7 ' 

(All) 

we have 
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(AI2) 

Eliminating from these equations the variables t" and Dr' / 
dr, we obtain the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the dynami
cal system determined by the action (A9) 

aY = _Ef'fJ(ay _ ay rPILarP)ay . (A13) 
ar axa axp axf3 

As usual, a function Y (XU, ,J3, r, aY, bl) depending on 
eight additional parameters aY and bD is called a complete 
integral of the differential equation (A 13) iff 

(i) it is a solution of Eq. (AI3) for any values of the 
parameters a and b from a suitably defined domain; 

(ii) the 8 X 8 matrix 

(a~~:r Msxs = a 2y·· 

a,J3 aaY 

(A14) 

is of rank 8. 
The equivalence of the formalisms based on Eqs. (5.10) 

and (5.11) on one side and on (A 13) on the other follows 
from the next two theorems. 

Theorem AI: For every complete integral W(xa, afJ, r) 
of Eqs. (A2) the function 

y (xa , ,J3, ar , b D, r) 

_aWe a fJ ).P aWe a fJ )bCT --x,a,rr +-x,a,r 
axCT aaCT 

(A15) 

is a complete integral of Eqs. (A13). 
Proof The proof is completely analogous to that of 

Theorem 6.1. First, one can directly show that for the func
tion given by (A15) the matrix (A14) is nonsingular pro
vided the function Win (A 15) satisfies the condition (A3). 
Second, by a simple computation one can check that the 
function Y determined by (A15) satisfies Eq. (A13) iff the 
function Wis a solution ofEq. (A2). 

Theorem A2: If the function (A 15) is defined in terms of 
a function W given by the relation (A4), then the equations 

aY 
--=a 
aba a 

(AI6) 

are equivalent to Eqs. (A 7) [and by the same to (4.18)], 
and 

ay -
-=/3 aaa a 

(AI7) 

to Eqs. (6.16) provided that the parameters /3 k and the func
tion,u( r) are set in (6.16) to be 

(AI8) 

(AI9) 
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Proof The equivalence of (A 16) and (A 7) follows from 
immediately differentiating (AI5) with respect to ba. To 
prove the remaining part of the theorem, one must first sub
stitute (A4) into (AI5) and then differentiate it with re
spect to ak and aO. The resulting equations are the same as 
the equations obtained from substituting (AI8) and (AI9) 
into Eqs. (6.16), which in principle proves the equivalence 
of the approaches based upon Eqs. (6.16) and (A 17), re
spectively. 

Remark: It should be noted that the substitution of 
(A18) into Eqs. (6.16) amounts simply to a redefinition of 
the integration constants when passing from one of the two 
approaches to the other, whereas the substitution of (A 19) 
is a restriction on the function,u, which in Eqs. (6.16) was 
arbitrary. It is connected with the fact that the formalism in 
the main body of the paper deals with geodesics parame
trized arbitrarily, while the formalism in this Appendix uses 
affine parametrization. Therefore, before one could even 
talk about the equivalence of the two approaches, a restric
tion to a linear function (A 19) was needed. This is in agree
ment with the result (cf. Ref. 6) that fJ, = const in Eqs. 
( 6.16) describes two neighboring geodesics parametrized by 
two (possibly different) affine parameters. These affine pa
rameters are in particular the same if the integration con
stant b ° = 0 (i.e., fJ, = 0). Moreover, the basic line (and for 
b ° = 0 also the neighboring one) is parametrized by the 
proper time s if additionally aO = 1. 

APPENDIX B: THE GRADIENT OPERATOR ON THE 
TANGENT BUNDLE 

The Hamilton-Jacobi equations (5.11) and (A13) con
tain terms depending explicity on the affine connection coef
ficients of the space-time manifold M. At first sight, this 
circumstance may give rise to some doubts concerning the 
covariance of these equations. The connection coefficients 
do appear here; however, mainly due to the fact that the 
scalar function S (or Y, respectively) in these Hamilton
Jacobi equations depends not only on points of the manifold 
M but in addition also on a vector field on M. And the trans
formation properties of the derivatives of such a function are 
more involved than those of a function depending on points 
on Monly. 

To examine this question in detail, let us assume that in 
local coordinates our function takes the values S(xa

, ,J3) 
and that under nonsingular coordinate transformations of 
the form 

xa' =xa'(xa), 
, ax a' 

r' =-r', 
axa 

we have 

(Bl) 

(B2) 

(B3) 

By differentiating this equality with respect to xIL' , substitut
ing the inverse transformations to (B 1 ) and (B2) in place of 
the arguments at the right-hand side of (B3), and using the 
chain rule, one obtains 

as aXIL as ax" a2x p as -=--+- -rP (B4) axIL' axIL' axIL axu axIL' ax" arP , 
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where x a = xa (x{:J' ) denotes the inverse transformation to 
(B1). Formula (B4) gives a transformation rule of the 
quantities as! axa and demonstrates that they do. not form, 
in the case considered now, any geometric object at all. Mak
ing, however, use of the transformation rule of the connec
tion coefficients, one can instead easily show that the quanti
ties 

8S = as _ P r" as (B5) 
8xa axa au arP 

are components of a covariant vector that can be considered 
as a generalization of the gradient of a function of the form 
S = S(xa

, rP). On the other hand, it can be immediately 
shown that the derivatives as ! a~ of such a function are still 
components of a covariant vector. This elucidates the trans
formation properties of all the quantities entering the Hamil
ton-Jacobi equations (5.11) and (A13). 

The derivative (B5) can be generalized to the case of 
all tensor valued functions of the form Ta ... {:J ... 
= T a 

... {:J ... (xl', r V
), where T a ... {:J ... are components of a 

tensor of any valence. By a procedure analogous to that lead
ing to (B5), it can easily be shown that it is not the covariant 
derivative T a 

... {:J .. . ;1' but the expression 

£Ta'" aTa'" 
U {:J'" _ a'" P {:J'" 

8xfl- - T (:J"';I' - r I'ur" arP 
(B6) 

that is a tensor in the case considered now. 
The generalization (B5) of the gradient of a scalar func

tion finds a nice geometric interpretation in the formalism of 
fiber bundles. Let TMbe the tangent bundle over M with the 
bundle projection 1T: TM -+ M. As is known, a connection on 
M defines n-dimensional horizontal subspaces Hq of the tan
gent spaces Tq (TM) at all points q E TM (cr., e.g., Ref. 9, pp. 
53 and 54). A one-form on T * q ( TM) is called horizontal if it 
vanishes on all vertical vectors, i.e., vectors from Tq (TM)! 
H q' Let S be a differentiable function on TM. In analogy to 
the definition of the differential of a function on the manifold 
M, I propose to call a one-form on TM a horizontal differen
tial d h S of the function S: TM -+ R iff (i) d h S is a horizontal 
one-form; (ii) for every vector t E Hq 

(dhS, t) = t [S], (B7) 

where the angular brackets on the left-hand side denote the 
dual pairing of forms from T* q (TM) with vectors from 
Tq ( TM), and the quantity on the right is a functional value 
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resulting from the action of a vector t on S. In terms of local 
coordinates {(xa , rP)} on TM, the horizontal space Hq is 
spanned by its basis vectors 

ha =~- rfl-avrv~. 
axa arfl-

From here and from its definition, it follows that in the coor
dinate basis the horizontal differential is given by the expres
sion 

d S - 8S d a 
h -- x, 

8xa 

where the quantity 8S !8xa is just that defined by Eq. (B5). 
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It is proven that all directing fields that are polynomial in the (n - 1) velocities sf are, in fact, 
cubic in these variables; so that they are geodesic directing fields (projective structures). This 
result, in conjunction with previously published work, entails that (n - 1) forces must be 
nonpolynomial in the (n - 1) velocities. A large class of acceleration fields that give rise to 
directing fields is briefly discussed in order to illustrate the source of this nonpolynomial 
behavior. 

I. ACCELERATION AND DIRECTING FIELDS 

Let M be an n-dimensional Coo manifold. A curve ele
ment of order k at pEM is an equivalence class j~ y of curves 
through p that have the same Taylor expansion with respect 
to some (and hence every) coordinate chart (U,x) p up to 
and including order k at OElIt A path element of order k at 
pEM is an equivalence class of paths j~s consisting of all 
paths corresponding to curves inj~y, where yES. 

A second-order curve elementj~ y has local coordinates 
Y; and ~, called n velocity and n acceleration, respectively, 
and given by 

. d. . d 2 . 
r'1 = d)' x1oy(0), ~ = d).2 x1oy(0). (1) 

A second-order path element j;s has local coordinates sf 
and S~, called (n - 1) velocity and (n - 1) acceleration, 
respectively, and given by 

a dxOoy I 0 d 2x o oy I s, =-- , S2 = . 
dxnoy p (dXnoy)2 p 

(2) 

Under a change of coordinate chart from ( U,x) p to (V,x) p , 

the coordinates of j6 y transform according to 

and the coordinates ofj;s transform according to 

and 

t~ = (X;si +X;"Hs~ + 2X~pS~ 
+X~n)/(X~ +X;Sp2 

- tf(X;si + X;"s~s~ + 2X~ps~ 

(3) 

(4) 

+X~n)/(X~ +X;S02, (5) 

where X = xox-'. 
Denote by .2"~ (M) and .2"~ (M) the bundles of first

and second-order curve elements and by !iJ' (M) and 
!iJ2(M) the bundles of first- and second-order path ele
ments. In each case, the bundle of second-order elements can 
be regarded as a bundle over the corresponding bundle of 
first-order elements. 

An acceleration field is a cross section 
A:L ~ (M) -L i (M). Such a field is described in terms of 
local coordinates by functions A ~ (Xi, y; ) that transform un
der a change of coordinates according to 

A~(xi,r;) =Xj(xi)A~(Xi,y;) + XjdXi)Y; 71. (6) 

An acceleration field is called geodesic iff for every pEM, 
there is some coordinate chart (V,x) p such that the func
tions A ~ (xI,Y; ) vanish at p. A geodesic acceleration field is 
denoted by r and has the special functional form 

i i . _ j i j k r 2(x,r'I)- -rjdx)y,y,. (7) 

A directing field is a cross section E: D 1 (M) _ D2 (M) . 

Such a field is described in terms of local coordinates by 
functions E~ (Xi,S f) that transform under a change of coor
dinate chart according to 

+ X;(xi)sff - tnx; (xi)Ei (xi,sf) 

+ X;" (xi)S)' s ~ + 2X~p (xi)sf 

(8) 

A directing field is called goedesic iff for every pEM, there is 
some coordinate chart (V,x) p such that the functions 
E~ (xil n vanish at p. A geodesic acceleration field is de
noted by IT and has the special functional form 

IT~(x',sf) 

= SnIT;a(xi)S~S~ + 2IT7,p (xi)sf + IT~n (Xi») 

- (IT;" (x') s f s ~ + 2IT~p (Xi) s f + IT~n (Xi»), (9) 

where the projective coefficients n; k (Xi) are traceless so 
that IT7,n (Xi) and IT~p (Xi) may be elminated from (9). 

An acceleration field A determines a directing field EifT 
A is of the form (Ref. 1, see Theorem 3.1) 

A ~ (xi,r', ) = B(Xi,~)~ + C(xi,r', ), 

where 
Ci(Xi,A~ ) = A 2C i(X i,Y; ). 

(10) 

(11 ) 
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II. GEODESICITY OF DIRECTING FIELDS THAT ARE 
POLYNOMIAL IN THE (n-1) VELOCITIES 

The theorem proved in this section was conjectured by 
Ehlers and Kohler (Ref. 2, see Theorem 1). It is also an 
extension of a theorem proved by us (Ref. 3, see Theorem 3), 
which states that a directing field E~ (Xi,S f) that is cubic in 
the (n - 1) velocities 5 f is geodesic. 

Theorem 1: If n > 1, a directing field E~(xi'5n that is 
polynominal in the (n - 1) velocities 5 f with respect to all 
coordinate charts is, in fact, cubic in the (n - 1) velocities 
5 f, and hence is geodesic. 

Proof A directing field E that is polynomial in the 
(n - 1) velocities sf with respect to coordinate chart 
( U,x) p for a neighborhood of pEAl has the form 

E~(xi'5n =Aa(xi) +A p(xi)5r +A P,P2(xi)5f'5f2 

+ A p,p,p, (xi)5f'5r25f' + '" 

+ A a (Xi)~P, ••• ~p, 
p, ... p, ~I ~I' (12) 

I 

Since the argument proceeds on a pointwise basis, the de
pendence on the variables Xi may be suppressed and the coef
ficients (A a,A 13, , ... ,A p, ... p,) of (12) maybe regarded as giv
en fixed constants, which determine the directing field with 
respect to the coordinate chart (U,x) p at pEAl. To find the 
functions a~ a f) that describe the directing field with re
spect to some other coordinate chart (U,x) p substitute ( 12 ) 
into (8) and reexpress 5 f in terms of t f using the inverse of 
(4), namely, 

sf = (X~ + xptr)/(X~ + x;to (13) 

and 

x~ +X;tr = (X~ +1';50- 1
• (14) 

The factors (X ~ + X; 5 r ) -2 in (5) clearly yield a common 
factor (X~ + x;t 0 2 in the result; consequently, the only 
conceivable non polynomial terms in the result arise from the 
terms in the expression ( 12) for E~ (5 f) that are of degree 3 
or more in 5 f. One obtains the result 

+ 2(X a _-e:axn )(X n +xn -e:CT,)(X P +XP -e:CT2) 
n p ~ 1 np n 0'. ~ 1 n 0'2 ~ 1 

+ (xa _ -e:ax n )(X n +xn -e:CT')(X n +xn -e: U 2) 
nn ~ 1 nn n 0', ~ 1 n 0'2 ~ 1 

+ (1'13 -tfXp)[AP(X~ +X~Jf')(X~ +X~2tf') 
+A~(X~ +X~Jf')(X~ +X~,tf') 

+ A ~,p, (X~' + X~'Jf')(X~2 + X~:tf') 

(X~ +X;to 

+ ... 

(X~' + X~'Jf')'" (X~' + x~t~') ] 
+ApP,···P. . 

. (X~ +X;sr),-2 
(15) 

By hypothesis, the field a~ a f) must be a polynomial in the variables t r for all possible coordinate choices. For a given fixed 
point pEAl, the coefficients (A a,A 13, , ... ,A /3, .. '(3,) are constants, but the quantities t r,X j, and X; k are variables that may be 
freely chosen. By bringing the last (r - 2) terms to a common denominator, one obtains the constraint 

+ ... 
+ A ~, ... p,(X~' +X~'Jf')'" (X~' + x~t~')]. 

The terms of degree (r + 1) yield 

(x n-e:y)r- 2Ba -e:p,-e:p,-e:p, 
y~ 1 P'P,p3~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 

_ -e:ax n [A P x p, -e:CT, .. . X P, -e: a3(x n-e:y)r- 3 
~I P P,"'P3 CT,~I a,~1 y~1 

1031 

+ A P x p, -e: a, ... XP4 -e:CT4(X n -e: y)r-4 
P.···P4 O'I~ 1 (74~ 1 r~ 1 

+ ... 
+ A{3 xp,-e:a,···xp,_,-e:a'·'X"-e:y 

p," P,., CT, ~ 1 a, _ ,~ 1 y!> 1 

+ AP xp,-e:a,···xp,-e:u,] 
PI . 'p,. a. ~ 1 a,.~ 1 • 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 30, No.5, May 1989 

(17) 

(16) , -
The right-hand side of this equation is proportional to 5 f. 
The left-hand side is proportional to t f iff 

Substitution of ( 18) into (17) yields 

(x n -e:y)r- 2C -e:p,-e:", 
y~ 1 p,p,~ 1 ~ 1 

= -X" [AP Xp,-e:u""XP3-e:u,(xn-e:y)r-3 P p,'''p, CT, ~ 1 173!> 1 y~ 1 

R. A. Coleman and H. Korte 
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+ ... 

+ AP Xp,e-u""XP,-Ie-u,-,xne-r 
P.···P,-l O'"I~ 1 O"_l~ I r~ 1 

+ A ~, ... p,X~:tf'·· ·X~t~,]. (19) 

Each term in this e~ation except the last one explicitly con
tains the factor X;S r. Without restricting the variables X; 
in any way, choose t f so that x;t r = O. Note that such a 
choice restricts the orientation but not the magnitude of the 
"vector" tf. Since the Xp are arbitrary, the variables 
;a =Xptf may still be freely chosen. With this choice, one 
obtains from (19) the constraint 

(20) 

If A:, "P, has the form 

A ~,".p, = (lIr) (8'/"Ep,."p,_IP, 

+8'/"Ep, ... p,_7P,_' + ... +8'/"EpJ ... p,p,), (21) 

then the left side of (20) vanishes because it too contains the 
factor X; t r since 

XpX~ + X~X; = O. (22) 

If A:, .. p, does not have the form (21), then the factor x;t r 
is not present. Since the variables;a =xptf may be freely 
chosen, it follows from (20) that 

-II P _ 
X pA p, .. p, - O. (23) 

But, the X p may also be freely chosen. It follows that 

A :, .. p, = O. (24) 

If A :"P, has the form (21), then every term of (19) con
tains the factor x;t r. which could, therefore, have been 
divided out at the start to yield the constraint 

(Xlle-r)r- 3C e-P,t-P, 
y!> I p,p,!> I!> I 

- Xp [A :, .. p.X~·Jf'·· 'X~:tf'(X;tnr-4 

+ A :, . . p,X~'Jf'·· 'X~:tf'(X;t r)'- 5 

+ ... 

+ AP Xp,t-u'···XP,.,t-0'.'] 
PI "p, 1 al~ I ar __ I~ I 

+X"E XP,t-iT,· .. X P, It-°' '=0. 
n P.·'·P,. I u.!:t I u r __ 1~ I (25) 

Every term of this equation except the last two explicitly 
contains the factor x;t r. If t r is chosen as before to make 
x;t r vanish, one obtains the constraint 

-xnAP XP,t-o, ... X p, ,t- iT,., 
(3 p,"'Pr-l Ul~ 1 U, 1~ 1 

+ xn E Xp, t- o, .. 'XP, I t- u, '=0. 
n PI"'Pr-- I al~ I O"r __ I~ I (26) 

Again, there are two possibilities to consider. If A:, .p, I 

has the form 

A : .... p, I = [lI(r - I)] (8:, Ep,.p, ,p, .. I 

+ 8'/" IEp,···p,.,P, ,+'" + 8:,Ep .... p, IP,)' 
(27) 

the first term of (26) will vanish because it contains a factor 
x;t r in which case one obtains 

E Xp,t-u'···XP,-It-°,·,=O (28) 
P.··Pr-1 a,~l o'_I~l • 
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Since the variables X,8 t r may be freely chosen, it follows 
that 

Ep ... p ,_ I = o. (29) 

If A: ... 'p, _ 1 does not have the form (27), then the first term 
of (26) will not contain a factor X ;:t r and since the variable 
;a=Xptf may be freely chosen, one obtains 

-XpIIApP. .. p +Ep ... p =0. 
I r- I I ,-_ I 

(30) 

Since the variables Xp may also be freely chosen, it follows 
that A : ... . p,. I = 0 and hence that Ep , ... p,_ I = O. In all cases, 
it follows that (24) holds, that is, the polynomial has degree 
1 less than the degree r that was assumed. 

The above argument can be repeated to show that all of 
the coefficients of ( 12) for degree greater than 3 must vanish 
and that the coefficients for degree 3 must have the form 

A;,p,p, = !(8;, Ep,p, +8;,Ep.p, +8;,Ep,p'). (31) 

The directing field is then given by 

E~(sn =A a + A PSr + A ,8,p,Sr'S't> + sfEp,p,sr'Sr'. 
(32) 

As we have shown before (Ref. 3, see Theorem 3), a 
directing field of this form may be put into the form (9) as 
follows. Define A ; by 

A;=2A;+8;A, A=[lI(n+1)]A~, (33) 

and A ;,p, by 

AU =2Au +8u A +8u A 
PIP~ P1P~ PI P:2 P-:! PI' 

Ap = [lI(n + l)]A~p' 
One finds that 

(34) 

A~=A, and :4~p=Ap. (35) 

The directing field (32) can be put into the form (9) by 
making the identifications 

E = rrn AU = _ rra 
PIP~ PIP:2 'PIP~ P'P:2 ' 

:4;= -rr~p' A
a

= -rr~", 
from which follow (recall that rr;) = 0) 

III. (n-1) FORCES ARE NON POLYNOMIAL IN THE 
(n-1) VELOCITIES 

(36) 

(37) 

In a previous paper,4 we proved that, in the context of a 
conformal causal structure, (a) any acceleration field, such 
that its n force is orthogonal to the n velocity, uniquely de
composes into the sum of a symmetric affine structure that is 
compatible with the conformal structure and an n force, and 
(b) any directing field, such that the n force of the corre
sponding family of acceleration fields is due to tensor fields 
and is orthogonal to the n velocity, uniquely decomposes 
into the sum of a projective structure (geodesic directing 
field) that is compatible with the conformal structure and an 
(n - 1) force. 

If the (n - 1) force were polynomial in the (n - 1) ve
locities sf in all coordinate systems, then by the theorem 
proved in the previous section it would have to be cubic and 
have a form such that the "total" directing field is also geo
desic. This total geodesic directing field must also be compa
tible with the conformal structure of space-time in the sense 
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that no solution paths can "break the light barrier." The 
corresponding n force is then required to have the form given 
by Eq. (81) of Ref. 4; however, such an n force cannot satisfy 
the orthogonality condition (necessary for the absence of 
variable rest masses) unless it vanishes identically. It follows 
that the (n - 1) force must be nonpolynomial in the 
(n - 1) velocities 5 f· 

The source of this nonpolynomial behavior is illustrated 
by the large class of acceleration fields, each projective 
equivalence class of which is determined by the standard 
representative 

A' (y') = (g yrys )1/2T' yi,_ rr'. yi'yi, 
2 I rs I 1 j, I hI, I I 

+ (g .y'yS )-1/2T' .. yi'yj'yj, + '" 
nIl JJ~I 1 1 I 

+(g Y rys)-(k-2)/2T' .yi, ... y); 
r'i. 1 1 JI' "h 1 I' 

(38) 

where gj k is the space-time metric tensor, the rrJJ, are the 
projective coefficients, and the -
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(39) 

are tensors that are antisymmetrized on the first two indices 
and then symmetrized on the last T indices so that 

gijY;T~,-j, =0 

and 

A ~.a = O. 

(40) 

(41 ) 

For the directing field determined by (38), each of the 
(n - 1) force terms will contain a power, either negative or 
fractional, of (g'll' + gnp5~ + gp,,5~5f) that is not polyno
mial in the (n - 1) velocities. 

JR. A. Coleman and H. Korte, J. Math. Phys. 25, 3513 (1984). 
2J. Ehlers and E. Kohler, J. Math. Phys. 18, 2014 (l977). 
3R. A. Coleman and H. Korte, J. Math. Phys. 21, 1340 ( 1980); 23, 345 (E) 
( 1982). 

4R. A. Coleman and H. Korte, J. Math. Phys. 28, 1492 (1987). 
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~ ~ollec~ion of al~ebras with product that preserves the metric of the underlying vector space 
IS InvestIgated. It IS shown that this collection includes the generalized quaternions, the 
composition algebras, and the algebra of color. All the algebras in this collection that are either 
commutative or alternative are determined; the ramifications of non degenerate metrics are 
detailed. If the algebra is alternative and not of dimension 1, 2, 4, or 8 over the base field, the 
metric must be degenerate. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There are three approaches used to analyze the struc
ture of a vector space with metric; these approaches are 
based on the theories of either Lie algebras, Clifford alge
bras, or Cayley algebras. There are many interconnections 
between these theories, and any detailed analysis should uti
lize elements of all three theories. This paper will concen
trate on the non-Lie theory, particularly on the role of qua
dratic algebras in these theories. 

Quadratic algebras have enjoyed an almost continuous 
presence in physics literature since the discovery of the qua
ternion division ring by Sir William Rowan Hamilton on 
October 16, 1843. 1 Clifford, following Hamilton's success 
with the quaternions, generalized them to any dimension in 
the universal Clifford algebra. 2 While the Clifford algebras 
are all associative, they are not all quadratic algebras; how
ever, all Clifford algebras are constructed from quadratic 
algebras. An extensive bibliography on research in Clifford 
algebras is available.3 (See also Ref. 4.) 

Nonassociative quadratic algebras appeared in the liter
ature as early as 18455

; the eight-dimensional alternative di
vision algebra (appearing in the literature as octonions, Cay
ley numbers, Cayley-Graves numbers, or octaves) is a 
quadratic division algebra, as are all algebras constructed via 
the Cayley-Dickson process. For a review of octonions in 
physics literature, see W ene, 6 and Sorgsepp and Lohmus. 7 

Noting that the dimensions of the Clifford algebras and 
those constructed via the Cayley-Dickson process are pow
ers of two, Wene6 gives a construction relating both algebras. 

Because of a growing interest in quadratic algebras, 
especially those of dimension not a power of two over the 
scalar field (Domokos and Kovesi-Domokos,K.9 Plebanski 
and Przanowski, 10.11 and Wene I2

-
14

), a better understand
ing of the algebraic properties of quadratic algebras and their 
relation to the underlying vector space is desirable. We work 
in the setting of nonassociative quadratic algebras construct
ed from a vector space with a metric. Our main result con
cerns alternative algebras, and therefore completely de
scribes the generalized quaterions in Refs. to, 11, and 15. 

Let Vbe an n-dimensional vector space over the field F 
of real numbers R or complex numbers C. Let d be an alter
native algebra that is the vector space sum 

d =Fe!fl V, (1) 

where e is the identity of d and vvEF for all v in V. Then this 
product induces a quadratic form on d, N (a), and an asso
ciated bilinear form, 

B(a,b) = [N(a + b) - N(a) - N(b) ]12. (2) 

The algebra d is the vector space sum 

d = 1ff !fIff, (3) 

where ff is a nilideal that is the nilradical of d and 

ff = {aEdIB(a,x) = 0 for all x in d}. (4) 

The bilinear form B restricted to e.g is nondegenerate, and 1ff 
is one of the following: (i) F, (ii) F!fI F, the algebra direct 
sum, (iii) 1ff, the complex numbers, (iv) F( 2), the ring of 
2 X 2 matrices over F, (v) H, the quaternion division ring, 
(vi) (j, the octonions, or (vii) the split octonions. 

Thus if the bilinear form is non degenerate, the alterna
tive algebra d must be one of these seven algebras. If d is 
associative, we have only five possible algebras. 

If the algebra d is alternative, and the dimension of V 
over Fis not 1,3, or 7, then the bilinear form (2) is degener
ate. One of the few discussions of algebras associated with 
degenerate bilinear forms is that of Ablamowicz. 16

•
17 

The construction in Sec. II assumes only that the vector 
space V has a metric defined on it. A construction that as
sumes a vector space with an anticommuting product de
fined on it is given by Czerwinski 18 and Osborn. 19 In Sec. III 
we derive general results for flexible quadratic algebras, and 
in Sec. IV we apply these results to the varieties of communi
cative algebras and alternative algebras. 

All algebras will be finite dimensional over the field F, 
where F is either R or C. 

II. THE CONSTRUCTION 

Let eoi = 1,2, ... ,n be a basis for the vector space V over 
R, the field of real numbers, and let 

X = xieo (Sa) 

Y=y~, (Th) 

be two arbitrary vectors of that space. A symmetric bilinear 
form G: V xV -+R, 

G(X, Y) = gijxyj, (6) 

is called a metric (or metric form) of the given basis and its 
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coefficients g ij are called the metric coefficients of that basis. 
We will also use G to denote the matrix (g) ij of the form G. 

A functional Q: V X V --> R is quadratic if the map B: 
V xV -+R, defined by 

B(X,Y) = [Q(X + Y) - Q(X) - Q( Y) ]12, (7) 

is a bilinear form on V. It therefore makes no difference 
whatsoever in principle whether one considers symmetric 
bilinear or quadratic forms, for any statement about qua
dratic forms can be reformulated as a statement about sym
metric bilinear forms, and vice versa. We say that Q(X) has 
property P if and only if B(X, Y) has property P. 

The metric G is called positive definite if 

gijxyj> 0, (8) 

for all (xI, ... ,xn
) =1= (0,0, ... ,0). Here G is positive if 

gijxyj> 0, (9) 

for all (xI, ... ,x"). Similar definitions hold for negative defi
nite and negative metrics. If there is some vector X in Vand 

G(X,Y) = 0, (10) 

for all Yand V, then G is said to be degenerate. 
Let G: V X V -+ R be a metric and G its matrix relative to 

the basis e;,i = 1,2, ... ,n. Then Gis non degenerate ifand only 
if the determinant IG 1=1=0. IfG; denotestheiXisubmatrixof 
G in the upper left-hand corner of G, is positive definite if and 
only if for each i = 1,2, ... ,n, then 

(11 ) 

Equivalently, G is positive definite if and only if all of its 
eigenvalues are positive. There exists a change of basis for V 
over R, such that the matrix of G relative to this new basis 
will be a diagonal matrix D with diagonal entries - 1, + 1, 
or 0. If G is non degenerate, then all diagonal entries of D will 
be nonzero. 

A direct transfer of these concepts to the case of the 
ground field C is impossible, since the field C cannot be or
dered by a positive class P. We proceed in a more intricate 
way. 

For any complex number z, z will denote the conjugate 
of z. The symmetric bilinear functional G: V X V -+ R is re
placed by a sesquilinear functional S: V X V -+ C, i.e., a func
tional that is linear in the first argument and semilinear in 
the second argument, 

S(aX + f3Y,Z) = as(X,Z) + f3S( Y,Z), (12) 

SeX, Y + Z) = sex, Y) + S(X,Z), (13 ) 

S(X,aY) = as(X,Y), (14) 

for any vectors X, Y, Z in Vand all a, f3 in C. A sesquilinear 
functional S is said to be Hermitian if 

SeX, Y) = S( Y,X) . (15 ) 

For a Hermitian functional, the number S(X,X) is real for 
all vectors in V. Therefore the question of its sign is meaning
ful and we say that S is positive definite if 

S(X,X) >0, (16) 

for any nonzero vector X of the space V. We note that the 
associated form B: V xV -+R, where 
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B(X,Y) = [S(X,Y) + S( Y,X) ]12, (17) 

is real, bilinear, and symmetric. 
Let Vbe an n-dimensional vector space over R (X) and 

G: V X V -+ R (C) a symmetric bilinear (sesquilinear) form 
on V. Choose a basis e;, i = 1,2, ... ,n such that G is given by a 
diagnonal matrix with entries - 1, + 1,0rO( + 1 orO). Let 
st be any (n + 1 )-dimensional algebra with identity e over 
R (C) which is the vector space direct sum 

st = Re al V, (18) 

such that for each v in V,vv = G(v,v)e. The set 
eo = e,e;, i = 1,2, ... ,n will be a basis for st over R (C). Call 
the elements of V vectors, and the elements of Re scalars. 

For XEst, x = ae + v, aER, and VEV, we have 

(ae + V)2 - [2a(ae) + v] + [a2 - G(v,v)]e = 0. (19) 

If we set T(ae) = a, N(ae) = a 2
, and N(v) = - G(v,v) 

for all in R and all v in V, then for each xEst, we have 

x 2 
- 2T(x)x + N(x)e = 0, (20) 

where T(x) = a andN(x) = a 2 - G(v,v) = a 2 + N(v) are 
scalars. 

The qualities T(x) and N(x) are called the trace and 
norm of x, respectively. The trace is a linear functional on 
st. The symmetric bilinear form N(x,y) defined on st by 

N(x,y) = [N(x + y) - N(x) - N(y) ]12, (21) 

satisfies 

N(u,v) = - G(u,v) = - (uv + vu)/2, (22) 

for all u, v in V. Call N(x) nondegenerate if N(x,x) is. Clear
ly N(x,y) is nondegenerate if and only if Gis. 

An algebra st with identity e satisfying Eq. (20) is 
called a quadratic algebra. 

Theorem 1: Each algebra st constructed above is qua
dratic. 

Example 1: Minkowski space with metric guv = 0, u =1= v, 
g uu = (1, - 1, - 1, - 1) can be constructed as an algebra 
from R 3 with the usual metric huv = Duv by setting 

G(x,y) = [N(x + y) - N(x) - N(y) ]12. (23) 

If u and v are vectors (in R 3), then 

G(u,v) = - H(u,V). (24) 

As we will see later, our construction gives us a simple 
algebra in all cases. If we insist that the algebra be alterna
tive, we will have constructed the (associative)ring of real 
2 X 2 matrices. The associative case with the related light 
cone is discussed by Ilamed and Salingaros.2o 

The next section reviews some facts about quadratic al
gebras. 

III. QUADRATIC ALGEBRAS 

A general theory of quadratic algebras has yet to be de
veloped; the interested reader is referred to the appropriate 
sections of the books by Braun and Koecher,21 Schafer,22 
and Zhevlakov, Slin'ko, Shestakov, and Shorshov,23 as well 
as Refs. 18 and 19. 

While a general theory is lacking, there is considerable 
literature concerning quadratic algebras that are alternative. 
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The alternative quadratic algebras include the composition 
algebras and all associative algebras. Quadratic algebras in 
which themapx-+x = 2T(x)e - x defines an involution are 
called Cayley algebras by Boubaki,21 and are discussed in 
many places in the literature. 

The class of quadratic is closed under the operations of 
forming subalgebras and homomorphic images; it is not 
closed under the formation of complete direct sums, as we 
will see in Theorem 2, and therefore it is not a variety of 
algebras. 

Quantum mechanical operators are often identified 
with sets of pairwise orthogonal idempotent elements in an 
algebra. An element I #0 is idempotent ifF = J, and idem
potentsland g are orthogonal iflg = 0 = gf We see that a 
quadratic algebra can have, at most, two pairwise orthogo
nal idempotents. 

Theorem 2: Let d be a quadratic algebra such that 
e = II + fz + ... + In is a sum of pairwise orthogonal idem
potents/;. Then n = lor n = 2. 

Proof Consider the element a = II + 2/2 + ... + nln of 
d. Since it is quadratic, there exist scalars x and y such that 

a2 + xa + ye = 0. (25) 

Equivalently, 

[1 +x+y]/1 + [4+2x+y]fz+ .. · 

+ (n 2 + nx + y)/n = 0. (26) 

But this system of equations has a solution if and only if 
n = lor n = 2. 

Corollary 3: Let the quadratic algebra d be the algebra 
direct sum 

d = d l (J)d2 (J)'" (J)dn • 

Then n = 1 or n = 2. 

(27) 

Proof Since d has an identity, each d i has an identity 
/;, i = 1,2, ... ,n. ,Then the/;'s form a set of pairwise orthogo
nal idempotents. 

Each quadratic algebra is power associative, in the sense 
that any subalgebra generated by a single element is associ
ative. Any finite-dimensional power-associative algebra f!l) 

has a unique maximal nilideal JV, and the quotient algebra 
f!l} I JV has maximal nilideal 0. JV is called the nilradical of 
f!l} , and f!l} is called semisimple in case JV = 0. 

The most general variety of quadratic algebras we will 
study are the (noncommutative) Jordan algebras. An alge
bra,/' is a Jordan algebra if it isjiexible, that is, 

(xy) -x(yx) =0, (28) 

and it satisfies the Jordan identity 

(xy)x2 - x(yx2) = 0, (29) 

for every pair x and yin,/'. The variety of Jordan algebras 
includes both the associative and alternative algebras. 

Lemma 4: A quadratic algebra d is Jordan if and only if 
it is flexible. 

Proof From 

x 2 = 2T(x)x - N(x)e, 

we see that 

(xy)x2 = 2T(x) (xy)x - N(x)xy, 
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(30) 

(31) 

x(yx2) = 2T(x)x(yx) - N(x)xy, 

will be Jordan if 

T(x)(xy)x = T(x)x(yx). 

If d is flexible, these will be equal. 

(32) 

(33) 

A quadratic algebra d will be flexible if and only if the 
trace T(x) is associative; that is, T( (xy)z) = T(x(yz») for all 
x, y, and z in d. If d is flexible, then the mapping 

x-+x = 2T(x)e - x, 

is an involution in d, and satisfies 

x=x, 

xY= yx, 

for all x, y in d. Equation (20) implies 

xx = xx = N(x), 

x +x = 2T(x)e 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(see Braun and Koecher,21 p. 216). We know that the over
bar is the unique involution in d satisfying (38) and (39). 
We will call the overbar standard involution in d. The map 
(33) may define an involution, even if d is not flexible. 

Define a bilinear form T: d X d -+ F by 

T(x,y) = T(xy). (40) 

Then Tis an associative bilinear form on d. The next result 
relates the bilinear form T and the metric G. 

Lemma 5: If d is a flexible quadratic algebra, then 

T(x,y) = T(xy) = N(x,y). (41 ) 

If X,YEV, then T(x,y) = - g(x,y). Here T(x,y) is nonde
generate if and only if Gis. 

Proof Let x,yEd. The equations 

(x + y)2 - 2T(x + y) [x + y] + N(x + y)e = 0, 

x 2 - 2T(x)x + N(x)e = 0, 

y2 _ 2T(y)y + N(y)e = 0, 

imply 

(42a) 

(42b) 

(42c) 

xy+yx-2[T(x)y+ T(y)x] +2N(x,y) =0, (43) 

xy + yx - (x + x)y - (y + y)x + 2N(x,y) = 0, (44) 

xy - yx + 2N(x,y) = 0, 

T(xy) = N(xy). 

Ifu,VEV, then T(uv) = - g(u,v) = g(u,v). 
The even easier proof is omitted. 

(45) 

(46) 

Lemma 6: Let d be a flexible quadratic algebra. Then 
(a) The radical JV of d IS the set 

JV = {nEdl T(n,x) = ° for all x in d}. 
(b) The quotient algebra:i.? = d IJV is the algebra di

rect sum of (at most two) simple algebras. 
(c) The map T: :i.? X :i.? -+ F defined by 

T(a +JV,b +JV) = T(a,b), (47) 

is an associative trace form on :i.? that is nondegenerate. This 
will be called the induced form on :i.? 

The "algebra of color" discussed in Refs. 8,9, 12, and 13 
is a flexible quadratic algebra that is not commutative. 

This is about as far as we can push the theory of flexible 
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quadratic algebras without some additional assumptions. It 
would be nice to have a quadratic algebra analog of the Wed
derburn principal theorem for associate algebras. 

Theorem 7: Let .xi be a finite-dimensional associative F 
algebra. Then .xi has a vector space decomposition, 

(48) . 

where C is a subalgebra of .xi and is isomorphic to the quo
tient algebra .xi Iv;Ji, which is the nilideal of .xi. 

Proof See p. 47 of Ref. 24. 
There is no principal theorem for the variety of Jordan 

algebras. Such theorems do exist for the variety of alterna
tive algebras and the variety of commutative Jordan alge
bras. The next two actions of this paper will examine these 
two cases. We end this section with a remark on the Lie 
structure of flexible quadratic algebras. 

In general, the flexible quadratic algebras, under the so
called Lie product [ , ], 

[a,b] =ab-ba, (49) 

do not form Lie algebras. To see this, note that the octonion 
algebra is a flexible quadratic algebra that does not form a 
Lie algebra under the product (49).25 

IV. COMMUTATIVE QUADRATIC ALGEBRAS 

Commutative quadratic algebras are commutative Jor
dan algebras. The finite-dimensional simple algebras in this 
variety are classified as type A, B, C, D, or E (Ref. 22, p. 
101 ). Those of type D are associated with the Jordan algebra 
of a symmetric bilinear form! 

Example 2: Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space 
over the field F with symmetric bilinear form! Construct 
the vector space 

f = Fe + V, (50) 

and define a product in f by 

(ae+x)(pe+y) =(ap +j(x,y»)e+px+ay, (51) 

for all a,pinFandx,yin V. Clearly f with this product is a 
commutative Jordan algebra. 

The nilradical of f will be the set 

ff={nEflf(v,n) =0 forallvinJ}. (52) 

The quotient algebra f Iff is isomorphic to the Jordan al
gebra of the form induced by jin v = vlff. 

The algebra f will be simple, that is, f will have no 
ideal 1= f,O if the dimension of Vover F is greater than one 
andj(x,y) is nondegenerate. Here f contains an idempo
tent element! 1=0, e, if and only if there exists vEVsuch that 
j(v,v) = 1 (see Ref. 26, p. 14). 

We return to the more general case and assume, only for 
discussion of properties ofthese algebras, that f is commu
tative. Then we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 8: Let .xi be a commutative quadratic algebra. 
Then 

(53) 

where ff is the nilradical of .xi, and '1J is one of the follow
ing: (a) F, (b) Fif)F, (c) the Jordan algebra of the set of 
symmetric elements of the ring of 2 X 2 matrices with an 
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involution over For the quaternions, or (d) the Jordan alge
bra of nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form. 

Proof From Ref. 27, there is a Wedderburn principal 
theorem for commutative Jordan algebras that gives us a 
decomposition as in (53); however, we know only that the 
algebra is the direct sum of simples. Lemma 3 of Ref. 23 
applies, and '1J is simple or isomorphic to the direct sum 
F if) F. The above classification scheme for simple Jordan al
gebras is based on the maximal number (degree) of pairwise 
orthogonal idempotents in the respective algebras, and in 
our case, the algebras must have at most two idempotents. 
The result now follows upon examining the degree two alge
bras in each case. 

V. THE ALTERNATIVE CASE 

In this section, .xi is an alternative algebra that has been 
constructed as in Sec. II. 

Theorem 9: The alternative algebra .xi is a division alge
bra if and only if g( v,v) < 0 for all nonzero v in V, and the 
dimension of V over F is one, three, or seven. 

Proof We use the fact that if every nonzero element of 
an alternative algebra with identity has an inverse, then that 
algebra is a division algebra (Ref. 22, p. 38). Let a be in F 
and v in V. Then by (38), 

(ae + v) [al + v + 2a(ae + v)] 

= rae + v + 2a(ae + v)] (ae + v) 

= - n(de + V) 

= [ - a 2 
- (v,v)] = 0, 

if and only if a = 0, v = O. 
The alternative division algebras over Rare R, '1J, the 

real quaternions, and the octonions. 
Theorem 10: If the dimension of Vover F is at least two, 

and g( v,v) = 0 only if v = 0, then .xi is simple. 
Proof Suppose 0EI.;;;.xi is an ideal. Let ae + vEl, aEF, 

VEV, and w#v an element of V. Then 

aw+ wvEl, 

aw + vwEl, 

2aw + wv + vwEl, wv + vwEFf, 

v+ aEl, 

and thus 

y = 2a2w + (wv + vw)vEl. 

Thus Ol=xElU V and x 2
• 

We can do no better than this. The bound of the dimen
sion of.xi over R must be at least 2, as the following example 
shows. 

Example 3: Let V = F, .xi = Fe if) V. Multiplication for 
.xi is given by v2 = 1 for vEF, and e the identity. Then e + v 
generates an ideal in .xi, 

N(e + v) = e - e = 0, 

(e + v)(ae + pv) = (ae + p)(e + v). 

Theorem 11: Let .xi be an alternative algebra. Then .xi 
has a vector space decomposition 

(54) 
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where ff is the nilradical of.# and C(J is one of the follow
ing: (i) F, (ii) FG3F, (iii) C, (iv) Fz, the ringof2X2 matri
ces over F, (v) the quaterion division ring, (vi) the octon
ions, or (vii) the split octonions. 

Proof Applying the Wedderburn principal theorem for 
alternative rings, we get a decomposition as in (51 ) that tells 
us that the algebra cc: is isomorphic to the quotient algebra, 
which is a direct sum of simple alternative algebras. The 
simple alternative algebras are either simple associative or an 
octonion algebra. Since the quotient algebra can have at 
most two pairwise orthogonal idempotents, it must be one of 
the possibilities listed in the theorem. 

Corollary 12: If .# is alternative and the bilinear form is 
nondegenerate, then the dimension of.# over Fis 1, 2,4, or 
8. In this case, it is possible to choose a basis for .# in which 
the norm form N(x) is given by one of the following: 

(i) N(x) = x 2
, 

(ii) N(x) = xi - ax~, 

(iii) N(x) = x~ - ax~ - {3x~ - a{3~, 

(iv)N(x) = xi - ax~ - f3x~ + a{3x~ - rx~ 

+ arx~ + {3rx~ - a{3rx x, 

where a, {3, rEF, a{3r=l= v. 
Proof See p. 33 of Ref. 22. 
Corollary 13: If .# is alternative, and the dimension of 

.# over F is not 1, 2, 4, or 8, then the norm is degenerate. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Thus we see that if we require any respectable behavior 
of the algebra of arbitrary dimension, we force the metric to 
be degenerate. In the alternative case, if the metric is not 
identically zero, the algebra must contain one ofthe algebras 
listed in Theorem 11, and a nilalgebra. The commutative 
case is equally limited as to possible algebras. 
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A supermanifold version of the Newlander-Nirenberg theorem is proven. The classical 
Newlander-Nirenberg theorem states the conditions under which an almost complex structure 
on a differentiable manifold gives rise to a complex structure. A definition is given here of an 
almost complex structure on a differentiable supermanifold along with the conditions under 
which this gives rise to a complex structure on the supermanifold. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Let us recall the definitions of superalgebras and super
manifolds. A superalgebra or Zz-graded commutative alge
bra is an algebra in which every element can be written as a 
sum of an even element and an odd element. Even elements 
commute with all elements in the algebra and odd elements 
anticommute with odd elements. A differentiable superman
if old is a pair (X,A), where Xis a differentiable manifold and 
A is a sheaf on X of Zz-graded commutative algebras over R 
which is locally isomorphic to the sheaf A~ oc (C 00) <!l m. Let N 
be the sheaf of nilpotents of A. We also require that globally 
A / N ~ Coo . Then N / N z is a locally free sheaf of C 00 modules. 

The coordinate neighborhoods for a differentiable su
permanifold (X,A) are by definition open sets U that are 
coordinate neighborhoods of X and are such that 
A I u ~A~oc (C 00) <!lml U. Let sl,sZ, ... ,sm be linearly indepen
dent sections of (C 00 (U») <!l m. Then sections of A (U) have 
the form 

1= Ills!, 
I 

where II = II (X I
,X

2
, ... ,xn )ECOO (U) and Sl = i'i'" ·ip

, 

1= Cil ,;;;;J2<' .. <Jp )' The xi, ... ,xn and sl, ... ,sm are referred 
to as even and odd coordinates, respectively. The Zz grading 
on A is represented locally by the following: lis even if 

1= I IISI 
III even 

and I is odd if 

1= I IISI. 
III odd 

Note that a change of coordinates is required to preserve the 
Zz grading. 

A complex supermanifold is a pair (X,A), where X is a 
complex manifold and A is a sheaf of Zz-graded algebras 
over C that is locally isomorphic to A~ & <!l m. We also re
quire that globally A / N ~ & and that N / N z is a locally free 
sheaf of & modules. Locally, sections of A on a coordinate 
neighborhood U will have the form 

g= Iglr/, 
I 

wheregl = gl(zl,z'l, ... ,zn )E&( U) and rJl, ... ,rJm are linearly 
independent sections of & "'m. The zl, ... ,zn and rJl, ... ,rJm are 
referred to, respectively, as the even and odd complex co
ordinates. 

II. ALMOST COMPLEX STRUCTURES ON 
SUPERMANIFOLDS 

We wish to prove an analog of the Newlander-Niren
berg theorem for supermanifolds. The classical Newlander
Nirenberg theorem I states the conditions under which an 
almost complex structure on a manifold gives rise to a com
plex structure. We give a definition of an almost complex 
structure on a differentiable supermanifold and conditions 
under which this gives rise to a complex structure. The proof 
applies the classical Newlander-Nirenberg theorem on the 
underlying manifold. We then build up the result onto the 
odd coordinates using a well-known lemma on the holomor
phic structure of vector bundles and finally a finite iterative 
procedure. 

Let (X,A) be a differentiable supermanifold of dimen
sion (2n,2m). Define an almost complex structure on (X,A) 
as an even automorphism 

J:Der(A,A) -+ Der(A,A) 

of sheaves of A modules such that J2 = - id. Here 
Der(A,A) is the sheaf of graded derivations of A into A. Let 
xl, ... ,xn,sl, ... ,smbe local coordinates for (X,A) on Uex. Let 

and 

(j>=..!.....-iJ..!...... 
J as j as j 

Then e a' e a' (j> j' <i> j is a local basis for 

Der(A (U), A (U») ® C = Der(Ac (U),Ac (U»), 

where Ac (U) = A ( U) ® C. Consider 

!1b (U,A) = HomA (U) (Der(Ac (U),Ac (U) ),Ac (U» 
c • 

and a basis () a, (j a, t/>j,;Pj dual to ea , Sa' (j> j <i> J' Sections of 
!1b (U,A) are referred to as super one-forms. One also has 
super p-forms !1f (U,A) and covariant differentiation 
d:!1f(U,A)-+!1f+ I (U,A). We refer the reader to Ref. 2. 
Henceforth!1b (U,A) is abbreviated as !1 1

• 

An almost complex structure J on a differentiable su
permanifold (X,A) is said to be integrable if one can find 
local complex superfunctions za = xa + iya and rJj 
= sJ + itjsuch thatxa,ya, s1 + it 1 such thatxa,ya, sl, t l isa 
local coordinate system and such that 

J(a~a) = a~a' JC~a) = - a~a' 
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III. ANALOG OF THE NEWLANDER-NIRENBERG 
THEOREM FOR SUPERMANIFOLDS 

We now present the super Newlander-Nirenberg 
theorem. An almost complex structure J on a differentiable 
supermanifold (X,A) is integrable if and only if 
d(}" = 0 mod (}/3, rPk and drP J = 0 mod (}/3, rPk. 

As one direction is trivial, we need only show this to be a 
sufficient condition. Notice that J gives rise to a J * on super 
one-forms and that () a, rP J span the + i eigenspace of J*. We 
seek complex superfunctions z", 'TjJ such that dz" and d~ are 
in the span of () /3 and rPk and such that dz", crza, d'TjJ, dr,i span 
0 1

• 

Consider the one-forms red(OU )EOc (U) where red: 
O~ ( U,A) ...... O~ (U) is induced by the quotient map red: 
Ac(U) ...... Ac(U)/Nc~C"'(U). (red is for "reduced.") 
They satisfy the conditions of the classical Newlander-Nir
enberg theorem. (See Ref. 3.) Thus we obtain local holo
morphic coordinates z" on U. One can find linear combina
tions of the () a, a = 1, ... ,'Tj () a, which form a new basis for the 
+ i eigenspace of J * and are such that 

(}a, = dza mod NO I , 

where N is the nilpotent of A ( U). We also have 

rPi=dsi+iIdskPk mod NO I
, PkEC"'®C. 

k 

Let 

'Tji = si + iI skf{. 
k 

Then 

rPi = d'Tji mod NO I
. 

We proceed to refine our za and 'Tji, considering higher and 
higher terms of nil potency and taking linear combinations in 
the span of () a and 'Tji when necessary. We first refine our 
choice of ()" and rPi with respect to the coefficients of dz" and 
d'Tji by the following inductive procedure. 

Fix a positive integer p. Suppose that 

(}a, = dza + I dz!3 A p + Id'Tjk B~ + IdzP C p 
/3 k /3 

(1) 

() i' = d'Tji + I dz!3 E~ + Id'Tjk Fik + IdzP G~ 
/3 k /3 

(2) 

is a basis for the + i eigenspace of J * such that A P' B ~, E ~, 
PkENP and C p, D~, G~, H{EN. Then there is a new basis 
for the + i eigenspace of J * given by 

(}a" = (}a, _ I (}/3'A p - IrPk'B~ 
/3 k 

= dza + I dz!3 A p' + I d'Tjk B~' 
(3 k 

+ I dzP C p' + I dr,k D~', 
/3 k (3) 
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() i" = () i' - I (}/3' E~ - IrPkF{ 
/3 k 

= dn i + I dz!3 E~ + I d'Tjk FJ,: 
/3 k 

+ IdzPG~ + Idr,k HJ,:, 
/3 k 

(4) 

where A a, B a, Ei' Fi'ENP+ I and ca, D a' Gi' Hi'-o.r /3' k' /3' k /3' k' (3, kcH. 

Since N m + I = 0 one obtains, after applying the procedure a 
finite number of times, a basis for the + i eigenspace of J * in 
the form 

(}W" = dz" + I dzP C p" + L dr,k D~", (5) 
/3 k 

() iw = d'Tji + I dzP G~' + L dr,k Hit, (6) 
/3 k 

for some C p", D~", G~', HitEN. 
We now work with () a" and rP i" as a basis for our + i 

eigenspace of J * and hence drop the use of the double primes. 
The real and imaginary parts of zD and 'Tji form a local 

real coordinate system for U; in particular, 

d= Ldza~+ Ldza~+ Id'Tji+ Idr,i ~. 
a Jz a az i i J'Tji 

Now if 

(}a = dz" + I dr,i 'Tjl b fl + L dr,i r,lcfl mod N 201 
hi hi 

then the condition 

d() a = 0 mod () /3,rPk 

requires that 

dii i r/cfl = d(r,ir,l)cfl' 
(Here we have used di!, dr,\ 'Tj/3, rPk as generators for 0 *.) If 
we set 

za, = z" + I r,i'Tjlb fl + I rVr,lcfl , 

then 
hi hi 

()" = dz'" - I r,irPlb fl mod N 20 I. 
i,1 

Thus set 

() a, = () a + L r,irPlb fl = dz'" mod N 20 I. 

i,1 

Now 

(7) 

rPi = d'Tji + I dzP 'Tjk f~k + L dzP r,kipk mod N 20 I
• 

/3,k /3.k 
The condition drP i = 0 mod (}/3'rPk requiresg(3k = 0 for allp, 
j, k and thus 

rPi = d'Tji + I dzP 'TjY~k mod N 20 I
• 

/3,k 
Weare now ready to proceed with the next step in our 

proof. Namely, let us show thatN / N 2 is a sheaf of sections of 
a holomorphic vector bundle. We first prove a lemma. 

Lemma 1: Thef~k above satisfy the equation 
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alf1 alf1 
~-~- ~ (f1 II _f1 II ) =0. (8) azP aza -'7- al {3k PI ak 

Proof We use the condition d¢i = 0 mod e a, ¢k. Write 

¢J = d17i + L dz! 17k/~k + L d1'/ ~ mod N 30 1
, 

f3,k I 

where gfEN 2
• Remembering that dz!, d1'/, ea

, ¢k can be 
used as generators of 0 *, consider the terms of d¢ i involving 
d za 1\ d z!. The sum of these terms must be zero, and in par
ticular must be zero mod N 20 1

• Now, in the expression 

d¢i = L d z! 1\ d17k I~,k + L d z! 17k d/~k 
~k ~k 

+ L d1j' gf mod N 20t, 
I 

only the first two summations shall have terms with 
d za 1\ d z! when they are written in terms of the generators 
d z!, d1j', e {3, ¢/. Recall that dzP = e f3 mod N 10

1 and 

d17k = ¢k - L dza 171I~1 mod N 2!l1. 
a,! 

Making this replacement one obtains 

d¢i = L d z! 1\ (¢k - L d za 17'f~1 )r~k 
P.k a,! 

+ Ld1jl l\dg{modN 20 1
, 

I 

where we have used e a17k = dZa17k mod N 20 I . Since 
d¢i = 0 mod e a¢k we have 

~ dz!l\dza r/(a/~k - ~f1 II ) - 0 .::.. ./ -a- .::.. f31 ak - . 
f3.a.k iJZ I 

Since d z!3 1\ d za = - d za 1\ d z!3 one obtains 

alf1 alf1 
~-~-~ (f1JI _f1 II ) =0 aza azP -'7- f3 ak al f3k . Q.E.D. 

Let us proceed to show that (X,A) has an underlying holo
morphic vector bundle. 

Lemma 2: Given pEX, there is a neighborhood of p, U", 
and functions h f on U" such that 

ahf ~ I k 
=a = .::..Iaih I 
uz I 

for each j, k, a and such that the matrix h f has full rank 
everywhere on U". (See also Ref. 4.) 

Proof Let ~, wk be classical complex coordinates on 
U X Cm 

, where U is chosen as a coordinate neighborhood of 
p on which our I~i are defined. Consider the vector fields 

Wi=~, za=~-L/~,W/~. 
awl azU I,k awk 

Notice that Re(Za), Im(Za), Re( Uj), Im( Uj) form a ba
sis for T( U X Cm 

) at each point in U. 

1041 

Define an almost complex structure J on U X Cm by 

J(Re Za) = - Im(Za), J(lm Za) = Re Za' 

J(Re Uj) = - 1m Uj, J(lm Uj) = Re Uj. 
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The condition that J is integrable is that [JJj, Wk ], 

[Uj,Za]' [Za,Zf3] are in the span of Wk , Za' We have 
[ Wk , Wd = [ Uj ,Za] = O. When we calculate [Za ,Zp ] 
making use ofEq. (8) and the fact that/~k is independent of 
7i1, we obtain [Za,Zf3] = O. By the classical Newlander
Nirenberg theorem, there are holomorphic coordinates vq

, 

q = l, ... ,n + m on some neighborhood of (p,O) , 
U X VC U XCm

• We can form a new holomorphic coordi-
nate system out of Zl , ... ,zn and a choice of m of the vq's which 
we may take to be vl, ... ,vm

• We have WI (vq
) = 0, i.e., vq can 

be written as a power series in w of the form 

vq = h q(z,z) + L h J(z,z)wi + O(W)2). 
i 

From Za (vq
) = ° we have 

Za (h q) = Za(t h JllJ i ) = 0, 

which implies that 

ahf ~ I k 

aza = -'7-1 ai h 
I' 

In order for d~ and dv i to be linearly independent at (p,O), 
the matrix h J must be nonsingular in a neighborhood of 
p. Q.E.D. 

Return to our supermanifold to see that 

L h /ifJi = L h f d17i + L h f dza 1~/17I mod N 20 I 

i i i.a,! 

Thus set 

and 

17k. = L h f17i. 
i 

We then have 

¢k. = d17k
' mod N 20 1

• 

Also rewrite our previous Eq. (7): ea , = d~' mod N 2!l1. 
We take Za',17 k

, as local coordinates on our supermanifold 
(X,A) and hence write them without the primes. 

We now show that N / N 2 is a sheaf of sections of a holo
morphic vector bundle. Consider a change of odd coordi
nate~ on the intersection of two coordinate neighborhoods, 
unu, 

1i' = L b{ 17k + L cik 1jk mod N 2
• 

k k 

Since d1j J = ;Pi mod N 20 I , where ;Pj is in the + i eigenspace 
of J * and thus in the span of ¢k and e a, we must have 

aAk aAk 
Ldza~+ Ld1jj~=OmodN201. 
a aza i a1jl 

This produces JbVaza = 0, a = l, ... ,n and <;{ = o. 
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Thus ftj = 1.. k b j
k r/, where b{ is a matrix of holomor

phic functions, and we conclude that N IN 2 is a sheaf of sec
tions of a holomorphic vector bundle. 

Now consider terms of higher nilpotency. 
Lemma 3: Fix 1>2. Assume there are one-forms () a, ¢j 

in the + i eigenspace of J *, and supercoordinate functions 
r', 1]j such that 

()a = dr'modN1nl, 

¢j = d1fj mod N1nl. 

Then there are one-forms () a" ¢j, in the + i eigenspace of J * 
and supercoordinate functions r" ,1]j, such that 

()a, = dr" mod N ' + ln l, 

¢j, = d1]j' mod N 1 + lnl. 

Proof Consider the case in which 1 is even. The case in 
which 1 is odd is exactly similar with only minor changes. 
Make appropriate changes in () a, ¢j similar to those made 
above in Eqs. (1 )-( 6) so that 

()a = dr' + L az!3 Ep + L df/ Fr 
/3 k 

and 

¢j = d1]j + L az!3 G~ + L dfl H{, 
/3 k 

h E a Fa Gj Hj ~II.TI were /3' k' /3' k tH • 

Expand () a, ¢j in local coordinates to the next order of 
nilpotency, 

+ 

+ L dfl1] l i'/gik,/,J mod N ' + lnl. 
k,II+JI~1 

Now d() a = 0 mod () /3, ¢k and d¢j = 0 mod () /3, ¢k requires 

cf3J = dp,l,J = pkJ = gk,l,J = 0 for all a, /3, I, J,j, k. Thus 

and 

¢j = d1]j + L dfl1]Ie{,/. 
k,1/1 ~ 1 

The lowest order terms in 1] of d() a containing az!3 1\ azl' are 

aba L az!3 !\ azl' 1]1 ~, II I = I. 
/3,l' OZl' 
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This sum must be zero for each I and each a since 
d()a = 0 mod ()/3, ¢j. This gives local a closed one-forms 
1..{3 az!3 b P,l' By the Dolbeault lemma, there are complex 
functions h ~ such that 

Let ZW = za + 1..111 ~ ,h ~1]1 and 

()a, = ()a + L (){3 ah ~ 1]1 
{3,I/I~1 az! 

L ( - l)EI,< ¢kh ~k 1]1, 
k,1/1 ~ 1-' 

where E1,k is 0 or 1 depending only on I and k. Then 

()a, = dzw mod N ' + In I. 

¢j, = ¢1 + L ( - I )EI,¢i'f/1]Ie{,l,i' 
i,k,111 ~ 1-' 

Then 

¢j, = d1]j' mod N ' + 'nl. 

Since N 2m + , = 0, a finite number of applications of this 
lemma produces supercoordinate functions ZU and 1]j such 
that dza and d1]j are a basis for the + i eigenspace of the 
almost complex structure, J*. Q.E.D. 

The above proof may be modified to give a proof of the 
Frobenius theorem for supermanifolds. As in the classical 
case, the two theorems, Frobenius and Newlander-Niren
berg, are related. We refer the reader to Ref. 5 for the Fro
benius theorem on supermanifolds. 

Note added in proof Dirmitri Leites has pointed out that 
a different proof ofthe above theorem has been given by A. 
Yu. Weintrob and is to appear in an English translation. 
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A semisystematic method of finding solutions that satisfy the zero Nijenhuis tensor condition 
with dual symplectic structure is developed. In this manner, a few solutions, including that of 
the Toda lattice, have been found. It is also shown that the general solution for the linear 
problem is intimately connected with nontriviality of the second cohomology group of solvable 
Lie algebras. Moreover, the case of the quadratic problem requires studies of an algebra 
involving the triple-linear product system. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paper I we have proved that any dual sym
plectic manifold with zero Nijenhuis tensor possesses many 
interesting properties. Especially, we can construct an infi
nite number of conserved quantities in involution which sat
isfy the hierarchy equation. Moreover, the dual symplectic 
manifold admits an infinite series of Poisson brackets and 
Lagrangians that nevertheless yield the same equation of 
motion. However, it is in practice a rather difficult task to 
find physically realistic solutions satisfying the conditions, 
although both Korteweg-deVries (KdV) and Toda lattices 
are known2

•
3 to be such examples. In this paper, we restrict 

ourselves to consideration only of a finite system for the sake 
of definiteness and present a semisystematic method of find
ing possible solutions. In this way, we find a few solutions, 
including the case of the Toda lattice. 

First, we will show in Sec. II that the simplest linear 
problem is reduced to a study of the second cohomology 
group of solvable Lie algebras. In contrast, the case of the 
general quadratic problem will lead to a complicated triple
product system, as we will explain in Sec. V. However, we 
will concentrate most of our effort in this paper to the simple 
practical study of finding physically reasonable integrable 
models, as shown in Secs. III and IV. Some of these solu
tions, including the Toda lattice, are found to possess an 
extra affine structure with zero Rieman curvature, but non
zero torsion tensors. 

Before going into the details of these facts, we will brief
ly sketch some results of Ref. I in order to be as self-con
tained as possible and establish notations. Let Xll 
(J-l = 1,2 ... ,D) with D = 2Nbe a local coordinate system in 
the 2N-dimensional symplectic manifold M, with two sym
plectic forms given by 

f=~flll'(x)dxll/\dxv, (1.1) 

P = ! Pill' (x )dxll /\ dxl', 

so that we have 

aJlll' + aJl'A + aJAIl = 0 , 

aAPlll' + allPl'A + al'PAIl = o. 

( 1.2) 

(1.3 ) 

(1.4) 

We write inverses offill' and Pill' asflll' and pill', respectively, 
so that 

rAfAl' = 8:;, 
pllApAl' = 8:,. 

( 1.5) 

( 1.6) 

In this paper, the repeated lower case Greek indices are un
derstood to imply automatical summations on the 2N values 
1,2, ... ,2N. We now introduce the mixed tensor S; by 

S; = PIlJJ..l' (1.7) 

and define the Nijenhuis tensor by 

N~" = -N~1l 

=S: aaS~ -s~aaS~ -S~(aIlS~ -avS~). 
(1.8 ) 

Next, as in Ref. 1, we construct the nth power anti symmetric 
tensor (P") I"' inductively by 

(P" + 1) Ill' = PIlJa{3 (P") (3l" (1.9) 

with 
(po) Ill' = fill' 

for n;>O. For negative n, we set 

(P-I)IlV =flla
pa{3l{3v 

and similarly define (P - n) Ill" Then, we find 

(S "); = (pn) IlJAl' = IIlJ.. (P - n)A", 

as in Ref. 1. 
Now, we set 

( 1.10) 

( 1.11) 

(1.12 ) 

Kn = (l/2n)Tr S" = (l/2n)(sn)~ (n#O), (1.13a) 

Ko = pog(det S) (n = 0). (1.13b) 

If the Nijenhuis tensor N ~v is identically zero, we have 
proved the following results in Ref. 1. First, K n satisfies the 
hierarchy equation 

s~aAKn=aIlKn+l' (1.14) 

for any integer n. Second, the antisymmetric tensor (pn)IlV 
also satisfies the symplectic condition 

aJ..(F")lll' + all (F")vJ.. +aV(F")J..ll =0, (1.15) 

again for arbitrary integer values of n. As a result of Eq. 
( 1.15), we can introduce an infinite series of Poisson brack
ets by 

{h,gL = (F")lll' allh avg (1.16) 

for any two functions h = h (x) and g = g(x): Especially, 
the K" are in involution with respect to anyone of these 
brackets, i.e., we have 

( 1.17) 

for any three integers n, m, and p. Moreover, all Km can be 
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regarded as conserved quantities of the infinite series of La
grangians 

L (n) = () (n)(x) dxl' - K (x) 
p I' & n+p 

p 

(n = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... ) 

(1.18) 

for a fixed value of p with the respective time variable tp , 

where () ~n)(x) is defined by 

(Fn) =a()(n)_a()(n) (1.19) 
p.v ,.,. v v f-t 

in view of Eq. (1.15). As a result of the hierarchy equation 
(1.14), all Lagrangians L ~n) (n = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... ) lead to 
the same single equation of motion 

dxl' -fl'V a K 
- v p' 

dtp 

( 1.20) 

irrespective of the values of n. Therefore, the infinite series of 
Lagrangians L ~n) (n = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... ) are equivalent to 
each other. Finally, we have 

(1.21 ) 

so that the Kn are indeed the conserved quantities of the 
Hamilton system. Therefore, if we can find N algebraically 
independent terms among the K n' then the system is integra
ble in view of the Liouville theorem. As we noted elsewhere, 3 

the Toda lattice satisfies all of these criteria. 
The remaining problem that is the major concern of the 

present paper is a practical one: how we proceed to discover 
models satisfying the zero Nijenhuis tensor condition. In 
Ref. 1, we have also shown that N;v = 0 is equivalent to the 
validity of 

a;. (F'F)l'v + al' (F'F) v;. +av(F'F)AI' =0, (1.22) 

where we have set 

(F'F)l'v = (F 2 )l'v =FI'Ja/3F(Jv' (1.23) 

provided that Eqs. ( 1.3 ) and (1.4) hold. Especially, the gen
eral validity ofEq. (1.15) is remarkably a consequence of its 
two special cases n = 1 and n = 2, provided that the two
formfis symplectic. Now, by the Darboux theorem,4 there 
exists a local coordinate frame, called the canonical coordi
nate system, in which allfl'v are constants. More specifically, 
we can set 

qj =:xI, 

Pj =:xI+ N =~ 

for j = 1,2, ... ,N, with the canonical form of 
N 

f= L dpj Adqj. 
j=) 

( 1.24a) 

(1.24b) 

(1.25 ) 

Especially, we have 

i;k =f;k = 0, 

J;-;; = - f;k = - Djk , 

as well as 

f jk =J'k = 0, 

f i k - f]k - lC 
- - - Ujk' 

where for simplicity we have set 

( 1.26a) 

(1.26b) 

( 1.27a) 

(1.27b) 

( 1.28) 

for any lower case Latin index k which will assume the N 
values 1 ,2, ... ,N. Hereafter in this paper, we will work only in 
the canonical coordinate system unless stated otherwise. 
Then, the problem is reduced to finding solutions only of 
Eqs. (1.4) and (1.22) since Eq. (1.3) is now trivially satis
fied. For later convenience, we set 

( 1.29) 

for any antisymmetric tensor GI'V = - GVI" Then, llAl'v (G) 
is totally antisymmetric in A., fl, and v. In the following sec
tions, we will develop a semisystematic way of finding solu
tions of the following desired equations: 

llAl'v (F) = llAl'v (F- F) = 0; (1.30) 

in general, we need not worry about the existence of FI'V for 
solving them. If det Fl'v = 0, then we may use 
F = F + Cj, for any constant C instead of Fl'v since :..JlV /-lV /l-V 

F v evidently also satisfies Eq. (1.30). We may then take the 
li~it C - 0 at the end of the calculation if the limit exists. 

II. LINEAR CASE 

In this section, we will study the simplest solution for 
F = F (x) as linear functions of x A in the canonical J.lV J..lV 

frame. However, for a while, we assume only that ~v are 
constants. 

We set 

for some constants hl'v and C:v satisfying 

hl'v = - hvl" 

C;v = - C~I'" 

(2.1 ) 

(2.2) 

(2.3 ) 

Then, the condition llAl'v (F) = 0 is clearly equivalent to the 
validity of 

(2.4 ) 

Next, we calculate 

llAl'v(F-F) = {(C~JOA + C:Jov)hl'/3 + (C~JOI' + C:Jf}A )hv{3 

+ (C!Jov + C:JOI' )hA{3}r{3 + {(C!Jf}A + C:JOI' )C~" 

+ (C~JOI' + C:Jov)C~A + (C~JOl' + C:JoA )C~I' }r{3fYT
XT

• 
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When we utilize Eq. (2.4), the above relation can be simpli
fied to become 

ll.).p,,(F-F) = Ce).hp(3 + C~ph,,(3 + C~,.h).(3 
- {C~pCb" + C~"Cb). + Ce).Cbl,}/yrxT. 

Therefore, the condition ll.).p" (F- F) = 0 requires 

(2.5) 

and 

C~pCb" +C~"Cb). +C~"Cbp =0. (2,6) 

Especially, we recognize Eq. (2.6) as the Jacobi identity of a 
2N-dimensional Lie algebra L. When we introduce 2N tan
gent vectors Xp in Mby 

XI' =xac~1' a(3, (2.7) 

then Eq, (2.6) is equivalently rewritten as 

[Xp,X,,] = C~"X". (2.S) 

Equations (2.4) and (2.5) can now be analyzed as follows: 
Since both equations have exactly the same form, we will 
consider Eq. (2.4), We introduce a bilinear antisymmetric 
functional (X, Y > in the tangent space T M by 

(XI',x,,) =Ip,,' (2.9) 

Since /p" is nondegenerate, (X, Y > is also nondegenerate. 
Then, Eq. (2.4) is rewritten to be 

qxp,x,,],x,, > + qx",x,,],xp> + qx",Xp],x,,) =0. 
(2.10) 

Equation (2.10) is precisely the two-cocycle condition5 of L 
in a trivial representation space Vo of the Lie algebra L. 
Therefore, both/p" and hpv are components of two cocycles 
of L. First, we will prove that L cannot be semisimple. Sup
pose contrarily that L is semisimple. Then, the second coho
mology group H 2 (L,V) is identically zer05

•
6 for any finite

dimensional representation space V of L. Therefore, any 
two-cocycle is exact, so that there exists a one-cochain <p I 
satisfying 

I p,' = (Xp ,X" > = (8<pI )(Xp,X,') 

(2.1l) 

Since L is assumed to be semisimple, the Killing form 
gl'Y = Tr(ad Xl'ad X,,) is nondegenerate with itsinversegfLY. 
Moreover, 

Ipy" = C~yga" 
is totally antisymmetric in the three indices J.l, v, and A.. 
Hence, if we set 

S" = g"a<pI (Xa), 
then Eq. (2.11) is rewritten as 

Il'v =/Py"S", 
so that we have 

Ipvs v = Ipy).s YS" = o. 
Multiplying I"P to the above equation, we find S"~= 0, 
which leads to <PI (X,,) = 0. However, Eq. (2.11) then im
plies /Py = 0, which is a contradiction. This proves that L 
cannot be semisimple. Also, if H 2 (L, Vo) = 0, we can replace 
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/pv by hl'v in Eq. (2.11). Then, we can effectively set hpv = ° 
in Eq. (2.1) by making a coordinate translation 

xP ->x'p = xP + b p 

for some constants b p. Therefore, nontriviality of hpv neces
sitates the nonzero second cohomology group H 2 (L, Vo)' 

Moreover, let 

L=Ls+LR 

be the Levi decomposition of L into its semisimple part Ls 
and radical L R • Then, we know6 that H 2 (L, Vo) is isomor
phic to a subspace of H 2 (L R, Vc» and that 

([XI,Y],X2 ) = (XI,[y,x2]) 

for XI' XZEL R , and YEL s ' 
In conclusion, the Lie algebra L is such that the sym

plectic functional/p,' is its two-cocycle and HZ(L, Vo) must 
be nonzero in order to have nontrivial hpv ' Especially, L 
cannot be semisimple. Moreover, since hp ,' is a two-cocycle 
of L, the central extension5

•
6 of the Lie algebra L is also a Lie 

algebra L defined by 

[Yp,Yv ] = C~v Y). + hl'v 1, 

[Yp ,1] = 0. 

(2.12a) 

(2.12b) 

Actually, L is isomorphic to a finite sub-Lie algebra of a 
general Poisson bracket algebra defined by [see Eq. (1.16) 
for n = - 1] 

{h,gL 1= (F-1)P" aph a,.g = - Fp,' aPh a vg, (2.13) 

where we use 

(F -I )Pv = Il'aF
a
(3l(3v 

and set 

aPh =IP" a"h. (2.14) 

For the present solution Fp ,' given by Eq. (2.1), we calculate 
especially 

{x1"x,J -I = - hi'" - C~"x). 
when we set 

(2.15 ) 

xp = I p" x).. (2.16) 

Clearly, the Lie algebra specified by Eq. (2.15) with the 
generators xp and 1 is isomorphic to L given by Eq. (2.12) 
since {xI" 1} -I = ° as well. The possible relevance of Eq. 
(2.15) for the KdV equation and Virassoro algebra will be 
discussed elsewhere. 

In this paper, we consider only cases of L as a solvable 
Lie algebra without any semisimple part. Moreover, on the 
physical ground, we assume that Fpv depends upon the mo
mentum variables Pj' but not upon the space coordinate qj' 
Then, assuming hereafter the canonical coordinate frame, 
we can readily find a special class of solutions of the form 

[Xj,Xk ] = 0, 

[Xi,Xi;] = 8jdjXj, 

[Xl,Xi;] = Sjk~ - SkjXk' 

or equivalently, 

Cik = - C~j = 8jk 8j! SI' 
C1k = 81j Sjk - 8'k Skj' 

Susumu Okubo 
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(2.17b) 

(2.17c) 

(2.1Sa) 

(2.1Sb) 
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Cjk = CJk = ch = CJk = 0, (2.ISc) 

where Sj and Sjk are arbitrary constants. We can easily verify 
t~efact that Eqs. (2.4) and (2.6) are automatically satisfied 
by Eq. (2.IS). The present Lie algebra L is solvable, but not 
nilpotent. Also, X"Xz"",XN generate an Abelian ideal of L. 
Now, Eq. (2.5) reduces to 

Sjhjk=O, (2.19a) 

Sjkhjl - Skjhkl = Dkl SkhiJ - D/j Sjhfk.' (2.19b) 

Sjkhj! + Sklhk] + S/jhfii. = Skjhk! + Sikh!] + Sjlhjii.' (2.19c) 

Here, we may remark that no summations are implied for 
repeated Latin indices, in contrast to the cases of repeated 
Greek indices. In this paper, we will be content with the 
following special solution of Eqs. (2.19): 

hjk = 0, 

h/k = - h"j = 17j Djk' 

(2.20a) 

(2.20b) 

~" = - hkj' (2.20c) 

where 17j' as well as~", are arbitrary constants as long as~" 
satisfies the antisymmetry condition (2.20c). Note that this 
allows nontrivial H 2 (L,Vo)' 

Combining Eqs. (2.1), (2.IS), and (2.20), we have 

Fj" = -Sf= -sj=Djk (17j -SjPj)' (2.2Ia) 

Pyx = - Sf = ~k - SjkPj + SkjPk' (2.2Ib) 

Fjk=S}=O. (2.2Ic) 

Therefore, we calculate 

1 N 
K, = - Tr S = " (f:".p. -17')' 2 j~' ~J J J 

(2.22a) 

1 T SZ 1 ~ f:" 2 K z=- r =- £.. (~p -17). 
4 2 j~' J J J 

(2.22b) 

We note that all K n are functions of only the Pi and indepen
dent of Sjk and~. Especially, if we choose 

17j = 0, Sj = 1, (2.23) 

then K, and K z represent the total momentum and total en
ergy of a free N-body system in the language of the canonical 
Hamiltonian formalism. This is the reason why we have cho
sen Fl"v to be independent of the space coordinates qj' At any 
rate, we may say that the present solution corresponds to a 
free particle system. 

As noted in Sec. I, once we find a solution of the prob
lem, then PI"V = (F n) ltv is also a solution for any integer 
value of n since in view of Eq. (1.15) it also satisfies 

D.AltV (P) = D.AltV (p. P) = O. (2.24) 

Especially, if we choose n = 2, Eq. (2.24) will give us a solu
tion quadratic in the momentum. However, the solution is 
really not new since its conserved quantity /(1 = ! Tr Sis 
precisely the same as 2Kz = ! Tr S2 of the old theory. We 
have also found a similar quadratic solution which is, how
ever, not equivalent to the one discussed above: It is given by 
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Fj" = [17j - Sj (Pj ) 2 ] t5jk , 

Pyx =~" - SjkPj + SkjPk, 

Fjk = 0, 
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(2.25a) 

(2.25b) 

(2.25c) 

where 17i' Sj' Sjk' and hkj ( = -~,,) are again arbitrary con
stants. This solution will playa certain role in Sec. IV. Also, 
a general study of the quadratic solution will be given in Sec. 
V. 

Concluding this section, we remark the following. We 
noted that we can construct an infinite number of Poisson 
brackets once a solution Fltv of our problem is given. For 
example, for the special solution (2.21) we can construct the 
ordinary bracket with n = 0, 

{h,gh = ± (~ Jg _ ~ Jg), (2.26) 
j~ 1 J% JPi JPj Jqj 

as well as, for example, the following unconventional 
bracket with n = - 1: 

N {~~ ~~} {h,g}_, = I (SjPj -17j) -J -J --J -J 
J ~ 1 qj 'Pj 'Pj qj 

N Jh Jg 
+ I (SjkPj - SkjPk - ~k )-J -J (2.27) 

j.k~ I qj qk 

from Eq. (2.12). We can directly verify the validity of the 
Jacobi identity, 

{{h,gLIJ}_l + {{gJL"h}_, + {V,hLl,g}_l =0, 
(2.2S) 

for three functionsj, g, and h fromEq. (2.27); especially, we 
can dispense with the assumption of the existence of F ltv for 
its validity. This fact can also be shown by using 
Fltv = Fl"v + Cfltv for a small constant C and letting C --+ 0 if 
necessary. We remark here that Eq. (2.27) gives the follow
ing unconventional Poisson bracket relations: 

{Pj,Pk} _, = 0, 

{Pj,qk L, = (SjPj - 17j )Djk , 

{qj,qkL, = SjkPj - SkjPk - ~k' 

(2.29a) 

(2.29b) 

(2.29c) 

among the canonical variablespj and qj' Together with the 
constant unit function 1, Eqs. (2.29) define a Lie algebra 
which is a central extension of the solvable Lie algebra L 
defined by Eq. (2.17), as we have already remarked. If we 
choose 17j = - 1, but Sj = Sjk = ~ = 0, then we note that 
Eq. (2.27) reduces to Eq. (2.26). Finally, to be complete, we 
calculate the inverse Fit" for the solution (2.21) to be given 
by 

F j" F"j £ I( f:") (2 30 ) = - = - Ujk 17j - ~jPi ' . a 

pk = (~x - SjkPj + SkjPk )/( 17j - SiPj) (17k - SkPi. ), 

F}k = O. 

We can readily verify 

FItAFAV = D;. 

Then, the Poisson bracket for n = 1 is given by 

{h,g}, = Fltv Jlth J"g 

= f ~ - SjkPj + S kjPk ~ Jg 
j.k ~, (17j - SjPj) (17k - SkPk) Jqj Jqk 

(2.30b) 

(2.30c) 

_ f 1 {~ Jg _~ Jg}. (2.31) 
i ~ 1 17j - SiPj Jqj JPi JPi Jqj 
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Also, as proved in Ref. 1, the arbitrary linear combination 

{h,g} = co{h,gh + CI{h,g}1 + C_I{h,g} -I (2.32) 

also defines a Lie algebra for the arbitrary constants Co, C I , 

and C_ I • 

III. TODA LATTICE AND MOMENTUM-DEPENDENT 
TODA LATTICE 

In Sec. II we have solved the problem for the linear case. 
In order to obtain physically more relevant solutions, we 
must add some interaction terms to the free energy solution. 
This is in general a rather difficult task, but we proceed as 
follows. Let us suppose that we have found two solutions 
Hf'v and Gf'V satisfying 

A).f'v(H) = A).f'v(H·H) = 0, 

A).f'v (G) = A).f'v (G'G) = 0; 

then, their sum 

Ff'v = Hf'v + Gf'V 

will also satisfy 

A).f'v (F) = A).f'v (F' F) = 0, 

provided that we have the constraint 

laP{Hf'a JpGv). + Hva JpG).f' + H).a JpGf'V 

( 3.1a) 

(3.1b) 

(3.2) 

(3.3 ) 

+ Gf'a JpHv). + Gva JpH).f' + G).a JpHf'v} = 0 
. (3.4) 

when we utilize A).f'v (H) = A).f'v (G) = O. 

Initially, it would appear that this strategy would not 
offer any advantage at all. However, as we will see shortly, it 
is indeed the case. First, we have already found the linear 
solution in Sec. II which we identify with Hf'v, so that 

Ff'V = hf'v + C!Jorxr + Gf'v. (3.5) 

Then, Eq. (3.4) is also satisfied if we have 

and 

laP{C!a JpGv). + C~a JpG).f' + C~a JpGf'v} = 0 
(3.6) 

C~f' Gvp + C~vG).p + C~). Gf'p 

=laP{hf'a JpG,,). + hva JpG).f' + h).a JpGf'v}, (3.7) 

both of which are now linear in Gf"" We note that Eq. (3.6) 
restricts the possible choices of C~V, while Eq. (3.7) will 
then determine the final form of hf'v, 

The next crucial task is to find some solutions of Gf'v 
satisfying Eq. (3.1): This is really not difficult since we can 
choose some physically unrealistic solutions by themselves. 
We will explain this fact below. We consider first the solu
tion corresponding to the Toda lattice, 

A. Toda lattice solution 

Let us suppose that we have 

G"j = GJl: = G;k = O. (3.8) 

Then, the condition A).f'v (G' G) = 0 is trivially satisfied 
when we note 

N 

(G'G)f'V = Gf'JaPGpv = I (Gf'IGtv - Gf',G1v ) = 0 
1= I 
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identically. The remaining condition A).f'v (G) = 0 is also 
trivially obeyed except for the cases of (A,jl,V) = (lJ,k) and 
c7J,k). However, the condition AljdG) = 0 can easily be 
seen to be satisfied also, provided that Gjk is a function only 
of the variables qj and qk, i.e., 

Gjk = - Gkj = Gjdqj,qd. (3.9) 

Then, Aljk (G) = 0 follows again trivially from this ansatz. 
In this way, we have found a solution for Eq. (3.1). How
ever, Ff'v = Gf'V alone offers a physically unsatisfactory so
lution since it will not contain any momentum dependence. 
The only remaining task is to study the validity of Eqs. (3.6) 
and (3.7), which are linear differential equations for Gf'v. 
Equation (3.6) can be easily verified to hold if we choose 
5jk = O. The crucial equation (3.7) is satisfied, provided that 
we have 

N 

I h,m JmGjk = Ojl5j Gkj - Okl 5k Gjk' 
m=1 

where we have set 'TJj = 0 for simplicity. A study of this equa
tion is not unlike the work on the Dynkin diagram of the Lie 
algebra A N _ I , whereby we assign a straight line between two 
pointsj and k when we have Gjk #0. Considering only the 
indecomposable solution with 5j = 1, we find the following 
final solution: 

F - G -;; s;: eq)-q,+ I ;; s;: q,-q, • I jk - jk - j Uj + I.k - k Uk + I, j e , 

FJ"k = - F"j = - Pj Ojk' 

F]"k = h;"k = - E(j - k), 

where E( j - k) is the sign function 

{

I, j> k, 

E(j-k) = 0, j=.k, 

- 1, J<k, 

(3.lOa) 

(3.lOb) 

(3.lOc) 

(3.11 ) 

and fj (j = 1,2, ... ,N - 1) are arbitrary coupling constants 
with 

IN =0 (j=N). (3.12) 

Note that Eq. (3.10) reproduces the result of Ref. 3, which 
has been obtained by an entirely different approach. We may 
remark that the identity 

E(j - k) - E(j - k - 1) = OJ.k + OJ.k + I (3.13) 

can be used3 to verify the validity of N ~v = o. We note 

1 N 
KI =-TrS= I Pj, 

2 j= I 
(3.14 ) 1 2 1 N N-I 

K 2=-TrS =- I (p)2+ I fjeq)-qj+l, 

4 2 j =1 j=1 

as in Ref. 3. Therefore, if we identify K2 as the Hamiltonian 
of the system in Eq. (1.20) with P = 2, this will reproduce 
the standard Hamiltonian of the Toda lattice. We may inter
pret the first two terms hf'v + C~Japxf3 and the last term 
Gf'V in Eq. (3.5) to represent the free kinetic and interaction 
terms, respectively. 

Our Toda lattice solution has been found to admit a 
rather unexpected extra affine structure. Define the affine 
connection coefficients r~v by 
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rt = - r~" = Ojk ( - 1)1 +jE(l- j), (3.15) 

while all other components of r;v are taken to be identically 
zero. The covariant derivatives of both Gp.v and./;.v are then 
found to vanish identically: 

Gp.,,;' =J;.Gp.v - r~"Gm' - r~,.Gp.a =0, (3.16) 

Ip.v;;. = JJp.,' - r~Jm' - r~v./;.a = o. (3.17) 

On the other hand, the Bianchi identity 7 requires the validity 
of 

where R ;;'T and T;v are Riemann curvature and torsion 
tensors, respectively, defined by 

R;h = J;.r~p. - JTrAP. + rAar~p. - r~ar~p" (3.19) 

T;v = r;v - r~p.. (3.20) 

For the present problem, we can verify T;v #0, but 

R ;;'T = 0 (3.21) 

identically, so that Eqs. (3.16) and (3.18) are compatible 
with each other. In spite ofEq. (3.16), we must have 

Fp.v,;' #0 (3.22) 

because of the following reason. If we have the validity of 
both Fp.,,;' = ./;.";. = 0, it implies 

S;;;;' = 0, 

which has been shown in Ref. 1 to lead to J;. K n = 0 for any 
integer n. However, this is certainly not true for the present 
problem. Finally, we simply remark that we have hp.v,;. #0 
and C;V,T #0. The probable reason for the validity of Eq. 
(3.16) can be traced to Eq. (3.7). Also, the affine connection 
introduced here should not be confused with the one used in 
Ref. 1 for the definition ofthe generalized Nijenhuis tensor. 

B. Momentum-dependent Toda lattice 

We can find a more general solution of 
.:l;'p.v (G) = .:l;'p.v (G' G) = 0, as in the Appendix, if we allow 
linear dependence of Gp.v upon the momentum variable Pj' 
However, since the general case is rather complex, we con
sider here the simplest solution 

0" = 0, (3.23a) 

G/I< = - Gkj = - Ajdq), (3.23b) 

Gjk = 8{pjAkj (q) - PkAjk (q)}, (3.23c) 

where Ajk (q) is a function of qj and qk alone and 8 is an 
arbitrary constant. If Ajk (q) satisfies 

JjAkl = 8{ojlA kj - OjkAk/}' (3.24) 

we will then verify in the Appendix that Gp.v given by Eq. 
(3.23) indeed fulfills the condition .:l;.p.v (G) 
= .:l;'p.v (G' G) = 0 after some calculations. With respect to 
the h + ca l'f3xf3 term, we effectively adopt the same 

JLl' !tvJ a 

form as in the case of the Toda lattice and solve Eqs. (3.6) 
and (3.7). The final solutions are found to be 

F - F - S k - Sl - ~ + A ( ± ) ( ) kj - - /k - j - k - PjUjk jk q, 

F]" = - Sf = - EU - k), 
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(3.25a) 

(3.25b) 

F - S k - + ( A ( ± ) A ( ± » (3 25 ) jk - j - _ Pj kj - P k jk' . c 

where we have chosen 8 = ± 1 in Eq. (3.23) and set 

A ( ± ) - ~ I' eq• - q. + , jk - Uj,k + IJ k , 

A (-)-~ I'eqj-qj+, 
jk - UkJ+ IJj , 

withiN = 0 as before. Especially, we calculate 

(3.26a) 

(3.26b) 

1 N 
K~±) =-TrS(±) = I Pj' (3.27a) 

2 j~ I 

K i + ) =..l Tr(S ( + »2 
4 
1 N N-I 

=- I (pj)2+ I !;pjeqJ-qj+" (3.27b) 
2 j~1 j~1 

Ki-) =..lTr(S(-)f 
4 
1 N N-I 

=2j~1 (pj)2+ j~1 !;PHleqJ-q,+" (3.27c) 

K ~ +) =..l Tr(S (+ »3 
6 

(3.27d) 

Ifwe identify K i + ) or K i - ) as the Hamiltonian of the sys· 
tem, we then see that the interaction term depends linearly 
upon the momentumpj' This is the reason we call the present 
case the momentum-dependent Toda lattice. Both the usual 
Toda lattice and the momentum-dependent Toda lattice are 
integrable since K 1,K2 , ... ,K N are clearly3 algebraically inde· 
pendent. 

The present model also admits an extra affine structure 
with zero Riemann curvature tensor. Let us set 

(3.28a) 

(3.28b) 

while all other components of r;v are set to be zero; we take 
8 = ± 1 in Eq. (3.28a) according to two solutions A }k±)' 

Then, we can again find 

Gp.v,;. = 0, 

R~;'T = O. 

(3.29a) 

(3.29b) 

However, in contrast to the Toda lattice case, we now have 

( 3.30) 

although nonzero components of Ip.v,;. are constants in the 
canonical fra~e. The main reason for Eq. (3.30) is the sign 
difference in r1k between Eqs. (3.15) and (3.28b). 

IV. SOLUTIONS FOR THE CASE N=2 

For the special case of N = 2, we can find solutions of a 
more complicated type: this is because we have 

.:lijk (F) = .:li7k (F) = 0, 

Aijk (F' F) = .:li]!. (F' F) = 0, 

( 4.1a) 

( 4.1b) 

identically for this case since the latin indices i,j, and k can 
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assume only the two values 1 and 2. Therefore, we need only 
satisfy equations of the form 

.:l12k (F) = .:l12!.: (FF) = 0, 

.:l12k (F) = .:lnk (F' F) = ° 
(4.2a) 

(4.2b) 

for k = 1 and 2, which simplifies the problem considerably. 
Also, for N = 2, it can be verified that the following special 
identity for any antisymmetric tensor F/lv is valid: 

(F'F)/lv = (K2 - !Ki )I/lv + K,F/lv' (4.3) 

Therefore, if we have .:l).!'v (F) = 0, then Eq. (4.3) gives 

.:l)./lV (F' F) = l/lv a;.i(2 + Iv). aJ(2 + h!' aJ::2 

+F!,v a).K, +Fv). a!,K, +F).!, avK" (4.4) 

where for simplicity, we have set, 
- 2 
K2 =K2 - ~K I' 

Equation (4.4) offers a simple check for the validity of 
.:l).!'v(F·F) =0. Moreover, Eq. (4.3) implies that all 
Kn(n>3) are polynomials of K, and K2. For example, we 
will have 

K3 =! Tr S3 = KIK2 - !(KI)3 

by multiplyingFY;..,./T!' to both sides of Eq. (4.3). 
However, we have to consider the nontranslation invar

iant solution since the translation invariant solution for 
N = 2 is trivial: Because of this, we must now take the qua
dratic expression (2.25), rather than the linear expression 
(2.21), for its free parts since the latter always implies the 
conservation of the total momenta PI + P2 and forces the 
theory to be trivial. 

We make the following ansatz: 

F'-;k = - 5jAPj + 5AjPk' 

Fjk = pjBkj(q) - PkBjk (q), 

(4.5a) 

(4.5b) 

(4.5c) 

for some constant 5jk and some functions A jk (q) and Bjk (q); 
note that this choice is a combination of Eq. (2.25) with 
h!,v = ° and that of G!'v studied in the Appendix. However, 
in this case, we can directly analyze Eq. (4.2) without many 
complications. We then find the following two types of solu
tions. 

A. Solution (i) 

We set 

J = C I exp{[21(521 + 512)] (ql + q2)}' 

G = C2 exp{[21(521 - 512)] (ql - q2)} 

(4.6a) 

(4.6b) 

for the arbitrary constants C I and C2• If we have 
521 + 512 = ° or 521 - 512 = 0, then we set J = ° or G = 0, 
accordingly. After some calculations, the solution is given by 
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A II =521(J+G), (4.7a) 

A22 = 512(J - G), (4.7b) 

A21 = -A I2 =!(521-512)J-!(521 +512)G, (4.7c) 

B12 = -J - G, (4.7d) 

B21 = -J+G. (4.7e) 
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Then, we calculate 

K, =!TrS=pi +p~ +A" +A22 

= pi + p~ + (521 + 512)C I 

Xexp{[21(521 + 512) ](ql + q2)} 

+ (521 - 512)C2 exp{[21(521 - 512)] (ql - q2)}, 
(4.8a) 

K2 =! Tr S2 = !(KI)2 - H2PIP2 + (521 + 512)J 

- (521 - 512)GF. (4.8b) 

Since K, and K2 are algebraically independent, this model is 
integrable. However, this case is dynamically trivial because 
of the following reason. We make the canonical transforma-
tion (qj,Pj) --+ (Qj'Pj ) by • 

QI = (l/,fi) (ql + q2)' Q2 = (l/,fi) (ql - q2)' 

PI = (l1,fi)(PI + P2)' P2 = (l/,fi)(PI - P2) 

where we have 
2 2 

1= I dPJ\dqj = I dPJ\dQj' 
j~ I j~ I 

However, then, 

K, =H,(P"Q,) +H2(P2,Q2) 

is a sum of two independent Hamiltonians HI and H2, where 
HI and H2 have the forms 

HI = Pi + C; exp(PQI)' 

H2 = P~ + C; exp(yQ2) 

for some constants C;, C;, p, and y. Nevertheless, the va
lidity of the hierarchy equation is still nontrivial. 

B. Solution (ii) 

A more careful study of Eq. (4.2) with (4.5) reveals 
that we can find a completely new type of now dynamically 
nontrivial solution when one of 512 and 521 vanishes. Here, 
we assume 521 = 0, but 512#0. Setting 

J = CI exp[ (21512) (ql + q2)], 

G = C2 exp( (21512) (q2 - ql)], 

the new solution is found to be 

FIT = -pi - ¢>(y), 

F22 = - p~ + 512(J + G), 

I d 
FI2 = - 512(J-G) - - ¢>(y), 

2 dy 

1 
F2T = - 2" 512(J - G), 

FI2 = PI(J + G) - P2(J - G), 

Fn = - 5nPI' 

In Eq. (4.10), we have defined 

y = (2/512)ql 

(4.9a) 

(4.9b) 

(4.1Oa) 

(4.1Ob) 

( 4.1Oc) 

( 4.1Od) 

(4. toe) 

(4.1Of) 

(4.11 ) 

and ¢>(y) is any solution of the second-order differential 
equation 
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~"'( )+3 C1el'+C2e-
Y 

..:i",( )+2"'( )=0, (4.12) 
d 2 'I' Y C ~V C - Y d 'I' Y 'I' Y Y l~ - 2e y 

which can be integrated to give 

¢ley) = {1/[C1el' - C2e- Y PHa l + a2[C1el' + C2e- Y
]} 

(4.13 ) 

for another set of constants a I and a2 • Then, we calculate 

( 4.14a) 

- 1 2 [1 ]2 K 2 =K2 - 2 (KI ) = - PJJ2- 2 tI2(J-G) 

- (P2)2¢l(y) + t12(J + G)¢l(y) 

1 d + - t12(J - G)- ¢ley). 
2 dy 

(4.14b) 

We can again verify the validity of fl).J-lv (F' F) = ° from Eq. 
(4.4). Also, this case is clearly dynamically nontrivial, in 
contrast to solution (i). 

We can find simple forms of ¢ley) for some special 
choices of the constants C I and C2, redefining a 1 and a2 suit
ably, as follows. 

For C 1 = 0, C2 #0, 

¢ley) = aiel' + a2e
2y

, (4.15a) 

for C2 = 0, C1 #0, 

¢ley) = ale- Y + a2e- 2Y
, 

for CI = C2 #0, 

¢l (y) = [1/ ( sinh y) 2 ) [a I + a2 cosh y], 

and for C I = - C2 #0, 

¢ley) = [1/(coshy)2) [al + az sinhy). 

(4.15b) 

(4.15c) 

(4.15d) 

If we identify K 1 as the Hamiltonian of the system, and 
if, for simplicity, we set 

a = 21t12' (4.16) 

then the potential of the system is identified as 

V(ql,q2) = ¢l(aql) - t12{CI exp[a(ql + q2») 

+C2exp[a(qz-ql)]}' (4.17) 

Especially, if we choose C 1 = ° and set 

(4.18 ) 

then the system possesses the two conserved quantities 

KI =p~ +p~ +a l exp(aql) 

+ a2 exp(2aql) - 2Cexp[a(q2 - ql») (4.19) 

and 

K 2 = - {p JJ2 + C exp [a (q2 - q I )] F - (P2) 2 

X [al exp(aql) + a2 exp(2aql») + alC exp(aq2)' 
( 4.20) 

We would not have suspected the existence of the second 
conserved quantity K2 for such a relatively simple Hamilto
nian K 1 unless we systematically proceeded, as in the present 
case. 

The present case is also integrable since Kl and K2 (or 
K2 ) are algebraically independent. Also, the explicit form of 
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the Hamiltonian KI given by Eq. (4.19) or (4.14a) suggests 
a close relationship between the present model and that of 
Olshansky and Perelomov,~ who utilized an entirely differ
ent approach based upon the root system of the exceptional 
Lie algebra G2 • Note that KI in Eq. (4.14a) may be interpret
ed to represent a reduced Hamiltonian of a translation-in
variant three-body system at a center-of-the-mass frame. 

v. GENERAL QUADRATIC PROBLEM 

In Sec. II, we analyzed the linear problem for FJ-lv. In 
this section, we will discuss the same for the quadratic case. 
For simplicity, we set 

FJ-lV = HJ-lv + GJ-lV' 

HJ-lv = hJ-lv + C~vfa{3x{3, 
G J-lV = ! () J-lva{3x

a
x{3, 

where ()J-lva{3 are constants satisfying 

(5.1 ) 

(5.2) 

(5.3 ) 

()J-lva{3 = - ()vJ-la{3 , (5.4) 

()J-lva{3 = ()w{3a' (5.5) 

Although we can solve the general problem 

fl).w (F) = fl)'J-lv (F- F) = 0, (5.6) 

we shall assume here that both HJ-lv and GJ-lV are separate 
solutions of the problem, as in Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) withEq. 
(3.4). First, the condition fl).f.t v (G) = ° implies the validity 
of 

(5.7) 

Then, with the help ofEq. (5.4), (5.5), and (5.7), the con
straint fl).J-lv (G' G) = ° is found to lead to the following 

TJ-lv,).a{3y + T V ).;J-la{3Y + T).J-l;va{3Y = 0, (5. 8a) 

where we have set 

T" ,·;).a{3y 

= ()TJ-laJTP()pl'{3Y + ()TJ-l{3JTP()pvay + ()TJ-l yJTP()pl'{3a 

+ ()TJ-la{3f
TP

()pl')'A + ()Tt1ydTP()pmA + ()rtw yf
rp

()pv(3A • 

(5.8b) 

We note that TJ-lv,Aa{3y is totally symmetric in the indices A, a, 
/3, and r, but antisymmetric in /1 and v because of Eqs. (5.4) 
and (5.5). Ifwe useEq. (5.7), then Eqs. (5.8) can be slightly 
simplified to become 

()).J-laTf
TP

()pv{3y + ()AJ-l{3Tf
rp

()pvya + ()AJ-lyrf
rp

()pva{3 

+ ()v).arf
rp

()pJ-l{3y + ()v).{3rf
7P

()pJ-lya + ()v).yrf
TP

()pJ-l<X(3 

+ ()J-lvuTf
TP

()p).(3y + ()J-lv{37/
rp

()pAya + ()J-lvyrf
rp

()p).a{3 = 0. 
( 5.9) 

Evidently, the analysis of Eqs. (5.7) and (5.9) is still 
difficult. To simplify the notation, we introduce an abstract 
vector space V spanned by the 2N basis vector 
XJ-l (/1 = 1,2, ... ,2N) and define a triple-linear product 
[X,Y,Z)EV for any three elements X,Y, and ZEVby 

[XJ-l,xV,xA] =r(3(){3J-lVAXa' (5.10) 

Then, first, Eq. (5.5) is rewritten as 

[X,Y,Z) = [X,Z,Y]. (5.11 ) 
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On the other hand, Eq. (5.9) can be shown to be equivalent 
to 

[[ Y,Z,x ],X,x] - [[Z,y,x ],x,x] 

= [Y,X, [Z,X,X]] - [Z,x, [y,x,x]]. (5.12) 

This fact can be demonstrated as follows. Let 51-' , 1]1-' , and ~ I-' 
be three arbitrary numerical vectors and set 

(5.13 ) 

When we insert Eq. (5.13) into Eq. (5.12) and use the arbi
trariness of 51-', 1]v, and ~A, Eq. (5.12) gives a quadratic 
identity involving ()I-'VAr in view of Eq. (5.10), which can be 
shown to reduce to Eq. (5.9) when we see Eq. (5.7). 

Next, we have to rewrite the remaining conditions (5.4) 
and (5.7) in the same basis-independent notation. Introduc
ing the bilinear antisymmetric nondegenerate functional 
(X, Y) by Eq. (2.9), these are indeed recast in the forms of 

(X,[Y,Z,W]) = - (Y,[X,Z,W]), (5.14) 

(X,[Y,Z,W]) + (Y,[Z,x,W]) + (Z,[X,Y,W]) =0. 
(5.15 ) 

In conclusion, the desired solution has been reduced to a 
study of a triple-linear system satisfying Eqs. (5.11 ), (5.12), 
(5.14), and (5.15) for the arbitrary vectors X, Y, Z, and 
WEV. Note that we can rewrite ()l-'vu(3 as 

()l-'vu(3 = (XI-"[Xv,Xu,x(3])· 

Finally, we must consider Eq. (3.4), which gives 

jU(3{hI-'U()VA(3r + hvu ()Av(3r + hAU ()l-'v(3J = 0 

and 

r(3{ C :Jyr () VA(3p + C :Jyp () vA(3r + C ;'Jyr () AI-'(3p 

+ C-;'JYP ()AI-'(3r + C1Jyr()l-'v(3p + C1JYP ()l-'v(3r 

(5.16 ) 

+ C;'JY(3()l-'urp + C1Jy(3()"urp + C:JY(3()Aurp} = o. 
(5.17 ) 

When we introduce the commutor [X,Y] in Vby 

[XI-',xv] = C~VXA (5.18) 

then Eq. (5.17) is also further rewritten as 

([X,[Z,Y,W] - [Y,Z,W]],W) 

+ ([Y,[X,Z,W] - [Z,X,W]],W) 

+ ([Z,[Y,X,W] - [X,Y,W]],W) 

+ ([ Y,Z ],[X,W,W]) + ([Z,X],[ Y,W,W]) 

+ ([X,Y],[Z,W,W]) = 0 ( 5.19) 

when we use Eq. (5.7). We can also rewrite Eq. (5.16) in a 
basis-independent way by introducing another antisymme
tric bilinear functional h(X,y) by 

h(XI-"Xv) = hl'v' (5.20) 

Then, we find 

h(X,[Y,Z,W] - [Z,Y,W]) 

+ h(Y,[Z,X,W] - [X,Z,W» 

+h(Z,[X,Y,W] - [Y,X,W» =0. (5.21 ) 

Although many triple-linear systems satisfying similar 
relations have been studied by many authors9

- '2 the present 
triple system is, unfortunately, quite different from those 
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already investigated and its study will be postponed for the 
future. However, we would like to simply mention that our 
triple system possesses a nontrivial solution (2.25), as well 
as a once-iterated solution FI-'v = (H' H) I'V for the linear 
form HI-'v when we consider only the dominant quadratic 
terms. 
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APPENDIX: SOME SOLUTIONS FOR AAIW (G.G)=O 

Here, we will study a generalization of the solution giv
en by Eq. (3.23). 

We seek a solution of form 

Gjk = 0, (AI) 

Gjk = - Ajk' (A2) 

Gjk =pjBkj -PkBjk , (A3) 

where Ajk and Bjk are functions only of qj and qk' Then, we 
can easily verify that the condition IlAl-'v (G) = 0 is satisfied 
if we have 

ajA kl = DjlBkj -DjkCkl (A4) 

for some functions Ckl . Next, we set similarly 

ajBkl = DjlDkj - DjkEkl (AS) 

for some functions D kj and E kj of qj and q k . Moreover, when 
we note 

(G'G)]k = 0, 

(G'G)jk = - I, AjiAlk' 
I 

+ I, PI (AjlBkl -AkIBjI)' 
I 

(A6) 

(A7) 

(A8) 

then we can readily find that the second condition 
IlAl-'v (G' G) = 0 is also satisfied, provided that we have the 
following two equations: First, we must have 

AjI(Bkl-Bkj ) + Akl(Bjk -Bjl ) +AkjCjI-AjkCkl =0 

and second, we must have 

PjQjkl + PkQklj + PIQljk = 0, 

where we have set 

(A9) 

(A10) 

Qjkl = - Qjlk = (BkIBIj - B1kBkj ) + (A1kEkj - AklEIj) 

+ (AkjDIj - AIjDkj ). (All) 

Since the lhs of Eq. (AlO) is totally antisymmetric in the 
indices), k, and I, Eq. (AlO) is trivially satisifed for N<.2. 
This is one reason why we found some complicated solutions 
for N = 2, as in Sec. IV. For N;;.3, Eq. (AID) can be also 
obeyed if we have 

Qjkl = DjkPkl - DjlPlk 

for some functions P kl' 
Next, let us set 
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Hjl; = - OjkPj , 

H7k = ~k , 

Hjk = O. 

(A13) 

(A14) 

(A15) 

Then, the sum 

Fill' = Gil" + Hill' (A16) 

will satisfy Eq. (3.1). The remaining condition (3.4) can 
also be fulfilled, first if we have 

~,,(Blk + Blj) + hnClj - ~7Clk = OklAkj - OljAjk 
(AI7) 

and second, if there exists a function Yjl satisfying 

hnDjk - h,7Ejk + (Okl + oj! )Bjk = Ojk Yjl' (AI8) 

These conditions (A17) and (A18) are still not easy to ana
lyze. However, there exists a simple solution. Suppose that 
we have 

Cjk = Bjk = ()Ajk , (AI9) 

Djk = Ejk = () 2Ajk (A20) 

for a constant (). Then Eqs. (A9) and (AW) are identically 
satisfied with Qjkl = 0, while Eqs. (A4) and (A5) reduce to 

BjAkl = ()(ojlA kj - OjkAkl)' (A2l) 
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which is precisely Eq. (3.24). Finally, both Eqs. (A17) and 
(A18) become identical and are rewritten as 

()(h,,, - h,7)Ajk = - (Okl + ojl)Ajk , (A22) 

with a special choice of Yjl = O. Then, the final solution of 
Eqs. (A2l) and (A22) yields the result of Eq. (3.25) for 
()=±l. 
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On topological effects in quantum mechanics: The harmonic oscillator 
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Quantum mechanics of a (nonrelativistic) system S localized on a topologically nontrivial 
manifold ~ as its configuration space is based on a quantization method, which, in general, 
reflects global properties of ~, i.e., some of the observables of S will "feel" the topology: 
There are topological effects and inequivalent quantizations on~. Some straightforward 
examples are given for such effects, using Borel quantization (BQ), the pointed plane as 
manifold~, and the energy operator with harmonic potential as observable. Two topological 
effects exist. There are unitarily inequivalent BQ on~, which are equivalent to the usual 
quantization on the plane with a topological potential, which has the form of a Bohm
Aharonov potential. There are different self-adjoint extensions of the energy operator for a 
given BQ that in some cases are related to another kind of topological potential. These effects 
are discussed in detail, especially the self-adjoint extensions of the energy operator. An 
experimental setup to verify some of the results is suggested. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Observables of a (nonrelativistic) physical system S 
that is constrained on a smooth manifold JI as its configura
tion space can depend on global properties of JI, e.g., on the 
fundamental group 1T I (JI) , its character group 1T'/' (JI ), co
homology groups HP(JI,Z), etc. For a quantized system 
this is the case for a large set of observables. Unitarily inequi
valent quantizations exist reflecting the topology of JI. 
They predict different experimental results and show the rel
evance of topological effects. For some JI, inequivalent 
quantizations of certain observables can be parametrized 
through differential n-forms, behaving like potentials. They 
are called topological potentials of the n + 1st kind. 

The mechanisms that produce such effects depend on 
the quantization method and the choice of the observables. 

We report on two mechanisms: the Borel quantization, 
i.e., quantization of the kinematic onJi and the correspond
ing quantization of an energy observable H. After a general 
outline of the method (Sec. II, see also Refs. 1 and 2) we 
apply the results to a one-particle system constrained on 
JI I = R3 - R I moving under the influence of an external 
harmonic force (Sec. III); because of its symmetry the prob
lem is equivalent to one that is constrained on 
JI 2 = R2 - {a}, i.e., on the pointed plane. There appears a 
topological potential of the second kind, which has the form 
of the Bohm-Aharonov3 potential. The self-adjointness con
dition for the corresponding Hamilton operator creates in 
some cases an additional (singular or point) potential of the 
first kind. We present an interpretation of the results and 
suggest (Sec. IV) an experimental setup to verify some of 
them. 

II. THE QUANTIZATION 

A. Topology and kinematical observables, topological 
potentials of the second kind 

We use a "conservative" quantization method. Classical 
(generalized) position and momentum observables are 

modeled via Borel sets B taken from a Borel field fIJ (JI) 
and vector fields X taken from the set flJ c (JI) of complete 
vector fields. The flow rp -; of X acts on BEfIJ (JI) as 

B, = {m'!m' = rp-;(m), mER}. (1) 

The geometrical object (fIJ (JI),flJc (JI») is called Borel 
kinematic on JI. I For its quantization we need a map !Z2 into 
the set of self-adjoint operators Y J<l1' (,3¥') on some Hilbert 
space with a common, dense, invariant domain: 

!Z2: fIJ (JI) 3B f---+ E(B)EY J<l1' (,3¥'), 

!Z2: flJ c (JI) 3 X f---+ P (X) EY J<l1' (,3¥'). 

Here !Z2 should respect measure-theoretic properties of 
fIJ (JI) and the Lie-algebraic structure connected with flJ c' 

Furthermore, some additional technical conditions should 
be fulfilled. We require that P(X) is local (see Ref. 1) and 
that for any X a one-dimensional unitary group V-; exists, 
such that-as quantum analog to (1 )-a kind of imp rim it i
vity condition holds 

V~,OE(B)oV-; = E(rp~,(B»). (2) 

It turns out that this Borel quantization, i.e., the map !Z2, is 
not unique. Up to unitary equivalence there is a 1: 1 corre
spondence between different g and the elements of 
1T'/' (JI) ® R [1T I (JI) is assumed to be finitely generated]; R 
is the real line. The explicit forms of E(B) and P(X) are 
available. The Hilbert space,3¥' can be realized as comple
tion L 2(1/ (JI ) ; ( . ! . ) ,f..l) of the linear space of sections in a 
complex line bundle 1/(JI) over JI which are square inte
grable with respect to a Hermitian metric (.!.) and a finite 
Borel measure f..l on JI. In general, several nonisomorphic 1/ 
exist over JI. For trivial bundles the space,3¥' is spanned by 
square integrable functions, i.e.,,3¥' = L 2(JI;f..l); this is de
noted as the standard case. Here inequivalent quantizations 
are in 1:1 correspondence with the elements of 1T'/'(JI)/ 
(r1T1)*(JI) ®R with (r1T1)*(JI) as the subgroup of 
1T'/'(JI) generated by all elements of finite order. 
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We give now the results for the standard case. Here 
E(B) is a projection operator (as it should be); !l2 maps real 
functions/into multiplication operators 

!l2:/~ Q(/}: Q(/)t/J =j-t/J; 

/EC "" (...ff,R) , t/JEL 2(...ff,J-t). 
(3) 

Here P(X) is a differential operator of first order, essentially 
self-adjoin t for all X on C "" (...ff ,C) (a similar form ula holds 
for the general case.) : 

!l2: X~P(X); P(X) = iX + w(X) + (i/2 + c) 

XQ(divll X); (4) 

here w is an arbirary element of the Abelian group Z I (...ff) of 
(real) closed differential one-forms and c some real number. 
The X acts as Lie derivative and the divergence of X is meant 
with respect tOJ-t = p(x,y,z)dx dy dz,p > 0, and smooth (lo
cally). The physical interpretation of w(X) as a potential, 
i.e., as topological potential of the second kind (vector po
tential), is obvious. (Topological effects can be traced also in 
other quantization methods, e.g., in the path integral ap
proach.4) 

For different WI,W2EZI(...ff) and CI,C2ER the map !l2 
yields different results. These are unitarily equivalent if and 
only if 

CI - c2 is zero and WI - W 2 is logarithmically exact. (5) 

Logarithmically exact one-forms form an Abelian subgroup 
L I(...ff) in Zl(...ff). A closed one-form a is in L I (...ff), if 
there exists hEC"" (...ff ,S I), with 

a(X) = ih -1(Xh). (6) 

One can show5 that Z I (...ff)IL I (...ff) :::::171 (M)I 
(r1T1 )*(...ff); i.e., the elements of Z IlL I give inequivalent 
quantizations. The dimension of Z I ILl is finite and equal to 
the first Betti number b l of...ff. The de Rham reconstruction 
theorem6 tells us how to construct a basis Pj,j = l, ... ,b l in 
the vector space Z I ILl and linear combinations of Pj give 
those w, or topological potentials, with inequivalent quanti
zations 

b, 

w(X) = I {3jPj (X), 0<J3j < 21T, (7) 
j~ I 

which are parametrized via ({3 (P'" {3 b, ,c) . The explicit calcu-
1ation of the Pj can be difficult, but is in principle possible. An 
example is treated in Sec. III. 

The close connection between Borel kinematics and to
pology through the quantization method is related to the fact 
that the set fE' c (...ff) contains infinite-dimensional Lie alge
bras comprising enough flows to feel the global geometry of 
...ff. 

B. Topology and energy observables, topological 
potentials of the first kind 

We refer again to a conservative quantization of the en
ergy, given through the Hamilton operator that is a function 
of the P(X) and Q( j), i.e., a partial differential operator. 
The ordering of the noncommutative factors must be pre
scribed, such that H is symmetric. (For a method to select 
certain ordering see Ref. 2. In general the measuring process 
of the energy observable should determine the ordering. This 
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needs a theory of measurement, which is not yet available.) 
However, in general, this H is not essentially self-adjoint. 
Because this is needed for the quantum mechanical probabil
ity interpretation, we have to construct self-adjoint exten
sions H a of H (a is a label index). The extension H a should 
depend also on the topology of ...ff, as there are enough Borel 
sets on ...ff and the inner product in L 2(...ff,J-t) feels any 
BEfiJ (...ff). But unlike the situation in the previous section, a 
general extension theory for partial differential operators on 
a given ...ff is not available that parametrize families of ine
quivalent extensions through geometrical objects living on 
...ff. Different types of H have to be treated separately de
pending on...ff. Powerful techniques are known. For the ex
ample in Sec. III we use a method of Rellich.7 In special 
cases, extensions Ha are equivalent to an additive term 

H a = HO + va, va:...ff ~ R, VO = 0. (8) 

Here va is a O-form and can be viewed as a topological po
tential of the first kind. For special Hamilton operators all 
inequivalent quantizations for some H are constructed in 
Sec. III and topological potentials are calculated. 

III. THE HARMONIC OSCILLATOR ON THE POINTED R 2 

A. The model, its quantization, and its Hamilton 
operator 

Now we apply the approach to the manifold 
...ff I = R3 - R I and a particle (mass M) moving on ...ff I un
der an external harmonic potential V(x,y,z) = (Mw2/2) 
(x2 + y2) (x,y,z are local coordinates) and with the usual 
Hamilton function. The topology of ...ff I is not trivial: 
1T1 (...ff) ~Z, 171(...ff I) ~R (mod 21T) and bl (...ff I) = 1. For 
simplicity (see also Ref. 8) we choose c = ° and furthermore 
dJ-t = dx dy dz. 

For a quantization of the kinematics a basis element P of 
Z I (...ff 1)1 L I (...ff I) must be calculated9

; one gets with the 
physically interesting vector fields (Xs ) = (a I ax, a lay, a I 
az) for the corresponding topological potential w of the sec
ond kind (independent of the external potential) 

p(Xs ) = [l/(21T(X2 +y2»)]( -y,x,O), (9) 

w(Xs ) = {3p(Xs ), 0<,fJ<21T. ( 10) 

Here w (Xs ) has the form of a Bohm-Aharonov potential3 

(elfz)ABA (x,y,z) , where fz{3 Ie is the magnetic flux of the 
(infinitely thin and long) RI solenoid. The result is connect
ed with the topology of the Bohm-Aharonov configuration 
of...ff I' We stress here that the appearance of w(Xs ) does not 
tell us anything on its physical interpretation. The quantiza
tion gives no hint how to realize a topological potential in 
practice. If there is some deeper connection between quan
tum mechanics on ...ff I and electromagnetism it is not 
known. 

For the rest of the paper we interpret w(Xs ) as Bohm
Aharanov potential, in which a particle of charge e moves. 

The quantization of the classical Hamiltonian for the 
system gives 

or 
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H~I) = _1_[ _ fli(~,~,~) _ a 2 1 2 ( _ y,X,0)]2 
2M ax ay az x + y 

(11) 

where a = fI/3 /(217"). Because of the axial symmetry the z 
part separates as a free system in R~ I) and we are left with a 
particleconstrainedon~2 = R2 - {O} = R.2 with a Hamil
ton operator 

Ha = _1_[ _ fli(~,~) _ a 1 ( _ y,X)]2 
2M ax ay x2 + y2 

Mw2 
+ __ (x2 + y2). 

2 
(12) 

The Ha has to be essentially self-adjoint on a suitable domain 
DeL 2(R2, dx dy). These domains are not obvious [e.g., H a 

is not even symmetric on the natural domain 
D = {tP(x,y) 1f/iEL 2 (R2, dx,dy) , C '" (R2,C)}]. Sowe have to 
construct self-adjoint extensions Ha.a of H a as explained in 
Section II B. As a first step we will reduce Ha to differential 
operators on S I and R + (Sec. III C 2). Then we will find all 
self-adjoint extensions Ha,a (Sec. III C). We calculate the 
( discrete) spectra of Ha,a, discuss various cases, and show 
the appearance of (singular) topological potentials of the 
first kind (Sec. III D). 

B. The radial Hamilton operator 

In polar coordinates 

x = r cos q;, y = r sin q;, 

the Hilbert space of square-integrable functions over R2 can 
be decomposed as 

,Y2(R2,dxdy) = ,Y2(R+ rdr) ®'y2(SI,dq;) 

+'" 

m=-oo 

where [ ] denotes span and mEZ. The differential operators 
(12) separate to 

H a = -- a 2 +-a --- +_MW2~ fl2 ( 1 a
2

) 1 
2M r r r fl2~ 2 

_~(a2 2ia a ). 
2M~ 'I' + fl 'I' 

The angular operator 

a~ + (2ia/fl)a'l' 

(14) 

(15) 

is essentially self-adjoint on C '" (S 1),10 with nondegenerate 
discrete spectrum - m(m + 2a/fl) and the eigenfunctions 

(16) 

Here Ha is essentially self-adjoint on a subset of 'y2(R2) iff 
all members of the family of radial Hamilton operators 

r(v) s-v+R 
r( (1 + v)/2 - k) v 

-1 F 
rq _ k) k 

( - 1)nn! + O(s) 
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Ha.m=~{ -a (ra ) +~(m +~)2 + M 2

w
2 r} 

2Mr r r r fl fl2 
(17) 

on corresponding subsets {}~.m of ,Y2(R+, rdr) are essen
tially self-adjoint. 10 Essentially self-adjoint extensions of H a 

and of the family Ha.m have the same eigenvalues. The eigen
functions differ by a factor eim'l' only. Considered as differen
tial operators on a suitable function space, Ha,m are singular 
Sturm-Liouville operators, for which Weyl's limit-point, 
limit-circle theory can be applied. II Note that H a.m depends 
on 

v= la/fl+ ml (18) 

only. 
For reasons of convenience we introduce the dimension

less quantity 

k = E /(2flw), 

the new variable 

s = (Mw/fl)~, 

and the new wave function 

w(s) = ru(r). 

Then the eigenvalue equation 

Ha.mu(v,E;r) = Eu(v,E;r) on {}~,m 

becomes on {} :.me ,Y2(R+,S-1 ds) 

AVw(v,k;s) = - kw(v,k;s), 

with 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

[We have a singular Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem 
- (pu')' + qu = kKu in the interval O<s < 00, withp = 1, 

K = 1/s, q = A - (1 - v)/(4s2
).] 

c. Self-adjoint extensions of the radial Hamilton 
operators 

Equation (23) is the Whittaker differential equation. So 
all solutions for given v,k are linear combinations of the 
Whittaker functions l2 

WI (v,k;s) = Wk ,vl2 (s), 

w2 (v,k;s) = W- k •v/2( -s). 

For large s the asymptotic expansion holds, 

Wk ,vl2 (s) = e - s/2sk{1 + O( lsi-I )}. 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

SO WI falls off exponentially while W2 grows exponentially. 
Hence the latter is not normalizable in ,Y2(R+ ,S-I ds) and 
we have the limit-point case at s = 00 for all v. 

For small s we recall the expansions 

( v = 0, ! - k # - n), (28) 

(v = 0, ! - k = - n), 
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where 

Fk = [In s - 2tf!(1) + tf!(112 - k) + o( Is In sl)], 

{

o( IsIV-I), for v> 1, 

Rv = ° (lnlsl), for v = 1, 
0(1), for o<v< 1, 

tf! is the digamma function and n = 0, 1 , .... To get the corre
sponding expansion for negative argument, replace In ( - s) 
by i1T + In S.12 

It can be easily seen that 

rlw;12ds<00, withc>O, i=I,2, (29) 
Jo s 

in the rangeO<v < 1. But at least one of these solutions is not 
normalizable at s = 0 for v> 1. 

So at s = 0 we have for v> 1 the limit-point case and for 
0< v < 1 the limit circle case. 

1. The case v;> 1 

We have the limit-point case at both ends of the interval 
[0,00 ). Hence A v is symmetric and even essentially self-ad
joine on 

{l; = {wIWE.2"2(R+, s-Ids),w" 

absolutely continuous}. (30) 

To get the discrete spectrum we have to require that WI from 
Eq. (25) is normalizable at s = 0, i.e., the leading term in the 
expansion (28) must vanish. Hence we get for the eigenval
ues 

k=n+[(v+l)/2], n=0,1,2, ... ; (31) 

the eigenfunctions (25) can be expressed in terms of general
ized Laguerre polynomials, 

W k ,vl2 (s) = (- l) nn!e- s12s(v+ 1)12L ~v)(s). (32) 

2. The case O<;;;v< 1 

Now we have the limit-point case at s = 00 and the lim
it-circle case at s = O. Hence additional boundary conditions 
at s = 0 are necessary. Given any normalizable function 
v(s), AV is symmetric on 

rpv = {wlwE.2"2(R+,s-1 ds),w" 

absolutely continuous,[w,v]o = o}, (33) 

with [w,vL: = v(s)w*'(s) - v'(s)w*(s). This can be seen 
easily by partial integration: 

(w,AV,v) - (AVu,v) = [w,vL" - [w,v]o' (34) 

For linear combinations w of functions WI from Eq. (25) 
with different k, we have [w,v] 00 = o. So AV is symmetric on 
any domain, whose elements satisfy the boundary condition 

[w,v]o = o. (35) 

This is precisely the condition that makes A v essentially self
adjoint.7 Different functions v(s) can label the same domain. 

To make the boundary condition (35) more accessible, 
we follow Rellich 7 and use a special solution system of the 
Eq. (23). If linearly independent solutions w3 (v,k;s), 
w4 (v,k;s) ofEq. (23) satisfy 
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[w;(v,k;s),w;(v,k';s)]o=O, i=3,4, 

[w3 ( v,k;s),w4 ( v,k ';s)]o = - [w4 ( v,k;s),w3 ( v,k ';s) ]0' 
(36) 

then the boundary condition (35) is valid for all linear com
binations 

wa(v,k;s) = sin(a)w3 (v,k;s) + cos(a)w4 (v,k;s), (37) 

with O<a < 1T fixed. Using trigonometric functions here is 
just a convenient way to parametrize the coefficients. Differ
ent values of a specify different (inequivalent) essentially 
self-adjoint extensions A v,a, 

For v> 0 a possible choice of W3 and W4 are the Whitta
ker functions l2 

w3 (v,k;s) = M k,-v12 (s), w4 (v,k;s) = M k,+v12 (s), 
(38) 

as they behave at s = 0 like 

w3 (s) =s(1-V)/2(1 + O(s»), 

w4 (s) =s(I+V)/2(1 +O(s»). 
(39) 

For v = 0, these two solutions become identical. If W4 

has the same form as in Eqs. (39) and (38), and if W3 has an 
expansion 

w3 (s) =SI/2(1 + O(s»)lns, (40) 

then the conditions (36) are satisfied. The explicit form de
pends on k. We can use 

w3 (0,k;s) = - ['e! + k) W _ k,O ( - s) 

+ (2tf!(1) - tf!(! + k) - i1T)Mk,o (s) (41) 

for kE{ - !,!,~,.,.}, and 

w3 (0,k;s) = - ['(! - k) Wk,o (s) 

+ (2tf!(1) - tf!C! - k) )Mk,o (s) (42) 

for all other kER. Hence, for each value 0< v < 1 there exists 
an essentially self-adjoint extension A v,a, with O<a < 1T, 
whose domain is 

{lv,a = {wIWE[wa], WE.2"2(S-1 ds),w" 

absolutely continuous}, (43) 

where [wa
] is the span ofthewa in Eq. (37) with w3 , W 4 from 

Eqs. (38), (41), and (42). 
Next we calculate the spectra. The normalizable eigen

functions of Av,a are those functions wafrom Eq. (37) which 
are normalizable at s = 00, i.e., which are multiples of WI' 

For 0 < v < 1 we use the expansion of w l,12 

[,(v) 
wl(v,k;s) = w3 (v,k;s) 

['((1 + v)/2 - k) 

['( - v) 
+ w4 (v,k;s). (44) 

['((1 - v)/2 - k) 

Comparison with Eq. (37) gives the discrete spectrum of 
A v,a as solutions of (a and v are fixed) 

tana= 
['(v)['((1- v)/2 - k) 

['( - v) ['((1 + v)/2 - k) 

For a = 0 we have 

k = [(1 + v)/2] + n, n = 0,1,2,3 ... , 
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and for a = 1T/2, 

k = (1 - v)/2 + n. (47) 

The eigenfunctions are given by Eq. (25). 
For a numeric evaluation of the discrete spectrum (45) 

in the case of v = ! see Fig. 1. In the limit a --> 1T, the eigenval
ues tend towards those given for a = 0, except for the lowest 
one, which goes to - 00. 

For v = 0, kE{ - !,!,~, ... }, we have to require that the 
coefficient of W _ k.O ( - s) vanishes (W 1-W4 in this case). 
This implies a = O. So for v = 0 and a = 0 we get 

k = ~ + n; (48) 

the normalized eigenfunctions (25) can be expressed using 
Laguerre polynomials 

(49) 

For all other k, comparison of Eqs. (28), (37), and (42) 
gives 

sin a(2¢( 1) - ¢<! - k) ) + cos a = 0 

or 

tana= -(2¢(1) _¢<!_k»)-l. (50) 

Here a = 0 yields k = n + ! (the case was discussed above) , 
and a = 1T/2 gives for k 

¢<!-k)=2¢(1). (51) 

For a numeric evaluation ofEq. (50) see Fig. 1. In the limit 
a --> 1T, again the eigenvalues tend towards those given for 
a = 0, except for the lowest one which goes to - 00. The 
eigenfunctions are given by Eq. (25). All the eigenvalues 
calculated above are nondegenerate. 

D. Self-adjoint extensions of the reduced Hamilton 
operator 

The results in Secs. III B and III C give immediately the 
self-adjoint extensions ofHo together with their eigenvalues 
and eigenfunctions. 

k 

"--'--'-
3 

'--'--'-'-
2 

---

- .............. 
Or---~~~~----~----~--a 

1( 

\ 
\ 

FIG. I. Eigenvalues of the self-adjoint extensions - A O.a (full lines) and 
- A 1/4." (dashed lines). 
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For O..;;;V = la/Ii + m I < 1 the radial operators AV have a 
one-dimensional family of self-adjoint extensions A v.a para
metrized by O<;a < 1T. The a are independent for different v. 

For v> 1 the A v are essentially self-adjoint. 
For HOwith 

HO"'(E,m;r,cp) = E'I1(E,m;r,cp), (52) 

"'(E,m;r,cp) = Wk.v/2(Mw/li)r)r-Ieim'P, (53) 

where "'(E,m;r,cp) is a simultaneous eigenfunction of HO 
and the angular operator ( 15), we get the following scenar-
10. 

For vanishing Bohm-Aharonov potential HO has a one
dimensional family of self-adjoint extensions HO.a", because 
O<;v = Iml < 1 implies m = O. 

For non vanishing Bohm-Aharonov potential we only 
have to consider 0 < a < Ii; other values can always be ob
tained by shifting m by an integer value, as the spectrum 
depends only on the combination v = la/Ii + mi. This cor
responds to the range of f3 in Eq. (10), and to a change of 
magnetic flux in the solenoid by 21T1i/e. In the Bohm-Ahar
onov experiment this maps the interference pattern into it
self. For a#O a two-dimensional family Ho.a".a, appears, 
where a I parametrizes extensions for those m = m I #0 with 
0<; la/Ii + m I < 1. The eigenfunctions are, as indicated in 
(53), up to a factor r- I eim'l' Whittaker functions. 

We give now a detailed discussion. 

1. Thecasea=O 

The system corresponds to an oscillator in HZ; a o = 0 
gives the kinetic-energy extension HO.o. Collecting the re
sults for v = 0, 0 < v < 1, and 1<; v we have the energy spec
trum 

E ~:?n = w (1 + 2n + I m I ), (54) 

which is the spectrum of the oscillator in RZ. The spectrum is 
degenerate. It can be written as 

E~:o = wen' + 1), n' = 0,1,... (55) 

with a (dn· = n' + 1 )-fold degeneracy given by 
m = - n', - n' + 2, ... ,n'. 

The normalized eigenfunctions are 

"'(E~:?n,m;r,cp) = ( - l)nn!(Mw/Ii)(lml + 1)/Zrlml 

X e - (MwIUi),-' L ~m{ ~w r )eim'l'. (56) 

The kinetic-energy extension is not the only one. (As the 
introduction of polar coordinates restricts RZ to HZ, the 
treatment of any Hamiltonian on R Z with polar coordinates 
is delicate.) HO has additional self-adjoint extensions HO.a", 
which stem from those of A 0. Hence the oscillator in HZ can 
have energy spectra-depending on ao-different from the 
oscillator spectrum in RZ. As compared to HO.o, the degener
acy of the eigenvalues for even n' becomes reduced by 1 to 
dn· = n'. There appear additional eigenvalues with 
E~:o_ I < E~:a" < E~:o for even n'. The ground state is shifted 
to an energy E g.a" < E g.o. The situation is given in Fig. 2 
(crosses) for a = 0, ao = !. The eigenfunctions for E ~:a" are 

",a"(E~:a",O;r,cp) = Wk".o«Mw/li)r)r- ' , (57) 

where k n are solutions ofEq. (50) for a = ao. 
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Or+--+--+--+-~--r-~--

-3 -2 -1 • 2 3 

-1 
(R + m) 

FIG. 2. Eigenvalues of the self-adjoint extensions HO.I!' (crosses) and 
H~/4.0.0 (dots) as a function of a/II + m. 

In connection with the discussion in Sec. II B it is inter
esting to check whether the nontrivial topological structure 
of R2 which is responsible for the exotic oscillators or exten
sions, can be transferred into a potential that is, e.g., local
ized in 0 < r < r' with r' < 1. For this we have to analyze the 
behavior of \{Ia"(E,O;r,<p) for small r. The leading term is 
proportional to 

In r. (58) 

The action of the differential operator HO on \{Ia" (E,O;r,<p) 
gives an additional term that can be compensated via a point 
potential 

fhr 02(X) ------
M lor 

(59) 

in a distribution theoretic sense (see, e.g., Ref. 13). Obvious
ly, Vp is a topological potential ofthe first kind. 

2. The case a:j: 0 

For at = ao = 0 we have the kinetic-energy extension 
HO,o,o. As above the energy spectrum is (dots in Fig. 2) 

E::?;.o = 11tu(1 + 2n + lalli + ml). (60) 

Comparing with the spectrum ofHo.o we see that the Bohm
Aharonov potential shifts all energies of the oscillator in R2. 
It does this by shifting the "orbital angular momentum" m 
to m + alii via the centrifugal part of the potential energy 
r- 2 (m + alli)2 in HO. The eigenfunctions are 

\{Io.o(E~:?;.o,m;r,<p) = Wk •v /2 (Mwlli)rVm<pr- t , (61) 

withk fromEq. (l9).Forat#Oand/orao#Owehave,asin 
Sec. III D 1, exotic extensions. We find the same eigenvalues 
as for HO,o,o, but for any m = 0, and m = m t the correspond
ing eigenvalue E ~:~"a, is smaller than E ~:?;.o and decreases 
with increasing ao, at to the next eigenvalue of HO,o,o respec
tively to - 00. The eigenfunctions are as above, inserting the 
energies E ~:~"a,. The case a = 0, ao > 0 cannot be obtained 
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continuously from a> 0, ao > 0, as the two bases (35) and 
(34), which are used in the definition of the parameter a, are 
not connected continuously. We have no result as to whether 
this topological effect can be related to a (singular) topologi
cal potential. 

IV. APPLICATION TO A CHARGE IN A HOMOGENEOUS 
MAGNETIC FIELD AND A BOHM-AHARONOV 
POTENTIAL 

A physical setup to realize experimentally the boundary 
conditions necessary for the exotic self-adjoint extensions 
seems not to be known, but the effect of a Bohm-Aharonov 
potential on the energy eigenvalues of a two-dimensional os
cillator (kinetic energy extension) could in principle be mea
surable. 

To explain this we consider a particle moving in the 
superposition 

A = ABA + (B 12)( - y,x,O) (62) 

of a Bohm-Aharonov potential ABA and a homogeneous 
magnetic field perpendicular to the xy plane. As in Sec. 
III C I the z part separates. The corresponding radial Ham
ilton operator is 

HB,o,m = Ho,m + eM 1(2M)(m + alii), mEZ, (63) 

with Ho,m from Eq. (17), where 

w = eB 1(2M), (64) 

that is, in our choice of gauge the homogeneous magnetic 
field gives the potential of a two-dimensional harmonic oscil
lator. The extensions of H B,o,m are obtained from those of 
Ho,m. The energies, i.e., the Landau levels in the presence of 
the Bohm-Aharonov potential, are for the kinetic energy 
extension: 

E ~.::, = (eM 12M) (2n + 1 + 1m + allil + m + alii). 
(65) 

They split in two level families: The usual Landau levels for 
a = 0 (m.;;; - 1) 

E~, = (eM 12M) (1 + 2n'), n' = 0,1,2, ... , (66) 

which are infinitely degenerate, and an additional family de
pending on a (m;>O) 

E~'o = (eM 12M) (I + 2n' + 2alli), (67) 

which are 

(1 + n')-fold (68) 

degenerate; note that O.;;;a < Ii. 
The experimental problem is to measure the additional 

levels (67). Considerations on whether the magnitude of the 
effect is big enough to be measured with present day equip
ment are under way. 
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Some technical methods used to solve two- and three-body bound-state equations in 
momentum space are described. These methods are, in particular, very efficient when applied 
to the calculation of spectra in semirelativistic confining potential Hamiltonians, which are 
used in hadron spectroscopy. They have a vast range of applicability. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is remarkable how well the structure ofhadrons (me
sons and baryons) is described by phenomenological poten
tial models. The interest in these models arose after the dis
covery of the charmonium and bottomium families, which 
were calculated as nonrelativistic bound states of heavy 
quarks (c and b) in a confining potential. 1-4 Subsequently, it 
was shown that the masses ofhadrons containing the light s 
quark could also be calculated with the same confining po
tential.5 These successes have renewed interest in the study 
of the spectra and properties of the nonrelativistic Schro
dinger equations with confining potentials and have led to a 
wide literature ranging from phenomenological models to 
more rigorous results. 6. 

7 

Recently, the desire to also include states composed of 
the lighter quarks (u and d) implied the inclusion of some 
relativistic effects. Many models have been proposed.8-1 2 A 
simple way to incorporate these effects consists of replacing 
the nonrelativistic kinematics by the form 
T = };i (PT + m;) 1/2. This leads naturally to work in mo
mentum space with integral equations.8.13-15 These integral 
equations appear to be singular for confining potentials and 
hence need a particular treatment. 

On the other hand, the necessity of also considering bar
yons that are made of three quarks in the same framework 
led to the development of techniques for solving the three
body problem in momentum space, where the problem can 
be reduced to a set of coupled singular integral equations by 
using hyperspherical formalism. 16--19 

Our aim in this paper is to show these useful techniques, 
which are not discussed very much in the literature and 
which can also be applied to other problems in physics. 

We begin by describing the two-body problem. In Secs. 
II A and B, after writing the integral equation for a two
particle system, we study the kernel of this equation for some 
power-law potentials that are the most frequently used in 
phenomenological applications. In Sec. II C we then de
scribe the Vekua-Magnaradze method,20 which can be ap
plied for solving the Schrodinger equation with a linear po
tential. Then, in Sec. II D we show a very useful numerical 

aJ Laboratory associated with CNRS. 

method: the Multhopp technique21 .22 for finding the eigen
states of a Hamiltonian. In Sec. II E, we apply the Multhopp 
technique for calculating the spectra of the linear and loga
rithmic potentials. 

We then consider the three-body problem. In Sec. III A, 
we work in the momentum space and then separate the co
ordinates into internal and external ones as in Omnes.23 In 
Sec. III B, we define the hyperspherical harmonics and con
centrate particularly on two different sets, as described and 
used by Fabre de la Rippelle, Simonov, and others. 24 In Sec. 
III C, using the internal and external coordinates, we show 
how one can separate the total angular momentum to end 
with a set of coupled integral equations in only the internal 
coordinates for each fixed value of the angular momentum. 
We also study the particular case of zero angular momentum 
and show that the problem reduces to a set of coupled inte
gral equations in one variable, with kernels similar to those 
of the two-body problem. These equations are very suitable 
for numerical calculations. Finally, we give as an example 
the spectrum of hyper-radial potential in Sec. III D. 

II. THE TWO-BODY PROBLEM 

Consider a two-particle system described by the follow
ing general bound-state equation: 

[it h(Pi) + V( If I - f2i> - E ] 1'1') = 0, (1) 

where 1'1') is the wavefunction of the system and E is its 
energy. The particle (i) is described by its position operator 
fi and its momentum operator Pi' We assume that the kine
matics };h(Pi) is a function of only Pi (the magnitude of Pi ) 
and that the potential is radial. 

The interest in this general form of the kinetic part is to 
allow the treatment as special cases of a semirelativistic kine
matics by setting h(p) = (p2 + m 2

) 1/2 (m is the mass of the 
particle), of a nonrelativistic kinematics by setting 
h (p) = m + p2/2m, or any intermediate form. 

A. The two-body problem in momentum space 

In the center of mass system, we obtain the I-wave pro
jection of Eq. (I) in momentum space by extending the 
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wavefunction I"'> on spherical harmonics. Equation (1) be
comes an integral equation: 

(2h(p) -E)ul(p) + LX> dp'ul(p')VI(p,p') =0, (2) 

with 

VI (p,p') = (pp,)1IZ LX> rdr V(r)JI+ 112 (pr)JI+ 112 (p'r), 

(3) 

where p and r are the magnitudes of the relative momentum 
and coordinate of the two particles and UI (p) is the reduced 
wavefunction in momentum space. Here VI (p,p') is the ker
nel of the integral equation (2) expressed in terms of the 
usual Bessel functions JI + liZ (x). 

In Sec. III, we will show that with kernels of the same 
form, similar coupled integral equations can be obtained for 
the three-body problem. 

B. The kernels of the integral equations for power-law 
potentials 

The analytic expression of the kernel VI (p,p') in Eq. (3) 
in terms of p and p' is not always easy to obtain for all poten
tials and for an arbitrary value of the angular momentum I. 

The behavior of these kernels when p ..... p' is important. 
Ifthe kernel is singular, Eq. (2) is a singular integral equa
tion. The kernel can have a delta function (or derivative of 
delta functions) behavior, in which case Eq. (2) reduces to a 
differential equation. The kernel can also be regular and well 
behaved, leading to a nonsingular integral equation. 

To see this explicitly, we will study these kernels for 
power-law potentials that contain as particular cases the 
confining potentials, which are of great interest in phenome
nological applications. 

For a potential V( r) = r /3, one can easily show the fol
lowing general formula: 

V ,_ 2/312-1 rU+3/2+/312) 
I (p,p ) - (21T)IIZ r(l + 1)r( -/312) (pp')(1 +(3)12 

f + I (1 - UZ)I 
X ~ . 

_ I [(pz + p,z)/2pp' _ u]/+ 3/2+/312 
(4) 

Equation (4) is valid for all values of /3 where the gam
ma functions are defined. The values excluded are 
/3 = 0,2,4, ... or /3 = - 3, - 5, - 7, .... We will discuss these 
two particular cases below: The integral on the rhs ofEq. (4) 
reduces to well-known functions. 

1. Power-law potentials less singular than 11r 

(i) For the potentials VCr) = r Zn - I with n = 0,1,2, ... , 
one has 

V ( , ') = (2n)! _1_ Q Inl(PZ + P'Z), (5) 
I pp 2n I ( ')n I 2' n.1T pp pp 

with Qlnl(x) = (dnldx")QI(x) and QI(X) a Legendre 
function of the second kind (see, for example, Ref. 25). 

(ii) For the potentials VCr) =r Zn with n=0,1,2, ... , 
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VI (p,p') becomes a distribution expressed in terms of deriva
tives of delta functions as follows: 

VI (p,p') = [ - :;z + l(l; 1) r5(p - p'). 

(iii) For the potentials VCr) = r/3,/3> -1, where/3is 
not an integer, the kernel can be expressed in terms of a 
generalized Legendre function of second order as in Eq. (5) 
by replacing n by (/3 + 1 )12, which is not necessarily an 
integer. 

Notice that for all these potentials the kernels VI(p,p') 
are singular whenp ..... p'. The singularity goes from logarith
mic In Ip - p' I for the Coulomb potential V( r) ..... 11 r to more 
singular parts, for example, lI(p - p')z for the linear poten
tial VCr) = r or to delta function behavior, as in case (ii). 

Knowing these singularities is important in the numeri
cal calculations since one can integrate them out explicitly, 
leading to a rapid convergence of the numerical methods 
used: For this see the description of the Multhopp technique 
given in Sec. II D. 

2. Power-law potentials more singular than 11r 

Attractive potentials more singular than 11 r cause prob
lems in bound-state equations and the eigenvalues are not 
always defined. Let us recall that with nonrelativistc kine
matics, h = p2, the Hamiltonian is bounded from below if the 
potential is not more singular than ( - 11 4r). We must also 
point out the remarkable analysis of Herbst,26 who has 
shown that the relativistic Coulomb Hamiltonian 
H = (p2 + mZ) 1/2 - A. Iris bounded from below ifand only 
if A. < 2/1T. 

However, combinations of these potentials can have a 
well-defined spectrum if a repulsive part dominates at small 
distances, at least in the nonrelativistic case. Exact solutions 
are known in this case,27 and are also of particular interest in 
some physical problems (see, for example, a long discussion 
in Ref. 28). Therefore, it is also useful to know the kernels 
VI (p,p') for these singular potentials. 

(i) From Eq. (4), the following formula can be easily 
written for the potentials VCr) = lIr 2n + I with n>O (not 
necessarily an integer) : 

, ( _ )nn!(l- n)! (pz _ p,2)zn Inl(p2 + P'Z) 
VI (p,p ) = Q I . 

1T(2n)!(l + n)! (2pp,)n 2pp' 

We remark that the kernels VI (p,p') have no singularity 
whenp ..... p'. 

(ii) However, the formula in (i) presents some prob
lems. For example, when applied to the potential lIr 3, we 
see that the 1 = ° kernel is not defined. Similarly, for the 
potential lIr 5, the 1=0 and 1= 1 kernels are not defined, 
etc. This problem comes from the definition of the gamma 
functions as mentioned above. 

We can show as an example a regularization of the ker
nel Vo(p,p') for lIr 3. For this, let us calculate Vo(p,p') for 
the following potential: 

V(€) (r) = (1/2r 6) [(rolr)3 +E + (rolr) 3 - €], 

which is a regularization of the potential lIr 3 with a fixed 
value E. The constant ro fixes a scale for this regularized 
potential and we can easily show that 
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Vo(p,p') = (1/21T)[ (p - p')21n (rolp _ p'l) _ (p + p')2 

xln(rolp + p'I)] + [(3 - 2Y)/1T]pp' + o(c), 

where y is Euler's constant. We notice that the term of order 
1/ E that causes the problem of definition of the gamma func
tions has been canceled by adding the two contributions of 
1/ r + € and 1/ r - €. Thus the regular part of Vo (p,p') is the 
kernel of the potentiallim€_o V(€)(r). This behavior is al
ways reproduced in any other different regularization of this 
singular potential. An application of this behavior is shown 
in Ref. 29. 

We also notice that the kernel VI (p,p') for I = I has no 
problem and is well defined: 

VI (p,p') = p - p In p - p + p p ; ( 2 '2) 2 I ' I (2 + '2) 

81TPP' P + p' 41T 

the same is also true for VI (p,p') with I> 1. However, notice 
that when regularized, Vo(p,p') has lost its scaling property 
when r ..... ...tr, as expected. 

3. The Fourier transforms for power-law potentials 

It is also interesting to see that the kernel Vo (p,p') can be 
easily related to the Fourier transform of the potential V(r) 
by 

d 
- 1T - Vo(p,p') = F(p - p') - F(p + p'), 

dp 

with 

2 f . q F(q) = dr V(r)e,qr. 

The above formulas allow us to calculate Fourier trans
forms of potentials once ~)(p,p') is known. In Table I we 
give some Fourier transforms ofthe power-law and logarith
mic potentials. These results generalize those of Ref. 30. No
tice, also, that for any value of v, one has 

FV+ 2(q) = _ :q: FV(q), 

where FV(q) is the Fourier transform of the potential rV. 

c. Linear potential: The Vekua-Magnaradze method 

When the most singular part of the potential at infinity 
is linear, the very clever method ofVekua and Magnaradze, 
described in Ref. 20 and used, e.g., in Ref. 31, gives particu
larly useful results. 

1. The Vekua-Magnaradze method 

We shall describe the Vekua-Magnaradze method on a 
simple example that can be easily generalized. 

In what follows, we shall manipulate principal value in
tegrals that we denote with the symbolf-. We recall that 

p(..!..) =..!..[_1_ +_1_], 
x 2 x - iE X + iE 

p(..!..)=..!..[ 1 + 1 ]. 
x 2 2 (x - iEf (x + iE)2 

We also recall that if tp(x) is regular on xE[a,b] and if 
tp(a) = tp(b) = 0, then 
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TABLE I. Fourier transforms of power-law potentials. Here ro is the pa
rameter chosen for the regularization of l/? and l/r and r is the Euler 
constant. 

Potential VCr) 

r'· 

vi'O,2,4, ... 
vi' - 3, - 5, ... 

r2A 
k=O,I,2, ... 
(l/r 3)reguhnization 

(l/r 5) regularization 

In r 

Fourier transform F(q) 

- (2'·+ 'hT II2 ){r[ (3 + v)!21 
/re - v!2)}lql-2 - ,. sgn(q) 

(q/11') [Inlroql - 1 + rl 
- (1/611') [Inlroql- Jt + r] 

8'(q)ln(2/r) + sgn(q)/q2 

..!!.... fb tp(y)dy = fb tp(y)dY
2 

= fb tp '(y)dy, (6) 
dx a y-x a (y-x) a y-x 

where tp '(y) = dtp(y)/dy. 
Consider the one-dimensional eigenvalue problem 

(K(p2) + r)f(x) = Ef(x), (7) 

where r = Ixl and K(p2) is a kinetic energy operator, for 
example, K = p2/2m, K = (p2 + m2) 1/2, or any intermedi
ate form depending onp2 = - d 2/dx2. The normalization 
conditions onfimplies 

f
+'>' 

-oc f(x)dx= l::::}f( + 00) =f( - 00) =0. 

If we Fourier transform Eq. (7) and define 

A(p2) = K(p2) - E, 

we obtain the singular integral equation 

(8) 

A(p2)f(p) =..!....!!....f+oo f(q)dq =..!..f+oo f'(q)dq. 
1T dp - oc q - P 1T - 00 q - P 

(9) 

Equation (9) can be inverted by standard techniques/o giv
ing 

f'(p) =..!..f+oc A (q2)f(q) dq. 
1T -oc q-p 

(10) 

The Vekua-Magnaradze trick consists in isolating the 
singular part of ( 10) as 

f'(p) = - A(p2) f+ oc f(q)dq + g(p), 
1T -00 q-p 

where the regular part g(p) is 

g(p) = f+ 00 R(p,q)f(q)dq, R =..!.. (A(q2) - A(p2)) . 
-oc 1T (q-p) 

(11 ) 

After some simple manipUlations and making use of the 
initial equation (9), one obtains 

1 d(1 d ) - - - -f(p) + f(p) = G(p), 
A dp A dp 

(12) 

with 

1 d ( 1 ) G(p) =-- -g(p) . 
A dp A 
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We introduce the variable rep) such that dr = A (p2)dp, i.e., 

rep) = f A (p2)dp = f K(p2)dp - Ep. (13) 

Equation (12) is now 

d 2 

dr f +f = G, 

which can be regarded as a second-order differential equa
tion if G is considered given. After some simple manipula
tions, the general solution is expressed as 

f(p) = a cos rep) + b sin rep) 

+ f g(p)cos(r(p) - r(q»)dq, 

where a and b are arbitrary constants. 
We note that r(p) is odd in p and that iffis even g is odd 

and vice versa [see Eq. (11) 1. If we impose the boundary 
conditions (8), we obtain an integral equation forf[remem
ber g is expressed in terms off through Eq. (11) 1: 

f(p) = f: 00 g(q) cos(r(p) - r(q»)dq (14) 

and the quantization conditions for even and odd solutions: 

100 

g(q)sin r(q)dq = 0 (even), 

100 

g(q)cos r(q)dq = 0 (odd), 

(15a) 

( 15b) 

which are equivalent to /,(0) = 0 (even) and f(O) = 0 
(odd). Referring to Eq. (13) we see that Eqs. (15) will de
termine the discrete set of energy eigenvalues {E j }. 

The following remarks are in order. 
(i) In the case ofnonrelativistic kinematics, K = p2, Eq. 

(14) is no longer an integral equation, but gives an analytic 
expression for f Indeed, in this case we have 
R = - (p + q)hr; therefore, g(p) = ap (even) or g = a 
(odd), where a is a normalization constant (determined as 
an integral over f). 

In this case, we have rep) = p3j3 - Ep and the quanti
zation conditions ( 15) give as energy eigenvalues E = - Ej , 

where E j are the zeros of the Airy function or its derivative, 
as is well known. 

(ii) More generally we have the following theorem. 
Theorem. If the kinetic operator K(p2) is a rational 

function in p2, then the eigenvalue problem (7) possesses 
analytic solutions. 

The proof is straightforward since any rational function 
can be decomposed in a finite sum of simple elements. A 
polynomial will contribute a sum of separable terms to R 
(i.e., terms which factorize in p and q), as will any pole term: 
l/(p2 + a2) _ (p + q)j[ (p2 + a2) (q2 + a2)]. Therefore, 
the function g entering Eq. (14) will be of the form 

N 

g(p) = L aj(p)a j, 
i= I 

where the constants a j are to be determined consistently in 
terms off 

This has obvious consequences. The successive relativis
tic kinematic corrections can be calculated exactly to any 
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given finite order, for example, by truncating the continued 
fraction expansion of (p2 + m2) 1/2: 

(p2 + m2) 1/2 = m + p2j(2m + p2j(2m + p2 

j(2m + ... »)), 

which converges uniformly in the entire complex p2 plane 
aside from the negative real axis [ - m 2

, - 00]. 
(iii) Equation ( 14) can be cast into the form of a Fred

holm equation: 

1 f+ 00 

f(p) = -;; _ 00 H(p,q)f(q)dq, (16) 

with 

H(p,q) = - fP cos(r(p) - r(k»)(K(p2) = K(q2»)dk. 
- 00 q k 

(17) 

Owing to the asymptotic behavior off(p) as Ipl- + 00, 
a simple change of the function f(p) = <P (p) j (p2 + ). 2) Y 

with a suitable choice of the exponent r renders the kernel of 
the Hilbert-Schmitt type. This integral equation is very well 
suited for numerical calculations. 

Note that the energy E appears as a parameter in the 
kernel H, Eq. (16). The spectrum {EJ corresponds to the 
discrete set of values of E for which the homogeneous equa
tion (17) has nontrivial solutions (f=l=O). 

In the case of relativistic kinematics, one has 

(K(p2) _ K(q2») = (q + p) 

(q-p) ~q2+m2 +~p2+m2 

(iv) One can easily treat problems where the potential 
contains regular contributions besides the linear term r. In 
such cases, Eq. (9) takes the form 

A(p2)f(p) + v(p) = ~ f+ 00 /'(q)dq , 
1T -00 q-p 

where 

v(p) = f_+oooo V(p,q)f(q)dq 

represents these extra contributions. 
If we define 

h(p) = - ~f+ 00 v(q)dq, 
1T -00 q-p 

then all the calculations proceed in the same way, with the 
function g(p) replaced by g(p) + h (p), e.g., (14) becomes 

f(p) = f: 00 (g(q) + h(q»)cos(r(p) - r(q»)dq 

and a similar (but lengthier) Fredholm equation replaces 
Eqs. (16) and (17). 

2. Three-dimensional problem 

Consider now the three-dimensional problem 

U - ~2 + m 2 + (r - E) )'II(r) = 0 (18) 

(any previous form of the kinetic energy operator could be 
written). 

After partial-wave projection, the Laplacian operator is 
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6,2 = ~ ~r _ ICl + 1) . 
r dr r 

a. s wave 1=0. In theswave, we can introduce the opera-
tor 

& =~[ _~+ m2]!1\ 
r dr ' 

which satisfies 

If we introduce the reduced wavefunction 
u(r) = rt/!(r), we end with a problem similar to the one
dimensional case: 

[( - :; +m2y12 + (r-E) ]u(r) =0, 

except that we work on the positive real r axis: 

u(O) = u( 00) = 0, !"E[O, + 00], UEX~ (R). 

After Fourier transforming; setting p2 = s; working on 
the reduced wavefunction u(p), uEX~(R),pE[O,oo]; and 
writing u(s) instead ofu(p), we end with 

Us + m2 _ E lues) = 2# £00 u'(t)dt, 
1T 0 t-s 

which is basically the same equation as in the one-dimen
sional case and can be treated in the same way; therefore, we 
shall not repeat. 

Since u(O) = 0, only the odd solutions of the one-di
mensional problem are relevant, as usual. 

b. Higher partial waves. Returning to Eq. (2), we now 
have, with the notations of Secs. II A and B, 

1 Loo (2h(p) - E)u, (p) + - dp' u, (p') 
1T 0 

1 ,(p2 + p'2) X-Q -0 pp' , 2pp' -, 

where for brevity, we have the following convention for the 
principal value integrals: If II (p) has a real pole at Po, i.e., 
II(p) =gl(p)/(p-po) or if 12(P) has a double pole at 
p = Po, i.e·,J2(p) = g2(p)/(p - Po)2, then 

fb II (p)dp = ib 

p(_l_)gl (p)dp, 
a a p - Po 

fb J;(p)dp = f pCp _l
po

)2)g2(P)dP. 

In our case, the function Q i ( (p2 + p,2) 12pp'} has a sin
gularity at p = p' of the form 1/ (p2 - p,2) 2, so that the latter 
is understood. However, the integrand vanishes at both end
points (p' = 0 and p' = + 00), so that we are within the 
conditions (6). Therefore, this case results in what was dis
cussed in remark (i v) of Sec. II C l. 

However, for higher partial waves, the Vekua-Magnar
adze method is more cumbersome to handle in practice than 
the Multhopp technique, which will be described below. 

3. Analytic approximations 

Explicit functions that constitute excellent approxima
tions to the exact eigenfunctions of the relative Hamiltonian 
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H = (p2 + m2) 1/2 + r (including the massless case 
H = P + r) may be obtained either in configuration or mo
mentum space. We concentrate mainly on s waves. Once the 
s waves are obtained, WKB approximations can be used with 
the higher partial waves.31 

a. Configuration space: Constant lorce. Consider the 
one-dimensional eigenvalue problem 

Up2 + m2 + V(x»)t/J = Et/J, 

where 

Vex) =x for x;;;. 0, Vex) = + 00 for x<O. 

The solutions are given by generalized Fresnel integrals 
defined as 

G:;'(x) = N 100 

dp cos(1' m (p) + p(x - En »), 

where 

(19) 

1'm(P) = fP ~p2+m2 =.L.jp2+m2 +~argsh.L 
Jo 22m 

for x;;;,O and G:7 (x) = 0 for x < O. Here, m stands for the 
mass m and n stands for the radial quantum number 
(n = 1,2, ... ). The eigenvalues En are determined by the con
dition G:7 (0) = 0 and N is a normalization factor. This cor
responds to a constant force for x > O. 

For m = 0 one recovers the Fresnel integral. 
In the three-dimensional case, the functions 

un (r) = G :;'(r) (20) 

constitute excellent approximations to the exact s-wave solu
tions of problem (18). In the limit m -+ 00 and under a suit
able redefinition of the parameter E, one recovers the (ex
act) Airy functions. 

Table II shows the comparison between the exact eigen
values and those emerging from approximation (19). The 
mass scale is chosen in comparison with the eigenvalues of 
the massless case. 

In Table II we notice that approximately (19) does not 
deviate by more than a few percent: The deviation decreases 
as the mass increases (in the limit m -+ 00 the approximation 
becomes exact) and as the radial quantum number in
creases. 

TABLE II. Exact and approximate eigenvalues for the s-wave relativistic 
linear potential. 

m (dimensionless) n Exact Approximate 

0 I 2.232 2.171 
0 2 3.330 3.316 
0 3 4.164 4.156 
0 4 4.859 4.854 
0 5 5.467 5.463 

.J2 1 2.929 2.912 

.J2 2 3.929 3.923 
2.J2 4.080 4.077 
4.J2 6.678 6.672 
6.J2 9.385 9.377 
10.j2 14.905 14.896 
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These facts can easily be understood if one calculates the 
expression 

oCr) = (~p2 + m 2 + r - En )Un (r), 

with Un (r) given by (20) and En the approximate eigenval
ue. If Un and En were exact, we would find oCr) = O. A 
straightforward calculation shows that one has 

2 i'" oCr) = - dp cos ('f(p) - pEn) 
1T 0 

x ,'" dk k sin kr 

Jo ~k 2 + m2 + ~p2 + m2 

Obviously, the above equation goes to zero as m -+ 00; it 
also decreases with the radial quantum number owing to the 
oscillations of cos('f(p) - pEn) and the fact that (p) in
creases with n. 

h. Momentum space. An equivalent approximation can 
be obtained from the momentum space analysis performed 
in Sec. II C 1. One can either perform a stationary phase 
approximation on Eqs. (16) and (17) or simply set 
g = const in Eq. (14), which is what emerges in the nonrela
tivistic approximation. The reason for the latter approxima
tion is thatf(p) is peaked around a value Po = (P2) \/2; there
fore, the integral defining g(p) in Eq. (11) will vary slowly 
with p (remember we are only interested in the odd solutions 
of the one-dimensional problem). 

One can readily verify that under this approximation, 

f(p) -A. f cos(r(p) - r(q»)dq, 

with A. a normalization constant, and that the quantization 
condition (ISb) reads as 

1'" cos('f(p) - pEn)dp = 0, 

which is identical to the configuration space approximation. 

D. The Multhopp technique for solving bound-state 
equations 

One of the usual methods for finding eigenstates and 
eigenfunctions of bound-state equations is the discretization 
or colocation method. This means that the continuous vari
ables are replaced by discrete ones, so that the differential or 
integral equations become simple matrix eigenvalue prob
lems. 

One of these very useful methods is the Multhopp tech
nique. It has been used, for example, in the calculations of 
wing theory21 and is very appropriate for singular integral 
equations. For a discussion of the notation we have adopted, 
see Ref. 22. Here we will discuss only integral equations, but 
the generalization to differential equations is straightfor
ward. 

~/ntegralequaUons 

Consider the following integral equation: 

(H(p) - E)u(p) + 1'" dp' u(p') V(p,p') = 0 

and make the change of variables p = h tan (012) and 
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p' = h tan (0'/2), with h an arbitrary positive constant and 
O<O<1T. The above equation then becomes 

(H(O) -E)u(O) + ," h
2
dO' u(O')V(O,O') =0, 

Jo 2 cos (0'/2) 
(21) 

where we have written. for simplicity. u(htan(012») as 
u(O).H(h tan(O 12»)asH(O).and V(h tan(O 12),h tan(O'1 
2») as V(O.O'). 

If we now expand u(O) on an orthonormal basis in the 
interval [0.1T], namely, {(2I1T) 1/2 sin iO,i;;d} and truncate 
the series at a maximal value imax = N, we obtain. for the 
special values of 0: Ok = k1TI(N + 1). k = 1 •...• N. the fol
lowing expansion: 

N 

U(Ok) = I a; sin iOk· (22) 
;= 1 

Replacing Eq. (22) in Eq. (21), we obtain 
N 

I a;BCi,O) = Eu(Oj)' 
;= 1 

with 

BCi.Oj ) = H( OJ )sin iOj 

1" h dO' "0' V(O 0') + 2 sm I j" 
o 2 cos (0'/2) 

Then from (22), we deduce that 

aj = 2 i sinjOku(Ok)' 
(N+1) ;=1 

where we have used the orthonormality condition 

2 ~ .. O"O £ £.. sm I k sm) k = uij' 
(N + 1) k= 1 

Finally we end with the following matrix eigenvalue 
problem: 

N 

I Bjku(Ok) = Eu(O). 
k=1 

with 

2 N 
Bjk = I sin iOkBU,Oj) 

(N+1) ;=1 

or. explicitly. 

2 N 
Bjk = H(O)ojk + I sin iOk 

(N+ 1) ;=1 

1" h dO' "0' V(O 0') X 2 sm I j.. 
o 2 cos (0'/2) 

Thus. the initial problem has been replaced by a simple 
matrix eigenvalue problem. which can be now solved nu
merically. The integrals in Bjk can be easily evaluated by 
standard numerical methods. 

This method gives good results for the first low-lying 
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. The accuracy increases with 
N. The method that shows that N of the order of 30 already 
gives very accurate results appeared in our calculations in 
Refs. 8 and 16. Notice. also. that the convergence of the 
method depends highly on the choice of the arbitrary con
stant h. which must be chosen such that the eigenfunctions 
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are well centered around the points {Pi = h tan(O;l2), 
i = 1, ... ,N}. Thus h must be of the order of the mean value of 
p: Any variations of h around this value must have no effect 
on the first eigenstates. 

2. Coupled integral equations 

The Multhopp method can also be extended to coupled 
integral equations, which will appear later in the three-body 
problem. Thus we now consider the two coupled integral 
equations 

(Hll (p) -Ejul(p) +H12(p)u 2 (p) 

+ L" dp'[ VI I (p,p')u I (p') + V I2 (p,p')u2 (p')] = 0, 

H 2I (p)u l (p) + (Hzz(p) - Ejuz(p) 

+ LX> dp'[VzI(p,p')ul(p') + V2Z (p,p')uz(p')] =0. 

By making the same calculations as before, but with aj I) and 
ajZ) now defined by ul(O) = I.f"= lajl) sin iO and 
uz(O) = I.f"= lajZ) sin iO, we end with the following matrix 
eigenvalue problem: 

N (BII L Jk 

k= I BJl 
B ~~)(UI (Ok») = E (UI (0)), 
B jk UZ(Ok) Uz(O) 

with 

i1T h dO' . 'O'V (0 0') (J 12 X z SIn I a{3 j' ,a, = , . 
o 2 cos (0'/2) 

The Multhopp method can be generalized to any set of 
coupled equations. Compared to other methods-variation
al methods,IO,IZ,13 cutting the potentiaI,32 and variational 
Monte Carlo techniques9-the Multhopp technique is very 
efficient with confining potentials whose singularities in the 
kernels V(p,p') can be integrated explicitly. 

E. Examples 

The Multhopp technique can be easily applied for the 
higher waves of the Hamiltonian H = p2 + r. This can be 
done by first separating the singularity of the kernel 
VI (p,p') , which is the same for all waves: 

V ' _ 1 ,(pZ + p'2) I (p,p ) ---, QI 2' 
1Tpp pp 

4 
-----,2-2 + regular part. 
(p2 _ pi ) 

TABLE III. Eigenvalues of H = p' + r. 

n 1= 0 1= I 1= 2 

2.3381 3.361 4.248 
2 4.0879 4.884 5.629 
3 5.5206 6.207 6.869 
4 6.7867 7.405 8.009 
5 7.944 8.514 9.076 
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1= 3 

5.050 
6.331 
7.504 
8.596 
9.626 

TABLE IV. Eigenvalues of H = p + r. 

n 1=0 1= 1 1= 2 1 = 3 

1 2.2322 2.9872 3.5912 4.1084 
2 3.3300 3.8586 4.3347 4.7676 
3 4.1642 4.5835 4.9828 5.3592 
4 4.8586 5.2144 5.5651 5.8956 
5 5.4670 5.7803 6.091 6.392 

The regular part has a divergence that is at most loga
rithmic and so can be easily evaluated numerically. 

We give the eigenvalues for different values of the angu
lar momentum 1 and the radial number n in Table III. For 
1 = 0, the eigenvalues are just zeros of the Airy function 
Ai( - x), as seen in Sec. II C. We give the eigenvalues of the 
Hamiltonian H = p + r in Table IV. The eigenvalues ob
tained using a WBK approximation, as given by Martin,33 
are in remarkable agreement with the exact values of Table 
IV. The WBK approximation gives 

E(n,/) = [21(1+ 1)]1/4+21/z(n+!)/[/(I+ 1)]114. 

Notice, also, that when 1 is large, E2::::;1, which means that 
the Regge trajectories are linear. Thus this Hamiltonian can 
be applied as a toy model for bound states of light quarks 
(see Ref. 8). 

Another interesting potential which can be easily treat
ed by the Multhoop technique is the logarithmic one, 
V(r) = In r: Its kernel is given by 

VI (p,p') 

= (In 2 _ y)8(p _ p') + 1.-[ 1 __ 1_] 
2 [p - p'[ p + p' 

X [p2 + p'2 _ [p2 _ p'21 ]1, 
2pp' 

with y Euler's constant. 
The eigenvalues for the nonrelativistic and ultrarelati

vistic cases are given in Tables V and VI. 
The Hamiltonian H = pZ + In r has many interesting 

features and can be applied for bound states made of heavy 
quarks (charmonium, bottomium, etc.). Notice that the 
splittings between the different eigenvalues remain constant 
if we rescale p to p/ml/2 and r to rml12, where m is a mass 
scale. This means that these splittings are independent of the 
quark masses. This is indeed what is observed approximately 
when the spectrum of the charmonium and bottomium are 
compared, i.e., when m goes from the mass of a c quark to 
that of a b quark. 

TABLE V. Eigenvalues of H = p' + In r. 

n 1= 0 1= 1 1= 2 1= 3 

1 1.0443 1.6531 2.0132 2.286 
2 1.8474 2.1504 2.3869 2.581 
3 2.2897 2.4915 2.6623 2.811 
4 2.5957 2.7456 2.880 2.999 
5 2.8299 2.948 3.060 3.159 
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TABLE VI. Eigenvalues of H = p + In r. 

n 1= 0 1= 1 1= 2 1= 3 

1 1.0637 1.7116 2.1058 2.3886 
2 1.7581 2.1262 2.4001 2.6163 
3 2.1841 2.4294 2.6341 2.8064 
4 2.4844 2.6655 2.8269 2.9688 
5 2.7159 2.8581 2.9903 3.1100 

A real phenomenological model, taking account of all 
the elementary particles, is in fact given by a Hamiltonian 
lying between H = P + rand H = p2 + In r. A phenomeno
logical study of a Hamiltonian of the form 
H = (p2 + m 2) 1/2 + V(r) (with m a mass scale) is given in 
Ref. 8. The potential V(r) is logarithmic at short distances 
and linear at long distances. 

III. THE THREE-BODY PROBLEM 

The three-body problem can be treated in a similar man
ner. Consider the equation 

[itl h(pJ + i<~ I V(lfi - fjj) - E ]I'I!) = O. (23) 

As Sec. I, we assume that the kinematics "i.ih (Pi) is a 
function of only the Pi'S (magnitude of Pi ). Furthermore, 
the potential "i.1 <j ~ I V( Ifi - fj I) is supposed to be a pair
wise interaction of the separations rij = Ifi - fj I between 
particles (i) and (j). 

A. The three-body problem in momentum space 

In the nonrelativistic case, h (p) - p2, it is useful to intro
duce the Jacobi coordinates 

~ mifi 
Q= £,..-, 

i~1 M 
1] = (m lm 2Imm 12 ) 1/2(fl - ( 2 ), 

~ = (m 3m I2/mM) 1/2[ (m1f l + m 2( 2)/m I2 - f 3 ] 

and their conjugate momenta 
3 

1'1'= I Pi' 
i= 1 

q = (ml(m lm 2m 12 ))1/2[m2PI - m 1P2], 

P = (ml(m 3Mm I2 »)1/2[m3 (PI + P2) - m 12P3], 

with 
3 

M= Imi , m= 
i= 1 

These new coordinates with their conjugate satisfy the 
canonical commutation relations and one can easily check 
that 

3 p~ 1'1'2 p2 + q2 
I-=-+--, 
i~1 mi M m 

which corresponds to the fact that in the nonrelativistic case, 
the center of mass motion can be eliminated since the pair
wise potential "i.i<j V(rij) is a function of only the two co-
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ordinates 1] and ~, as we will see below. Notice that this 
choice of coordinates is not unique and that for each permu
tation of the three particles, one can define another set of 
coordinates related to the others by unitary transformations. 

For other kinematics, such as the semirelativistic 
h(p) = (p2 + m 2) 1/2, the bound-state equation we consider 
is not covariant and one has to impose the center of mass 
condition explicitly by fixing Q = 0 in the kinematics. 

For our calculation, we suppose from now on that the 
three particles have equal masses (m I = m 2 = m). This 
will simplify the discussion, which, however, remains valid 
even when the masses are different. In this case, the Jacobi 
coordinates are defined simply by 

Q _ ~.2 _ (f l - ( 2 ) 
-£,.. , 1]- , 

3 Ii 

~ = .J+[ (f l 
; (

2) - f)], 
and 

1'1' = I Pi> q = (PI - P2) , 
Ii 

P=.J+[ (PI ;P2) -P3]' 
Other independent sets of coordinates can be construct

ed by cyclic permutations: 

(1]~») = T(k)(~), (q~») = T(k)(:), 
~(k) ~ p(k) P 

where 

T'''~G 
0 

~) T'" ~G 
0 

~:) 1 _1 
2 

0 - v'3/2 

T'" ~G 
0 

-~(2) _1 
2 

v'3/2 

are the cyclic permutation matrices. We notice that Q and 1'1' 

are invariant, as expected. 
Then, we can easily see for the potential and kinematics 

that 
3 3 

I V(rij) = I V (Ii I T(i)1]J) 
i<j= 1 i<j= I 

and in the center of mass system 

itl h(Pi) = itl h (.J+ IT(i)pl). 

Concerning the potential one has 

IT(k)1]1 = la1]+fi~1 

= (a2112 + fi 25 2 + 2afi511 cos r R) 112, 

where a and fi are numbers such that a 2 + fi 2 = 1 and r R is 
the angle between 5 and 11· Thus I T(k) 1]1 and, consequently, 
the potential are functions of only 5, 11 and the angle between 
~ and 1]. These three coordinates will be denoted commonly 
by R and will be called internal coordinates since they speci-
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fy the shape of the triangle formed by the three particles. The 
other three coordinates will be called external and indicate 
the orientation of this triangle: They will be chosen as the 
three Euler angles needed for going from a reference system 
~ to a body-fixed system S. 

More precisely, the body-fixed system S is defined by the 
conditions that 1] is along the z direction and the x and y axes 
are defined by imposing that ~ belongs to the (xz) plane. 
This prescription defines completely the three Euler angles 
Yl R = (¢ R ,OR ,/3 R ). These coordinates will be used to sepa
rate the angular momentum. 

In a similar manner, one can introduce internal and ex
ternal coordinates for the conjugate coordinates p and q. The 
kinematics will then be a function of only the internal conju
gate coordinates denoted by P. 

This separation of coordinates was first introduced by 
Omnes in the nonrelativistic case for the same reasons23 (see, 
also, Zickendraht24

). Equation (23) can then be written in 
the momentum space as the following integral equation: 

(h(P) - E)IJI(p,q) 

+ J dp'dq'lJI(p',q')U(p-p',q-q') =0, (24) 

with 

U(p q) = _1_ J d ~ d1] V(R)e - ips - iQ1]. 
, (21T)6 

As in the usual two-body problem, where the potential 
and kinematics were radial, here they appear also to be "ra
dial" in the sense that they have no dependence on the exter
nal coordinates (i.e., the three Euler angles). 

To separate the total angular momentum, one has to 
expand the wavefunction lJI(p,q) on the spherical functions 
iP~M' (Yl p) in the form 

+J 
IJI(JM) (p,q) = I IJI(JM)M'(P)iP~M'(YlP) (25) 

M'= -J 

and also expand the exponential exp( - ip~ - iq1]) on the 
spherical functions iP~M'(YlP) and iPf'/N'(Yl R ). To do 
this, it is convenient to introduce the hyperspherical har
monics. 

B. Hyperspherical coordinates; hyperspherical 
harmonics 

Let us now describe briefly how to iI\troduce the hyper
spherical coordinates. The coordinate space generated by ~ 
and 1] is a six-dimensional space in the three-body problem 
case. We then consider six equivalent radial coordinates re
placing ~ and 1]. One of the new coordinates is the radius 
R = (t 2 + 1]2) 1/2 (also called the hyper-radius) and the five 
others are angular coordinates. The different ways for defin
ing the hyperspherical coordinates result from the different 
possible choices of these five angles. 

1. Fabre de /a Rippel/e functions 

A usual choice is the following. From ~ and 1], we define 
the five angles ¢, t = (Os'¢s) and 11 = (O7l'¢71) by writing 
tan ¢ = t 11], which means that t = R cos ¢ and 1] = R sin ¢ 
and t and 11 define the two directions of ~ and 1] in the usual 
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three-dimensional space. Thus we have 0<'¢<'1T12, O<.O<'1T, 
and 0<.¢<.21T. 

The volume element is then given by 

d ~ d1] = R 5 dR dn, 

with 

dn = cos2 ¢ sin2 ¢ d¢ sin Os dOs d¢s sin 071 d071 d¢" 

and the Laplacian 

!!. =!!.R + !!.(n)IR 2, 

where 

!!. =_I_~R5~ 
R R 5 JR JR 

and 

J2 J I 1 
!!.(n) = -2 + 4 cot 2¢ - + --2- At; + -.-, - A"TJ' 

J¢ J¢ cos ¢ . s1o- ¢ 

Here A is the usual angular Laplacian in the three-dimen
sional space. 

The eigenfunctions of the angular Laplacian!!. (n) are 
called the hyperspherical harmonics (HH): They are a gen
eralization of the usual spherical harmonics of the three
dimensional space, i.e., they are representations of the group 
SO(6). The HH with this choice of coordinates have been 
constructed explicitly by Fabre de la Rippelle. 24 

The HH denoted by "'km,i"m" ( n) obey the relation 

!!.(n)",km;l"m"cn) = _ K(K + 4) "'km,J"m"(n) 

and are given by 

""I,m/"m"(n) = Ni,i,,(cos A.)i;:(sin A.) i"pi" + \.1;+ l 
'f"K K 'I' 'I' (K-I,-I,,)!2 

x (cos 2¢) y~!:(t)Y~"(l1)' (26) 
!-> '1 

where K is the quantum number associated with the angle ¢. 
Here (/t;,ms ) [resp. (/'I'm,/)] are associated with the di
rection of ~ (resp. 1]). P is a Jacobi polynomial. 

The HH are also eigenfunctions of the operators As' A"TJ' 
and the third projections of these two operators A~3) and 
A~3) with, respectively, the quantum numbers '5(/5 + 1), 

''I (/71 + 1), and ms' m 7l , Now N't/" is a normalizing factor 
given by 

IN'J'f = 2n!(n + 's + ''I + 1)!(2n + '5 + ''I + 2) 

K (n + '5 + p!(n + ''I + P! 
with 

n = (K - '5 - ''I )/2, 

where K is a positive integer and '5 and ''I are integers fixed 
by the condition K - '5 - ''I ;;;,0. Here m5 and m71 are also 
integers such that ( - '5 <.m5 <. + '5) and 

(-'71<.m7l <. + ''I)' 
The normalization condition for the HH is given by 

J ",~:"~';,m;'(n)"'kmJ"m"(n)dn 

The system of three particles can be coupled as usual to 
have a fixed total angular momentum J such that 
J = I, + 12 + 13 = 15 + 171 , A set of eigenfunctions having a 
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conserved total angular momentum can be written after se
parating explicitly the dependence on the three Euler angles 
(external coordinates of Sec. III A). 

2. Simonov functions 

Another set of angles has been used by Simonov, Bada
lyan, and Simonov24 for the case J = 0: It is given by the two 
coordinates A and A related to ~ and 11 by 

A cos A = (S2 - r/)/(s2 + r/), 

(27) 

with O<;A <; 1 and 0<;A<;21T. The three other angles can be the 
Euler angles :?ll defined previously. However, in the case 
J = 0, these angles do not appear in the HH since 
'@~(:?ll) = 1. 

The HH in this case are written as follows: 

U~(A,A) = [(K + 2)/2rl'12e - iAvA Ivl 

xpl[~O/2_lvll(1- 2A 2), 

where K is an even integer and v takes the values - K /2, 
- K /2 + 2, ... , + K /2. P is a Jacobi polynomial. 

The HH satisfy as before, 

a(n)u~ (A,A) = - K(K + 4)u~(A,A) 
and obey the following normalization: 

J u~. (A,A)U~(A,A)rA dA dA = 8KK ' 8vv
'. 

This particular set of Simonov coordinates has interest
ing properties since it exhibits naturally the symmetries un
der permutations, for example, a cyclic permutation of the 
three particles is equivalent to A going to A + 2k1T/3, with 
k = 1,2,3. We will use this set of coordinates in Sec. III C 5 
to reduce the three-body bound-state equations to a set of 
coupled equations in one variable: the hyper-radius R (or P, 
the corresponding hypermomentum) in the s-wave case 
(J = 0). 

3. Example 

A simple example of the application of these new coordi
nates is the expansion of the pairwise potential2. i <j V(rij) in 
terms of the HH.24 One can easily show for three identical 
particles that 

I Veri) = I U~(A,A)V~(R), 
i<j Kv 

with 

v~(R) =~(~)1/2( _ )lIKI2-lvll[1 +2cos 21TV] 
1T K+2 3 

X iff d¢ sin ¢ sin [ (~ + l)¢] V ( ~ R cos ~)-
(28) 

The term [1 + 2 cos (21TV/3 )] means automatically that for 
identical particles, the pairwise potential can be expanded on 
only the HH u ~ (A,A), which has vas a multiple of 3, which 
means also that 2.; <j V( r ij ) is invariant under permutation of 
the three particles. Notice, also, that for the same reason 
there is no term for K = 2 in this expansion since this would 
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correspond to v = 1, which is not a multiple of 3. For exam
ple, the harmonic potential VCr) = ,-2 gives only the term 
vg (R): 

Now, if we consider the linear potential VCr) = r, we 
can show from (28) that 

VV (R) = {3~( _ )(K-V)/2~[ 1 + 1 
2K K + 1 2K + 1 2K + 3 

- 2Kl_ 1 - 2K~ 5 ]}R, 

with K = 0,1,2, ... , v = - K, - K + 2, ... , + K, and where v 
is a multiple of 3. This gives, for example, the following ra
tios between the different terms v~K(R):lv~/vgl-O.027, 
IvUvg 1-0.009, IvVvg 1-0.004, etc., which means that for 
the linear potential, the dominant part of the expansion is 
given by the term vg (R). The linear potential is approxi
mately hyper-radial. 

Another interesting expansion is the one that can be 
done in momentum space when calculating the general kine
matics 2.~= Ih(p;). The expansion is now on the HH 
u~ (Ap,A p), with the coordinates Ap and Ap defined in mo
mentum space. Thus we have 

3 

I h(p;) = Ih~(P)u~(Ap,Ap). 
;= 1 Kv 

The nonrelativistic kinematics is a particular case (as the 
harmonic potential above) where only the term h g (P) is 
different from zero: 2.~= IP~ = p2. This expansion is useful 
for kinematics that are not very different from the nonrela
tivistic one, as is the case for the relativistic kinematics 
h(p) = (p2 + m2) 1/2. 

The linear potential and the semi-relativistic kinematics 
are both used for calculating the baryon masses in the poten
tial models approach (see Ref. 16 and the references there
in). Nonrelativistic calculations are given in Ref. 35. 

C. Separation of angular momentum in momentum 
space 

As stated previously, in order to calculate the spectrum 
and the eigenfunctions for a three-body problem, one has to 
first separate the internal and external coordinates and then 
integrate out the external coordinates. This is made possible 
by the fact that the potential and kinematics are functions of 
only the internal coordinates. 

1. TheHH 

First, it is interesting to have the form of the HH in 
terms of internal and external coordinates. For this, one has 
to first couple the HH defined by Eq. (26) with the Clebsch
Gordan coefficients to have functions with a definite total 
angular momentum J and a fixed third component of the 
angular momentum M in the reference system: 

Our conventions are those of Edmonds. 34 Using the explicit 
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form of ~~m;=",m,,(O) and after applying the necessary rota
tions defined in Sec. III A, we can separate explicitly the 
external coordinates in the spherical functions g; ~n (f7l) as 
follows: 

+J 
~~I;I"(!1) = I F~(i;l'/\ifJ,y)g;~n (f7l). 

n= -J 

The functions F ~(J~I"J) (ifJ, y) define the HH for a fixed 
angular momentum and are related to the functions given by 
Zickendraht24

: They are given explicitly by 

F n(J",/)(A. ) -NI'/"NJ ( A.)I;(. A.)I"pl,,+Vs+1 K . 'I',y - K 1"1,,n cos 'I' sm'l' (K - I; - 1,,)/2 

x (cos 2ifJ)P 7 (cos y), , 
with NJ/" defined as before and 

Nf""n = [( - )n/41T]((/g -n)!/(/g +n)!)1/2 

X (2/s + 1 )(2/'1 + 1) 1/2(/gnl'l0IJn). 

As a special case, let us consider J = 0. Since 
g;~ (f7l) = I, one has 

~~/l(O) =F~llO)(ifJ,y) =N~[( - )1(2/+ 1)1/2/41T21] 

xsin'2ifJP~ji'~~I(cos 2ifJ)P,(cos y), 

with K = 0,2,4, ... and 1= 0, 1, ... ,K /2. 
By simple unitary transformations, these functions can 

be related to the HH ofSimonov,24 u~ (A,A). However, no
tice that the symmetries of F~llO) (ifJ,y) under the permuta
tion ofthe particles are not obvious, as opposed to the HH of 
Simonov.24 

2. The exponential 

As in the usual three-dimensional case, the exponential 
exp( - ip~ - iq'l') can be expressed in terms of the HH as 
follows: 

's . 3", ·K JK + 2 (PR).... n ..... n 
e- /P -/q'l\=(21T) k-I 2 'l"ILj(UR)'I"ILj(Up), 

ILj (PR) 

where [L] stands for all the quantum numbers 
(K,lg,mg,l'l,m'l) or (K,J,M,/s,l'l) and (R,OR) and (P,Op) 
are the hyperspherical coordinates. For a discussion of this, 
see Ref. 24. 

In terms of external and internal coordinates, we can 
write 

e-iPS-iq'l\= (21T)3 L YJnn'(p,R) 
Jnn' 

where 

yJnn'(p,R) 

= I iK JK + 2 (PR) 2/'1 + 1 
KI,t" (PR)2 41T 

X (lgnl'l0IJn) (/gn' 1'I0IJn') 

XF~(/,I'I) (ifJR 'YR )F~(/!9) (ifJp,yp), 

(29) 

where yJnn' (P,R) is expressed only in terms of the internal 
coordinates (P,ifJR'YP) = {p} and (R,ifJR'YR) = {R} and 
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generalizes in some sense the Bessel functions to the three
body problem. 

3. The bound-state equations 

The expansion of the exponential (29) can be used to 
integrate out all the external coordinates in the bound-state 
equation (24). Thus for a fixed angular momentum J and a 
space-fixed projection Mo, after expanding the wavefunction 
on the spherical functions as in Eq. (25), we end with the 
following coupled equations: 

(H(P) _ E)1{I(JMu)M(p) 

+ M.t'-JJ dP'I{I(JMu)M'(p')YJMM'(p,p') =0, 

(30) 

where the kernels ff JMM ' (P,P') can be calculated from the 
potential V( R) and from the functions Y JnM (P ,R) appear
ing in the expansion of the exponential in Eq. (29), 

ffJMM'(P,p') = (~)2 I fdR VCR) 
2J+l II=-J 

xy·JnM(p,R)YJIIM'(P',R). 

With the coordinates (R,ifJR 'YR) = {R}, the element of in
tegration can be written as follows: 
dR=R 5 dRdcoSYR COS2 ifJR sin2 ifJRdifJR' 

From Eq. (30), we see that the wavefunctions 
I{I(JMo)M(p) are coupled by the kernels ffJMM'(p,p'). By 
imposing some further symmetries between the component 
'II(JMu)M(p) as parity, we can reduce the (2J + 1) coupled 
equations to only (J) or (J + I) coupled equations. 

4. ThecaseJ=O 

The simplest example is J = 0. In this case, the last 
equations reduce to only one equation since J = M = 0; the 
kernel is given by 

ffooo(P,p') 

= (8r)2 J dR V(R)y·ooo(P,R)yooo(P',R), 

where yooo (P,P'), the projection of the exponential on the 
s wave, can be expressed in terms of Simonov functions as 

YOOO(P,R) 

'" 'K JK + 2 (PR) {'" v (A ' ) .V(A ')} = £..1 2 £.. UK R,AR UK p,Ap . 
K (PR) v 

This will allow us to obtain a set of coupled equations in 
one variable, the hyper-radius R (or P), very suitable for 
numerical calculations. 

For this, consider the internal coordinates 
{R} = (R,A,A) (and similarly for P) and define the coeffi
cients v~ (R), h ~ (P), andf~ (P) from the expansion of the 
potential VCR), the kinematics h(P), and the wavefunction 
for J = 0, 'II(P) on the HH: 

h(P) = I h ~(P)u~(Ap,Ap), 
Kv 

VCR) = I.. v~(P)U~(AR,AR)' 
Kv 
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'I1J~o(P) = 2: f'lc(~) u'lc(Ap,Ap). 
Kv P 

One can then easily deduce from Eq. (30) the following 
set of coupled equations for fixed values of Ko and Yo: 

2: [KVK'V'IKovol[h'lc(P)f~'(P) 
(Kv)(K'y') 

+ L" dP' f~' (P') VtK' (P,P')] = Ef"K" (P), 

The kernels in the integral equations VtK' (P,P') are 
now given from the coefficients of the potential v'lc (R) by 

VtK' (P,P') 
= (_ )(Ko+K')/2(PP')IIZ 

xL" R dR v'lc(R)JKo +Z (PR)JK,+z (P'R). 

These kernels are similar to those found in the integral 
equations of the two-body problem, with Ko = K' a half
integer related to the angular momentum lby K = I + ~. The 
coefficients [KvK'v'IKovol are the integrals of three HH's, 
similar to the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for spherical har
monics: 

[KvK'v'IKovol 

= (8t?) J dO u'lc (A,A)U~, (A,A)U~t~"(A,A). 
We remark that the last coupled equations are valid for 

arbitrary masses. In the equal mass case, some reductions of 
the couplings appear as a result of the symmetries of the 
wavefunctions under permutations. For example, the K = 0 
equation is not coupled with the K = 2 equation. This results 
in a fast convergence of the numerical methods used to solve 
these equations. 

For the nonrelativistic case when 
h'lc(P) = (1T)3/2p20~ o?" the coupled equations can be 
written after a Bessel transformation in the coordinate space 
as follows: 

[ 
d2 (Ko + ~)(Ko + 1) Jr 

+ E ~(R) - dR 2 R 2 - K" 

+ 2: [KvK'v'IKovol V'lc(R)f~, (R) = O. 
(Kv)(K'v') 

This set of coupled differential equations is given, for 
example, in Ref. 24 for the nonrelativistic problem. 

Notice that if now J #0, similar coupled equations can 
be written using the same methods, but their number in
creases rapidly. 

Notice, also, that we can consider, instead of the set of 
internal coordinates (R,A,A) = {R}, another set 
(S,1/,Y) = {R} given by Eqs. (27) and cos y = ~·1J/S1/. 
Then, a Legendre expansion in cos y leads to other integral 
equations in the two variables Sand 1/, 

5. Kernels of the three-body problem 

The three-body problem reduces to a set of infinite cou
pled integral equations which can be solved only approxi
mately by truncating the set at a fixed number of equations. 
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Since the quantum number K is not conserved, there 
appear diagonal kernels as Vjr~)3/2,K + 3!2 (P,P') and non
diagonal ones as V~K~\/2.K· + 3/2 (P,P'), K #K'; all have to 
be known. For example, the linear potential v~ (R) = R 
gives results similar to those of Sec. II B 1. We have, for the 
diagonal kernels, 

V (PP') 1 Q' (P
2 
+ P'2) K+ 3/2,K+ 3/2 , = 1TPP' K+3/2 2PP' 

and for some nondiagonal kernels of particular interest, 

V PP' 1 ,(P
2 + P'2) IK (P,P') 

K + 3/2,3/2 (, ) = 1TPP' Q 3/2 2PP' + 1TPP' , 

with, for example, 

Io(P,P') = 0, 

J (PP') _ 6 [3tQ (P
Z 
+ P'2) 

2' - t(t2 _ 1) 1/2 2PP' 

( P
2 + P'2)] + (t2 - 4)Q312 2PP' ' 

and 

I (P P') = 32t
2 

[9(t2 _ 2.)Q (P
2 
+ P'2) 

4' (t 2 _ 1) 6 1/2 2PP' 

( 7) (P
2 
+ P'2)] - 12t t

2 
- '8 Q3/2 2PP' ' 

where we have set t = PIP'. 
These kernels possess extra singularities compared to 

the two-body problem and must also be taken into account in 
the Multhopp technique. 

D. Special case: Hyper-radial potentials 

We call the hyper-radial potential a potential depending 
only on R (the hyper-radius). The only hyper-radial poten
tial evolving from a three-body pairwise potential is the har
monic one. In a similar manner, only the nonrelativistic kin
ematics gives a nonrelativistic hyper-radial kinematics in 
momentum space. 

Let us now consider the spectrum of hyper-radial poten
tial as an approximation for some kind of pairwise potential. 
Thus we impose that VCR) = VCR) and h(P) = p2. 

This problem can be easily solved by using the HH of 
Fabre de la Rippelle,z4 We obtain the following decoupled 
equation with a fixed K, which is now a conserved quantum 
number: 

d 2 

- dR 2 uK(R) + [(Ko+1)(Ko+~)IRZ]uK(R) 

+ V(R)uK(R) = EuK(R). 

The spectrum of the above equation is given in Fig. 1, togeth
er with the corresponding quantum numbers. In Fig. 2 we 
show some degeneracies that occur for the harmonic poten
tial. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We have shown that the inclusion of a semirelativistic 
kinematics in a Schrodinger equation can be easily done in a 
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FIG. 1. Spectrum of a hyper-radial potential. The degeneracy is shown on 
the left of the line. The other quantum numbers are K and II; I" n (n being the 
radial quantum number: 1.2 •... ). 

mathematically well-defined manner: However, its resolu
tion needs the introduction of new numerical methods. 

We have described some of the technical methods we 
have used which seem to be the most appropriate for this 
kind of problem. 

In the two-body problem case, relativistic Schrodinger 
equations with confining potentials are well defined as singu
lar integral equations. We have given the kernels for the 
power-law potentials and described efficient numerical 
methods (the Vekua-Magnaradze and Multhopp tech
niques) for solving these equations. 

Similarly, the three-body problem needs a special treat
ment. We have found that the hyperspherical formalism is 
very adequate. However, for a general pairwise potential, we 
end with a large number of coupled singular integral equa
tions. The resolution can be done only approximately by 
truncating at a certain order; this gives accurate results with 
a few number of equations for some "almost hyper-radial" 
potentials such as the linear one. 

E 

3 

2 
3 K=O.2 

K=O o 1---

K='3 18--'-

K=2 
)---

K=1 
6---

J=' 

K=) 
10---

K=2 
15---

J=2 

K=) 
28---

J=J 

FI G. 2. Spectrum of a harmonic potential. The degeneracy is shown on the 
left of the solid line. 
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All these techniques have been applied in the potential 
models' approach to elementary particles. 8. 16 
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For a large class of purely metric, metric-affine, and purely affine theories of gravitation with 
nonlinear Lagrangians, it is proved that the theory is equivalent to the standard Einstein 
theory of gravitation interacting with additional matter fields. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, a lot of interest has been devoted to "general
izations of general relativity." Many authors consider theo
ries with Lagrangians depending on the curvature in a non
linear way.l The dynamical structure of such a theory is 
usually very complicated (e.g., fourth-order differential 
equations for the metric tensor). Especially obscure is the 
Cauchy problem, the description of the canonical structure, 
definition and positivity of energy, etc. In the present paper 
we prove that many of these generalized theories are equiva
lent to the standard Einstein theory of gravitation, interact
ing with additional matter fields. More precisely, for a theo
ry derived from a Lagrangian depending on the Ricci tensor 
it is possible (under some regularity conditions) to define a 
new metric tensor and new matter fields in such a way that 
the field equations rewritten in terms of new quantities can 
be derived from the standard linear Einstein-Hilbert La
grangian. Usually, such a transformation leads to consider
able simplification of a theory (the number of independent 
fields or the differential degree of equations decreases). The 
mathematical analysis of the original theory based on our 
transformation is relatively easy because we have in general 
relativity a lot of standard techniques for studying the 
Cauchy problem, the problem of stability of the theory, etc. 
For example, the energy of the entire system is composed of 
the gravitational energy of the new metric (which-as we 
know-is positive) and the matter energy. To check the sta
bility of the evolution it is, therefore, sufficient to check the 
algebraic properties (e.g., positivity) of the energy-momen
tum tensor of the new matter fields. 

We use the following notation for the Ricci tensor of a 
connection r: 

R,,,,(/r) = rp"'v", - rp \" + ru\rpul' - r""'vr"u,,,. 
0.1 ) 

Here, for a field of a geometric objectl, we denote by / I the 
first jet of I (the value of I and its derivatives). Whenever 
(IB) is a coordinate representation of the field I then 
(IB,IB u) is the coordinate representation off I, where we 
denotelBu: = aulB (e.g., rp "'vu: = aurp "'v), The covar
iant derivative with respect to r will be denoted by D. 

The main result of the paper is contained in Sec. IV. The 
principal mathematical tool that we use is the appropriate 
analysis2 of a general affine theory, contained in Sec. II. 

II. AFFINE THEORY 

We consider an affine theory based on a symmetric con
nection r p "'v and a matter field ¢J = (¢JB). We assume that 
the Lagrangian L of the theory depends on the curvature via 
the Ricci tensor only: 

L(/r,/¢J) = LA (Rpv C/r),r,/¢J). C2.1) 

(The more general case3 leads to weaker results.) From the 
point of view of field dynamics, nonsymmetric connections 
do not introduce new phenomena; indeed, the torsion can 
always be incorporated in ¢J as an additional matter field. 4 

Introduce momenta canonically conjugate to both rand ¢J: 

-" l'U. _ aL 
'/I" '" .-

arp '" l'U 
C2.2) 

U aL 
PB : = a¢JBu (2.3) 

The derivative (2.2) is not uniquely defined unless we as
sume the symmetry tr' '" l'U = rrv", pu corresponding to the 
symmetry of r. The momentum rr is a tensor density. The 
character of the momentum P depends on the character of 
the matter field ¢J. For a tensorial matter field ¢J the momen
tum P is a tensor density, too. The Euler-Lagrange equations 
of the theory, 

~=o, 
8rp"',. 

8L =0 
8¢JB ' 

can be rewritten2
•
5 as 

vu aLA 
Datr'", =--,(-, 

arp v 

aLA 
auPB a = a¢JB ' 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

where the momenta on the left-hand side are defined by 
(2.2) and (2.3). Introduce the symmetric and the antisym
metric part of the Ricci tensor: 

Kpv = R(pv) = ~CRpv + Rl'fI-)' 

Ppl' = R lpv ) = ~(Rpl' - R"fI-)' 

Similarly, we split aLA I8Rfl-l': 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 
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aLA p"v = p(J1.V): = __ (2.10) 
aKJ1.V 
aL r'" = r[J1.v): = __ A_ (2.11) 
apJ1.V 

where the convention for the derivatives of the Lagrangian is 
given by the formula: 

dLA = p"v dKJ1.v + rl'V dPJ1.V + .... 
Due to (2.1), (2.2), (2.10), and (2.11) we have 

{3 aKa{3 {3 apa{3 
1f' A va = pa + ~ A 

ar I' A va ar I' va 

= 8,l ap"v - 8,l (J1.pv)a - 8,l (J1.r v)a. (2.12) 

The symmetric connection r splits into two independent 
geometric objects6

: 

rJ1. ,lv = ~J1. ,lv + !8J1. ,lav + !8v ,laJ1.' (2.13) 

where ~J1. "v is a symmetric, projective connection 
(~,l,lJ1. = 0), i.e., a connection in the projective bundle 
P(TM) and aJ1.: = r ,l

,lJ1. is a connection in the bundle of 
scalar densities. We have thus a theory of three independent 
fields; ~, a, and t/J. The curvature R can be expressed in terms 
of the first jets of ~ and a: 

KJ1.v = aa~J1. av - ~a(Jlv) - ~J1. A a~v a,l 

+ ~~/va,l + 13aJ1.aV' (2.14) 

PJ1.V = !(aVJ1. - aJ1.v)' (2.15) 

Observe that PJ1.V is the curvature of a. We define the mo
menta conjugate to ~ and a: 

I' va. _ aL 
Yj,l '-a~,l 

I' va 

5J1.a:=~, 
aaJ1.a 

(2.16 ) 

(2.17) 

equal to the traceless part (Yj,l A va = 0) and the trace 
(5 va = ~1T" A va) of 1T. Decomposition (2.13) of configura
tions implies the decomposition of momenta: 

(2.18 ) 

The formulas (2.18) and (2.12) imply 
,.,Jl- va _ -" arJ'v _ 2-" (J1.pv)a 
'I A - U A (J SUA' (2.19) 

5 JlV = - rl'V _ ~ p"V. (2.20) 

We see that the entire information about Yj is contained in p. 
The Euler-Lagrange equation (2.4) splits into two 

equations: 

8L _ 0 8L - 0 (2.21 ) 
8~J1. A v - , 8aJl -

[the decomposition of (2.4) into its traceless part and its 
trace]. Because of (2.18), (2.19), and (2.20), Eq. (2.6)
equivalent to (2.4)-can be rewritten as 

aL D rJ'V _ 28 (I'D pyla = __ A_ 
,l(J s A a a~ A ' 

I' v 

(2.22) 

aL 
_ Darl'a _ ~Dap"a = __ A. 

aaJ1. 
(2.23 ) 

Now following the method introduced in Refs. 2 and 7 we 
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perform the complete Legendre transformation between ~ 
and Yj. We define the new Lagrangian U by the formula: 

U:= -aa(~/vYjJ1.,lva)+LA = -aa(~J1.aVp"v)+LA' 
(2.24) 

To perform the Legendre transformation we have to express 
~J1. A v and its derivatives in terms of YjJ1. A va and its derivatives 
(i.e., in terms of p"v and its derivatives). Standard argu
ments show that Eqs. (2.5) and (2.21) are equivalent to 

8U = 0, 8U = 0, 8U = O. (2.25) 
8t/JB 8p"v 8aJ1. 

Due to (2.24) and (2.14) we see that the only derivatives of 
~ that are involved in the definition of U are those equal to 
the "divergence" aa~J1. avo It is therefore sufficient to express 
~J1. "v and KJ1.v in terms of a,P,/t/J, and/ p. For this purpose 
we solve 36 + 10 algebraic equations (2.22) and (2.10) for 
36 + 10 variables ~ and K contained in LA' We assume that 
these equations can be solved uniquely (without this regular
ity condition we would obtain a theory with additional con
straints2

,8). However, formulas (2.22) and (2.24) imply 
that only the traceless part of p"v A = a ,lp"v is involved. We 
denote by}ip the traceless part of/po We conclude that our 
theory enables us to define functions 61' A v and ~J1.V such that 

~J1. "v = 61' "v (P,],p,a,/t/J) , (2.26) 

KJ1.v = ~J1.l.(p,]'p,a,/t/J) (2.27) 

are solutions of (2.22) and (2.10). Hence, the Lagrangian U 
can be expressed in terms of],p,/a, and/t/J. Due to (2.24), 
(2.14), (2.26), and (2.27) we have 

U = - P"V(~J1.V + ~aJ1.V + 61' A a6v a,l - ~6J1. A va,l 

-13aJ1.av) - p"v,l 61' "v + LA (~,p,6,a,/t/J). 
(2.28) 

The Euler-Lagrange equation, 

8U =0, 
8p"v 

can be replaced by the definition of the momentum 

~ A au "'" A (P -:1 '1",) ':'Jl l' = - ap"v,l = ~J1. v ,j p,a,j 'f' 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

canonically conjugate to p"v and the dynamical equation 
(2.14) with K and ~ being replaced by ~ and 6. The deriva
tive (2.30) is traceless since U does not depend on the trace 
ofp"v,l' Equation (2.29) together with the definition (2.30) 
is equivalent to Eqs. (2.26) and (2.27), i.e., to (2.22) and 
(2.10). 

The Lagrangian U is coordinate dependent, as in the 
case of the first-order Einstein Lagrangian. We will show 
later [see Eq. (2.32) ] that adding a complete divergence to 
(2.28) we can obtain an invariant Lagrangian of the second 
differential order inp"v. For this purpose we introduce a new 
symmetric connection{J1. A v}, and the corresponding covar
iant derivative V, such that 

(2.31 ) 

The above formula defines uniquely {I' A v} in terms of the 
first jet ofp provided det(p"V) #0, which we have to assume. 
We define our invariant Lagrangian 53 by the formula: 
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(2.32) 

where by a" we denote the covector a" = a" - t A,,}. To 
produce an invariant quantity it is sufficient to use only the 
first divergence in the above formula. The last term is an 
invariant scalar density and has been added only for conven
ience (this way we cancel the term pf'va"v in U that contains 
the symmetric part of a"v ). Finally 2 depends on the deriva
tives of a via P only. The price we pay for it is the dependence 
of 2 on the entire set of derivatives of p ( /p instead of jIp ). 
The numerical value of 2 can be calculated using (2.24): 

2 = aA [ ({/ v} - r" \ )pf'V] + aa (a"pf'a) + LA' 
(2.33 ) 

This proves the in variance of the Lagrangian 2 depending on 
the second derivatives of pf'v. Easy calculations lead to the 
following result: 

2 = pf'vK"v (fp) + 2mat (P,/p,a,/ifJ) , (2.34) 
where by K"v(fp) we denote the Ricci tensor (which is a 
priori symmetric) of the connection {" A v}. The "matter La
grangian" 2mat is given by the formula: 

+ LA (Sf,P,6,a'/ifJ)· (2.35) 

We introduced the symmetric tensor valued function 
@" \ = @,,\(P,/p,a,/ifJ): 

@" A v: = 6" A v + ~8(" AaV) - {" A v}, (2.36) 

We observe that numerically @" \ = r" \ - {" \} is the 
nonmetricity ofr. The assumption det(pf'V) #0 allows us to 
define the new "metric tensor" h"v and the inverse tensor 
h "V by the following formulaS: 

(2.37) 

where K = 81TG is the gravitational constant. We see that 
(2.31) is equivalent to VAh"y =0, so that {/v} are the 
Christoffel symbols of h. The first term in (2.34) is the scalar 
curvature of the new metric. Observe that the expression 
(2.15) for P"y remains valid if we replace a" by a" since the 
curl of t A,,} = a" (ln~ - det ha/3 ) vanishes. Finally, we 
can choose "the metric" h"v, the covector field a", and the 
original matter field ifJB as independent variables. We see, 
that the Lagrangian (2.34) is the Einstein-Hilbert Lagran
gian with its matter part depending on matter fields a" and 
ifJB, their first derivatives, the metric h"y, and its Levi-Civita 
connection. Observe that a" is the nonlinear Proca field 
since the Lagrangian depends on its derivatives via P"y only. 
The Einstein equations of this theory (8L / 8h "y = 0) can be 
rewritten as: 

K"y(fh) = Sf"y - Va@"ay + ~V("ay) 
+ @"Aa@yaA - @,,\aA (2.38) 

and are equivalent to (2.14). Variation of.s3 with respect to 
a" gives 

1075 

aL 
- aar"a + (3/1OJC)~ - det haf3 h Aa@A"a= __ A 

aa" 
(2.39) 
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equivalent to (2.23). Variation with respect to ifJ reproduces 
Eq. (2.7). 

III. METRIC-AFFINE THEORY 

Now, we consider a metric-affine theory based on a sym
metric connection r" A y' a metric tensor g"y, and a Lagran
gian L depending on the curvature via the Ricci tensor only: 

L(/r./g,/ifJ) = LMA (R"y (j'r),r,y,g,/ifJ), (3.1) 

where by y we denote the Christoffel symbols of the metric g. 
From the purely mathematical point of view this theory is a 
special case of the one discussed in the previous section, with 
both g and ifJ treated as "matter fields." Due to the Legendre 
transformation that we described in the previous section we 
obtain the equivalence of the above theory with the Einstein 
theory for the new metric h"v, interacting with three "matter 
fields": g"v' a", and ifJB. The matter fields enter into the La
grangian via their first jets only. 

We do not want to discuss the "philosophical" question 
of which of the fields, h or g, is the "true" metric and which 
one is merely an additional matter field. An important argu
ment for h being the true metric is the role oflight cones of h 
in the causal properties of the Einstein theory based on the 
Lagrangian (2.34). Generically, a solution of our field equa
tions admits singularities, i.e., points where the signature of 
the metric becomes nonphysical. The transition between 
physical and nonphysical regions of space-time corresponds 
to extremal matter densities. Usually, regions which are 
nonphysical with respect to the metric g do not coincide with 
nonphysical regions for h. A deep analysis of these phenome
na could probably help us to decide which metric is more 
physical. In most examples, however, regions corresponding 
to relatively weak density of matter are equally good for both 
gand h. 

A special case is the Palatini formulation of general rela
tivity. Here the Lagrangian (3.1) is linear with respect to the 
curvature: 

L(j'r,/g,/ifJ) = - (1/2K)~ - detggPvK"v(/r) 

+ Lmat (r,y,g,/ifJ)· (3.2) 

In this case we have 

aLMA ~--~-
--= - (1I2K).J - det gg"V, 
aK"v 

(3.3 ) 

which together with (2.10) and (2.37) implies h"v = g"v' 
Moreover, the Lagrangian does not depend on derivatives of 
the field a" (the field a" can therefore be eliminated alge
braically 7 ). 

Another example is the variational principle proposed 
recently by Moffat.9 Using our techniques it is possible to 
prove that his theory of general nonsymmetric connection 
interacting with nonsymmetric metric is equivalent to the 
standard Einstein theory of the symmetric metric interact
ing with a second rank, antisymmetric matter field (see pa
per by the present authors in Ref. 4). 

IV. METRIC THEORY 

Consider now a purely metric case: 

L( fg,/ifJ) = LM(R"v (fg),y,g,/ifJ) (4.1 ) 
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(obviously, R/,v = K/,v)' This theory may be treated as an 
affine-metric theory with the Lagrangian, 

L(ir.ig.itfJ) = LM(K/'v(j'n.r.g,itfJl (4.2) 

and with Lagrangian constraint, 

r/,'\=r/"\. (4.3) 

Following the method presented in previous sections. 
we perform the Legendre transformation between configu
ration l:/, A" and the corresponding momentumpl"" (the new 
metric tensor h}4")' Constraint (4.3) implies thatthe field a/, 

is not an independent field [a}4 = a/, (ln~ - detg)]. We 
end up with the theory of the "new metric" h and two "mat
ter fields": g and tfJ. Because of the formula (4.3) the solution 
of (2.22) is trivial: 6/, '\ is simply the traceless part of r/' "v. 
Therefore ®}4 ",,(ih,ig) = r/' "" - {/' ",,}. To express the 
new Lagrangian in terms of legal quantities it is therefore 
sufficient to solve only ten equations (2.10) in order to find 
functions St}4'" The invariant Lagrangian 2 (2.34) now has 
the form: 

2= -(1!2K)~-dethh/'''K/'v(/h) 

+ 2mat (j'h,ig,i'tfJ) , ( 4.4) 

where 

2mat = (1!2K)~ - det h h /,"(St/,,, + ®/' "u®v uA 

- ®/' ""®A Uu) + LM(St,y,g,itfJ). (4.5) 

Expressing ® in terms of Vag/,,,: 

®/' "" = r/' "" - {/' ",,} = ~U(V/,gvu + V"g/,u - Vug/,v)' 
(4.6) 

we may rewrite (4.5) as 

2ma, = (l/2K)~ - det h h /'v{St/'v 

+ ~{3g"U[2V "g{3v (Vag/,u - V ug/,a) 

+ V /,gau V"g{3" + V "ga{3 (V ug/,,, - 2V"g/,u ) ] } 

+ LM(5e,r,g,i'tfJ). (4.7) 

Recently, a lot of interest has been devoted to quadratic La
grangians ' 
L(/g,itfJ) 

= - (1!2K)~ -detg(oR +bR 2 , 
+ c~{3gP-vRa/,R{3v) + Lma, (j'g,itfJ) , (4.8) 

where R = gP-vR/,,,, Equation (2.10) together with the defin
ition (2.37) gives 
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~ - det h h I'" 

= ~ - det g (ogl'v + 2bg"''R + 2c~/'gf3v R a {3 ). (4.9) 

Solving the above equation with respect to R/,v we obtain 

Stw (h,g) 

_ 0 ~ - det h [ a{3 
- - g/,v + ga/,g{3" h 

2(4b + c) 2c~ - detg 

(4.10) 

Inserting (4.10) into (4.7) we obtain 

.\3mal =.!. ~ - det h h /,vga{3g"17[2V"g{3v (Vag/,u - V 17g/,u) 
8K 

+ V /,ga17 V vg{3A + V"ga(3 (V 17g/LV - 2V,.g/,(7)] 

+.!.{ - 0 ~ _ det h h /'Vg v 

2K 2(4b + c) /' 

0
2 

- det h [ 13 + -- ~ - det g + h /,ah v g/,vgafJ 
4b + c 4c~ - det g 

- 4b~C (h/'vg/'vf]) + Lma, (j'g,itfJ)· (4.11) 

The first ("kinetic") term of the above Lagrangian is univer
sal and does not depend on the particular choice of the origi
nal Lagrangian L M • The second ("Higgs") term uniquely 
depends on the particular choice of field dynamics. 
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For a large class of theories of gravitation with nonsymmetric connection, based on general 
nonlinear Lagrangians, it is proved that the theory is equivalent to the standard Einstein 
theory of gravitation interacting with additional matter fields. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the previous papers I we proved that theories of gravi
tation based on nonlinear Lagrangians depending on the 
Ricci tensor are essentially equivalent to the standard Ein
stein theory. All the effects due to nonlinear Lagrangians can 
be implemented by introducing additional matter fields. 
More precisely: to a collection of fields of a theory with a 
nonlinear Lagrangian L we are able to assign a new metric 
tensor and new matter fields in such a way that they satisfy 
equations of Einstein theory if and only if the original fields 
satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equations derived from the origi
nal Lagrangian L. The above result was proved for metric, 
metric-affine, and purely affine theories with a symmetric 
connection. In the present paper we show that this result can 
be easily extended to the case of nonsymmetric connections. 
As a simple example we prove that Moffat's theory2 with 
both nonsymmetric metric and connection is equivalent to 
the Einstein theory of a symmetric metric tensor interacting 
with two additional matter fields. This is a mathematical 
result and does not depend on the physical (or philosophi
cal) interpretation of the variables (e.g., the problem of 
whether the metric tensor we introduce is the "true" metric 
or not). The relevance of such a result consists in the fact, 
that it enables us to analyze the dynamical content of the 
theory (Cauchy problem, energy positivity, stability, etc.) 
using standard tools (results concerning the Cauchy prob
lem for non-Einsteinian theories are usually extremely diffi
cult and give very weak results of the Cauchy-Kowalewska 
type3

• 

II. LAGRANGIAN THEORY OF NONSYMMETRIC 
CONNECTION 

We begin with a purely affine theory based on a general 
(nonsymmetric) connection !'. It is known4 that the connec
tion splits uniquely into the three independent geometric ob
jects: 

!'I' '\ = r/v + 1::..1' '\ + !DI' A(Av - ruuv ), (1) 

where r is a symmetric connection (in holonomic coordi
nates: r I' A v = r v AI' ), I::.. is a skew-symmetric, traceless ten
sorfield (1::../. v + I::.. v AI' = 0,1::..1' AA = 0), andAv: = !'A A v is a 
connection in the bundle of scalar densities over space-time. 
We use the following notation for the curvature tensor R of 
the connection r: 

Here for a field of geometric objects I we denote by / I the 
first jet of I (the value of I and its derivatives). Whenever 
( I B) is a coordinate representation of the field I then 
(I B ,J!) is the coordinate representation of / J, where we 
denotelBu : = aulB (e.g., !'I' AvU: = au!,1' ,\). 

We consider the following three independent traces of 
the curvature: 

Kl'v =R<W) =!(RI'\v + Rv\l') , (3) 

Fl'v = RAAI'V' (4) 

PI'V = 2R[l'vl - !Fl'v = RI' \v - Rv AAI' - !Fl'v . (5) 

We consider an affine theory based on an affine connection 
!'I' A v and a matter field cp = (CPA). Moreover, we assume 
that the theory is based on a Lagrangian L depending on 
derivatives of the connection via the above traces of the cur
vature only: 

L(}T,/cp) = LA (Kl'v (/!')'PI'V (/!,),Fl'v (/!'),!'.lcp). 
(6) 

It is easy to calculate that 

Kl'v(/!,) =Kl'v(/n +I::..I'Aul::..vuA' 

Fl'v(/!') = A VI' -Al'v' 

Pl'v(/!') = Pl'v(/n + 2DAI::..I' ,\, 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

where by Kl'v (P,.,v) we denote the symmetric (skew-sym
metric) part of the Ricci tensor of the symmetric connection 
r: 

( 10) 

PI'V =R[l'vl =!(RI'\v -R/AI') =!(rA,\1' - rAAl'v) ' 
(11 ) 

and by D we denote the covariant derivative with respect to 
the symmetric connection r. 

From the point of view offield dynamics, nonsymmetric 
connections do not introduce new phenomena; indeed, the 
torsion can always be incorporated into cp as an additional 
matter field. This way our theory can be treated as an affine 
theory based on the symmetric connection r I' A v interacting 
with the following "matter fields": 1::..1' A v' AI" and cpA. Fol-
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lowing our method I we use the following notation for ca
nonical momenta: 

(12) 

(13 ) 

(14) 

" aL 
PB:=acpBu' (15) 

and for currents of the theory: 

;!' v _ aL dl' v _ aL 
JA -~ A -~' 

J.1 v J.i. v 

I' aL aL 
r = aA 1" P B = Jt/lB . 

(16) 

The above formulas do not define uniquely our currents un
less we impose the symmetries corresponding to the symme
tries of rand A. The currentsj, d, and r are tensor densities. 
The character of the momentum P depends on the character 
of the matter field cp. For a tensorial matter field cp, the mo
mentum P is a tensor density, too. 

The Euler-Lagrange equation 8L/8r = 0 has the form 

D "p-v + 2" (I'J ~v)u - 4A (I' TV)u +;!' v _ 2j'U (I't) v) AI' jU Au' - u A J A "3 u A . 
(17) 

The Euler-Lagrange equations for "matter" fields A, A, and 
cp can be written as 

DATl'v+5t)A[l'auTVlu = -Au[I'APvlu+!dI'AV, (18) 

which is equivalent to 8L/8A = 0 and 

(19) 

which is equivalent to 8L/8A = 0 and 8L/8cp = 0, respec
tively. 

III. METRIC THEORY AS A RESULT OF LEGENDRE 
TRANSFORMATION 

Now we perform the complete Legendre transforma
tion I between p and the traceless part ~ of r (~I' \,: 
= rl' Av - !81' Ar u Uv - !8v Ar u ul'). Numerically, the trans
formation consists in subtracting the term au (~I' "vPP-V) 
from the Lagrangian. Then both ~I' A v and its derivatives 
have to be calculated in terms of pl'V, its derivatives and the 
fields that were not involved into the transformation. As a 
result of such an operation we obtain a noninvariant Lagran
gian that can be improved by adding a complete diver
gence. I ,5 Such an improved, second-order (in PP-V) Lagran
gian is already an invariant scalar density. Following the 
ideas of the purely affine theories of gravitation6 we inter
prete p as a dynamically defined metric tensor. More precise
ly, we define a new metric tensor hl'v and the inverse (con
travariant) tensor hl'v by the formula 

PP-V = : _ (1I2K)..) - det haP h I'V , (20) 

where K = 817'G is the gravitational constant. The definition 
is meaningful if we impose an additional assumption that 
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det( - PP-V) ;60. We denote by {" Av} the Christoffel sym
bols of the metric h and by V the corresponding covariant 
derivative. After the Legendre transformation, our theory 
may be treated as a metric theory based on the metric tensor 
h coupled to the following matter fields: A,A,cp, and a, where 
the covector field a!, : = r A AI' - C AI'} describes the nonme
tricity of the trace of r. It was proved I that the new Lagran
gian of the theory is equal numerically to the following 
expression: 

.\\ = aA [({I' Av} - rl' Av)pl'v] + aA (al'pp-A) + LA . (21) 

Due to (11) we have 

(22) 

In order to eliminate the first jet of ~ from the right-hand 
side of (21) we have to solve Eqs. (12) and the traceless part 
of (17) with respect to Kl'v and ~ I' A v' Let us denote this 
solutions by ~I'V and 61' \, , respectively. The formula (7) 
implies 

Kl'v = ~I'v(/h,ia,/A,/A,icp) - AI' ap A/3a . 

Due to the definitions of ~I' \, and al' we have 

rl' \, = 61' \,(/h,ia,/A,/A,/cp) + §8(1' AaV) 

+ !8/{" uv} + !t)/C ul'}, 

We introduce the following tensor-valued function: 

ru. A ru. A ( 'lh'l '1 A 'IA '1..1.) 
"211' v = "211' v j ,j a,j a,j ,j 'I' 

: = 61' \,(/h,ia,/A,iA,icp) 

+ ~8(1' Aav} + !81' A{u uv} 

+ !t)v AC ul'} - {I' Av}' 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

Formula (24) implies that numerically ®I' \, = r I' \, 
- {I' A v} is the nonmetricity of r. 

Observe that derivatives of a" and AI' A venter into the 
original Lagrangian via PI'V only. Rewriting formula (9) in 
terms of the new covariant derivative V and using (22) and 
(25) we have 

PI'V = !(avl' - al'v) + 2DA A" A v 

=~(avl' -al'v) +2(VAA/v -®l'uAA/v 

- ®/TAAI' Au + aAAI' \) . (26) 

It is convenient to code information carried by the tensor 
AI' A v and the covector a!, into a single tensor field: 

BI' A v: = 2AI' A v + !(81' Aav - 8v Aal')' (27) 

We see that derivatives of B enter into the theory via the 
following skew-symmetric tensor field only: 

Bl'v: = VABI' \ . (28) 

Now formula (26) can be rewritten as 

P - B - ® u B A _ ® u B A + 2B u B A 
/-LV - JLV /-l A U v v A It a J U A Jl v • 

(29) 

We have therefore ~I'V = ~l'v(/h,B,F,B,A,icp) and 
®I' \ = ®I' \,(/h,B,F,B,A,/cp). It was proved I that the 
new invariant Lagrangian .\\ given by (21) is the Einstein
Hilbert Lagrangian of the metric h with the matter part de
pending on matter fields A, B, and cp: 
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,13= - (l/2K)~ -dethaph"VK"v(/h) 

+ 2mat (/h,B,F,B,A,/t/J) , 

where 

2mat = (l/2K)~ - det haP h "V[ ~"v - A" ''o.Av "A 

+ ®" A ,,®v "A - ®" "vaA ] 

+ LA (~,P,F,®,B,A,/ifJ) . 

(30) 

(31) 

Here a and A denote the trace and the traceless part of B. The 
quantities P and F are given by (29) and (8), respectively. 
The function ® is defined by (25). We stress that the con
struction of the quantity B was possible only after the first 
Legendre transformation. To the traceless part A of the tor
sion we add a part of its trace represented by the covector a". 
However, the definition of a" depends on the metric tensor 
h "V' The transformation from the initial variables rand ifJ to 
the new variables h, A, B, ifJ is not a "point transformation" 
but is a canonical transformation. This way we have shown 
that the theory with the affine Lagrangian (6) is equivalent 
to the Einstein theory based on the Einstein-Hilbert Lagran
gian (30). 

However, it is possible to simplify further the theory 
reducing the number of independent matter fields. For this 
purpose we perform the Legendre transformation between 
the configuration B" A v and the momentum -r'V. This way we 
replace a 24-component matter field B by a 6-component 
field r. The transformation consists in subtracting the term 
VA (-r'VB" ,Iv) = JA (-r'vB" "v) from the Lagrangian and cal
culating (B" A v' VA B" "v) in terms of (VA r"V,r"V). We use 
for this purpose the equation 

~--r'v 
JB"v - , 

(32) 

equivalent to (13) and the Euler-Lagrange equation 

(33) 

equivalent to (18) and the trace of ( 17). Finally we obtain 
Einstein theory of the metric h interacting with the following 
matter fields: r, A, t/J. The field equations of the theory can be 
derived from the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian with the fol
lowing matter-Lagrangian part: 

X'mat = (1/2K)~ - det haP h "V[ ~"v - iB/ "Bv "A 

+ nBA A"B" "v + ®" A ,,®v "A - ~®" A vB" "A] 

+LA(~,P,F,®,B,A./ifJ) -VA (-r'vB,,"v) . (34) 

We remember that the above numerical value of X'mat has to 
be expressed in terms of r, A, ifJ, and other derivatives. 

For calculational convenience the last Legendre trans
formation between Band r can also be performed in two 
steps. First we perform the Legendre transformation be
tween a" and -r'V. Then we subtract the complete divergence 
JA (2r"VA" ,Iv) from the Lagrangian. Finally we observe that 
the Lagrangian depends algebraically on A. Equations oL / 
oA = 0 are therefore algebraic with respect to A. In a generic 
situation these equations can be treated as a definition of A in 
terms of/h and/r. 
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IV. SPECIAL CASE: LAGRANGIAN WITHOUT 
POTENTIALS 

As an example of the above procedure we consider a 
Lagrangian (6) which does not depend on!.'" ,Iv' We have 
therefore j" A v = 0 and d "A v = O. One can check that the 
nonmetricity Eq. (17) for r can be solved algebraically with 
respect to l:. This way we obtain an explicit form of the 
function @:S. Putting this solution into formula (25) we get 
the following expression: 

®" "v = - (2K/~ - det haP) [hav(rAPApa" + raPA/,,) 

+ haft (rAPAp a v + ".aPAp"v) 

+ ha"hpvh Aa( ".asA/" + rPsAs a,,) 

- 2h"vhaph A"".asA/,,] (35) 

+ ~(O" Aav + o/a" - 3h"vh A"a,,)' 

where r = r(~,p,F,B,A,/ifJ) is defined by (13). We can 
therefore calculate 2mat (31) as follows: 

2mat (/h,B,F,B,A,/ifJ) 

= (1/2K)~ - det haP (h "v~"v + 1h "va" av ) 

+ U(h,A) + WI (h,A,r) + LA (~,P,F,B,A,/ifJ) , 
(36) 

where by U(h,A) and WI (h,A,r) we denote the algebraic 
functions of the metric h,A (the traceless part of B) and of 
r = r(~,p,F,B,A,/ifJ): 

U(h,A) = - (l/2K)~ - det haP h "vA/ "Av "A , (37) 

WI(h,A,r) = (4K/~ - det haP )".aPrA"{hSTJ Aa sA ApTJ" 

+ 2h<TTJAaSAApTJs 

+ haA ATJ spAs 71" - h "V[ hashATJA/"Ap TJv 

+ (haAhsTJ + 2hashATJ)Ai"A" TJv ]). (38) 

Now we perform the Legendre transformation between the 
configuration B and the momentum r. The new matter La
grangian X'mat equals 

X'mat = X'mat (/h,/r,F,A,/ifJ) 

= 2mat - JA (r"VB" "v) 

=2mat -r"vp"v + (JA-r'A)a" -2VA (r"vA,,"v). 
(39) 

In order to express the Lagrangian in terms oflegal variables 
we have to solve Eqs. (13) with respect to B. Moreover, we 
have to solve Eqs. (18) and the trace of ( 17) with respect to 
B (i.e., A and a). Let us denote the algebraic solution of (13) 

with respect to P by~. Due to (29) we have 

B"v = ~"v(/h,/r,/A,/ifJ) + ®" "AB" "v 

+ ®v "AB" A" - ~B" "AB" A v . (40) 

The trace ofEq. (17) can be rewritten as 

a" = (4K/ ~ - det haP )(hA" rVAA" "v - f,h"vJA rVA). (41) 

Equation (18) [with r" "v defined by (24) 1 is linear with 
respect to A" "v. Let A" "v = A" "v (/h,/r) be the solution 
of this equation. Easy calculations lead to the following re
sult: 
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.it'mat = (1I2K).J - det haP h p.vstp.v -1"'''$p.v 

+ LA (st,~,F,®,a,A,il,h) 

+ (4KI.J - det haP )(hA"r"p.ap. \aarva 

- tihJ1-V aA riJAaCT rV") 

- 2aJ1-\VAr J1-V + U(h,a) - W2 (h,a,r) (42) 

where by W2 (h,a,r) we denote the algebraic function of the 
fields h, r and of a = a(ih,ir): 

W2 (h,a,r) = WI (h,ar) + (12KI.J - det haP )h J1-VhaShAT/ 

X ~P~"a s a T/ P p. "V 

= (4KI.J - det haP )~PrA"{hST/aasAapT/" 

+ 2hCTT/aa SA apT/s 
+ haAaT/spaS T/" - hJ1-V[ hashAT/a"SJ1-apT/v 

(43) 

v. MOFFAT'S THEORY 

The above considerations can be applied to Moffat's the
ory2 (the gravitation theory with a nonsymmetric "met
ric"). The theory is based on the following Lagrangian Lmof : 

L Mof = gJ1-"9.np.v(i~) + L mat (gp.v,WA,il,h) , (44) 

where gJ1-V is a (nonsymmetric) tensor density, 

9RJ1-v (i~) = Rp.v (i~) + !(~p. \v - ~/AJ1-) (45) 

and 

WJ1- =~(rAAJ1- -~AAJ1-) =~(rAAp. -AJ1-)' (46) 

The variation is meant with respect to rand 9 independent
ly. Here Lmat is a Lagrangian density for the "phenomeno
logical matter sources.,,2 

Due to the decomposition of gJ1-V into symmetric and 
skew-symmetric parts: 

P"V = g(J1-v) , 

1"'V = _ ig[p.v1 , 

(47) 

(48) 

we can rewrite formula (44): 

L Mof = P""Kp.v(iD + rP.V[Pp.v(iD - !Fp.v(iD 

- 6DAaJ1- AV] + L mat . (49) 

This Lagrangian differs from (6) by the term containing the 
derivatives of the torsion. However, the derivatives enter via 
the same combinations as the ones contained already in P J1-V' 
Therefore, our techniques can be applied also in this case. 

The variation with respect to 9 can be replaced by the 
independent variations with respect to p and r. The Euler
Lagrange equations 8LI8A = 0, 8LI8r = 0, and 
8LI8a = ° have the form: 

(50) 

(51) 
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(52) 

Equation (51) implies 

ap' = - (8KI.J - det hap )hA"rVAaJ1- "v. (53) 

Comparing the above result with formula (41) we see that 
aJ1- is already expressed algebraically. Consequently, after 
the first Legendre transformation between ~p. A v and p"v, 
reexpressing D A aJ1- \ in terms of i h, r, i a and using (53) 
we obtain the following numerical value of the matter La
grangian: 

2mat =rJ1-V[Pp.v(in -WJ1-v(i~) -4VAa/V] 

+ U(h,a) - 4W2 (h,a,r) + L mat . (54) 

Moreover, it is convenient to use the field WJ1- instead of a 
couple of fields AJ1- and r A A J1-' Finally, adding the complete 
divergence 4V A ( rp.vaJ1- A v) = 4a A ( rJ1-V ap' \) we obtain the 
matter Lagrangian for the Moffat's theory: 

.it'mat =.it' mat (ih,ir,i W,a,il,h) 

= - ~rJ1-VWJ1-V + 4aJ1- Av VA rJ1-V + U(h,a) 

- 4W2 (h,a,r) + L mat (h,r,W).,il,h). (55) 

We notice that a enters only algebraically into the above 
Lagrangian. Equations 8LI8a = ° are therefore algebraic 
equations for a. In a generic situation these equations can be 
treated as a definition of a in terms ofih andir. This way 
we can eliminate a as an independent variable of the theory. 
Analytically, the function Mih,ir) is very complicated. 
Finally, we obtain the theory with two independent matter 
fields: rJ1-V and Wp. coupled to the (symmetric) metric ten
sor hJ1-v. The field equations can be derived from the follow
ing Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian: 

2(/h,iW) = - (l12K).J - det haP hp.vKJ1-v(/h) 

+.it'mat(ih,ir,iW,a(ih,ir)il,h). (56) 

Observe, that both metric tensor h and matter fields (r and 
W) are original Moffat's fields. We therefore proved, that 
subtracting the complete divergence from the Lagrangian, 
and reexpressing r in terms of (h, r, W) Moffat's theory be
comes Einstein theory. 

The situation here is similar as in classical mechanics, 
where the variational formula based on the Lagrangian 
L = - qp - H(p,q) can be used withp and q independent. 
Instead, it is better to add the complete time derivative 
(d Idt) (pq) and express p in terms of q, using the part of 
equations of motion. This way we prove that p are not inde
pendent degrees offreedom of the theory. 
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This is the first of two papers in which the authors give a complete classification of symmetry 
reduced solutions of Plebanski's potential equation for self-dual Einstein spaces. In this first 
part the infinite pseudogroup of symmetries of Plebanski's equation is described, and the 
conjugacy classes of all local subgroups of dimensions one, two, and three over both the real 
and complex numbers are classified. Then in the second paper, this classification is used to 
obtain all symmetry-reduced solutions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this investigation is twofold. On the one 
hand; we plan to apply, in a systematic manner, the method 
of symmetry reduction, to obtain group invariant solutions 
of the Euclidean signature self-dual Einstein equations. On 
the other hand, a first step in this program is to obtain the 
relevant local symmetry group of local point transforma
tions and then give a complete classification of its low-di
mensional local subgroups. Since this treatment is entirely 
local, we work infinitesimally with the corresponding Lie 
algebras. 

In the present paper (Part I of a series of two) we show 
that the infinite-dimensional symmetry group is essentially 
one of Cartan's infinite-dimensional primitive groups 1 and 
provide a classification of its complex and real subalgebras of 
dimension less than four. It is precisely the real subalgebras 
that correspond to groups having orbits of codimension k, 
with l.;;;h;;3 in the underlying space of independent vari
ables R4

, and that hence provide a reduction of the consid
ered equations to lower-dimensional ones. 

Actually we do not deal with the self-dual Einstein equa
tions2

•
3 per se but with the potential equation obtained by 

Plebanski,4 

OxxOyy - OXyOxy = 1, (*) 

where x, )lEC, 0 is a real function, and subindices indicate 
partial derivatives. This Monge-Ampere type of equation is 
of independent interest, having a rich history. Calabis-7 has 
studied the n-dimensional analog that he calls the Levi in
variant equation. The function 0 appears as a local Kahler 
potential on some domain of C2

, and gives rise to what has 
become known in the literature as Calabi-Y au spaces. These 
spaces are not only Kahler but hyperkahler,7 that is, there is 
a two sphere's worth of complex structures on R4 that are 
compatible with the metric and the metric is Kahler with 
respect to all of these complex structures. In all that follows 
here we shall make a choice of complex structure and hence, 
a choice of Kahler pO\f!ntial. 

It bas been known for some time that Eq. (*) has an 
infinite-dimensional symmetry "group" although it does not 
seem to have appeared in the literature. (The symmetry 

group of a related equation was determined in Ref. 8.) It is at 
least partially the purpose of the present paper to not only 
rectify this but also to show that the "symmetry group" of 
( *) is an Abelian extension of one of the infinite primitive 
pseudogroups of Cartan, namely the pseudogroup of all bi
holomorphic maps from domains in C2 to itself with con
stant Jacobian determinant. 

In Part II of this series we shall use the results obtained 
here to systematically apply the method of symmetry reduc
tion9

•
to to Eq. (*) to find all solutions that can be obtained by 

this method. From these solutions we can then write down 
the corresponding self-dual Einstein metrics that should be 
of interest from the point of view of gravitational instan
tons. 11-13 In the process we show how Eq. (*) is related to 
many other interesting partial (and ordinary) differential 
equations. 

The outline of the present paper is as follows: In this 
section we give a brief discussion of self-dual Einstein spaces 
and their relationship with Eq. (*). In Sec. II we determine 
the Lie algebra of infinitesimal symmetries of Eq. (*). Sec
tion III consists of relevant comments about the classifica
tion of subalgebras. Sections IV and V make up the heart of 
the present article. They give the classification of conjugacy 
classes of complex and real subalgebras, respectively, of di
mension less than or equal to three under the relevant pseu
dogroup of transformations. Finally Sec. VI gives a brief 
conclusion of our results as well as a preview of things to 
come. 

Let us recall briefly how the 0 equation (*) arises from 
the self-dual Einstein equations. This was first derived in this 
context for the complex self-dual Einstein equations by Ple
banski. 4 Let (M,g) be a four-dimensional Riemannian mani
fold. The Levi-Civita connection r has values in the Lie alge
bra so(4). But there is a well-known isomorphism 
so( 4) ",""su(2) + Ell su(2) _, where we have labeled the two 
copies ofsu(2) by ± for convenience. Thus the connection 
splits r = r + + r _ and we let R ± = curv r ± . The Rie
mannian manifold (M,g) is called self-dual if R_ = O. It is 
not difficult to see by writing things out explicitly that 
R _ = 0 or R + = 0 implies the vacuum Einstein equations, 
in fact, the Ricci tensor vanishes identically. Thus R _ = 0 is 
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called the self-dual Einstein equation. Now R_ = 0 means 
that r _ is a flat connection. Here r ± are connections on the 
(locally defined) spin bundles V ± M. Although V ± M may 
not be defined globally as bundles on M, their second-order 
symmetric tensor product bundles S 2± M are globally de
fined bundles on M. Furthermore, r ± induce connections, 
also denoted r ± ' on S 2± M. There is another important 
splitting related to the Lie algebra splitting described above, 
namely, the splitting induced by Hodge's * operator on two
forms. In four-dimensional Riemannian geometry * is an 
involution on two-forms A 2M split into the plus and minus 
eigenspacesoh, viz., A2M = A2+ M (B A2_ M. Furthermore, 
this splitting is compatible with the Lie algebra splitting and 
this gives rise to bundle isomorphisms S 2± M "'" A 2± M. 
Thus r + can be considered as connections in A 2± M, the 
bundles -of self-dual (+) and anti-self-dual (-) two
forms. 

We now describe the consequences of having a flat con
nection r _ on A2_ M "",S2_ M. From now on our consider
ations will be entirely local. We use the standard dotted and 
undotted spinor indices that are to be raised and lowered by 
the symplectic form € AB according to the convention rP A 

= €AB~' where A,B = 1,2 and the Einstein summation 
convention is used on repeated indices. In spinor notation an 
orthonormal moving coframe is written as () AA . We define an 
almost complex structure on T * M by requiring 8 AA = () AA' 

Then a basis (locally) for A ~ M is given by 

SAD = 1€ () AA 1\ () BD 
2 AB , (1.1 ) 

where SDA = SAD and SAD = SAD' Now as mentioned pre
viously R _ = 0 if and only if r _ is flat, that is, there is a 
choice of orthonormal frame such that the connection coeffi
cients r AD with respect to this frame vanish. It follows that 
the two-forms SAD are all closed, i.e., 

dS AD = O. ( 1.2) 

Considering first dS i i = 0, by Darboux's theorem there are 
local coordinates {I/; A = 1,2} such that 

S ii = dq l l\dq2 = ~dl/ I\dqA' (1.3) 

Moreover, S ii = Si i = S i i = cTq' 1\ cTq2. Now let us consid
er S ii. First, S ii = Sii = - Sii = - Sii' Second, this 
form is nondegenerate since an explicit computation shows 

(1.4) 

and the latter is proportional to the volume element on M. 
Since S ii is closed and nondegenerate g is a Kahler metric on 
M and S ii is the Kahler form. So locally there is a smooth 
function fl such that 

(1.5 ) 

where flq<q" = Jfl/JI/ iTqB. Now since the Levi-Civita con
nection r = r + has values in su(2), the local holomony 
group must be SU(2) or a subgroup thereof. It follows that 
under a change of SU(2) frame, the volume element Sii 
1\ S ii is preserved, thus about every point of M there are 
coordinates such that (1.3 )-( 1.5) hold. Plugging (1.5) into 
( 1.4) and using ( 1.3) gives the fl equation (*). 
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II. THE SYMMETRY GROUP OF THE 0 EQUATION 

In order to apply the method of symmetry reduction to 
(*) we need to compute its symmetry group. We shall show 
that this group is an Abelian extension of one of the six infi
nite primitive pseudogroups of Cartan (Ref. 1, Theorem 
IX). More precisely, we compute the Lie algebra of infinites
imal symmetries; but rather than work with the differential 
equation itself, we write it as an equivalent Pfaffian system. 
First, notice that (*) can be written as a conservation law, 
namely, 

J qB (JqAflqAqB - qB) = 0 (2.1a) 

or equivalently, the complex conjugate equation 

(2.1b) 

Equation (2.1a) is the integrability condition of the exis
tence of a local complex-valued smooth function L satisfying 

LqB = flqAflq<qB - qB' (2.2) 

Similarly, we get the complex conjugate equation arising 
from (2.1 b). In order to write the corresponding Pfaffian 
system we first construct the contact form ()o for fl and then 
add the one-forms describing (2.2) and its complex conju
gate. We arrive at 

()o=dfl-PA dl/-PA~' 

()I = dL - !PA dpA - SA dl/ + !qA ~, (2.3) 

81 = dY - ! PA or - S A ~ + !qA dl/, 

which is a Pfaffian system J on the two-jet J 2 (C2,RXC) 
(actually on a certain submanifold R 15 of the two-jet) where 
1/, A = 1,2 are complex coordinates on C2 and 
(fl,L)ERXC. The integral submanifolds N<-+J 2 (C,RXC) 
which annihilate J and satisfy the independence condition 
dq~ I\dq~ I\cTq~ I\cTq2::;fOarepreciselythesolutionsof(*). 
Thus any infinitesimal contact transformation symmetry of 
( *) must map J to J. So we consider the vector fields on 
J 2(C2,RXC) which satisfy 

(2.4) 

where () _ I = 81 and A; are smooth functions. Of course, if 
LX()IEJ then L x 8IEJ. The method for solving (2.4) is by 
now quite standard so we omit the details, just presenting the 
infinitesimal symmetries and vector fields on R 15

, 

Xq< = !aqA + aq<' 

X pA 1- B a,..A 
= 2aPA + aq<qBp + fJ'I , 

X n = ! (a + a) fl + P + p, 
X ",. - ( I -) B - -:1 + a SA + aq<qBs 

(2.5) 

and their complex conjugates. Here, a, p,.and rare holo
morphic functions on open sets of the origin in C2. 

Let us now discuss the structure of the symmetry alge
bra T of the Pfaffian system (2.3). There are three arbitrary 
holomorphic functions of the complex variables {ql ,q2}, 
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namely, a, {3, and y, and one complex parameter a. Further
more, the vector fields 

XI = [{3(a) +p(q)]an , 

X2 = Re[y(q)al:]' 

X3 = 1m [y(q)al: ], 

(2.6) 

generate an infinite-dimensional Abelian ideal A in T. More
over, X 2 and X3 generate q-dependent translations in ~ and 
~, the first integrals of n. Therefore, they do not appear as 
infinitesimal symmetries of the n equation (*). Thus the full 
infinitesimal symmetry algebra Tofthe n equation is gener
ated by two holomorphic functions a and {3 and one complex 
parameter a. In order to discuss further this symmetry alge
bra we introduce an affine bundle (not a vector bundle) 
A ....... (;2 where {q4: A = 1,2} are complex coordinates on (;2 

and a local section of A is given by the graph 
(ql,q2)I--+(ql,q2,n(q,q»), so the fibers of A are real affine 
lines, i.e., there is no fixed origin in the fibers. In fact, the 
transformation generated by X sends the section n to 
n + {3(q) + P(q), which is a base point dependent transla
tion in the fibers of A. With this in mind the representation of 
T given by the vector fields (1.2b) is the prolongation to the 
one-jet J I (A,R) of fiber preserving local transformations of 
A ....... (;2. However, we shall see later that from the point of 
view of symmetry reduction the Abelian ideal A generated 
by XI plays no role whatsoever. It is thus only the factor 

A 

algebra T = T I A which is of interest to us, and T is easily 
identified with one of the transitive primitive algebras of 
Caran, I namely the Lie algebra of hoi om orphic vector fields 
on (;2 with constant divergence. It should also be mentioned 
that the transformations of T fix the zero section of A. Thus 
A = (;2 X R can now be viewed as a trivial vector bundle over 
(;2, i.e., as a product. 

Let us summarize our results as the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1: The infinitesimal symmetry algebra T of 

infinitesimal contact transformations of the n equation (*) 
is the prolongation to J2(A,R) of infinitesimal transforma
tions ¢: A ....... A preserving the affine structure of A. Further
more, T is isomorphic to an Abelian extension of the Lie 
algebra T of holomorphic vector fields on (;2 with constant 
divergence by the infinite-dimensional Abelian ideal genera
ted by XI' Moreover, the infinitesimal transformations of T 
preserve the product structure A = (;2 X R. 

As mentioned previously, it is the factor algebra T that is 
of interest for the purposes of symmetry reduction, and an 
important consequence of Theorem 2.1 is that as a complex 
Lie algebra, T consists of holomorphic vector fields. We 
shall be interested mainly in real subalgebras L of T and we 
shall associate to such subalgebras a complex invariant, 
namely, the complex divergence of the complexification XC 
of vector fields X in L. To this end we consider the simple 
subalgebra To e T consisting of all holomorphic vector fields 
on (;2 with zero divergence. Then we have the following 
lemma. 

Lemma 2.2: Let L be a real subalgebra of T and L I its 
derived algebra, then LIe To. 

Proof: Let E denote the one-dimensional complex Lie 
algebra generated by the Euler vector field on (;2. Then To is 
an ideal in T and we have an exact sequence of Lie algebras 
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0 ....... To ....... T ....... E ....... O. 

It follows that TIC To. Moreover, as a real Lie algebra E is a 
two-dimensional Abelian Lie algebra, so for any real subal
gebra LeT, LIe T I and this proves the lemma. 

Now any infinite-dimensional Lie algebra T of vector 
fields on C" generates a pseudogroup of transformations on 
(;2 as follows l4

: Let {Xa} by any collection of (locally de
fined) vector fields in T. We can integrate these vector fields 
locally to get a collection of local one-parameter groups 
{¢It). The set of all such local diffeomorphisms generates a 
pseudogroup P( n (the pseudogroup generated by n. In 
our case the Lie algebra T generates the pseudogroup oflocal 
biholomorphic diffeomorphisms of (;2 with constant Jacobi
an determinant P, whereas To generates the subpseudogroup 
with unit Jacobian determinant Po. Now given any subalge
bra L e Twe will make use of the subpseudogroup N(L) e P 
that normalizes the subalgebra L. 

Finally to end this section we mention the connection 
between the infinitesimal symmetries of ( *) and Killing vec
tor fields on a given solution of ( * ). In Ref. 15 the homothe
tic Killing equations were integrated and a standard form for 
any homothetic Killing vector field was given. It is easy to 
see that any XETis a homothetic Killing vector field. How
ever, the pseudogroup S of allowed transformations for the 
homothetic Killing equations is larger. In general, S does not 
preserve the complex structure, but peS. The action of Son 
the coordinates is induced by the action of SO (3) on A 2_ M 
=S2V_M, which leaves (2.2) invariant. The unit sphere 
bundle in A2_ M can be identified with the bundle of com
plex structures on M. So any homothetic Killing vector field 
will fix a complex structure and thus is equivalent to a vector 
field in T. However, there is an action ofSO(3) which per
mutes all complex structures and so this is not equivalent to 
any subgroup of P. This gives a class of Bianchi IX solu
tions 16 of (*) that cannot be obtained by symmetry reduc
tion of (*). 

III. GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE CLASSIFICATION 
OF SUBALGEBRAS 

In order to perform a symmetry reduction for the n 
equation we need to know all low-dimensional subgroups of 
the symmetry pseudogroup P of this equation. More precise
ly, we need a classification of all local subgroups that will 
have generic orbits of dimension d = 1, 2, or 3 in the underly
ing four-dimensional Euclidean space-time. Our procedure 
will be an algebraic one: we shall classify subalgebras of the 
symmetry algebra, namely the algebra of holomorphic vec
tor fields in two complex variables, having constant diver
gence. The classification will be under the action of the pseu
dogroup P of holomorphic transformations with constant 
Jacobian determinant. 

Lie in his classical lecture notes l6 (see also Cartan l6
) 

has solved a related problem, namely that of classifying all 
continuous groups of point transformations in two complex 
variables. He obtained an exhaustive list of representatives of 
Lie algebras that can be realized in terms of holomorphic 
vector fields in two complex variables. The vector fields do 
not necessarily have constant divergence. Furthermore, 
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Lie's classifying group is correspondingly larger: the trans
formations do not necessarily have constant Jacobian deter
minant. Lie's results cannot be directly adapted to our case, 
mainly because the value of the divergence of a vector field is 
coordinate dependent and is thus not invariant under arbi
trary transformations. 

We shall be interested in low-dimensional Lie algebras, 
realized in terms of either complex or real vector fields. 
However, before discussing the general procedure we shall 
make some simplifications. First, we show that for symme
try reductions it suffices to consider the factor algebra 
T ==. T / A. Moreover, according to Theorem 2.1, we may re
strict ourselves to vector fields that represent infinitesimal 
symmetry transformations of the affine bundleA. Such com
plex vector fields may be written as 

X = (att + aq)at/ + anan + /3an . (3.1) 

The corresponding real vector fields are obtained by simply 
taking the real part of ( 3.1 ). If a and at/do not both vanish, 
we can make the q-dependent translation n~n + r and re
move /3 by choosing r to be a solution of the first-order inho
mogeneous partial differential equation 

(att + aq)r t/ - ar + /3 = O. (3.2) 

On the other hand, if both a and at/ vanish, the invariant is 
an arbitrary function F(ql,q2,ql,q2) which is independent of 
n and thus does not give rise to symmetry reduced solutions 
of the n equation (*). Thus we may restrict our consider
ations to the Lie algebra T. Furthermore, notice that the 
projection 1T: A -- R4 induces a Lie algebra 1T * T that is iso
morphic to T. So in order to simplify notations in Sees. IV 
and V and especially in the tables, we will drop the terms 
involving an in the vector fields. The notation X and X R 

below will be used for the projections of the vector fields onto 
the base manifold, i.e., elements of 1T * T. The full vector 
fields are always recovered by adding ! (div X) nan, or 
! (div X + div X) nan, to the corresponding complex or real 
vector fields. 

The complex vector fields under consideration have the 
form 

X =f(x,y)ax + g(x,y)ay 

satisfying 

div X= fx + gy = a = const. 

(3.3a) 

(3.3b) 

Real vector fields that we are dealing with have the form 

XR=f(x,y)ax +g(x,y)ay +f(x,y)ax +g(x,y)ay' 
(3.4a) 

We have 

divXR =fx +gy +fx +gy =a +a. (3.4b) 

Thus we may have div X R = 0, but div X = a = - a=j=O. 
Vector fields and algebras of vector fields will be classi

fied under coordinate transformations of the pseudogroup P 
which we write explicitly as 

5=F(x,y), 77=G(x,y), 

with constant Jacobian determinant, 

detJ=Jo = FxGy - FyGx· 
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( 3.5a) 

(3.5b) 

Let us first present some general results that will be used 
below in the subalgebra classification. 

Lemma 3.1: Let X be a vector field of the type (3.1) in 
coordinates (x, y) and X the same vector field in coordinates 
(5,77) of (3.5a). The divergences of X and X are related by 

div X = div X + Xln(det J). (3.6) 

In particular, if det J = Jo = const, then div X is invariant 
under (3.5). 

Proof: The transformed vector field is 

X= (jFx +gFy)a; + (fGx +gGy)a". (3.7) 

A simple calculation yields (3.6). Q.E.D. 
Lemma 3.2: If A, B, and Care three veetor fields, satisfy

ing A = [B, C) and div B = /3, div C = r, where /3 and rare 
constants, then div A = O. 

Proof: A simple calculation yields 

div A = B div C - C div B. (3.8) 

Hence 

divA =Br- C/3=O. Q.E.D. 

Remark: Lemma 2.2 is a simple consequence of Lemma 
3.2. We shall make use of the known classification of two
and three-dimensional Lie algebras into isomorphism 
classes. 18.19 They can be summed up in two lemmas. 

Lemma 3.3: Any two-dimensional Lie algebra over ei
ther C or R is isomorphic to one of the following ones: (1) 
Abelian: 2A I' 

[XI,x2] = O. 

(2) Solvable, non-Abelian: A 2,1' 

[XI'X2 ] = XI' 

( 3.9a) 

(3.9b) 

Lemma 3.4: Any three-dimensional Lie algebra over ei
ther C or R is isomorphic to one of the following ones: (1) 
Abelian: 3A I , 

[XI,x2] = [X2,x3] = [X3'XI] = O. (3.lOa) 

(2) Decomposable, non-Abelian: A2,t (BAt, 

[Xt,X3] = Xt, [X2'X3] = 0, [Xt,x2] = O. (3.lOb) 

(3) Indecomposable, nilpotent: A 3,t , 

[X2'X3 ] =Xt, [XI'X3 ] =0, [Xt,X2 ] =0. (3.lOc) 

(4) Indecomposable, solvable, non-nilpotent, with a two
dimensional Abelian ideal {Xt ,X2}, 

(3.lOd) 

Over C the matrix M has one of the following forms: 

a. C _ (1 
A 3,2' M t - 0 ~), 

aEC, if lal = 1, 

then O<;arg a<;1T, (3.lOe) 

0) 
1 . 
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Over lR the matrix has one of the following forms: 

(
1 a. R_ 

A 3,2' Ml - 0 °a) , aElR, 0 < lal 0;;; 1, 

R (1 A 3,3: M 2 = 1 (3.1Of) 

a. R_(a 
A 3,4' M 3 - 1 aElR, Oo;;;a. 

(S) Simple. 
Over e the only possibility is sl(2,e), 

A 3,5: [XI,x2] = Xl' [X2'X3] = X3, [XI'X3] = - 2X2· 
(3.lOg) 

Over lR there are two cases: (a) sl(2,lR) 
-su(1,I) -0(2,1) with commutation relations (3.lOg), 
and (b) su(2) -0(3) with commutation relations 

A 3,6: [Xi,Xd = €ik/X /, {i,k,l} = {1,2,3}. (3,lOh) 

Two useful lemmas that can be proven by direct calculations 
are the following. 

Lemma 3.5: The most general transformation of the 
type (3.S) leaving the vector space {Xl = ax} invariant is 

s=Ax+H(y), ?]={3y+v, Af14=0, (3.11) 

where A,fl, VEe are constants. 
Lemma 3.6: The most general transformation of the 

type (3.S) leaving the vector space {Xl = xax } invariant is 

S=AxIG(y), ?]=G(y), ,1#0, G(y)#O. (3.12) 

We restrict our classification to subalgebras of dimen
siondwith 1 0;;; dO;;; 3. Thejustification for this is thatthed = 3 
subalgebras already provide reductions of the n equation to 
ordinary differential equations, or to algebraic ones. Higher
dimensional algebras will always contain at least one three
dimensional subalgebra, so the algebras of dimension d>4 
will not provide any new reductions. Indeed, every simple 
Lie algebra except sue 1,1) contains at least one class of 
su(2) subalgebras. Every solvable Lie algebra of dimension 
n has subalgebras (and ideals) of all dimensions 10000do;;;n. 
Algebras that are neither simple nor solvable have a Levi 
decomposition in which the semisimple part is either su(2) 
or su ( 1,1 ), or contains at least one of them as a subalgebra. 

The problem of classifying subalgebras of the Lie alge
bra of holomorphic vector fields with constant divergence 
into conjugacy classes and the action of the pseudogroup Pis 
conceptually similar to that of classifying the subalgebras of 
a finite-dimensional Lie algebra under the action of the 
group of inner automorphisms. The classification methods 
have been developed and applied in a series of earlier pa
pers.2

0--
22 

IV. CLASSIFICATION OF LOW-DIMENSIONAL 
COMPLEX SUBALGEBRAS 

A. One-dimensional subalgebras 

We are given a vector field (3.1) satisfying (3.2) and 
perform a change of variables (3.S). The vector field trans
forms into (3.7). We set 
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IGx +gGy =0, 

JFx + gFy = - (glGx )Jo· 

( 4.1a) 

( 4.1b) 

Relation (4.1a) amounts to a choice of the function G(x, y) 

that can always be made; (4.1 b) is then a consequence of 
(4.la) and (3.Sb). The vector field X in the coordinates 
(S,?]) is now 

X= -(gIGx)J~s' (4.2) 

By assumption, Jo is constant; if we require that - glGx be 
constant then (4.1a) implies the compatibility condition 
Ix + gy = O. If this ~ satisfied, i.e., if we have div X = 0, then 
X is conjugate to X = as' If on the other hand, we have 
div X = a#O, we set - g(JoIGx ) = aF, and obtain equa
tions for G and F that are always compatible. 

We arrive at the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1: An arbitrary one-dimensional subalgebra 

{X} of the symmetry algebra is conjugate to one of the two 
following Lie algebras: 

L l •l (e) = {ax}' 

L I ,2 (e) = {xax }' 

(4.3a) 

(4.3b) 

They are distinguished by the fact that div X = 0 for XEL ~,l 
and div X #0 for XEL ~,2' 0 

B. Two-dimensional subalgebras 

Consider a Lie algebra {XI ,x2} with a commutation re
lation as in (3.9). We shall assume that Xl has already been 
transformed to standard form as in (4.3); X 2 , on the other 
hand, is left general, as in (3.1). The procedure is first to 
implement the commutation relation, then simplify X 2, us
ing the normalizer subpseudogroup, Nor p{XI } of Xl in P. 

1. Abelian algebras 

(a) Take Xl as in (4.3a) and require [XI ,x2] =0, 
div X 2 = a = const. We obtain 

xl=ax' X 2 =/(y)ax + (ay+{3)ay' (4.4a) 

The normalizer pseudogroup of Xl is given in (3.11) 
and it transforms the vector fields into 

Xl = Aas' 
X 2 = [AI( y) + (ay + {3)H( y) las + (ay + {3)flaTf' 

(4.4b) 

If (a,{3) # (0,0) we choose H( y) to satisfy 
(ay + {3)H + AI( y) = O. Ifa#Oweputav = {3fl. Ifa = 0, 
{3 #0 we put {3fl = 1. Finally, if (a,{J) = (0,0) no simplifi
cation occurs. 

(b) Take Xl as in (4.3b). Imposing [XI 'X2 ] = 0 and 
replacing X2 by X2 - aXI we obtain 

Xl =xax , X2 = -g(y)xax +g(y)ay' (4.S) 

Performing a transformation (3.12) with G( y) = alg( y) 
we reduce the algebra (4.S) to Xl = sas' X 2 = aTf' 

2. Non-Abelian algebras 

The commutation relation is given by (3.9b). Accord
ing to Lemma 3.2 we have div Xl = O. With no loss of gener
ality we can take Xl = ax' From (3.9b) and (3.2) we obtain 
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xl=ax' X2=[x+h(y)]ax +(ay+p)ay' (4.6) 

Performing a transformation of the form (3.11 ) with H ( y) 
satisfying h( y)A + (ay + P)H = Hwe reduce (4.6) to 

xl=as' x 2=sas +(a'T]-av+pJ.l)a71 • (4.7) 

If a#O we choose v and J.l so that pJ.l- av = O. If a = 0, 
P # 0 we choose J.l so that pJ.l = 1. 

The results of this subsection are summarized in Table I. 
We have denoted V the vector space spanned by the vectors 
{XI,x2} at any generic point (x, y). The three Abelian alge
bras L 2,I (C), L 2,2 (C), and L{3 (C) are distinguished from 
each other by the invariants in columns 5 and 6, namely 
div X, the divergence of the general element 
X = J.lIXI + J.l~2' and the dimension of V. For theA2,I type 
algebras these in variants coincide for L 2,4 ( C) and L ~,5 (C) if 
a#O, a# - 1. In this case XI is uniquely defined as the 
vector field spanning the derived algebra. The value of a 
itself is an invariant under the action of the isotropy group of 
XI' i.e., the transformation (3.11). 

The algebras L{3 (C) are somewhat exceptional. They 
depend on one arbitrary function f( y). 

In order to avoid redundancy in Table I and in other 
subalgebra lists we establish the following equivalence rela
tion. The two sets of linearly independent functions 

{fl(Y)'''''/n(Y)} and {gl(y), .. ·,gn(y)}, 

are equivalent, if constants A #0, J.l, and a matrix 
pEGL(n,C) exist, such that 

n 

gi(y) = L Pikfk(Ay+J.l), (4,8) 
k=1 

Using this equivalence concept we arrive at the follow
ing theorem. 

Theorem 4.2: Every complex two-dimensional subalge
bra of the algebra g of holomorphic vector fields with con
stant divergence is conjugate under the pseudo group P to an 
algebra in Table I. Two algebras in Table I are mutually 
conjugate if and only if they are in the classes L {3 (C) and 
L t3 (C), and the pairs (1,/( y») and (1, g( y») are equivalent 
under relation (4.8). 

C. Three-dimensional subalgebras 

It follows from Lemma 3,4 that all complex three-di
mensional Lie algebras except sl(2,C) have a two-dimen
sional Abelian ideal. We choose it to be {XI,x2}' For solv-

TABLE I. Two-dimensional complex subalgebras. 

Basis 
divX 

No Type X, X2 X = I1-,X, + 11-2X2 dim V 

L2., (C) 2A, ax ay 0 2 
L2,2(C) 2A, ax yay 11-2 2 
LL (C) 2A, ax j( y)ax 0 I 

j(y)ofO 

L2,.(C) A2., ax xax + ay 11-2 2 
L~,5 (C) A2" ax xax +ayay 11-2(l + a) 2ifaofO 

Oifa= -\ I ifa=O 
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able non-nilpotent Lie algebras this ideal is unique. Our 
procedure will be to assume that {XI ,X2 } is in one of the 
standard forms L 2,I (C), L 2,2 (C), or L{3 (C), whereas X3 
has the generalform (3.1) satisfying (3.2), We then impose 
the commutation relations 

G~::~:D = (: :) ~:), M = (: :), (4.9) 

for each standard form of M. Finally, we standardize M, 
using the normalizer pseudogroup of the ideal {XI ,X2 }. For 
Abelian and nilpotent algebras we must afterwards weed out 
possible redundancies, due to the uniqueness of the Abelian 
ideal. 

Simple subalgebras, i.e., s1(2,C) subalgebras, will be 
treated separately. In this case use will be made of the fact 
that s1(2,C) contains a subalgebra of the type A 2,1' that is, 
however, not an ideal. 

1. Solvable subalgebras 

(a) Ideal L 2,1 (C) = {ax,ay}' We have 

(
[XI'X3 ]) = (fxax + gx ay ) . 
[X2'X3] J;,ax + gyay 

Combining (4.9) and (4.10), we obtain 

f=ax + cy+p, g= bx + dy+ q. 

(4.10) 

(4.11 ) 

Replacing X3 by X3 - pXI - qX2 we effectively set 
p = q = O. Performing linear transformation of variables 
(s = J.lx + vy, 'T] = px + UY,J.lu - pv#O) we can transform 
the matrix M to its standard form. 

The Abelian case (3.1Oa) is excluded, since 

implies X3 = O. The decomposable case occurs if a = 1, 
b = c = d = 0 in M. This yields the decomposable algebra 
{ax,ay,xax}. The nilpotent case (3.1Oc) occurs for c = 1, 
a = b = d = 0 and leads to {a x ,a Y' ya x}, The diagonalizable 
case (3.1Oe) corresponds to a = 1, d = a(O<a< 1) and 
yields {ax,ay,xaX + ayay}' Finally, the Jordan case (3.1Oe) 
corresponds to a = d = 1, c = 1, b = 0 and the algebra 
{ax,ay, (x + y)ax + yay}, 

(b) Ideal L 2,2 = {ax' yay}. According to Lemma 3.2, 
X2 = yay cannot figure in the derived algebra. Hence 
b = d = 0 in (4.9), Moreover, we havefx = a, yJ;, = c, gx 
= 0, ygy - g = O. Taking an appropriate linear combina

tion of X3 with XI' andX2, we obtainX3 = (ax + c lny)ax' 
The transformation in P that leaves L 2,2 invariant is 

s=ax+rlny+J.l, 'T]=vy, av#O. (4.12) 

The vector fields transform into 

(4.13) 

X3 = [as + ( - ar + ac)ln 'T] + (ar - ac)ln v - aJ.l]as' 

If a # 0 we choose r = ac/ a, J.l = 0 and obtain a decompos
able algebra {ax, yay,xax }' If a = Owe obtain a nilpotent Lie 
algebra {ax,yay,lnyax}' 
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(c) IdealL L (C) = {ax ,<,6 ( y)ax; ¢( y) #O}. The com
mutation relations in this case are 

(4.14 ) 

Taking linear combinations of XI and Xz and perform
ing an appropriate change of variables we can simultaneous
ly assume that {XI,XZ} remain in their standardized form 
XI = ax, X z = <,6( y)ax and that the matrix M is in its stan
dard form (as in Lemma 3.4). 

From (4.14) we obtain 

g=g(y), /= [a+b<,6(y)]x+¢(y), 

g¢ = b<,6z + (a - d)¢; - c. 

Further, div X3 = A implies 

a + b<,6( y) + g( y) = A. 

(4.15 ) 

( 4.16) 

(4.17 ) 

The transformation (3.5) that leaves the ideal {XI,XZ} 
invariant is 

t=x+H(y), 1]=py+q, p=O. 

It transforms the algebra to 

XI = at;, X z = <,6at;, 

(4.18 ) 

X3 = [(a + b<,6)t + ¢ + gil - (a + b<,6)H las + pga",. 
( 4.19) 

Let us now run through all standard forms of M. 
(i)Abelian algebras: a = b = c = d = O. Since ¢( y) #0, 

( 4.16) implies g = 0 and hence A = O. We obtain the Lie 
algebra {ax ,<,6 ( y)ay,¢( y)ay} where 1, <,6, and ¢ are linearly 
independent. 

(ii) Decomposable non-Abelian algebras: We take 
a = b = c = 0, d = 1. Equation (4.17) implies g = AY + v. 
If A = v = 0 we reobtain the Abelian algebra considered 
above. Hence we have g( y) #0 and we can put 
il = - ¢g-I. Two cases arise, namely, the Lie algebra 
{ax y"ax, - (1lp)yay} if A #0 (we have putp = -A -I) 
and {ax,eYax' - ay} if A = 0 (we putp = - V-I). 

(iii) Nilpotent algebras: We have a = b = d = 0 and 
c = 1. Equation (4.17) implies g = AY + f-l and (4.16) tells 
us that A = f-l = 0 is excluded. Integrating (4.16) for A # 0 
and for A = 0, f-l # 0 we get two nilpotent algebras that are 
not new: they have appeared above in cases (a) and (b) 
respectively. 

(iv) Algebras 0/ type A ~.2: We have a = 1, b = c = 0, 
d==a, 0 < lal<1. From (4.16) and (4.17) we find 

g= (A -1)Y+f-l, [(A -1)Y+f-l]¢ = (1- a)<,6. 

For A = 1, f-l = 0, a = 1 we obtain the algebra 
{ax'¢;( y)ax,xax}; A # 1, a = 1 is not allowed; A # 1, a# 1 
yields {ax,pyax,xax + [(1 - a)lp]yay} with p#O. It is 
possible to transform pinto - p (p + 1) - I, hence we restrict 
to - 2<p<0. Finally A = 1, f-l#0 leads to 
{ax,eYax,xax + (1 - a)yay}' 

(v) Algebras 0/ type A3.3: In this case a = c = d = 1, 
b = O. Solving (4.16) we again haveg = (A - l)y + f-l. For 
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A # 1 we obtain {ax,[l1(1- a) ]lnyax,xax + (a -1)yay, 
a# 1}, for A = 1, f-l#0 we find another algebra, namely, 
{ax' yax,xax - ay}. 

This completes the enumeration of all conjugacy classes 
of three-dimensional solvable Lie subalgebras over C. To 
complete this section let us now construct the simple three
dimensional subalgebras of the considered algebra of holo
morphic vector fields with constant divergence. According 
to Lemma 3.4 all such algebras over C must be isomorphic to 
sl(2,C). 

2. The sl(2,C} subalgebras 

We choose a basis {XI,xZ,X3} of s1(2,C) such that the 
commutation relations are 

[XI,XZ] =XI, [XZ,X3 ] =X3, [X3,Xd =2Xz. (4.20) 

We can assume that the subalgebra {XI,XZ} is already in 
standard form, namely L Z,4 (C) or L ~,5 (C) of Table I. Since 
s1(2,C) is simple its derived algebra equals the original 
sl(2,C) algebra. It follows from Lemma 3.2 that we must 
have div Xi = 0, i = 1,2,3. Hence the only allowedAzl sub
algebra as a candidate for {XI,xz} is L ~.5 - I (C). W~ have 

XI = ax, Xz = xax - yay, 

X3=/(x,y)ax +g(x,y)ay, ix+gy=O. (4.21) 

Imposing the commutation relations (4.20) we find 

/= - X
Z + alyZ, g = 2xy + p, (4.22) 

where a and fJ are constants. Transformations with constant 
Jacobian determinant leaving the subalgebra {XI,XZ} invar
iant are 

t = rx + sly - p, 1] = qy, 

rq#O, r,s,p,q = const. (4.23 ) 

Using (4.23) to simplify (4.21) and (4.22) we find that two 
cases must be distinguished. For a = fP 14 in (4.22) we can 
transform X3 into 

X3 = - xzax + 2xyay, (4.24) 

where a#fJ z/4 and we can transform X3 into 

X3= (_xz+ lIyz)ax +2xyay' (4.25) 

An alternative form of these two sl (2,C) algebras is obtained 
by a coordinate transformation 

(4.26) 

The resulting representatives of conjugacy classes of sl (2,C) 
algebras are 

XI = uav, Xl =!( - uau + vav)' X3 = - vau, (4.27) 

and 

xl=uav, Xz=~(-uau+vav)' 

X3 = (1lu3)av + vau' (4.28) 

The classification of three-dimensional subalgebras 
over C is summarized in Table II. In the first column we list 
the isomorphism class of each subalgebra, following Lemma 
3.4. For solvable algebras, namely, L 3,1 , ... ,L3,4' {Xl,Xl } is an 
Abelian ideal. This ideal is uniquely defined in all isomor
phism classes except 3AI and A3,1 (Abelian and nilpotent, 
respectively). For solvable algebras we also give the matrix 
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TABLE II. Three-dimensional complex subalgebras. 

Basis 
Type No XI X2 X3 M divX divX[ dim V dim V[ 

3AI L{o.f<e) ax f..( y)ax Ii( y)ax (~ ~) 0 0 

(1,f..,1i linearly 
independent) 

AI$A2 L 3.2 (e) ax ay yay (~ ~) 113 0 2 2 

A2 = {X2'X3} 

L 3.3 (e) yay ax xax (~ ~) III +1l3 III 2 2 

L3 .. (c) (a,eO) ax y"ax - (1la)yay (~ ~) - (1la)1l3 0 2 

L 3.> (e) ax e-yax ay (~ ~) 0 0 2 

A3•1 L 3 .• (e) ax ay yax (~ ~) 0 0 2 2 

L 3.7 (e) ax yay Inyax (~ ~) 112 112 2 2 

A f.2 Q8(C) ax ay xax + ayay (~ ~) 1l3(1 + a) 0 2 2 

O<lal<1 

L~J(C) ax y"ax xax + [(1 - a)lp)yay (~ ~) 1l3(1 + (1 - alp») 0 2 

- 2<p<O, a,el 

L ~.IO (e) (a,el) ax eYax xax + (I - a)ay (~ ~) 113 0 2 

LLI (e) ax I( y)ax xax (~ ~) 113 0 

j(y),eo 

A3.3 L 3.12 (C) ax ay (x + y)ax + yay G ~) 2113 0 2 2 

L ~13 (e) (a,eO) ax a lnyax xax - (lIa)yay G ~) - (lla)1l3 0 2 

L 3.13 (e) ax yax xax - ay G ~) 113 0 2 

A3•5 ,(sl(2,e») L 3.15 (e) xay !( -xax + yay) -yax 0 0 2 

L3•1.(e) xay !( - xax + yax ) x- 3ay + yax 0 0 2 

M of Lemma 3.4 in the fourth column. In the last columns 
X = l:; = lPiXi is a general element of the Lie algebra, XI 
= l:!= lPiXi a general element ofthe ideal, Vis the vector 

space spanned by elements of the Lie algebra at a generic 
point (x, y), VI the vector space spanned by elements of the 
ideal at a generic point. 

TABLE III. One-dimensional real subalgebras. 

1088 

L 1•1 (R) 

L 1•2 (R) 

L~.3 (e) 

Basis element X R 

i(ax-ax ) 

i(xax -xax ) 

xax + xa" + ia(xax - xax ) 
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Complex 
form 

L~I 
L ~.2 
L 1•2 (e) 

We have arrived at the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3: Every complex three-dimensional subal

gebra ofthe algebra Tis conjugate under the pseudogroup P 
to an algebra in Table III. Two algebras in Table III are 
mutually conjugate precisely in one of the two following 
cases: 

o 
o 

,eo 

divX 
(peR,A,,.,,H(Y)EC) Normalizer in P 

o s=px+H(y), ,.,=Ay+p,Ap,eO 
,eo t=AH-I(y)x,,., = H(y).H(y),eO 

,eo t=AH-1(y)x,,.,=H(y),H(y),eO 
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L{:r(e) -L tl'(e), 
if {1,J,,f.J and {I, g" g2} are equivalent under relation 
(4.8), 

L{ll (e)-Ltll (e), 

if {1,J} and {I, g} are equivalent under (4.8). 

v. CLASSIFICATION OF LOW-DIMENSIONAL REAL 
SUBALGEBRAS 

Weare interested in algebras of vector fields of the form 
(3.3) satisfying div X = const, i.e., the divergence of the 
complexification of X R is constant. We proceed as in the 
complex case, remembering that the ground field now is R 
rather than C. Whenever possible we make use of the results 
of Sec. IV. 

A. One-dimensional real subalgebras 

Starting with a vector field X R in the form (3.4), we 
perform the general transformation (3.5), taking X into 
(3.7). The choice (4.1) takesXinto (4.2) and hence X R into 

X R = - (JolJ1Gx)as - (JogIGx)as' (5.1) 

Requiring that the divergence be constant we obtain 

div X = - (JolJ1Gx)s - (Jri/Gx)~ = a + a. (5.2) 

Differentiating with respect to S we obtain ( - JolJIGx )ss 
= 0 and hence 

- JolJIGx = as + [3. (5.3) 

The vector field X R in the coordinates (S, 11) now is 

X R = (as + [3) as + (ag+lJ)a~. (5.4) 

We can multiply X R by an arbitrary nonzero real constant 
and also translate S. We find three different classes, corre
sponding to a = 0, a pure imaginary and Re a =I 0, respec
tively. We thus arrive at the following result. 

Theorem 5.1: An arbitrary one-dimensional real subal
gebra {X R} of the Lie algebra T of constant di vergence holo
morphic vector fields is conjugate under the pseudogroup P 
to precisely one of the algebras in Table III. 0 

The value of a in L ~,3 (R) is invariant under P, since we 
have div X = 1 + ia and Theorem 3.1 tells us that the diver
gence of a vector field X is not changed by holomorphic 
transformations with constant Jacobian determinant. 

We shall need the normalizers of the one-dimensional 
subalgebras in P, i.e., the transformations (3.5) leaving LI,i 

(i = 1,2,3) invariant. They are easy to calculate and are giv
en in the sixth column of Table III. In the third column we 
give the complex Lie algebra, generated by X (rather than 
XR). 

B. Two-dimensional real subalgebras 

Similarly as in the complex case, we shall assume that 
one element, X f, is already in its standard form, namely one 
given in Table III. The other basis element X f is in the gen
eral form (3.3). We first impose the commutation relation, 
then simplify X f, using the normalizer of X f in P (given in 
the sixth column of Table III). 
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1. Abe/ian suba/gebras 

(A) xf=i(ax -ax)' Requiring [Xf,xf] =0 and 
using Norp L", (R), we obtain 

Xf = {f( y)p + H( y)[ (aIA}( y -,u) + [3 ]}ax 

+ lay -,ua + [3...1, lay + c.c., (5.5) 

wheref( y), a, and [3 are given andp, A,,u, andH( y) are our 
choices. Depending on the original values of a, [3, andf( y), 
the following possibilities occur: 

(AI) xf = yay + yay + ia( yay - yay), 

(A 2 ) xf=i(yay-yay ), 

(X3 ) xf=i(ay -ay ), 

(X4 ) xf = ax + a", 

(X5 ) Xf=f(y)ax+fcy)ax , j(y)=lO. 

(B) X f = i(xax - xa,,). Requiring [X f,X f] = 0 us
ing Norp(L I •2 (R») we obtain 

Xf= [a-g(y) - [G(y)/G(y)]g(y)]xax 

+ gG( y)ay + c.c., (5.6) 

where a and g( y) are given and G( y) is our choice. Two 
possibilities occur, namely, g( y) =10 and g( y) = 0, 

(B6 ) X f = yay + yay, 

(B7 ) Xf = xax + xax· 

(c)xf=xax +xa" +ia(xax -xax).Proceedingas 
above we obtain 

xf= [ib-g(y) - (gIG)G]xax 

+ g( y)Gay + c.c. (5.7) 

For g=lO, b =10 we obtain an algebra conjugate to B6• For 
q=lO, b = 0 we obtain an algebra conjugate toA,. For g = 0 
we reobtain B7 • 

2. Non-Abelian suba/gebras 

Since the vector fields XI and X 2 satisfy [X\,x2] = X\ it 
follows from Lemma 3.2 that div X = O. Hence we can al
ways put 

xf=i(ax -ax)' 

Using the commutation relation and the normalizer 
Norp L", we obtain 

Xf = [x - H( y) + ph + ([ (ay -,u)/A ] + [3)H lax 

+ (aYa,u + [3A)ay + c.c. (5.8) 

Here h( y), a, and [3 are given, p, A,,u, and H( y) are our 
choices. We distinguish three cases, namely, a = 0, [3 =10; 
a = 0, [3 = 0; and a=lO. We obtain 

(Ds) xf=xax +xax +i(ay -ay ), 

(D9 ) Xf = xax + xa", 

(DID) xf=xax +xa" +a(yay +yay ) 

+ ib( yay - yay), (a,b) =I (0,0). 

For each algebra L 2,k (k = 1, ... ,10), we calculate its 
normalizer Norp L 2,k (R) in the pseudogroup P. All results 
are summarized in Table IV. In the fourth column we give 
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TABLE IV. Two-dimensional real subalgebras. 

Basis divX 

Type No x' , x, , Complexification x=p,X, +p,x, Nor,Lu(R) 

2A, L,., (R) =A, i(a. -a,) a. +a, L,., (C) 0 s= AX+ H(Y).1/=I'Y+ v. AI'''O 
L,.,(R) =B, i(xa. -xa,) x8}C +X8;i L,., (C) ip,+P2 s = [AI H(y) lx. 1/ = H(y). AH(y),.o 
L,.,(R) =A, i(a.-a,) i(ay - <1,) L,., (C) 0 s=px+ qy+A.1/= rx+sy+ v. 

ps - qr,.O 
L",(R)=A, i(a. -a,) i(yay - ya,) L",(C) iP2 s= px + qlny + 1'.1/ = AY.PA,.O 
L;,,(R)=A, i(a. -a,) yay + ya, + ia(yay - ya,) L",(C) (I + ia)p, s= px + [iql(l + iaJ]lny + 1'.1/ = Ay.p,!,.O 
L".(R) = B, i(x8x - xa:x) yay + y<1, L",(C) ;1'1+1'2 S = ax. 1/ = fJy. a{J,.0 
L{,(R)=A, i(a. -a,) fiy)a. + fiy)a, L{,(C) 0 s= [aIH(y) lx + K(y).1/ = H(y). aH(y),.O 

ity) ,.0 ifJfiy)J[H(y) 1 + ( - afiy) + 8J[H(y) l) 
+ ic= O. a8-fJc=0 

L",(R)=D, i(a. -a,) xa. +xa, + i(ay - <1,) L",(C) 1'2 s = px +,/e- "" + ir. 1/ =y+ I'.P"o 
L",(R)=D, i(a. -a,) xa. + xa, L~,,(C) p, S = px + q. 1/ = Ax + 1'. PA ,.0 
L~fo(R} = Dill i(a. -a,) xa. + xa, + a(yay + ya,) L;,j"(C) 1'2(1 +a+ib) S = x + I'y[pl(a + ibJ] - iq. 1/ = Ay. A ,.0 
(a.b),. (0.0) + ib(yay - y<1,) 

the corresponding complex algebra of Table I. The normal
izers are in the sixth column. 

We arrive at the following statement. 
Theorem 5.2: Every two-dimensional real subalgebra of 

the Lie algebra T of constant divergence holomorphic vector 
fields is conjugate under the pseudogroup P to an algebra in 
Table IV. Two algebras in Table IV are mutually conjugate if 
and only if they are of the typeL{7 (R) and L ~.7 (R), where 
{1,J( y)} and {l,g( y)} are equivalent under the relation 
(4.8). 

Notice that a complication occurs for the algebras 
L{7 (R): The function H( y) in the normalizer (see Table 
IV) satisfies a functional relation 

if3f( y)f(H( y») + {- af( y) + Df[H( y)]} + ic = O. 

(5.9) 

Thus four numbers a, CER, f3, DEC, satisfying aD - f3c=/=O 
must exist, such that H( y) satisfies (5.9). 

C. Three-dimensional real subalgebras 

As in the case of complex three-dimensional subalge
bras, we start with the solvable ones and assume that their 
two-dimensional Abelian ideal {X f,x f} is in one of the 
standard forms L 2•i (R) (i= 1, ... ,7) of Table IV. We take 
X f in the general form (3.4) . We first impose the commuta
tion relations 

(
[Xf,Xf]) (a 
[Xf,xf] X c 

(5.10) 

and then simplify X f using the appropriate normalizer 
Norp L 2•i (R), listed in the sixth column of Table IV. 

1. Solvable subalgebras 

(A) Ideal L 2•1 (R). Implementing the commutation re
lations (5.10) in this case we find 

Xf = [(a + ib)x +. t,6( y) ]a" + (ay + f3)ay + C.c. 

(5.11 ) 

and moreover 
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c= -b, d=a, (5.12) 

in (5.9). UsingthenormalizerNorp(R) wetransformXfto 

Xf = {(a + ib)t + [(a'T/ - av + f3p)(H Ip) 

- (a - ib)H + At,6]}as 

+ (a'T/ - av + f3p)a'1 + C.C., (5.13 ) 

where A, p, v, and H( y) can be chosen at will (Ap =/=0). 
The following possibilities occur. (i) Abelian algebras: 

a=b=O. 

(AI) Xf = yay + yay + ip( yay - yay), 

(A 2) Xf = i( yay - yay), 

(A 3) Xf=i(ay -ay ), 

(A4) t,6( y)a" + ¢( y)ax , ;Pc y) =/=0. 

(ii) Algebras A j,2: a = 1, b = O. 

(Aj) Xf = xax + xax + i(ay - ay ), 

(A6) Xf = xa" + xax + p( yay + yay) 

+ iq( yay - yay), 

(iii) Algebras A ~,4: b = 1. 

(A7) Xf = a (xax + xax ) + i(xax - xax ) 

+ay +ay. 

(As) Xf=a(xa" +xax ) +i(xa" -xax ) 

+p(yay +yay ) +iq(yay -yay). 

(B) Ideal L2•2 (R). In view of Lemma 3.2 neither of the 
operators {Xf,Xf}EL2•2 (R) can be in the derived algebra, 
hence any algebra containing L2,2 as an ideal must be Abe
lian. We find 

(5.14 ) 

A transformation in Norp L 2,2 (R) can be found, taking 
(5.14) into 

(5.15 ) 

(C) Ideal L 2,3 (R). For L 2,3 (R) to be an ideal X f must 
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have coefficients that are linear in x andy. We find 

xf= (ax+cy+r)ax + (bx+dy+s)ay +c.c. (5.16) 

The normalizer Norp L 2•3 (R) is then used to transform the 
matrix in (5.10) into its standard form. The following cases 
occur: (i) Abelian algebras: a = b = c = d = o. 

Xf=r(ax +ax ) +s(ay +ay)' 

The corresponding algebra is conjugate under P to the alge
bra A3• (ii) Decomposable algebras: a = 1, b = c = d = O. 
Depending on whether s = 0 or s#O, we obtain, 

(C IO ) xf = xax + xax, 

(CII ) Xf = xax + xax + ay + ay. 

(iii) Nilpotent algebras: a = b = d = 0, c = 1. Two cases oc
cur: 

(C'2) xf =yax + yax, 

(Cl3 ) xf=yax +yax +ay +ay. 

(iv) A f,2 algebras: a = 1, d = a, b = c = O. 

(C'4) xf=xax +xax +p(yay +yay ), 

- l<;;p<;;l, p#O. 

(v) A3•3 algebras: a = c- = d = 1, b = O. 

(C,s) xf = (x + y)ax + (x + y)ax + yay + yay' 

(vi) A ),4 algebras: a = d = p, b = - c = 1. 

(C'6) X f = p(xax + xax + yay + yay) 

- yax + xay - yax + xay. 

(D) Ideal L 2,4 (R). Imposing the usual commutation 
relations and performing a transformation by the normalizer 
of L 2,3 (R), we find 

X3 = [ax + ( - ap + ca)ln( y/8) - ar + pq + pa]ax 

+ qyay + C.c. (5.17) 

where a, c, p, qER are given and a, p, r, 8 are our choice. 
Notice that we have b = d = 0 in (5.10), since div X 2 #0 
(Lemma 3.2). 

The following possibilities occur: (i) Abelian algebra: 
a = c = O. We must have q#O; we choose P = - pa/q and 
reobtain the algebra B9 corresponding to X f(9) and the ideal 
L 2,2 (R). (ii) Decomposable algebra: a = 1. Choosing P and 
r appropriately we obtain 

(D17 ) Xf(l7) = xax + xax + p( yay + yay)' 

(iii) Nilpotent algebras: a = 0, c = 1. We obtain, for q#O 
and q = 0, respectively, 

(D'8) Xf(l8) = lnyax + lnyax + (yay + yay), 

D'9: Xf(l9) = lnyax + lnyax. 

(E) Ideal L~,5 (R). In this case div X 2 = (1 + ip) #0, 
hence X 2 cannot be in the derived algebra and we have 
b = d = Oin thematrixM of (5.10). From (5.10) we obtain 

X: = (ax + [ic/(l + ip) ]lny + r)ax 

+ is yay + C.C., a,c,r,s,pER. (5.18) 

Using the normalizer Norp L~,5 (R) we transform X: into 
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x: = {as + [i/(1 + ip)]( - ab2 + cb,)ln(7]/,B) 

- aa + rb, - b2s/(1 + ip)}as + iS7]a71 + C.c., 
where b"b2ER and a,{3EC are at our disposal (b,P #0). The 
following cases occur: (i) Abelian algebras: a = c = O. If 
s#O we obtain an algebra conjugate to B9, if s = 0 we reob
tainA,. (ii) Decomposable algebras: a = I,c = O. We obtain 
one new algebra 

E2o: X: = xax + xax + is( yay - yay), 

(iii) Nilpotent algebras: a = 0, c = 1. For s = 0 we obtain a 
new algebra 

E21 : X: = [if (1 + ip)] In ya x - [i/ (1 - ip) ]In yax . 

For s#O we obtain the algebra 

Xf=i(ax -ax), Xf= (1 +ia)yay +c.c., 
xf=iyay + [i/(1 +ip)]lnyax +c.c. (5.19) 

Putting 

Xf = i(ax - ax), 

Xf = X: = iyay + [i/(1 + ip) ]Inyax + C.c., 
xf = Xf - px: = yay - [ip/(1 + ip) ]lnyax + C.c., 

and transforming to new variables 

s=x+H(y), 7]=y, with yil= - [11(1 +ip)]lny, 

we show that (5.19) is conjugate toD'8' 
(F) Ideal L 2,6 (R). Since div X, #0, div X2#Oany alge

bra with L 2,6 (R) as an ideal must be Abelian. Hence 
a = b = c = d = Oin (5.10). Imposing the commutation re
lations, we obtain a simple algebra, conjugate to B9 • 

(G) Ideal L t7 (R). The ideal in this case depends on an 
arbitrary function that we shall here denote ¢l( y); both X, 
and X 2 can be present in the derived algebra. With no loss of 
generality we can assume that the matrix Min (5.10) is 
already in one of its standard forms. Imposing (5.10) we 
find 

Xf=i(ax -ax), Xf=¢l(y)ax + ¢ (ji) ax , 

X: = {[a - ib¢l( y)]x + t/I( y)}ax + g( y)ay + C.c., 
(5.20) 

with 

g¢ = - ib¢l2 + (a - d)¢l - ic, -ib¢(y) +g(y) =0. 
(5.21 ) 

Rather than use the normalizer of L t7 (R) in P, we use a 
simpler transformation 

S=x+H(y), 7]=AY+f-t, 

that takes (5.20) into 

Xf = i(as - a~), Xf = ¢las + C.c., 

(5.22 ) 

x: = [(a - ib¢l)s + t/I + gil - (a - ib¢l)H las + Aga7l • 

(5.23 ) 

In (5.23) we have actually put ¢ley) =¢l«7]-f-t)/ 
A ) = ~ ( 7]) and then dropped the - sign; the same holds for 
t/I( y), g( y) and the auxiliary function H( y) (all are now 
considered as functions of 7]). We now run through all possi
ble types of algebras. In each case we must solve Eqs. (5.21) 
and then use H( y), A, andf-t to simplify the result. (i) Abe-
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lian algebras: a = b = c = d = O. We obtain one type ofalge
bra, namely 

G22: Xf = i(ax - a,,), 

Xf=tPl(y)ax +¢I(ji)a", 

Xf = tP2( y)ax + ¢2( ji)a" , 

where 1, tPl (y), and tP2( y) are linearly independent. (ii) 
Decomposable algebras: a = b = c = 0, d = 1. From (5.21) 
we findg = a7J + {3. For a#O and a = 0, {3 #0, we obtain, 
respectively, 

G23: Xf=i(ax -a,,), xf=yaax +jiaa", 

Xf = - (lIa)yay - (1IC.l)jiay' 

G24: Xf = i(ax - a,,)' 

xf = e-yax + e-ya", Xf = ay + ay. 

(iii) Nilpotent algebra: a = b = d = 0, c = 1. From (5.21) 
we again have g = a7J + {3 and again two cases occur: a#O 
or a = 0, {3 # 0, 

and 

Xf = i(ax - a,,), X2 = - ilnyax + iln.va", 

X3 = yay + jiay 

Xf=i(ax -a,,), x 2=yax +jia", 

X3 = - i(ay - ay )' 

Neither of these are new; the first coincides with a special 
case of E22, the second with C12. (iv) Algebras A ),2: a = 1, 
b = c = 0, d = P, - 1 <'P < 1, P # 0. Standard calculations 
lead to three new types of algebras, namely, 

X3 = xax + xa" + [(1 - p)la]yay 

+ [(1 - a)la]jiay, aEC, a#O, 

G~6: XI = i(ax - a,,), X2 = e-ax + e:Ya", 

X3 = xax + xa" + (1- p)ay + (1 - p)ay, 

Gf7: XI = i(ax - a,,), X2 = tP( y)ax + ¢(ji)ay, 

X3 =xax +xa", p= 1, <,h(y) #0, 

(v) Algebras A3,3: a = c = d = 1, b = 0. Since b = ° we 
have g( y) = Ay + f.l from (5.21). Depending on whether 
A = ° or A # 0, we obtain one of the following algebras: 

G~8: XI = i(ax - a,,)' 

X2 = (- (iIA)lny)ax + (iIA)lnji)a", 

X3 =xax +xax + Ayay + Ayax, A #0, 
G29: XI = i(ax - a,,), X2 = i( yax - jia,,), 

x 3=xax +xa" -ay -ay, 

( vi) Algebras A ~,4 : d = a, b = - c = 1. In this case the first 
of Eqs. (5.21) is nonlinear and difficult to solve. To avoid 
solving it we first diagonalize the matrix M = (~I !) over 
the field of complex numbers, solve (5.21) for that case, then 
transform back. This leads to two algebras, namely, 
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and 

G3ij<: Xf = (i + y2ilA)ax + (- i + ji-2iIA)a", 

X f = (1 + iy2ilA)ax + (1 - i ji - 2iIA)a", 

Xf = a(xax + xa,,) + i(xax - xa,,) 

+ Ayay + Ajiay, 

G31 : xf=i(ax -a,,), 

( 
1 + e - 2iY ) ( 1 + e2iy 

) x2 = a + a", 1 - e - 2iy x 1 _ e2iy 

R ( 1 + e-
2iY

) X3 = a + . xax 1 - e- 21Y 

( 
1 + e2iY

) + a+ . xa" +i(ay -ay ). 
1 _ e21Y 

The ideal {X f,x f} in the case G30 is not in its standard form 
L f,7 (R). A transformation taking it into its standard form 
exists, but we have not constructed it explicitly. 

The results obtained so far are summarized in Table V 
where the subalgebras are listed by isomorphism classes. The 
algebras L 3,2 (R), L ~3 (R), and L 3•4 (R) all have the same 
complexification, namely the two-dimensional algebra 
L 2,2 (C). However, they are not conjugate to each other. In
deed, putting X = ~:= I PiXi we find div X = ip3 inL3•2 (R), 

div X = (1 + ia)P3 in L 3,3 (R) and div X = PI + ip2 in 
L 3,4 (R). For the algebras A 3,1 (nilpotent) we have weeded 
out all redundancies, due to the fact that in this case the 
Abelian ideal is not unique. In all other cases the Abelian 
ideal is unique. Once it is fixed, the only allowed transforma
tions are in the normalizer of the ideal and these were used to 
the maximal possible degree in the text. 

2. Simple subalgebras 

Let us now turn to the simple three-dimensional real 
subalgebras of the algebra of hoI om orphic vector fields with 
constant divergence. Upon complexification such an algebra 
will turn into s1(2,C), i.e., into either L 3,15 (C) or L 3,16 (C) of 
Table II. We shall rewrite these two algebras as the real alge
bras 0(3,1) and then pick out the corresponding 0(3) and 
o (2,1 ) subalgebras [unique up to conjugacy under the corre
sponding o( 3, 1) group]. 

We start with the "linear" sl(2,C) algebra L 3,I5 (C). Its 
o (3,1) realization is represented by 

LI = (i12) [ + xax - yay - xa" + jiay ]' 

L 2= (i12) [ -xay -yax +xay +jia,,], 

L3 = ~[xay - yax + Xay - jia,,], 

K I = H - xa x + yay - xa" + jiay ] , 

K2 = Hxay + yax + Xay +.va,,], 

K3 = (i12) [xay - yax - Xay + jia,,]. (5.24) 

The commutation relations are the standard ones, namely, 

[Li,Lk] = €ik/ L /, 

[Li,Kk ] = €ik/ K /, 

[Ki,Kk] = - €ik/L /. (5.25 ) 
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TABLE V. Three-dimensional real subalgebras. 

Buis 

Type No x~ 

3A, Ll.l(R)=A, i(iJ. -iJ,) 

Ll.2(R)=A, i(iJ. -iJ,.) 

Lu(R)=A, i(iJ. -iJ,.) 

L ... (R)=B., xiJ. +xiJ,. 

L{,(R) = A •• (/,.0) i(iJ. - iJ,) 

Lf.t(R) = Gll i(iJ. -iJ,.) 

(I. f,. [, linearly 

independent) 

A.eA2 L..,(R)=C,o i(iJ. -iJ,.) 

A, = {X:.X:} Ll.I(R)=Cll i(iJ. -iJ.) 

L; .• (C) =D17 i(yiJ, - yiJ,) 

L ;~o (R) = E.o yiJ, + ya, + iJJ(yiJ, - ya,) 
L ~11 (ft) = Gn • (a;oO) i(iJ. -iJ.) 

L,.u (R) = G,. i(iJ.-o,) -
.4).1 L.U ) (R) = e l2 i(iJ.-a,) 

LJ.,.(R) = Cll i(o.-iJ,.) 

L,." (R) = D,. i(o. - iJ,) 

L),16 (R) = DIt~ i(iJ. -0.) 

L~.17(R) =~I i(iJ.-iJ,.) 

Ai,l: L,.,,(R) = A,. (a= I) i(iJ. -iJ,) 

-1<;a<;1 

0;00 

LJ ... (R) = A •• (a= I) i(iJ. - a,) 

L i.", (R) = C'4 i(iJ.-iJ,. 

L;;, (ft) = G". (a;oO) i(o.-iJ,.) 

L~.22(R)=Gll .. i(o. - 0,) 

Li,2S(R) = G{, i(a. -a,) 

..4).) L1.l4(R)=C" i(o. -0,) 

L,,,(R)=G,, i(o. - a,) 

L~lt>(R) = G29 i(a.-iJ,.) 

Ai .• L 1•2,(R)=A; i(iJ.-iJ,.) 

O<;a< co 

L~:-'C(R)=A: i(a.-iJ,.) 

Lr.2Q(R} = eft. i(iJ. -a,) 

L~;'(R) = G;';. (.! ;00) (i + I-v')a. + c.c. 

Li.JdR) = G~: i(a.-a,) 

AJ., LJ.,,(R) l( - xii. + yiJ, + c.c.) 

(sl(2.R)1 

LJ,,,(R) l(xiI. - yiJ, + c.c.) 

A},6 LJ,,.(R) (i/2)( - xiJ. + yO,) + C.c. 

(su(2) I 
LJ.,,(R) (i/2)(xa. - yiJ,) + c.c. 

The o( 3, 1) realization of L 3•16 (C) is 

L) = H ( - x + lIx3 )ay + yax 

+ (-x-lIx3 )ay +yax ]' 

L2 = (i/2) [ - xax + yay +xax - yay], 

L3 = H - (x + lIx3 )ay - yax 

+ (x + lIx3 )ay + yax]' 

K) =H( -x+ lIx3 )ay 

+ yax - ( - x + lIx3 )ay - yax ], 

K2 = Hxax - yay + xax - yay], 

K3 = H (x + lIx3 )ay + yax 

+ (-x-lIx3 )ay +yax ]' 
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x: x: Complexification 

iJ.+iJ,. i(iJ, -iI,) L,.,(C) 

iJ.+iJ,. i(yiJ, - ya, ) L",(C) 

iJ. +iJ, yiJ, + ya, + ia(yiJ, - ya,) L",(C) 

i(xiJ. -xiJ,.) i(iJ, -iI,) L,., (C) 

iJ. +iJ,. /ty)iJ. + fly) a, L{J(C) 

f,(y)iJ. + ],<YliJ,. [,( y)iJ. + [,(y)a. Lf.f(C) 

i(ay - a,) yiJ, + ya, L,., (C) 

i(iJ, -iI,) yiJ, + ya, + iJ. + iJ, L,.,(C) 

i(iJ.-iJ,.) xii. + xiJ,. + a(yiJ, + ya,) LJ.J(C) 

ita. -iJ,.) xiJ. + ia. + ib(yiJ, - ya,) Lu(C) 

y"o.+YiJ,. - (lIa)yiJ, - Ola)ya, L~.(C) 

e- l (JJt +e-j~ iJ, +iI, L,.,(C) 

i(iJ, - iI,) yiJ. + ya, Lu(C) 

i(iJy -iI,) yiJ. + YiJ,. + 0, + a, L,~(C) 

i(yiJ, - ya, ) In yiJ. + In ya, LJ,,(C) 

i(yiJ, - ya, ) InyiJ. + InYiJ,. + yiJ, + ya, LJ.,(C) 

yiJ, + ya, + ia(yiJ, - ya,) [i/O + ia)llnyiJ. - [i/(I - iJJ)]InYiJ,. L,.,(C) 

o. +iJ,. xiJ. + xo, + i(o, - a,) L, .• (C) 

a. +iJ,. xa. + xiJ, + p(yiJy + ya,) + iq(yiJ, - ya,) L;,(C) 

i(o, -a,) xo. + xiJ,. + a(yiJ, + ya,) L~ .• (C) 

y"o.+YiJ,. xo. + iiJ,. + [(1- a)/alo, + [(1- a)/ala, Li::(C) 

e'o. + e>iJ,. xo. + xiJ,. + (I - a)o, + (I - a)iI, L"o(C) 

/ty)iJ. + Jry)a, xa. +xiJ,. Li.,,(C) 

i(a, - a,) (x + y)iJ. + (x + y)a, + yiJ, + ya, L,.u(C) 

(- (i/a)\nylo. + ((i/a)\nylo. xa. + xo. + ayiJ, + aya, L,,,(C) 

;( yO. - YiJ,. ) xa. + xo, - a, - a, L,.,,(C) 

a.+iJ,. (0 + i)xiJ. + (a - i)M, + ii, + a, L, .• (C) 

iI. + ii, (a + i)xa. + (b+ iC)yiJ, + C.c. L;,(C) 

i(ay -iI,) o(xa. + yiJ,) - yiJ. + xiJ, + c.". L,,(C) 

(\ + il-v')a. + c.c. (a + i)xa. + ).yiJ, + C.c. L~,.(C) 

[(\ +.- "')/(\ - e- "') lax + c.c. (a + (\ +.- "')/(\ -.- u')lxa. + C.c. L~.IO(C) 

l(xa, + yO. + c.c.) l(xiJ, - yiJ. + c.c.) L,,(C) 

I[ (x + 1Ix')a, + yiJ. + c.c.] II ( - x + 1/x')a, + yiJ. + c.c.] L,.(C) 

(il2)(xa, + yiJ.) + c.c. l(xa, - yiJ. + c.c.) L,,(C) 

(i/2) [(x + lIx')a, + yiJ.] + c.c. I[ (\ - x + 1Ix')a, + yiJ. + c.c.] L,.(C) 

(5.26) 

and the commutation relations are again (5.25). We thus 
obtain two different 0(3) [or su(2)] algebras, namely L), 
L 2, and L3 in both cases. Convenient choices of the 0(2,1) 
[i.e., sl(2,R)] subalgebras are {K),K2.L3} in the first case 
and {K2,K3,L)} in the second. Four further real subalgebras 
are thus obtained and they are included in Table V. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND PREVIEW OF FUTURE 
ATTRACTIONS 

The main results of this paper are summed up in Tables 
III-V providing representatives of the conjugacy classes of 
one-, two-, and three-dimensional real subalgebras of the 
algebra of holomorphic vector fields in two complex vari
ables, having constant divergence. The classification is per-
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formed under the pseudogroup P ofbiholomorphic transfor
mations with constant Jacobian determinant. 

The stage is now set for performing the actual symmetry 
reduction of the n equation and obtaining solutions and 
metrics. To give an example of the type of application we 
have in mind, consider the subalgebra L 3,4 (R) of Table V. 
Calculating its invariants in a standard manner2

0-
23 we find 

the expression 

n (x,x, y, y) = [XXF(5) , 5 = y + y. (6.1 ) 

Substituting into the n equation (*) we obtain an equation 
for F(5), 

FF - p2 ~ 4. (6.2) 

This nonlinear ordinary differential equation is invariant un
der translations and dilations, and can hence easily be 
solved. Substituting the solution back into (6.1), we obtain 

n = (11K [XX) cosh 2K( y + Y - c), (6.3 ) 

where K and c are integration constants. From this expres
sion for n we obtain the metric tensor 

d? = cosh ( y + y)((1/4[iX)dx dx + [XX dydy) 

+ sinh( y + y)(!J(Xlx) dx dy + ~~ (xix) dx dy). 
(6.4 ) 

A straightforward curvature computation shows that 
this is the flat metric on R4. In Part II we shall use all ob
tained subalgebras in a similar manner and describe the met
rics obtained. For example the su (2) algebra L 3,34 (R) gives 
the well-known Eguchi-Hanson metric. 
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An exact solution of Einstein's equations in a vacuum (outside of singularities), belonging to 
Kundt's class and Petrov type N, is interpreted as the metric of a spinning pencil of light (a 
linear source infinitely extended in one direction and moving with the speed of light). It is 
shown that the gravitational fields of two parallel pencils of light do not interact with each 
other, i.e., the superposition of the metrics of two parallel pencils of light is an exact solution of 
Einstein's equations in a vacuum. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

An approximate (weak field) metric for a pencil oflight 
was first found by Tolman et al. 1 in 1934. They discovered a 
remarkable property of this metric, namely that the field of 
two parallel (not antiparallel) pencils of light when added 
together give a solution of Einstein's equations in the same 
approximation, i.e., they do not interact. One of us noticed 
recently that a special case of the Peres gravitational wave 
should be interpreted as an exact solution for the gravitation
al field of a pencil of light. 2 The fields of two parallel pencils 
of light have the property of exact superposition. But since 
these are vacuum solutions outside of singularities, how 
could one infer that the source represents a pencil oflight? 

We define a pencil of light as a linear flow of energy 
propagating along itself with the speed oflight, thus not nec
essarily connected with a real beam oflight, especially if one 
is talking about an infinitesimally thin pencil of light. The 
most characteristic property of a pencil of light is that its 
linear energy density is equal to the absolute value of its 
linear momentum density. We show this explicitly for the 
case of the Peres wave using Einstein's equations. Another 
way to come to a physical interpretation of the gravitational 
field under question is to consider the action of this field on 
test particles and if possible, the interaction of two or more 
identical sources. This action can be interpreted in some 
cases as a dragging phenomenon since it is due to the fact 
that the source's motion cannot be transformed away be
cause it corresponds to the fundamental velocity (or in oth
er, more conventional cases, to a rotational motion of the 
source, e.g., in the Kerr field). 

In this paper we consider the possibility of the combina
tion of both the luminal and rotational motions. An ex
tended thin rectilinear source of this kind is a spinning pencil 
of light (SPL). A strange property of this source emerges: no 
SPL can exist if its angular momentum (spin) does not de
pend on the retarded time (i.e., on time and the coordinate 
along the symmetry axis z). The property of superposition 
continues to exist and an interplay of dragging effects occurs. 
The general metric (solution I) of a SPL is of Petrov type N 
and it belongs to Kundt's class (see Ref. 3), but we prefer to 
derive it here in some detail, especially since the identifica
tion of the metrics is not easy. As a by-product we come to 

solution II (of type II or D if two arbitrary functions van
ish). In Sec. II we review the results of Ref. 2 concerning the 
stationary Peres wave as a pencil oflight field. We give the 
derivation of solutions I and II in Sec. III. We study the 
effects due to dragging in Sec. IV, the superposition of met
rics in Sec. V, and in Sec. VI we summarize the reasons for 
interpreting solution I as the gravitational field of a SPL. 

II. PERES WAVE AS A FIELD OF A PENCIL OF LIGHT 
(REF. 2) 

The metric of a Peres wave4 is 

d~ = 'TIll-V dxll- dxv 
- 2H [dt - dz]Z, 

where the Minkowski metric can be written as 

'TIll-V dxll- dxv = dt 2 - dx2 - dj2 - dr 

= dt 2 _ dp2 _ p2 dfT? 2 - dr 

and 

H = H(t - z;P;fT?) 

(2.1 ) 

is an arbitrary function of the retarded time t - z satisfying 
the two-dimensional flat space Laplace equation 

t:.2H = a 2 H + ~ aH + ~ a 2 H = 0 
ap2 p ap p2 afT? 2 

(except at singular points or lines). We shall consider the 
simplest case of the metric (2.1) when 

H = - (k 12)ln up. (2.2) 

In order to determine the physical meaning of the constant k 
we use one of Einstein's equations, namely, 

R(o)(o) -! g(O)(O) R = - xT(o)(o) , 

where T(o)(o) = E (the energy density) in an orthonormal
ized frame. We take for the latter 

() (a) = dxa - Hla(dt - dz), 

laaa = at + az , la dxa = dt - dz, 

lala=O. 

Then it can be foundS that in this frame 

R(a)(P) = (HlalU).u.p + (HlpIU).u.a - HUaip ).U.T'TIUT, 
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sothatifH,t = H,z = 0, in fact whenaH la(t + z) = 0, then 
we haveR = 0, 

-(~+~)H - axz ay2 

=!:J.2H . 

Hence 

E = (1lx)!:J. zH = (k 12x)!:J.z ln O'p 

= (1Tklx)8(x)8(y). 

Taking 

E = Eo8(x)8(y), 

where E is the linear density on the z axis, we find finally 

(2.3 ) 

with y being the Newtonian gravitational constant. Similar 
consideration gives the same value for the momentum den
sity in the z direction, thus meaning that the source of the 
Peres wave field is moving in the positive z direction with the 
speed of light. This is the reason why the source should be 
understood as an example of the pencil of light. 

The Peres wave is indeed a stationary object, not a gravi
tational wave, but a field of a stationary pencil oflight. It has 
no horizon, but the whole space-time has a property of the 
ergosphere: the field is only locally stationary (as it is for the 
case of the Kerr field in the ergosphere) since the Killing 
vector at is timelike only if H <~. At the same time another 
Killing vector az is spacelike only if H> -!, and we have 
the conventional definition of cylindrical symmetry only in 
the band -! < H <!. However, we can combine at and az 

and get Killing vectors that are good in shifted bands of the 
values of H. This corresponds to a coordinate transforma
tion 

t= (1-L)t' + Lz', 

z= -Lt' + (1 +L)z', 

which leads to 

H' = - 4YEo In O"p, 

with 0" corresponding to 

L = - 4y Eo In (0"10') , 

as it should be for a locally stationary space-time. This trans
formation of coordinates is unnecessary if one takes retarded 
and advanced time coordinates lying always on the light 
cone. In this case the field of a pencil oflight (or of the Peres 
wave which is no wave whatsoever) becomes 

dsz = 2 dv(du - 2H) - dpz - pZ dq.; z, (2.4) 

where v = (1/.J2) (t - z) and u = (1/.J2) (t + z). 
Another approach to the interpretation of the Peres 

wave as the field of a pencil of light is connected with the 
dragging phenomenon. Dragging is a general property of all 
stationary gravitational fields, and it reflects their nature 
similar to that of magnetic fields. Therefore we call them 
quasimagnetic fields, Dragging occurs when the source of 
the gravitational field performs such a motion that it cannot 
be globally (or even locally, as it is in our case) transformed 
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away. No observer can indeed move with the speed oflight. 
The dragging manifests itself as a tendency of all test parti
cles to accelerate in the direction of the pencil of light's mo
tion (in addition to the free fall acceleration on to the z axis) . 
We mean here under the acceleration of course not a nonzero 
absolute (covariant) derivative, but only an ordinary one, 
d 2sldt Z, where z and t coordinates are determined by the 
Killing congruences inside the above-mentioned band, The 
proof of this statement is a particular case of a more general 
consideration given below (see Sec. IV). It is worth men
tioning here that only a photon moving along the pencil of 
light in the same direction in which the energy of the pencil 
propagates does not experience any change in its motion (it 
does not even fall onto the singularity)-no interaction ex
ists in this extreme case. This is most directly seen from the 
fact that the one-form dv is both null and exact; thus it is 
geodesic, being exactly the four-velocity form of such a pho
ton. Similarly, since the field equation for H is linear, not 

. only test photons but parallel (not antiparallel!) pencils of 
light do not interact in an exact sense6

; a generalization of 
this observation is also discussed below (Sec. V). All these 
conclusions are exact results corresponding to the approxi
mate ones found already in 1931 by Tolman, Ehrenfest, and 
Podolsky. I,? 

III. EINSTEIN'S EQUATIONS AND TWO FAMILIES OF 
METRICS 

In this section we give the derivation of the metric for 
the gravitational field of a SPL. Simultaneously we obtain 
another quite interesting metric. Our choice for the metric of 
a gravitational field of a SPL is the following: 

dsz = 2ea dv(du + F dv + G dq.;) - eZf3 dpz _ pZ dq.; z. 
(3.1 ) 

Here a, {3, F, and G are functions of the retarded time v and 
the cylindrical radial coordinate p, the corresponding de
rivatives being denoted by the dot and the prime. This metric 
is a natural generalization of the metric (2.1) for a non
spinning pencil oflight, with a new term G dq.; which leads to 
additional rotation of the covector field 
(du + F dv + G dq.;). When G = 0, the rotation was a mani
festation of the source's motion along the z axis (i.e., p = 0) 

with the speed oflight; now G of 0, a rotation about the same 
axis can be expected. As we shall see below, this is exactly the 
case. 

A natural choice of the tetrad 

() (0) = ea dv, () (I) = du + F dv + G dq.;, 

() (Z) = ef3 dp, () (3) = pdq.;, 

brings the metric (3.1) into the form 
dsz = 2(} (O)(} (1) _ () (Z)Z _ () (3)Z. 

(3.2) 

(3.3 ) 

In this basis the independent nonzero components of the 
Riemann curvature tensor are 

R(o)(l)(o)(l) = - (a' z/4)e~2f3, 

R(o)( I)(O)(Z) = (a'/2)e ~ a ~ f3 _ (a'/2)Pe ~ a ~ f3, 

R(0)(1)(0)(3) = - (G'a'/4p)e~Zf3, 

R(0)(2)(1)(Z) = - (a" +a'z/2-a'{3')(e~Zf3/2), 
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R - (F" - F'{3' + F'a')e- 2tJ- a (O)(2)(O)(2) = 
- (G' 2/4p2)e- 2tJ + (j3 + P(P _ a»)e- 2a, 

R{O)(2)(O)(3) = (a'G + G - G'p - 2G'/p)(e- a-tJ /2p), 

R{O)(3)(O)(3) = - (F'/p)e- a- tJ - (G' 2/4p2)e- 2tJ, 

R{O)(3)(1)(3) = -a'e- 2tJ /2p, 

R(2)(3)(O)(2) = (G" + ~ G'a' - G'{3' - G'/p)(e- 2tJ /2p), 

R(2)(3)(O)(3) = - (p/p)e- 2tJ, 

R(2)(3)(2)(3) = - ({3'/p)e- 2tJ. 

Consequently we have the nontrivial components of the 
Ricci tensor being 

R{o)(o) = - (F" -F'{3' +F'a' +F'/p)e- 2tJ- a 

+ (/3 + P 2 - ap)( e - 2a /2) _ (G' 2/2p2) e - 2tJ, 

R{o)o) = - (a" + a' 2/2 - a'{3' + a'/p)(e- 2tJ /2), 

R{O){2) = (a'/2 - a'p)( e- a - (3/2) - (P /p) e - 2tJ, 

R{O)(3) = -(G'a'+G"/2- (G'/2){3' 

- G '/2p)(e - 2tJ /p), 

R(2)(2) = (a" -a'{3' -{3'/p)e- 2tJ, 

R(3){3) = (a' _{3')(e- 2tJ /p). 

However, since we are searching for a solution of Ein
stein's equations in a vacuum, all the components of the 
Ricci tensor must be equal to zero. Solving this system of 
differential equations we can find the functions a, {3, F, and 
G. It is easy to show that there exist two possible families of 
exact solutions to these equations, forming together a gen
eral vacuum solution for the metric (3.1): 

Solution I: 
ds2 = 2 dv(du + (k In up - U2p2)dv + (g + jp2)drp) 

_p2drp2_dp2. (3.4) 

Solution II: 

ds2= 2dv (du+ (rlnup-!d 2p6)dv 
p4 

dp2 
+ (dp6 + h)drp) - p2drp 2 - -8 . (3.5) 

P 
In both of the above solutions the functions k, g, J, r, d, 

and h are arbitrary functions of the variable v. Solutions I 
and II can be simplified by transforming away the functions 
j(v) and d(v), respectively. Taking dcp = drp - j(v)dv in 
(3.4) we can write solution I as 

d~ = 2 dv(du + k In up dv + g(v)drp) - p2 drp 2 - dp2. 

Similarly using the transformation dcp = drp - d(v)dv, solu
tion II can be written as 

2 dv dp2 
d~ = -4- (du + k In up dv + h drp) - p2 drp 2 - -8 . 

P P 
As to the algebraic classification of these solutions the 

mUltiple principal null direction of the Weyl tensor is () (O) 

for both solutions. This vector field forms a geodesic 
nontwisting congruence without both expansion and shear. 
Solution I is of Petro v type N and solution II is of Petro v type 
II; however when r = d = 0, it degenerates into Petrov type 
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D. All nontwisting and nonexpanding metrics of Petrov 
types D and N are known (see, e.g., Ref. 3), while this is true 
for only some metrics of type II. However, it is not easy at all 
to put these metrics explicitly into the standard form of the 
Kundt metrics to which they (including probably the solu
tion II with rand d #0) belong. 

IV. DRAGGING IN THE FIELD OF A PENCIL OF LIGHT 

We shall now study the motion of test particles in the 
field of solution I, 

d~ = 2 dv (du + k In up dv + g drp) - dp2 - p2 drp 2. 

The motion of test particles possessing no interior degrees of 
freedom is described by the geodesic equation, which can be 
conveniently written as 

(4.1 ) 

Here A is an affine parameter coinciding with the proper 
time on its world line for a massive particle. Since the metric 
coefficients do not depend on u and rp, the corresponding 
components of the equations (4.1) readily yield two first 
integrals of motion, 

and 

dv g - =A = const> 0 
vu ds 

dv drp 
g'l'v ds + g'l''I' ds = - B = const. 

The further integration of Eqs. (4.1) cannot be always 
performed exactly, and since we are not interested here in 
any perturbation expansions, another way of dealing with 
the dragging effect should be chosen. Let us consider only 
the tendency of the test particle's motion, i.e., the first non
zero higher derivative of its spatial coordinates when the 
initial state of motion is given. The initial state of motion is 
most naturally chosen as a state of rest (if our test particle is 
not massless). Then 

(4.2) 

but the problem is how to express z through u and v. In 
analogy with the Peres wave, we put here 

z = (l/{2)(u - v) 

then 

Then from the two remaining components ofEqs. (4.1) and 
the two first integrals of motion, we have 

(
d 2p ) = _ kA 2 

d~ 0 p 

( 
d 2Z) = - ggA 2 _ A 2 k In up , 

d~ 0 ~2p2 {2 

(
d 2rp ) _ gA 2 

d~ 0 -7' 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

where the right-hand side quantities are taken at the initial 
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point of the test particle's world line. In Sec. II we have seen 
that k = 8rEo > 0 (the linear energy density of the source 
must be positive), so that (4.2) describes an attraction of the 
test particle to the pencil of light. The noncovariant "accel
eration" in the directions ofzand qJ, i.e., (4.4) and (4.5), can 
be either positive or negative depending on the signs of g, g, 
and k and the relationship between the two right-hand terms 
in (4.4) (if we do not choose u so that Po would correspond 
to the middle of the - 1 < k < 1 band, cf. Sec. II). The drag
ging in the qJ direction has the sign coinciding with that of g, 
and this means that not the functiong, but its first derivative 
is directly connected with the angular momentum of the SPL 
which is responsible for dragging in the qJ direction. More
over, if g was constant, it could be transformed away by 
merely introducing u = u + gqJ, so that only g can have a 
physical significance. 

We consider now the motion of a lightlike particle. The 
initial state of motion should be chosen now in a different 
way since conditions (4.2) are incompatible with d?- = O. 
We shall take only the first two conditions of ( 4.2), 

( d
p ) = (dqJ) _ 0 

d)' 0 d)' 0 - . 
(4.6) 

Putting them into ds2 we have 

(~) (!!!!... + k In up~) = 0, 
d)' 0 d)' d)' 0 

which leads to two possibilities 

(~) =0 
d)' 0 

(4.7) 

and 

(
dU dV) -+klnup- =0. 
d)' d). 0 

( 4.8) 

The first one is that which we have already mentioned in Sec. 
II. This geodesic corresponds to the first integral of motion 
A = O. The alternative case (4.8) does not admit (dvl 
d)' ) 0 = 0 since such a case would correspond to a world 
point and not a world line. Combining the condition (4.8) 
with the geodesic equation (including the first integrals of 
motion), we come to the relations 

(
d 2p ) _ kA2 
d)'z 0 - -p' 

(
dZqJ) _ gA Z 
d)'z 0 -Y' 

(
dZu) ggA Z 
-- = ----kA2Inup. 
d)' 2 0 p2 

These accelerations are in fact the same as in the case of a 
massive test particle, though we have here u instead of z. We 
see that a photon moving parallel to a SPL does not interact 
with it (in particular it does not feel dragging in the qJ direc
tion), while a photon moving antiparallel to it both falls onto 
the pencil of light and starts to rotate in the qJ direction. 

V. SUPERPOSITION OF METRICS 

In the foregoing section we saw that a lightlike particle, 
moving parallel to a pencil oflight, does not interact with it. 
The question that naturally arises is what happens when an-
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other pencil oflight (a linear flow of the lightlike matter) is 
moving parallel to the first pencil of light. As we shall show 
below, a most remarkable property of parallel pencils oflight 
is their additivity, i.e., parallel pencils oflight do not interact 
with each other. 

The metric of a SPL moving along the z axis at the locus 
p = 0 can be written as 

ds2 = 2 dv(du + k In up dv + g dqJ) - dpz _ p2 dqJ z. 
(5.1 ) 

The metric of another SPL moving parallel to the z axis 
at a distance a in the x direction takes the form 

ds2 = 2 dV[ du + ~21n U Z(p2 + 2ap cos qJ + a2 )dv 

+ g2a sin qJ dp 
(p2 + 2ap cos qJ + a2) 

+ 
g2(pz+pacosqJ) d] d 2 2d 2 

qJ - P -p qJ. 
(p2 + 2ap cosp + a2

) 

(5.2) 

Then it is natural to think that the superposition of two par
allel pencils of light can be written as 

ds2 = 2 dV[ du + (kl In ulP + ~21n 0"2(p2 + 2ap 

x cos qJ + a2)dv + gza sin qJ dp 
(p2 + 2ap cos qJ + aZ) 

+ (gl + g2(p2 + pa cos qJ) ) dqJ] 
(pz + 2ap cos qJ + a2) 

_ dp2 _ pZ dqJ 2. (5.3) 

Using the following notation, 

F= kiln ulP + (k/2) In U 2(p2 + 2ap cos qJ + a2 ), 

G _ + g2(p2 + pa cos qJ) 
-gl 

(p2 + 2ap cos qJ + a2 ) , 

H = g2a sin qJ 

(p2 + 2ap cos qJ + a2) , 

we can rewrite the metric (5.3) as 

(5.4 ) 

ds2 = 2 dv(du + F du + G dqJ + H dp) _ dp2 _ p2 dqJ 2. 

The most simple tetrad is 

(J (0) = dv, (J (I) = du + F dv + G dqJ + H dp, 
(J (Z) = dp, (J (3) = P dqJ. 

Such a choice of the tetrad gives the following nontrivial 
components of the Ricci tensor: 

R(o)(o) = - (F + F,p + F,cp,cp) ,p,p p p2 

+ (G,v,p + H,v -H ) _ ~(G.P _~) Z 
p2 P .v,cp pZ 2 2 I ' 

R(O)(2) = (G.P - H,cp).cp/2pz 

R(O)(3) = - (G,p -H.cp).pI2p+ (G.P -H,cp)/2pz. 

However, the substitution of (5.4) shows that 
R(o)(o) = R(o)(z) = R(O)(3) = O. 

Consequently the metric (5.3) is an exact solution of Ein
stein's equations for a vacuum. It can be shown that such a 
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conclusion is valid not only for two parallel pencils of light, 
but for any number of parallel pencils oflight. 

VI. PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION OF SOLUTION I 

We now summarize some results of this paper beginning 
with solution I. Our main aim was to establish the physical 
meaning of the cylindrically symmetric vacuum solutions of 
Einstein's equations that are traditionally interpreted as a 
kind of gravitational wave (in particular, the Peres wave). 
We consider the evidence presented here to be very convinc
ing that these "waves" are in fact exterior gravitational fields 
of pencils oflight, i.e., of sources extended only in one direc
tion and propagating in this direction with the speed oflight. 
Several reasons support this conclusion. First, both a light
like particle and a pencil oflight do not interact with a pencil 
oflight if they are moving in the same direction as the latter. 
Here the "direction of motion" is given unambiguously by 
the anisotropy of the mixed dt dz term in dSl, while such a 
direction for a photon is obvious. Second, in the same direc
tion the dragging effect acts on all massive test particles, and 
this dragging cannot be transformed away by coordinate 
transformations, thus proving the velocity of the source to be 
the fundamental one. Third, an integration of the left-hand 
side of Einstein's equations shows that their right-hand side 
contains for Til and T,z (in the chosen tetrad basis) two
dimensional delta-function terms along the z axis equal to 
each other, so that the linear energy density of the source is 
equal to the absolute value of its linear momentum density. 
Our opinion is that the Petrov type N metrics (which is the 
case here) admit either pure wave solutions (which is the 
conventional interpretation of these metrics) or fields of 
lightlike sources (which is the case under consideration). 
And, finally, as early as 1931 Tolman et al. 1

,7 found an ap
proximate solution for the field of a pencil oflight fully com
patible with the simplest special case of the Peres wave, a fact 
first previously noticed by one of us.2 Along these lines we 
also established that the parameter k in the metric (this pa
rameter may also depend arbitrarily on the retarded time) 
represents the linear energy density of the source (the pencil 
of light). 

We studied here in the realm of solution I more general 
pencil of light metrics with spinning sources, thus leading to 
an extra rotational dragging around the z axis, The two drag
ging effects (the z and q; the ones) do mutually interact: it 
can be shown that in the coordinates t, z, p, and q; (our 
calculations were given in u, v, p, and q; coordinates) no 
vacuum solutions of the symmetry under consideration and 
the mixed dt dq; and dt dz terms (but without dz dq;) exist at 
all. Another interesting fact is that the function g in dSl, 
which is due to the source's rotation, is not allowed to degen
erate to a constant without making the rotation transforma
ble away. This means that a pencil oflight cannot spin with a 
constant linear density of the angular momentum, which 
should be evidently understood as a too strong influence of 
the gravitational field of an infinitely extended linear homo-
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geneous soUrce on the global geometry of space-time. One 
could fancy here that a linearly homogeneous rotation of 
such a source should lead, in accordance with Mach's princi
ple, to a rotation of the universe itself, but in contrast to, e.g., 
the Kerr metric where the rotation falls off quite quickly, in a 
cylindrically symmetric case it behaves very differently and 
even degenerates to a purely coordinate rotation (thus be
coming transformable away). The noninteraction property 
of two or more pencils of light (which move in one and the 
same direction) is closely connected with the additivity of 
their gravitational fields which we established here as (5.3). 
It is worth mentioning that the resulting metric retains only 
one Killing vector au and becomes explicitly dependent on 
q;. These results hold when the pencil(s) of light is (are) 
spinning. From here it is natural to infer that also a spinning 
test photon should not interact with an arbitrarily spinning 
pencil oflight when their directions of propagation coincide. 
The Papapetrou-Mathisson equation of motion for such a 
photonS includes the curvature tensor, thus not reducing to 
the geodesic equation in general, but in this special case such 
a reduction is to be expected. 

As to solution II we did not consider it here closely. 
However, it is important to note that when r = h = 0 in solu
tion II, this metric coincides with that of Levi-Civita 
(m = 2, see Eq. 20.8 in Ref. 3), though in nonstandard co
ordinates. Thus the full metric solution II is a generalization 
of the Levi-Civita metric (for m = 2). 
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For the Ernst equation, a hierachy of ansatz that generates determinantal solutions of the 
Ernst equation is proposed. The ansatz is described explicitly in the inverse scattering 
formalism and it is shown that the corresponding exact solutions are determinantal solutions 
that have been constructed by Kyriakopoulos [Phys. Rev. 030, 1158 (1984)] and Vein 
[Class. Quantum Gravit. 2, 899 (1985)]. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we consider determinantal solutions of the 
Ernst equation, which are expressed in terms of cofactors of 
particular matrices. Exact solutions discussed here have 
been constructed by various methods. 1-3 However, an ansatz 
that produces these solutions has not been given. In the in
verse scattering formalism, we present an explicit form of 
ansatz En for the Ernst equation and construct the corre
sponding exact solutions by using Riemann-Hilbert trans
form. 

The Ernst equation4 is a system of nonlinear differential 
equations for two unknown functions f = f(z,p) and 
e = e(z,p): 

fV2f - (aJ)2 - (a,J>2 + (az e)2 + (ap e)2 = 0, 
(1) 

fV2e - 2 (aJ-aze + a,.r-ape) = 0, 

in R z XRp+ where V2 = a~ + (1/p)ap + a; and 
Rp+ = {peR:p > O}. This equation is closely related with the 
SDYM equation. In the static axially symmetric case, the 
Yang's equation-the SDYM equation in the R gauge of 
Yang-coincides with the Ernst equation.5 This fact can be 
used to generate solutions of the Ernst equation. Fortunately 
a family of determinantal solutions of the Yang's equation 
have been constructed by ansatz due to Atiyah and Ward.6

•
7 

By using an explicit formula giving these solutions, Kyriako
poulos 1 has constructed a family of determinantal solutions. 
The question arises as to how ansatz for the Ernst equation is 
expressed in contrast to that of Atiyah-Ward for Yang's 
equation. This is the motivation for the present work. Our 
ansatz En has an expression similar to that of A tiyah-Ward. 
It is known that the Atiyah-Ward ansatz solutions are con
structed by applying a particular Riemann-Hilbert trans
form to a trivial solution.7 In a similar way, En ansatz solu
tions are obtained; however, the seed solution is nontrivial: 
f = p - 2n + I, e = O. 

In Sec. II we review the inverse scattering method to the 
Ernst equation. The explicit description of an ansatz is stated 
in Sec. III and here the action of RHT is defined by solving a 
Riemann-Hilbert problem. Determinantal solutions corre
sponding to ansatz En are derived in Sec. IV. 

The method of Vein, 2 which uses Backlund transform of 
Nakamura,s seems to be closely related to our meth~d via 
Backlund transform for the SDYM equation. The relation 
between them is now under consideration. Finally we note 
that recently Candler and Freeman3 have obtained two fam
ilies of determinantaI solutions by using bilinear representa
tion of the Ernst equation. 

II. INVERSE SCATTERING METHOD 

Throughout this paper we assumef #0, for the function 
f represents physically a nonvanishing coefficient of a Lor
entz metric. Let us define a matrix r(z,p) by 

T~(-?e !J 
then Eq. (1) is represented in the matrix form 

ap(pap1'"r-l) + az(paz1'"r- l ) = 0, 

det r = 1, 'r = r. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Following Belinsky-Zakharov,9 we rewrite Eq. (3) in 
terms of the matrices U = pap r·r- 1 and V = paz r'r- I: 

apu +azv=o, p(azu-apV) + V+ [U,V] =0. 
(5) 

Then we can see that a system oflinear differential equations 
for W = W(z,p,A.), Aee, 

D1W= U.W,D2 W= V·W, (6) 

is involutive if and only if U and V satisfy Eq. (5), where 
DI = Aaz + pap + ua", D2 = paz - Aap. A solution of 
Eq. (6) is said to be a wave function associated with r(z,p). 
There are two important wave functions W + (Z,p,A) and 
W _ (Z,p,A); the former is holomorphic in a neighborhood of 
A = 0 as a function of A and the latter is holomorphic in a 
neighborhoodoU = 00 and satisfies W_(Z,p,A)\A= 00 = 12, 

Equation (6) with A = 0 yields that pap W + (z,p,O) 
= U·W+(z,p,O) andpazW+(z,p,O) = V· W+ (z,p,O). Thus 
W + (z,p,O) satisfies the same equation as r and hence we can 
assume W + (z,p,O) = r(z,p). It is clear that the wave func
tion W+(Z,p,A) has the following properties: (i) W+(Z,p,A) 
is invertible and holomorphic in a neighborhood of A = 0; 
(ii) W+(z,p,O)=r(z,p); (iii) DIW+.W~I and 
D2 W + • W ~ 1 are independent of variable A.. The above con
ditions (i) and (iii) completely characterize wave function 
W + (z,p.A). If a square matrix function W + (Z,p,A) satisfies 
the conditions (i) and (iii), then it follows from the property 
(iii) thatr(z,p) = W+(z,p,A)\A=o isasolutionofEq. (3). 
We note that another wave function W _ (z,p.A) will play an 
important role when we attempt to find W + with desired 
properties by solving a Riemann-Hilbert problem. 

We give the simplest example, which is used in the next 
section. 
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Example: Let 1"6S) (z,p) be a solution of Eq. (3) defined 
by 1"6S) (z,p) = diag(p - 2S,p2s), SER. The corresponding wave 
functions H~)(z,p,A) are given by 

H~ (z,p,A) = diag(p-S,pS), W~)(z,p,A) = diag(q",q-S), 

where p = p2 + 2zA - A 2 and q = 1 _ 2z/ A _ p2 / A 2. 

III. DESCRIPTION OF ANSATZ 

We first review the method of Riemann-Hilbert trans
form (RHT).4,9 Let W<.::» be the wave function of a seed 
solution ofEq. (3). The method ofRHT is a way of finding a 
new solution of Eq. (3) whose wave function is expressed as 
W + = X +' W~), where X + is a holomorphic function of A 
in a neighborhood of A = O. Let u (t) be a square matrix 
function that is invertible and holomorphic on C. Solve the 
following Riemann-Hilbert problem for X_and X + on a 
closed curve C in C" surrounding the origin: 

X+ = X_'W~)'U(A - 2z - p2/A )·[ W(2)] -Ion C, 

X_(z,p,oo) = 12, 

where X + and X_are holomorphic inside and outside of C, 
respectively. Then W + = X + • W~) has the desired proper
ties (i) and (iii) of wave functions and hence a new solution 
ofEq. (3) is obtained by 1"(z,p) = X+(z,p,O)·W~)(z,p,O). 

Let us consider a class of solutions of Eq. (3) whose 
wave functions W ± have the form 

(7) 

whereX+ and X_ are holomorphic and invertible on C" and 
C"U{oo},\{O}, respectively. Then the function w 
= [W_] -I·W+ is holomorphicexceptAE[A_,A+] U{ oo}, 

where A + = z ±..J7+fiZ. Since by Eq. (6) the function w 
satisfies D1w = D2w = 0, there exists a holomorphic func
tion wet) on C,\R+ such that w=w(A-2z- p2/A ). 
Hence we obtain the important relation 

(8) 

for AEC'\ [.1_,.1+]. 
We now consider the case when a function w has the 

following form. 
Ansatz En: The function w(t) has the form 

(
Own ) 

w(t) = _ W'; 1 t nv(t) , 

where Wn = exp(v'=!n1T/2), nEN and v(t) is an entire 
function on C such that v(O) =.;60. 

By means of the method of RHT, our ansatz En is ex
pressed as follows. Consider the RHT with 

W(O) = H(n12) u(t) = (0 ( - t)n) . 
+ +' _(_t)n v(t) 

Then we can easily verify that the equation which defines 
this RHT coincides with Eq. (8). 

We now look for W ± corresponding to w(t) of ansatz 
En. In terms of X ± ' Eq. (8) is equivalent to 
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(
0 An ) 

X+(z,p,A)=X_(z,p,A)' _An v(A-2z-
p

2/A )' 

for any AEC" '\ {O}. (9) 

Since w(A - 2z_p2/A) is holomorphic and invertible on 
C" '\ {a}, there exist lO uniquely X ± which satisfy (9) and 
X_(z,p,oo) = 12, 

Lemma: Let X ± be solutions of the Riemann-Hilbert 
problem (9) such thatX_(z,p,oo) = 12, Then (i) detX± 
= 1; (ii) the matrix 1"(z,p} =X+(z,p,O)'W~/2)(z,p,O) is a 

solution of Eq. (3) such that det 1" = 1. 
Proof From Eq. (9) there follows detX+ = detX_. 

Since the left- and right-hand sides of this equality are holo
morphic, respectively, on C" and C" U{ oo},\ {a}, it follows 
that both sides are analytically continued to C" U { 00 }, so 
they must be constant on C" by virtue of Liouville's theorem. 
Noting X _ (z,p, 00 ) = 12, we have det X ± = 1. 

The second statement (ii) is proved in a standard man
ner as follows. From the definition (7) we have 

D1W+'[W+]-1 =D1X+,[X+]-1 

+X+( ~ n ~}[X+]-I, 
DIW_'[W_]-I =D1X_·[X_]-1 

+X_(~ ~ J.[X_]-I. 

Therefore D1W+'[W+]-1 and DIW_'[W_]-I are holo
morphic, respectively, on C" and C" U{ 00 h {O}. On the 
other hand, operatingDI on both sidesofEq. (8), we see that 
D1W+'[W+]-1 =D1W_,[W_]-1 for AEC'\(A_,A+]. 
Hence, again, Liouville's theorem shows that 
DI W +' [ W + ] - 1 is dependent of the variable A. Similarly we 
can prove that D2 W + • [ W + ] - 1 is also independent of A. 
Consequently 1"(z,p) = W + (z,p,O) is a solution of Eq. (3). 
Finally, as a corollary of the first statement, we obtain 
det 1" = 1. Thus the lemma is proved. 

In the next section we shall give a formula that repre
sents 1"(z,p) by means of the function v(t). If n is an odd 
number, then the matrix 1" shall tum out to be automatically 
symmetric. Hence a solution of the Ernst equation is ob
tained by (2). 

IV. EXPLICIT FORMULA 

We now present an explicit formula that represents the 
solution 1"(z,p) ofEq. (3) corresponding to ansatz En. 

Theorem: Let K = (k rs ) ~,s = 0 be the matrix defined by 

k rs = 1 ~cdAv(A_2Z_P2)Ar+s-n, 
2ffv'=! A A 

where the integration contour C encircles the origin. Let 
krs's be the cofactors of K. Then: 

(i) There exists a neighborhood of (z,p) = (0,0) such 
that det K =.;60 and kon =.;60. 

(ii) The solution 1"(z,p) of Eq. (3) corresponding to 
ansatz En is given by 

1"(z,p) = (ao 

Co 
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where 

koo knO 
ao = ---bo+--, 

detK detK 

koo 
Co = ---do· 

detK 

(iii) In the case where n is odd, r is symmetric, whereas 
it is skew symmetric in the case where n is even. 

Proof (i) From the definition of K = (k rs ), we have 

k I - 1 ,;. dA (l)lr+s-n rsz=p=O- :t'c- v /!'/!' • 

21TFT A 
Since the function v(A) is entire, it follows that 

for r + s> n + 1, 
for r+ s = n. 

This shows that det K Iz = p = 0 = EV(O) n + I and 
kon Iz=p=o = EV(o)n, where lEI = 1. Hence there exists a 
neighborhood of (z,p) = (0,0) such that det K #0 and 
kon #0. (ii) Let us write the matrices occurring in (9) as 

x+ = e :). X_ = (; ~), 
where ad - bc = aD - {Jy = 1 and a, {J, y, 0 are holomor
phic as functions of A on CU{ oo}\ {O} while a, b, c, dare 
holomorphic on C. Then Eq. (9) is equivalent to 

a = - A n{J, c = - A no, ( 10) 

b = A - na + {Jv, d = A - ny + ov. (11 ) 

It follows from Eq. (10) that a and c are polynomials of A of 
degree at most n: 

The coefficient of A - r in the Laurent series of b - A - na , 
d - A - ny vanishes for 0 < r < n, so that 

tC dA ({Jv)Ar=tC dA (ov)Ar=o, O<r<n. 
YcA YcA 

Substituting {J = - aA - n, 0 = - cA - n into these equa
tions, we obtain 

n n 

L Vr+sas = L vr+scs = 0, O<r<n . 
.<;=0 5=0 

Further, a (z,p, 00) = 1 and y(z,p, 00 ) = 0, a fact that leads 
to 

n 

LVn+sas =l, 
s=o 

n 

L vn+scs = O. 
s= a 

Let us denote the values of band d at A = 0 by bo and do, 
respectively. Then we get 

n n 

L vsas = - bo, L VsCs = - do· 
5=0 s = 0 
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Hence we have the following linear equations for column 
vectors (ar)~=O and (cr)~=O: 

K-(ar ) = '( - bo,O, ... ,O, I), K-(cr) = '( - do,O, ... ,O,O), 
(12) 

where K = (krs ) ~,s = 0' k rs = v r + s' Since the matrix K is in
vertible, 

kOr knr 
a = ---bo+--, 

r det K det K 
c = r 

kOr 
---d 

detK 0' 

(13) 

Further we obtain an = 0 and Cn = - 1 from Eq. (10) by 
using the conditions (J(z,p, 00) = 0 and 0 (z,p, 00) = 1. Con
sequently Eq. (13) with r = n implies 

knn do = d~t K. bo=-_-, -
kon kon 

(iii) Since bo = knnlkon and Co = - koo/kon' we have to 
show 

pnknn = (-I)np-nkoo . (14) 

To this end we introduce a matrix ~ = (~rs) ~s = 0 defined by 
~rs=~-r-s+n' 

~k = 1 g; c dA v (p- + 2z _ pA )A k. 

21TFT A A 

By using this matrix, we can express the matrix K as 
k rs = pr+ s- n~r,s' obtaining 

koo =pn6.oo ' k nn =p-n6.nn . 
Further, we can easily verify that ~ _ r = ( - I)r~r so that 
6.00 = ( - I) n6.nn , which yields Eq. (14). Thus the theorem 
is proved. 

It follows from this theorem that the matrix r(z,p) with 
n = 2m - 1, mEN gives a solution of the Ernst equation. 
The corresponding exact solution is f 
= p - 2m + I ~2m _ I.o/det K and e = k2n _ 1.2n _ I Idet K. In 
terms of the matrix ~ we get 

f -2n+ I 6.2m - l •o -2n+ I 6.2m - I,2m-1 

= p det ~' e = p det ~ , 

an expression that was originally derived by Kyriakopou
los. I 
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It is known that massless scalar, Maxwell, and linearized metric fields (in an appropriate 
gauge) having data of compact support will evolve to be asymptotically flat on any 
asymptotically flat background space-time. However, little is known about the evolution of 
data that is reasonably well behaved but has nontrivial falloff at spatial infinity. Is the set of 
such data that evolves to be asymptotically flat at null infinity in a curved asymptotically flat 
space-time of the same size as, and does it consist of elements with falloff rates similar to the 
set of such data in Minkowski space-time? Stewart and Schmidt analyzed massless scalar fields 
on both the Minkowski and Schwarzschild space-times. Their calculations indicated that the 
set ofSchwarzschild data in question was much smaller than the Minkowski set. In this paper, 
this problem is reexamined and it is determined, contrary to the indications of Stewart and 
Schmidt, that the Schwarzschild set is of the same size, and its elements have falloff rates 
similar to the corresponding Minkowski set. This result supports the ability of the definition of 
asymptotic flatness to admit a large class of space-times. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The introduction of the definition of an asymptotically 
flat space-time by Penrose I and the subsequent development 
of the theory of asymptotics has proved fruitful in our under
standing of gravitational radiation. This modern approach 
to studying the far-field limit of general relativity has, in 
particular, yielded precise definitions of important quanti
ties such as the radiated Bondi energy flux and the Bondi 
mass. However, very little is known concerning the existence 
of exact solutions to Einstein's equation that contain gravita
tional radiation and have a complete future null infinity. 

The question of whether the presence of gravitational 
radiation will inhibit a smooth differential structure at null 
infinity has been studied in the literature. Winicour/ Chris
todoulou, Klainerman,3 and other authors have obtained re
sults indicating that it may be necessary to reduce the re
quired differentiability class of null infinity to some finite 
order to guarantee that the definition of an asymptotically 
flat space-time will admit a large enough collection ofradiat
ing space-times to make it useful. On the other hand, Frie
drich4 proved that given data on a hyperboloidal initial data 
surface-that is, a surface having a cross section of future 
null infinity for a boundary-such that these data are 
"close" to that of the Minkowsi space-time, then these data 
have a maximal future evolution that can be smoothly con
formally extended to include that part of future null infinity 
lying to the future of this surface. However, Friedrich did 
not prove that the maximal evolution to the past could be 
smoothly conformally extended to spatial infinity or past 
null infinity, or even to that part of future null infinity lying 
to the past ofthe boundary cross section ofthe initial surface. 

To shed light on the compatibility of the definition of an 
asymptotically flat space-time and the presence of radiation, 
some authors have studied linear test fields on a curved back
ground. Geroch and Xanthopolous,5 in the framework of 
linearized gravity, demonstrated that in an appropriate 

gauge any solution to the linearized Einstein equation with 
data of compact support will smoothly conformally extend 
to null infinity. Their result, however, still leaves open the 
possibility that linear test fields having data with nontrivial 
falloff at spatial infinity may somehow fail to evolve to fields 
that are smoothly con form ally extendible to null infinity 
when curvature is present. 

Let us now focus on this issue for test massless scalar 
fields on a Schwarzschild background. In the Schwarzschild 
space-time, Stewart and Schmidt6 analyzed the asymptotic 
behavior of massless test scalar fields having nontrivial data 
in a neighborhood of spatial infinity. They interpreted their 
results as indicating that, besides the known static solutions, 
almost no such massless scalar fields exist that are smoothly 
conformally extendible to both past and future null infinity. 
This work was later extended to higher spin fields by Porill 
and Stewart.7 

In this paper, we reexamine the issue of whether the 
curvature of the Schwarzschild space-time tends to inhibit 
massless scalar test fields with nontrivial data at spatial in
finity from evolving to fields smoothly conformally extendi
ble to null infinity. We determine, contrary to the indications 
of the work of Stewart and Schmidt, that it does not. 

This paper contains two results. The first result is a de
monstration that the class of Schwarz schild test data having 
asymptotically flat evolution is similar in size to the corre
sponding Minkowski class. This demonstration, given at the 
end of Sec. II, basically consists of constructing a one-to-one 
map from Minkowski data to Schwarzschild data that pre
serves asymptotically flat evolution. The drawback of this 
first result, however, is that it gives us no clue as to how the 
falloff behavior of Schwarzschild data that evolves to be 
asymptotically flat compares with that of the Minkowski 
data. It could be that such Schwarzschild data would tend to 
behave badly in a neighborhood of spatial infinity. 

Our second result clears up this drawback. It is a de
monstration that the Schwarzschild data that evolves to be 
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asymptotically flat does indeed have falloff behavior similar 
to the corresponding Minkowski data. In both the Minkow
ski and Schwarzschild space-times, we will specify initial 
data on a constant time surface, i.e., a surface orthogonal to 
the timelike killing field. On such a surface, initial data for a 
scalar field is the pair (<II (0) ,<i> (0) ), where <II (0) and <i> (0) are 
the restriction of <II and its time derivative to the surface. In 
constructing this second result, we consider the time sym
metric and time antisymmetric pieces of the data separately 
and will focus upon the case of time symmetric data, 
(<II (0) ,0). (An extension of this result to time antisymmetric 
data will then be described briefly in Sec. VII.) We shall 
construct maps f3n,r that yield an injective correspondence 
from time symmetric Minkowski data that falls off like 
r - (n + 1), is proportional to Y r,m' and evolves to be asymp
totically flat at J to time symmetric Schwarzschild data 
that falls off like l' - (n + 1), is proportional to Yr,m' and 
evolves to be asymptotically flat at J. (Here r denotes the 
Minkowski radial coordinate and l' denotes the Schwarzs
child radial coordinate. ) This shows that there are "as many 
Schwarzschild data sets falling off like l' - (n + 1) as Minkow
ski data sets falling offlike r - (n + 1) that evolve to be asymp
totically flat." 

The paper proceeds as follows. We begin in Sec. II by 
restricting attention to radial and time-dependent fields pro
portional to a fixed Yr,m' thus effectively reducing the prob
lem to that of studying fields in two dimensions. We then 
identify both the Minkowski and Schwarzschild equations 
as evolution equations on a single two-dimensional flat 
space-time that we denote as !f space. Our first result, the 
construction of a map Ill' between Minkowski and 
Schwarzschild data is then obtained by associating a Min
kowski data set with a Schwarzschild data set when they 
induce the same null data on a certain pair of intersecting 
null lines. An appropriate application of the null initial value 
formulation will guarantee that a field will smoothly evolve 
to null infinity if its null data smoothly extends there. The 
preservation of asymptotically flat evolution then follows 
because, by construction, the map preserves the null data. 

In Sec. III, we determine the general form of time sym
metric Minkowski data proportional to Yf •m that evolves to 
be asymptotically flat. We find that, aside from a linear com
bination of t particular solutions, the general form is 
(r- (1+ 1) l(l/r) Yr,m'O) where lis an arbitrary smooth func
tion of its one variable. Depending on the order of the zero I 
has at zero, the term l(l/r)r- (1+ 1) may fall off like 
r - (n + 1) or faster for any integer n > t. 

In Sec. IV, we will introduce the notion of an evolution 
equation of type t and construct differential operators that 
will take time symmetric data from a type-fequation to time 
symmetric data for a type-(t + 1) equation while preserving 
asymptotically flat evolution. The type-t equation is a cer
tain generalization of the fth Schwarzschild evolution equa
tion. The main result of this section will be to associate with 
the tth Schwarzschild evolution equation a type-O equation 
and a sequence of differential operators that will map data 
for the type-O equation to data for the tth Schwarzschild 
evolution equation while preserving asymptotically flat evo
lution. Hence the study of the tth Schwarzschild evolution 
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equation is essentially reduced to studying the type-O equa
tion. 

In Sec. V, we introduce the notion of an asymptotically 
regular function. Basically, an asymptotically regular func
tion of r (or 1') is a generalization of a function that is smooth 
in the variable 1/r (or 1/1') in the sense that the k th deriva
tive of an asymptotically regular function will fall off rough
ly k powers of r (or 1') faster than the function itself. Appen
dix A contains a statement and proof of a theorem that 
makes precise the falloff properties of the derivatives of an 
asymptotically regular function. We will need the notion of 
an asymptotically regular function to control the falloff rate 
of certain data sets under the action of the differential opera
tors introduced in Sec. IV. We then proceed to prove a 
theorem which demonstrates that any time symmetric data 
set for a type-O equation that evolves to be asymptotically 
flat will be asymptotically regular in 1'. 

In Sec. VI, we will then construct for a fixed type-O 
equation a sequence of injective maps Wn • Each map will 
take spherically symmetric Minkowski data that fall off like 
r - n and which have asymptotically flat evolution to data for 
the type-O equation that fall off like r- n and which have 
asymptotically flat evolution. Appendix B contains a 
theorem that is used to demonstrate that our W maps so 
constructed do indeed preserve the falloff rate. The f3n.O 
maps will be taken to be the Wn maps when the type-O equa
tion considered is the Schwarzschild t= ° evolution equa
tion. We then construct the f3n,r maps for the cases t> 1. 
Roughly, this will be accomplished by composing the W 
maps with the appropriate t-raising operators introduced in 
Sec. IV. 

In Sec. VII we extend the action of the f3 n,r maps to time 
antisymmetric data as well. 

II. REDUCTION TO TWO DIMENSIONS 

In this section we reduce the study of massless scalar 
fields in the Minkowski and Schwarzschild space-times to 
that of studying fields satisfying wave equations on a single 
two-dimensional flat Lorentz space which we denote as !f 
space. We end the section by constructing our one-to-one 
map Ill' from Minkowski data to Schwarzschild data that 
preserves asymptotically flat evolution. 

We start our reduction by separating out the radial and 
time dependence of scalar fields in the Minkowski space
time by restricting our attention to fields proportional to a 
fixed Yr,m' Let the Minkowski metric in standard spherical 
coordinates be 

d~ = dr 2 - dt 2 + r 2 sin2(O)d(P + r2 dcp 2, (2.1) 

and let 'II be a massless scalar field of the form 

'11= (¢/r)Yr,m' (2.2) 

where ¢ is a function of rand t. That'll obeys the massless 
wave equation in the Minkowski space-time implies that ¢ 
obeys the two-dimensional wave equation 

(~_~)¢= t(t+ 1) ¢. (2.3) 
ar 2 at 2 r 2 

By definition, 'II is an asymptotically flat field if and only if 
the conformally related field 0.- 1'11 (where 0. is a conformal 
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factor that compactifies the Minkowski space-time) has a 
smooth extension to both future and past null infinity. This 
definition is independent of the particular conformal factor 
used. Since the conformal factor 1/ r is known to compactify 
the Minkowski space-time, 'I' will be asymptotically flat if 
and only if,p Yt;m ( = r'l'), and therefore,p itself, is smoothly 
extendible to null infinity. 

A similar situation exists for scalar fields in Schwarzs
child. Let the Schwarzschild metric in the spherical coordi
nates (i,r,(),f{J) be 

dS2 = _ ( 1 _ 2~) di 2 + (1 _ 2~) -I ar 

(2.4 ) 

Let iii be a massless scalar field in the Schwarzschild space
time of the form 

(2.5) 

where ;p is a function of rand i. The fact that iii obeys the 
massless wave equation implies ;p obeys 

( a2 a2) - - (1)-ar*2 - ai 2 ,p = VI' r ,p, 

where V( 1/r) is the static potential given by 

V (1/r) = (1 _ 2m) ( 1'( I' + 1) + 2m) 
( r r P 

and 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

r* = per) = r - 2m + 2m lner - 2m). (2.8) 

Since the conformal factor 1/r is known to compactify the 
Schwarzschild space-time, iii will be asymptotically flat if 
and only if ;PYt;m ( = rili), and therefore;P itself, is smoothly 
extendible to null infinity. 

Let us now conformally com pacify the wedge r> It I of 
the Minkowski space-time so that the conformal metric is 
both flat and smoothly extendible to P. On this wedge, 
choose the conformal factor n as 

(2.9) 

Then, in terms of the new spherical coordinates (i,r,(),f{J) 
defined by 

t= nt, r= nr, (2.10) 

the conformal metric d'S2 defined by d'S2 = n2 ds2 is 

d'S2 = dr - ii2 + r sin2«()d() 2 + r df{J 2. (2.11) 

Let us interpret (2.11) as defining an auxiliary flat space
time with global spherical coordinates (i,r,(),f{J) whose ori
gin is the point /0(). In this picture, then, the wedge r > I t I in the 
Minkowski space-time is conformally embedded onto the 
r> It I wedge of this auxiliary space-time. The future null 
cone of lJ is to be identified with that part of future null 
infinity on the boundary of the wedge r> I t I. Likewise, the 
past null cone of P is to be identified with that part of past 
null infinity on the boundary of the same wedge. 

Now, define Y space as a flat two-dimensional Lorentz 
space with global inertial coordinates x and t, metric 
- dt 2 + dx2

, and identify x with r for x> O. Through this 
identification we may view the field ,p as existing on the re
gionx> It I of X' space. Define the future and past null boun-
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daries of this region as (J"+ and (J"-, respectively. Let us 
further denote the t = 0 and x > 0 surface in this two-dimen
sional space-time as l:. The surface l: is the one-dimensional 
version of the t = 0 initial data surface in the Minkowski 
space-time and the line segments (J"+ and (J"- represent the 
one-dimensional versions of those pieces of future and past 
null infinity on the boundary of the r> It I wedge in the Min
kowski space-time. These structures are depicted in Fig. 
1 (a). We will also use the convention of denoting the origin 
of X' space as P since it represents the two-dimensional ver
sion of spatial infinity. Viewed as a field on X' space, ,p will 
represent an asymptotically flat field if it has a smooth exten
sion to (J"+ and (J"-. Writing the evolution equation (2.3) for 
,p in terms of x and t, we get 

(~ _~) '" = 1'(1'+ 1) "'. (2.12) x2 at2 0/ x2 0/ 

We note that this evolution equation is regular on (J"+ and 
(J"-. 

Remarkably, we can also identify the coordinates x and 
t on the x> I t I region of X' space with the radial and time 
coordinates of the Schwarzschild space-time in such a way 
that (J"+ and (J"- will represent a one-dimensional version of 
its future and past null infinity. This is a rather surprising 
result since it is known that the Schwarzschild space-time 
can not be conformally extended to smoothly admit a point 
at spatial infinity. However, in two dimensions, all metrics 
are conform ally flat. Hence it is possible to compactify the 
Schwarzschild space-time so that the radial and time compo
nents of the conformal metric will be smoothly extendible to 
spatial infinity and appear flat. It would then be a simple 
matter to identify these radial and time components with the 
flat metric of X' space. We will omit the steps needed to 
compactify the Schwarzschild space-time in this way and 
proceed directly to writing down the coordinate identifica
tion. 

Define the null coordinates (u,v) in the Schwarzschild 
space-time by 

U = r* - i, 
v = r* + i, 

and the null coordinates (u,v) in X' space by 

U = x - t, v = x + t, 

(a) 

/I. 
X 

i 0 

(b) 

/I. 
X 

(2.13 ) 

(2.14 ) 

FIG. 1. Some structures on .:[ space are shown. In (a) the two null surfaces 
u+ and u- are depicted along with the initial data surface l. In (b) the 
origin i 0 representing the point at spatial infinity is depicted along with the 
null surfaces u" and u". 
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and identify these coordinates by 

v= 1/(2P- 1(liI2) -4m), 

U = 1/(2P- 1(vI2) - 4m). 

(2.15 ) 

(2.16 ) 

Unlike the Minkowski identification where only the wedge 
r> I t I was identified, this identification will map the entire 
Schwarzschild space-time external to the event horizon onto 
the x > I t I region of!£ space. The rather complicated look
ing form of these identifications stems mostly from the re
quirement that the differential structure between null infin
ity and u+ and u- should be preserved. Preservation of the 
differential structure is most easily shown by demonstrating 
that V, a smooth coordinate on u- is also, via the coordinate 
identifications, a smooth coordinate on past null infinity in 
the Schwarzschild space-time. Along the line v = 0 we have 
Ii = 2,*. By substituting 2,* for Ii into (2.15) we have v = 1/ 
(2, - 4m). Now, 1/" being a conformal factor that com
pactifies Schwarzschild, must be a good coordinate on null 
infinity. Therefore v, which is a smooth function of 1/, along 
the line v = 0, must be smoothly extendible to past null infin
ity along this line. Since v is a null coordinate, being smooth
ly extendible to past null infinity along this one line is enough 
to guarantee that it is a good coordinate along all of past null 
infinity. Hence the differential structure is preserved. To re
gularize the evolution equation (2.6) for ¢ on u+ and u
simply multiply both sides by (4mv + 1) (4mu + 1) 0 - 2 

and express it in terms of the "caretted" coordinates as 

--~ 4>=(4mv+1)(4mu+1)0-2V -=- 4>. (a2 a2)_ -(1)-
ax2 at 2 r 

(2.17) 

The potential on the right is regular on u+ and u- because 
V( 1/,) is a smooth function of 1/, that falls off like (1/,) 2 or 
faster, so when it is multiplied by 0-2 it can be viewed as a 
smooth function of 1/, multiplied by (1/,)2/02-the ratio 
of two conformal factors squared-which itself must be 
smoothly extendible to u+ and U-. Thus we may view the 
original separated scalar wave equations on the Minkowski 
and Schwarzschild space-time as the regularized wave equa
tions (2.12) and (2.17) on !£ space. 

We now construct a simple one-to-one map Il f that 
takes scalar data to scalar data and preserves asymptotically 
flat evolution in the sense that if a data set in the domain is 
evolved using the Minkowski tth evolution equation (2.3) 
and the resulting field is smoothly extendible to u+ and u-, 
then the image data set evolved using the tth Schwarzschild 
evolution equation (2.6) will result in a field smoothly ex
tendible to u+ and U-. In the x> It I region of !£ space place 
two intersecting null line segments, Uu and U v so that Uu has 
an end point on u, U v has an end point on u+, and both 
intersect the point x = Xo and t = O. These line segments are 
depicted in Fig. l(b). Let (4)(0)'¢(0)) be data on~. Evolve 
these data into both the future and past domains of depend
ence of ~ using (2.3), the Minkowski tth evolution equa
tion. Restrict the resulting field 4> to the two null segments u u 

and U v and, using the null initial value formulation, evolve 
this null data using (2.6), the Schwarzschild tth evolution 
equation, into the entire domain of dependence of~. (Recall 
that wave equations may also be evolved in spacelike direc-
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tions in two dimensions.) The resulting field ¢ now induces 
data, say (¢(O) ,¢(O», onto ~. The action of Il f on 
(4) (0) ,¢ (0) ) is defined to be (¢ (0) ,¢ (0) ). 

Now, assume 4> is smoothly extendible to both u+ and 
U-. Then the null data it induces on Uu and U v will be 
smoothly extendible to their end points on u+ and U-. A 
smooth extension of ¢ to all of u+ and u- can be produced 
by evolving this extended data with the regularized equation 
(2.17). Hence Il f will preserve asymptotically flat evolu
tion. 

We summarize the above discussion about Il f in the 
following theorem. 

Theorem 1: The bijection II f from data on ~ to data on 
~ preserves asymptotically flat evolution in the sense that if a 
data set evolved with the tth Minkowski evolution equation 
(2.3) has a smooth extension to all of u+ and u- then the 
evolution under the tth Schwarzschild evolution equation 
(2.6) of its image under II f will also have a smooth extension 
to all of u+ and u- . 

III. THE MINKOWSKI ANALYSIS 

In this and the next three sections, we shall focus atten
tion upon the case of time symmetric data. Let us denote as 
M(t) the set offunctions Ion ~ such that (/,0) evolved 
with the tth Minkowski equation results in a field smoothly 
extendible to u+ and U-. In this section we will prove the 
following theorem about the general form of the functions in 
M(t). 

Theorem 2: A function I defined on the initial surface ~ 
is inM(O) if and only ifthere exists a smooth function of one 
variable, say g, such that 1= g( 1/r). Furthermore, lis in 
M( t) for t> 0 if and only ifthere exists a smooth function of 
one variable g and a collection of tconstants, say Co, C1,oo., 
Cf _ 1> such that 1= g( 1/r)r- f + Cor - f + C\r4

- f + .. , 
+Cf_\r< 

Proof" On the wedge x> I t I of!£ space, let 4>0 satisfy the 
t = 0 Minkowski evolution equation (2.12). This is just the 
standard wave equation on !£ space. The general time sym
metric solution is 

4>() = [/(u) + I(v) ]/2. (3.1) 

The initial data of such a solution on ~ is ( I(x) ,0). The field 
4>0 will be smoothly extendible to u+ and u- if and only if lis 
smooth at zero. Hence 

M(O) = {/(x) I lis a smooth function at zero}. 

Now, for each non-negative integer j define the operator Aj 
on fields in !£ space by 

A ["'] = x- j ~ (x j
",) (3.2) 

J 'I' ax 'I' 

and the operator Aj by 

A [4>] = xH 1 ~ (_4>_). 
J ax xJ+ 1 

(3.3 ) 

Here and in the future, any partial derivatives taken with 
respect to r, x, and r* will be taken holding t, t, and i fixed, 
respectively. In terms of these operators, the tth Minkowski 
equation can be written as either (at a, - Af _ \ Af ) 4> = 0 or 
(at a, - Af + \ Af) 4> = O. It follows that if 4> satisfies the tth 
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equation then :AA tP] will satisfy the (1'+ 1) st Minkowski 
evolution equation and A,[ tP] satisfies the (I' - l)th 
equation. Indeed, (a., at - A,+ I A,)tP = 0 implies 
AAa., a., - A,+ I A,)tP = 0, which implies (at a., 
- A,A, + I ) A,[ tP] = 0, which shows that A,[ tP] satisfies 

the (1'+ 1 )st equation. Moreover, A, as an operator is regu
lar on (1'+ and (1'- • Hence A,[ tP] smoothly extends to these 
boundaries if tP does. The con verse is also true: if tP ,+ I satis
fies the tth + first Minkowski evolution equation, is time 
symmetric, and smoothly extendible to (1'+ and (1'-, then 
there exists a time symmetric tP, satisfying the tth equation, 
which is smoothly extendible to (1'+ and (1'- and satisfies 

(3.4 ) 

To see this, let (I(X),+l'O) be the initial data for tP,+p 
where 1,+ I is smooth except, possibly, at x = 0, and define 
the function I, by 

I" (A) _ A,+ I f I(x,+ I) dA 
J, X -x X. x'+ I 

(3.5) 

Define tP, as the field satisfying the tth Minkowski evolu
tion equation with (I(x) ,,0) as initial data. It follows that 
tP , + I = A, [ tP, ] since both sides satisfy the (I' + 1) st evolu
tion equation and both have the same initial data. In order to 
show that tP, is smoothly extendible to (1'+ and (1'-, view 
(3.4) as a differential equation for tP, with source tP, + I and 
integrate this equation along the lines of constant t to get the 
appropriate extension. 

From the above remarks about the operators Aj' it is 
clear that each solution to the tth evolution equation that 
smoothly extends to (1'+ and (1'- can be generated by succes
sively applying the appropriate sequence of the Aj operators 
for o 4';;;1' to solutions of the l= 0 evolution equation that 
have a smooth extension to (1'+ and (1'-. In a similar manner, 
because the operators Aj act naturally on initial data, each 
element of M( l) can be generated from an element of M(O) 
by successively applying the appropriate sequence of Aj op
erators. For example, in the l= 1 case, the time symmetric 
data that evolve to fields smoothly extendible to (1'+ and (1'

are precisely of the form (Ao[h(x) ],0) where h is a smooth 
function. To determine the behavior of this data, write the 
function Ao[h(x)] as 

Ao[h(x)] = x ~ [heX) - h(O) + h(O) ] . 
ax x x 

(3.6) 

The first term in brackets on the right side is, as a function of 
one variable, equal to a smooth function of x multiplied by X. 
The second term is equal to - h (O)x- I

, which is singular at 
x = O. Therefore, 

M(l) = {/(x)l/(x) =xg(x) + CoX-I, wheregis 

smooth and Co is an arbitrary constant}. 

In a similar manner, we can apply the operator Al to this 
I' = I initial data to generate the 1'= 2 initial data that evolve 
to fields smoothly extendible to (1'+ and (1'-. The result of this 
calculation is 
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M(2) = {/(x) I/(x) = x 2g(x) + Co + C IX- 2
, where 

g is smooth and Co and C I 

are arbitrary constants}. 
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By iterating this procedure we can construct the form of 
the time symmetric data that evolve to fields smoothly exten
dible to (1'+ and (1'- for any t. For fixed 1'> 0, we get 

M(t) = {/(x)l/(x) =g(x)xf + CoXf
-

2 

+CIX
f - 4 + ... +Cf_IX- f , 

where g is smooth 

and Co, CI"",Cf _ I are arbitrary}. 

The desired result of the theorem now follows because 
1/r = x on l:. 

IV. OPERATORS FOR THE TYPE-l EQUATION 

In the previous section we found that the differential 
operator Af mapped solutions for the tth Minkowski equa
tion that evolved smoothly to (1'+ and (1'- to solutions for the 
I' + first Minkowski equation that evolved smoothly to (1'+ 

and (1'-. Note that Eqs. (2.3) and (2.12), two different ver
sions of the same Minkowski evolution equation, have the 
same form (simply replace x with rand t with t). Therefore 
one can c~nstruct a set of E-raising operators, say 0j , differ
ent from Ai by simply replacing x with r in the definition of 
the Ai operators. The action of 0j on a field tP is then 

0 j (tP) = rj+ I !... (J.--.-) . (4.1) 
ar rJ+ I 

The tth such operator, being smooth on (1'+ and (1'-, will 
map time symmetric solutions of the tth equation that are 
smoothly extendible to (1'+ and (1'- to time symmetric solu
tions ofthe (t + 1 )st equation that are smoothly extendible 
to (1'+ and (1'-. Unlike the Ai operators, however, the 0j do 
not work backwards. That is, if tP, + I is a time symmetric 
solution of the (1'+ 1 )st equation, which is smoothly exen
dible to null infinity, then there may not exist a time symmet
ric solution tP, of the tth equation which is smoothly exten
dible to null infinity and satisfies 

tP'+1 =0,[tP,]. (4.2) 
This means that one will not be able to construct all of M( 1') 
by applying the appropriate sequence such 0j operators to 
elements in M(O). One can ask, however, what subset of 
M(t) is generated by applying the appropriate sequence. 
The answer is precisely those elements of the form 
l(llr)r- ~ where lis smooth. 

In this section, we will construct operators for the 
Schwarzschild space-time analogous to the 0j operators. 
[As we shall soon see, the construction of these operators 
depends heavily on the fact that the associated equation is 
static. For this reason there is no analog of Ai for Schwarzs
child because, unlike the Minkowski equation (2.12), the 
lth Schwarzschild evolution equation written in terms of 
the caretted coordinates of 2" space is not static. ] 

To begin our constructions we need to introduce a cer
tain generalization of the lth Schwarzschild equation 
termed a type-t equation. 

Definition 1: A type-l equation is an equation of the 
form 

(~ _ a.. 
2 

)'11 = v,(-.!..)'II , 
ar*2 at 2 r 

(4.3) 
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where the potential Vr is a smooth function of one variable, 
thefunction r v,c 1/;') has a limit of tt 1'+ 1) as ;.- 00, and 
such that a static solution Sr( 1/;') exists where Sr is a 
smooth function of one variable that falls off like;' - I. 

The I'th Schwarzschild equation is type I'. Indeed, its 
potential Vr( 1/;') = (1 - 2m/;.)(tt I' + 1 )/r + 2m/r) sat
isfies the potential falloff requirement and the static solution 
rQ,c;'/2m - 1), where Qr is the t'th Legendre function of 
the second kind, satisfies the static solution requirement. 

We also wish to introduce the notion of the lowering 
operation on a type-I' equation. 

Definition 2: The lowering operation of the type-I' equa
tion with static solution Sr( 1/;') consists of the replacement 
of Vr ( 1;;') by 

Vr_ I (!)= _Vr(!)+2(aln(~~1/;.)}r (4.4) 

The resulting equation, which is oftype (1'- 1), is said to be 
L related to the original equation. 

To show that a type- (I' - 1) equation is indeed genera
ted by this prescription we need to demonstrate that Vr _ t 
X (1/;') has the appropriate leading falloff term and a static 
solution exists with the appropriate falloff rate. To show that 
Vr_ 1 (1/;') has the appropriate leading term we note that 
Sr( 1/;') falls off like ;.- r so the leading falloff term in the 
derivative of the logarithm of SrO/;') is 1'/;'. By squaring 
this result, multiplying by 2, and subtracting 1'( I' + 1) /r we 
getthat the leading falloff term in VI _ t (1/;) istCt'-l)/r. 
To show that the L-related equation has a static solution 
S r _ I (1/;') with the appropriate falloff rate we first discuss 
some further connections between it and the original type-t' 
equation. It is possible to construct differential operators r I 
and f' I _ I for a type-I' equation so that r I maps solutions of 
the type-I' equation to solutions of its L-related equation and 
f'r_ I maps solutions of its L-related equation to solutions of 
itself. Indeed, let r I be defined by 

r "'_S(I) a ( t/J ) lor - r ;. Or* S( 1/;') 
(4.5) 

and f'r_1 by 

f',_1 t/J= Sr_I(! )~* (S(_I~1/;'»)' (4.6) 

whereS(_1 (1/;') = 1/S( 1/;). In terms of these operators, 
the type-t' equation can be written as (f' I _ I r I - a-, ai ) 

t/J = 0 and the L-related equation as (r (f' (_ I - a" ai ) ) 

X t/J = O. If t/J satisfies the original equation then r I 

(f' 1·-1 r(r) - ai a-,)t/J = 0 implying (r (f'/_1 - aT aT) 
X r (t/J = 0, which just states that r (t/J satisfies the L-related 
equation. Bya similar argument, f' r _ I t/J will satisfy the type
I'equation if t/J satisfies its L-related equation. 

It follows from the form of f' (_ t that S 1_ I (1/;') is a 
static solution of the L-related equation. The static solution 
Sr_1 (1/;') of the L-related equation that falls off like ;.1 - r 

can now be obtained as follows. The L-related equation act
~g on Sr_1 0/;') is r r[f'/_tSr_1 (1/;)1 = O. Therefore 
r r_IS(_1 (1/;') = s,c 1/;'). Inverting the r I-I operator by 
multiplying by SA 1/;'), integrating with respect to ;'*, and 
then dividing by Sr( 1/;') we get 
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S (~) = 1 IS (~)2 dr. 
(-I;. S/(1/;') I;. . ( 4.7) 

The smoothness of y- 1(1/;-) in 1/;- and its falloff rate of 
;.1 - ( now follows from this integral expression. 

We can now construct the equation L related to the L
related equation to get a type- ( t' - 2) equation along with its 
associated operators r 1_ t and f'/_ 2 • By iterating this proce
dure we will construct a series oftype-j equations for 0<J<t. 
ending with a type-O equation. The composite operator 
r (_ t f'/_ 2 ••• r 0 will map solutions of this type-O equation 
to solutions ofthe original type-t'equation. Each f'j operator 
is smoothly extendible to (7+ and (7- because the static solu
tions Sj (1/;'), being smooth in 1/;-, all are. Hence the com
posite f'/_ If' 1_ 2 ••• f' 0 operator will also preserve smooth 
evolution to (7+ and (7-. 

The operators f'j are analogs of the 8j operators in the 
sense that each increases the t'value of the field each is ap
plied to, each has a natural action on initial data, and each 
preserves smooth evolution to (7+ and (7-. There is, how
ever, an important distinction that should be kept in mind. 
The 8j operators for the Minkowski equation are closed in 
the sense that 81 will map solutions from t'th Minkowski 
evolution equation to the (t' + 1) st. However, the f'j opera
tors for the Schwarzschild equations are not closed in this 
sense. One is only guaranteed that f'r will map solutions to 
solutions of some other type- (t' + 1) equation. 

In closing this section we wish to comment on the spe
cial case of the equation L related to a type-O equation. As 
calculated above, the leading falloff term in the potential of 
the equation L related to a type-!' equation is f( f - I) Ir. 
For the case 1'= 0, this implies the ;.-2 term in the potential 
of the L-related equation will vanish. It follows that the 
equation L related to a type-O equation is itself a type-O equa
tion. And, in fact, the equation L related to the equation L 
related to a type-O equation is the original type-O equation. 
To accommodate this particular instance we need to alter 
our notation slightly. Let us denote r 0 as the operator de
fined by (4.5) for 1'= 0 that maps solutions from the original 
type-O equation to its L-related equation. Let us further de
note r b as the operator defined by (4.6) for f = 0, which 
maps solutions from the L-related equation to the original 
equation. These two operators will be used in Sec. VI in our 
analysis of the falloff rates of initial data that, when evolved 
with a type-O equation, has an evolution smoothly extendible 
to (7+ and (7-. 

V. ASYMPTOTIC REGULARITY AND THE TYPE-O 
EQUATION 

In Sec. VI, we will use the differential operators con
structed in the previous section in constructing our /3 n.l 

maps. However, since the /3 n.l maps are intended to pre
serve the falloff rates of the data, we need to understand how 
the falloff rates of certain data will be affected by these differ
ential operators. In Sec. III, where we determined the falloff 
behavior of the Minkowski data that evolved to be smoothly 
extendible to (7+ and (7- we were able to control the falloff 
rates of data under differentiation since we were dealing with 
a function smooth in the variable 1/r. The derivative of a 
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function smooth in 1/ r and falling off like r - /I for n;;' 1 will 
fall offlike r - (/I + I) • However, the data for type-t'equations 
that evolve to be smoothly extendible to 0'+ and 0- need not 
be smooth in any readily identifiable variable. What we need 
is a generalization, that will apply to such data, of the notion 
of a function that is smooth in the variable 1/r or 1/r* in the 
sense that the derivative with respect to r* of such a function 
will fall off, roughly, one power of r (or equivalently r*) 
faster than the function itself. The following definition of 
asymptotic regularity provides such a notion. Our definition 
differs from the notion of regularity put forth by Ashtekar 
and Hansen in Ref. S in that ours deals with a function of one 
variable while theirs deals with four-dimensional scalar 
fields. 

Definition 3: We say that function! R-R is an asymp
totically regular function if/is smooth, the limit of/ (x) 
exists as x- 00, and lim Xn/(II) = 0 as x- 00 for all positive 
integers n, where/(II) denotes the nth derivative off 

For functions on the initial surface ~, being asymptoti
cally regular in the coordinate r is equivalent to being asymp
totically regular in the coordinate rand r*. This fact follows 
from relations (AI) and (A2) in Appendix A. 

The specific falloff behavior of asymptotically regular 
functions under differentiation is captured by the following 
theorem proved in Appendix A. 

Theorem 3: Let/be an asymptotically regular function 
in x and let c;;.O be a constant such that xm/is bounded as 
x- 00 for all m < c. Then, for any positive integer k, x q 

/ (k) 

is bounded as x- 00 for all q < c + k. 
It turns out that a type-O equation has enough structure 

to allow us to demonstrate that its time symmetric data that 
evolves to be smoothly extendible to 0+ and 0- are asymp
totically regular in r. Indeed the following theorem holds. 

Theorem 4: Let"" be a time symmetric solution of a type
o equation that smoothly extends to 0+ and 0- and has data 
( /,0). Then"" is continuous at ,() and / is an asymptotically 
regular function of r (equivalently r or "'). 

Proof: We begin by expressing the type-O evolution 
equation in terms of u and v. This can be accomplished by 
multiplying (4.3) by (4mv + 1)( 4mu + 1 )(vu) -2. We get 

aD au'l'= (4mv+ 1) (4mu + 1)(vu)-2V(1lr)tP. 
(5.1 ) 

We note that the potential on the right side of (5.1), 
(4mv + 1)( 4mu + 1 )(vu) -2 V(1lr) , blows up at the origin 
P when approached along the surface ~. Indeed, 
(vu) -2_X-4 while V(1lr) _X3. 

Now, introduce the finer coordinate system (u, u) on 
the U;;'O, V;;'O wedge of .Y' space by the expressions 

A -II u=u , 
A -II 
V= V , 

(5.2) 

(5.3 ) 

where n is a positive even integer. In terms of these new 
"barred" coordinates, the evolution equation (5.1) can be 
written as 

au au"" 

1109 

= (4mu" + 1)(4mu" + l)n2(uu) - (,,+ I) V(1lr) 'I' . 
(5.4 ) 
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Here we note that the potential term arising in (5.4) is equal 
to the potential term in (5.1) multiplied by n2(uu)(II-I). 
With n;;.4, this extra factor, n2(uu)(Il-I), falls off fast 
enough at i ° to make the potential vanish there. Indeed, 
along ~ we have (uU)-(II+I) _X-(2+2III) while V(11 

r) _X3. In fact, with respect to the barred coordinates the 
potential in (5.4) will be at least C<" - 3) at i o. To see this, let 
us first express-using (5.2), (5.3), and (2.13)-(2.16)
the function; = 1/r* in terms of these new coordinates as 

1 4u"un 

;--- (5.5) 
- r* - 2u" + 2u" - Smn2unu" In(4uu) 

This function ;, along with the combination; In (;), are 
both C( n - I) extendible to l{). Let us further define the func
tion yby y = (r - 2m)/r*. Using (2.S) we find that ysatis
fies the following equation: 

y= 1 + 2m;ln(;) - 2m;ln(y) . (5.6) 

For large r, the function y has a limit of unity. Hence as a 
function on .Y' space y can be extended continuously to i ° 
with this same limiting value. One can now apply the implic
it function theorem to Eq. (5.6) to solve for y as a smooth 
function of; and; In(;) in a neighborhood of P. Since both 
; and; In(;) are c(n - I) at ,<.J it follows that y is too. Now, 
let us substitute the quantity; 3y-3T(;y- I) into (5.4) for 
V( 1/r), where Tis the appropriate smooth function of one 
variable. We get 

au au t/J = (4mun + 1)( 4mu" + 1 )n2(uu) - (/I + I) 

(5.7) 

Excluding the (uu) - (n + I) ; 3 term, each factor in the poten
tial of (5.7) is c<n - I) extendible to P. By using (5.5), one 
can explicitly compute that (uu) - (II + I) ; 3 is c<n - 3) exten
dible to l{). Therefore the entire potential term in (5.7) is 
c<n - 3) extendible to i o. 

The next step in the proof is to show that t/J, being the 
solution of (5.7) that smoothly extends to (1+ and (1-, will 
have a C<" - 5) extension to i 0 with respect to the barred 
coordinates. From the general initial value formulation 
theorem 7.4.7 in Hawking and Ellis9 it follows that smooth 
data for a two-dimensional wave equation with a flat wave 
operator and with a potential in thejth Sobolev space can be 
evolved uniquely into the domain of dependence of the initial 
data surface and the resulting evolution will also be in thejth 
Sobolev space. The collection of C j functions is a subset of 
thejth Sobolev space and, in two dimensions, is itself a subset 
of the collection of c< j - 2) functions. Thus evolving smooth 
data with a two-dimensional wave equation having a flat 
wave operator and a c(n - 3) potential will result in a C(1l - 5) 

evolution. (Actually, by integrating the two-dimensional 
wave equation it is possible to demonstrate that the resulting 
evolution will be C<" - 2) • However, the c<n - 5) result is suf
ficient for our purpose.) Now, recall that in two dimensions 
a wave equation can be evolved in spacelike directions. In 
particular, consider the intial data for (5.7) induced by tP on 
some timelike initial data surface that intersects both (1+ and 
(1-. This data will be smooth in the barred coordinates since 
"", being a smooth function of u and v in a neighborhood of 
the initial data surface, is trivially smooth in the finer coordi
nates u and U. Furthermore, since the potential in (5.7) is 
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c< II - 3) and /J is in the domain of dependence of the timelike 
initial data surface, we are guaranteed that this smooth data 
can be evolved to a field that is C<" - 5) and includes i o. This 
field, then, constitutes a C<" - 5) extension of tP to i o. The 
first conclusion of the theorem, that tP has a continuous ex
tension to i 0, follows trivially from the existence of this 
C( 11 - 5) extension. 

Now define the rectangular barred coordinates (X,f) on 
!.t' space by 

x = (it + v)/2, (5.8) 

f=(u-v)/2. ( 5.9) 

Since tPis C<"- 5) at I'l, it follows that, for k a positive integer, 
the field I" defined by 

(_ a)" I,,=x ax tP (5.10) 

is continuous and vanishes at 1-0 for 1 <: k<: (n - 5). On ~, the 
coordinates x and r are related by 

1/r= X" ( 5.11) 

from which it follows that I" , on ~, is given by 

( a)" I" = - nr ar tP· (5.12 ) 

The integer n was arbitrary. Therefore on~, the limit of I" as 
r ..... 00 is zero for any k> 1. This implies that/, the restriction 
of tP to the surface ~, is an asymptotically regular function of 
r. Q.E.D. 

VI. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MAPS Iln( 

Fix a type-O equation, In this section we will construct 
for each integer n>O an injective map Wn that takes func
tions smooth in 1/r [i.e., functions in M(O)] that fall off like 
r - n to other functions on ~ that fall off like r - n (equivalent
ly r- n) and which when viewed as time symmetric data for 
the type-O equation will have an evolution smoothly extendi
ble to a+ and a- . Hence we can conclude that time symmet
ric data for a type-O equation that has an evolution smoothly 
extendible to a+ and a- has falloff behavior similar to the 
Minkowski t= 0 data having asymptotically flat evolution. 
Our desired Schwarzschild maps for the spherically sym
metric case /3 n,O will be taken to be the Wn maps when the 
type-O equation under consideration is the t = 0 Schwarzs
child evolution equation. We will then construct the /3 n,! 

maps for the cases t> o. Roughly, this will be accomplished 
by composing the W maps with the appropriate ?-raising 
operators introduced in Sec. IV. 

We start by constructing an injective map a which will 
take functions in M(O) to other functions on ~ which, when 
viewed as time symmetric data for a type-O equation, will 
have an evolution smoothly extendible to a+ and a-. The 
maps Wo and WI will then be obtained by appropriately re
stricting the domain of a. Basically, the construction of this 
injective map will be similar to that of the bijection IT( given 
in Sec. II except that we add to the image a multiple of a data 
set which produces unit data on the two intersecting null line 
segments au and a v , The multiple is chosen so that the re
sulting map will preserve the limiting value of the data at 1-0. 

Let/EM(O) and let <p be the field evolved from (/,0) using 
the t= 0 Minkowski equation. Then restrict <p to all and au 
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and add to this restriction the constant C I' View the resulting 
restricted function as null data for the type-O equation and 
evolve these data into the entire domain of dependence of ~ 
to get tP. This field tP is smoothly extendible to a+ and a

since its null data is. From Theorem 4, tP will be continuous 
at i 0. Similarly, the solution to the type-O equation that has 
unit data on the null surfaces au and au will also be contin
uous at l). By placing the null surfaces au and au close 
enough to 1-0 one can guarantee that the value of the solution 
with unit null data will not vanish at l). Therefore it is possi
ble to tune the constant CI so that the limit of tP at l) is/el»). 
Let (g,O) be the data for tP on ~ for this choice of CI . The 
action of a on/is defined to be g. 

We will now use a to construct the maps Wo and WI' 
The domain of Wo consists of those elements of M(O) that 
have a nonvanishing limit at l). We define ~) on such ele
ments to have the same action as the map a. That the map 
Wo preserves the limiting value of data at 1-0 is, of course, a 
direct consequence of the construction of a. The domain of 
WI consists of those elements of M(O) which fall off like 1/r. 
We define WI on such elements to have, again, the same 
action as the map a. That this choice preserves the 1/r falloff 
rates follows from the following proposition, the proof of 
which is given in Appendix B. 

Proposition 1: LetIEM(O) and! = a( I) and denote the 
difference!- las d. Then the limit as r ..... 00 of the function 
r'd vanishes for all E < 1. Furthermore if/vanishes at l) then 
this limit vanishes for all E < 2. 

We now proceed to construct the W maps for n>2. 
First, we need to show that the k th derivative with respect to 
r* of a function in the range of WI will fall off like r - (" + I). 

Lemma 1: The k th derivative with respect to r* of a 
function in the range of WI will fall off like r - ('" I). 

Proof Let!= WI(/) and d =!-I Using (BI), the 
derivative of!with respect to r* is 

-4-! = (1 - 4m )!!...(/ + d), 
dr* r+ 2m dr 

(6.1 ) 

which can be written as 

d - d -1= (1 +g)-(/+ d), 
dr* dr 

(6.2) 

where g is an asymptotically regular function that falls off 
like 1/r. By expanding the right-hand side and collecting 
terms we have 

~/-= !!...(/) + d(1) 

dr* dr ' 

where 

d(1) = (g!!...( j) + (1 + g) !!...(d)). 
dr dr 

(6.3 ) 

(6.4 ) 

The first term on the right-hand side of (6.3 )-the deriva
tive of I with respect to r-will fall off like 1/r since I is 
smooth in 1/ r and falls off like 1/ r. From the above theorem, 
we know that d will fall off faster than r - , for all E < 2. 
Applying the falloff theorem in Sec. IV to d we conclude 
that its derivative with respect to r, and hence the remainder 
term d(l), must fall off at least as fast as r -, for any E < 3. 
Therefore, the derivative of! with respect to r* falls off like 
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1/? By iterating this procedure, one can show that the k th 
derivative ofjwith respect to r* can be expressed as 

~f--~(f) a(k) 
d'fk - dr" + , (6.5) 

where a (k) falls off at least as fast as r- E for any E < k + 2. 
The k th derivative off with respect to r will fall off like 1/ 
r" + 1 sincefis smooth in 1/r and falls off like 1/r. Hence the 
k th derivative of jwith respect to r will also fall off like 1/ 
r" + 1. 

Weare now ready to construct W2• Let fbe an element 
of M(O) that falls off like 1/r. Let WI be constructed for the 
equation L related to the type-O equation by the same proce
dure as WI was for the original type-O equation. Finally, 
define the action of W 2 onf to be r~ (WI (if) ). Here r~ is the 
operator, as discussed at the end of Sec. IV, that maps data 
for the L-related equation to the original type-O equation 
while preserving asymptotically flat evolution to u+ and u- . 
Functions in the range of W2 are guaranteed to fall off like 1/ 
r 2 by Lemma 1. 

To construct Wn + 1 for n;;;.2 we use induction. Letfbe 
an element of M(O) that falls off like r- (n + 1). Let Wn be the 
analog of Wn for the L-related equation and define the action 
of Wn + 1 onf to be r~ (Wn (rj)). Again Lemma 1 will guar
antee that elements in the range of Wn + 1 will fall off like 1/ 
rn+ 1. 

We summarize the properites of Wn in the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 5: The map Wit constructed above is injective, 
takes functions smooth in 1/r [i.e., functions in M(O) 1 that 
fall off like r - It to other functions on ~ that fall off like r - II 

(equivalently r- It) and which when viewed as time symmet
ric data for the type-O equation will have an evolution 
smoothly extendible to u+ and u-. 

Weare now ready to construct the /3 n.r maps for the 
Schwarzschild evolution equation. For t = 0, we take /3 n,O 

= Wn' For 1>1letfEM(t) fall off like r- n for n;;;.tand 
define the action of /3 n t' on f to be 
I' t' _ 1 I' t' _ 2 ... 1"0 W ~ _ ,rC r"l). Here'the operators rj are gen
erated by the iteration procedure discussed in Sec. IV start
ing with the tth Schwarzschild evolution equation and 
W ~ _ t' is the map, analogous to Wn _ " but associated with 
the type-O equation resulting at the end of this iteration pro
cedure. The idea behind the construction ofthe/3 n.r for t;;;. 1 
is as follows. We first raise the falloff rate of f to r' - n by 
multiplying by r". We then use W ~ _ , to map the result over 
to data that falls off like r' - n for the type-O equation. Finally, 
this result is mapped to data for the tth Schwarzschild evo
~tion~quatio.!: by applying I' t' _ 1 1"( _ 2 ... 1"0' The operator 
r (_ 1 r ,_ 2 ••• r 0 which can be roughly thought of as acting 
like at/iff' will increase the falloff rate back to r - It due to 
Lemma 1 for the cases when n> t. However, for n = tthe 
map /3 n.r is 1",_ 1 I' f' _ 2 ... 1"0 W ~ and since W ~ was not de
fined by iterative procedure from W; as were all the other 
W' maps, we can not invoke Lemma 1 to demonstrate that 
falloff rates are preserved in this case. However, one can use 
Proposition 1 to prove a lemma for the map W ~ similar to 
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Lemma 1 which would insure that fall off rates are preserved 
in this case. 

We summarize the properties of /3 n.r in the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 6: The map /3 n.r constructed above is injective, 
takes functions inM( t) that fall off like r- n for n;;;.ttoother 
functions on ~ that fall off like r- n (equivalently r- n) and 
which when viewed as time symmetric data for the tth 
Schwarzschild evolution equation will have an evolution 
smoothly extendible to u+ and u- . 

VII. THE TIME ANTISYMMETRIC CASE 

We now want to comment on how the /3 n.r map can be 
adapted to handle time antisymmetric data. Using a method 
similar to that presented in Sec. III, one can show that aside 
from tparticular data sets, time antisymmetric data of the 
form (O,g) for the tth Minkowski equation will smoothly 
evolvetou+ and u- ifgis of the form r- (f'+ 3)f( 1/r) wheref 
is smooth. Given that g falls off like r - n for an n;;;. t + 3, we 
propose to extend the action of /3 n.r to time antisymmetric 
data by mapping g to /3 n.r(g). We will now argue that 
(0, /3 n.,rCg») evolved with the tth Schwarzschild equation 
will smoothly extend to u+ and u-. 

Time differentiation in both the Minkowski and 
Schwarzschild space-times preserves solutions of the scalar 
wave equations, maps time symmetric fields to time anti
symmetric fields, and because the timelike killing fields are 
smoothly extendible to null infinity, time differentiation pre
serves asymptotically flat evolution. The action of time dif
ferentiation on initial data can naturally be expressed in 
terms of the static parts of the evolution equations. For ex
ample, if tP is a solution of the tth Minkowski equation with 
data (j,0) then its time derivative has data (OMr ar 
- t(t+ l)/r)f). Therefore, to show that (O,/3n.r(g») 

evolves to be smoothly extendible to u+ and u- we need only 
show that /3 n.r(g) = as/3 n _ 2,( f) for some f, where lls is 
the static part of the tth Schwarzschild evolution equation. 
We claim that the unique choice forfisf= rg. To demon
strate this, recall that by definition, /3 n,,rCg) is given by 

/3 n.r(g) = I' t'-1 rt'_ 2'" roW~ Wn _ (rt'g). (7.1) 

Now the operator Wn _", built by iteration, is equal to 
r~rOWn_(t'+2)' (To see this recall that W n-(t'+I) 

= roWn _ (t'+ 2) and Wn _ t' = ro Wn _ (t'+ 1).) The opera
tor r~ r 0 is just the static part of the type-O equation the W 
map is based on. T~s same static part can be written as r 1 1"0' 
By substituting r 1r oWn _ «(+ 2) into (7.1) we get 

/3 n.r(g) = rt'_ 1 rt'_ 2'" rOr 1rOWn _ «(+ 2) (r(+ 2g ). 
(7.2) 

Now, th~stati~part of the type-j equation can be expressed 
as rj + 1 rj or rj _ 1 r j . Therefore these two expressions are 
equivalent. We can use this equivalency to rewrite (7.2) as 

/3n.r(g) = r t'- 1 rt'r f'- 1 rt'_2" ·1"0 Wn _ (t'+ 2) (r'+ 2g ). 
(7.3 ) 

But r t' _ 1 rt' is just the static part of the tth Schwarzschild 
evolution equation. 

By substituting lls for this term we get 
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f3n.Ag) = aJ' ,-I f,_ 2" ·fown_ ('+ 2) (r,+2g ). 
(7.4 ) 

By substituting asf3 n _ 2/(g) on the right we get 

f3n,,(g) = asf3 n_ 2,,(rg). (7.5) 

Therefore (O,{J n,,(g») is the time derivative of the time sym
metric data set ({3 n _ 2/( rg),O) from which it follows that it 
will evolve, using the Ith Schwarzschild evolution equation, 
to be smoothly extendible to u+ and U-. Thus we have our 
final theorem. 

Theorem 7: Let g be a function smooth in the variable II 
r and let g fall off like r- n for an n>1 + 3. Then the time 
antisymmetric data set (0f3 n,,(g») evolved with the Ith 
Schwarzschild equation will smoothly extend to u+ and u- . 
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APPENDIX A: ASYMPTOTICALLY REGULAR 
FUNCTIONS 

As defined in Sec. V,J(x) is an asymptotically regular 
function if/ is smooth, the limit ofj( x) exists as x -+ 00, and 
lim x,,!(n) = 0 as x -+ 00 for all positive integers n, whereIn) 
is the nth derivative off An asymptotically regular function 
is a generalization of the notion of a function that is smooth 
in the variable l/x in the sense that the derivative of such a 
function will fall off, roughly, one power of x faster than the 
function itself. 

For functions on the initial surface ~, being asymptoti
cally regular in the coordinate r is equivalent to being asymp
totically regular in the coordinate rand r*. This fact follows 
from the relations that hold on ~: 

~=(I- 4m )!!.. 
dr* r+ 2m dr' 

(At) 

~ = (1 _ 2m)!!.. 
dr* r dr' 

(A2) 

Relation (AI) can be used to show that asymptotic regular
ity in r is equivalent to asymptotic regularity in r* while 
(A2) can be used to show that asymptotic regularity in r is 
equivalent to asymptotic regularity in r*. 

The specific falloff behavior of the derivatives of an as
ymptotically regular function is captured by the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 4: Let/be an asymptotically regular function 
and let c>O be a constant such that x m

/ is bounded as x -+ 00 

for all m < c. Then, for any positive integer k, x:f(k) is 
bounded asx-+ 00 for all q < c + k. HereJ<k) is thek th deriv
ative of/with respect to x. 

To prove the above theorem we need the following 
lemma that gives an estimate of the second derivative of a 
function in terms of the first derivative when the function is 
bounded. 

Lemma 2: Let Hbe a smooth function satisfying IH 1 < b 
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for some constant A. Then for every xoER there exists an 
SE[Xo - 4b IIH'(xo) I,xo] satisfying 

IH"(s)I>H'(X)2/8b. (A3) 

Proof' Fix Xo where H'(xo) #0. The function H'(x) 
must drop to the value (1I2)H'(xo) somewhere in the do
main [xo - 4b IIH'(xo) I,xo] orthebound, IH 1 < b, would be 
violated. LettE[xo - 4b IIH '(xo) I,xo] be a point where this 
occurs. Applying the mean value theorem, we find there ex
ists an SE[t,Xo] satisfying 

H"(s) = H'(xo) -H'(t) = (l/2)H'(xo) (A4) 

Xo - t Xo - t 

By using 4b II/f'(xo) I>xo - t we arrive at (AI). Q.E.D. 
We now prove the falloff theorem. 
Proof We prove the case k = 1 by contradiction. The 

other cases follow by induction. Assume/is asymptotically 
regular and that there exists a pair q,c with qE(C,C + 1) such 
that x",! is bounded for all m < C and x q 

/' is unbounded. Fix 
msothatq - m < 1. Defineg(x) =/(exp(x»). Theasympto
tic regularity of/implies g and all derivatives of g are bound
ed. That x m

/ is bounded and x:f' is not implies that 
h(x) = exp(mx)g(x) is bounded and that 
exp( - ux)h' (x) is not, where u = m + 1 - q is positive. 

Now, exp( - ux)h '(x) being unbounded means h '(x) 
must increase like exp(ux) or faster. It follows that the high
er derivatives h(n) (x) must also increase like exp(ux) or 
faster, therefore exp( - ux)h(n) (x) is unbounded. From the 
definition h(x) = exp(mx)g(x) and the fact that g(x) and 
all its derivatives are bounded, we known that 
exp( - mx)h(n)(x) must be bounded. Therefore the supre
mum an of all the a's such that exp( - ax)h(n)(x) is un
bounded must exist and satisfy u<,a n <,m. 

We now use the lemma to estimate the a 2 • Let 
H(x) = h(x) and apply the lemma to get 
Ih "(s) 1 >bllh ' (xoW for some constant b" Multiply the left
hand side by exp( - 2KS) and the right-hand side by 
exp( - 2KXo) to get lexp( - 2KS)h "(s) 1 >b , 
Xexp( - Kxo)h ' (xo) 12. If K < a I then the resulting right
hand side will be unbounded as Xo -+ 00, thus implying the 
left-hand side exp( - 2KS)h "(s) is unbounded as S-+ 00. 

Therefore a 2 satisfies 2K < a 2. Since K was arbitrary, we have 
a2>2a l · 

To estimate a 3 let H(x) = exp( - Ax)h ' (x) where A is 
betweena l anda2• ThenH(x) will be bounded whileH'(x) 
will not be. By applying the lemma we get 
IH" (s) 1 >b21H' (xo) 12 for some constant b2 • Multiply the 
left-hand side by exp( - 2KS) and the right-hand side by 
exp(-2KXo) to get lexp(-2KS)H"(s)l>b2 1 
Xexp( - Kxo)H'(xo) 12. If A + K<a2 then the right-hand 
side will remain unbounded as xo ..... 00 , thus implying the left 
side is unbounded as s ..... 00. For values of A sufficiently close 
to a I and values of K sufficiently close to a 2 - A, all terms on 
the left-hand side will be bounded except 
exp[ - (2K + A)s]h (3)(s) which then must be unbounded. 
Therefore a 3>2K + A. Since A and K are arbitrary up to the 
restrictions A + K < a 2 and a I < A < a 2 , the supremum a 3 

must obey the estimate a 3>2a2 - al' 
By induction on n, one attains the inequality 
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an + 1 >2an - an _ I' This together with al>a implies 
an >na for all n. But this is a contradiction since an <.m. 

Q.E.D. 

APPENDIX B: A FALLOFF THEOREM 

In this Appendix we prove Proposition 1 that was used 
in Sec. VI. 

Proposition 1: LetfEM(O) and!= a(f) and denote the 
difference! - las fl.. Then the limit as r-+ 00 ofthe function 
r" fl. vanishes for all E < 1. Furthermore if/vanishes at P then 
this limit vanishes for all E < 2. 

Proof: Let ¢ be the field on ::t' space resulting from 
evolving the initial data (/,0) with the t = 0 Minkowski 
evolution equation (2.3). Likewise, denote ~ as the field re
sulting from evolving the initial data 0;0) with the type-O 
equation having potential V( lIr). From our discussion in 
Sec. V we know that ~ is continuous at 10() and therefore 
bounded in a neighborhood. Observing that V( lIr) falls off 
like liP, choose C1 so that in this neighborhood I~V( lIr) 1 

obeys the bound 

I~V(lIr)l<.cJr*3. (Bl) 

Let <I> (I) be the unique solution that vanishes on a+ and a
of the sourced equation 

(B2) 

In terms of the coordinates u and D, Eq. (B2) becomes 

_a_<I> = ~V(1lr) (B3) 
au aD (1 - 4mu) (1 - 4mD)u2D2 

By integrating with respect to du and dD, we can explicitly 
write <1>(1) (p) as 

<I> () = 1 J V( lIr)~ du dD 
( I) P ( 1 4 A ) ( 1 4 A) A ZA2 ' 

H(p) - mu - mv u v 
(B4) 

where the region H(p) is given in Fig. 2. [We note here that 
the integrand in (B4) blows up at 10() and thus threatens the 
existence <I> (I) • However, we could express the integrand in 
terms of the finer barred coordinates of Sec. V thus making 
the integrand continuous at 10() and hence insuring the exis
tence of <I> ( I ) • This technique can also be used to insure the 
existence of the following integrals in this proof whose inte
grands appear to become singular at lo().] Next we bound 
1 <I> (I) (p) 1 in the neighborhood as follows: 

1<1> ()1';;:1 J IV(lIr)~1 d A dA 

(1) P "" (1 4 A)(l 4 A)A2A2 u V, 
H(p) - mu - mv u v 

(B5) 

1\ 

__ -* __ ----~----~x FIG. 2. The region of integration 
H(p) is shaded. 
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<'1 J cJr*3 du dD. 
H(p) (1 - 4mu) (1 - 4mv)u2v2 

(B6) 

The integral (B6) can be viewed as the unique solution that 
vanishes on a+ and a- of equation (B2) with source V( 11 
r)~ replaced by c l lr*3. It simple to check that CI (2r*) also 
satisfies this equation and vanishes on a+ and a-, therefore 
it must be equal to the integral in (B6). By substituting cil 
(2r*) into (B6) we get 

1<1>(1) 1<. = c l /2r*. (B7) 

Define <1>(2)' by 

<1>(2) =~-¢-<I>(l)' (B8) 

Since <1>(2) is a homogeneous solution of (B2) (because ~o 
and <I> (l) are both particular solutions and ¢ is a homoge
neous solution), we can express it as 

<1>(2) = !(g(u) + g(v»). (B9) 

The construction of the map a [V] requires ~ and ¢ differ on 
av and au by a constant. Therefore <1>(2) and - <1>(1) must 
differ on a v and au by the same constant, implying g(u)/2 
restricted to a v must equal - <1>(1) + Cz restricted to a v for 
somecz. Because <1>(2) vanishes at 10() (because~, ¢, <1>(1) each 
do), we know that lim g( u) 12 = 0 as u -+ 00, implying that 
lime - <1>(1) + cz) = 0 as u-+ 00 on a v • Since <1>(1) vanishes 
on a- we conclude that C2 = O. The bound on <1>(1)' (B7), 
restricted to u v' implies the following bound on g( u) 

Ig(u) l<.cl/(u + vo), (BlO) 

where Vo is the value of von U v ' This, in turn, implies the 
following bound on <I> (2) : 

1<1> (2) 1 <..s.(~ + ~) 
2 u + Vo Uo + V 

(Bll) 

<.- -+-C I ( 1 1 ) 
2 U v (Bl2) 

(B13) 

Therefore cr*2 - (2)<1>(2) Ir* is bounded. Note that ¢ obeys a 
similar bound and from (B7) , so does <1>( 1 ). Hence 
(r*2 - (2)~/r* is bounded. 

Therefore (r*2 - ; 2) <I> (2) Ir* is bounded. From (B7) we 
can conclude that <I> ( I) obeys the same bound. Hence 
cr*2 - ; 2) (~ _ ¢ )/r* is bounded from which it follows that 
r* fl. is bounded, forcing the first conclusion of the theorem. 

Now suppose thatfvanishes at 10(). Then (r*2 - ; 2 )¢Ir* 
will be bounded since ¢ is now a homogeneous solution that 
vanishes at P. Therefore cr*2 - [2 )~/r* is bounded implying 
there exists a positive constant C2 such that 

I~V(lIr) 1 <.c2Ir*2cr*2 - [2). (B14) 

The corresponding bound on <I> ( I) is 

1<1> () 1 1 J 1 V( lIr)~1 d A d A 

(l) P <. (1 4 A)(l 4 A)A2A2 u V 
ffl~ - mu - mvuv 

(B15) 
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(BI6) 

= 2C2((_\ + _\) In (~ + ~) __ 1_ 
u v u v uv 

+ _\ In (it) + _12 In(V») I . 
u v p 

(BI7) 

The last integral, (B 16), was evaluated to be (B 17) because 
it represents the unique solution, that vanishes on a+ and a, 
to Eq. (B2) with the source V( l/r)¢ replaced by terms on 
the right side of (BI4). Let <1>0(1) and <1>0(2) denote the re
striction of<l>(I) and <1>(2) to the~, respectively. The bound 
(BI7) on <1>(1) implies that <1>0(1) satisfies 

lim (1"'<1>0(1) ) = 0 (BI8) 
r- 00 

for E < 2. This bound on <I> (I) also leads to the bound on g( it) 
of 
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+ _\ In (it) + _: In (vo»), 
u Vo 

(BI9) 

implying that <1>0(2) satisfies 

lim (r'<I>O(2) ) = 0 (B20) 
r- 00 

for E < 2. But I::. = <1>0(2) + <l>0( I)' thus proving the theor
em. Q.E.D. 
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Second-order equations from a second-order formalism 
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(Received 11 March 1988; accepted for publication 28 December 1988) 

It is often assumed that Lagrangians of gravitation that are quadratic in the curvature tensor 
produce field equations of fourth differential order in the metric tensor from a Hilbert 
variational principle. It is shown here, for the Lagrangian given by R + Rl'vR I'V, that 
independent variations of the metric tensor and the torsion tensor produce gravitational field 
equations of second, not fourth, differential order. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is generally argued that if terms quadratic in the cur
vature tensor are present in the Lagrangian of a metric theo
ry of gravity, then, excluding trivial cases that reduce to gen
eral relativity, the gravitational field equations will be of 
fourth differential order in the metric tensor if the Hilbert 
variational principle is used. This argument, which is indeed 
true without torsion present, is generally used either to ex
clude quadratic terms from the Lagrangian, or to cause one 
to adopt the so-called first-order formalism, in which inde
pendent variations of the metric tensor and affine connection 
are performed. In fact, it has been proven I that the only 
Lagrangian in V4 that yields second-order equations is given 
by R, the curvature scalar, plus Gauss-Bonnet type collec
tions of quadratic terms in the curvature scalar. Thus for any 
general collection of quadratic terms in the curvature tensor, 
i.e., terms with arbitrary coupling constants, this theorem 
proves that the equations will be offourth differential order. 

It is the purpose of this paper to show that in a U4 space
time with independent variations of the metric tensor and 
the torsion tensor, this theorem fails. This is shown for the 
particular Lagrangian used in Eq. (1). In particular, calling 
the equations resulting from varying the metric tensor the 
gravitational field equations (G FE's), and the term tor
sional field equations (TFE's) meaning those resulting from 
the torsional variations, it is shown that the TFE's can be 
used in the GFE's to reduce the order from four to two. The 
TFE's will be of second differential order in the torsion, but 
will contain third derivative terms of the metric tensor. 
However, a set of four independent TFE's will be derived 
that contain no derivative higher than the second. 

II. THE FIELD EQUATIONS 

There have been numerous uses of quadratic Lagran
gians over the years.2 The particular Lagrangian used here 
contains, in addition to the usual scalar of general relativity, 
a quadratic term in the Ricci tensor. This is the simplest 
Lagrangian quadratic in the curvature tensor which will 
produce propagating torsion. Details concerning how to per
form the following variations may be found in the literature.3 

Thus the variation principle takes the form 

(1) 

where R = g"vRl'v and Rl'v = Rul'v u. Also, the torsion is de
fined as Sap r = r[aP Jr, where brackets (parentheses) imply 

taking the antisymmetric (symmetric) part, and the defini
tions here and in the following are those ofSchouten.4 Con
sidering variations of gl'v while holding Sap r fixed yields 

- GI'V + V uTI'VU + nHl'v + SYM[V u(TVI'U + TUl'v 
I'V 

+ TUVI') + nV U (CVUI' + CUVI' - CI'VU) ] = 0, (2) 

where 

• 
V U A I' = V uA I' + 2SuA 1', 

Hl'v = lal-'vR aPR _ R l'uR v _ R ul'R v 
~ ~ U U , 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

and where G I'" is the Einstein tensor. It has been assumed 
that V ugl'l' = ° so that 

raP U = {~p} + Sapu + 2S
u

(aP» (7) 

where {~p} represents the Christoffel symbol. 
As is often stated, (2), with (6), shows that the GFE's 

are offourth differential order in the metric tensor. With no 
torsion, and assuming that V ugl'v = 0, this conclusion is in
escapable. With torsion present, however, the TFE's impose 
the constraints necessary to cause the higher derivatives to 
drop out of the GFE's. 

To show this, consider the TFE's which are obtained by 
varying Sap r while holding gl'v fixed. This yields, from (1), 

ANT [ TaPr _ TPra + TarP 
ap 

(8) 

where ANT ap implies antisymmetrization in ap. 
From this, it is straightforward to show that (8) may be 

put in the form 

Trf3a = _ nca[PrJ. 

Also, using the definition 

D aPr == TaPr + nC rPa, 

one may show that 

P{D [aPJr} = 0, 

(9) 

( 10) 

(11 ) 

where P stands for permutation over all the indices. This 
form will be used shortly. 

Now turn back to (2), which with (9) and (10) can be 
written as 
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* * - Gp,v + V u rp,vu + nHp,v - V uDp,vu = o. (12) 

To boil this down, first note the identity,5 for any tensor A u'\ 
V[v Vp,]A UA = !Rvp,p uA pA + !Rvp,p AA up - Svp,PVpA UA. 

(13) 

When this is used in (12) with (6), one obtains 

+ 2R/V u rp,su + V u rp,vu In + 2Su (rp,VU In 

- Vp,R uv + 2Rs vrp,SU) + 2Sp,VsR Sv. (14) 

This simplifies with (5) and the GFE's (12) become, using 
(14), 
_ Gp,v + n(Hp,V + R P-uR uv 

(15) 

or, 

(16) 

Np,v=!g"'vRaPRap _Rp-uRvu -Rp,apvRaP. (17) 

Thus it is evident that the GFE's are of second, not 
fourth, differential order. Moreover, (16) and (17) show 
that the field equations are much simpler than their original 
form (2) due to the use of the TFE's. For weak fields, the 
quadratic terms will be small compared to the linear terms 
(in Rup,v Y) and the field equations reduce to the same form as 
those of general relativity, but, of course, G p,v contains the 
torsional terms. 
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Finally, consider the TFE's (9). It is seen that they are 
of second differential order in the torsion tensor, but they do 
contain third derivatives of the metric tensor. However, us
ing (5) and (6) with ( 11 ), and performing the permutation, 
one obtains 

* p{saPy + nva(v,p rPy,p) - n(R,p arP,py - R,p ary,pp)} = 0, 

(18) 

which contains no derivatives of higher than second order. 
However, (18) represents only four independent equations, 
and therefore, the total set of TFE's still contains third de
rivatives of the metric tensor. 

The main conclusion of this paper is contained in (16), 
which shows that the GFE's are of second differential order. 
This is particularly useful when considering coupling to 
matter, since, e.g., Havas6 has shown that fourth-order 
GFE's (resulting from a quadratic Lagrangian) lead to an 
incorrect equation of motion for an extended source. The 
work presented in the present paper does not constitute a 
complete theory at this stage because the coupling to matter 
has not been considered. This area of investigation is cur
rently under way. 

'D. Lovelock and H. Rund, Tensors. Differential Forms. and Variational 
Principles (Wiley, New York, 1975), Sec. 8.4. 

2See• e.g., V. Szczrba. Phys. Rev. D36. 351 (1987), and the many references 
contained therein. 

3R. Hammond. Gen. Re1ativ. Gravit. 20. 813 (1988). 
4J. Schouten. Ricci Calculus (Springer, Berlin, 1954). 
5See Ref. 4. p. 140. 
"P. Havas, Gen. Relativ. Gravit. 8, 631 (1977). 
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It is shown that intermediate statistics do not correspond to any physical process. The 
stationa~ pro~ability distributions of intermediate statistics are not compatible with any 
mechamsm WhICh allows a variation between Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein statistics. The 
binomial and negative binomial distributions, characterizing Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein 
statistics, respectively, transform into the Poisson distribution, descriptive of classical statistics, 
as the number of energy cells increases without limit. These distributions are shown to be the 
laws of error leading to the average value as the most probable value. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Over the years speculations have been made on an inter
mediate statistics lying between Bose-Einstein (BE) and 
Fermi-Dirac (FD) statistics. Instead of the occupation 
number of the energy levels being infinite or one, as in the 
case of BE or FD statistics, respectively, the occupation 
number would have some finite value. Such an intermediate 
form of statistics was first proposed by Gentile 1 who com
pared its thermodynamic properties with the two known sta
tistics. Basing his argument on quantum mechanical consid
erations, Sommerfeld2 concluded that the only application 
that intermediate statistics may have is in the case where the 
number of particles n equals the number of energy levels or 
"cells" d. Muller3 treated intermediate statistics from a 
purely academic point of view. Both Wergeland4 and Schu
bert5 contended that it did not matter whether the case d = n 
or d = 00 was considered since both reduce to BE statistics. 
ter Haar6 argued that by putting the occupancy number 
equal to the number of particles there should be no difference 
between intermediate statistics and BE statistics simply be
cause there are not enough particles to make the differences 
apparent. Finally, Guenault and MacDonald7 showed how 
intermediate statistics could be exploited to make a gradual 
transition from FD statistics to BE statistics. The thermody
namics of intermediate statistics was also commented upon 
by Landsberg.8 

The argument of ter Haar,6 and also of Sommerfeld,2 
Wergeland,4 and Schubert,5 appears to go against the grain 
of certain limit theorems in probability theory which assert 
that as the number of indistinguishable particles increases 
without limit, while the number of energy cells remains fi
nite, the probability distribution should converge to a nor
malone.9 According to the above mentioned authors, it is in 
this case where the differences between the intermediate and 
the known forms of quantum statistics should be manifested. 
Rather, according to the limit theorems of probability theo
ry, the statistics should become classical in the limit. 

In this paper, we show that BE statistics arises only in 
the limit as d = 00. All values of d, between one and infinity, 
give rise to intermediate statistics which, however, cannot be 

described by stationary probability distributions that tend to 
the binomial and negative binomial distributions as d -- 1 
and d -- 00, respectively.lo In other words, there is no sta
tionary probability distribution which is compatible with the 
physical processes that generate FD and BE statistics. Real
izing that there is no purely thermodynamic argument that 
can be given in favor or against the existence of intermediate 
statistics, we employ a statistical argument by showing that 
the stationary probability distribution can only satisfy the 
recursion relation obtained from the time independent mas
ter equation when it coincides with the binomial, negative 
binomial, or Poisson distribution corresponding, respective
ly, to FD, BE, or classical statistics. The Poisson case was 
overlooked by all the previous studies on intermediate statis
tics. Classical statistics will be shown to emerge as the num
ber of energy cells increases without limit independently of 
the magnitude of the occupation number. It can never de
pend on the size of the particle number since the conclusions 
drawn from the generating function and its binomial expan
sion, in which the particle number appears as a mere index, 
must lead to the same conclusions. This lays to rest the possi
bility of there being still yet other types of particles with 
spins different from semi-integral or integral values. 

II. DERIVATION OF THE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 

Consider the generating function 

=(s) = (p ± (qS)k)m = (p[ 1 - (qS)d+ I] )m, (1) 
k=O (1 - qs) 

without necessarily requiring that p + q = 1. Two limiting 
cases are known to have direct physical meanings: In the 
case d = 1 and q = lip - 1 the generating function reduces 
to 

(2) 

which is the generating function for the binomial distribu
tion; while for d = 00 and p + q = 1 it becomes 

=BE(S)=(P/(1-qs»)m, (3) 

the generating function for the negative binomial distribu-
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tion. Using the binomial expansion in (1), the numerator 
and denominator can be expanded as 

(4) 

and 

(5) 

where ( j m) = ( - 1 )j(m +/~ I) and a=d + 1. The prod
uct of the two series (4) and (5) can be written as the convo
lution 

dm 

2(s) = pm L {}(n;m,d) (qs)n (6) 
n=O 

since only dm + 1 terms in the sum are different from zero. 
The coefficient 

[n/ol (m + n - ak - 1)(m) 
{}(n;m,d) = L (- l)k _ k ' 

k=O m 1 
(7) 

where [n/a] is the largest integer ";;n/a. The probability ofn 

(8) 

is simply the coefficient of sn in (6). 

Apart from the missing ( - 1) \ this coefficient was 
found by ter Haar.6 He observed that for d = 1, {}(n;m,l) 
= (::') while for d= 00, {}(n;m,oo) = (m+n-;;I) since 

d = 00 means that we must take only the k = 0 term in (7). 
ter Haar, like Wergeland4 and Schubert,S remarked that it 
did not make any difference whether one took d = n or 
d = 00 and went on to conclude that "any effects arising 
from intermediate statistics should be spurious." However, 
to set d = n has no meaning since n, the realization of a 
random variable representing the number of particles, can 
take on all values from 0 to dm. Rather, the occupancy num
ber d is fixed in advance so that the only way for the coeffi
cient {}(n;m,d) to reduce to the binomial coefficient and 

to coincide with the generating function is to set d = 00. In 
fact, it is apparent from the generating function (1) that any 
finite value of d will lead to a finite number of terms in the 
binomial series expansion and the resulting probability dis
tribution will be different from the negative binomial distri
bution. In other words, BE statistics arises only in the strict 
limit d = 00. It is important to emphasize that this conclu
sion could have only been reached by working with bonafide 
probability distributions, or generating functions, rather 
than with the usual binomial coefficients. 10 

In the case d = 1, application of the binomial theorem 
gives 

f (m)qn = (1 + q) m = p ~ m 

n=O n 
(9) 

or p = 11(1 + q). In the other extreme limit where d = 00, 

the binomial theorem gives 

f ( - m) ( _ q) n = (1 _ q) ~ m = p - m. ( 10) 
n=O n 
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In the limit where m ..... 00 and q ..... O such that qm ..... A. we have 

(11 ) 

The fact that the generating function (1) is the mth 
power of the ratio p[ 1 - (qs)O]!( 1 - qs) means that 
p(n;m,d) is the distribution of a sum Sm = XI + ... + Xm 
of m mutually independent variables with a common gener
ating function. In the case d = 1, each variable Xi assumes 
the value 0 with probability p and the value 1 with probabili
ty pq such that p(1 + q) = 1. For d = 00, the random vari
able Xi can be thought of as the number of failures following 
the (i - 1 )st and preceding the ith success. The sum Sm is 
then the total number of failures preceding the mth success. 
The probability that there are exactly n failures preceding 
the mth success is Pr{Sm = n} =p(n;m,oo), where 
Sm + m is the number of trials up to and including the mth 
success. 

For the historical record, we note that the derivation of 
the probability distribution (8) can be traced back to De 
Moivre for the probability of obtaining a score m + n in a 
throw of m dice. II Suppose that each of the random variables 
Xi can assume only a finite number of values, say 0, 1,2, ... , d 
and that each occurs with probability 11 a where a = d + 1. 
As far as intermediate statistics is concerned, Xi can be 
thought of as level i which can accommodate d particles. In 
the case d = 1, the probability of there being a particle is 
simply ~. The probability that Sm = n is 

Pr{Sm = n} = ~ [II( _ l)k(m)(m + n - ak - 1) 
a k=O k m - 1 

(12) 

and the probability that the levels will contain no more than 
n particles is 

Pr{Sm..;;n} =~ [II( _1)k(mk)(m + n -ak). (13) 
a k=O m 

In the limit as n ..... 00 and a ..... 00 such that their ratio n/ a ..... x, 

1 [xl (m) Pr{Sm..;;n} ..... -, L(-I)k (x-k)m, 
m. k=O k 

(14) 

where the sum is over all k for which O..;;k <x. This expres
sion was first derived by Lagrange I I and states that in the 
limit, the sum of m independent random variables is uni
formly distributed in the interval 0,1 with a constant density 
of oneY In the case d= 1, Pr{Sm..;;n} = (1/2m)(mn-l) 
while in the case d = 00 with n ..... 00 such that their ratio 
tends to a constant, x < 1, Pr{Sm";; oo} = (11m!) (n/a)m. 

We will now show that distributions of the form (12) 
are not compatible with the physical processes that generate 
the known forms of physical statistics. Said differently, there 
is no stationary probability distribution that can transform 
from one statistics to the other with the variation of a charac
teristic parameter. 

III. CRITERION FOR THE STATIONARY PROBABILITY 
DISTRIBUTION 

The stationary probability distribution~ can be derived 
from a dynamical equilibrium between the rates of adsorp
tion, P( m - 7]n), and desorption, an, on a lattice of m sites, 
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in the case 1] = lor, in the case 1] = - 1, the two rates can be 
thought of as those for absorption and emission (spontan
eous + stimulated) of radiation, as in the Einstein mecha
nism.13 In the intermediate case, 1]E[ - 1,1], where an inter
mediate form of statistics should result lying between FD 
and BE statistics. However, the intermediate statistics is it
self spurious insofar as the stationary probability distribu
tion (8) provides for only three constant values of 1]. All 
other values of 1] depend on the number of particles nand 
consequently do not correspond to the physical processes 
under consideration. Figuratively speaking, one may consid
er the values of 1] to be "quantized" which correspond to 
stationary probability distributions belonging to exponential 
families of distributions. 

The master equation governing the elementary transi
tions is 

i(n,t) = a(n + 1) I(n + l,t) 

+.B [m -1](n - 1) ]/(n - l,t) 

- [an + .B(m -1]n)] I(n,t). (15) 

If (8) is to be the stationary solution to this equation then 
q = .B / a and setting equal to zero the coefficients of the dif
ferent powers of.B / a give 

1] = m _ (n + 1) {f(n + l;m,d) (16) 
n n {f(n;m,d) 

and 

m n tJ(n;m,d) 
1]=----- . 

n - 1 n - 1 {f(n - l;m,d) 
(17) 

Together, (16) and (17) imply that {f satisfies the recursion 
relation 

+ ( 2 l)tJ(n + l;m,d) _ 2 tJ(n;m,d) m n - -n , 
tJ(n;m,d) {f(n - l;m,d) 

(18) 

which has been obtained by eliminating 1] between the two 
equations. 

Not any coefficient {f(n;m,d) will do, for it was sup
posed that 1] is a parameter and independent of n. This means 
that any acceptable value ofthe ratio ofthe tJ 's must produce 
a fixed value of 1]. There are only two cases, plus one limiting 
form, for which this will be true. Hence there is no stationary 
probability distribution, describing an intermediate form of 
statistics, which can be derived from the stationary condi
tion of the master equation (15). The following three forms 
of statistics exhaust the possibilities and there is no addi
tional form that could describe another kind of particle. 

For 1] = 1, expression (16) reduces to 

m-n tp(n+l;m,l) (".';d 
---= =---
n + 1 {f(n;m,l) (;) 

(19) 

corresponding to FD statistics, while for 1] = - 1 there re
sults 

m+n 

n+l 
(20) 

corresponding to BE statistics. In addition, there is a third 
case, 1] = 0, which has gone unnoticed by all the authors 
cited above. For 1] = 0 (16) reduces to 
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{f(n + l;m,d) mH I/(n + 1 )! 
--= = 

m 
(21) 

n + 1 tJ(n;m,d) m"ln! 

for which the stationary probability distribution (8) trans
forms into the Poisson distribution 

!'(n) = (qm)" e- qm• (22) 
n! 

It will now be appreciated that the Poisson distribution (22) 
is a limiting probability distribution and yet, remarkably 
enough, it satisfies the recursion formula ( 16) exactly. 

Unlike the binomial and negative binomial distribu
tions, corresponding to d = 1 and d = 00, respectively, the 
Poisson distribution depends only on the fact that m is suffi
ciently large or, more precisely, as m - 00 andq-Osuch that 
qm = A. The generating function ( 1) can then be written as 

=(s) =((1-A/m)[l- (Aslm)O])m. (23) 
1 -Aslm 

Passing to logarithms it can easily be seen that the right
hand side of (23) tends to e - A + As, independently of the 
magnitude of the occupation number. We also emphasize 
that there can never be a condition on the number of parti
cles which appears only as an index in the convolution (6) of 
binomial series expansions (4) and (5) and not in the 
expression for the generating function ( 1) itself. In the limit 
as m- 00, we have 

[,,/o[ k(m)(m + n - ak - 1) m" I (-1) --, 
k=O k m - 1 n! 

(24) 

where terms of the order m - d have been neglected. This 
shows that BE statistics transforms into classical statistics at 
a much earlier stage than FD statistics with the increase of 
m. It also shows that the distinguishability or lack of distin
guishability of the particles depends on the fact that the 
number of energy cells increases without limit independent
ly of d. 

The average value 'iiS can be calculated by differentiating 
the logarithm of the generating function (1) 

In =(s) = m lnp + m In[ 1 - (qs)O] - m In(1 - qs) 
(25) 

with respect to s and evaluating the expression at s = 1. We 
then obtain 

'ii' q qO -=---a--, (26) 
m l-q l_ qo 

which was first derived by Gentile. I For a = 2 (d = 1), 
expression (26) reduces to 

'iiS = mq/( 1 + q), 

while for a = 00 it becomes 

'ii' = mq/(l - q). 

(27) 

(28) 

A general expression for 'iiS can be found with the aid of 
expression (16). Multiplying (16) by q" and summing over 
n gives q = 'ii'/(m - 1]'ii') or 

'ii s =m/(1]+q-I). (29) 

We now turn to a thermodynamic analysis that will al
low us to derive an expression for q. This will enable us to 
identify (27) and (28) with FD and BE statistics, respec-
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tively, while (29) will be identified with intermediate statis
tics for 17E( - 1,1). 

IV. GAUSS'S PRINCIPLE AND THE SECOND LAW 

There is nothing thermodynamically prohibitive to re
stricting the occupancy ofthe energy levels. Yet while ther
modynamics makes no pronouncement on the existence or 
nonexistence of intermediate statistics, it can clarify some of 
the results obtained above. Furthermore, we will show that 
the average number of particles coincides with the most 
probable value only for the three known statistics. 

With the aid of Gauss's principle, the stationary proba
bility distribution (8) can be cast as a law of error for which 
the average number of particles is the most probable value. 
The law of error has the form 10 

InfS(n) = - (n - liS) dY - Y(liS) + ~(n), (30) 
dliS 

where Y(W) is the entropy and ~(n) is the stochastic en
tropy. According to the second law, 

dY aY aY d'C - J-l + E --=--+----= , 
dlis aw a'C dW T 

(31) 

where the average energy 'C = WE, J-l is the chemical poten
tial, and T is the absolute temperature measured in energy 
units. Introducing the probability distribution (8) into the 
left-hand side of (30) and comparing terms that are indepen
dent and dependent on n give 

-- = In = - In q, dY (m -17liS) 
dW W 

-S dY (£J m l (m - 17liS ) 1 n ---J =-n =m np, 
dns 17 m 

and 

~(n) = In tJ(n;m,d). 

Equating (31) and (32) results in 

In q = (J-l- E)/T. 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

For 17 = - 1, we have q = lis/em + W) and 
p = m/(m + W) while for 17 = 1, q = lis/em - W) and 
p = (m - liS)/m with q = 1/p - 1. In terms of the probabil
ities of "success" and "failure," with p + q = 1, we get 
p = q/( 1 + q) and q = 1/( 1 + q). Finally, in the case 
17 = 0, we have p = e - q where q = lis/m or, in terms of the 
normalized probabilities, p = p and q = 1 - e - q. 

For values of17#O, Eq. (32) can be integrated to obtain 

Y(liS) = _ liS In liS 

- (1/17) (m -17liS)ln(m -17liS) + const. (36) 

Equating the derivative of (36) with (31) yields 

W = m/(e«-/-tlIT + 17). (37) 

Introducing (37) into (36) results in 

Y(liS) = ('C - J-lliS)/T + (m/17)ln( 1 + 17e - «-I")IT), 

(38) 

where we have set the constant in expression (36) equal to 
(m/17)ln m. Furthermore, from thermodynamics, we have 
T Y - 'C + J-llis = PV so that the last term in (38) is the 
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product of the logarithm of grand partition function, 0.'1 and 
the absolute temperature, 

PV = TIn 0.'1 = T(m/17)ln(1 + 17e- «-I")IT). (39) 

For 17 = 1 and 17 = - 1,0.'1 is the grand partition function 
for FD and BE statistics, respectively. Expression (33) can 
now be written as 

mlnp= -PV/T. (40) 

To derive an expression for the stochastic entropy (34), 
we take the logarithm of ( 16) written as 

( + 1) 
tJ(n + l;m,d) 

m -17n = n . 
tJ(n;m,d) 

Then approximating the finite difference by the differential 

dIn tJ = In(m -17n ) (41) 
dn n 

for n~ 1, we get 

In tJ(n;m,d) = - n Inn - (1/17) (m -17n )ln(m -17n) 

+ const = ~(n), (42) 

provided 17#0, upon integration. For n = liS, the stochastic 
entropy (42) coincides with the entropy (36). But since the 
recursion relation (16) is valid for 17 = ± 1, in addition to 
17 = 0, the stochastic entropy will coincide with the entropy 
at n = liS for the negative binomial and binomial distribu
tions, corresponding to BE and FD statistics. Only for these 
distributions, and the limiting Poisson distribution, will the 
stationary distribution F(n) be a maximum at n = liS. In 
other words, these distributions are the laws of error leading 
to the average value as the most probable value. Let us now 
consider the limiting form in greater detail. 

The classical limit is achieved by examining the entropy 
expression (36), or equivalently, 

Y(liS) = (m/17)ln(l +q17) - [mq/(l +q17)]lnq (43) 

in the limit as q ..... 0 and m ..... 00 such that qm ..... liS. The en
tropy expression then reduces to 

Y (liS) ..... lis - liS In(W/m), (44) 

which is seen to be independent of the parameter 17. In the 
same limit, the stochastic entropy (42) tends to 

~(n) ..... n - n In(n/m). (45) 

Comparing expressions (44) and (45), in conjunction with 
the form of the probability distribution (30), shows that the 
average value liS coincides with the most probable value of n. 
The stochastic entropy (45) contains the logarithm of the 
term mn which it would correspond to in classical statistics 
as the number of ways one can distribute n particles over m 
cells. The term n In n - n::::: In nt, according to Stirling's ap
proximation for sufficiently large n, takes into account the 
fact that the number of arrangements has been over counted 
exactly n! times. 
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The singular Lagrangian system with higher derivatives is analyzed with the aid of the 
Ostrogradski transformation and the Dirac formalism. The formulation of canonical theory is 
developed so that the equivalence between the Lagrange formalism and the Hamilton one is 
maintained. As a practical example, the acceleration-dependent potentials appearing in the 
Lagrangian of two-point particles interacting gravitationally are dealt with and the equivalence 
between the two Hamiltonians that follow from the two Lagrangians which are related by the 
coordinate transformations is shown. It is also shown, when the constraints are all first class, 
that a consistent generator of gauge transformation is constructed. Typical examples are given. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Dynamical systems described in terms of higher deriva
tive variables have been investigated for a long time in con
nection with nonlocal field theoryl and relativistic dynamics 
of particles moving in a field, and so on. 2 Recently, dynami
cal models of a Lagrangian with the higher derivatives have 
been acquiring importances motivated by gravity theory 
with a Lagrangian containing the quadratic term in the cur
vature tensor3 and supersymmetry theory in higher dimen
sions, in spite of the possibility ofunitarity violation associat
ed with ghost states. 

The canonical formalism for the system with higher de
rivatives was presented by Ostrogradski.4 Analysis of a sin
gular Lagrangian with higher derivatives involves more than 
that of an ordinary singular Lagrangian, that is, it is not a 
trivial extension of the ordinary theory. 

In this paper, we shall develop the canonical formalism 
of the singular Lagrangian with the aid of the Ostrogradski 
transformation and the Dirac formalism5 for singular La
grangians. Our considerations are mainly concerned with 
the relation between constraints and gauge transformations 
of the system and the equivalence of the Lagrange formalism 
to the Hamilton one. In Sec. II it is shown that all secondary 
constraints derived from the conditions of primary con
straints, being stationary, are classified into two groups; one 
group being contained in equations defining momenta in the 
Ostrogradski transformations and other group being on the 
outside of them. The latter constraints correspond to the 
constraints in the ordinary singular system. If the order of 
the highest derivative in L is reduced by adding a total time 
derivative term, the number of constraints are also reduced. 
The relation between the number of the constraints and the 
order of the highest derivative of the additive term is given. 
The addition of the total derivative term to the Lagrangian is 
confirmed to have no physical effect, even in the theory with 
higher derivatives. 

In the case of the particle systems interacting with the 
gravitational field, acceleration terms appear, in general, in 
the interaction Lagrangian when calculated by means of the 
perturbation with respect to 1/ e, e being the velocity oflight. 
If we eliminate the acceleration a in the Lagrangian by the 
use of equations of motion of the lower-order Langrangian, 
correct equations of motion cannot be obtained.6 In Sec. III, 
we treat gravitational interaction. In the post Newtonian 
approximation (1/e2 order), there occurs a gauge-depen
dent interaction potential of the form 7 

wherey is a gauge parameter and G is Newton's gravitational 
constant (detailed definition of notations are given in Sec. 
III). The acceleration terms in this potential can be dropped 
by adding a total time derivative term, 

!!..-{y~I Imamb(nab·Va)}. 
dt 2e a b #a 

However, even when y = 0, a post-post-Newtonian in
teraction potential contains acceleration terms8 

which occurs in a physically acceptable coordinate sys
tem. 7

•
9 This potential cannot be transformed to an accelera

tion-independent one by adding total time derivative terms. 
So we shall investigate the problem of the acceleration-de
pendent gravitational potential from the standpoint of Ham
iltonian dynamics based on the canonical formalism. We 
show that the canonical equations of motion in terms of 
Dirac brackets coincides with the Euler-Lagrange equations 
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derived from the Lagrangian with the acceleration terms. A 
relation between Lagrangian systems with acceleration 
terms and without them is obtained. Two Hamiltonians de
rived from the Lagrangians with and without acceleration 
terms are related to each other by a canonical transforma
tion and they are physically equivalent. 

On the other hand, as shown by Schafer, 10 the elimina
tion of the acceleration in the Lagrangian by the use of the 
equations of motion is permitted in the gravitational case, 
because it is equivalent to a coordinate transformation. Then 
the Dirac bracket formalism allows one to exhibit the equiv
alence between the two Hamiltonians that follow from the 
two Lagrangians that are related by the coordinate transfor
mation. 

In Sec. IV, for a gauge invariant system having only 
first-class constraints, we shall give the procedure to con
struct the generator of a gauge transformation. Though the 
procedure is almost the same as that in the ordinary case, II 
we must show the mutual consistency of the transformations 
among variables with different orders of derivatives. The 
consistency condition will be examined. In Sec. V, typical 
examples will be presented for illustration of Sec. IV. 

II. CANONICAL FORMALISM FOR SINGULAR 
LAGRANGIAN WITH HIGHER DERIVATIVES 

We consider a system with n degrees offreedom. Let us 
assume a Lagrangian of the system with higher derivatives to 
be given by 

( 
(N),) 

L qi,i/, ... , q , 

where i = l-n and 

(S), dS . 
q =.~' (s= l-N). 

dtS 

We suppose the extended Hessian matrix 

a2L 
Aij-----

(N), (N), 

a q a q 

to be singular and its rank to be n - r. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

Now, we apply the Ostrogradski transformation and the 
Dirac formalism5 for constrained systems to this singular L. 
Then, it is shown that the Lagrangian formalism is trans
formed to the Hamiltonian one by using a total Hamiltonian 
given by Dirac. 

If the order of the highest derivatives in L is changed by 
adding a total time derivative term, the number of con
straints is also changed. It, therefore, will be worthwhile to 
reveal the relation of the number of constraints to the order 
of derivative of the total time derivative term. 

The Ostrogradski transformation introduces canonical 
(.n, 

momenta piS) conjugate to q~n =. q 

(N~I)_aL 
Pi =-- (2.3 ) 

(N), 

aq 
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JL • 
p:,~I)=.---K') (s= l-N-l), (2.4 ) 

(S)j 

Jq 

and gives the transformation from the "velocity" phase 
space (VPS) to the phase space (PS); 

( 

(2N~ I),) 
qi,i/,(/, ... , q 

(S)j 

where q~O) =.qi, q~S) =. q ,(s = l-N). The Hamiltonian is 

defined by 

N~ 1 (N») _ (s) i H= LPi q('H I) -L q, ... , q . 
s=o 

(2.5 ) 

The summation convention is assumed for dummy upper 
and lower indices. Since A ij is singular, (2.3) is not solvable 

(N), 

for all q . But, we have r constraints 

¢J~(q(O»q(I» ... ,q(N~I),p(N~I) =0 (a= l-r), (2.6) 

which are derived from (2.3) and called the primary con
straints. Using these constraints we obtain a canonical Ham
iltonian Ho and a total Hamiltonian 

HT = Ho + va¢J~ , (2.7) 

where va are undetermined multipliers. It is noticed that the 
primary constraints ¢J~ = 0 depend only on pi N ~ I), not on 
pin (s < N - 1), as shown later. 

With the aid of H T, we can formulate in PS the Hamilto
nian formalism equivalent to the Lagrangian formalism. In 
order to show it, let us find the explicit form of Ho. Since the 
rankofmatrixAij isn - r, without loss of generality, we can 
assume 

(2.8 ) 

(N)" 

in (2.3), to be solvable with respect to q = q~N~ I) and 

obtain 

(N)" 

q~N ~ I) = q = r(q~o»q~ I) ,· .. ,q~N ~ I) ,piN ~ I) ,q'(N ~ I) ) , 

(2.9) 

where b = l-n - r and a = n - r + l, ... ,n. The substitu
tion of (2.9) into (2.5) yields 

N~2 

+ L (s) i LI Pi q(s+ 1) - q.a ~fa • 
O 

(N-I)-
s= 

(2.10) 

This H is linearly dependent on q'( N ~ I) , since 

is independent of i;(N~ 1) (see Appendix). Then H can be 
expressed as 
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H = Ho(q~o) , ... ,q~N- I) ,p;O), ... ,p;N- 2>,p~N-I» 

+ il(N-I)ifJ~ (q(o»·.·,q(N_I»P(N-I» , (2.11) 

with 

Ho=Hla -0' 
qCN-1) -

(2.12) 

",0 = (N-I) _ aL I (2.13) 
'f'a -Pa a'a 

q(N-I) iliN_I)~f" 

As proved in the Appendix, (aL laiJ.fN_ I» IqeN_1) ~fa and 

also ifJ~ are independent of iJ.fN _ I)' The constraints 

ifJ~ = 0 (2.14) 

are the primary constraints (2.6). Thus H can be expressed 
in terms of variables q~O) , ... ,q~N _ I) ,p;O), ... ,p;N - I), if the pri
mary constraints are used. The total Hamiltonian H T is giv
en by 

HT=Hla a' (2.15) 
q(N_l)=V 

By resorting to the Dirac formalism5 on the constraints, the 
Hamilton equations of motion are represented as 

'i aHT i 
q(s) =a (S)=q(s+l) 

'Pi 
(s = O-N - 2), (2.16a) 

'a aHT N 
q - r(q(O), ... ,q(N-I),Pb -I),V), (N-I) - a (N- I) 

'Pa 

'a aHT 
q(N- I) = a (N-I) 

'Pa 

. (0) 
Pi = 

aHT aL 

aq~O) aq;O) 

aHT (s- I) aL 
---=-P +--

aq;n I aq;S) 

(s = 1-N - 1) , 

(2.16b) 

(2.16c) 

(2.16d) 

(2.16e) 

where the weak equality = means to impose ifJ~ = O. On the 
right-hand sides of these equations and in the following 
equations up to Eq. (2.22), the derivative of L with respect 

to q~S) means 

(s=O-N) . 

In these equations, only (2.16d) is a dynamical equation, but 
all other equations together with ifJ~ = 0 are equivalent to 

. the Ostrogradski transformation (2.4). Equation (2.16c) 
indicates for H T to be equivalent to H of (2.10) or (2.11 ). 

In the Ostrogradski transformation, if some equations 
(N+k) 

of (2.4) are independent of q (k>O), they are regarded 

as constraints. When the Ostrogradski transformation (2.4) 
gives such constraints other than the primary ones, all these 
constraints can be derived from the condition of the primary 
ones, ¢>~ = 0 being stationary, as shown below. In (2.4), the 
relation for s = N - 2, 
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(N-2) _ aL 
Pa - a a 

q(N-I) 

d aL 

dt aiJ.'(N_I) 

. I (N+ I)" dh d . ld . contaInS at east q an ence oes not yle constraInts, 

since det(A ab ) #0 by assumption. For a particular a, sup
pose 

aL d ----p;N-2) = __ a_L __ 

aqfN- I) dt aiJ.fN-I) 
(2.17) 

to be the constraint. Then, from (2.10), (2.13), (2.16a)
(2.16e) it follows that the condition of ifJ~ being stationary 
turns out to be 

{ifJ~ ,H} = _ p~N - 2) + __ aL __ 
aqfN-I) 

d aL 
----=0. 

dt aiJ.fN-1) 
(2.18 ) 

The Poission bracket { , } is defined by 

and the fundamental Poisson brackets are 

{ i (S')} £i £S' 
q(s) 'Pj = UjUs ' { i j} _ {pes) (s')} 0 q(s) ,q(s') - i 'Pj = 

(i,j = 1-n,s,s' = O-N - 1) . 

On the other hand, we have 

(2.19) 

Since ifJ~ and H o are independent of iJ.fN-I) and (2.17) is 
also assumed to be so, we obtain from (2.17), (2.18), (2.19), 
and the form of ifJ~ of (2.13) 

{ifJ~,ifJ~}=O. (2.20) 

Hence, the condition of ifJ~ =0 being stationary, 

ifJ~ ={ifJ~,Ho}=O (2.21 ) 

is equivalent to (2.17) which is a "secondary" constraint. 
Furthermore, if 

(N-3) _ aL _p'a(N-2) 
Pa - a a 

q(N-2) 
(2.22) 

(N+ k) 
does not contain any q (k>O), we can prove that (2.22) 

also is equivalent to 

ifJ~ ={ifJ~,Ho}=O, with {ifJ~,ifJ~}=O. (2.23 ) 

It should be noticed that if (2.17) is not a constraint, (2.22) 
. . (N+k) . 

necessanly contaInS q (k > 0) and then IS not the con-

straint. Thus it has been seen that all constraints contained in 
the Ostrogradski transformations are successively derived 
from the conditions of the primary constraints being station
ary. If the relations for s>M in (2.4) are constraints 
ifJ~ - s = 0 but the ones for s < M are not, there exists ifJ~ such 
as {ifJ~,ifJ~ - M} #0. In this case the condition of ifJ~ - Mbeing 
stationary no longer yields new constraints, as is well known 
in the Dirac algorithm using H T, and all the constraints ¢>~ 
following ifJ~ are exhausted with the constraints contained in 
the Ostrogradski transformations. 
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From the Hamilton equations (2.16) and (2.13) we can 
reproduce the Euler-Lagrange equations derived from L of 
(2.1 ) 

i (_1)S~(aL)=o. 
S~O dtS (5), 

aq 

(2.24) 

Thus it has been verified that even for the singular Lagran
gian with higher derivatives, the Hamiltonian formalism 
based on the Ostrogradski transformation is equivalent to 
the Lagrangian one. 

Next we investigate the relation between the number of 
the constraints and the number of the canonical variables for 
a singular Lagrangian obtained by adding a total time deriv
ative term dF / dt. By adding F to L, the forms of p~5) and H 
change. The Euler-Lagrange equations (2.24), however, 
are not affected by it, provided that the boundary conditions 

(.'I) i (s) i 

8 q (tl) = 8 q (t2) = 0 for all s are imposed in the variation 

principle. Further, it is shown that the addition of F gives no 
effect to H, in spite of the change of its functional form. The 
changes of momenta !!.p~S) due to the F term are given by 

!!.p~S) = aF , 
(.'I), 

aq 

and the change of Hamiltonian !!.H vanishes; 

So, we may conclude that the addition of Fbrings no phys
ical effect. 

N ow let the Lagrangian be 

L = Lo(q,q, ... ,(~») + :t F( q,q, ... , (Nq I») (M<,N - 1). 

(2.25) 

Here we assume, for simplicity, that the Hessian matrix for 

L o' 

A~ (2.26) 
(M); (M)j 

a q a q 

is regular. By applying (2.3) and (2.4) to this L. the mo
I 

o 

menta conjugate to q;S) turn out to be 

(5) aF Pi = -- (M<,s<,N - 1), 
(5) , 

(2.27a) 

aq 

p~M-r) = __ a_F_ 
(M- r)1 

a q 

+ ± (_1)a-l~ aLo 
a~ 1 dt a - I (M-r+a), a q 

(l<,r<,M) . (2.27b) 

Depending on N> 2M or N<,2M, there are two cases con
cerning features of the constraints. 

(i) The case of N<,2M. The relations (2.27) give the 
2n(N - M) constraints 

rp~=.p~N-U-I)_ . aF 
aq;N_u_l) 

M-N+u+1 d a
-

I 
( a'L ) - I ( - 1)a - 1__ 0 

a~1 dt a - I (N-u+a-I), 

a q 

= 0 (O<,u<,2N - 2M - 1) . (2.28) 

As mentioned before, these constraints rp~ (u;;.1 ) are also de
rived from the stationarity conditions of the primary ones rp? 

In general, the constraints rp's are classified into two 
classes. A rpa is defined to be first class if {rpa,rpb}='O 
mod(rpc) for all rp's and {rpa,H} =.0 mod(rpb)' and the other 
is second class. In order to treat the second-class constraints 
Os = 0 consistently, we should use the following Dirac 
bracket in place of the Poisson bracket: 

{f,g}* = {f,g} - {f,O.,}(C-1)S'{O"g} , 

where (C - I) s, satisfy the relationship 
{OS,O,}( C -I )'U = 8~. Ifwework with Dirac bracket, we can 
put Os = 0 strongly, since {Os,j}* = 0 for any dynamical 
variable! 

In the present case, all rp~ of (2.28) are second class. 
Indeed, owing to (2.26), we find 

* 

o 

--------------------------r-----------------------

1125 
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I 
I 

o 

* 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

_Ao I 
* 

(2.29) 
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Hence, due to the 2n(N - M) second-class constraints, the 
number of independent variables reduces to 2nM, which is 
equal to the number of the canonical variables of L o. 

A simple example of this case is 

N . (2s), N (s)/ (s), • 

L = I gijq' q = I (- 1 )Sgij q q + F, (2.30) 
s=o s=o 

with 

N . (2s- I)j 

F= I gij(q' q 
s=l 

.(2s-2), (s-I)j(s)j 

- il q + ... + ( - 1)S- I q q), 

where gij are constants. There appear 2nN constraints and L 
is equivalent to 

N (s), (S)j 

Lo== I (- 1 )sg;j qq. (2.31 ) 
s=o 

(ii) The case of N> 2M. Though the constraints are 
presented by (2.28), the series of the constraints are ex
tended to u = N - 1, due to N> 2M. Among them, 
{¢;O,¢;I, ... ,¢;N-2M-I} are first class and 
{¢;N - 2M,¢;N - 2M + I , ••• ,¢;N - I} are second class. There exist 
n(N - 2M) trivial degrees of freedom that are associated 
with the n(N - 2M) first-class constraints. Combining the 
2nM second-class constraints with them, we have 2nM inde
pendent physical variables in this system, which again coin
cide with the number of canonical variables of L o. 

In both cases, since the Hamilton equations of motion 
with the primary constraints reduce to the Euler-Lagrange 
equations (2.24), we obtain the Hamiltonian formalism 
equivalent to the Lagrangian one, by resorting to the Dirac 
bracket. Consequently, if we employ a Lagrangian whose 
order of time derivative is reduced by adding a total time 
derivative term to L, redundant constraints can be removed 
from the system. 

If A ~ of (2.26) is singular, the stationarity conditions of 
¢;u yield more constraints that are out of the Ostrogradski 
transformation. So, a further investigation is needed for such 
a system. 

III. EXAMPLES IN GRAVITATIONAL INTERACTIONS 

In the approximation of second order of 1/e, the La
grangian of two-point particles interacting gravitationally is 
given by7 

- [ G mamb 
L ~N = LPN + Y -4 2 I I --

e a b 7'a rab 

(3.1 ) 

with 
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(3.2) 

where ma and Va are the rest mass and the velocity of ath 
particle (a = 1,2), respectively, rab = IZa - zbl (za being 
the coordinate of ath particle), Dab = (za - Zb ) I r ab' and y is 
a gauge parameter. 

In order to illustrate the essence of our procedure, we 
use here a system of center of inertia for simplicity's sake. 
The I ~N is rewritten as 

where M = m l + m2, f-l = m l m2/(m l + m2 ), r = ZI - Z2' 
and r = (r2) 1/2. 

If we add a total time derivative term 

y d 2 

Ladd = - -Gf-lM- r (3.4) 
2e2 dt 2 

to (3.3), we have the acceleration-dependent Lagrangian 

The y-dependent term in (3.5) would reduce to the order of 
1/ e4

, if we use the equation of motion that is derived from 
LPN' However, it is evident that one cannot adopt the equa
tions of motion in the Lagrangian. We shall show that the 
Lagrangian L ~N is physically equivalent to the LPN irre
spective of the value of y. 

The canonical momenta conjugate to r ( I) == rand rare, 
respectively (r(O) = r, p(O) = p), 

p(l) = _ y( Gf-lM 12e2r)r , ( 3.6) 

. f-l(M - 3f-l) ("2)" 
P = f-lr + 2e2 M r r 

+ ~~ {(3M + f-l}r + ~ (ror)r} 

Gf-lM {. (ror)r} +y-- r--- . 
2e2r r (3.7) 

The Hamiltonian is 

H~N = (p(l)'r) + (por) - L ~N • (3.8) 

When r is replaced by r( I) in (3.7), Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) 
become the second-class constraints: 

(3.9) 
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... 1_ J-L(M-3J-L) 2 
't' =p - J-Lr (I) - 2e2M (r (I) )r (1) 

- ~~ {(3M + J-L)r(l) + ~ (N(I) )r} 

GJ-LM { (r·r (I) )r } 
- y 2e2r r(l) - r = O. (3.10) 

The Poisson brackets 

(3.11 ) 
{ I. (I)} - £i {..i j} {(I) (I)} 0 (I>,Pj - Uj' r(lpr(l) = Pi ,Pi = , 

should be replaced with the Dirac bracket defined by, up to 
1/e2

, 

{J,g}* = {J,g} - {J,¢?}(C-1)ij{¢),g} 

+ {J,¢J}(C-1)i){¢J,g} , 

in which {¢?,¢]}( C -I »)k = 07. Hence, we have (up to 1/e2
) 

{I,p)}* = oj - y(GM 12e2r)(oJ - fr)lr) , 

{I,r l}* = {Pi'P)* = O. (3.12) 

If we introduce.r.and ~ through 

.r.= r + y(GM 12e2
) (r/r), ~ = p, 

they satisfy the ordinary canonical form 

{.t,£;}* = oj, {.t.z:!}* = {Eo£;}* = o. 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

Since we work with the Dirac brackets, the constraints 
4>0 = 0 and 4>1 = 0 hold strongly. The Hamiltonian is, up to 
the order of 1/e2

, reduced to 

H * __ 1_ 2 _ M - 3J-L ( 2) 2 _ GJ-LM 
PN - 2 ~ 8 23M ~ J-L e J-L L 

(3.15 ) 

which has the same form as the one obtained from the La
grangian (3.5) withy = O. 

As mentioned in Sec. II, the total time derivative term 
does not affect the physical effect. We shall investigate, in the 
Hamilton formalism, the relation between the two systems 
described by the Lagrangian L ~N (3.5) and the l ~N (3.3), 
respectively [cf. case (i) in Sec. II]. 

The Lagrangian l ~N does not contain acceleration 
terms. The canonical momenta and the Hamiltonian are giv
en by 

(3.16 ) 
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We apply a canonical transformation defined by 

a a a q = -a S(q,p,t), P = -a S(q,p,t) , H = H - -S(q,n,t) 
'I!. - q - - at £ 

to (3.17), where S(z,p,t) is its generating function. If we 
take -

(3.18 ) 

we get 

GM 
r=r+y--r 
- 2e2r ' 

p=p+y- p--~ ,(3.19) GM{ (r.p)r} 
- 2e2r - r 

and 

G { (r·p)2 } 
- -2 - (3M + J-L)p2 + J-L~ 

2e J-LL - r 
(3.20) 

which has the same form as H ~N of (3.15). 
Thus it has been shown that the Hamiltonian withy#O 

is obtained from the Hamiltonian with y = 0 by a canonical 
transformation and then both Hamiltonians are physically 
equivalent to each other up to order 1/ e2

• Furthermore, Ladd 

given by (3.4) has no physical effect as mentioned in Sec. II. 
Consequently, L ~N given by (3.5) is physically equivalent 
with LpN given by (3.2). It should be stressed that the Dirac 
bracket plays a vital role in proving the equivalence. There 
exist the relations !.= r, P = P that are seen from (3.6), 
(3.7), (3.13), (3.16), a"lld-(3.19) by expressing p and p in 
terms of rand r. This guarantees that the Hamilton equa
tions described by (3.15) and (3.20) give rise to the same 
Euler-Lagrange equations up to the order 1/e2

• 

Next, we consider the post-post-Newtonian approxi
mated Lagrangian in a physically acceptable coordinate sys-

tem [in which (gp.v - 'TJp.v) -+ O( 1/r) under approxima-
r_ + 00 

tion processes] .7 ,9 As mentioned in the Introduction, there 
exists an acceleration-dependent Lagrangian that cannot be 
transformed to an acceleration-independent one by adding 
total time derivative terms. In the case of the two-body sys
tem, the Lagrangian is given by8 

L pPN =LO+La, 

with 

Saito etal. 
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1 2 2 1 { 2 2 2 2} 1 { 2 3 2 3} GmlmZ 
LO=-(mIVI+mZV2)+-Z ml(V I ) +mZ(v2 ) +--4 ml(v l ) +mZ(v2 ) +_--!..--=... 

2 & 1& r 

GZmlmz(m l + m z) + G
3
m lm2 (m2 + m 2 + Sm m ) + Gmlzmz {3(v21 + V22) -7(vl"vz) - (n"vl)(n"vz)} 

2cZ? 4c4? I 2 I 2 2c r 

GZm m 2 GZmZm 
+ I Z {I8vi + 13v~ _ 34(VI"V2) + IS(n"vz)2} + 412 Z{13vi + 18v~ - 34(VI"V2) + IS(n"vl)Z} 

8c4? 8c r 

_ G
Z
m lm 2(m l + m Z) {V2 + V2 _ 2(v "V)} + Gm1mZ {7[ (VZ)Z + (V2 )2] 

4c4? I 2 I 2 8c4r I 2 

- 14(vl"v2) (vi + v~) - 2(n"v l) (n"v2) (vi + v~) + IIviv~ + 2(vI"vZ)2 - S [(vi (n"vz)z + v~ (n"vl)Z] 

+ 12(v I"vZ)(n"V I )(n"V2) + 3(n"v l)z(n"vz)Z}, (3.22) 

(3.23 ) 

where 

(3.24) 

In which Va = Za' na = Za (a = 1,2), n = nlZ' 
tl = - tz = 1, and a' means "not a." 

The canonical momenta conjugate to Z( I)a = Va and Za 

are 

(3.2Sa) 

(3.2Sb) 

with 

whose inverse is 

Using (3.28), we get 
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(3.2Sc) 

In deriving (3.2Sb) with (3.2Sc), use has been made of the 
equation of motion. According to the procedure given in Sec. 
n, we have the following second-class constraints with 12 
components, 

~~ =p~l) _ (G /4c4)mafa = 0, (3.26a) 

~! =Pa - maz(l)a - (l/cz)Wa (Zb,Z(l)b) = 0. (3.26b) 

The i, j indices labeling the degrees of freedom in Sec. n are 
here written (ai), (bj), a,b = 1,2 (particle's number), 
i,j = 1,2,3 (spatial indices). To obtain the Dirac brackets, 
let us take the 12X 12 matrix that is relevant to our post
post-Newtonian approximation 

(3.27) 

(3.28 ) 

(3.29) 

(3.29') 
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= ° b O + £ ~ r + 0 (J.-) o IJ 4 4 a j JOI 6 
C Zb C 

(3.30) 

(3.30') 

(3.31) 

Under the framework of Dirac brackets, we have the Hamiltonian 

G 2 { 2Gm~ m~ 1 2 2 } 
H = Ho(Pa,za) + 4c4 - r +;Z (m 1P2 + mzPI) , (3.32) 

in which l2 

_ 12 (Plopz)(noPI)(nopz) _ 3 (noPI)Z(nopz)Z} . 

m~m~ mim~ 
(3.33 ) 

We can directly confirm that the canonical equation of mo
tion in terms of Dirac brackets coincides with the reduced 
equation of motion, which is obtained from the Euler-La
grange equation derived from (3.22) with (3.23) by the iter
ation method using the equations of motion in the lowest 
order. A relation between the Lagrangian system with accel
eration terms and the Lagrangian system without accelera
tion terms is obtained by introducing new coordinate vari
ables as done in (3.13). 

Instead of (3.29), (3.30), and (3.31), we can get the 
ordinary canonical forms 

{i,d}* = ~alb)* = 0, 
(3.34) 

{i.Eb)* = 0obOlj' 

up to the approximation of order 1/c4
• in which 

k = Za - (G /4c4
)fo. ~a = Po' (3.35) 

If we take account of the relationship between 
L= {~ - Z2)Z}I/2 and r = {(ZI - ZZ)Z}1/2, 

L= r{ 1 - ~r(2G m 1rm
2 

- m1vi - m2v~)} + 0(:6). 

(3.36) 
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'we get 

(3.37) 

where the second term on the right-hand side of (3.32) is 
absorbed in - Gm l m 2/Lof HO(~aoZa). 

A similar procedure has been applied by Jaen et al. 2 to 
Wheeler-Feynman electrodynamics for two charged point 
particles up to order 1/ c4

• Jaen et al. stand on the assumption 
(N) (N) 

that the Hessian matrix a 2 L / a q I a q j is regular, while we 

start with the singular Hessian matrix. 

IV. GAUGE SYMMETRY AND ITS GENERATOR 

For the Lagrangian with higher derivatives. if all the 
constraints are first class, the system is gauge invariant. In 
this case we can construct the generator of the gauge trans
formation by following the procedure similar to that of the 
ordinary Lagrangian II and prove the consistency between 
the gauge transformations in VPS and in PSt by using the 
equations of motion. In this section we will show them. 
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A. The construction of the gauge generator 

Here all constraints are assumed to be first class. Using a 
Dirac algorithm, we define successively the secondary con
straints from the primary ones </J~; 

</J~ ={</J~-',Ho}. (4.1) 

Though H T should be used in this algorithm, H o can be 
substituted instead of H T' owing to the assumption that all 
constraints are first class. 13 This algorithm is continued until 
</J': satisfies 14 

</J': + I = {</J':,Ho} = ~k </J~ (k<.m). (4.2) 

The generator G of the gauge transformation is ex
pressed as 

G=e~(t)</J~ (k = O-m), (4.3) 

where e~ are determined by the condition 

(4.4) 

which is nothing but the conservation law of G. From (4.3) 
and (4.4) it follows that 

aea 

_k + {e~,HO} + eL I + ~ cPk = O. (4.5) 
at 

By using (4.5), e~(k<m) is successively determined and 
expressed in terms of e::, (t) which is an arbitrary function of 
t. 

If G satisfies the following conditions for all a; 

{G,</J~}=Omod (</J0), (4.6) 

G is the generator of the gauge transformation leaving the 
action invariant 

. {' } aG 
{jq~O) = q~O) ,G = -a (0)' 

'Pi 
(4.7a) 

(4.7b) 

Proof: 

Owing to (4.6), (4.4) is equivalent to 

aG + {G.H} =0 mod(</J0). (4.9) 
at 

with H of (2.10) or (2.11). With the help of (2.16) [except 
for the equation of motion (2.164 ) ]. (4.9) in VPS turns out 
to be 

aG N~ I[ aG (.,+ I), aG ( (s-I) aL )] _ 0 -+ L -- q +-- -Pi +-.- -. 
at S = ° at/cS) api S

) arieS) 
(4.10) 

wherep<-I) = O. Using (4.10) we obtain IS 
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{jL = (~_ . (O»)~ + !!..(N ~ I (s) {j i ) 
a i PI a (0) d L PI q(s) 

q(O) 'Pi t .,=0 

= _ _ G + "" pes) {jql . d( N-I . ) 

dt s~o I (s) 
(4.11 ) 

Thus the assertion has been proved. 
Even when second-class constraints appear. if the series 

of first-class constraints (4.1) and (4.2) derived from pri
mary constraints are completely separated from the series of 
second-class ones. this formulation on the gauge symmetry 
is valid for such a system. 

B. The consistency of gauge transformations in VPS 
andPS 

We define the gauge transformation in PS as 

~q~S) ={q~S) .G}. 

~piS) = {Pi s>, G}. 
(4.12 ) 

The gauge transformation (4.7) in VPS is equivalent to 
the one of ( 4.12) under the modulo of the equations of mo
tion; 

{jpi,j(q(o) ..... q(N» =~piS). 
(4.13 ) 

We emphasize that these consistency conditions are much 
more serious than the ordinary case. For the ordinary La
grangian. the relation {ji/ = ~i/ does not hold without using 
equations of motion if G contains terms higher than quadrat
ic in Pi' as shown in Ref. 11. 

Proof: Equation (4.9) can be written as 

aG N - I (aG aH aG aH) _+ __________ =eu</J0. 
at ~ aqi arn(s) arn(S) aqi U 

s-o (s) 1'1 1'1 (.,) 

(4.14 ) 

Differentiating (4.14) with respect to py> (r<.N - 2) we 
obtain 

ae
a ° 

= a (r) </Ja· 
'Pj 

(4.15 ) 

In the above. use has been made of the fact that </J~ is inde
pendent of momenta other than piN - I). From the expres
sion (2.10) for H it follows that 

a2H a· 
= a (s) q{r+ I) = 0 (for r<.N - 2). 

apj') apiS) 'Pi 

a2H a· . ____ = __ ql = {j!{j . 
a (r) a i a i (r+ I) I s,r+ I 
'Pj q (s) q (s) 

The substitution of these into (4.15) leads us to 

a 2G N-I( a 2G aH a 2G aH ) 
at apj') + s~o apj') aq~S) apiS) - apj') apiS) aq~S) 

aG aea ° 
apy+ I) = apj') </Ja· 

(4.16 ) 
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With the aid of (2.16a)-(2.16e), (4.16) turns out to be 

a 20 N-I a20 . --+ ~ q' a a (r) "'" a (r) a ; (s+ I) 
t 'Pj s=o 'Pj q(s) 

N~I a2
0 (_ (s-I) +~) 

+ S~I apY) apiS) P, aq~S) 
a 20 aL ao + ° -. - - 0 mod(tP°). (4.17) 

api ) apr) aq~O) apy+ I) 

From the Ostrogradski transformation and (4.17) it follows 
that 

a 20 N-I a20 
--+~ 
atapy) s~o apy) aq~S) 

a 20 aL 
+ apia) apr) aq~O) 

ao 

This is transformed as 

:t {q~S) ,o} == {q~s + I) ,o} 

a
2
0 (aL . (0») mod(tP0). (4.19) 

- apia) apj') aq{O) - Pj 

It should be noticed that in the derivation of ( 4.19) we have 
not used the dynamical equation (2.16d), but only kinemati
cal relations. 

Since the primary constraints tP~ identically vanish in 
VPS, by using the equations of motion (4.19) gives the first 
relation of ( 4.13) in VPS. 

Next to prove the second relation of (4.13) we differen
tiate (4.10) with respect to q{r+ I) (r<.N - 2) and use 
(4.18) or (4.19). Then we obtain 

(
d 8; ) a

2
L _(!!...8'P(r+I»)-8'P(r) 

-d q(N-I) a; !l j dt J J 
t q(N) uq(r+ I) 

N-I 

+L 
s=o 

+ -0 a2
0 ) 

(0)' -, 
ap; aq{r+ I) 

( 4.20) 

X (N - I a 20 _J_'P_kr_) _ a 20 ) 
L J (0) a (r) !l ; + a (0) !l . • r=O 'Pj 'Pk uq(s+ I) 'Pj uq~s+ I) 

(4.21 ) 
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By taking into account the equation of motion and 
I5q~S) ==8q~s), (4.21) reduces to 

opiS) == 8piS) - !!... ( oplS+ I) _ 8pls + I) ) • ( 4.22) 
dt 

Starting from s = N - 1 in (4.22), we obtain successively 

opiS) ==8pIS). 

Thus it is verified that for the transformation 8q~s) and 8pIS), 
the action which is invariant for oq~S) and opIS), is also invar
iant under the modulo of the equations of motion (2.16). 
Then the Hamilton equations of (2.16) are invariant under 
the transformation given by (4.12). 

v. EXAMPLES OF GAUGE TRANSFORMATIONS 

To illustrate the results of Sec. IV, we present a few 
examples. (1) A model with the Lagrangian 

L = ,ifl + ;i(?j -~) + iiU/- if) - qlr/. (5.1) 
(S); 

The momenta conjugate to q are 

(I) "2 "3 • (2) "2 ;.:.3 (4), 
PI = q - q - PI = q - '1 - q, 

p~1) = ii - p~2), p~1) = - ii, 
Pea) _ q'2 _ ;.3 _po (I) pea) _ q' I p' (I) 
1- '1 I' 2- -2' 

p~O) = - ii - PP). 
The primary constraint is only 

tP° =pf)· 

The Hamiltonian is given by 

(5.2) 

(5.3 ) 

Ho = pl2)pi2) + pjl)q:2) + pil)q72) + PP)q~2) + plO)q:l) 

and 

+ piO)q71) + p~O)q~l) + q:2) (q~2) - q~2» 

+ q:l) (q~l) - q~l) + q:O)q~O» (5.4 ) 

HT = Ho + Vp~2). (5.5) 

The stationarity condition of tP° yields the following second
ary constraints: 

tPI = {tP°,Ho} = - p~1) - q:2)' 

tP2 = {tPI,Ho} = p~O) + q:1) - pi2), 
.J.3 __ ql +p(l) .J.4 _ pea) 
'I' - (0) 2' 'I' - - 2 • 

(5.6) 

All constraints in (5.3) and (5.6) are first class. Hence the 
system is gauge invariant and we can construct the generator 
of the gauge transformation: 

o = - EpiO) + E(q:O) - p~l) + E(p~O) + q:1) - pi2» 

+ E(p~ I) + q:2) ) + (~)pf). (5.7) 

This G produces the following transformations: 

~I {I} -2 (s) -3 (s+l) 
uq(s) = q(s) ,0 = 0, oq(S) = - E, oq(S) = E , 
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These ;5q~s) satisfy 8q~s) = (d s/dt S)8q~0) = ;5q~sl' and ;5pIS) 
are consistent with the definition of the momenta in (5.2), 
that is 8p1S) = ;5pIS). Under this gauge transformation, we 
observe the invariance of the action 

~L d ("I'" + . 1" + I') 
U. = - dt q E q E q E . 

(2) Yang-Mills theory with higher derivatives 

L = - !FllyFIlY - KDpFllyDPFIlY, 

where 

and 

All = Ta A ;. 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

The generator for this system was already given by Galvao et 
al. 16 We take this model in order to compare with our formu
lation. 

By denoting momenta conjugate to A Il and A Il=A ~I) 
by PIl =P~O) andp~l>, respectively, we obtain 

(5.11 ) 

and 

Ho= (1/8K)(pP»2+pll)(DiA~1) + [A°,A~I)] 
+ [FOi,A 0]) +KDoFijDOFij + 2KDiFojDiFOj 

+ KDiFjkD iFjk + !FllyFIlY + PIlA ~l)' (5.12) 

The constraints are as follows: 

l/Jo = p{/), 

l/JI = -Po-Dpll), 

l/J2= -Dpi +Di[AO,pll)] + [FOi,p;], 

l/J3 = [l/J2,A 0], 

(5.13) 

which are first class. The generator of the gauge transforma
tion turns out to be 

G = f d 3x(PIlDIlE + p~l)aoDIlE), (5.14) 

after a partial integration with respect to Xi. This G satisfies 
the conditions (4.4) and (4.6). The transformations in
duced by G are 

;5A Il = DIlE, ;5A ~l) = aoDllE, 

;5PIl = - [E,PIl] - [€,p~l)], (5.15) 

;5p~1) = _ [E,p~l)], 

which also satisfy the consistency condition without using 
equations of motion. Under the transformation (5.15) we 
obtain 

8L=0. ( 5.16) 
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APPENDIX: (lq INDEPENDENCE OF 3L13(N( 

(N)a 

We shall show that aL /a q I(N). is independent of 
q =1" 

(N)a 

q 

From (2.8) and (2.9), we obtain the identity 

(N-I) aL 
Pa = (N)a (a = l-n - r). 

a q (N)a 

q =/. 

(N)a 

Differentiating (AI) with respect to q ,we get 

aF 
Aab --+ Aaa = O. 

(N)a 

a q 

On the other hand, there are C ~ such that 

Aai = C~Aai (a = n - r + 1, ... ,n), 

owing to the assumption (2.8), 

det(A ab ) #0 

and 

rank(Aij) = n - r. 

Using (A2) and (A3), we obtain 

d [aL 1 ----
(N)/3 (N)a 

d lJ. a lJ. (~a=r 

(AI) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

(A6) 
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The expansion of the Casimir energy for a scalar field with mass m, in a space where one 
dimension has been compactified into a circle of length a, leads to a double-infinite series that 
can be regularized by analytic continuation in the space dimension. The dimensionally 
regularized sum is then expressed as a power series in am by means of zeta-function 
expansions. The two possibilities of odd and even space dimensions are distinguished. In the 
odd space dimension we give a power expansion for small am, in addition to the asymptotic 
behavior. For the even space dimension, an expansion valid for any value of am is obtained. 
The contribution of higher-order terms is studied and, for the three-dimensional space, results 
for different values of the compactification length are shown. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In 1948 Casimir showed that neutral, perfectly conduct
ing, parallel plates in an electromagnetic field attract each 
other. The attractive force can be thought of as caused by the 
change in the zero-point energy of the field when the plates 
are brought into position. In fact, for any quantum field, the 
zero-point modes are affected by the presence of any sort of 
boundaries or external constraints, so that the zero-point 
energy is modified. The evaluation of these vacuum energies 
is sometimes ambiguous and the outcome is usually a diver
gent sum. In canonical quantization, this can be regarded as 
a consequence of the fact that this scheme does not fix the 
ordering of noncommuting operators, making additional 
prescriptions necessary for removing ambiguities. 

One of the most commonly used procedures for obtain
ing the vacuum energy is direct evaluation of infinite sums 
over eigenvalues of zero-point field modes. These sums, 
which happen to be formally divergent, may be regularized 
by a variety of techniques, e.g., momentum cutoffl or dimen
sional regularization.2 

Here we will consider a massive noninteracting scalar 
field in a region bounded by two (d - 1 )-dimensional hy
perplanes contained in a d-dimensional space. By SUbjecting 
the field to periodic boundary conditions one obtains the 
theory that corresponds to a space where one dimension has 
been made compact. 

Basic quantum field theory (QFT) tells us that for a 
scalar field with mass m, the Hamiltonian takes the form 

H I> t t ="2 ~ Wk (akak + akak ) 

(1.1 ) 

where wi = k 2 + m2 are the eigenvalues of the Klein-Gor
don operator; a! and a k satisfy 

[ak,a!, ] = Du ', [ak,ak,] = [aLa!, ] = 0; (1.2) 

and nk ==aka! is the number operator whose eigenvalues are 
non-negative integers. 

Since the vacuum state 10) is defined by ak 10) = 0, 
when computing the vacuum expectation value Eo 
== (OIH 10) one obtains 

(1.3 ) 

which is a divergent quantity. The reason why this is so is 
that we have introduced no additional prescription, i.e., nor
mal ordering for the Fock space operators in the Hamilto
nian. Had we defined H to be normal ordered, we would 
have obtained 

:H: = L wka!ak 
k 

and thus 

E~==(OI:H:IO) =0. 

(1.4 ) 

(1.5 ) 

Nevertheless, introducing normal ordering amounts to mak
ing an additional postulate in order to render the vacuum 
state energy finite. The arbitrariness of this prescription 
points out the existence of an ambiguity in the zero-point 
energy. 

On the other hand, it is known that when a physical field 
is forced to satisfy certain boundary conditions, the presence 
of the boundaries induces a change in the energy spectrum 
that modifies the zero-point energy. Thus in order to remove 
the above-mentioned ambiguity, it is reasonable to define the 
physical vacuum energy as a difference in zero-point energy. 
Let ar be an arbitrary boundary for the field in question, 
Eo[ar] the zero-point energy in the presence of that bound
ary, and Eo[O] the zero-point energy without boundary. 
Then, the Casimir energy is formally defined as 

Ec[ar] = Eo[ar] -Eo[O]. (1.6) 

The definition (1.6) gives Ec [0] = 0, so that the intuitive 
idea of a noninteracting vacuum is preserved. 

II. EVALUATION OF THE CASIMIR ENERGY FOR A 
MASSIVE NONINTERACTING BOSONIC FIELD 

Given a scalar field ,p in Rd with mass m, the constraint 
of having two neutral parallel plates, orthogonal to some 
certain direction of the space-say the XI axis-can be im
plemented by the periodic boundary condition 

,p(x1 =0) =,p(x1 =a), (2.1) 

which means compactification in a circle of length a, giving 
rise to the space 8 1 XRd 

- I. 
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By solving the Klein-Gordon equation with condition 
(2.1 ), the field modes are found to be 

(2.2) 

with integer n, and 

(Un,k
r 

= ~(2mTla)2 + k} + m2, (2.3 ) 

where X T corresponds to the transverse coordinates. 
Now, assuming that the plates have sides of length L, 

with L > a, the zero-point energy of the field inside the result
ing cavity (whose volume is L d - la) will be given according 
to (1.3) by 

(2.4 ) 

The mode for which n = 0 has not been included because, 
since it carries zero longitudinal momentum, it is irrelevant. 
As it stands (2.4) is infinite. It is quite clear that what makes 
this sum divergent is the contribution of high-frequency 
modes. Nevertheless, this contribution ought to be indepen
dent of a because these modes are not affected by the pres
ence ofthe plates; thus they should cancel in calculations of 
forces or in comparisons of the energy density in the pres
ence and absence of plates. 

The quantity (2.4) will be regularized by analytic con
tinuation in d. Making use of 

and 

where B is Euler's beta function, one is led to 

E(d,a,m) = (..!:...)d- I 1T(d-I)/2 r( - d 12) (21T)d 
21T r( - 112) a 

X i: (n2 + (am)2)d/2. 
n = 1 21T 

(2.5 ) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

After evaluating the n summation (see Appendix A), (2.7) 
takes the form 
E(d,a,m) 

00 K(d+I)/2(amn)]} 
+ 4n~1 (amnI2)(d + 1)/2 . 

(2.8) 

Terms independent of a have no physical significance and 
may differ from one regularization scheme to another: Look
ing at (2,8) we notice at once that the first term in the curly 
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braces is one of them, so it is to be dropped. The first term in 
the square brackets can be thought of as an energy density 
which would occur even in the absence of plates: For consis
tency with (1.6) we have to substract it as well. Then, what 
we obtain is the physically relevant energy, say €: 

L d - 1 (am)d + 1 €(d,a,m) = - 2 ---;;-1T- (d+ 1)/2 2"" 

00 K(d+ 1)/2 (amn) 
X L --'--'---'-'---

n= 1 (amnI2)(d + 1)/2 

L d - I 

== - 2 --1T- (d+ I)!2S(d,a,m), 
ad 

(2.9) 

where the definition of the sum S(d,a,m) has been chosen 
for convenience. For small am, it is possible to use the expan-
sion 

(xI2)VKv (x) = ~r(v) + O(x2), (v>O), x<1 (2.10) 

to obtain 

€(d,a,m) 

= - (L d- 1Iad)1T-(d+I)/2[r(d+ 1I2)S'(d+ I) 

+ 0 (am)2)], am < I, (2.11) 

where S' is the Riemann zeta function. Equation (2.11) can 
be viewed as the result for m = 0 plus small-m corrections. 
From here on it is clear that in the massless case, the result is 
finite for all positive d and always negative. Thus this energy 
gives rise to a force which tends to contract the system. In 
general, lower modes can be considered to be responsible for 
the dependence of the Casimir energy on a. On the other 
hand, if we take ma> I, then the leading term in the n sum 
will be the one with n = I. When we are in these conditions, 
the asymptotic behavior 

(2.12) 

gives 

€(d,a,m) = (L d- Ilad)(am/81T)d/2e - am, am> 1. 
(2.13 ) 

In this case, the energy coming from the lower modes is 
dominated by m and does not depend on a so strongly, as in 
the previous case (small-am limit). 

Ill. ZETA-FUNCTION REGULARIZATION OF THE 
CASIMIR ENERGY 

The method used here, which rests upon the properties 
of the Riemann zeta function, is actually different from the 
procedure of direct zeta-function regularization. By this we 
mean that now one starts from a sum mode that has already 
been regularized (in our case, dimensionally). Nevertheless, 
in analogy with the observation made by Actor3 concerning 
thermodynamic potentials, for nonzero mass we have a rath
er complicated function whose power series in a, or rather in 
am, would be, as a general rule, difficult to obtain. 

As a matter of fact, our problem involves a Bessel func
tion series of the same type as the one that appears when 
evaluating the partition function for a relativistic Bose gas 
with nonzero mass3 and in the absence of any chemical po
tential. 
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From now on, we will focus on the sum S(d,a,m) de
fined in (2.9), which can also be expressed as 

00 1 (amn)(d+ 1)12 
S(d,a,m) = L d+I -- K(d+ 1)/2 (amn), 

n= I n 2 
(3.1 ) 

and we shall consider two possibilities. 

A. Odd space dimension 

Now we have d = 2p - 1, P = 1,2,3, ... , so that we are 
posed with 

00 1 (amn)p S(2p - l,a,m) = L 2; -- Kp(amn). 
n= I n 2 

(3.2) 

It can be found that there exists an ascending power 
series for Kp (z) for the non-negative integer p, namely, 

(
Z)P IP-I(P-k-l)!( Z2)k 

- K (z)=-L --
2 p 2 k =o k! 4 

+ (-l)P i: (r)p+2k __ _ 
k=O 4 k!(p + k)! 

X( -In( ~) + C(P,k»). (3.3 ) 

where 

C(p,k) =rP(k + 1) + rP(k + P + 1). (3.4 ) 

The occurrence ofthe logarithm in (3.3) is quite important 
as it shows thatKp (z) necessarily has a branch point atz = 0 
and a cut to infinity which is placed along the negative z axis. 

By putting (3.3) into (3.1) it turns out that 

S(2p - l,a,m) = SI + S2, (3.5) 

with 

SI = i: -k Pil ~ (p - k
,
- 1)! ( - l)k (amn)2k (3.6) 

n=ln k=o2 k. 2 

and 

L 2p-2 
E(2p-l,a,m) = -2--1T-PS(2p-l,a,m) 

a2p - 1 

00 1 00 (amn)2k + 2p 
S2=(-I)PL - L - ---

n=ln2P k=O 2 k!(p+k)! 

x ( -In( a~n) + C(P,k»). (3.7) 

As for SI' the convergence of the series for k <p makes it 
possible to interchange the summatories, obtaining 

SI = i: ~ (am)2k (p - k - I)! ( _ l)k~(2p _ 2k). 
k=o22 k! 

(3.8) 

In fact, S2 is a bit more tricky: By separating In (amn/2) 
into In nand In(am/2), it can also be written as 

S2 = ( - 1 )P(am/2)2P( - S21 -In(am/2)S22 + S23)' 
(3.9) 

where 

S = ~ I ~ 2k (am/2)2k 
21- £.. n n £.. n , 

n=1 k=O k!(p+k)! 

S 
= ~ ~ 2k (am/2)2k 

22- £.. £.. n , 
n= I k=O k!(p + k)! 

(3.10) 

S23= i: i: n2k (am/2)2k C(p,k). 
n=lk=O k!(p+k)! 

The results for the double sums (3.10) can be obtained from 
Appendix B and give rise to 

S2 = (- l)p(a~rp 

[ 
1 00 ( _ l)k(2k)! 

X - -In 21T - L --'---::-;-,---'---
2p! k=12(21T) 2kk!(k+p)! 

X~(2k + 1 )(am)2k + r12 
2 4(p - p! 

1 (am) 1 ] +-In - --C(p,O) . 
2p! 2 2p! 

(3.11 ) 

By putting the results (3.10) and (3.11) together, we can see 
that the regularized, physically relevant vacuum energy be-
comes 

= -2--1T-P ~ (_I)k p- - . ~(2 -2k) am + (_1)p+1 11 am L 2p-2 {P-I (k 1)1 ( )2k --.3/2 ( )2P-I 

a2p - 1 k~O 2k!.p 2 4(p - !)! 2 

+ (-I)P (In(am)_C(p,O»)(am)2
P 
+(-I)Pi: (_1)k+I(2k)! ~(2k+l)(am)2p+2k}. 

2p! 41T 2 k = I 2(21T) 2kk !(k + p)! 2 

For large am we obtain, from (2.13), 

E(2p - l,a,m) "'" (L 2p-2/a2p-l)(am/81T)p-l12e -am. 

(3.13) 

B. Even space dimension 

We will now assume that d = 2p,p = 1,2,3, ... ; it is nec
essary to find a power expansion for 

00 1 (amn)p + 112 
S(2p,a,m) = ~ -- -- Kp+ 112 (amn). 

n~1 n2p + I 2 
(3.14) 
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(3.12) 
I 
For the modified Bessel function there is an asymptotic ex-
pansion for the large argument and real parameter, i.e., 

K(z)= Ee-zi: r(v+k+P~_I_ 
v \j2z k=or(v-k+!)k!(2z)k· 

(3.15 ) 

Actually, (2.13) comes from (3.15}. Notice that when v is 
half an odd integer, owing to the singularities of the gamma 
function, the series does in fact turn into a polynomial. Tak
ing this into account, one arrives at 
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S(2p,a,m) = n~l 2P+1/!n2P+l -J"fe-
amn 

X ± (p + k)! (amn)p- k. 
k=o2kk!(p-k)! 

(3.16 ) 

The finiteness of the second sum in (3.16) makes it possible 
to naively interchange the summatories and obtain 

where LiN (x) is the poly logarithm function 

L· ~ 1 n 
IN(x) = £.. N X , 

n= 1 n 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

Zeta regularization of (3.18) (see Appendix B) allows us to 
write an am expansion for the physically relevant vacuum 
energy: 
E(2p,a,m) 

L 2p-l 
- 2--

2
-1T- (p+ 1!2)S(2p,a,m) 

a P 

L 2p - 1 _ P P (p + k)! 

- 2Pa2p 1T k~O 2kk !(p _ k)! 

x{ n~o (~!1)n t(p+k+1-n)(am)P-k+n 

n#p+ k 
( _ 1 )P+ k+ 1 + -'---'----

(p + k)! 

X [In am -(.,(p + k) + Y)](am)"} (3.19 ) 

However, it is important to notice that expansion (3.19) is 
also valid for any value of am, as in fact should be expected of 

e(d=3), m=1 
O.OE+OOO 

-4.0E+006 

-8.0E+006 

-1.2E +007 +--,----,----,--..,--,---,----,--..,--,----1 
0.00 0.05 0.10 

a 

FIG. I. The Casimir energy density (e) far a unit mass scalar field in 
S' XR2 as a function of the length a. 
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a negative exponential times a polynomial. There is a simple 
way of checking this property, i.e., to find E(2p,a,0) from 
expression (3.19). When setting m = 0, only the terms with 
k = p and n = 0 survive and the remaining value is 

L 2p-l 
E(2p,a,0) = - --1T- (2p+ l)!2r(p + !)t(2p + 1), 

a2p 

(3.20) 

in agreement with (2.11). 

C. Numerical results 

Application of (3.12) and (3.19) for the space dimen
sions 1,2, and 3 gives 

E(l,a,m) 

_ ~ {~-~am - 1. (am)2(1 + In(am)) 
a1T 12 16 8 41T 

_ t(3) (am)4 + ~ (am6) + o(am)8)} 
128~ 10241T4 ' 

E(2,a,m) = - (L/21Ta2){t(3) + !(am)2(l + In am) 

- i(am)3 + if6(am)4 - (l/17280)(am)6 

+ O(am)8)} , 

E(3,a,m) = - -- -- - -(am)2 + -(am)3 2L2{1T4 ~ 1T 

~a3 180 48 32 

+ _1 (am)4(l.. + In(am)) 
64 2 41T 

+ ~ (am)6 + O(am)8)} 
1536~ , 

(3.21) 

where the first neglected coefficients in the curly braces, i.e., 
those for the terms of eighth order in am, have been evaluat
ed, with the results - 1.60 X 10-7

, 6.89X 10-7
, and 

- 6.50X 10- 7
, respectively. The rates between the eighth-

order terms and those of order six turn out to be, in absolute 
values, 0.015, 0.012, and 0.008. Thus up to these orders of 

~ 

f"'"") 

II 
-0 
'--" 

Q) 

0 a=0.20 

a=0.15 
-300 

-600 

-900 a=0.10 

-1200+-.-""-.-r-,,-,-,,,,-.-r-''-'-'--~ 
o 5 10 

m 
15 20 

FIG. 2. The Casimir energy per volume unit for a scalar field compactified 
in a circle of fixed length a versus the field mass. The curves correspond to 
three different values of a. 
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accuracy, the truncated series (3.21) provide a reliable ap
proximation for small values of am. In particular, the third 
equation in (3.21) supplies a way of computing the Casimir 
energy per volume unit e(3,a,m) =€(3,a,m)/L za in a three
dimensional space (Sl XRz in this case) for a relatively wide 
range of values of a and m. Some of these results are shown in 
Figs. 1 and 2. 
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APPENDIX A: MODE-SUM REGULARIZATION 
The Casimir energy of a massive scalar field is very 

closely related to the formal series 

(AI) 

Equation (AI) can be regarded as a particular value of the 
"Epstein-Hurwitz" zeta function: 

00 1 
Z(s;a)= L (n2+aZ)-S, Res>-, (A2) 

n~l 2 
which admits, however, an analytic continuation to Re s <~. 
In the genuine Hurwitz function, we would have n instead of 
n2

, while for a true Epstein one, no n-independent term 
should appear. 

The analytic continuation can be done in the following 
way. One writes 

"" 1 So'" Z(s;a) = L -- dtts-1e-t(n'+u') 
n = I res) 0 

=_1_('" dttS-le-ta'Sz(t), (A3) 
res) Jo 

where S2 is the analytic function 

S2(t) = i: e-n't (A4) 
n=l 

having the useful property4 

S2(t) = -! + !~17/t + ~1T/t Sz( t?-;t). (A5) 

By putting identity (A5) into the integral in (A3) and after 
doing two simple Gaussian integrations, we obtain 

Z(s'a) = _~(a2)-S+ f1i r(s_~)(a2)-S-I/Z 
, 2 2res) 2 

+ .Jii f ("" dtt 5 - 312e- x 'n'lt-ta'. 
res) n= I Jo 

(A6) 

a,b>O, 

(A7) 

where Kv is the modified Bessel function, Z(s;a) can be 
written as 

Z(s;a) 

1 _ Z5 + .Jii - - a ---!..:.:.--
2 2azs - Ires) 

X [r(s - +) + 4ntl CunaY- IIZKs_ 1/2 (217'na) ], 

(A8) 

which does in fact provide the analytic continuation of 
(A2). For s = - d /2, a = am/217', formula (A8) allows us 
to obtain (2.8) from (2.7). 

APPENDIX B: DOUBLE-SUM CALCULATIONS 

Here we shall evaluate some cases of double series. Us
ing a notation similar to that in Ref. 5, let us consider the 
general types 

(Bl) 

where/is supposed to satisfy (i)/(a»OforaEN and regular 
for Rea>O and (ii) ama/(a)e-"-llmal~O as [a[ ..... oo for 
Re a>O and fixed m. By applying a method analogous to 
Weldon's,s but taking into account possible contour correc
tions,6 we arrive at 

'" (:5)17' 1TS S L t(s+ l-aa)/(a) -/ - -cot __ ~~a)if,s], ~N, 
k=O a a a a 

f t(s+l-aa)/(a)+r/(.!...-)-~f'(.!...-)_~~a)if,s], ~N. 
k=O a a a a 

(B2) 

a#sla 

The second terms on the rhs of (B2) are referred to as Weldon's and ~1a) if,sJ is the correction term coming from integration 
over the infinite semicircle on the right side of the complex plane (see Ref. 6), which is given by 

~~a)[J,sJ=~ ( dat(s+ l-aa)/(a)17'cot17'a. (B3) 
2mJ:::> 

We will be concerned with a = 2 and functions of the sort 

lea) = b "/a!(a + p)!, (B4) 

where p, b have fixed values. In this case, the asymptotic behavior of the integrand for [a[ ~ 1 is, for a and s real, 
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b a 

;(s + I - aa) 1T cot 1Ta 
a!(a + p)! 

_2(21T)S-1I2a -s- 1/2 exp{ (2 - a + In b(;: Y)a + (a - 2)a - 2p - s - ~ )tn aJ 

X {- ~ '8O(lm :>exp[ ; Ilm(2a - ,> I +; ; Re(2a - ,> ), fo' 1m .,,0, 
1T cot 1Ta cos -(2a - s), for 1m a = O. 

2 

(BS) 

If 1m a = 0, cot 1Ta may oscillate very quickly between 
- 00 and + 00; however, it happens that the curved con

tour contains only one real point, which has zero measure, so 
its contribution can be neglected. The type of asymptotic 
behavior of this integrand depends on a, with a critical value 
precisely at a = 2. Thus for a = 2 and given a fixed range for 
the parameter s, we would like to know under which condi
tions it is possible to ensure the vanishing of the correction 
term. Setting a = 2 for 1m a#O and for lal-+ 00, Re a>O, 
the two dominating terms in the exponential are 

[In(b /~)]a + 1Tllm al. (B6) 

It is not difficult to see that a sufficient condition for the 
asymptotic vanishing of (B5) is that obtained by imposing 

In(b/~) + 1T<0, (B7) 

i.e., 

(B8) 

Therefore, be is a bound below which there is no correction 
term: Above this value, there may be a small correction 
term; it will certainly exist for much larger values of b. For 
the sake of simplicity, we will assume that our b satisfies 
(B8): This will make it possible that 

a~a)[/(a)= b
a 

,s]=o. 
a!(a + p)! 

(B9) 

It is quite interesting to observe that for the series appearing 
in the expansion of the Casimir energy, b is none other than 
am/2, where a is the compactification length and m is the 
mass of the field [see (3.7) and the resulting double series 
(3.10». The existence of be' or any more accurate upper 
bound for the absence of correction terms, should not seri
ously worry us because it was already known that expansion 
(3.7) in powers of am/2, which gave rise to the double series 
(3.10), was valid only for small values of am [and so were 
the series in (3.10)]. Arbitrarily large values of am would 
not make sense anyway. Thus from now on we will assume 
that the value of b is small enough to forget about correction 
terms. 

Since we are interested in the value s = - 1, we have sl 
a = - !(£N and therefore, (B2) gives 

S~2)[/(a)= b
a 

,S=I] 
a!(a + p)! 

00 b a 

= L ;(2a)---
a=O a!(a + p)! 

b -1/2 1T ( 1T) 
- (- 1I2)!(p - 112)! "2 cot -"2' (BlO) 
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second term caused by the occurrence of cot ( - 1T /2) would 
make a naive summation interchange valid for particular 
cases such as this one, although that cannot be acceptable in 
general. Furthermore, since;( - 2k) = 0 for k positive in
teger and ;(0) = -!, the result (BlO) reduces to 

S (2)[Ji b a ] 1 
B (a) = ,s= -1 = --, 

a!(a + p)! 2p! 
(Bll) 

which gives the value for the second sum in (3.10). 
Another case of interest is the one given by 

lea) = [bala!(a+p)!]C(p,a), 

C(p,a)=.t/J(a+ 1) +t/J(a+p+ 1), (BI2) 

t/J(z) =._1_!!..- r(z), 
r(z) dz 

with a = 2 and s = - 1, as before. Actually, because ofthe 
decrease of C(p,a) as la 1-+ 00, there is no correction from the 
semicircumference either. Retracing these steps, one can 
quickly arrive at 

S~2)[/(a) = b a C(p,a),s = _ 1] 
a!(a + p)! 

1 
= - - C(p,O), (B13) 

2p! 
which is the result for the third series in (3.10). 

Now let us tum to S ~~) U;s]: This double series can be 
easily dealt with by noticing that since In m/m -+0 when 
m -+ 00 , as far as the m summation is concerned, its behavior 
is of the same sort as that of S i;;.) U;s], provided that scan 
arbitrarily vary before making the analytic continuation to 
s = - 1. In fact, it would be enough to think of s as being one 
unit larger than in the previous cases. Taking this into consi
deration, it is correct to put 

S~f[J,s] = - ! S)f)U;s]. (BI4) 

Let us again take the case where/(a) is given by (B4) and 
a = 2. Since b is supposed to be small enough, the same 
reasoning concerning the vanishing of the correction term 
applies. Bearing in mind that for s = - 1, a = 2, and s/ 
a(£N, one can evaluate the derivative of (B2) with respect to 
s for the / in (B4) and set s = - 1. The outcome is 

S (2)[Ji - b
a 

- 1] BL (a) - ,s - -
a!(a + p)! 

= __ 1_ + f (_ l) a + I (2a!) 
2p! a= I 2(21T)2aa!(a + p)! 

x;(2a + l)b a - ~ 1 b -112. (BI5) 
4 .[iT(p - ~)! 
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Equation (BI5) is the result for the first series in (3.10). To 
obtain (B 15 ), use has been made of the identities 

t'(O) = - pn 21T, 

t'( - 2k) = ~( - l)k (21T) - 2k r(2k + l)t(2k + 1), 

k = 1,2,3, ... , (BI6) 

where the second can be easily found through derivation o~ 

00 

the zeta-function reflection formula. 
Finally, we are also concerned with sums of the sort 

s~';,= I) [j,s] = f _1_ f (- 1)Qm'i(a). (BI7) 
m= 1 mS + 1 Q=O 

When a = I, Weldon's complex integration method 
gives a totally correct result6

: 

L t(s + 1 - a)( - l)aj(a) - f(S)1T esc ( 1TS), for SEEN, 
a=O 

00 (BI8) L t(s + 1 - a)( - l)af(a) + ( - l)S(yf(s) -f'(s»), for seN. 
a=O 
a#,s 

The particular case we will be looking at is the one corre
sponding to 

• 00 I 
LIN(e- X

) = L N e- nx
, Npositive integer. (BI9) 

n= 1 n 
By expanding the exponential, it is clear thatf(a) = a k /k!, 
which has the appropriate behavior. Since we have 
s = N - teN, we must take the second possibility in (BI8), 
which gives 

00 

L 
a=O 

a#'N - 1 
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X N - 1 

+ (- I)N-l--(y-lnx + ",(N»). 
r(N) 

(B20) 

This allows us to obtain (3.19). 
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There are several ways to construct functions in involution on a Lie bi-algebra, a Lie algebra 
equipped with a second Lie bracket. For the solvable systems associated to the Casimir 
functions a second Hamiltonian formulation can be constructed and a class ofbi-Hamiltonian 
Korteweg-de Vries-like evolution equations with explicit space dependence is derived. 
Translating the Casimir functions with the flow of a special vector field yields another set of 
functions in involution. Lenard relations are found for the corresponding Hamiltonian 
systems. Finally, solutions of the classical Yang-Baxter equation lead to an analog of 
compatible Hamiltonian pairs. The invariants of the resulting hereditary operators are in 
involution. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Many of the integrable systems discovered in the last 
two decades have a Lie algebra background giving direct 
access to most of the striking features found for these sys
tems. One of the most essential tools for solving these equa
tions is given by their Lax representation. One may think of 
the Lax equation as the abstract dynamical system from 
which the "physical" dynamical systems are obtained by in
troducing suitable charts. Hence the phase space for most of 
these equations can be regarded as given by the set of Lax 
operators taking values in a Lie algebra or the Hilbert space 
of currents over a Lie algebra. In this sense in many cases 
(e.g., the Toda lattice) the phase space itself is a Lie algebra; 
other examples (e.g., the Calogero-Moser system) are ob
tained by reduction techniques applied to certain Lie alge
bras. A review of the relevant involution theorems is found 
in Ref. 1. Also, infinite-dimensional equations such as the 
celebrated Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation can be re
garded as systems on an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra of 
pseudodifferential operators. 2 

It has turned out that the factorization method and the 
group of dressing transformations for these integrable sys
tems can be understood in terms ofPoisson-Drinfeld groups 
acting on the phase space? In this setup, dressing transfor
mations are Poisson maps relative to the Poisson structure 
on the product of the group with this phase space. The Pois
son structure on the group corresponds to a Lie bracket on 
the dual of the associated Lie algebra or a second Lie bracket 
on the Lie algebra, respectively. It is engendered by a linear 
map called the "R matrix," which leads to a direct construc
tion of integrable systems using the Casimir functions on the 
dual algebra. In special situations the R matrix also gives a 
direct construction of the second Hamiltonian formulation 
for these equations.4 

In this paper we will investigate how functions in involu
tion can be constructed from a given R matrix. After giving 
the definitions in Sec. II we will review the Adler-Kostant
Symes scheme2

.) in terms of R structures in Sec. III. It is 
shown how bi-Hamiltonian systems involving two arbitrary 
functions can be constructed systematically by applying 
these considerations to the Lie algebra of pseudo differential 
operators as in Ref. 2 and a class of KdV-like equations with 

explicit space dependence is obtained. In Sec. IV we will give 
a generalization of an involution theorem by Mishenko and 
Fomenko.5 Special R matrices provide examples for this 
theorem: Translations of Casimir functions by the flow of a 
special vector field related to the R structure yield functions 
in involution. In Sec. V we show that a Lie Poisson structure 
and R matrices given by solutions of the classical Yang
Baxter equationlHl form an analog of compatible Hamilto
nian pairs in the sense of Refs. 9-11. The spectrum of the 
resulting hereditary operator is in involution relative to a 
hierarchy of Poisson brackets. 

The basic reference for the first sections is the article by 
Semenov-Tian-Shansky4; further references to R matrices 
and the structure of Poisson-Drinfeld groups are found in 
Ref. 12. 

II. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC PROPERTIES 

Definition 1: An R structure is a Lie algebra g equipped 
with a linear map R:g -> g (called the R matrix) such that the 
bracket [a,b] R : = [Ra,b] + [a,Rb] is a second Lie product 
ong. 

When the Lie algebra can be identified with its dual via a 
non degenerate, symmetric invariant metric 

(L),L2 ) = (L 2,L), (L),[L2,L3 ]) = (L2,[L3,Ld). 
(2.1) 

we sometimes will assume the "unitarity" condition 

(RL),L2 ) + (L),RL2 ) = 0 (2.2) 

for the R matrix, i.e., R is assumed to be skew symmetric 
relative to the pairing (2.1). One easily checks that the Ja
cobi identity for [ , ] R can be rewritten as the Jacobi identity 
of the expression [[ Ra,Rb] - R [a,b ] R ,c]. Hence claiming 
the first entry to be just a scalar multiple of the original Lie 
bracket [ , ] is a sufficient condition for R to be an R matrix, 
i.e., 

[Ra,Rb] - R [a,b]R = - a[a,b], (2.3 ) 

where a is a scalar parameter. Following Ref. 4 we will refer 
to (2.3) as the Yang-Baxter equation, or YB(a) for short. 
The correspondence of this terminology to the classical ten
sor notation is explained in Ref. 4. In reference to the depen-
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dence of the parameter a, obviously only the two cases a = 0 
and a = 1 have to be considered since for any a#O the dila-
tion R ___ (l/..j(i)R maps the solution ofYB(a) to solutions 
of YB( 1). The case a = 1 is also called the modified Yang
Baxter equation. 

Observation I: Any solution R of YB(a) for the Lie 
bracket [ , ] also solves YB(a) for the Lie bracket [ , h. 

As a result of this observation one can iterate the con
struction of a "modified" Lie bracket by starting with [ , ] R 

instead of [,] , thus obtaining a third Lie bracket 
[a,b] RR = [Ra,b ] R + [a,Rb ] R, etc. Hence an R structure 
equips a Lie algebra with a hierarchy of Lie brackets, where 
the nth iterated bracket is given by 

" (n) = I [R ka,R ,,- kb ] . 
k=O k 

(2.4 ) 

Each bracket induces a Lie Poisson structure on the dual g* 
given by 

{f,,/z}(L) = (L,[df"dlz))· (2.5) 

Here the/; are scalar-valued functions ong* and their differ
entials are interpreted as elements of g (rather than of the 
bidual g**). Here L is chosen for a point g* since in the 
applications L will be the Lax operator for the considered 
integrable systems. 

There is a special class of solutions to YB ( 1) that arises 
in a very simple manner: Assume that the Lie algebra can be 
split into a direct sum of subalgebras, i.e., g = g + ('9 g _. De
noting the projections onto the subalgebras by P + and P _, it 
is easily verified that 

R=P+-P_ (2.6) 

solves YB( 1) and hence defines an R structure on g. In this 
case the hierarchy of Lie brackets generated by R reduces to 
just three different brackets: 

[a,b ],[a,b]R = 2[a+,b+] - 2[a_,b_], 

[a,b ]RR = 4[a+,b+1 + 4[a_,b_1, 

[a,b ]RRR = 4[a,b 1R"'" 

where the SUbscripts denote the projections to the corre
sponding subalgebras. 

For YB (0) there does not seem to be such a natural class 
of solutions. Assuming invertibility, though, YB(O) can be 
rewritten as 

0= [Ra,Rb 1 - R [a,b]R 

= R(R -, [ii,b] - [R -'ii,b] 

- [ii,R -Ib 1), ii = Ra,b = Rb; (2.7) 

hence solutions ofYB(O) model the algebraic properties of 
the inverse of a derivation on g. Hence in the presence of an 
invariant metric, a unitary solution of YB(O) models the 
inverse of a symplectic two-cocycle 
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B(L"L2) = (R -'L"L2), B(L,,[L2,L3 ]) +cycl=O. 
(2.8) 

For both cases (a = 0,1) a systematic scheme of solving the 
YB equations is given in Ref. 6, even for the more general 
case when R depends on some additional parameter in a 
specific way. 

III. INVOLUTION OF RESTRICTED CASIMIRS 

The following results hold for arbitrary R structures, 
i.e., not only for those arising from solutions of YB equa
tions. Let R be an R matrix on a Lie algebra (g, [ , ]). By g*, 
g1i we denote the dual of g endowed with the Lie Poisson 
structures arising from [ , 1 and [ , 1 R , respectively. 

Theorem 1 (Ref. 4): (i) Casimirs of g* are in involution 
on g1i. (ii) Let C be a Casimir function of g*. The associated 
g1i - Hamiltonian vector field has orbits in the symplectic 
leaves of g*. The form of this Hamiltonian system is 

(3.1) 

where ad* is the coadjoint representation of g (w.r.t [ , ]). If 
g and g* can be identified by a [ , ]-invariant metric, then 
(3.1) becomes a Lax equation: 

d 
- L = [L,R dC], LEg. 
dt 

(3.2) 

Proof It is most convenient to think about the Poisson 
bracket in terms of the Poisson tensor P defined by 
{iI'/2} = (dlz,P df,), i.e., Pcan be regarded as a skew-sym
metric linear map from the covector fields to the vector 
fields. In the Lie Poisson case this tensor is given by 
P(L):g---g*, P(L)y = ad~L, yEg. The Poisson tensors aris
ing from the Lie brackets [ , ], and [ , ] R are related by 
P R = R * P + PR, where R here has to be understood as the 
pointwise lift of the map R on g to the vector fields over g, 
where R * is the transpose of this map. Casimirs on a Poisson 
manifold are those functions Poisson commuting with all 
functions on the manifold; their differentials lie in the kernel 
of the Poisson tensor.13 Thus the Hamiltonian vector field 
Xc = PR dC of such a function has the form Xc = PR dC 
and hence takes values in the image ofthe Poisson tensor P 
which spans the tangent spaces of the symplectic leaves in 
g*. 

We want to look at the special case of an R structure 
(2.6) given by a splitting into two subalgebras. With 
g = g+ (f)g_, R = P + - P _, LEg*,f,J2ECoo (g*) onecalcu
lates the Lie Poisson bracket arising from [ , ] R 

{f''/2}R (L) = 2(L, [(diI) +' (dlz) +]) 

- 2(L,[(df,L,(dlz)_])· (3.3 ) 

The projections P ± df of a differential coincide with the 
differential of the restrictions fi . Hence restricting L to 

s*± 
g*± (identified with the null spaces g~ = {LEg*, 
(L'z =F ) = 0 for all I 'f Eg =F }) one recovers the usual Lie 
Poisson structures { , } 8'"± on the duals of the subalgebras: 
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{/.,/z} R (L) = ± 2(L, [(d!.) ± ,(d/z) ± J> 
= ± 2{!.1 .. '/zl. }g*, (L), LEg*±:. 

s± J{± ± 

(3.4 ) 

Hence functions in involution on g* can be restricted to func
tions in involution on 8"*r . For Casimir functions C on g* 
(characterized by [L,dC] = 0) the explicit form of the 
Hamiltonian systems (d Idt)L = Xc = [L,R dC] is given 
by 

= - 2[L+,dC_] +, 

d 
dt L_ = - 2[L+,dC_L - 2[L_,dC_] 

= 2[L_,dC+]_, (3.5) 

where we now have assumed an invariant metric on g. These 
dynamical systems obviously leave the subspaces g ± invar
iant and coincide with the Lie Poisson Hamiltonian systems 
of the restricted Casimirs on these subspaces. 

Thus it turns out that the Hamiltonian systems de
scribed by Theorem I are (up to irrelevant constants) those 
described by the Adler-Kostant-Symes scheme. 1,2 Thinking 
aoout these systems in terms of R structures at this stage 
gives the additional information that these equations on g + 
(or g _) are restrictions of larger Hamiltonian systems on g. 

In special situations the R structure gives a direct ap
proach to the second Hamiltonian formulation encountered 
for many of the integrable equations as follows. 

Theorem 2 (Ref. 4): Assume g to be an algebra identi
fied with g* via a nondegenerate, symmetric "trace form" 
Tr:g ..... R, i.e., (L,Z) = Tr(LZ) = Tr(LZ),L,ZEg. LetR be 
an antisymmetric solution of YB(a) relative to the Lie 
bracket [L,Z] = LZ -ZL. Then for/I,/zEC"" (g) we define 

{!.'/z}2(L) = (L df.,RL d/z) - (d/. L,R d/2 L). 
(3.6) 

(i) This bracket defines a Poisson structure. 
(ii) This bracket is compatible with the Lie Poisson 

structure 

(3.7) 

in the sense of Refs. 9-11, i.e., the sum of these brackets is 
again a Poisson structure. 

(iii) Casimir functions of (g, [ , ]) are in involution 
w.r.t. (3.6). 

Proof' Statement (i) is shown by a lengthy computation. 
Then (ii) is obtained easily by substituting L ..... L + €1 into 
(3.6). As the differentials of [ , ] Casimirs commute with L, 
(iii) follows trivially. 

The situation described by Theorem 2 certainly seems 
rather special: Nevertheless, in many applications the under
lying Lie algebra g is indeed a matrix or operator algebra 
such that this theorem can be applied to that situation. The 
most restrictive point is claiming R to be antisymmetric 
w.r.t. the trace form. For the splitting case 
g = g+ EDg_,R = P + - P _ this is granted if g_ = ~ ,i.e., 
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Tr(LZ) = Tr(L+Z_) + Tr(L_Z+). (3.8) 

A natural example of such a structure is given by 

g = gO ® C[A.,A. -I] = {~ IkA. k;lket>} , 

g_ = L~o IkA. k}, g+ = {~lkA. k}, 

(3.9) 

where gO is some algebra with a trace form tr that is lifted to 

Tr(L) = Res;. =0 tr(~ IkA. k) = tr(e.). (3.10) 

Note that in this situation the quadratic Poisson bracket 
(3.6) can also be projected to the subalgebras. One finds 

{!.,/zh(L) = (L(d/.) Of ,RL(d/z) Of ) 

- «d!.) Of L,R(d/z) Of L), LEg ± . 

(3.11 ) 

Obviously, restrictions of functions in involution on g yield 
functions in involution on the subalgebras. 

Although the Casimir functions on g are in involution 
w.r.t. both brackets (3.6) and (3.7), the associated Hamilto
nian systems (3.2) are not necessarily bi-Hamiltonian w.r.t. 
both Poisson structures in the sense that these equations also 
leave the bracket (3.6) invariant. However, in most applica
tions a natural set of Casimirs is given by the traces of some 
powers of the Lax operator, i.e., Cq: = tr(Lq), 

dCq = qL q - • and hence 

.!!....L= [L,RdCq ] =-q-[L,RLdCq _.]. (3.12) 
dt q- I 

Note that for Casimir functions the Hamiltonian system as
sociated with (3.6) assumes the form 

d 
-L= [L,RLdC], 
dt 

(3.13) 

so the system (3.12) is not only Hamiltonian relative to 
(3.7) (with the Hamiltonian function Cq ), but also relative 
to (3.6) (with the Hamiltonian function [ql(q - I) ]Cq _.). 

In the following application we will exploit this to derive the 
bi-Hamiltonian structure (and hence the recursion opera
tor) for a class of KdV-like equations with explicit space 
dependence. 

Example 1: Following Ref. 2 we will consider the ring of 
formal pseudodifferential operators as the formal Laurent 
series in the variable S, with coefficients in a ring S of func
tions of one variable x, i.e., 

g= ~{~ dk(X)SkldkES} 

endowed with the multiplication 

m in (3.14) 
L = 2: dk (x)S \ Z = 2: dk (x)s kEg. 

Indeed, withD = a lax,! = (a lax) -I,/x = a/lax the mul
tiplication (3.14) models the properties of the algebra of 
pseudodifferential operators: 
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g = ~ L~o ak (x)D k} e L~I Ck (X)I
k

} = g+ eg_, 

(3.15 ) 

where the formal integration operator I is subject to the 
(purely algebraic) rule 

1/=/1 - fxI2 + fxxP -"', 

/I=I/+I2/x + IYxx + .... 
(3.16) 

Using (3.16) it is more convenient to rewrite the elements of 
g_ as . 

g- = L~o Ik+ 'bdX)} . (3.17) 

Introducing a "trace formula" 

Tr(L) = TrC~o Ik+ Ibk ~ k~O akDk): = J~ 00 bodx, 

(3.18 ) 

one observes 

(L+,L_): = Tr(L+L_) = J: 00 c~o akbk )dX, 

with 

L f Ik+lbkEg_, L+ = f akDkEg+. 
k=O k=O 

(3.19) 

Assuming the function ring S to be equipped with the usual 
L2 scalar product given by integration along the real axis we 
imposeg_ to carry the topology of /2(S), Thus it can be seen 
from (3.19) that g + is dense in the dual of g _. Hence up to 
closure (which we will omit in our notation since it is of no 
relevance for the following) the above trace engenders a 
nondegenerate duality betweeng+ andg_, i.e.,g+ = g*_ . In 
Ref. 2 it is shown that the I coefficient of a commutator 
[L,l], L, lEgis always in the image of the differential opera
tor D. Assuming that the coefficients ak, bk of the operators 
vanish rapidly as x -+ ± 00, e.g., thinking of S as the 
Schwartz space of smooth functions vanishing rapidly at in
finity, one finds 

(L,l): = Tr(Ll) = (l,L), (3.20) 

thus giving a symmetric, invariant, nondegenerate trace 
form on g such that Theorems 1 and 2 can be applied to this 
setup. 

We will calculate explicitly the bi-Hamiltonian formu
lation (3.12) of the integrable equations obtained from 
Theorems 1 and 2. To this end one has to calculate the Pois
son structures (3.6) and (3.7) at a given point L = ... + 
1 2b l + Ibo + ao + ... + amDm, where the functions 
... bl,bo,ao, ... ,am will be considered as the "physical" coordi-

L=iz Dm+iz Dm-I+ ... m m-l 
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nates of the abstract equations (3.12). If one thinks of a 
scalar valued function/ on g as given by a functional 

(3.21) 

of the physical coordinates (and their derivatives), then its 
differential, interpreted as an element of g, is given by 

(3.22) 

where 

(3.23 ) 

is the Euler operator. Indeed, with l = ~J'< + I h k + ~okD k 
one obtains 

(d/(L),l) = f"" (L Ok 8/ + L hk 8/) 
- "" 8ak 8bk 

Xdx = _a-teL + El). 
aEIE=o 

(3.24) 

Inserting (3.22) into (3.6) and (3.7) gives the explicit form 
of the Poisson brackets in terms of the physical coordinates. 
Of course, since the elements of g _ consist of infinite sums, 
the resulting brackets involve infinitely many of the vari
ables bi and hence are difficult to use. However, as noted 
previously, both Poisson structures are projectible to g+, 
where only finitely many variables are involved when calcu
lating the tensor at a given point L = ~7:=oakDkEg+. In
serting 

8~ 
(dJ;L = LIk+l_'J_i' , i=I,2 (3.25) 

k>O 8ak 

into the projected bracket (3.4), i.e., 

{/I,h}R(L) = -2trC~0 akD k 

X [L JP + 1 8/1 , L I q + 1 8h ]) 
p>O 8ap pO 8aq 

(3.26) 

shows that only ~7:;;iIk+ 1 (8J;/8ak) contributes, i.e., the 
Poisson bracket (3.7) is actually projected to the submani
fold given by fixing the two highest coefficients am and 
am _ 1 of the operator L. Indeed, it is easily seen that the 
Hamiltonian systems 

(3.27) 
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leave these two highest coefficients constant. We rewrite (3.26) in terms of the Poisson tensor PR as 

and obtain 

o 
o 
o 

(3.28 ) 

~) (3.29) 

when evaluating for m = 2, i.e., at the point L = ao + aID + a2D 2. 
Similarly, using theg+ projection (3.11) of the Poisson bracket (3.6), inserting (3.25), and again evaluating for m = 2, 

the Poisson tensor 

( 3.30) 

is found to be 

(

2( - a2D3a2 + a2D
2a, - a,D2a2 + aIDa, - ao02D - DaOa2) 

P2 = 2a2D(a, - Da2) 
o 

2(a, + a2D)Da2 
4a2Da2 

o 
(3.31) 

Checking the explicit form of (3.11), it is easily seen 
that at any point L=~'f:~oakDkEg+ the components 
P2im ,P2mo i = O, ... ,m vanish, i.e., the second Poisson struc
ture is projectible to the submanifold given by fixing the 
highest coefficient am' Hence all Hamiltonian systems rela
tive to P2 leave the coefficient am invariant. To obtain the bi
Hamiltonian vector fields (3.12) relative to P Rand P2 we 
will now consider explicitly the Casimir functions 
Cq (L) = Tr(L q) for m = 2, i.e., at the point L = ao 
+ aID + a2D2. 

Obviousiy, the functions Cq,qEN vanish identically 
when restricting them to g+. However, for certain qEQ the 
fractional powers Lq can be calculated easily on a purely 
algebraic level, yielding nontrivial functions in involution on 
g+. For L = ~'f:~oakDk one sets up the ansatz 

Ll/m=a~mD+Ao+IAI +12A2+'" (3.32) 

and calculates the mth power of this ansatz and compares it 
with L, thus obtaining a straightforward recursion scheme 
for the coefficients Ao,A I"'" e.g., 

(ao + aID + a2D2) '/2 

= .,fa;D + ~(-.!!.L - (.,fa;) x) 
2.,fa; 

+1 -----+--( 
ao 3a~x a2xx 

2.,fa; 32g 8.,fa; 

_~+ ala2x -~) 
4a; 4J(if 8g 

+1 2 ( ... ) +1 3 ( ... ) + .... 

(3.33) 

For m = 2 an interesting set of Casimir functions 
Cnl2 (L) = Tr(L n12), nEN thus can be calculated explicitly 
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by multiplying the above root of L with integer powers of L. 
From (3.5) the associated Hamiltonian systems are calcu
lated as 

~L = 2[ L,(dCn12 (L»+] = n[L,(L n/2- I) +]. 
dt 

(3.34) 

In the physical coordinates ao,al, and a2 the first nontrivial 
of these equations (n = 3) has the form 

d 3 6 2 - ao = ---( - 1 aOx a2 
dt 16/flf 

- 3a~x - 4a~a2xxx + 6a2a2xa2xx - 8alxa2a2x 

+ 8alxxa~ + 8ala~x - 8ala2a2xx 

d 
-al=O, 
dt 

d 
-a2 =0. 
dt 

(3.35 ) 

The higher equations are very complicated since for n = 5 
the time evolution of ao is a lengthy expression of 50 terms. 

All equations (3.34) admit the bi-Hamiltonian formu
lation (3.12) relative to the Poisson operators (3.29) and 
(3.31). As discussed previously, all equations (3.34) imply 
(d /dt)a, = (d /dt)a2 = Oandhencecanbeinterpretedasan 
evolution equation for ao in which a, and a2 turn up as arbi
trary and fixed (i.e., time-independent) parameters. Obvi
ously, the first Poisson operator (3.29) can be projected to 
the submanifold spanned by the ao coordinate, i.e., 

eR = - 2a2D - 2Da2 (3.36) 

is a Hamiltonian operator for the ao component of Eqs. 
(3.34). Here a2 is now regarded as a parameter rather than 
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as a variable. For the second Poisson structure (3.31) one 
observes that resulting from (3.12) the a I component van
ishes' i.e., 

(3.37) 

for the relevant functions C. Solving (3.37) for 8C /8a l 

yields 

d 8C 8C 
-aO=P200 -+P201 dt . 8ao . 8a l 

= (P2.00 - P 2.01 (P2.11 )-IP2.1O)~C . 
uao 

Indeed, the operator 

O2 = P 2•00 - P 2.01 (P2.I1 ) -IP2.1O 

= - a2D
3a2 + a2D 2al - alD

2a2 

+ alDal - 2aoa2D - 2Daoa2 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

turns out to be a Poisson operator (relative to the ao coordi
nate) and compatible with (3.36). Hence (3.39) and (3.36) 
form a compatible pair of Hamiltonian operators for the ao 
components of (3.34) and a hereditary recursion operator is 
given by 

<I> = 0 20;- I, 

0;- I = __ 1_ D - I _1_, D - I = IX ... ds. 
~ Ja; -00 

(3.40) 

The hierarchy of commuting integrable equations obtained 
by applying (3.40) to the first ofEqs. (3.35) gives (up to 
constants) the ao component of Eqs. (3.34). Here a l and a2 

are now arbitrary functions. 
By construction all these equations admit L = ao 

+ aiD + a2D 2 as the Lax operator and the Lax formulation 
is given by (3.34). Obviously, for the special choice 
a l (x) = 0, a2 (x) = lone encounters the Schrooinger oper
ator and all structures constructed here reduce to the well
known structures of the KdV hierarchy. 

For the special choice al(x) = €Ix, a2(x) = 1 (3.35) 
reduces to 

.!!... ao = 3a + 3E(2 - E) 
dt - Ox 2x3 

(3.41 ) 

o =( 0 
R -6D 

-6D) 
o ' 

and the next equation of the hierarchy (n = 5) reduces to 
the following explicitly space-dependent KdV: 

d 5 15E(E - 2) 
- ao = - -(aoxxx + 6aoaox) + 2 aox 
dt 4 8x 

15E(E - 2) 15(E + 2)E(E - 2) (E - 4) 
4x3 ao + 16r 

(3.42) 

Example 2: The analysis of Example 1 can be carried out 
at any point LEg+. The hierarchy ofbi-Hamiltonian equa
tions corresponding to the Casimir functions Cq = tr(Lq), 
qeQ always leaves the two highest coefficients of L invariant, 
so that the coefficients enter the hierarchies as two arbitrary 
functions of the space variable x. Hence each evaluation of 
the structures discussed previously at a given point Leg + 

provides an example of an infinite-dimensional integrable 
system, with the explicit space dependence given by two ar
bitrary functions. 

Having done the explicit calculations at the point 
L = ao + aiD + a2D 2 in Example 1 the next simplest exam
ple is given by the point L = ao + aiD + a2D 2 + a3D 3. In 
terms of these coordinates one obtains a hierarchy of bi
Hamiltonian systems in the field variables ao and a I' with the 
two arbitrary functions a2 and a3• Already, it turns out that 
the first equations, as well as the two Hamiltonian formula
tions, are very lengthy for arbitrary a2 and a3; hence we only 
give the results for the special restriction a2 = 0 and a3 = 1. 
For L = ao + aiD + D 3 one finds the following first ele
ments of the hierarchy (3.12): 

(3.43 ) 

From (3.4) and (3.11) the Hamiltonian pair for the hierar
chy is (3.12) is found to be 

(3.44) 

- 2D4 - 2a lD
2 

- 2Da() - 4aoD) 
- 4D 3 - 2a l D - 2Da l • 

As in Example 1, the tensors (3.44) arefound by calculating the Poisson tensors PR and P2 from (3.7) and (3.6) at the point 
L = ao + a I + a2D 2 + a3D 3 and then projecting these operators to the submanifold given by a2 = 0,a3 = 1. An argument 
similar to (3.37) and (3.38) is applied, i.e., O2 is given by 

(3.45 ) 
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The first conservation laws associated to the hierarchy (3.12) are given by 

tr(L t/3)= -atdx, tr(L 2/3) = -aodx, tr(L 4 /3) = -aoatdx. J
oo 1 Joo 2 Joc 4 
-003 -003 -009 

(3.46 ) 

IV. INVOLUTION OF TRANSLATED CASIMIRS 

Throughout this section we will assume that R solves 
the modified Yang-Baxter equation YB ( 1 ) and R 2 = 1. We 
remark that YB(1) is now just the hereditary property, as 
introduced in Ref. 10. Note that the typical example 
R = P + - P _ of the splitting case does indeed satisfy 
R 2 = 1; hence any splitting of an algebra into subalgebras 
provides an example for the structures to be discussed in this 
section. 

In this case R equips g with three additional Lie brack-
ets: 

[a,b]R = [Ra,b] + [a,Rb], 

[a,b]s = R [a,b ]R' (4.1 ) 

[a,b h = [a,b]R - R [a,b]. 

The bracket [ , ] s coincicl'es with H ' lRR of the generaliter
ative scheme of Sec. II and [ , ] T is an additional bracket 
special for the case of a hereditary operator. 

As a result of observation 1 the R matrix again solves 
YB (1 ), starting with [ , lR or [ , ] s instead ofthe original 
bracket; it is easily checked that the same is true for [ , ] T' 

Iterating the construction of modified brackets, i.e., calcu
lating the R, S, or Tmodifications of these new brackets, one 
just recovers the original bracket and its modifications 
(4.1), e.g., [, ]TT = [, ],[, lRT = [, ]s, etc. 

Via P, P R , P s, and P T we denote the Lie Poisson tensors 
associated to the four brackets on g. The following simple 
observation immediately gives further information about the 
involutivity of Casimir functions. 

Observation 2: Consider the vector field X(L) = R *L 
ong*. Then 

LxP= - Pro LXPT = - P, 

LXPR = - Ps , LxPs = - PR, 

where Lx is the Lie derivative into the direction of X. 

(4.2) 

In addition to the results of Theorem 1 we obtain that 
Casimir functions on g (w.r.t. P, i.e., [ , ]) are not only in 
involution w.r.t. PR , but also w.r.t. PT , as 

0= L X {Ct,C2} = (Lx dC2,PdCI) 

+ (dC2,(Lx P)dCI) + (dC2,PLx dCI) 

= (dC2,(Lx P)dCI) = - {CI,C2}T' (4.3) 

With the same argument Casimirs ofthe [ , ] T bracket are in 
involution w.r.t. P; by Theorem I they are also in involution 
w.r.t. Ps (since [ , ]s turns out to be the R modification of 
[ , ] T)' Note that the Casimirs of [ , ] and [ , ] T (as well as 
those of [ , ] Rand [ , ] s) are in 1: 1 correspondence, as can 
be seen easily from the identities 
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{fOR *,goR *} = {j,g}ToR *, 

{fOR *,goR *}R = {j,g}sOR *. 
(4.4 ) 

However, there is still another way of obtaining func
tions in involution from Observation 2. With LxLxP = P 
(and the same for P R'P s, and P T) one finds an application 
for the following lemma which holds for arbitrary Poisson 
manifolds. 

Lemma 1: Let P be a Poisson tensor on some manifold 
and let X be a vector field with flow Fl' If LxLxP= aP 
(where a is a scalar factor), then 

for all Casimir functions C t , C2 and all times tt,t2ER. 
The proof is given in the Appendix. The above state

ment does not depend on the Poisson property of the tensor 
P; it holds for any skew-symmetric (or symmetric) tensor 
field of the type (0,2). In fact, the Lie derivative LxP of a 
Poisson tensor does not necessarily yield a Poisson tensor, 
i.e., {f,g}L P: = (dg,(LxP)df) might not satisfy the Jacobi x 
identity. If LxP turns out to be Poisson, then it is automati-
cally compatible with P, i.e., the sum of these two tensors is 
again Poisson. In this case Lemma 1 leads to the construc
tion of a family off unctions in involution w.r.t. a Hamilto
nian pair. 

An example for the case a = 0 is given as follows: Let P 
be the Lie Poisson tensor on the dual g* of a Lie algebra. 
Choose X(L) = Lo (a constant element of g*). Then LxP 
yields a coboundary {f,g}Lxp = (Lo, [dj,dgJ) and 
LxLxP = O. The flow of X is given by F I : L-+L + tLo. 
Hence Lemma 1 yields the result: The set of one-parameter 
families off unctions CI (L) = C(L + tLo), where C is a Ca
simir function, is in involution relative to the Hamiltonian 
pair P and L xP. This was used in Ref. 5 to show the integra
bility of the geodesic flow on semisimple Lie algebras. 

Another example for the case a = 0 is given by the Pois
son-Drinfeld structure on Poisson Lie groups since its sec
ond Lie derivative into the direction of any bi-invariant vec
tor field on this group vanishes (Ref. 14). 

Examples for the case a # 0 are given by the Lie algebra 
splittings (2.6) and the resulting Lie Poisson tensors P, PR , 

Ps , and PT' Again, the flow of X(L) = R *L is calculated 
easily in this case: 

FI = exp(tR *): L-+cosh(t)L + sinh(t)R *L. (4.6) 

Remark: In this construction it is quite easy to find vec
tor fields satisfying Lenard relations, i.e., admitting Hamil
tonian formulations relative to different Poisson structures: 
As explained in the Appendix the translations of Lemma I 
are obtained by applying the Lie series exp (tL x) to the Casi
mir functions. Applying this series to the identity 
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PdC = 0 (4.7) 

(identifying C as a Casimir function), one obtains 

0= (exp(tLx )P)(exp(tLx )dC) 

= a(t)(P+ €(LxP»)d(CoFt ), 

i.e., 

P d( CoFt ) = - €(LxP)d( CoFt ), € = b(t)/a(t) 
(4.8) 

where a and b are the functions given in the Appendix. Ex
panding (4.8) into powers of t obviously yields Lenard rela
tions, e.g., if the Casimir functions are given as 
Cq (L) = tr(Lq) and the R matrix arises from a Lie algebra 
splitting, then according to ( 4. 6 ) ( C q oFt )( L ) 
= tr«(exp(tR ·)L )q) is proportional to tr(L + €R *L)q) 
and one obtains an expansion 

q 

tr(L + €R ·L)q) = L C~(L)E". (4.9) 
k=O 

According to Lemma I the set of functions C ~ is again in 
involution relative to P and LxP= -PT and Eq. (4.9) 
yields 

PdC k =P C k
-

I k= I···q. q T q , 

V. AN INVOLUTION THEOREM FOR UNITARY R 
STRUCTURES 

(4.10) 

Throughout this section we assume that R is unitary in 
the sense of (2.2). We will consider the presymplectic two
form 

wo(L,L) = (RL,L), L,Leg (5.1 ) 

on g. Note that in the splitting case the R structure (2.6) is 
unitary only if g _ = g~ . In this situation (5.1) is just the 
canonical symplectic form on the symplectic space 
g=g+E!lg*+. 

It turns out that an analog of a Hamiltonian pair can be 
constructed with (5.1) and the Lie Poisson structure on g. 
One has the more general lemma which follows. 

Lemma 2 (Refs. 15, 16): Let wo(X,Y)(u) 
= (Bo(u)X,Y);uEM, X,YeTuMbe a closed two-form on a 
Poisson manifold M with the Poisson tensor PI' Define 
ct>: = PIBo, Pn + I : = ct>n PI' and Wn (X, Y): = (Boct>nx, Y). 
Then one finds the implications (i) <=> (ii) => (iii) => (iv) 
<=> (v) for the following statements: (i) all wm's are closed; 
(ii) WI is closed; (iii) I.P has vanishing Nijenhuis Torsion, i.e., 
L",xl.P = I.PLxl.P for all vector fields x; (iv) P2 is a Poisson 
tensor; and (v) all Pn's are Poisson tensors. 

For injective PI one also has (iii) => (ii) and for surjec
tive PI one has (iv) => (iii). If Bo is invertible, then (i) and 
(ii) are equivalent to PI + B 0- I being a Poisson tensor, i.e., 
to the notion of a compatible Hamiltonian pair. 

According to this lemma it is sufficient to check (ii) to 
find such a compatibility between Bo = R [i.e., Wo given by 
(5.1)] and the Lie Poisson tensor P( = PI) on g in the fol
lowing. 

Lemma 3: The two-form wl(X,y)(L) 
= (RP(L)RX,Y) = (L,[RY,RX» is closed if R solves 
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YB(O). This is shown easily since the invariance of the met
ric implies 

dWI (X, Y,Z) = (Z, [R Y,RX]) + cycl 

= (Z,[RY,RX] -R [y,x]R)' (5.2) 

For invertible R another way oflooking at this structure 
is to regard (2.8) as a Poisson bracket 

{/1,lzla = B(dlz,dh) = (R -I d/2,dh), '(5.3) 

which-as a two-cocycle-forms a compatible Hamiltonian 
pair with the Lie Poisson structure. Hence Lemma 3 follows 
by the compatibility criteria of Lemma 2. We remark that 

{h,lz}p,(L) = ([L,dh],R [L,dlz» 

and the square of the Nijenhuis tensor 

ct>(L) =P(L)R:X--[RX,L] 

(5.4) , 

(5.5) 

constitute the quadratic parts of the bi-Hamiltonian scheme 
set up by Magri 12 to describe the hierarchies of KdV and the 
Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation in a unified way. 

The vanishing Nijenhuis torsion of the operator ct> im
plies that the underlying manifold, i.e., g can be foliated by 
the eigenspaces of this tensor field. Up to certain additional 
technical assumptions (essentially, diagonalizability ofct» it 
can be shownl7 that the invariants of ct> are in involution 
relative to all Poisson structures PI,P2,,,, of Lemma 2. 

As the Lie Poisson tensor P constitutes a factor of ct> 
[5.5], one of the eigenvalues vanishes identically. For invert
ible R the zero eigenspaces of ct> are spanned by the vector 
fields R - I dC, where C is a Casimir function of the Lie Pois
son structure. We remark that these vector fields leave W o, 
PI = P and hence all closed forms and all Poisson structures 
of Lemma 2 invariant. 

For solutions ofYB(O) we refer to Ref. 8. As remarked 
in Sec. II, the inverse of a derivation on g solves YB (0) and 
hence leads to a hereditary operator (5.5). On finite-dimen
sional Lie algebras the construction of invertible derivations 
is not straightforward or does not even exist, but for the 
infinite-dimensional example of currents C«> (R, gD) over a 
finite-dimensional Lie algebra gD the differential operator D 
provides a derivation that, subject to boundary conditions, 
can be inverted. 

As an example let us consider g = C«> (K,gl (2,R»), with 
the charts 

a!(x») 
.( ) eg*, a4 x 

(5.6) 

endowed with the duality 

f
«> f«> 4 

(a,a·) = _ 00 tr(a·a)dx = _ «> i~1 arai dx. (5.7) 

An antisymmetric derivation on g is given by 
R -I = D + adbn , where D is differentiation and bo is a fixed 
element of g. Relative to the charts (5.6) R -I (regarded as 
the map from g to g*) and its inverse are found to be 
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C 
b 0 

D -b 0 D 
R-

I
= ~ D 0 

-b 0 
(5.8) 

R~(I~I 
0 -IbI 

-}bI} 0 I 

I - 21bIbI 

0 IbI 

wiih 1= D -I = r_ 00 • assuming the elements of g vanish 
rapidly at Ixl = 00. Here bo has been chosen as 

bo = (~ ~(x»). (5.9) 

The Lie Poisson tensor. here regarded as the map 
P( a ) :g* --+ g. has the form 

0 -a2 a3 

p~( a, 0 a4 -al 
-a3 a l -a4 0 

0 a2 -a3 

(5.10) 

The symplectic form given by R and the Poisson struc
ture (5.10) form a compatible pair in the sense of Lemma 2 
and the operator <I> = PR is hereditary. 

Rather than looking at the spectrum of <I> it is more 
convenient to look for a bi-Hamiltonian system generated by 
R -I and P. One finds a bi-Hamiltonian vector field 

(a. ~ a.) = Pdfo = R -I dfl' 

-a3 

( 5.11) 

with 

fo = J: 00 a3 dx. fl = J: 00 (a lla3 + a3Ia4 - b(la3 )2)dx. 

(5.12) 

According to the bi-Hamiltonian scheme (see. e.g .• 
Refs. 9-11) all the covector fields r n : = (<1>*) n dfo are 
closed. i.e .• locally r n : = dfn. The functionsfn are in involu
tion relative to R - I (regarded as the Poisson tensor). 
<I> R -I = p. <1>2 R - I = PRP .... . These functions can also be 
obtained via "master symmetries." 15. 16 Note that the vector 
field r 0 (L) = L is a conformal symmetry for R. as well as for 
the Lie Poisson structureP. i.e .• 

L R- I =2R- 1 L P= -P. 
Til 'Til 

Checking L Tn fo = fo one concludes that 

LTnrm = (1 + m + n)rn+m 

for r n : = <l>n r o' Hence 

fn+m = [1/(1 + m + n)]LTnfm 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

(5.15 ) 

provides a scheme to obtain the higher functions using the 
master symmetries rn.n;;,. 1. 
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APPENDIX: PROOF OF LEMMA 1 

For any smooth function f the composition with the 
flow F, of a vector field X can be represented via the Lie 
series 

t k 

foF, = exp(tLx)f= L - (Lx)'J, 
k! 

Since the Lie series provides a homomorphism w.r.t. the 
composition of arbitrary tensor fields T 1• T2 on the manifold. 
i.e .• 

exp(tLx) (T1oT2) = (exp(tLx) T1)o(exp(tLx ) T2 ). 

one obtains 

{foF _ "goF _,} poF, 

= exp(tLx) (d(goF _, ).p d( foF _ t» 
= (exp(tLx )d(goF _, ).(exp(tLx )P) 

X exp(tLx )d( foF _,» 
= (dg.(exp(tLx )P)df)· 

From Lx Lx P = aP the remainiIig Lie series can be cal
culated explicitly: 

exp(tLx)P = a(t)P + b(t)LxP 

j
p + tLxP. for a = O. 

= cosh ( .J(it ) P 

+ [sinh(.J(it)/fti] LxP. 

Insertingf = C1oF".g = C2oF". one obtains 

{CloF" _ "C2oF" _ ,}poF, 

fora#O. 

= a(t){C1oF".C2oF,)p + b(t){CloF".C20F,)LxP' 

For t = tl and t = t2 the Ihs vanishes since C1• C2 are to be 
Casimir functions. The resulting two homogeneous equa
tions show that the brackets on the rhs vanish for all times 
tl #t2 • By continuity this result extends to tl = t2 • 
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Partial waves for the linearized Yang-Mills equation about a monopole 
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The properties of the monopole-vector spherical harmonics that are needed to transform 
covariant differential equations on charged vector fields in the presence of a monopole into 
purely radial ones are computed. This further extends the work ofWu and Yang [Nucl. Phys. 
B 107, 365 (1976)]. As an application, the complete set of partial waves of SU (2) Yang-Mills 
fluctuations about the U ( 1) monopole configuration are explicitly computed. They are 
generated from the scalar solutions to the covariant Laplacian by the covariant operators D 
and rxD, in analogy with the uncharged case. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The fundamental paper ofWu and Yang 1 computed the 
properties of the monopole-spherical harmonics {Yq jk }. 

These can be used to solve charged scalar field equations in 
the presence of a monopole of charge q. The monopole-vec
tor spherical harmonics {Y{'1 are also known. For example, 
they were used to study general properties of gauge field 
fluctuations in Ref. 2. We continue this line of development 
by computing certain useful properties of the {y~k1. 

Thus, when q = 0, the spherical harmonics reduce to 
the ordinary scalar and vector spherical harmonics. These 
are very useful in electromagnetism3 and other situations, 
e.g., Ref. 4, because an expansion in terms of them reduces 
invariant differential equations on R3 to purely radial ones. 
The work ofWu and Yang makes this equally easy for q=j:.O 
in the scalar case, but the vector case has been severely limit
ed by the complexity of the {Y{'1. This is addressed by 
Lemma 3.1, in Sec. III below, the main result of the paper. It 
provides the necessary data to reduce covariant vector dif
ferential equations in the presence ofthe monopole to radial 
ones. The proof of Lemma 3.1 occupies Sec. III and the Ap
pendix. 

As an elementary application, the linearized Yang
Mills equation for SU (2) gauge field fluctuations about the 
monopole configuration is completely solved. This is done 
by applying our lemma to the equations formulated in Refs. 
2 and 5. These are set up in Sec. II along the lines of Ref. 5. 
Previously, Brandt and Neri2 had studied these equations 
and concluded the existence of certain unstable modes. 
These will be evident among our explicit results for the com
plete set of partial waves. The results also explicitly confirm 
expectations about magnetic antiscreening, cf. Ref. 6. An 
independent check of these modes is provided by geometri
cal methods in Sec. IV. 

The remainder of the introduction sets up the explicit 
application and states the resulting solutions. From a math
ematical point of view, we compute the tangent space to the 
spaceofSU(2) Yang-Mills connections onR3 - 00rS 3 - 0 
at a reducible connection. that ()f a U ( 1) monopole. On S 4 

reducible connections are known to have the structure of 
conical singularities in .sf I ~ . In our case, the structure will 
also be interesting, exhibiting an irrational power law for the 
radial dependence (as known for the scalar field case) and a 
mixing of the orbital angula'r momentum modes. 

Note that gauge field fluctuations in the monopole U ( 1 ) 
direction are not charged-they do not see the monopole 
background (i.e., they can be solved with q = 0). Hence for 
these modes we just have to solve Laplace's equation for 
vector fields on R3 - O. As stated above, this is easily done 
explicitly in terms of vector spherical harmonics yikl where 
JEO,I •... , kE - j, ...• j and iEj - l,j,j + 1. The answer for so
lutions of the form V • ~ = 0 is 

~E{( 1Ir1+ I)yikl=i, j = 1,2, ... } 

$ {(l!r1+2)yikl=1+ I, j=O.I, .. .} (l.l) 

as a vector space. The first terms are all tangential to the 
sphere at radius r while the second terms are all pure gradi
ent. Here we intend standard polar coordinates on R3 - O. 
This can also be obtained from solving the Laplacian on 
S 2 = SO ( 3 ) ISO (2) by group theory 7 and then the radial 
equation. For the non-Abelian fluctuations we shall use the 
known form of the corresponding {Y{'1 to carry through the 
corresponding more complicated computation. Group theo
ry is not directly applicable here, but our methods will sug
gest some elegant underlying structure. 

More precisely, let P_ (R3 - 0) be the trivial SU(2) 
bundle. Among the connections on this let 

J( = smooth solutions of the Yang-Mills equations on P. 
( 1.2) 

In this space lies the reducible connection of the 
U (1 ) C SU (2) monopole. Explicitly let U +, U _ be patches 
covering the z· > 0 and z < 0 halves of R3 - 0, then 

g+ _ (</J) = e2
•Q4>, Aq = - lQ AOirac' 

AOirac± = ± (zxr)/r(1 ± r· z), 
Q = qu3/2ESU(2), qEl/2, 

(1.3 ) 

in an explicit gauge where a· Aq = O. Here it should be 
pointed out that any SU (2) bundle over R3 - 0 is bundle 
equivalent to the trivial cross-product bundle and a denotes 
the flat connection in these cross-product coordinates on 
SU(2) X (R3 - 0). [However, the bundle reduced to an 
SO (3) or (as above) a U ( 1) subgroup need not be trivial as 
17'1(SO(3») = 1:2 and 17'1(U( 1») = 1:. Thus the transition func
tions in (1.3) cannot be transformed to the identity by 
SU(2) gauge transformations that map the U(l) onto it
self.] It is also convenient to take the flat metric on R3 - 0 in 
these coordinates. 
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In this paper then we compute 

TA ,A'nl:A , (1.4) 
q q 

where l:A is the gauge-fixing slice defined by DA ·6A = 0, 
q q 

l:A = {6AEr(ad P® T*(R3 
- 0») S.t. DA ·6A = O}, 

, q 

where D Aq is the covariant derivative. Since Aq is a reducible 
connection, the usual theorems that this is locally a good 
slice, i.e., that there exists an open & [Aq]3 [ Aq] in d / ~ 
such that 

1T: l:Aqn1T-I(&[Aq])-+&[Aq] 

is a bijection, need not be true. Indeed, we shall find in Sec. 
III that half of our solutions are "Gribov copies" (we call 
them type II) that lie in ~ Aq but are gauge transforms of Aq • 

The holonomy group of the connection Aq is "broken 
down to U ( 1 )." (In a physical setting such an Aq can arise as 
the approximate connection outside of a non-Abelian core, 
here modeled by {O}, due to the presence of a Higgs field ~ 
obeying DA ~ = 0.9 The Aq themselves do not have finite 
action due to the singularity at 0.) Now, because Aq is reduc
ible, the adjoint bundle ad P also splits so that 6A may be 
decomposed as fluctuations cj» in the U ( I) Abelian direction 
in SU(2) and non-Abelian fluctuations 'fI in the orthogonal 
noncommuting directions. Explicitly in the coordinates of 
(1.3), 

(1.5 ) 

With this decomposition in mind, we find the (physical) 
type I solutions 

TAq,A' n~A.I", 

{ 

~j+ I yjk1b 
I~J- I q I 

b-( q ~ 
- ~j(2j + 1) '~ (j + l)j , 

q~ ),j=q,q+ I,,,.}, 
~(j+ I)2_ q2)(j+ I)(2j+ 1) 

( 1.6) 

which are purely tangential to the sphere at radius r, and 
similar pure gauge modes for type II. The commuting direc
tions cj» are also described by this by setting q = 0 in ( 1.6), to 
recover ( 1.1 ) . 

The monopole vector spherical harmonics {y~kl} are 
given in detail in Ref. 2 where they were used in another 
context (to show that for q> ! there is an unstable mode-a 
solution regular near 0 but unbounded as r f--+- 00 ). [For each 
of the solutions of decay rz, the equations for a (a + 1) that 
arise have another solution r - a - I that therefore blows up at 
00 ifa< - 1.] 

As a check on these results, note that for q =! the 
slowest possible decay in this Coulomb gauge for 6A in the 
non-Abelian direction in SU (2) is for j = ~. This is because 
thej = ! mode, in fact, vanishes identically. Hence we find 

( 1.7) 

so that at large r the U ( 1) Aq and cj» necessarily dominate. 
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This is the phenomenon known as magnetic SU (2) -color 
antiscreening6 whereby the classical Yang-Mills equations 
on R3 - 0 keep non-Abelian modes "classically confined" to 
near the origin. In all explicit exact (as opposed to linearized 
fluctuation) solutions of Yang-Mills, the non-Abelian 
fields, in fact, decay exponentially, e.g., see Ref. 9. 

The present work was motivated by the following ele
mentary consideration. Consider an Abelian configuration 
such as (1.3) viewed as a time-independent connection on 
(R3 

- 0) XR. Suppose at t = 0+ that the connection Aq is 
suddenly perturbed by 6A = Q ''¢ in some direction 
Q 'ESU (2), where '¢ is real with compact support in the patch 
U +, say, in the coordinates of (1. 3). Then the energy 
If = M R' _ B, d 3xla XAI 2 jumps, 

If (0+) = If (0) +.!.. tr Q ,2 r d 3x lax'¢1 2 

2 JR' - B, 

where If (0) and If (0+) are not finite as € t--+-O in the present 
case (1.3) but their difference is. The second term is the 
energy of the U ( 1) curvature of'¢ and the third term is the 
interaction. From this one may conclude from the principle 
of virtual work (or by looking at the Yang-Mills equation 
explicitly) that as time evolves, non-Abelian fluctuations 
about an Abelian background evolving according to the 
Yang-Mills equations, tend to align themselves by rotating 
in SU(2). Equation (1.6) was obtained from a desire to see 
this explicitly-we see that only asymptotically Abelian 
configurations are possible in the steady state. 

II. FURTHER PRELIMINARIES 

(a) For slightly greater generality in Sec. IV, consider 
Aq in (1.3) a connection on the R4 -time axis, with metric 
( + - - -) and (Aq)o = O. Time-dependent fluctu
ations 6A are then allowed. For F(A + 6A) to obey the 
Yang-Mills equation when A does, we need, with 
/-l,V = 0,1,2,3 (summation convention) and D·6A = 0, 

OA 6AI' + 2 [FI' ",6A,.] = H 6AI' ,D A +bA 6AI'] 

= O(6A2
), OA = D2, D=DA. 

(2.1 ) 

For us Fo
i = 0, F/ = ( - QI0']/2)( - F~irac). Making the 

decomposition analogous to (1.5), we have, to linear order, 

0ArPO=O, 01,60=0, 0cj»=0, 

OA '¢ - 21q[ (rX,¢)/r 3] = 0, 
q 

a °1,60 - V· cj» = 0, a°rPo - D· '¢ = 0, 

(2.2) 

(2.3 ) 

where· and X denote the usual inner and cross product on 
]R3 given by oij = ( + + +) and €ijk' For us OA 
= (aO)2 - D· D and D = V - IqAoirac is the derivative on 

fields ,¢, rPo as sections of a time-independent line bundle. 
Here, rPo,tPo,cj» decouple and can be treated separately. Since 
we are interested in time-independent solutions we shall 
henceforth set rPo = 1,60 =0. The solution for cj» is standard, 
( 1.1 ). It remains to solve for '¢. 
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(b) Now under rotations Re we have an SO (3) action 

Re'" = e
,e
.
s 

exp(C. Ix Aq) ",(R a-Ix) 

=exp[19' (8 + L) ]"', 

where the orbital angular momentum generator is 

L = - IrXD - qr/r, 

which obeys [Li,Lj] = IEijkLk as desired. Here, - qr/rcan 
be interpreted5 as the orbital angular momentum of the mon
opole. The integral is taken over the arc described by R ;;; lX, 

tE[O,I] . 
Let 

Siaj = - IEijkak 

act pointwise on all vector fields ak' Then [Si,Sj] 
= - IEijkSk as required. Let J = L + 8 and [SoLj ] 
= - IEijkLk (i.e., in the present formalism 8 acts on D and r 

as vectors corresponding to the Poincare group as a semidi-
rect product). Hence 

This defines the spin and angular momentum operators. 
Note that 

[JoLj] = 0, 

[Ji,Dj] = 0, 

[Ji,rJ] = 0, 

[J2,Jz] =0. 
(2.4) 

LetJ2 =j(j + 1), L 2 = 1(1 + 1), and Jz =J3 = k on their 
simultaneous eigenfunctions. 

Lemma 2.1 (cf. Ref. 5): Let'" be an eigenstate of 
J2 =j(j + 1). Then for D· '" = 0, (2.2) becomes 

(a o)2",=H", = -HJ ",+2D(",·r) +4'; ""r, (2.5) 
r2 r r2 

where 

H
J 

= _~_.!:.-.~+j(j+ 1) _q2 
ar 2 r ar r 2 

Proof" Note that D2 = - HL [cf. HJ but l(l + 1) in 
place ofj( j + 1)] and J2 = 8 2 + L2 + 2L·8. Now 

L'8tPk = ILitPjEijk = I( - IEilmrlDm - qrJr)tPjEijk 

= {- q[ (8, r)/r]'" - rD· '" - '" + D",' rho 

With this in mind, (2.2) for'" becomes 

( 

- VYqj_Ij_l) 
'jj1=j_1 __ 1_ _ Y 

Y q - Y2 u q j - I} - I , 

- IYqj_Ij_1 

(

V Yqii _ I e't/> + U{2}Yqii ) 
Viil=j- 1 t/> •• F>:: 

q - -.j;::2=(=J'=+==I)=- U Yqii - Ie' - uv2jYqii ' 
Y It/> 

I qii-Ie 

(a 0)2"'= D2'" + 2q 8· r '" r3 

= _ H
J
", + (8

2 

+ 2L·8 + 2q 8· r) '" 
r2 r3 

= -HJ",-2(r/r 2 )D·",+ (2Ir 2 )D(",·r). 

We wish to solve (2.5) in the form H", = 0, '" = O( 1/ 
r), D· '" = 0 since we are interested in time-independent 
perturbations", that are small compared to Aq at sufficiently 
large r (i.e., outside the monopole core, here modeled by 
{O} ). In fact, it will be just as easy to solve for 

H", = DX, '" = O( 1/r), D· '" = 0, (2.6) 

for some X. The directly relevant modes are X = O. Note that 
[JoH] = O. 

(c) In standard polar coordinates, let 

u = cos B, v = sin B = ~, 0<, B<, 17". 

Then the monopole spherical harmonics that we need I are 

Y =2me,(m±q)t/>[21+ 1 (l-m)!(l+m)!]I12 
qlm ± 417" (1- q)!(l + q)! 

X (1 - u)(m+ q)12( 1 + u)(m - q)12 

d l + m 

x--- (1 - U)/-q (1 + U)I+q, 
du l + m 

which can be combined with Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 
for the tensor product with spin 1 to obtain a complete ortho
normal set of monopole vector spherical harmonics, VJqkl 
labeled by the eigenvalues of J2 = j(j + 1), L2 = l(l + 1), 

and Jz = k given simply in a standard Cartesian basis in Ref. 
2, 

In=1 m'= 1 

v~kl = I I (j,k Il.m;l,m') Yqlmem,. 
In= -/ tn' = - I 

kE - j, ...• j, iEj - l,j,j + 1. t;pO. (2.7) 

Here e + I = (x ± ly)/!i and eo = z is the spin operator ei
genbasis in terms of standard Cartesian coordinates on R3. 
As a first step we change to a polar coordinate basis for the 
tangent space. 

r = (:~: ~ :~::) , a = (~:: ~,:~: :), ~ = ( ~:!~~) . 
cosB -smB 0 

In this basis (which we adopt) we obtain. after come compu
tation. 

(2.8) 

(

V( - Yqj+'j_,e't/>+e-'t/>~(2j+ 1)(j+ I)Yqj+,j+,) -~2(2j+ I)UYqj+lj) 
Viii = j + I = 1 Y t/> t/> I I q --;:::;=====::::::;:::::======- u (- q j+ Ij _ I e' + e -, 'i (2j + 1) (j + 1) Yq j+ Ij + I ) + V'i 2 (2j + 1) u Yq j+ Ij . 

~2(2j + 3) (j + 1) 
- IYqj+ Ij-I e't/> - le-It/>~ (2j + 1) (j + 1) Yqj + Ij+ I 
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III. ORBITAL TRANSFORM AND SOLUTIONS 

The key step in solving (2.6) will be the "orbital trans
form" Lemma 3.1. Thus let '" denote a section with 
J2 = j( j + 1) and Jz = k and write 

I=j+ I 

'" = I y{kl( O,fjJ)J; (r,t) == y{k • J, (3.1) 
I=j-I 

where we think of/as a vector in the three-dimensional real 
vector space, "orbital space" with orthonormal basis 
{y~/, iEj - l,j,j + I} Uk fixed). It will suffice to work 
with the highest weight k = j for the general case is identical 
with q ii t---+q jk. 

Lemma 3.1: For a spherically symmetric U(1) connec
tion D, (i) 3 vectors a,d such that 

r· y~ = Yqjja, 

where 

Dangular. yjj = Y ··d q q1l' 

D • '" = ~ ~ r 2r • '" + ~ Dangular (O,fjJ) • '" 
r 2 ar r 

in spherical polar coordinates; (ii) explicitly for connection 
A q , 

and 

a=( 
q 

~jU + 1) 

U + 1)2 _ q2 ) 
(j+1)(j+2) , 

d=(- U+ 1)~, q , 
~j(2j+ 1) ~U+ 1)j 

NU+l)2-q2 ) 

..jU + 1)(2j + 1) 

aXd=( q ~ 
~j(2j + 1) '~ (j + l)j , 

q~ ) 
~ ( U + 1) 2 -l) U + 1)( 2j + 1) 

X~(j+ 1)2_q2 

completes an orthogonal basis for the orbital space; and (iii) 
with X an arbitrary function of r, 

rY .. =yjj'a Dangulary .. =yjj. (-d) q1l q' q1l q , 

D(YqjjX) =y~.(dX a-Xd). 
dr r 

Proof: (i) There must exist such orbital vectors a,d be
cause D and r are spherically symmetric and therefore com
mute with J as explained in Sec. II(b). Therefore the left
hand sides, which are SO(3) scalars, must have each 
component proportional to Yqjj . 

(ii) The coefficients a may be found by manipulating 
the top entries in Eqs.(2.8) using the identities among the 
{Yq jk} from their definition in Sec. II (b). The identities 
needed are spelled out in the Appendix. Next, let 
a = (a l ,a2 ,a3) be as in Lemma 3.1. Note a2 = 1. A similar 
and rather tedious direct computation (see the Appendix) 
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gives 

- l~' y~ = (au + ua1 ) Yqjj, tA1. y~ = (uau + a1 ) Yqjj, 

where 

all =(al,a2,a3-~)' a1 =-!1-(o,~,-~), 
a3 J + 1 a2 a3 

a 2 _ a 2 _ j( j + 1) + q2 
1 - 11 - (j + 1)2 _ q2 ' 

(2j + 1)q 
a 1 • all =. 2 2' a 1 • a = 0 = all' a. (j+ 1) -q 

This then yields, after further direct computation (see the 
Appendix), 

d = qa1 - (j + 1)all = (- U + 1)al, - a2,ja3), 

d 2=j(j+ 1) -q2, a'd=O, 

a1 'd= -q, all·d= -j, 

so that (a,d,qa 11 - ja 1 ) constitute an orthogonal basis. One 
may compute that 

qall - ja1 axd 

~ ~(j+1)2_? 

(iii) From Ref. 1, acting on Yqjk one has 

D", = += lq(1 += u) +~ = l(j ± q) += lq + lq = l(j + q), 
afjJ 

De =ae = -~1- U2~ au 

= e - ''''(Lx + ILy) _ lU ~ + q~ 1 += u 
Jf'=UZ a¢J 1 ± u 

=e-''''L+ + (lIv)(q+ju), 

so that from part (ii) we find 

DangUlaryqjj=~( q.~jU )yqg= _y{ansular.d, 

l{j + qu) 
while 

has zero angular part. Therefore its orbital coefficients are 
perpendicular to a 1 and to all and thus are proportional to a. 
Since a' a = 1 we see from part (i) thatthey are just a. Put
ting these together we have 

= y~ • ( a ~ X - X d). 
dr r 

This completes the sketch of the computations leading to 
Lemma 3.1. 

Using this lemma the equation to be solved, (2.6), for/ 
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according to (3.1) and "'0:: 0, is 

( ° 2 a2 
2 a J) a - (a ) +-+---- /+4-a·/ 

ar2 rar r2 r2 

(3.2) 

and the divergence constraint is 

1 d 2/". 1 --r J·a+-d"/=O. 
r2 dr r 

We employ the notation 

j(j+ 1) _q2:: i::j'(j' + 1), 

say, and we solve the equation - (aO)2t\1 = Dx(t,r,O,tfo) for 
some X(t,r,O,tfo) that must be of the form 
x(t,r,O,tfo) = x(t,r) Yqjj(O,tfo) since H in (2.6) commutes 
with J;. In the time-independent case that we consider first, 
the equation is homogeneous in r so it is convenient to write 

/U,r) =/(t)r a
, x(t,r) = x(t)r a

- 1, ft = a(a + 1). 

Then 

(ft - i)/ + 4/"aa = (a - l)a - d)(X - 2/·a), (3.3) 

(a + 2)/"a + /"d = 0, (3.4) 

which can now be solved by elementary linear algebra. Thus, 
contracting (3.3) with a and withd and then cross-multiply
ing we have, respectively, 

(a - i + 4 )/" a = (a - I)(X - 2/" a) 

<:> (a - 1)X = (a +- 1 - i)/"a, 

(a - i)/" d = ( - i) (x - 2/" a), 

(x-2/"a}({a-i+4)( -i) 

so that we classify the solutions as follows. 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

~or type I [(X - 2/"a) = 0], if /"ai=O (3.5) implies 
a-J +4=Oso (3.6) implies/"d=O. In this case (3.4) 
implies a = - 2. The solution is therefore 

/=).a, a= -2, X=U, i=6, (3.8) 

which will be included among type III below. 
~f/"a = 0 then (3.4) implies/"d = 0, and (3.3) implies 

a - J = 0 and from Lemma 3.1 (ii) we have the solution of 
type I: 

/=).(qall-jal)/~=)'b, 

X = 0, a = -! - ~j(j + 1) - q2 +! = -j' - 1, 
(3.9) 

j= q,q+ 1, ... , 

where only the - ve roots of a = i are given in accordance 
with our decaying boundary conditions. Note that thej = q 
mode exists only for j > ~ as Y:' is defined to be zero for 1<0. 

For types II and III, 

(a-i+4)( -i) + (a-2)(a-i) 

=O<:>a=i+ 1 +~4J+ 1 

=j'(j' + 1) ± (2j' + 1). (3.10) 

Here /"ai=O since /"a_= 0 implies /"d = 0 by (3.4); 
hence/= Oby (3.3) asa - J i= ° for (3.10). Therefore (3.5) 
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implies ai= 1 and thus by writing X - 2/"a = ).(a - i), 
(3.4) gives a solution proportional to (3.8) again if a = 2 or 
else 

j=q,q+ 1, ... , 

with a a~ in (3)0). The choice of the minus sign in (3.10) 
gives a + 1 = J, which we call solutions of type II: 

/= -).d+).(a+l)a, X=O, 
(3.11) 

a = - j , - 2, j = q,q + 1, ... , 

where only the - ve roots of a +- 1 = i are taken in accor
dance with our chosen decaying boundary conditions. 

For type III, these are the remaining solutions corre
sponding to the + ve root in (3.10), which, in fact, include 
( 3.8) by rescaling).: 

/= -).(a+2)d+lla, 

x=).[(a+- l-i)i/(a-l)], (3.12) 

a= -!-~(j'+I)(j'+2)-~, j=q,q+l, .... 

The physical significance of these three types of solution 
to (2.6) is as follows. Type I, being orthogonal to a and d, is, 
by Lemma 3.1, tangential to the sphere at radius r and not of 
the form DX. These type I are the physical non-Abelian fluc
tuations about A q • Type II are precisely the solutions of the 
form DX since, according to Lemma 3.1 (iii), 

D~ + I Yqjj = Y{ • ( - d + (a + 1 )a), 

i.e., tangent to the action of time-independent gauge trans
formations of the form - 'Xu +12 - 'X·U _/2 correspond
ing to (1.5). They correspond to the infinitesimal "Gribov 
ambiguity" expected at the reducible connection A q • Here 
only X ex:: ~ + I Yqjj needed to be considered as [J;,Dj] = 0, 
see (2.4). Explicitly, 

-d+(a+l)a=(~(j-j') -j'q 
~j(2j + 1) , ~j(j + 1) , 

(j + j' + 1)~ (j + 1)2 _ q2) . 

~(j+l}(2j+l) 

Finally, the type III solutions are the non-Abelian 
modes that preserve the Yang-Mills equation only up to a 
gauge transform, 

DA HA ·P(Aq + bA) = DA x· 
q q 

They do not correspond to anything physical but rather to 
points that are critical points of the Yang-Mills action re
stricted to l:A , since any fluctuations, bA', that lie on l:A 

q .' 
are restricted to obey D· bA' = 0. Hence they give zero 
change in the action at configurations Aq + bA that only 
obey the Yang-Mills equations up to a gauge transform (as
suming integration by parts.) Rather, these modes corre
spond to an ambiguity in a coupled source J when, in the 
background field method. 10 a functional Legendre trans
form exchanges J for A as the fundamental variable. They 
are therefore somewhat dual to the infinitesimal "Gribov 
ambiguity" modes of type II, and it is interesting that they 
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arise precisely as the opposite root of the indicial equation 
(3.10) to type II. 

The q = 0 limit of the type I solution is 

",=y~. (O,Njl(j+ 1),O)r- j
-

l
, j>O, (3.13) 

and of type II, 

'" = y~. (0,0,~(j + 1)(2j + I) )r- j
-

2
, 1~0. (3.14) 

Here thej = 0 mode is the solution ilr 2 familiar in a differ
ent context. 

Since [JoB) = 0 from Sec. II(b), we have without 
computation that all the lower weight modes are obtained 
from the highest weights given above by applying 
J _ = Jx - l.!y and hence are obtained from the above simply 
by replacing Yqii and y~ by Yqjk and y~, respectively, where 
kE - j, ... ,j. Lemma 3.1 also holds in this greater generality 
(with the same vectors a,b,d) in view of (2.4). 

IV. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION OF LINEARIZED YANG
MILLS FLUCTUATIONS: CONCLUSIONS 

As an independent check of the computations of Sec. II 
and the Appendix, we shall give an alternative less explicit 
solution of (2.6) for X = 0 and indicate that it agrees with 
the above. It is modeled on the standard treatment of the 
q = 0 case (Ref. 3, Sec. 16) made possible by the following 
lemma. 

Lemma 4.1: (i) Let A be a connection on a principle 
bundle P and D its associated covariant derivative and DA 
= D·D. Suppose that A obeys the Yang-Mills equations. 
For all smooth sections X of ad P we have 

(4.1 ) 

where F denotes the curvature acting by matrix multiplica
tion with commutator in the Lie-algebra values (the adjoint 
representation) . 

(ii) For the Aq of (1.3) or more generally in n = 3 di
mensions if D • F = 0 and XiEij[ k FI / = 0 (related to rota
tional invariance) we have (with DA denoting D· D), 

(4.2) 

(iii) Because of parts (i) and OJ), if X is an eigenvector 
ofDA then DX and rXDx are eigenvectors ofDA + 2F [the 
operator in (2.2)]. The zero modes obey 

D· (DX) = DAX = 0, D· (rxDx) = - r' BX = 0, 

(4.3) 

provided r' B=Xi!EijkFjk = 0 as is the case for Aq. 
Proof We have 

(DAoJL v + 2FJL V)DvX 

=DvDvDJLX+ [2FJLv,DvXl 

= D V[ FvJL'X) + D vDJLD,,x + 2[ FJL V,DvX] 

=DJLDAX+ [FVJL,DvX] + DV[FvJL'X) + 2 [FJLv,DvX] 

= DJLDAX + [D'FJL'X)· 

Similarly for part (ii), and not explicitly writing the commuta
tors of the adjoint representation acting on X, 
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. . k 1 
(DAo/ + F/)EjkIX D 

= D'!JEiklxkD1 + 2F;mEmklxkDI 

= D n (EiniD 1 + EiklXk Fn I) 

+ DnEiklXkDIDn + 2FimEmklXkDI 

= (rxD)iDA + Eik1xk(D·F)1 + 2xkEkIUFn/Dn. 

Note that DA + 2F does not commute in this sense with 
the orbital angular momentum L defined in Sec. II (b), except 
forq= O. 

Now the spectrum of DA on scalar sections X was found 
long ago. The results stated in Ref. I for the zero modes on 
R3 - o are 

X = r-r - Iyqjk , 

where 

j'(j' + 1) =j(j + 1) - i, r~O. 
Hence, according to Lemma 4.1, the general solution to (2.6) 
with X =Ois 

~{rXDr-r - Iyqjk } Ell {Dr- j' -Iyqjk }. 

Comparing this with the results of Sec. III we see that we can 
conclude as an addendum to Lemma 3.1 that 

rxDYqiiO:Y~' (aXd). 

One may perform some explicit computations to fix 
the constants of proportionality and check the inverse 
(rXD)·Y~ 0: Yqii(aXd), but this is to be expected in view of 
parts (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.1. 

The time-dependent solutions, i.e., writing", = e"O''''(r) , 
the positive eigenvalue modes of 0 A + 2F, are obtained simply 
by replacing r - j' - I by suitable combinations of spherical Bes-

sel and Neumann functions. For example,jr (wr)/..jWi in the 
type I solutions. This and an analysis of scattering can proceed 
almost in analogy with the q = 0 case (Ref. 3, Sec. 16), but 
shifted by an irrational amount by usingj' in place ofj. This is a 
topic of further work. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

It is concluded that the solution of the SU (2 ) Yang-Mills 
equation on R3 - 0, and other differential equations on sec
tions associated to the monopole bundle, can be developed 
along the lines of the familiar q = 0 case, with some essential 
differences due to the effective angular momentum j' being 
irrationally shifted from the total angular momentum j (as in 
the scalar case) and due to the associated orbital angular mo
mentum mixing. In addition to scalar and vector monopole 
spherical harmonics, spin-! sections have also been of interest, 
e.g., Ref. 11, and further work might include explicit partial 
waves for this situation also. 

The explicit Lemmas 3.1 and 4.1 are intended as a useful 
explicit complement to the alternative highly abstract ap
proach to monopole dynamics. The important point is that for 
charged fields in background (external) fields, there is, in gen
eral, no Poincare group. But when the background field has 
symmetry under a subgroup, then that subgroup can usefully 
be applied in analogy ~th the uncharged case. 
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APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL COMPUTATIONS FOR SEC. III 

(a) Since we know from (2.4) that r· y~, va . y~, and ~ • y~ are of the form Yqjj a, etc., we have to use identities among the 
{Yq jk} to put the scalar coordinate expressions (3.1) explicitly into this form. A general expression for the needed identities is given 
in the Appendix. of Ref. 2. Rather than develop an abstract theory, it is perhaps simplest for our limited purpose just to list the 
needed identities for the convenience of reference while checking the answer. Thus 

q ~ 
UYqj_Ij_1 = --: Yqj-Ij-I + : ~ Yq.ii-I' 

J jv2j + 1 

-ve'''Y. I· I=~ y .. , 
91- }- N2j + 1 qp 

_ ve'''Y_
1 

= q II} y .. + 1I}~(j + 1)2 - q2 Y+ I' 
qjj j( j + 1) qp ~2j + 3(j + 1) q) J 

_ ve'''Y .. = J2f+2-J(j + 1)2 - q2 Y. . 
qp ~ q}+I}+I' 

'/2j + 3(j + 1) 

q -J(j+l)2-l 
uY .. = ---y .. + Y ·+1·' 

qp j + 1 qp ~2j + 3(j + 1) 91 J 

_ ve'''Y _ .j21if+1 y + J2J+1N+2~ (j + 2) - q2 Y _ Vl.~ (j + 1)2 _ q2 Y 
qj+lj-I-q U+ 1)(j+2) qj+lj J2[+3,f2J+5(j+2) qj+2j .J2.J+1J2J+3(j+ I) qjj' 

_ '''Y _ Vl. y. I. _ Vl.-J (j + 2) - q2 Y. 2. + Vl.~ (j + 1) 2 _ q2 Y .. 
- ve qj + Ij + 1 - q r:71 q) + } + J ' v.i + lU + 2) J2[+3,f2J+5(j + 2) q} ~3JJ+1 qll 

uY.
1
.= -qj y. 1+!i.f+M~(j+2)-q2y. 2.+~(j+1)2_q2y .. 

qJ+ J (j+ l)(j+2) q)+} ~2j+~2j+5(j+2) q;+ j ~2j+3(j+ 1) qp' 

_ ve-'''Y .+ \ = q 1if+1Vl. y. \-1 _ Vl.V3,j (j + 2) -l Yqj+ 2)-1. 
q} J (j+2)(j+l) qJ+) ~2j+~2j+5(j+2) 

Using these various identities to find r . y~ from (2.8) is easy. For the other two spatial components ofY~, the computation is 
also straightforward so I shall just pause at key steps as an aid in checking: 

v6. yil = (u.,fij~ Y .. , - uq.JIj Yqjj _ .ffj Yqil + u.,fij( - q)j Yqjj, 
q v"l~2j + lj qp {f[+5j(j + 1) Vl.$+1 Vl.~ + lj(j + 1) 

uJ (j + 1)2 -l y .. _ uJ2J+1J (j + 1)2 _ q2 Y .. 

~2j + 1$+t(2j + 3)(j + 1) q}J ~2j + 3J2j + ~j + 1 q}J 

_ u.J2J+1~ (j + 1)2 - q2 Y .. + .J2.J+1 y .) 
q}J - qJ+ \} , 

(2j + 3>JJ+1(j + 1) N+ 3JJ+1 
where eight similar intercanceling terms have been omitted. Defining a as in the statement of Lemma 3.1, we have 

A •• ( Y .j} Y ~2j + 1 Y va· y~ = uaJYqil,Ua2 qil - -- qjj' qj+ Ij 
-fJ+1 ~2j + 3ff+1 

_ uJ(j + 1)2 - q2..ff.f+1 Y .. (_1_ + 1 + 1 )) 
(2j+ 3)$+1 qll J+ 1 (j+ l)(j+ 2) 

= ("''',(u +_q_) y .. .JJ+1m+1 _ uJ(j + 1)2 - q'2 Yqjj ) 
j + 1 q}J~ (j + 1 )2 _ q2 J2j + 1$+1 

= (ual,UQ2 -~ ,(u + -. -q-) (-...!..) + ua3) Yqjj = (uau + a1) Yqjj , 
~j + 1 J+ 1 a3 

as required in the proof of Lemma 3.1 (ii). Similarly 
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_ lV~ • yjj = (JJ~ Y q, _ q{Ij Y q _ {Ij~ (j + 1)2 _ q2 y. I. 
q ~2j+ Ij qJj V2~j+ Ij(j+ 1) qJj V2~j+ 1..fiJ+3(j+ 1) 91+ i' 

1 [qJI.J+T v1. y. + 1. _ v1.~ (j + 1) 
2 

- q2 Y q 

V2~ 2j + 3 ~j + 1 (j + 1)( j + 2) q} i fiJ+T ~ 2j + 3 (j + 1) q Jj 

+ fiF+T v1.q y. . + fiJ+T v1.~ (j + 1) 2 _ q2 Y q]) 
(j + 2) q1+ Ii ~2j + 3 qJj 

( - JJ~ (j + 1)2 - q2 a2 
= alYqjj , ~j+l~2j+3(j+l) Yqj+lj+7+2 Yq1i ' 

qfiJ+T Y+
I 

+ ~(j+ 1)2_q2j Y) 
(j + 1 )~j + 1 ~2j + 3 91 i ~2j + 1 ~j + 1 (j + 1) q1i 

=(al,-.!!L-~(X+-q-),--j-a3--q- (u+q/(j+ 1))) y .. 
j + 1 ~j + 1 j + 1 j + 1 j + 1 a3 qJj 

= (a l,a2 - ~ u, - -.-q-~ + a3 - J.-) Yq1i = (ual + all) Yq1i . 
J + 1 J + 1 a3 a3 

(b) Using the results of part (a) and Ref. 1, 

_ v ..!....- = e'l/> L + (q + ju) = (q + ju) 
au + v v 

acting in Yq 1i' we find in spherical polars 

Dangular. y1i = _..!....- va. y1i + l(j + qu) ~. y1i 
q au q v q 

= -..!....- (uall + al ) Yq1i - (1 - u2
) (j + qu) ( all + ual ) Yq1i au 

( 
(q + ju) 1 2 • ) Y = -all + 2 (uall+al )-( -u)(J+qu)(all+ual ) q1i 
l-u 

= ( - all + qal - jall ) + O(u»)Yq1i , 

where the tenns labeled O(u) must cancel among themselves in view of (2.4). 
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The method of Witten [Phys. Rev. D 19, 718 (1979)] is extended to a double-complex form. 
Many new solutions of the self-dual SU (2) gauge fields are generated by the double-inverse 
scattering method, and the soliton solutions can form an infinite network. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, the double-complex function and the dou
ble-inverse scattering method 1.2 are used to generate the new 
solutions of the self-dual SU(2) gauge field (SDSGF).3 Ac
cording to Witten,4 some static axisymmetric SDSGF equa
tion can be changed into the Ernst equation.s In addition, 
Letelier6 had used the inverse scattering method of Belinsky 
and Zakharov7 to find the soliton solutions of the SDSGF. 
However, since in these methods only the ordinary complex 
numbers (with the imaginary unit i,P = - 1) are used, the 
double-complex duality symmetry is hidden. If we use this 
symmetry, many new and more complex solutions of the 
SDSGF are found. 

According to Ref. 4, finding a solution of some static 
(a lax4 =O) axisymmetric (aboutx3) SDSGF on Euclidean 
space (Xt>X2,X3,X4 ) and in the R gauge is changed into find
ing an ordinary complex Ernst potential '!J c = t/J + ia, 
where both t/J and a are functions of x I 'X2 only. Once '!J e has 
been obtained, then the potential bp of SDSGF is deter
mined by the equations 

t/Jbx, = (aX2 ,aX " - t/Jx,) , 

t/JbX2 = ( - ax, ,aX2 ,t/Jx, ) , 

aa 
a =x,- ax. , 

(1) 

(i = 1,2,3) . 

In Sec. II, the concept of double-complex duality sym
metry is introduced. A number of applications are illustrated 
in Sec. III. 

II. DOUBLE-COMPLEX DUALITY SYMMETRY 

Let J denote the double imaginary unit, i.e., 
J = i(P = - 1) or J = the hyperbolic imaginary unit € 

(c = + 1, €=/= ± 1). Here a(J) = ~:=oaJ2n is called a 
double-real number, if the real series ~an is absolutely con
vergent. Let '!J (J) = F(J) + J·fi(J) be a double-complex 
Ernst potential, where F(J) = F(r,z;J) and 
fi(J) = fi(r,z,;J) are double-real functions of rand z, and 
(r ,z,O) are the cylindrical coordinates 

XI = rcos 0, x 2 = rsin 0, 

r = (xi + x~ ) 112, tanO = x 21x I • 

The double-complex Ernst equation is l
•
2 

Re('!J (J) )V2 '!J (J) = V'!J (J)'V'!J (J) , 

(2) 

(3) 

where the symbol Re denotes the real part of a double-com-

plex function. This equation and its solutions are discussed 
in Refs. 1 and 2. 

If a double solution '!J (J) of Eq. (3) is given, then 
'!J c = '!J (J = i) is an ordinary complex Ernst potential. Ac
cording to Witten,4 a solution (t/J,a) of SDSGF is deter
mined by '!J e' i.e., 

(t/J,a) = (Fe,fie)=(F(J= i),fi(J= i»). (4) 

Now, we prove thatthere is yet another solution (~,q) of the 
SDSGF that is determined by 

'!J H = FH + €'fiH=F(J = €) + efi(J = €) 

as follows. Let Tand W~ be the Kramer-Neugebauer trans
formations 

T: t/J .... T(t/J) = rt/J-I , 

W~: a .... UJ=W~(a)= Jr- I t/J2(ax dr-a,dZ) , (5) 

i.e., a,UJ = r- It/J2 aza, azUJ = - r- I t/J2 a,a . 

Therefore..@ c = T(F H) + i' WFH (fiH ) is l also an ordinary 
complex Ernst solution of Eq. (3) with J = i. This means 
that we obtain a new solution ofSDSGF, i.e., 

(6) 

The relations among the solutions of the SDSGF, the dou
ble-complex Ernst equation, and the stationary axisymmet
ric gravitation field solutions (J,UJ), which correspond to 
the line element 

ds'l =/(dt - UJ dO)2 - /-1 [e1'(dr + dz2) + r d0 2] , 
(7) 

can be expressed as in the following configuration: 

(I,V) (1,1 ) 

(J,UJ) •• --- • (t/J,a) 

I (8) 
(T,W) I (T,!) 

(j,&) •• --- (FH,fiH ) .. (~,q), 

where V = W -I, 1 is the identity transformation, and the 
symbol ( , ) denotes a transformation pair, e.g., 

(I,V): (J,UJ) .... (I(/),V(UJ») = (Fe,fie) ' 

etc. Evidently, the result of Witten only corresponds to the 
upper line in Eg. (8). Si~ce TT- I = VW = 1, the transfor
mation from (J,&) to (t/J,q) is essentially the same as from 
(J,UJ) to (t/J,a). In general relativity, we generally select the 
asymptotically flat solutions; however, this restriction is not 
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necessary for the SDSGF. Thus, in SDSGF theory, the 
above method is more effective than those in general relativi
ty. 

III. APPLICATIONS 

In the following, we give some examples of how to find 
new solutions of SDSGF. 

(A) LetE(J) = (1 + 1f(J»)/(1 -1f(J»), thus Eq. (3) 
is changed into 

(EE* - 1 )V2E = 2E*VE·VE (* = conjugation). (9) 

When J = i, this equation has the Tomimatsu-Sat08 solu
tion series Ee (8) 

Ee (8) = a(t;'l,p,q;8) (8 = 1,2,3, ... ) , (10) 
{:J(t, T/,p,q;8) 

where a and {:J are certain polynomials, p and. q . are real 
parameters such that p2 + q2 = 1, and (t,T/) are prolate 
spheroidal coordinates, related to (r ,z) by 

r = c~ (t 2 
- 1) (1 - T/2), Z = ctT/. This solution series has 

been extended by us l to a double solution series E(J,8), 

E(E:- 'J8) = A (t,T/,C[JA ],S[JA ];8) 
~,T/, , B(t,T/,C [JA ],S [JA ];8) , 

(11 ) 

where double-cosine 
00 

C [JA ] = L (1/2n!)(J 2A)n, 
n=O 

double-sine 
00 

S [JA ] = L [1/(2n + 1 )!](PA)nA , 
n=O 

p = C [iA ] = cos A, 

and 
q = S [iA ] = sin A . 

The polynomials A and B are generated from a and {:J, re
spectively, by a simple algebraic substitution 

[p,q2",iq2"-I] ..... [p,( _ 1)n(Jq)2n,( _ 1)n-I(Jq)2"-I] . 
(12) 

From Ee (8) the results of Witten are obtained, how
ever, (~,a") corresponding to EH (8) are new solutions. For 
8= 1, 

E(J) = C[JA]t + J'S[JA]T/, 

EH = pt + EqT/=t cosh A + T/E sinh A, (13) 

_ p2t 2 
- 1 - (/T/2 

FH - , 
(pt + 1) 1 - qlT/2 

n_ 2qT/ . 
H - (pt + 1)2 - qztl 

If A = 0, then p = 1 and q = 0, and b~had been calculated in 
Ref. 4. In this case,p = 1, q = O,and the dual gauge potential 
b~ is defined by 

A [ Xl ( 1 1 ) ] bx , = 0,0, 2 - + - - cos () , 
c(t - 1) r l r2 

A [ - Xl ( 1 1 ) . ] bX2 = 0,0, 2 - + - + sm () , 
c(t - 1) r l r2 

b
X3 

= [0,0,0] , 
(14) 

~X4 = [0,0, c(t 21_ 1) (X3 r: c + X3 r~ C)] , 

where ri = (z - C)2 + r,~ = (z + C)2 + r. It is interest
ing that the difference between b~ and b~ is only a periodic 
component. 

Next, Eq. (9) has a double solution 

E(J)=e-Jacotht/l, V2t/1=0, (15) 
where a is a real number, 

eJA = f (JA)" =C[JA] +J·S[JA]. 
n=O n! 

Thus Ee is the ordinary Ernst solution,4.5 and from E H we 
can obtain a new solution 

(~,fr) = [T(Re( 1f H»),WRe(wHdIm(1f H»)]' 

(B) The Eq. (3) is invariant under the double transfor
mation l 

K(J):1f (J) ..... 1f'(J) = a(J) 1f (J) + J'b(J) , (16) 
J'c(J) 1f (J) + d(J) 

where a, b, c, and d are double-real parameters and 

a(J)d(J) - J 2b(J)c(J) = 1. 

Here, K(J = i) is just the Ehlers transformation. By 
K(J = E), a new solution (~',;y) ofSDSGF can be genera
ted from a known (~,fr). 

(C) In Ref. 2 we have given a double-inverse scattering 
method; it can also be used to generate new soliton solutions 
ofSDSGF. In fact, if (¢o(J),uo(J») is a double seed solution 
ofSDSGF corresponding to a background double Ernst po
tential1f o(J), and we let 

1 (1 uo(J») 
Moo(J) = ¢o(J) uo(J) tTo (J) - J2¢~ (J)' (17) 

then according to Ref. 2, we obtain an infinite soliton solu
tion network as follows: 

a Mo_ dJ) • Moo(J) a Mol(J) - ... 

Yp I Y 

!BZ 

Y 

!BZ 

Y (3 

BZ 

a M t - l (J) a MIO(J) • Mll (J) •... 

Y{3 

J »z 
Y 

!BZ 

Y 

I»z 
Y (3 (18) 

a M 2 - l (J) aM20(J) a M 21 (J) .... 
Y {3 

1 
Y ! Y {3 ! Y 
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where BZ denotes the inverse scattering transformation2 

fromMij(J) toM1+ Ij(J) by an operation of adding one sim
pIe real pole f.Ln + I • Here, Y and Yp are transformations 
fromMij(J) toMij+ I (J) defined, respectively, as follows. If 
M(J) corresponds to ff (J) by Eq. (17), then 

Y(M)=M', ff'= _p F-J·o. = _J2~ 
F2 _ J 20.2 ff ff* 

and 

Yp (M) = M" , 

ffB = T(Fc) + e' WFc (Oe) , 

ff~ = T(FH ) + i' VFH(OH)' 

(19a) 

(l9b) 

Now, for each Mnm (Iml, n = 1,2, ... ) we obtain a soliton 
solution pair [(t/>nm,CTnm )'(~nm,qnm)] ofSDSGF, 

1 [M"m (J = i) ] 12 
¢Jnm = - .' U nm = "" .' 

[Mnm (J = I)] 11 [Mnm (J = I» 11 

~nm = T([ Mnm (J = E» II)' 

1160 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 30, No.5, May 1989 

q = W. ([ ~nm (J = E) ] 12) , 
nm ~.m [Mnm (J = E» II (20) 

where [M ] ij is an element of the matrix M, and 
Mnm (J) = M"m (J) when n ~ an even number, but 
Mnm (J = i) = Mnm (J = e), M,.m (J = e) = Mnm (J = i) 
when n is an odd number. Notice that, from a fixed seed 
solution and by the method of Letelier, 6 we can only obtain a 
subset, which, in fact, corresponds to Moo(J = i) 
-M20(J = i) -M40(J = i) -+ •••• 

IZ. Z. Zhong, J. Math. Phys.16, 2589 (1985). 
lZ. Z. Zhong, Sci. Sin. A 31. 436 (1988). 
le. N. Yang, Phys. Rev. Lett. 38,1377 (1977). 
4L. Witten. Phys. Rev. D 19. 718 (1979). 
SF. J. Ernst. Phys. Rev. 167, 1175 (1968). 
6P. S. Letelier, J. Math. Phys. 23, 1175 (1982). 
7V. A. Belinsky and V. E. Zakharov. Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 77. 3 (1979). 
"A. Tomimatsu and H. Sato. Prog. Theor. Phys. SO, 95 (1973). 
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Ordered exponentials and differential equations 
H. M. Frieda) 
Observatoire de Nice, B. P. 139. 06003 Nice Cedex, France 

(Received 6 October 1988; accepted for publication 21 December 1988) 

An independent and elementary method of guessing the leading form of certain SU (2) and 
SU (3) ordered exponentials in the strong-coupling limit of rapidly fluctuating input is 
presented. For SU(N), with N,;;<3, the method is not unambiguous, but it can be used to check 
previous estimates. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Ordered exponentials (OE's) satisfying first-order dif
ferential equations (DE's) and describing the evolution of a 
multicomponent, linear system have a rich structure of solu
tions that may be estimated in certain adiabatic and rapidly 
fluctuating input (RFI) limits of strong coupling. 1-3 One 
may ask if any part of this structure may be inferred from an 
examination of higher-order DE's written for individual 
components of the system, as relevant to the particular input 
information of the problem. The purpose of this paper is to 
answer this question in the affirmative and to display, in two 
simple SU (2) and SU (3) contexts, an independent method 
of finding results obtained previously in the RFI limit. In the 
course of this analysis, one learns-it was a surprise to the 
author-that certain, relatively simple, but important prob
lems can be solved exactly; these exact solutions can be easily 
generalized to produce the desired RFI limits. 

II. THEORY 

It will be useful to state the essential problem in a con
venient SU(N) context of finding an explicit solution to the 
first-order DE for the N XN unitary matrix satisfying 

dU(t) = i[A XE(t)] U(t), 
dt 

(1) 

with U(O) = 1. Here the input Ea (t) denote real compo
nents of an n-dimensional vector, with n = N 2 

- 1, and the 
Aa represent the defining (Gell-Mann) matrices ofSU(N). 
The solution of ( 1) is the unitary OE of interest, written in 
the standard (physicists') form as 

U(t) = [exp(iJ:' dt'A XE(tI»)] +' (2) 

where the ordering symbol ( ) + signifies that in the expan
sion of (2) in powers of Ea, those terms carrying the largest 
t' values are to be placed on the left, as in 

([A XE]n)+ 

= A XE(t.)A XE(t2)"'A XE(tn), t.';;<t2';;<·· ·tn. 

We first consider the simplest case ofSU(2). Here, the 
Aa are the Pauli matrices O'a given by 

0'1 = (~ ~). 0'2 = e ~} 0'3 = (~ ~ J 
and we restrict Ea to nonzero components in directions or-

aJ Permanent address: Physics Department, Brown University, Providence 
RI02912. 

thogonal to that direction whose associated O'a is diagonal 
[in general SU(N) to those directions whose Aa are diag
onal]. That is, for SU(2), E.,2 #0; while using the Gell
Mann matrices in SU (3), we exclude E3 and Eg. The reason 
for this simplification is that such "diagonal" dependence 
may always be removed by an appropriate unitary transfor
mation on U, leaving the result dependent upon only the 
"orthogonal" components Ea. 

We therefore consider 

dU =i[O'.E.(t) +O'2E2(t)]U(t), U(O) = 1 (3) 
dt 

and next calculate the equivalent DE that would be satisfied 
by the components of the column vector v(t) = (;~:? ), 
where v(t) = U(t) X v(O). The components x(t) and y(t) 
are complex functions which for real Ea satisfy the unitarity 
relation 

IxU) 12 + Iy(t) 12 + IzU) 12 = const. (4) 

Denoting E ± = E. - E2, these components satisfy the 
pair of first-order equations 

x = iyE_, Y = ixE+, 

with E+E~ = Ei + E~ = E2. From 
struct the second-order DE 

.. E2 . d I (dE_) 0 x+ x-x- n -- = , 
dt dt 

(5) 

(5), one may con-

(6) 

which for general E ',2 is far too complicated to be solved 
exactly by any method. 

A general form for E ',2 may be written as 

E. (t) = E(t)COS(J:' dt' w(t '»). 
E 2(t) = E(t)Sin(J:' dt wU I»). 

(7) 

where E(t) and w(t) represent an alternate pair of arbitrary 
functions. The coefficient of - dxl dt in (6) would then be
come d(ln[dE Idt - iwE] )/dt - iw(t). If one imagines 
passing to the limit of large p = wi E, with variations of p 
(or, more precisely, with the appropriate dimensionless var
iations of w andlor E) negligible compared to p, then for 
sufficiently long time scales (~w - • ), one might expect the 
behavior of (6) to be given by solutions of 

x + E 2X - iwx = 0, (8) 

where E and w are slowly varying; on the time scale ~ w-' 
they may be taken to be constants. This is analogous to the 
special case of constant E and w used in Refs. 1 and 2, which 
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when generalized to slowly varying functions-but always 
withp> I-give the leading RFI approximations for U. 

With this as motivation, one may now consider (8) with 
the constant coefficients E and m. Of course, it is immediate
ly soluble in the form 

x(t) =A, eio+'+A_ e- iO
-" 

with 

(9) 

o± =E[ ±~1 +p2/4_p/2] 

and A +, A _ chosen as appropriate constants. Note that ° +/ 
E is precisely the form previously found for s(p). 2 

From the pair (5), one can see that a corresponding 
solution for y(t), 

y(t) =B+e-o+'+B_eiO-" (10) 

will require B+ = A+O+, B_ = A_O_. Of course, these 
constants may be reexpressed in terms of the integration 
constants Xo = x(O), Yo = y(O) of the original first-order 
DE's: 

A+ = xo-yolO_, A_ = xo-yolO+. (11) 
LO+/O_ 1 - 0_/0+ 

We now extract the appropriate F O,a of the exact 
U = Fo + iaXF, where the Fo,a are real functions. Multi
plying out the matrix product U(t) X v(O) yields the column 
vector 

(
[Fo + iF3]xO + [F2 + iFdyo\ (12) 

[Fo - iF3 ]yo - [F2 - iFIJxcJ' 

which must be the same as <;tJD. Using (9)-(11), one ob
tains a pair of complex equations by matching coefficients of 
the independent XO' Yo; then one can take real and imaginary 
parts of these equations to obtain the four desired relations 
for Fo.a : 

Fo = [0+ cos(O_t) - 0_ cos(O+t) ]1(0+ - 0_), 

F3 = [0+ sin(O_t) - 0_ sin(O+t) ]1(0+ - 0_), 

F2 = [cos(O_t) - cos(O+t) ]1(0+ - 0_), 

FI = [sin(.n+t) - sin(O_t) ]1(0+ - .0_). (13) 

Equations ( 13) are exact and represent the solution for 
the special case of constant E and m. In particular, the solu
tion can be evaluated in the large p limit using 
.0 _ = - (m + ° + ); one finds that it reproduces exactly the 
leading forms of the Fo,o given previously, 1.2 

F= cos G, F3 = sin G, FI = S [sin(G + L) + sin G], 

F2 = 5 [cos G - cos(G + L)], (14) 

where S = 1/ P (just the leading term in the expansion of.n +/ 
E) and 

G= ('dt,E(t'), L= ('dt'm(t'). (15) 
Jo pet ') Jo 

In writing (14) and (15), we have supposed that the input 
dependence on time scales large compared to m - I is ob
tained by replacing the 5 Et and mt of this special solution by 
the integral statements of ( 15) . 

For sufficiently large p(t) this seems to be an "experi
mentally" valid prescription; one can now see its justifica
tion at a glance from (6) and (8): The replacements 
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.0 ± t -+ S~ dt' ° ± (t') will reproduce Eq. (8), in leading 1/ 
p order, with slowly varying functions E and m. Here, then, is 
another, independent method for estimating U(t) in the RFI 
limit: Solve for x(t), y(t) exactly, in the constant E, m case; 
then, with the aid of the independent constants Xo and Yo' 
solve for the F O,a ; and, finally, take the limit p ~ 1 and allow 
for the possibility of slow variations in E and m by writing 
(15). 

Turning to SU (3), one can ask if these same techniques 
are applicable. In general, the answer is no, although much 
of the SU (3) structure is reproduced. We consider the sim
plest nontrivial model of Ref. 3, where but two Ea compo
nents were nonzero: 

Ea = {ja2E cos(mt) + {jasE sin(mt) 

and first consider E and m as constants. Writing 

(
XU») 

v(t) = y(t) = U(t) Xv(O), 

z(t) 

where U = Mo + AaMa is the object of interest, the compo
nent equations corresponding to those of ( 5) are found to be 

x=zEs +yE2, Y= -XE2' Z= -xEs. (16) 

From ( 16) it immediately follows that R 2 = x2 + y2 + r is 
a constant of the motion; if R(t = 0) is real so is R(t), lead
ing to the inference that x(t), y(t), and z(t) will all be real if 
x(O), y(O), and z(O) are real. 

To solve this triplet of equations, it is useful to define the 
new linear combinations u and w according to Eu (t) 
= Esz + E2y and Ew(t) = E2z - EsY. The equations cor
responding to ( 16) for the triplet x, u, and ware then 

tV = - mu, x = Eu, it = mw - Ex, (17) 

and it is a trivial matter to eliminate any two of these vari
ables to obtain an equation for one of them along, e,g., 

ii + 02U = 0, .02 = E2 + m2. (18) 

Because ( 18) is a second-order DE, it has but two constants 
of integration. Once u (t) is known, a trivial integration [the 
first of Eqs. (17)] yields w(t), with one new integration 
constant; but the remaining pair of Eqs. (17) relate that 
constant to those two of u (t). In other words, after one has 
made the transition to x(t), y(t), and z(t), one finds an 
explicit solution to (16), but with one relation between the 
three constants of integration, which here takes the form of 
z(O) = - (m/E)x(O) and independent x(O), yeO), For 
(m/ E) ~ 1, one finds 

x(t) =xocos(Ot) + yo(E /O)sin(Ot), 

y(t) = - xo(m/E)sin G + Yo cos G, 

z(t) = - xo(m/E)cos G - Yo sin G, 

with G = (0 -m)t=Et /p andp = 2m/E. 

(19) 

Were the three integration constants independent, it 
would then be possible in principle to repeat the SU (2) pro
cedure for SU (3), achieving for the nine complex, indepen
dent parameters M O,a of U a total of nine independent rela
tions; and, upon combining the nine relations with the nine 
independent statements of unitarity, to determine unambig-
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uously the real and imaginary parts of the nine coefficient 
functions M O,a' More simply, if the solutions x, y, and z are 
real, thenM 0,1.3.4,6,8 are real, whileM 2,5,7 = iJ 2,5,7 areimagi
nary, so that nine relations would suffice to determine the 
nine components. 

However, in the present case, with but two independent 
constants of integration, we can construct but six indepen
dent relations, which are insufficient to specify the M O,a' In 
the large wi E limit, one will be forced to make certain as
sumptions; we do this in a way that resembles a part of the 
output of Ref. 3: choosing M 1,6,4 and J 2,5 as negligible in the 
(wi E) ~ I limit, one finds that the remaining four quantities 

Mo=!( I + 2 cos G), M3 =!( I - cos G), 

J7 =sin G, Ms= (1I2.Jj) (I - cos G) 
(20) 

are exactly those obtained previously. 3 Although one cannot 
view this as an independent construction of the leading RFI 
behavior in this SU(3) example, one may infer from (20) 
that the method used in Ref. 3 is correct, although not unam
biguous. 

III. SUMMARY 

In summary, one sees that by considering second-order 
DE's for vector components, instead of the first-order DE 
for the OE of interest, the leading behavior of the RFI can be 
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reproduced. More important, this illustrates the close con
nection between OE approximations at large p and "in
frared" approximations of second-order DE's, where the es
sential part of the approximate solution comes from the 
large, low-frequency input dependence, here the - i(wIE) 
of E -ld[ln(dEjdt) ]dt. Calculating the solution to the 
second-order DE written for constant E and wand then sub
sequently modifying it for slow variations of these quanti
ties-as long as p ~ I-is a particularly simple way of defin
ing a "strong coupling by infrared extraction" 
approximation, such as those which have been used in a var
iety of "eikonal" problems elsewhere.4 One sees that the rela
tively low-frequency components of the input E and w pa
rameters, treated in a nonperturbative way, define the 
leading, relatively low-frequency behavior of the desired so
lution for the OE. 

I M.-E. Brachet and H. M. Fried, Phys. Lett. A 103, 309 (1984). 
'M.-E. Brachet and H. M. Fried, J. Math. Phys. 28, IS (1987). 
'H. M. Fried, J. Math. Phys. 28, 1275 (1987). 
4In a quantum field theory context, see F. Guerin and H. M. Fried, Phys. 
Ref. D 33, 3039 (1986); H. M. Fried and T. Grandou, ibid. 33, 1151 
(1986); T. Grandou, H.-T. Cho, and H. M. Fried, ibid. 37, 946, 960 
(1988). 
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Existence of infinitely many zero-energy states in a model of supersymmetric 
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The general framework of the N = 2 Wess-Zumino holomorphic supersymmetric quantum 
mechanics with polynomial superpotentials is extended to the case of non polynomial 
superpotentials V(z) (ZEC) in a mathematically rigorous way. It is also proved that there exist 
no fermionic zero-energy states. Under some conditions for V, the operator domain of the 
supercharges and the supersymmetric Hamiltonian are identified. As an example, the model 
with V(z) = Aeaz (AEC\ {OJ, a> 0) is analyzed in view of index theory. The following 
remarkable result is proved: There exist infinitely many bosonic zero-energy states which are 
localized in the momentum space dual to the 1m Z direction. The results are applied to two 
models in atomic and nuclear physics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In Ref. 1, Jaffe et al. considered two models of super
symmetric quantum mechanics (SSQM), which are the 
quantum mechanics versions of the two-dimensional, N = 1 
and N = 2 Wess-Zumino quantum field models; they also 
computed the Witten index (=the number of bosonic zero
energy states minus the number of fermionic zero-energy 
states) in each model. In particular, it was proved that in the 
N = 2 Wess-Zumino SSQM with an arbitrary polynomial 
superpotential V(z) (ZEC), there exist no fermionic zero
energy states (the "vanishing theorem") and the Witten in
dex I w is equal to the number of bosonic zero-energy states, 
with 

Iw = deg V-I. (1.1 ) 

In this paper, we consider the N = 2 Wess-Zumino 
SSQM with nonpolynomial holomorphic superpotentials 
and try to extend the results for the case of the polynomial 
potentials considered in Ref. 1. This is at least mathematical
ly interesting: Formula ( 1.1) shows that the Witten index is 
determined by the order of singularity of the superpotential 
at Z = 00 and suggests formally that the Witten index is infi
nite in the case of nonpolynomial holomorphic superpoten
tials, for they have the essential singularity at Z = 00. Note, 
also, that a non polynomial entire function is the limit of a 
sequence {Vn (z) }:= I of polynomials with deg Vn = n. 

In Sec. II, we describe in a mathematically rigorous way 
a fundamental framework for the Wess-Zumino hoi om or
phic SSQM with not necessarily polynomial superpotentials. 
We shall show that some results in Ref. 1 can be extended. 
For example, the "vanishing theorem" holds also in the pres
ent case (Proposition 2.5). In Sec. III, we consider the case 
with V(z) = Aeaz (AEC\ {OJ, a> 0) and prove by identify
ing the space of the bosonic zero-energy states exactly that 
there exist infinitely many bosonic zero-energy states. Thus 
as far as this special model is concerned, the result justifies 
the above formal argument. It is noted that every bosonic 
zero-energy state is localized in the momentum space dual to 
the 1m Z direction. In Sec. IV, we apply the result in Sec. III 
to two models in atomic and nuclear physics: One is a model 
of a nonrelativistic spin-! particle in an external SU (2) 
gauge field and the other is a model of a nonrelativistic nu-

cleon in a pion field. These models were discussed in Ref. 1 in 
order to give physical interpretation to the Wess-Zumino 
holomorphic SSQM. In each model, the potential is two
dimensional and periodic in one direction (e.g., the y direc
tion). It is shown that each model has infinitely many zero
energy states which are localized in the momentum space 
dual to the y direction. 

II. WESS-ZUMINO SSQM WITH GENERAL 
HOLOMORPHIC SUPER POTENTIALS 

In this section we recapitulate the definition of the 
N = 2 Wess-Zumino holomorphic SSQM I (cf., also, Refs. 2 
and 3) and extend some mathematical results obtained in the 
case of polynomial potentials I to the case of general holo
morphic potentials. 

The Hilbert space JY' of state vectors for the model is 
given by 

JY'=LZ(]R2;C4
). (2.1) 

In order to define the supercharges, we introduce 4 X 4 ma
trices tPI and tPz by 

.1. _~( 0 
'f'1-

2 1- (Tl 
1+ (T3) 

o ' 

where (Tj,j = 1,2,3 are the Pauli matrices 

(2.2) 

(TI=(~ ~), (Tz=e ~i), (T3=(~ ~J (2.3) 

and I is the 2 X 2 identity matrix. The matrices tPl and tP2 
satisfy the anticommutation relations 

{tPj,tPt} = Djk , (2.4) 

{tPj,tPk} = 0, j,k = 1,2, (2.5) 

where {A,B}=AB + BA. 
Let V(z) be a holomorphic function on C (not necessar

ily polynomial) and consider the operators 

QI = i(tP2a + tPfa) + i{tPl(JV) - tPf(aV)*}' (2.6) 

Qz = tP2a - tPfa + tPl (aV) + tPf(aV) * , (2.7) 

where a = a / az and a = a / az* [the operators Qj given by 
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(2.6) and (2.7) are different from those in Ref. 1]. We shall 
use the usual identification of C with ]Rz through the corre
spondencez = x + iyEC~(X,Y)E]Rz. Then QI and Qz can be 
considered as operators acting in JY given by (2.1). We put 

(2.8) 

Proposition 2.1: The operators QI and Qz are essentially 
self-adjoint on D. Further, every power of QI (respectively, 
Qz) is essentially self-adjoint on D. 

Remark: In the case of polynomial potentials V, Propo
sition 2.1 was proved for Q I and Q ~ (Ref. 1). 

Proof It is obvious that Qj is symmetric on D. We write 
it as 

QI= -iL 

on D, where 

with 

A I = - ~(f{!z + f{!!), A2 = (i12)( f{!! - f{!z) , 

B(x,y) = f{!1'(JV(z»)* - f{!1 JV(z) . 

The operator L is of the form of the first-order differential 
operators considered in Ref. 4 because A j;j = 1,2; and Bare 
COO 4 X 4 matrix-valued functions. Note that A I and A z are 
constant matrices. Hence the "velocity of propagation" 
(Ref. 4) associated to L is constant. Then a direct applica
tion of Ref. 4, Theorem 2.2 gives the desired result on QI' 
The proof for the case of Q2 is quite similar. 0 

Remark: Note that {Aj,Ak} = ojkI2,j,k = 1,2. Hence 
QI is a Dirac-type operator. The same holds for Qz. 

We shall denote the closure of Qj r D by Qj. Then we 
have the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.2: 

Q~ = Q~. (2.9) 

Proof' Direct computations give 

Q~'II = Q~'II 
for all'll in D. Then. Proposition 2.1 implies (2.9). 0 

We define the non-negative self-adjoint operator Hby 

H=Q~ = Q~ . (2.10) 

Then we have 

H 1
/
z

= IQII = IQ21 
and hence, in particular, 

- - I/Z D(QI) = D(Qz) = D(H ), 

(2.11 ) 

(2.12 ) 

where D(A) denotes the operator domain of operator A. 
Lemma 2. 3: Each Qj maps D into itself and the anticom

mutation relation 

{QI,Q2}'II = 0, 'liED (2.13) 

holds. Further, we have 

(QI'II,Q2<1» + (Q2'11,QI<I» =0, <I> ,'IIED(H 1/2) • (2.14) 

Proof' Equation (2.13) follows from direct computa
tions. Bya limiting argument using Proposition 2.1, one can 
extend (2.13) in the form of (2.14). 0 
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Let 

(2.15 ) 

Lemma 2. 4: For eachj = 1,2, N F maps D( Qj ) into itself 
and the anticommutation relations 

{NF,Q)'II = 0, 'IIED(Qj)' j = 1,2 

hold. 

(2.16 ) 

Proof We first prove (2.16) for'll in D. Then, a limiting 
argument using Proposition 2.1 gives the desired result. 0 

The Hilbert space JY given by (2.1) has the following 
orthogonal decomposition: 

JY = JY + a>JY _ , (2.17) 

with 

(2.18 ) 

(2.19) 

Obviously, we have 

NF'II ± = ± 'II ±' 'II ± EJY ± (2.20) 

In summary, we have proved that the quadruple 
{JY, {QI,Q2} ,H,N F} is a SSQTwith N =2 supersymmetry in 
the sense of Ref 5 (cf., also, Ref. 6); the operators QI and Q2 
are the self-adjoint supercharges, H is the supersymmetric 
Hamiltonian, and N F is the fermion number operator. The 
closed subspace JY + (respectively, JY _) is the Hilbert 
space consisting of bosonic (respectively, fermionic) states. 

On the domain D, H is explicitly given as 

H= -Ja-f{!1'f{!2(J2V)*-f{!!f{!IJ2V+IJVI2. (2.21) 

By a general fact of a SSQT, H is reduced by JY ± ; we shall 
denote the reduced part of H to JY ± by H ± . We have 

H -H (0 -i(J2V») 
+ - - + i(J2V)* 0 (2.22) 

and 

(2.23) 

on D, where we identify JY ± with L 2(]R2;C2 ). 

We now proceed to the index problem. The Witten in
dex I w is defined by the number of bosonic zero-energy 
states minus the number offermionic zero-energy states3

: 

Iw=n+-n_, 

with 

(2.24) 

n ± = dim Ker H ± (2.25) 

By Lemma 2.4 and (2.20), for eachj = 1,2 there exists a 
unique closed linear operator Qj + :JY + ..... JY _ such that 

(2.26) 

I t follows from (2.10) that 
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which imply that 

n+=dimKerQj+' n_=dimKerQj+, j=I,2. 
C2.28) 

Hence we obtain 

Iw = dim Ker Qj+ - dim Ker Qj+ 

==index Qj+' j = 1,2. C2.29) 

Remark: The arguments leading to C2.26)-C2.29) ap
ply to every SSQT and the results are well known. 

Proposition 2.5 C Vanishing theorem): There exist no fer
mionic zero-energy states: 

C2.30) 

Remark: This result of C2.30) has been established in 
the case where VCz) is a polynomial (Ref. 1, Proposition 6). 
In the case where V is not necessarily a polynomial, it may 
happen that H _ is not closed on DCJa) nDC IJV 12) and 
hence that H _ n = 0 is not equivalent to - Jan = 0 and 
IJV 12n = 0, as in the case of polynomial potentials V. 

Proof." The operator h == - Ja + IJV 12 is a two-dimen
sional Schrodinger operator with a non-negative potential. 
By Proposition 2.1, C~ (]R2) is a core for h. Thus we can 
apply Lemma A 1 in the Appendix to obtain the desired re
~ D 

We next consider conditions for a vector to be in Ker 
H+ = Ker Qj+ [see C2.25), (2.27), and C2.28)]. 

Formulas (2.28) and (2.29) show that as far as the in
dex problem is concerned, it is sufficient to consider one of 
Qj,j = 1,2. Henceforth we write 

Q=QI' Q+ =QI+ . C2.31) 

Lemma 2.6: Suppose that D(Q+) = DCJ) nDC IJVI)· 
Then the following hold. 

(i) Every vector C J,g) in Ker Q + satisfies 

(-Ja+ IJVI 2)/+ CJ 2 V)(JV)- l al=0, C2.32) 

C - Ja + IJVI 2)g + (J 2 V)*CJV)*-1 Jg = 0 C2.33) 

in the generalized sense. 
Cii) Let IEL 2(]R2) be a vector satisfying (2.32) in the 

generalized sense. Then C J,g) is in Ker Q + if and only if I is 
in DCJ) nDC IJVI) and (JV) -I alis in L 2(]R2), with 

g=i(JV)-lal. (2.34) 

Ciii) Let gEL 2C]R2) be a vector satisfying C2.33) in the 
generalized sense. Then C J,g) is in Ker Q + if and only if g is 
inDCJ)nDCIJVI) and (JV)*-I JgisinL 2C]R2), with 

1= - i(JV)*-1 Jg. C2.35) 

Remark: Lemma 2.6 is an elaborate and extended ver
sion of Ref. 1, Lemma 8. 

Proof." (i) By C2.2), C2.3), C2.6), and the assumption 
D(Q+) =DCJ)nDCIJVI), we have 

_(-i(JV)* J) 
Q+ - a i Jv. C2.36) 

on D( Q + ). Hence every vector (J,g) is in Ker Q + if and 
only if C J,g) is in D( Q +) and satisfies 

Jg-i(JV)*I=O C2.37) 
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al + iCJV)g = 0 . C2.38) 

Equation C2.37) and the condition/EDCa) imply that a Jg 
exists as an L Iloe function with 

a Jg - i(J2V)*1 - i(JV)*JI= o. C2.39) 

It follows from C2.37) and (2.38) that 

1= -iCJV)*-IJg, al= -iCJV)g. 

Substituting these relations into C2.39), we obtain (2.33). 
Similarly, using C2.38), we can show that (2.32) holds. 

Cii) The part "only if" is obvious by (2.38). To prove 
the part "if," we first note that (2.34) gives C2.38). Hence it 
follows that CJV)g is in L 2(]R2) [i.e., gED(aV)] and 

Jal + i(J 2 V)g + iCJV)Jg = 0 . (2.40) 

Using C2.32) and C2.38) to rewrite C2.40), we obtain C2.37). 
In particular, we have gEDCJ). Thus we have proved that 
(J,g) is in DCJ) nDC IJV I) and satisfies C2.37) and (2.38). 
Therefore C J,g) is in Ker Q +. 

(iii) Similar to the proof of C ii ) . D 
Finally, we consider conditions under which the as

sumption D(Q+) = D(J) nD(JV) in Lemma 2.6 holds. 
Lemma 2. 7: Suppose that there exists a constant r> 0 

such that for all ZEC satisfying IJ 2 VCz) I ;;'r, the estimate 

IJ 2 VCz) 1

2 <aIJVCz) 14 + b (2.41) 

holds with the constants 0 < a < 1 and b;;.O. Then 
DCH _) = DCJa) nDC IJV 12) and C2.23) holds as an opera
tor equality. 

Proof." Let I be in CO' (]R2;C2). Then we have 

IIH _/112 = IIJa/l1 2 + II CJV)2/\1 2 

- 2 Re(JaJ,IJVI 2f) . 
Via integration by parts, one can see that 

2 ReCJaJ,IJVI 2f) = II (J2V)/11 2 

-IICJI)(JV)112 -\lcaf)CJV)\l2. 

Hence we obtain 

IIH_/112;;.IIJa/I1 2 + II(JV) 2/11 2 -\l(J 2V)/11 2 . 

Using C 2.41 ), we can show that 

IICJ
2

V)/11 2<aIICJV) 2/11 2 + (r + b)11/11 2 . 

Therefore, we obtain the estimate 

IIJa/l1
2 + (1- a)IICJV)

2f11 2
<IIHJI1 2 + Cr + b)\l/11 2 . 

C2.42) 

Since CO' (]R2;C2) is a core for H _ C Proposition 2.1 ), (2.42) 
extends to all I in DCH _), showing at the same time that 
DCH_)CDCJa)nDCIJVI 2

). Since H_ is self-adjoint, we 
conclu~ that DCH_) =DCJa)nD(IJVI 2

) and H_ 
= - JJ+ IJVI 2

• D 
Remark: In the case of polynomial potentials V, it is 

easy to see that C 2.41) holds, where a can be made arbitrarily 
small if r is taken sufficiently large. 

Lemma 2.8: Suppose that there exists r> 0 such that 
C 2.41) _holds with 0 < a <! and b;;.O. Then DCH + ) 

= DCJJ) nDC IJV 12) and C2.22) holds as an operator equa
lity. 

Proof." Let 
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(
0 - i(Oa

2
V)) 

HI = i(a 2V)* 

and I be in D(H_). Then by Lemma 2.7 and the above 
assumption, we have D(H _) CD(H[) and 

IIHIII1
2<all(aV) 2/11 2 + (r + b) 11/112 . 

Using (2.42) extended to IElJ(H_), we obtain 

IIHIII12<_a_IIHJI12 + r + b 11/112. 
I-a I-a 

Since 0 <a <!, we have 0 <al( 1 - a) < 1. Therefore, by a 
standard theorem (the Kato-Rellich theorem) (see, e.g., 
Ref. 7, Chap. V, Theorem 4.3 and Ref. 8, Theorem X.12), 
H+ =H_ +H] [see (2.22)] isself-adjointonD(H_). 0 

Remark: Polynomial potentials V satisfy the assump
tion of Lemma 2.8. 

Lemma 2.9: Under the same assumption as in Lemma 
2.8, wehaveD(Q+) =D(a)nD(aV). 

Proof By Lemma 2.8 and its proof, the operators aa and 
I a V 12 are relatively bounded with respect to H + and hence, 
by a standard theorem (see e.g., Ref. 7, Chap. VI, Theorem 
1.38 and Ref. 8, Theorem X.18), relatively form bounded 
with respect to H +. Therefore, in particular, it follows that 
D(a) nD(aV) -::JD(H 1:2) = D(Q+). Define the operators 

and 

L+ = ( - i~V)* i:V) 

L = (iar:.. - -a 
-a ) 

-i(aV)* 

on D(a) nD(aV). Then the above result shows that 

Q+ CL+ . (2.43) 

Obviously, the operator 

L==.( 0 L_) 
L+ 0 

is a symmetric extension of Q ~ D. Hence we obtain Q = I 

since Q = Q ~ D is self-adjoint. On the other hand, we have 

L=(;+ I
o
-). 

By the uniqueness of Q+, we obtain Q+ = I+ and Q"'t
= I_. Hence, by (2.43), we have Q+ = L+ = L+. There

fore, L+ is closed on D(a) nD(aV) and equal to Q+. 0 

III. THE MODEL WITH A SUPERPOTENTIAL OF THE 
EXPONENTIAL TYPE 

In this section, we consider the model with the potential 

V(z)=A.euz, ZEC, (3.1) 

where A.EC'\ {O} and a> O. Then H + takes the form 

l 0 -oA.e
UZ

) H = - aa + IA. 1
2a 2e2u 

Rez + ia2 
+ *eaz* 

(3.2) 

on D [see (2.22)], for we have 

aV(z) = A.ae''', a 2 V(z) = A.a2euz . (3.3 ) 

For a measurable function u on [0,2a], we define the 
functions/u andfu on R2 by 
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lu(x,y) = fU u(p)euX!2Wo.la_pl/u(41A.leUX)eiPYdp, 

(3.4 ) 

fu(x,y) =-i-e-U(X+iY)(~+iaa)lu(x,y), (3.5) 
2A.a ax y 

provided that the right-hand sides are meaningful, where 
Wk,m (.) is the Whittaker function (see e.g., Ref. 9, Chap. 
XVI). Let 

Da = {uEL 2(R) Isupp uC (0,a/2) U (a/2,a)}. (3.6) 

We shall prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.1: Let H+ be given by (3.2). Then every 

vector in Ker H+ is of the form (luJu) or(fu )*,f~), with 
some u satisfying the condition supp u C [O,a] and 

Ker H + -::J{( luJu) luElJu}U{( fu )*,f~)luElJu} . (3.7) 

In particular, H + has infinitely many zero-energy states: 

n+ = 00 . (3.8) 
Remarks: (i) The above result shows that in the present 

model, supersymmetry is unbroken with infinitely degener
ate vacua. 

(ii) It should be noticed that the Fourier transform 
fu (x,p) [respectively, fu (x,p)] of lu (x,y) [respectively, 
fu (x,y)] with respect to y has compact support inpER. This 
means physically that every zero-energy state of H + is strict
ly localized in the momentum space dual to the y direction. 

(iii) Let 

VN(z) = A. f (az)n 
n=O n! 

and let Q (N) and H<:') be Q and H+ with V = VN, respec
tively. Then by Ref. 1, Proposition 9 [see (1.1)], we have 
n + (N) ==. dim Ker Q <:') = dim Ker H <:') = N - 1. On the 
other hand, it is easy to see that Q (N) and H (:) converge Q 
and H + in the strong resolvent sense as N -+ 00. Formula 
(3.8) may be regarded as n+ = 00 = limN _ '" n+ (N). 

(iv) The corresponding model in the N = 1 Wess-Zu
mino SSQM (the Witten model2

,3) is given by the Hamilto
nian 

H = (H + 0) H = _ ~ + A. 2a2e2ux + A.a2eux , o H_' ± dx2 -

where a, A.ER '\ {a}. This model was discussed in Ref. 10 and 
it can be shown that Ker H ± = {O}.ll This result also 
shows an essential difference between the N = 1 and N = 2 
Wess-Zumino SSQM's. 

Lemma 3.2: For all r> 0 and all ZEC with la 2V(z) I>r, 
the estimate 

la 2 V(z) 1< (a2Ir) laV(z) 12 (3.9) 

holds. 
Proof An elementary exercise. 0 
Lemma 3.3: The operator H + is self-adjoint on 

D(aa)nD(laVI 2) andD(Q+) =D(a)nD(aV). 
Proof By taking r sufficiently large in (3.9), the as

sumption of Lemma 2.8 is satisfied. Thus Lemmas 2.8 and 
2.9 give the desired results. 0 

The following lemma is derived from Lemma 2.6 (i) 
and (3.3). 
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Lemma 3.4: Every vector (f,g) in Ker Q + satisfies 

( -~-~+2a~ ax2 ay2 ax 

+ 2ia ~ + 41A 12a2e2ax)/(x,y) = 0, (3.10) 

( -~-~+2a~ ax2 ay2 ax 

- 2ia.!!... + 41A 12a2e2ax)g(x,y) = 0, (3.11) 
ay 

where we put z = x + iy. 
Lemma 3.5: Let aER, b> 0, c> 0, and EEC be constants. 
(i) IfRe E<;O, then 

- - + 2a - + ce2bx I(x) = EI(x) ( 
d2 d ) 
dx2 dx 

(3.12 ) 

has no solutions Ii=0 with IED(d 2/dx2) nD(e2bx ) 
CL 2(R). 

(ii) Suppose that 

0<;IRe~a2-EI <a, ReE>O 

and 2~a2 - E /b is not an integer. 
Then every nonzero solution IEL 2(R) to Eq. (3.12) is 

given by 

ji( x) = Ke(a- bl2)xW (2 'cebx/b) (3.13) O.Ja'-Elb ve.; , 
with a constant KEC\ {O}, where Wk,m (z) is the Whittaker 
function (see e.g., Ref. 9, Chap. XVI). 

Proof (i) Via the elliptic regularity, every solution I to 
Eq. (3.12) is Coo, Let IED(d 2/dx2) nD(e2bx ) be a nonzero 
solution to Eq. (3.12), Taking the inner product of I with 
(3.12) inL 2 (R), we obtain 

111'112 + 2a(I',J) + clle
bx

/I1
2 

= E 11/112. 

Since (I',J) is pure imaginary, it follows that Re E> 0, 
Thus the desired result follows. 

(ii) Let IEL 2(R) be a nonzero solution to Eq. (3.12) 
and define 

v(t) = t (b- 2a)/2b 1(1!2b log(b 2t 2 /4c») , t> 0 . 

Then we have 

II/II~ =~ roo t2(a-b)/blv(t)12dt<00 
b Jo 

and v satisfies the Whittaker equation 

d 2 {I 1 - (a2 
- E) / b 2 } 

dt 2V (t) + - 4' + 4 t 2 v(t) = 0 . 

(3.14 ) 

(3.15 ) 

(3.16 ) 

Since 2~ a2 - E /b is not an integer by assumption, the con
fluent hypergeometric functions MO../er-=--Elb (t) and 
M o, _ Ja' :'::£Ib (t) (see, e.g., Ref. 9, Chap. XVI) formafunda
mental system of solutions to (3.16); every solution to 
(3.16) is given by a linear combination of these functions. By 
taking the asymptotic property of M o,!" (t) as t--O and t-- 00 

into account, we see that possible solutions to (3.16) with 
condition (3.15) are scalar multiples of the Whittaker func
tion WO"/cT=-Elb (t), with 

0<;IRe~a2 - E I <a. (3.17 ) 

Condition (3.17) comes from the integrability condition of 
t2(a-b)/blv(t)12 near t=O. On the contrary, if we define 
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I(x) by relation (3.14) with v(t) = WO.Jer:=Elb (t) under 
condition (3.15), then I isinL 2(R) (I i=0) and satisfies Eq. 
(3.12). D 

Lemma 3.6: (i) Every solution IED(aa) nD(e2ax ) to 
Eq. (3.10) has the form (3.4). 

(ii) For all uEDa , the function lu given by (3.4) is a 
solution to Eq. (3.10) with/uED(aa) nD(e2ax ). 

Remark: The sets of the solutionsgofEq. (3.11) consist 
of the complex conjugates of the solutions I to (3.10), 

Proof (i) If I is inD(aa) nD(e2ax ), then Eq. (3.10) is 
equivalent to 

( 
a2 a ) h h 

- -2 + 2a - + 41A 12a2e2ax I(x,p) = E(p)/(x,p) , 
ax ax 

(3.18 ) 

with 

E(p)=p(2a-p), pER, (3.19) 

where/(x,p) is the Fourier transform of/(x,y) with respect 
toy: 

/(x,p) = _1_ Je - iPYI(x,y)dy . 
{21T 

Via Lemma 3.5 (i), Eq. (3.18) has no nonzero solutions 
/(-,p)ED(d 2/dx2) nD(e2ax ) if E(p) <;0. Hence/( ',p) = 0 
for allp,*(0,2a). 

Let E(p) > 0, i.e., 0 <p < 2a. Then by Lemma 3.5 (ii), 
everysolution/(',p)EL 2 (R) toEq. (3.18) is given by 

/(x,p) = u(p)eaX12WO,la_pl/a(4IA leax ) =/u(x,p) , 

where u is a function on the set S={PERIO <p < 2a,p i= a/ 
2,a,~a}. Thus the desired result follows. 

(ii) Let uED a' We need only show that lu is in 
D(aa) nD(e2ax ): We write it aslu = f By the asymptotics 
of the Whittaker function Wo,!" (t) at t = 9 and t =h + 00 

(see, e.g., Ref. 9, Chap. XVI), we see that/and e2axI(x,p) 
are in L 2 (R2

). By using the recursion relation 

zWb,m (z) = (z/2) WO,m (z) - W1,m (z) , 

we can show that 

a h a h h 

-/(x,p) = - I(x,p) + 21A laeaxI(x,p) 
ax 2 

- au(p)eax12 W 1,la_pl/a (41A leax ). (3.20) 

Each term on the rhs of (3.20) is in L 2(R2) and hence 
a/(x,p)/ax is in L 2(R2). By virtue of (3.18), this implies 
that a 2/(x,p)/ax2 isinL 2(R2). We can also seethatp2/(x,p) 
is inL 2(R2). Thus the function I isinD(aa) nD(e2ax ). D 

Lemma 3. 7: Letlu be given by (3.4) with uEDa , Then 
/u isinD(a)nD(eaX ) ande-axa/u isinL 2 (R2

). ) 

Proof By the proof of Lemma 3.6 we have lu 
ED(a7h nD(e2ax ). Since D(aa) nD(e2ax ) CD(a) 
nD(eax ), we obtainluED(a) nD(eax ). 

Let 

h(x,y) =e-ax(alu)(x,y). 

Then we have 

h 1 (ah h) h(x,p) =_e- ax -Iu(x,p) -p/u(x,p) . 
2 ax 
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By using (3.20), we obtain 

2h(x,p) = R(x,p) + 21;llafu (x,p) , 

where 

R(x,p) = u(p)r aX/2{(aI2 - p) WO,la_pl/a (41;lleax
) 

-aW\,la_pl/a(41;lleax )}. (3.21) 

Sincefu is in L 2 (R2), we need only show that the function R 
is in L 2(R2). It is easy to see that for every cER, 

L dp 1"0 dxIR(x,p) 12 < 00 • 

By the asymptotics of Wk,m (z) at z = 0 and by virtue of the 
condition supp u C (0,aI2) U (aI2,a), we see that 

x- - 00 

and hence 

R(x,p) _ U(P)w2(p)e(U-1a -pl)x, 
x--- - 00 

with the continuous functions w \ and W 2 on the support of u. 
Therefore, we have 

L dp J~ 00 dxIR(x,p) 12 < 00 • 

Thus we obtain REL 2 (R2). D 
Pro%/Proposition 3.1: Via Lemma 3.6, the set ofsolu

tions to Eq. (3.10) in D(aii) nD(e2ax ) consist of just func
tions of the form/u given by (3.4). If/u andfu given by (3.4) 
and (3.5), respectively, are in L 2(R2), then R (. ,p) defined 
by (3.21) must be inL 2(R) for a.e.pE[0,2a]. We can show 
that if a.;;p.;;2a, thenR(' ,p) is not inL 2(R) (cf. theproofof 
Lemma 3.7). Hence we have supp uC [O,a]. Then the first 
assertion follows from Lemma 2.6(ii) and (iii) and the re
mark after Lemma 3.6. 

Via Lemma 3.7, every /u with uEDa satisfies the as
sumption of Lemma 2.6(ii). Therefore, for every uEDa, the 
pair (/uJu), with fu given by (3.5), is in Ker Q+ 
= Ker H+. Via Lemma 2.6(iii) and the remark after 

Lemma 3.6, we also have (fu)*J!)EKer H+ for every 
uED a' Thus we obtain (3.7). We have dim D a = 00 and, if 
the vectors U\'OO"U n EDa are linearly independent, then so are 
the vectors (/UIJul ),oo',(/UnJun)' Thus (3.8) follows. D 

IV. APPLICATION 

In this section, we apply the result in Sec. III to models 
in atomic and nuclear physics, which were discussed in Ref. 
1. 

A. Nonrelativistic spin-l particle in an external SU(2) 
gauge field 

Let 7 a , a = 1,2,3 be the generators of the SU(2) group. 
An external SU(2) gauge field A(x) = (A\(x), A 2(x), 
A 3(x»), x = (x\,X2,X3)ER3 is given as Aj(x) 

=~! ~ \ A j(X)7a , j = 1,2,3, where we take A j to be real 
valued. Then the Hamiltonian of a nonrelativistic spin-! par
ticle with mass 1 coupled minimally to the gauge field is 
given by 
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HA =!( -iV-gA)2_!crB, (4.1) 

where gER'\ {o} is a coupling constant, V = (a lax\,a I 

aX2,alax3), 0'= (0'\,0'2,0'3)' and Bj =g(curlA)j 

+ w~tm ~ \ Ejkm [Ak.A m ] (where Ejkm is the Kronecker 
antisymmetric symbol). 

We consider the following situation. 
(a): (i) A\ = A2 = 0, (ii) A ~ = 0, (iii) A l (x) and 

A ~ (x) depend only on x\ and x 2, and (iv) V3 = 0, where 
condition (iv) means that we consider only state vectors 
independent of X3 and identify them with elements in 
L 2(R2;C4

). Let Vbe a holomorphic function on C andHbe 
given by (2.21). Then it was shown in Ref. I that under 
condition (a), with A l - iA ~ = 2 av Ig,HA can be written 
as 

(4.2) 

with a rearrangement of components. 
Proposition 4.1: Suppose that condition (a) is satisfied. 

Let 
A ~ (x \,x2) = (2a;l /g)eUX, cos aX2 , (4.3) 

A ~ (x I'X2) = - (2a;l /g)eax, sin aX2 , (4.4) 

with a> Oand;lER'\ {O}. Then HA has infinitely many zero
energy states 'I' in L 2(R2;~):HA 'I' = O. Further, the Four
ier transform W(xl,p) of every 'I'(x\,x2) with respect to X2 

has compact support in pER. 
Proof: By (4.3) and (4.4), we have 

A 1_ 'A 2 _ 2 av 
3 I 3 - -, 

g 

with V(z) = ;leuz (z = x I + ix2). Thus by (4.2) and Propo
sition 3.1, we obtain the desired result. D 

Remark: The gauge field given by (4.3) and (4.4) is 
periodic in the X 2 direction. This may be an origin of the 
existence of infinitely many zero-energy states and the local
ization of the states in the momentum space dual to the X 2 

direction. 

B. Nonrelativistic nucleon in an external pion field 

The Hamiltonian of a nonrelativistic nucleon in an ex
ternal pion field ¢J(x) = (¢J\ (X),¢J2(X),¢J3(X»), xER3 is given 
by 

H", = - ~V2 + !gO"V(7'¢J(X») + !g2¢J(X)2. (4.5) 

(See Ref. 1.) Suppose that the following condition is satis
fied. 

Condition (¢J ): (i) ¢J3 = 0, (ii) ¢J \ and ¢J2 depend only on 
x\ and x 2, and (iii) V3 = O. 

Then it was shown in Ref. 1 that 
H", = 2H, (4.6) 

with ¢J\ - i¢J2 = - 2i av /g . 
Proposition 4.2: Suppose that condition (¢J) is satisfied. 

Let 
¢JI (x\,xz) = (2Aa/g)eax, sin ax2 , 

¢J2(X\,X2) = (2;la/g)eax , cos ax2 , 

with a>O and ;lER'\{O}. Then, H", has infinitely many 
zero-energy states ~ in L 2(R2;C4

) :H", <t> = O. Further, the 
Fourier transform <t>(x\,p) of every <t>(x \,x2) with respect to 
X 2 has compact support in PER. 

Proof: Similar to the proof of Proposition 4.1. D 
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APPENDIX: KERNEL OF A SCHRODINGER OPERATOR 

Let d be an arbitrarily fixed positive integer. Let U be a 
real-valued measurable function on Rd and .:l be the d-di
mensional Laplacian: .:l=~f=lJ2/JXJ, x=(x" ... ,xd ) 

ERd. We consider the Schrodinger operator 

Hs = -.:l + U (Al) 

acting in L 2(Rd
). 

Lemma AI: Suppose that C6 (Rd
) CDC U) and 0'>0. 

Let H s be the closure of H siC 6 (R2
). Then we have 

Ker Hs = {a} . (A2) 
Remark: (i) It is obvious that under the condition 

C6 (Rd
) CDC U), H s I C6 (Rd

) is closable and symmetric. 
(ii) The domain D(H s) is not necessarily equal to 

D(.:l)nD(U). This is the reason why we need a limiting 
argument to prove (A2) (see below) . 

Proof Let JEKer Hs :Hs J = O. Then we can take a se-

quence {In}CC6 (Rd
) such that In':"l and Hsfn':" 

O(n-+ (0): It follows from the latter that 
d 

L IID./nlf + IlU i/ :rnIl2-+0, 
j= 1 

where Dj = J /JxF Hence we have D./n ':"O,j = l, ... ,d, and 
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U 1/21n ':"0. Since Dj , j = 1, ... ,d, are closed, it follows that 

IED(Dj ),j = 1, ... ,d, and 

D./= 0, j = 1, ... ,d, 

which, together with JEL 2(Rd
), imply thatJ = O. D 
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The Lagrange multiplier theorem is generalized for constrained functions on dual pairs of 
Banach spaces. Then a variational principle for dual pairs of Banach spaces is proven for the 
case when the constraint set is given by a symmetry and it is generalized to Banach manifolds. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The classical variational principle states that for a differ
entiable function F: Rn ..... R a necessary condition for a point 
xoERn to be a local extremum of Fis that V F(xo) = O. This is 
easily generalized to Banach spaces. Let Xbe a Banach space 
and F: X ..... R a differentiable function. A necessary condition 
for F to have an extremum at a point XoE X is that the Frechet 
derivative of Fat Xo vanishes, i.e., DF(xo) = O. By definition 
DF(xo) is a continuous linear map from X to R hence an 
element of the dual space X *; DF(xo)E X *. 

In physical applications the Banach spaces in question 
are often function spaces such as X = C I [a,b ] or X 
= Coo [a,b ], etc., and it can be difficult to determine the 

corresponding dual space X*. However, in order to just 
compute DF(xo) we do not need to know what the dual 
space X * is because the Frechet derivative can be computed 
in using the directional derivative (Gateaux derivative), 
i.e .• DF(xo)h = (d Idt 1,=0 )F(x + th) for any hE X. The 
knowledge of the dual space X * becomes more important 
when one considers the problem of finding an extremum of a 
function F subject to a constraint. As in classical theory, one 
formulates this problem as a Lagrange multiplier problem 
(Kolmogorov, I Weinstock,2 Whittacker. 3 Goldstein4

), but 
now the Lagrange multiplier is no longer a real number as in 
the finite dimensional case, but an element of the dual space 
X*, i.e., a continuous linear functional on X. To avoid the 
problem of determining the dual space X * we consider a 
more general concept of duality of Banach spaces. The idea 
is that one chooses a convenient "dual" space with respect to 
a pairing (see Schmid5 for details). In Sec. II we introduce 
the concept of dual pairs of Banach spaces and in Sec. III we 
formulate the variational principle in this context and prove 
a Lagrange multiplier theorem with respect to a constraint 
surface. We study several examples; in particular. we derive 
Maxwell's equations from this variational principle by vary
ing the field and not the potential. The existence of the vector 
potential follows from the Lagrange multiplier theorem. i.e., 
the potential arises as a Lagrange multiplier associated to the 
inhomogeneous equation. In Sec. IV we study the variation
al principle in the case where the functional is invariant un
der some symmetry group and the constraint surface is then 
given by the fixed point set of the action. The question now is 
whether critical symmetric points are also symmetric criti-

cal points. We give a necessary and sufficient condition for 
this "Principle" to hold. 

II. DUAL PAIRS OF BANACH SPACES 

A pair of Banach spaces (X,X') are called dual to each 
other with respect to a pairing if there exists a continuous 
bilinear map ( , ): X' X X ..... R that is weakly nondegenerate. 
This means that if (x'.x) = 0 for all XE X, then x' = 0, and if 
(x'.x) = 0 for all x' EX' then x = O. This is equivalent to the 
condition that the induced linear maps from X' to X * and 
fromX to (X')* defined by x' ..... (x',, ),X'E X'.andx ..... (·.x). 
XE X. are one-to-one. If these maps are isomorphisms then 
the pairing ( • ) is called nondegenerate. 

A weakly nondegenerate pairing ( • ) thus represents 
certain linear functionals on X in terms of elements in X', i.e., 
each element X'EX' defines an X*EX* by x*(x) = (x'.x). 
XEX. 

Examples: (1) Let n c Rn be open and consider the 
Banach space X = C k (n) of real-valued functions of class 
C k on n. Take X' = C k (n) = X. Then a pairing (called the 
L 2 pairing) between X and X' is given by 

( • ):ck(n)XCk(n) ..... R; (J,g) = r /(x)g(x)dx. In 
The dual space of C k( n) is the space of distributions on n 
and ( • ) defines a one-to-one linear map from X to (X') * . 

(2) Let X = H' (Rn) be the space of H' vector fields on 
Rn and takeX' = HS(A I (Rn)) the space of H S one-forms on 
Rn. Then a weakly nondegenerate pairing 

( , ):H'(Rn) XHs(Al(Rn)) ..... R 

called the L 2 pairing is given by 

(3) If X is a Banach space with an inner product ( , ): 
X xX ..... R; then takeX' = Xand ( • ) defines a weakly non
degenerate pairing since ( , ) is positive definite. If X is a 
Hilbert space then the inner product ( , ) defines a non
degenerate pairing by the Riesz representation theorem. 

( 4) Let X by a Banach space and take X' = X *. Then a 
pairing ( , ): X*XX ..... R is naturally given by (x*.x) 
=x*(x) and the map X ..... X * is the identity. Thus if Xis 
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reflexive then the pairing ( , ) is nondegenerate by the 
Hahn-Banach theorem. 

Let (Y, Y') be another pair of Banach spaces with a 
weakly nondegenerate pairing ( , ) y: Y' X Y -> R and let 
A: X -> Y be a linear map. The adjoint of A, if it exists, 
is the linear map A *: Y' ->X' defined by (A *y',x) x 
= (y', Ax) y. XE X, y'EY', where ( , ) x denotes the 

pairing between X and X'. If A is closed and linear then 
A ** =A. 

Example 5: Let M be an n-dimensional manifold and 
A k(M) the space of differentiable k-forms on M [completed 
in some suitable H '-Sobolev topology so A k (M) becomes a 
Banach space], and let *:A k(M) -> An - k(M) be the Hodge
star operator. Then for X = X' = Ak(M) the L 2 pairing 
( , ): A k(M) X A k(M) -> R is given by (a,,8) = SMa!\ *,8, 
a,,8EA k (M). If d: Ak(M) ->Ak + I(M) denotes the exterior 
derivative then t> -= *d *: A k (M) -> A k - I (M) is the adjoint 
operator, (da,,8) = (a,t),8), i.e., S Mda!\ *,8 = SMa!\ t)*,8. 

Let L be a linear subspace of X. The orthogonal comple
ment L 1 of L in X' is the linear subspace of X' defined by 
L 1 = {x' E X 'I (x' ,L ) = O}. If L is a closed split linear sub
space of X, i.e., if there exists a topological complement Wof 
L in X, L Ell W = X then L = (L 1)1. 

Lemma 1: Let A: X -> Ybe linear such that ker A splits. 
Then (Ker A ) 1 = 1m A *. 

Proof Lety'E(Im A)l. Then (y', Ax) y = 0 for all XE X, 
hence (A *y',x) x = 0 for all XE X, which implies A *y' = 0 
and so y' Eker A *. Reversing these steps shows that (1m A ) 1 

= Ker A *. Therefore (ImA *)1 = ker A ** = ker A and 
(1m A *)11 = 1m A * = (Ker A)l. • 

III. LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS IN DUAL PAIRS OF 
BANACH SPACES 

With this notion of duality we introduce the functional 
derivative. Let F: X -> R be differentiable at XoE X. The func
tional derivative (or variational derivative) t)F I t)xo of Fwith 
respect to Xo, is the unique element t)F I t)XoE X', if it exists, 
such that 

DF(xo)h = (t)F , h ), for all hE X. 
t)xo 

Remark 1: For a functional of several variables, e.g., F: 
XI X X2 -> R (with weak duals X; ,X; ) the partial functional 
derivatives t>FIt>xIEX;, t)Flt)x2EX;, x1EX;, x 2EX;, are 
defined in a similar way (for details see, e.g., Schmid5

). 

Proposition 1: Let F: X -> R be C I. If XoE X is an extre
mum of F then t>F It)xo = O. 

Proof For each hEX letf(t) = F(xo + th). Ifxo is an 
extremum for F, then t = 0 is an extremum for f R->R; 
hence/, (0) = o. So for any hE X 

0=/,(0) = ~I F(xo + th) = DF(xo)h = (t>F ,h) . 
dt t~O t>xo 

Hence (t>F It>xo,h ) = Of or all hE X, thereforet>F It>xo = 0 .• 
Let (X,X') and (Y,Y') be two pairs of Banach spaces 

with the corresponding weakly nondegenerate pairings 
(, )x: X'XX->R,(, )y: Y'XY->R,andlet<l>:X->Ybe 
a differentiable map. Let F: X -. R be a differentiable func
tion. We want to find a criterion for an extremum of the 
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functionF(x) subject to the constraint condition <I>(x) = 0; 
i.e., we consider <I> as constraint map and look for extrema of 
F on the constraint surface L = <1>-1 (0) ex. 

Theorem 1: Let F: X -> R be C I and a constraint map <1>: 
X -> Ybe C I. Assume OEY is a regular value of <I> and let Xo 
EL -= <I> - I (0). If Xo is an extremum of F IL then there exists a 
y~EY' (Lagrange multiplier) such that 

t>F = D<I>(xo)*Y~' 
t>xo 
Lemma 2: In the situation above, if hEKer D<I>(xo) , 

then (t)F It)xo,h ) x = O. 
Proof IfOEYis a regular value of <I> then L = <1>-1 (0) is 

a submanifold of X and the tangent space to the surface L at 
XoEL is given by Tx"L = Ker D<I>(xo) , which splits in Tx"X, 
the tangent space of X at Xo (Tx"X ~X). For hEKer D<I>(xo) 
choose a curve y: R -> L such that y( 0) = Xo and Y( 0) 
= hETx L. If Xo is an extremum of F IL then t = 0 is an 
extrem~~ forf (t) = (Foy) (t), hence/, (0) = O. Therefore 

o = ~I (Foy) (t) = DF(y(O»)'Y(O) 
dt t~O 

= DF(xo)'h = (t>F ,h) . • 
t)xo 

Proof of Theorem 1: From Lemma 2 we get that 
if Xo is an extremum of F IL then (t>F It>xo,h) = 0 for 
all hEKer D<I>(xo), hence t)F It)xoE[Ker D<I>(xo) FeX'. 
Lemma 1 implies that [Ker D<I>(xo)] 1 = 1m D<I>(xo) * ex' 
and therefore t>F It>xoElm D<I>(xo)*' i.e., there exists a 
y~EY' such that t>F It)xo = D<I>(xo)*Y~. • 

Corollary 1: Theorem 1 is true under the following 
weaker assumptions: The constraint map <1>: X -> Y need not 
be differentiable on the whole space X; it is enough that 
L = <I> - I (0) is a submanifold of X and <I> is differentiable in 
a neighborhood of Xo in X. Furthermore we assume that 
D<I>(xo) (X) is closed in Yand that the tangent space at Xo 
to L is given by Tx"L = Ker D<I>(xo)' Then if Xo is an ex
tremum of F IL then there exist AoER and y~ E Y' (Lagrange 
mUltiplier) such that 

..1.0 t>F +D<I>(xo)*Y~ =0. 
t>xo 

Proof Under these conditions we have to consider 
in addition the case when D<I>(xo) (X) is not the whole space 
Y. Denote by L-=D<I>(xo) (X) e Y. By the Hahn-Banach 
theorem there exists a y~ E Y', y~ =1= 0 such that (y~ ,L) = O. So 
for any xEXwe have (D<I>(xo)*Y~'x)x = (y~,D<I>(xo)x)y 
= 0, since D<I>(xo)xEL. Hence D<I>(xo) *y~ = 0 and we can 

choose ..1.0 = O. 
For the case where D<I>(xo) = Y the previous proof of 

Theorem 1 works with the choice of ..1.0 = - 1. • 
Remark 2: If X' = X * the dual space of X and the pairing 

is the natural one ( , ):X* XX-.R, (s,x) = sex) then Cor
ollary 1 becomes the usual Lagrange multiplier theorem in 
Banach spaces, e.g., Kolmogorov and Fomin. 1 

Assume we are in the situation of Theorem 1 and let us 
define a function H: X X Y' -> R by 

H(x,y') = F(x) + (y',<I>(x)}y, XEX, y'EY'. 
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Theorem 2: If XoE~ = <1>-1 (0) is an extremum of F I~ 
then: 

(1) oH = 0, 
oXo 

(2) oH = O. 
oy' 

Proo!' (1) We compute oH lox for XE X: oH lox 
= of lox + 01 ox (y',<I> (x) ) y. Let us denote h(y',x) 
= (y',<I>(x» and compute oh lox, which is defined by 

D 2h(x)'v = (oh lox,v) x' ve X, whereD2h denotes the par
tial derivative of h with respect to the second variable, so 

D 2h(y',x)'v = ~I h(y',x + tv) 
dt 1=0 

= / Y"~I <I> (x + tV») 
\ dt 1=0 y 

= (y',D<I>(x)'v)y = (D<I>(x)*y',v)x' 

Hence ohlox = D<I>(x)*y', and we get oHlox 
= of lox + D<I> (X) *y'. If XoE~ is an extremum of F I~ 
we get from Theorem 1 that 0 = of loxo + D<I>(xo)*Y' 
=oH loxo' 

(2) We compute oH loy' for y'EY': oH loy' 
= (0I0y') (y',<I>(x» y = oh loy', which is defined by 
Dlh(y')'w = (w,oh loy') y, where Dlh denotes the partial 
derivative of h with respect to the first variable, i.e., 

Dlh(y')'w = ~I h (v' + tw,<I>(x») 
dt 1=0 

= ~I (y' + tw,<I>(x»y 
dt 1=0 

= (w,<I>(x» y; 

henceoh loy' = <I>(x). IfxoE~wegetoH loy' = <I> (xo) = 0, 
which recovers the constraint equation. • 

In many examples the constraint map is a real valued 
function <1>: X -> R. In this special case, i.e., where Y = R, our 
theorems take simpler forms. Let ( , ): X' xX -> R be a 
weakly nondegenerate pairing between the Banach spaces X ' 
and X and let <1>: X- R be a C I constraint map and OER be a 
regular value of <1>. Then ~ = <I> - I (0) is a submanifold of X 
and at each point XE~ the tangent space to ~ is Tx ~ 
~Ker D<I>(x), which splits in TxX~X. A vector X'EX' is 
called perpendicular to ~ at the point XE~ if (x',h ) = 0 for 
all hETx~' With this terminology we get the analog result as 
in finite dimensions. 

Lemma 3: For any XE~, o<l>lox is perpendicular to ~ at 
x. 

Proo!' Let hETx~ = Ker D<I>(x), then 0 = D<I>(x)'h 
= (o<l>lox,h ). • 

Lemma 4: Let F: X- R be C I. If XoE~ is an extremum of 
F I~ then of loxo is perpendicular to ~ at Xo' 

Proo!,LethETx,,~ = Ker D<I>(xo) andchooseacurvey: 
R- ~ such that y(O) = xo and 1'(0) = h. Then if Xo is an 
extremum of F I~ thefunctionf(t) = (Foy)(t): R-R has 
an extremum at t = 0, hencej' (0) = O. So 
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O=~I (Foy)(t) =DF(y(O»)'Y(O) 
dt 1=0 

= DF(xo)'h = (OF ,h). 
oXo • 

Corollary 2: If XoE~ is an extremum of F I~ then 
(oF loxo,h ) = 0 = (o<l>loxo,h ) forallhETx,,~,i.e., there ex
ists a number AER such that 

of + A 0<1> = O. 
oXo oXo 
This result resembles the classical finite-dimensional 

Lagrange multiplier theorem, which states that at an extre
mum xoERn of a function F: Rn - R with respect to a con
straint <1>: Rn _ R we have 

V F (xo) + A V<I>(xo) = 0 

for some AER. 
If we define as in the general case the function H: 

XXR-R by H(x,A) =F(x) +A<I>(X), we obtain from 
Theorem 2: 

Corollary 3: If Xo is an extremum of F I~ then 

(1) oH = of + A 0<1> = 0 
oXo oXo oXo 
oH 

(2) - = <I>(xo) = O. 
oA 

Example 6: This example of a constraint variational 
problem is a generalization of the Euler-Lagrange equation 
where the constraint is given by the time derivative of the 
position equal to the velocity. Let (X,x') and (Y,Y') be dual 
pairs of Banach spaces with X = U X Vand Y = V. Let F: 
U X V- R be C I and <1>: U X V - V be linear of the form 
<I>(u,v) =Au+BvwhereA: U-VandB: V-Varelinear 
operators. Then we get from Theorem 2: 

of 
-A*y', 

ouo 
( *) of 

-B*y', 
oVo 

Auo +Bvo = O. 

Suppose B * is invertible, then 

,_ B*-IOF y- - -, 
oVo 

of _ A * B * - I of = 0, 
ouo oVo 
Auo +Bvo = O. 

For a concrete application we consider the following: Let 
U = {UEC I ([0,1 ],R) lu(O) = u(1) = O}withtheusual C 1_ 

norm; i.e., 

Ilull l = sup lu(t) I + sup lu' (t) I, 
IEIO.I] IEIO,I] 

and let V={veC O([O,I],R)lv(O) =v(1) =O} with the 
usual CO-norm; i.e., 

Ilvllo = sup Iv(t)I. 
tEIO,I] 

Let X = U X V and F: X -R be given by F(u,v) 
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= S6L (uU),vU»)dt, for some Lagrangian L(u,v). Let Y 
= Vand et>: U xV --> Vbe given by et>(u,v) = (d Idt)u - v. 

Then A = (d I dt): U - V is bounded; indeed 

d 
"Aullo = 11- ullo = sup lu'U)1 

dt /EIO.I] 

..;; sup lu'(t) I + sup luU) 1= IIull l · 
tEIO.I] tEIO.I] 

Moreover B = - Id: V-V, hence et> is bounded. 
We return for a moment to the general case: The La

grange multiplier is defined only on the stationary points. If 
a differentiable function can be found that extends the La
grange multiplier to the entire space y': X- Y then one can 
pose a related variational problem as follows. Defining 
H(x) = F(x) + (y'(x),et>(x» one finds stationary points 
ofHby 

SF 
~ + Det>(xo)*Y'(xo) + Dy'(xo)*et>(xo) = O. 
uxo 

This problem has the same solution as the original constraint 
problem on the constraining surface but may have other sta
tionary points that are not on the surface. If not, we call the 
functional F regular with respect to et>, or et> regular. 

We apply the preceding remark to our example. An 
extension of the Lagrange mUltiplier is given by y' 
= - B * -I (SF I Sy) and a computation shows that Fbeing 

regular is equivalent to the Hessian being nonsingular. We 
get the following two equations: 

SF _ A * B * - I SF _ [D B * - I SF]'", ( ) - 0 ~ ~ I 'i" uo,vo - , 
uUo uVo SVo 

[D B*-I SF]'", 2 - 'i"(uo,vo) = O. 
Svo 

IfKer[D2B *-1 (SF ISvo)] * = o then et> = Ois the only solu
tion of the second equation and therefore Fis regular. 

Example 7: Let X = H be a real Hilbert space and 
Y= R,X' =X*~H, Y' = Y*~R.LetF(x) = (x,Ax) and 
et>(x) = (x,x) - 1, where A is a bounded self-adjoint opera
tor on H. All the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied and 
one computes easily: Det>(x)'h = 2(h,x), SF Ibx = 2Ax, 
Det> (x) *: R - H; Del> (x) * A = AX and from Theorem 1 we 
get Ax = - AX. 

Example 8: In this example we derive Maxwell's equa
tions from a variational principle with constraints. The 
electromagnetic potential will appear as the Lagrange multi
plier and the homogeneous Maxwell equation as the condi
tion of extremum of the variational principle. We put this 
example in a geometric setting. Let M be a four-dimensional 
Riemannian manifold and consider the Banach spaces X 
=X' = A2(M) and Y = Y' = AI(M) with pairings as de

scribed in Example 5, (a,{3) = SMa I\. *(3 and S = *d * the 
adjoint of d. Consider the action F: X- R, F( 0) = ! (0,0) 
= !SM0I\.*O and think of OEA2(M) as representing the 
electromagnetic field. Let JEA I (M) be a fixed one-form 
representing the external current. Then the field 0 must sat
isfy SO = J and we get the constraint equation with et>: 
X = A2(M) - Y = AI(M) as et>(0) = SO - J = O. Since et> 
is linear we have Del> = SO and hence for (Del»*: Y' 
= AI(M) - X' = A2(M) we get for any AEAI(M), 0 

EA2 (M), 
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«Det»*A,O)x = (A,(Det»O)y 

= (A,SO) y = (dA,O) x 

or equivalently 

fM (Del» * I\. *0 = fM A I\. Det>(*O) = L dAI\.*O, 

hence (Det» * A = dA for any AEA I (M). Moreover SF ISO 
= 0 and ifet>(O) = 0 and 0 is an extremum of F then by 

Theorem 1 there exists an AEA I (M) such that 

0= SF = (Del»*A = dA 
SO ' 

i.e.,O = dA. Therefore the Lagrange multiplier is identified 
as the vector potential. Furthermore, from the constraint 
equation SO = J we get immediately DJ = 0, which is the 
continuity equation for the current. So we have derived 
Maxwell's equations by making a variation of the field 0 
instead of the potential A as in the usual treatment, by impos
ing the constraint condition on 0 in terms of the current J. 

IV. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES AND SYMMETRY 
GROUPS 

Next we study the variational principle in the case when 
it is invariant under some symmetry group G. Then the ques
tion is the following: For a fixed point of the action of G to be 
an extremum for a G-invariant function F, does it suffice to 
check the vanishing of the first variation of Fwith respect to 
variations that are symmetric? In other words, the question 
is whether a critical symmetric point is also a symmetric 
critical point. In Ref. 6 Palais gave a necessary and sufficient 
condition for this "Principle" to be valid for any Banach 
space. This is again formulated in terms of the dual space X *. 
We generalize this result to the case where one is allowed to 
choose any generalized dual space X ' of X with respect to any 
weakly nondegenerate pairing ( , ): X' X X --> R. 

Let G be a Lie group acting on the Banach space X by 
linear transformations cP g: X --> X, gEG, cP g (x) = g' x and as
sume that the dual action cPg ,*: X' -X' exists. Denote by 
~ = {XE X Icpg (x) = x, for all gEG} the set of fixed points 
(symmetric points) of X under the action of G. Since the 
action is linear, ~ is a linear subspace of X. Similarly let 
~. = {X'E X'lcpg *(x') = x', for all gEG} denote the set of 
fixed points of the dual action. ~. is a linear subspace of X'. 

Lemma 5: (Chain rule for the functional derivative): 
Let cP X - X be a differentiable map and F: X ..... R be differen
tiable at XoE X, then: 

S(Focp) = Dcp(xo)* SF 
SXo b(cp(xo») 

Proof: From the chain rule of the Frechet derivative 
D(Focp)(xo)'h = DF(cp(xo»)'(Dcp(xo)'h) for any hEX we 
get, assuming that all functional derivatives and adjoints ex
ist, 
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for all hE X. • 
Lemma 6: Let F: X --+ R be a smooth G-invariant func

tion, i.e., F0¢Jg = F for all gEG. If PE~ then of IOpE~ •. 
Proof From Lemma 1 and G invariance we get for all 

gEG: 

of = O(F0¢Jg) =D¢J (p)* of 
op op g o¢J g (p) 

Since ¢Jg is linear andpE~, this equals ¢Jg *(oF lop). • 
This lemma says that the variation of an invariant func

tion with respect to a symmetric point is symmetric with 
respect to the dual action. Next we show that the variation of 
any functional subject to a constraint, with respect to a criti
cal point, is orthogonal to the constraint set. 

Lemma 7: Let WCX be a subspace and F: X--+R be 
differentiable. If pE W is a critical point of F I W then 
of lOPE Wi. 

Proof Let hE Wand choose a curve y: R --+ W such that 
y(O) = p and y(O) = h. Ifp is a critical point of F IW then 
the functionf(t) = (Foy)(t): R--+R has a critical point at 
t = 0, hence f' (0) = O. Therefore 

o = ~I (F0y(t)) = DF(y(O))'Y(O) 
dt ,=0 

= DF(p) . h = (~; ,h ) , 

hence (oF lop,h) = 0 for all hEW, i.e., of lOPE Wi. 
If W = X we get as a corollary that at any critical point p 

of F we have of lop = O. Indeed, since the pairing ( , ) is 
weakly nondegenerate (oF lop,x) = 0 for all XE X implies 
oFlop=O. 

Now we choose for the constraint subspace W the set ~ 
of fixed points of the G action and we obtain the following: 

Theorem 3: Let G act linearly on the Banach space X and 
let F: X --+ R be a smooth G invariant function. Let PE~ be a 
(symmetric) critical point of F I~. Then p is a critical point 
of Fifand only if~. n~l = O. 

Proof ( 1) Let pE~ be a critical point of F I~. It follows 
from Lemma 6 that of IOpE~. and from Lemma 7 that 
of IOpE~l. Now if p is also a critical point of F then of I 
op = 0 therefore~. n~l = o. (2) Assume that~. n~l = 0 
and let PE~ be a critical point of F I~. From Lemma 7 it 
follows that of I OPE~ 1. Since F is G invariant we get from 
Lemma 6 that of I OpE~. , hence of lop = O. • 

This theorem is a very simple check of whether a critical 
symmetric point is also a symmetric critical point in the lin
ear case, i.e., for a linear action of a Lie group on a dual pair 
of Banach spaces. In order to generalize this theorem to G 
actions on a Banach manifold M, one can require that at each 
point p of M the action of G on Mbeing linearizable about p. 
That means that there exists a local coordinate system about 
p in which the action is linear, and that in this linear coordi
nate system the condition of the (linear) Theorem 3 is satis
fied, i.e., ~. n~l = o. It is shown in Palais6 that these hy
potheses are satisfied for semisimple Lie groups acting real 
analytically on a finite-dimensional real analytic manifold. 
Therefore in these cases the theorem generalizes to mani
folds. 

We now prove a more general form of the "Principle," 
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which is valid for a general nonlinear action on a Hilbert 
manifold. This is usually the framework of physical applica
tions. In Remark 3 we will consider the case of an action on a 
Banach manifold. 

Theorem 4: Let ¢J g be a differentiable action of a group G 
on a Hilbert manifold M; let ~ be the set of fixed point of ¢Jg. 
Consider (D¢Jg)*(p) (* denotes the Hermitian conjugate) 
at PE~ and the vector subspace ~* of TpM given by 
~* = {xETpM I (D¢Jg )*(p)x = x}. Then for any invariant 
functional F the condition dF(h) = 0 for all hE~* implies 
dF=.O. 

Proof This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 7 
applied to the case where W = ~*, and of Theorem 3. 

Theorem 4 is like the proposed generalized "Principle" 
in Ref. 6, the difference being that here we use the adjoint of 
the linearized action instead of the derivative itself. We test 
Theorem 4 on the two examples in Ref. 6 where the "Princi
ple" in its original form fails. 

Example 9: Let G = R, M = R2 with the usual scalar 
product and 

¢J,G) = (~ :) G), then ~=.(~), 

D¢J,* = C ~), and ~*=.(~). 
Theorem 4 states that for any invariant function F on R2, 
aF lay = OimpliesDF= Oon~. This is the case because any 
invariant function of this action is of the form F(x,y) 
=f(y)· 

Example 10: Let G = SO(2,1) and M = L 2 (S I) with 
the usual scalar product. The action is generated by the fol
lowing operators: 

AI = - sin(2a) + ~ cos(2a) ~, 
2 da 

1 d 
A2=T da' 

A3 = cos(2a) + ~ sin(2a) ~. 
2 da 

It follows immediately that ~ = 0 C L2 (S I) and that D¢J; 
= ¢J; is generated by the negative Hermitian conjugate op

erators: 

-A *1 = ~cos(2a) ~ 
2 da' 

-A2*=~~ 
2 da' 

- A f = ~ sin (2a) ~ . 
2 da 

From these we get ~* =. {f = const}. Theorem 4 states that 
at the origin any invariant functional has an extremum if and 
only if it has vanishing derivative in the direction of this 
constant function. 

Theorem 4 reduces to the "Principle" in the linear or 
linearizable case for compact group actions or for semi
simple groups acting on finite-dimensional Hilbert mani
folds. In these cases ~ is in fact a submanifold of M and 
D¢Jg is completely reducible and therefore ~* 
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= {xIDt,b;(p)x = x} = {xIDt,bg (p)x = x}:= Tp'i.,PE'i.. 
Remark 3: For an action on a Banach manifold, l:* 

cannot be identified with a subspace of IT. One can recover 
an analog of Theorem 4 by considering a topological comple
ment Wof l:*, i.e., W$l:*=X' and replacing l:* with 
W1cx. 

Remark 4: When the action is not linearizable, Theorem 
4 (while still true) may reduce to a trivial statement as in this 
example: Let G = Rand M = R with the usual scalar prod
uct. Let 

Then 

and on l: we have 

Dt,b~ = (~ ~) and P=(;)=R
2

• 

Theorem 4 states that if both partial derivatives are 0 then 
DF=O. 

Remark 5: This remark is based on an argument about 
finding symmetric solutions by Coleman7 in his Erice lec
tures. Let G act on the Banach manifold M and let F: M -+ R 
be an invariant functional with l: its set of fixed points. From 
G invariance of F, Fog = F, we get TFoTg = TF, where T 
denotes the tangent map. Computed at any point xEl: we get 
locally 

F'(x)Dg(x) =F'(x). (*) 

This holds for any action of G, linearizable or not. Here 
Dg(x) is a linear representation of the group G. If the repre
sentation Dg(x) is completely reducible then let [Dg(x)]a 
denote the irreducible pieces, Dg(x) = l: [Dg(x) Land 
(*) becomes 

F'(x) [Dg(x)]a = F'(x). (**) 
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Equation (**) states that F I (x) intertwines the irredu
cible representations [Dg(x)]a of G with the trivial repre
sentation on R. Now Schur's lemma implies that F'(X) #0 
only on a subspace E of Txl: on which Dg(x) acts trivially, 
i.e., E = {VETxM IDg(x) v = v}. If P denotes the projection 
ontoE,P: TxM-E, wegetF'(x)h = F'(x)Ph. Taylor's for
mula for F then becomes 

F(x + h) = F(x) + F'(x)Ph +!E" (x)(h,h) + E. 

This shows that x is a (nonrestricted) extremum if 
F'(x)h = OforallhEE, i.e., one defines x to be a critical point 
ofF /'i.tomeanthatF'(x)Ph = O. Therefore the "Principle" 
holds. This is true whether l: is a manifold or not (Palais7

). 

If l: is a smooth manifold and the action is linearizable at all 
points XEl: then E = Txl:. In this situation the "Principle" 
holds in its usual interpretation because F' (x)Ph = 0 im
plies x is an extremum of F /'i.. 
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The velocity distribution of a spatially uniform diluted guest population of charged particles 
moving within a host medium under the influence of a D. C. electric field is studied. A 
simplified one-dimensional Boltzmann model of the Kat type is adopted. Necessary conditions 
and sufficient conditions are established for the existence, uniqueness, and attractivity of a 
stationary non-negative distribution corresponding to a specified concentration level. 
Conditions for the onset of the runaway process are established. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

In this paper we are concerned with some mathematical 
aspects of the behavior of a population of charged particles 
under the influence of a spatially uniform D. C. (i.e., time 
independent) electric field. Problems of this type appear in a 
number of distinct scientific areas, e.g., in the theory of 
swarms of charged particles in a neutral background gas, 1.2 

in the study of "runaway" electrons in fully ionized plas
mas,3-5 in the calculation ofD. C. conductivity in biological 
membranes,6 and in semiconductor theory. In many of these 
cases the charged particles of interest are electrons; however, 
in some instances ions or positive vacancies are considered as 
well. 

Let us consider a spatially uniform dilute population of 
charged particles that are initially at thermal equilibrium 
with a neutral environment. Suppose that for times t;;;.O a 
uniform D. C. electric field is applied to the system. The 
charged particles are accelerated by the electric field but re
turn some of the acquired kinetic energy to the host medium 
via some interaction process (collisions). The heating of the 
host medium is assumed to be negligible enough for the tem
perature of the background host medium to remain approxi
mately time independent. Further, we assume the existence 
ofa balance between ionization of host particles and recom
bination of charged particles, so that the total number of 
charged particles appears to be invariant. 

Two main physical situations may occur: (i) the colli
sion process is sufficiently effective to force the velocity dis
tribution of the charged particles towards a steady state non
zero profile, which is usually a heavily distorted Maxwellian 
at a temperature exceeding the reference temperature of the 
background gas, or (ii) the collision process is not effective 
in removing kinetic energy from the popUlation of charged 
guest particles, so that no relaxation of the distribution func
tion towards a nonzero steady state distribution occurs. On 
the contrary, a "travelling wave in velocity space" is genera
ted (the so-called runaway case). In case (i) the contribu
tion to D. C. conductivity of the guest particles is the ratio of 
the magnitude ofthe current due to their motion (in steady 

state conditions) to the intensity of the D. C. field; in the 
runaway case (ii) one does not have a (finite) D. C. conduc
tivity, since the speed of the charged particles increases in
definitely. In the Appendix we present two simple model 
problems, based on the BGK approximation, to illustrate 
the two kinds of behavior. A more sophisticated model prob
lem has been presented by Comgold and Rollins. 7 

The physical aspects of the picture sketched above have 
been well understood for a number ofyears. 2

,3 For instance, 
it is recognized that the key ingredient in determining 
whether a given process will involve "relaxation" [case (i)] 
or "runaway" [case (ii)] is the dependence of the collision 
frequency v(v) upon the speed v of the charged particles for 
large values of v. Indeed, if v( v) drops towards zero too 
rapidly as v --> 00, the collision process can be shown2 to be 
unable to slow down the most energetic charged particles. 
As a consequence, these particles "runaway." 

In spite of this body of existing knowledge, we feel that 
the mathematical aspects of the runaway process-as op
posed to the strictly phenomenological physical ones-still 
require some study. For one thing, the approximations 
adopted in the literature are often so drastic4 as to make one 
wonder about the reliability of the results (beyond, maybe, 
an order of magnitude level of precision). On the other hand, 
at a more fundamental level, even the physical outline given 
above is open to some criticism. In fact, one could consider 
intermediate cases [besides the cases (i) and (ii) given 
above]. For instance, one could construct an ad hoc model 
according to which the charged particle distribution func
tion relaxes towards an asymptotic profile whose first (or 
second) velocity moment is unbounded; then, the drift ve
locity (or the temperature) would diverge even under case 
(i) conditions. Conversely, under case (ii) conditions one 
could envisage, as an alternative to the travelling wave in 
velocity space, a distribution function which relaxes (uni
formly with respect to velocity) towards zero as time grows; 
under such conditions the velocity moments mayor may not 
converge to finite values as t --> 00. Thus there are cases in 
which the distinction between the runaway and the "absence 
of runaway" situation becomes blurred. 
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Other instances of confusion can be encountered. For 
instance, one author has erroneously presented estimates of 
the D. C. conductivity even in cases when the steady state 
distribution fails to exist (see the cases p < - 1 in Ref. 6). 

These questions have motivated the present introduc
tory study on some mathematical aspects of the behavior of a 
collection of charged particles under the influence of an elec
tric field. At this point we would like to present some addi
tional remarks. First of all, we recall that-as observed by 
Corngold and Rollins 7 -much of the literature in the field 
deals with the problem of a steady state population of 
charged particles generated by a time independent source of 
cold particles. It should be noted that the two cases men
tioned above for the sourceless problem-namely, case (i) of 
no runaways and case (ii) where runaways are present
correspond to the impossibility or the existence of a steady 
state population, respectively, when the source is present. 
The sourceless point of view taken in this paper has been 
described above. Another question concerns the choice of 
the mathematical model to employ in the description of the 
collective dynamics of the population of charged particles. 
In this preliminary study we assume, somewhat artificially, 
that charged particles move on a straight line parallel to the 
electric field (cf. the celebrated Kac models of the Boltz
mann equation); moreover, we usually assume that the colli
sion process is described by a collision integral; the differen
tial counterpart has been studied by Corngold and Rollins. 7 

Finally we would like to mention that one of the problems we 
face is that of deciding upon the mathematical environment 
to adopt. On the one hand, we may introduce an L\ space of 
distribution functions with at all times a finite total number 
of charged particles. On the other hand, we may adopt an L \ 
space of distribution functions with at all times a finite num
ber of collisions between the charged particles and the host 
medium. In part for reasons of mathematical convenience, 
we have made the former choice, especially as the general 
solution of the time dependent problem will turn out to have 
both a finite total number of charged particles and a finite 
number of guest-host interactions at all times. For the steady 
state problem we will be in the same rather fortunate situa
tion, provided we assume the charged particle cross section 
v( v) >0 to be nonintegrable with respect to velocity [in the 
sense that f ~ :: v( v)dv = + 00]. On the other hand, if the 
cross section is integrable with respect to velocity [i.e., if 
f ~ ::v(v)dv < + 00 ], we will have the rather unphysical sit
uation of a "steady state" with finite total number of colli
sions but a nonzero particle density for infinite speed. We 
will make our assumptions more precise below. 

Thus let us consider the simplified linear Boltzmann 
equation 

aj(v,t) + a aj(v,t) + v(v)j(v,t) 
at av 

J
+OO 

= _ 00 k(v,v')v(v')j(v',t)dv'. (1.1 ) 

This equation describes the electron distributionj(v,t) in a 
weakly ionized host medium as a function of the velocity 
VE( - 00, + 00) and time t>O. The electrostatic accelera
tion a is assumed constant and positive. Recombination and 
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ionization effects are assumed to balance each other. The 
expressions v(v) and k(v,v') denote the collision frequency 
(between an electron and the host medium) and the corre
sponding scattering kernel; accordingly, k(v,v')dv is the 
probability that an electron entering the collision with veloc
ity v' will come out of the collision with its velocity in the 
interval (v,v + dv). We have 

k(v,v'»O, (1.2) 

J
+ 00 

-00 k(v,v')dv=1. (1.3) 

The electron distributionj(v,t) and the collision frequency 
v(v) must, of course, be non-negative. By reciprocity sym
metry, we also have 

v( - v) = v(v), 

k( - v, - v') = k(v,v'). 

(1.4 ) 

(1.5 ) 

In connection with Eq. (1.1), we will study two math
ematical problems. In the first place we will prove the unique 
solvability of the time-dependent evolution equation (1.1) 
under the initial condition 

j(v,Q) =/o(v) ( 1.6) 

in a suitable functional setting, as well as the non-negativity 
of the solution for a non-negative initial condition, and es
tablish the appropriate semigroup properties and bounds on 
the solution. In the second place we will establish necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the existence of a (unique) non
negative solution of the corresponding stationary equation 

aj J+ 00 a - (v) + v(v)j(v) = k(v,v')v(v')j(v')dv'. 
av - 00 

(1. 7a) 

We add the plausible requirements of a finite electron con
centration and a finite collision rate (per unit volume); 
namely, we require 

f-+ 0000 j(v)dv < + 00, ( l.7b) 

f-+ 0000 v(v)j(v)dv < + 00. (1.7c) 

An additional plausible requirement is that in velocity space 
there should be no electrons entering or leaking out from the 
system. Since the acceleration a takes the role of "velocity" 
in velocity space, we require 

lim aj(v) = lim aj(v) = O. (1.7d) 
u- - 00 v- + 00 

Hence 

j( - 00 ) = j( + 00 ) = o. (1.7e) 

Along with it we will establish under which conditions the 
stationary solution can be obtained from the solution of the 
time-dependent problem at t -+ 00 • 

In this paper we will investigate both the stationary and 
the time-dependent problem, as well as the decay to equilib
rium of the solution in the time-dependent case. The time
dependent problem was already solved in Sec. XIII.4 of Ref. 
9 as an application of the theory of time-dependent kinetic 
equations of Beals and Protopopescu (see Ref. 10; also Ref. 
9, Chap. XI and Sec. XII.I-2). Here we shall give a direct 
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proof based on semigroup considerations, which does not 
rely on this theory. In part we shall recover a well-known 
result. Note that, if the collision frequency is unbounded, the 
initial-value problem cannot be treated directly within the 
framework of Refs. 9 and 10; however, our proof will extend 
to this case. In fact, we will develop one of the few theories of 
kinetic equations where the usual cutoff leads to an un
bounded collision frequency and an unbounded gain part of 
the collision operator. Different theories of this type were 
recently developed, for linearized Maxwell-Boltzmann 
equations by ArlottP' and for Fokker-Planck type equa
tions by Cosner et al. '2 

Prior to developing the proper functional formulation of 
the problem, we make a number of assumptions on a, v(v), 
and k(v,v'). Concerning a and v we have: 

Assumption (0: the acceleration a is a fixed positive con
stant; 

Assumption (ii): the collision frequency v( v) is a Lebes
gue measurable, non-negative, and even function of v on 
( - 00, + 00), which is almost everywhere nonzero and 
Lebesgue integrable on every bounded Lebesgue measurable 
set. 

It is more complicated to formulate proper conditions 
on k(v,v'). On the one hand, we shall consider measurable 
functions k( v,v') on 9t2 satisfying ( 1.2), ( 1.3), and ( 1.5); on 
the other hand, we would like to include 
k(v,v') = o(v - av') in our description. For this reason we 
shall consider the Banach spaces L, (9t,dv) and L, (9t,v dv) 
with the norms 

Ilfll, = I_+oooolf(V)ldV, 

IIfllv = I_+oooo v(v)lf(v)ldv, 

and postulate the following assumption. 
Assumption (iii): The operator K which is formally rep

resented as 

(Kf)(v) = I_+oooo k(v,v')v(v')f(v')dv' 

is a positive linear operator K: L, (9t,v dv) ..... L, (9t,dv) satis
fying 

IIKfll, = IIfllv, if fEL,(9t,vdv) andf>O, (1.8a) 

as well as the reciprocity principle 

(Kf) (v) = (Kg) ( - v), 

if f(v) =g( - v) and fEL,(9t,vdv). 
(1.8b) 

If we define the (distributional) derivative j' of a func
tionfin L, (9t,dv) by 

I_+oooo j'(v)g(v)dv= - I_+oooo f(v)g'(v)dv, 

for every gEe ~ (9t), where e! (9t) is the set of continuously 
differentiable complex functions on 9t of compact support, 
by a solution of the stationary equation (1. 7a) we mean a 
function f/J satisfying 

1179 

f/J '(v) = - (l/a)v(v)f/J(v) + (l/a)(Kf/J)(v), VE9t, 
( 1.9a) 
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(1.9b) 

Since such a solution obviously has its derivative in 
L, (9t,dv), each solution of the stationary problem will be 
absolutely continuous on [ - b,b] forallb>O. We have seen 
above that a physically acceptable solution ought to be non
negative and to obey requirements (1.7b), (1.7c), (1.7d), 
and (1. 7e). Accordingly, among the possible solutions of 
problem (1.9) we shall be mostly interested in those non
negative solutions f/J which also belong to L, (9t,dv) and sat
isfy f/J ( - 00) = f/J ( + 00) = O. The following theorem gives 
a necessary condition for the existence of a non-negative so
lution of (1.9) in L, (9t,dv). 

Theorem 1: Let a, v, and K satisfy the assumptions (i), 
(ii), and (iii) stated above. Then a necessary condition for 
problem (1.9) to admit a nontrivial non-negative solution 
q;EL, (9t,dv) is that 

I-+ ",,00 v(v)dv = + 00. 

Proof Let f/J be a nontrivial non-negative solution of 
problem (1.9). Then f/J is continuous on 9t and there exists 
voE9t such that f/J( vo) > O. However, since K is positive, Eq. 
( 1. 9a) yields 

f/J(v) =exp{ - J... (" V(V")dV"}f/J(Vo) 
a Jvo 

+ J... (" exp{ - J... r~ V(V")dV"} (Kf/J)(v')dv' 
a Juu a Jv 

>exp{ - J... rVV(V")dV"}f/J(Vo), 
a JUIl 

so that 

lim inff/J(V»exp{-J... roo V(V")dV"}f/J(Vo). 
v- + 00 a JVt) 

Then q;EL,(9t,dv) only if f~v(v")dv" = + 00, i.e., only if 
f~:v(v")dv" = + 00. o 

II. THE STATIONARY PROBLEM 

In this section we shall discuss the stationary problem 
(1.9). Throughout this section, with the exception of the 
final part, we shall also make the additional assumption 

r+oooo v(v)dv = + 00, (2.1) 

whose motivation is given by Theorem 1 above. Note that, as 
a consequence of assumption (ii), Eq. (2.1) characterizes 
the frequency behavior of v( v) as v ..... 00 • As observed above, 
(2.1) is equivalent to 

1+ 00 v(v)dv = + 00, for some aE!R. 

Our first step is to convert the integrodifferential equa
tion (1.9) into an (equivalent) integral equation. To this 
purpose, we define the following operator: 

L: L, (9t,dv) ..... L, (9t,v dv), 

(Lf)(v) =I
v 

J... exp{ - J...f~ v(v")dV"}f(V')dV', 
-00 a a v 

On integrating Lfwith respect to the measure v(v)dv and 
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changing the order of integration we obtain 

IILlllv 

= f+ 00(1 - lim exp{ - ~ r"V(V")dv,,}\,r(V')dV', 
-00 V-+oo a Jv' Y' 

1>0, (2.2) 

which implies that L is a positive contraction from L I (m,dv) 
to L I (m, v dv) and hence LK is a positive contraction on 
L,(m,vdv). Under our assumptions, if v(v) obeys (2.1), 
then II LI II v = II 1111 for all non-negative IEL I (m,dv). 

Theorem 2: If (2.1) holds, then every solution of the 
integrodifferential equation (1. 9a) in L I (m, v dv) is a solu
tion of the linear stationary problem 

cp=LKcp, cpEL,(m,vdv), (2.3) 

and conversely. Moreover, for every solution cp of the two 
equivalent problems we have cp( - (0) = cp( + 00) = O. 

Proof Let cp be a solution of problem (1.9). Setting 

H(v) = exp{~ (V V(V')dV'}, 
a Jvo 

where Vo is some real number, we obtain from (1.9), 

(Hcp)'(v) = (1la)H(v)(Kcp)(v), VEm, 

which in turn implies 

1 (V 
H(v)cp(v) = cp(vo) + -;; Jv

o 
H(v') (Kcp) (v')dv'. 

Here we observe that the integral on the right-hand side is 
finite, because H (v) is bounded on every interval of the type 
( - 00,A] with A < + 00. As a result we find 

cp(v) = exp { _ ~ (V V(V')dV'}CP(Vo) 
a JVH 

+ ~ (Vexp{ _ ~ (~ v(v" )dV"} (Kcp) (v')dv', 
a Jvo a Ju 

(2.4 ) 

where VEm. We now note that cp is of bounded variation on m, 
due to the fact that cp 'ELI (m,dv). This obviously implies the 
boundedness of cp on m. Letting Vo tend to - 00 and taking 
account of (2.1) in combination with the boundedness of cp, 
we must have cp( - (0) = 0 by dominated convergence. 
Similarly, if Vo -- + 00, we get cp ( + (0) = O. Thus any solu
tion cp of problem ( 1.9) obeys cp = LKcp, with cp( ± 00) = O. 

Conversely, directly from the explicit form of LKcp, 
every solution ofEq. (2.3) inLI(m,vdv) is absolutely con
tinuous on [ - b,b] for all b > 0 and of bounded variation on 
( - 00, + (0). Moreover, 

d 1 1 - (LKcp)(v) = -(Kcp)(v) - - v(v)(LKcp)(v) 
dv a a 

and the right-hand side belongs to L I (m,dv); hence the solu
tioncpofEq. (2.3) satisfiesEq. (1.9a). D 

Theorem 3: If condition (2.1) is satisfied, then the set of 
all cp satisfying problem (2.3) is at most one dimensional 
and, when nontrivial, contains a nontrivial non-negative 
function. 

Proof Let us suppose that Eq. (2.3) admits solutions. 
Then every such solution is non-negative, apart from a con
stant factor. Indeed, if cp = LKcp for some cpELl (m,v dv), 
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one first chooses cp real. We then have 

Icp I = ILKcp I <LK Icp I, 

while 

L+ 0000 v(v){(LK Icp I) (v) - Icp(v) I}dv 

= IILK Icp IIlv - /lcp IIv 

= 11K Icp 1111 - IIcp IIv 

= IIcp IIv - IIcp IIv = O. 

Hence Icp I = LK Icp I and the existence ofa nontrivial solution 
ofEq. (2.3) in L t (m,v dv) implies the existence of a nontri
vial non-negative solution of Eqs. (1.9) in L I (m, v dv). In 
fact, if the solution cp is real, then IILK{lcp I ± cp}lIv = 0 and 
LK{lcp I ± cp} = {Icp I ± cp} imply that cp does not change 
sign. 

Finally, if cp is a nontrivial non-negative solution of Eq. 
(2.3) in LI(m,vdv) and cp(v) =0 for some VEm, then 
(LKcp)(v) =0 yields (Kcp)(v')=O for v'<v and hence 
cp(v") = (LKcp)(v") =0 for all v"<v. Putting Va 
= SUp{VEm: cp(v") = o for all v" <v} we findcp(v) > o for all 
v> vo' since otherwise cp(v) would vanish for some v> Vo' 
Thus if CPt and CP2 are two different non-negative solutions of 
Eq. (2.3) ofunitnorminLI(m,vdv), then (CPI - CP2) will be 
a nontrivial real solution ofEq. (2.3), which must have con
stant sign. Since both CPI and CP2 have unit norm in 
LI (m,v dv), we obtain IIcpI - CP211v = Illcplllv - IICP211v I, 
which is a contradiction. Hence the solution space of Eq. 
(2.3) is at most one dimensional. D 

Let cp be a nontrivial non-negative stationary solution in 
L I (m,dv). Then, apparently, either cp (v) > 0 for all VEm or 
cp(v) = 0 for v<vo and cp(v) > 0 for v> Vo where Vo is some 
real constant. In the latter case we have (Kcp) (v) =0 for all 
v < Va, as a result of the equation cp = LKcp. Since, by as
sumption, v( v) does not vanish on a set of positive measure, 
we must then have k(v,v') =0 for all v < Va and v' > vo' 

Theorem 4: If condition (2.1 ) is satisfied and if, in addi
tion, LK is a weakly compact operator on L I (m, v dv), then 
the stationary problem has a unique non-negative solution in 
L, (m,v dv) of unit norm. 

Proof If condition (2.1) is satisfied and I is non-nega
tive, we have IILKlllv = II/lIv. Consequently, the spectral 
radius of LK, spr(LK), is one. Moreover, (LK)2 is compact 
as an operator on L I (m, v dv), because the square of a weakly 
compact operator in L I is compact. Then the compactness of 
(LK)2 in combination with spr(LK) = 1 implies the exis
tence of at least one non-negative cpEL I (m, v dv) of unit 
norm such that Eq. (2.3) holds true (see Ref. 13, Chap. 2). 
By the previous theorem this solution is unique. D 

Corollary 5: Let condition (2.1) be satisfied. If the oper-
ator 

f
+ 00 

(BI)(v) = _ 00 k(v,v')/(v')dv' 

is weakly compact on L I (m,dv) then the problem (2.3) has a 
unique non-negative solution of unit norm. 

Proof If the above operator B is weakly compact on 
Ll (m,dv), then LK = LBv is weakly compact on 
L1(m,vdv). Here we observe that v is a bounded operator 
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from L I (91, v dv) into L I (91,dv). The result follows directly 
from the previous theorem. 0 

We now consider some simple models for the collision 
term. They satisfy the assumptions we formulated to ensure 
the existence of stationary solutions. 

Example 1 [The Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) mod
el]: The idea behind this model is the assumption that the 
average effect of collisions is to provide a "source" which is 
proportional to the deviation of the distribution function 
f( v) from a Maxwellian fm (v). Thus the collision term is 
assumed to take the following form: 

J
+OO 

_ 00 k(v,v')v(v')f(v')dv' 

= v(v)Fm (v) f-+ 0000 v(v')f(v')dv', 

where 

Fm (v) = fm (v) 
s::: :: v(v')fm (v')dv' 

(2.5) 

In this case, the operator K defined by (2.5) is a compact 
operator from L I (91, v dv) to L I (91,dv). Hence, if condition 
(2.1) is satisfied, the results of Theorem 4 hold true. In the 
Appendix we will give a more elaborate account of the BGK 
model. For a discussion of the reliability of the BGK model 
in the transport theory of charged particles see, for instance, 
the paper of Corngold and Rollins. 14 0 

Example 2: Consider a particular class of integral ker
nels k (v,v'), which is a finite linear combination offunctions 
separated in the variables v and v'. A kernel of this type is 
said to be degenerate and can be written in the form 

"" k(v',v') = v(v)fm (v)fm (v') I aitPi(v)rpi(V'), (2.6) 
;=1 

where tPi and rpi are given functions and the a i are suitable 
positive accommodation coefficients. In the literature of the 
kinetic theory of gases this model is known as the generalized 
BGK model and is obtained by generalizing the linearized 
BGK model. If we suppose the functions rpi and tPi to be 
essentially bounded, the operator K defined by (2.6) and 
( 1.8) is a compact operator from L I (91, v dv) into 
LI (91,dv). 0 

Example 3: Consider the integral kernel defined by 

k 
' { 1/2r, VE [ - r,r], v' E91, 

(v,v) = . 
0, otherwIse. 

Then the integral operator B defined by the above kernel has 
the property that for every € > 0 there exists tJ > 0 such that 

f_+""oo I (Bf)(v + h) - (Bf)(v)ldv<€ 

for every fbelonging to a bounded subset of LI (91,dv) and 
every h with Ih I < tJ. Moreover, there exists a subset 
[ - r,r] CGc91 such that 

r J(Kf)(v)ldv<€, 
J9h.G 

is trivially satisfied for every € > O. From Theorem 2.1 of Ref. 
15 it follows that B is compact on LI (91,dv). By virtue of . 
Corollary 5, we have a stationary solution if 
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f~:v(v')dv'= +00. More generally, we may replace 
k(v,v') with a bounded continuous non-negative function 
with support on [ - r,r] X 91. A sufficient condition for com
pactness will then be the existence, for every € > 0, of a num
ber {j > 0 such that 

f_+,'lk(V + h,v') - k(v,v') Idv < € 

for Ih I <tJ, uniformly in v' on 91. 0 
In the remaining part of this section, we consider the 

case when the behavior of the collision frequency v(v) at 
infinity is such that condition (2.1 ) is not satisfied. In other 
words, from now on in this section, we replace (2.1) by the 
alternative assumption 

f-+",,"" v(v)dv< + 00. (2.7) 

If condition (2.7) is satisfied, then II Lf II v 

.;;;; (1 - {j) II fill for all non-negativefEL I (91,dv) where 

{j = exp { - ! f-+ ",,"" V(V')dV'} > O. 

In this case dominated convergence applied to Eq. (2.4) 
yields the existence of the continuous limits rp( ± 00), 

whence the integrodifferential equation (1.9) can be put in 
the equivalent form 

rp(v) - (LKrp)(v) = exp{ - ! f: "" V(V')dV'}rp( - 00). 

(2.8) 

As a result we find that rp( ± 00) are finite, while an easy 
integration ofEq. (1.9) over 91 yields rp( - 00) = rp( + 00). 
Now the integral equation to be investigated is Eq. (2.8). 
Equation (2.8) is uniquely solvable in L I (91, v dv), which is 
easily seen from the norm estimate 

IILKrp IIv';;;;(1 - tJ)IIKrp III = (1 - {j)lIrp IIv, 

where & (0,1 ). We summarize the result as follows. 
Theorem 6: If condition (2.7) is satisfied, then the sta

tionary problem (2.8) has a unique non-negative solution rp 
in LI (91,v dv) of unit norm with rp( - 00) = rp( + 00) > O. 

Remark: Note that the solution of (2.8) under assump
tion (2.7), which is referred to in Theorem 6, is physically 
irrelevant, since it corresponds to an infinite population lev
el. 

It is possible to give necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the existence of a stationary solution in L I (91, v dv) in 
terms of the spectral properties of LK. The stationary solu
tion will be unique apart from a normalization factor. If con
dition (2.1) holds true, the necessary and sufficient condi
tion is that 1 is an eigenvalue of LK. The corresponding 
eigenfunction will then be non-negative. In particular, if 
(LK)n is compact for some nEN, there will be a stationary 
solution. On the other hand, if condition (2.7) is satisfied, 
there always exists a unique non-negative stationary (un
physical) solution in L I (91, v dv) of unit norm, because 
spr(LK) < 1; its values at ± 00 are equal and positive. 

Instead ofEqs. (2.3) and (2.8) on LI (91,v dv), we may 
also study the equivalent equations 

tP - KLtP = 0, (2.9) 
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'" - KL", = q;( - 00 )Kw, 

on LI (lR,dv), where 

w(v) =exp { - ~ J~oo V(V")dV''}-

(2.10) 

In fact, if q; is a (non-negative) solution of Eq. (2.3) in 
LI (lR,v dv), then Kq; is a (non-negative) solution of Eq. 
(2.9) in LI (lR,dv); conversely, if'" is a (non-negative) solu
tion of Eq. (2.9) in LI (lR,dv), then L", is a (non-negative) 
solution ofEq. (2.3) in LI (lR,v dv). Moreover, in this man
ner nontrivial solutions of Eq. (2.3) in LI (lR,v dv) corre
spond to nontrivial solutions of Eq. (2.9) in L I (lR,dv). A 
similar connection exists between solutions of Eq. (2.8) in 
LI (lR,v dv) and solutions of Eq. (2.10) in LI (lR,dv) , but 
now Kq; is a solution of Eq. (2.10) if q; is a solution of Eq. 
(2.8), while q;( - oo)w + L", is a solution ofEq. (2.8) if ",is 
a solution ofEq. (2.10). However, since in general the oper
ator K does not map absolutely continuous functions of 
L I (lR, v dv) into continuous functions, the solutions of Eqs. 
(2.9) and (2.10) need not be continuous. On the other hand, 
if K (or the above operator B) has finite rank, it is much 
easier to solve Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) than to solve Eqs. (2.3) 
and (2.8). Finally, it should be observed that the nonzero 
spectra and eigenvalue spectra of LK and KL coincide. 

III. THE TIME-DEPENDENT PROBLEM 

In order to study the time-dependent problem, we shall 
analyze the operator 

(Tf)(v) = _aaf -v(v)f(v) + (Kf)(v) 
av 

on the intersection vi( of L I (lR,dv), L I (lR, v dv) and the set 
offunctions which are absolutely continuous on [ - b,b] for 
all b> 0, are of bounded variation and vanish at - 00. We 
shall prove an extension of T to be the generator of a strongly 
continuous semigroup on LI (lR,dv) using the Hille-Phillips 
theorem. For this purpose we solve the equation 

(A - T)f=g (3.1 ) 

for fE..-II, where g is an arbitrary function in LI (lR,dv) and 
A> 0. We obtain 

f=L}.Kf+L}.g, 

where 

(LJ)(v) 

(3.2) 

=~Jv exp { - ~iv [v(v") +A ]dV"}f(V')dV', 
a -00 a v' 

The derivation ofEq. (3.2) is the same as the derivation of 
(2.3) with v(v) replaced by v(v) +A, since for A>O the 
integral S ~ : {v( v) + A }dv is infinite. As a result we obtain 

IILJllv +A IILJIII = IIflll' f>O, (3.3 ) 

Here we have replaced v(v) by v(v) + A in the identity 
IILfllv = IIflll for.!> 0. This is allowed, sinceLJ coincides 
with Lfon replacing v(v) + A. Consequently, 

IIL}.Kfllv +A IlL}. Kfll I = IIfllv, 1>0, (3.4) 

whence L}. maps LI (lR,dv) and L}.K maps LI (lR,v dv) into 
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the intersection of L I (lR,dv) and L I (lR, v dv). Hence for ev
ery A> ° and gEL I (lR,dv) the·solutions/ofEq. (3.2) belong 
to this intersection. 

Theorem 7: For every A> ° and gEL I (lR,dv) there exists 
a unique solution T}.g of Eq. (3.2), which belongs to 
L I (lR,dv). Then T}. is the resolvent of a strongly continuous 
positive contraction semigroup {S(t)}t>o on LI(lR,dv) 
whose generator G is a closed extension of T. Moreover, the 
semigroup {S(t)} t>O satisfies 

IIS(t)flll = Ilflll' 1>0, 

if and only if G is the (minimal) closure of T. 
Proof Put 

00 

T}.g= I (L}.K)nL}.g, gEL I (lR,dv). 
n=O 

Then for g>O in LI (lR,dv) Eq. (3.4) implies 

A II (L}.K)n L}.glll = II (L}.K)n - I L}.gllv 

-11(L}.K)nL}.gllv, 

n = 1,2,3, ... , 

and therefore for g>O 
00 

IIT}.glll = I II (L}.K)nL}.glll = IIL}.glll 
n=O 

Here 

(3.5) 

extends uniquely to a positive linear functional of 
LI(lR,vdv). Thus there exists a non-negative function 
q;}. EL 00 (lR, v dv) such that 

/3}. (j) = f_+oooo v(v)f(v)q;}. (v)dv, fELI(lR,vdv). 

Since obviously /3}. (L}.Kj) = /3}. (I) for all fEL I (lR,v dv), 
we have (L}.K)*q;). = q;}., where the adjoint is defined on 
L"" (lR,vdv). 

To prove that 1 is not an eigenvalue of L}.K, suppose 
C(A) is an eigenvalue of L}.K. If q; is a corresponding eigen
function, then 

Ic(A) 1{1Iq; Ilv + A 11q; III} = IIL}.Kq; Ilv + A IIL}.Kq; III 

~IIL}.K Iq; Illv + A IIL}.K Iq; 1111 

= 1I1q; Illv = 11q; Ilv, 

which implies that IC(A)I~1. Moreover, IC(A)I#l, since 
otherwise 11q; III = ° and thus q; = 0. Thus 1 = T}.g is the 
unique solution of Eq. (3.2) in LI (lR,dv). 

Clearly, T}. is the resolvent of a bounded strongly con
tinuous positive contraction semigroup on LI (lR,dv), i.e., 
T}. = (A - G) - I, where G is the generator and 
D(G) = Ran T}.. Moreover, 

T}.g= 1"" e-}.tS(t)gdt, g>OinLI(lR,dv), 
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while 

IIT"glll + (l/A){3" (L"g) = (l/A)llgIII' g>O inLI(~,dv). 

Thus if lE£ur (L"K), the residual spectrum of L"K, and 
hence IE£up(L"K)*), we have{3" (L"g) = 0 and therefore 

II T"gll I = (l/A)llgIII' g>OinLI(~,dv). 

Hence 

IIS(t)glll = IlgIII' g>OinLI(~,dv). 

Conversely, if the last two equations are true, {3" (L"g) = 0 
for all g> 0 in L I (~,dv). Since {L" g: gE£L I ( ~,dv ) } is dense in 
LI (~,v dv), we get tp,.\ = 0 and hence lE£ur (L"K). 

If Eq. (3.5) is true and lE£ur (L"K), then 1- L"K 
maps LI(~,vdv) into a dense subspace of LI(~,vdv) and 
Eq. (3.2) can be solved in JI for all gE~, where ~ is a 
suitable dense subset of LI (~,dv). For every gEL I (~,dv) 
and € > 0 we then choose goE~ such that Ilg - golll < €A / 
(A + 1) so that 

liT" [g-goJIII<€/(A+ 1). 

Thereforef = T"gED(A - G) can be approximated by some 
fo = T"goEJI such that 

II f - foil I + II (A - G)f - (A - T)folll 

= II f - 10111 + Ilg - golll < E. 

Consequently, (A - G) is the closure of (A - T). On the 
other hand, if (A - G) is not the closure of (A - T), there 
exist gEL I (~,dv) and € > 0 such that 

IIT"g-flll + Ilg- (A - T)flll>€' fEJI. 

Hence iff = ~~ = 0 (L"K) n L"g, we have 

II T" (KL,,)N + Iglll + II (L"K)N + Iglll>€' 

By choosing N large enough, the first term can be made arbi
trarily small, because the series defining T"g converges abso
lutely in LI (~,dv). But then 

{3" (g) = lim II(L"K)N + Iglll>€' 
N_~ 

whence lEur (L"K). 0 
Remarks: (1) If there exists a nonzero stationary solu

tion tp, then tp>O apart from a constant factor, S( t)tp=tp and 
AT"tp=tp. But then{3" (L"tp) = 0 and hence{3" = 0, which 
implies that lE£ur (L"K) for alIA> O. Consequently, theexis
tence ofa nonzero stationary solution implies (3.5). 

(2) Another case when (3.5) is true occurs if v(v) is 
essentially bounded. In that case Ilgll v < II vII 00 IIgllI for all 
gELl(~,dv)~LI(~,vdv) Thus if {am};;;= I is an increas
ing sequence in (0,1) with limit 1, then 
fm = (l - amL"K) -IL"gED( T), increases with m if g>O 
and satisfies 

(A - T)fm =g- (l-am)Kfm· 

As a result, II f - fm III - 0 as m - 00. On the other hand, 

Ilg- (A - T)fmlll 

= (l - am )IIKfm 111<(1 - am )Ilfm II v 

<(1-am)lIvll oo IIfmlll' 

which vanishes as m- 00. Consequently, fED(G) and 
(A - G)f = g. Moreover, G = T. 
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(3) If v(v) is integrable, then IIL"K II < IILK II < 1 on 
LI(~,vdv). Then lEUr (L"K) andEq. (3.5) must be satis
fied. This is also the case if KL" is weakly compact on 
LI(~,dv) [orL"K isweaklycompactonLI(~,vdv)J. The 
reason is that power compact operators do not have a residu
al spectrum. 

( 4) In general, Tis not a closed operator and hence Gis 
a proper extension of T. This is, for instance, the case if 
k(v,v') = 8(v - v') and v(v) is not essentially bounded. In 
this case (Tf)( v) = - a (af / av ) defined on JI while JI 
does not coincide with the (generally) larger domain of the 
generator of the semigroup {So, v = 0 (t)},;.o on LI (~,dv) de
fined by (So,v=o (t)g)(v) = g(v - at). However, if 
spr(L"K) < 1 [which occurs, for instance, if KL" is weakly 
compact on L I (~,dv) or if v( v) is integrable J, we can easily 
prove that T" maps LI (~,dv) into JI and therefore that 
G=T. 

Suppose there is a nontrivial non-negative stationary so
lution tp in LI (~,dv) Then, as known, either tp(v) > 0 for all 
VE~ or tp(v) = 0 for v<vo and tp(v) > 0 for v> vo' In order to 
derive some properties of the semigroup {S(t)},;.o in the 
latter case, we consider the free streaming semigroup 
{So(t)},;.o on LI (~,dv) generated by the operator 
To= -(a(d/dv) +v(v») on the domain D(To) =JI. 
Then {So (t) } ,;.0 is a contraction semigroup whose generator 
satisfies 

(A - TO)-lg=L"g= 1"" e-"'So(t)gdt, Re A>O. 

(3.6) 

It is possible to write down So(t) in closed form. In fact, 

(So(t)g)(v) = M(t,v)g(v - at), (3.7) 

where 

M(t,v) = exp{ - ...!.- rv V(V')dV'}' (3.8) 
a Jv-at 

Hence IISoU)11 = ess sup {MU,v): VE~}, so that the type 
wo(So) of the semigroup {SoU)},>o is given by 

wo(So) = lim (l/t)log ess sup MU,v). (3.9) 
t_ 00 ve:9i 

Since in an L I space the type and the spectral bound of a 
positive semigroup coincide (see Ref. 16), we may extend 
(3.6) to all Re A > wo(So)' Writing (Rag)(v) = exp{iav/ 
a}g(v) we have for A = U + i7 with U, 7E~ 

L" = R.,. -ILuR.,., 

while IIL"glll increases monotonically as U decreases from 
+ 00 to - 00 for all non-negative gEL I (~,dv). Hence 

u( To) = {AEC:Re A<Wo(So)} 

whenever wo(So) > - 00, while u( To) = 0 whenever 
wo(So) = - 00. We now observe that 

l(A - G)-I - (A - TO)-I]g 

00 

= [T" - L" ]g = L (L"K)n L"g 
n=1 

implies that, for all Re A > 0, [T;. - L" ]g = 0 for all g of 
support within [vo, 00 ). Since 
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[T" - L,,]g = 100 
e - "I [S(t) - So(t)]g dt, Re It> 0, 

we find that [Set) - So(t)]g = o for allgofsupport within 
[vo,oo ). For later use we also mention that 

limIISo(t)glll = 0, gEL 1 (1R,dv) 
t_ 00 

as a consequence of (3.7), (3.8) and the nonintegrability of 
v(v). 

We call {S(t)}I>O mean ergodic l7.18 if for every 
gEL I (1R,dv) there exists a vector PgeLl (1R,dv) such that 

lim II ~ r' S(t')gdt' - pgll = o. 
t_ 00 t Jo 1 

(3.10) 

It then follows that P is the (bounded) projection of 
LI (9t,dv) onto the fixed space 

Y = {gEL 1 (1R,dv): S(t)g = g for all t»O} 

ofthe semigroup {S(t)}I>O along the space 

g = span{[ 1-S(t) ]g: t> 0, gEL I (1R,dv) }. 
Theorem 8: Suppose there is a nontrivial stationary solu

tion qJ in LI (1R,dv). Then the semigroup {S(t) }I>O is mean 
ergodic and the limit Pg is a one-dimensional projection of 
the form 

(Pg)(v) = a(g)qJ(v), vE1R, (3.11 ) 

where 

a(g) = J: 00 t/J(v')g(v')dv' 

for some non-negative function t/JEL00 (1R,dv) with 
1It/J1l00 < + 00 andS::::;t/J(v')qJ(v')dv'= 1. 

Proof' First, if G is the generator of {S(t)}t>o, then 
Y = {cpELl (1R,v dv): GqJ = O}. Thus, ifG = T, then Y co
incides with the set of stationary solutions in L 1 (1R,dv). Now 
recall that qJ is continuous and suppose that qJ does not have 
(finite) zeros. Then O<.S(t)q; = qJ for all t»O, and the mean 
ergodicity of {S(t)}I>O is immediate from Ref. 18 (Corol
lary 1 of Theorem V 8.4). 

Next, suppose qJ has a finite zero. Then there exists voE1R 
such that qJ(v) =0 on ( - 00 ,vol and qJ(v) > 0 on (vo,oo ). 
Then (KqJ )( v) = 0 on (- 00, vo], and therefore 
(Ku)(v) =0 on ( - 00 ,vol and for all characteristic func
tions u of compact support within (vo, 00 ). Since every non
negative function in L 1 (1R, v dv) of support within [vo, 00 ) is 
the monotone limit of a sequence of finite linear combina
tions of characteristic functions of compact support within 
(vo,oo), we have (Ku)(v)=O on (- oo,vo) for all 
uEL 1 (1R, v dv) of support within [vo, 00 ). Thus K leaves in
variant the closed invariant ideal in L I (1R, v dv) of functions 
with support in [vo, 00 ). Then, by the second paragraph fol
lowing the proof of Theorem 7, this must also be the case for 
Set). We may now restrict S(t) to L 1( [vo,oo ),dv) and apply 
the same corollary in Ref. 18 to get the ergodicity of the 
reduced semigroup. From the ergodicity of the reduced se
migroup and the special form of qJ we immediately have the 
ergodicity of the full semigroup {S(t)}I>O' 

Finally, as the stationary problem has at most one lin-
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early independent solution in L 1 (9t, v dv), we easily obtain 
the specificform (3.11) of the projection P. 0 

IV. DECAY TO EQUILIBRIUM 

In this section we shall prove that under certain quite 
natural conditions the solution of the time-dependent prob
lem converges in the norm of L 1 (fR,dv) to a solution of the 
stationary problem. Obviously, one of these conditions is 
that there exists a nontrivial stationary solution in LI (9t,dv). 
The other condition is that the generator G of the time evolu
tion semigroup {S(t)} 1>0 of Eq. (1.1) does not have purely 
imaginary eigenvalues. Of course, the second condition is 
suggested by the fact that if ia is a purely imaginary eigenval
ue of the generator G and g is a corresponding eigenfunction, 
then the solution ofEq. (1.1) with initial conditionghas the 
form 

S(t)g = eiatg 

and therefore does not converge at t -- 00 • 

More specifically, if the generator G of the semigroup 
{S( t)} t>O has purely imaginary eigenvalues, then under cer
tain conditions one may prove that every solution S(t)g of 
the time-dependent problem converges in the strong topol
ogy of L I ( 9t,dv) to a periodic function (cf. Ref. 19, Theorem 
C IV 2.14). Indeed, suppose that.1i, = 0 is an isolated eigen
value of G and that iaEup ( n for some nonzero real a. Let us 
also suppose that the distribution kernel k(v,v') does not 
vanish on a set of positive measure, so that the semigroup 
LI (1R,dv) is irreducible (i.e., does not have nontrivial closed 
invariant ideals). Then the spectrum of G on the imaginary 
line consists of a sequence {ina}:= _ 00 of simple eigenval
ues. On denoting by Q a suitable projection of L 1 (1R,dv) onto 
the closed linear span of the corresponding eigenfunctions, 
we obtain 

IimllS(t)g - eiytQgIII = 0 
1- 00 

for some period r> o. 
Assume now that there are no purely imaginary eigen

values and that a nontrivial stationary solution exists. 
In order to establish the decay to equilibrium we shall 

apply the 0-2 law for positive semigroups in LI spaces (see 
Ref. 19, Theorem C IV 2.6 plus corollary), which may be 
formulated as follows. Let {S(t)} t>O be a positive semigroup 
on the Banach space LI (E,~,,u) and let e(,u) be a non-nega
tive function in the kernel of its generator which does not 
vanish on a set of positive ,u measure. Then for every r> 0 
there exists a partition of E into two ,u-measurable subsets 
E Or and E 2r with the following properties: 

(1) For every t> 0 the closed ideals of all functions in 
LI(E,~,,u) having their support on E Or and E 2r , 
respectively, are invariant under Set). 

(2) IS(I) - S(t + r) leor Was t-- 00. 

(3) IS(t) - S(t + r) le2r = 2e2r for all t»O. 

Here eOr = eXOr and e2r = eX2r, where XOr and X2r de
note the characteristic functions of Eor and E 2r , respective
ly. 

Moreover, if the point spectrum up (G) of the generator 
G of {S(t)},>o satisfies Up(G)n{Reli, =0} = {O}, then 
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S(t)g converges in L,(E,~,f-l) strongly as t- 00 for all 
gEL I (E,~,f-l) that vanish on E2T . 

Theorem 9: Suppose there is a nontrivial stationary solu
tion cp in L I (fR,dv), while G does not have purely imaginary 
eigenvalues. Then 

limIlS(t)g-Pgll , =0, gEL I UJt,dv) , (4.1) 
t_ 00 

where P is the projection given by (3.11). 
Proof: As a result of the previous section we may write 

00 

T"g= L (L"K)nL"g, Re A>O. 
n=O 

From this equality we easily derive that the closed invariant 
ideals of T" in L I (fJt,dv ) are ideals of all functions in 
L I (fJt,dv) that have their support in [vo, 00 ) for some voEfR. 
This in tum implies that for all r>O one of the sets EOT and 
E2T in the 0-2 law has zero measure. 

First suppose E2T = m. Then eOT = 0 and e2T = cp and 
hence 

IS(t) - S(t + r) Icp = 2cp = {S(t) + S(t + r)}cp, t>O, 

which is impossible. Indeed, there is a sequence offunctions 
gnEL,(fR,dv) with Ignl<cp such that for every E>O there 
exists noEN such that for n>no and for t>O 

({S(t) + S(t + r)}cp )(v) 

«{S(t) - S(t + r)}gn)(v) + E, vEfR. 

Writing gn± = sup ( ± gn ,0) we have 

(S(t) [cp - gn+ ] )(v) + (S(t)gn- )(v) 

+ (S(t + r) [cp - gn- ] )(v) + (S(t + l')gn+ )(v) <E. 

If gn± = 0, then Ign I = g:! <cp yields cp(v) <E for all VEfR, 
which is a contradiction for sufficiently small E. Consequent
ly, EOT = lJt for all r> 0, which implies that for every 
gEL I (lJt,dv) 

lim IIS(t)g - QgIII = 0 
t_ 00 

for some vector Qg (cf. Ref. 19 Corollary to Theorem C IV 
2.6). But then the inequality 

IIS(r) - QgIII<IIS(r) -IIlIlS(t)g- QgIII 

+ II[S(t + r) - S(t) ]glll 

implies Q = P, which completes the proof. D 
Remarks: ( 1) If the generator G # T, then there are no 

nontrivial stationary solutions (see Remark 1, after 
Theorem 7). On the other hand, if G = T, then T" is bound
ed as an operator from L I (lJt,dv) into L I (fR, v dv). Then 

T" =L" + L"KT" , A>O, 

implies the Duhamel formula 

S(t) = So(t) + l' So(t - r)KS( r)dr. 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

Now, if cp is an eigenfunction to the imaginary eigenvalue iA 
of Tand hence S(t)cp = ei"tcp and S(t) Icp I = Icp I (see Na
gel, 19 Corollary 2.3 on p. 297), we find, following an argu
ment by Arlotti,20 
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and 

Icp I = So(t) Icp I + 1'So(t - r)K Icp Idr. 

A simple comparison of the LI norms yields cp>O and A = O. 
HenceifG = T [which occurs ifv(v) is integrable or if L"K 
is weakly compact on L I (lJt, v dv) ], G does not have purely 
imaginary eigenvalues. Finally, if v is essentially bounded, 
then IIKglll<llvll oo Ilglll implies Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3). We 
may then repeat the above reasoning and conclude that 
G = T does not have purely imaginary eigenvalues. 

(2) If we consider the case k(v,v') = o(v - v') where 
[S(t)g](v) = g(v - at) and hence G = T, we see that 
cp(v) = exp{ - iAvla}seeminglyisaneigenfunctionofS(t) 
corresponding to the eigenvalue eiAt. However, ~I (lJt,dv) , 
though cpELl (lJt,v dv) if v is integrable. 
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APPENDIX: AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 

The object of this Appendix is to illustrate-with the 
help of two simple model problems-the typical patterns of 
behavior that one may expect from a population of charged 
particles moving through a host medium under the influence 
of a D.C. electric field. We shall consider two distinct ver
sions of a simplified one-dimensional BGK model. A paral
lel and more sophisticated treatment has been proposed by 
Corngold and Rollins 7 who have adapted a one-dimensional 
Fokker-Planck model. 

One simplified model is represented by the kinetic equa-
tion 

al(v,t) + a al(V,t) = v(v){c(t)lm (v) - I(v,t)}, 
at av 

VElJt, 1>0, (A1) 

where 

f~ 00 v(v)/(v,t)dv 
c(t) = -----

f~ 00 v(v)lm (v)dv 

is a normalization parameter, and 1m (v) = ~/3 Itr 
X exp ( - /3v2) is the normalized Maxwellian with 

(v2
) = f~ 00 v21m (v)dv = (2/3) -I. 
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We consider the two following cases: 

(i) v(v) =vo>O, 

( .. ) () {vo, - w..;;v..;;w, 
11 v v = 

0, Ivl>w, 
where wand Vo are positive constants. Note that 

S: "" v(v)dv = + 00 

in case (i) whereas 

o <S:"" v(v)dv=2vow< + 00 

(A2) 

in case (ii). Moreover, note that in case (ii) assumption (ii) 
is violated. We shall study the typical problem of the time 
evolution of a swarm of guest particles following the switch
ing-on of the acceleration field at time t = 0, with 
/(v,O) =/m(v). 

It is easy to establish the following results. 
Case (i): Here/(v,t) relaxes towards a steady profile. In 

fact, one can show that 

a d 
/(v,t) =/"" (v) + - exp( - rot)- /"" (v - at), 

Vo dv 
where 

/"" (v) = (vol2a)exp{ - {:J(v2 
-). 2)}erfc()' $), 

with), = - v + (vol2a{:J) 

and/(v,t) -/"" (v), as t- + 00. 

Now we introduce the normalized velocity moments 
Ilk (t) which are defined by 

Ilk (t) = S: "" vk/(V,t)dv(f: "" /(V,t)dV) -I, k = 0,1,2, .... 

Then it is easy to show that 

<v)(t) = IlI(t) 

= (a/vo){l- exp( - vot)}-a/vo, as t- + 00. 

Further 

!(v2) (t) = 1l2(t) 

= (1I4{:J) + (alvo)2{1 - (I + vot) 

Xexp( -vot)}-(l14/3) + (a/vo)2, ast- + 00. 

Accordingly, for thermal agitation (relative to average ve
locity) we have 

~«V2)(t) - <v)2(t))-1I4{:J+~(alvo)2, ast- + 00. 

In this case there is no runaway process. 
Case (ii): For problem (AI) subject to (A2) and to the 

initialcondition/( v,O) = /m (v), it is obvious that, within the 
quadrant v>w, t>O, the solution /(v,t) remains constant 
along the characteristics v = v + as, t = s (s>O). Accord
ingly, we can write 
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{
/mCV), v>w 

/(v + at,t) = g, (v) = 
f(w,(w - v)/a), w - at <v < w, 

where t>O. Therefore, 

/(v+at,t)-g"" (v), as t- + 00, 'VElR, 

i.e., there is convergence towards a travelling wave. Note 
that this is not an explicit expression. 

We can summarize the results as follows. Under case (i) 
conditions [for which S":: "" v(v)dv = + 00] there are no 
runaways and the distribution function relaxes towards an 
asymptotic profile/"" ELI (lR,dv) nLI (lR,v dv) whose veloc
ity moments are finite. Note that, in this case, if cold charged 
particles were fed continuously into the system, then the dis
tribution function would not relax towards a steady state 
value. However, in both situations the velocity moments 
would relax towards finite values. 

On the contrary, in case (ii) [for which 
0< S":: 00 v(v)dv < + 00] /(v,t) converges towards a "tra
velling wave" and all velocity moments diverge as t - + 00. 

Under steady feeding, the velocity moments would diverge 
as t- + 00, whereas/(v,!) would converge to a steady pro
file belonging to L I (lR, v dv); however, this profile would not 
belong to LI (lR,dv). 
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